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THE INDIAN ANTiaUARY,

A JOUENAL OE ORIENTAL RESEARCH.

VOLUME XXV. — 1896.

ESSAYS OK KASHMIRI GRAMMAR.

BT THE LATE KASL EEIEDEICH BTJBKHAED.

Translated and edited, with notes and additions,

ly (r. A, Grierson, ThJ)., O.LB,, L0,8,

{Continued from Vol. ZXI7. ^age 347.)

Tlie Imperative

25. The second person singular has the form of the Root or Stem of the Verb. B, g,,

/

'karun,to'mdk.Q,j^ har» Another form of the Imperative is the so-called Respectful form:

j j ,
^

e, g„ harm, kar-ta. The negative used "with the Imperative is ma, or, more
/ / , ,

,

emphatic mata. The first person plural of the Imperative also expresses an intention ;

harau, let us do.

The Participles.

26. (1) Present Participle This has two forms :

—

(a) In — an, e. g,, sosun, s6sdn. This Participle is indeclinable,

and is used—
(a) Principally in composition with the auxiliary verbs Ma and » dsun,

‘to be;’e. g,, e; s6zdn chhus, I am sending ; m sozdn

6sus, 1 was sending

;

(^) Standing independently, especially as a nominative or accusative after verbs

like vuchhun, to see; e. vuchh ;pakdn, by him

was he seen to go ; (*) j ^3 tim vuchhm yivdn, they will see him

coming.

(y) Frequently doubled ie.g., ^paledn jpaJsdn, going on continually further

and further.

(b) In — ii^^ (expressing a state), in intransitive verbs in composition with

chha and dsnn ; e. g,, u*j » shmgit 6s', he was sleeping, he slept.

I
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27. (2) The Perfect Participle (Passive in the case of transitive verbs, Active in the

case of intransitives. — f^f) [often with a change of the root-vowel, vzde posi],

() In inut^ e. g., s6zun^ to send, suzmut. The plural is in mat\

/ / /

the fern. sing, in mats, pi, matsq. Many verbs have irregular forms in

this participle. The irregularities are the same as those of the Aorist, and are

derived from them.

() In e# — 4^13 (expressing a state)
; e, lihhit clihu, it is written,

e., it has been put into writing.

28. (3) Future Participle Active, in v6l and avun. This has been

described above [§§ 22-24], Both occur in composition with chTia^ and dsun,

29. The Participle Absolute (o.yhx/0 — The termination is ^ it, added
'

/ /
to the stem of the verb

;
e, g. harun, har, ^ harit.

The Participle Absolute has, as in Sanskrit, either an active or a passive meaning, accord-

ing to the context. It also frequently occurs after the following verbs :

—

hekun, to

be able; gatshiAn, to go (having done a thing to go, i, e., to do it at once);

inolcalun, to cease; especially with chhunun,^^ to throw
; e. g», Oj IjS trdvit chhumm,

to throwaway; cMwmw, to expel; tsatit chhmun, to out down;

MU chhunun, to eat up,i« etc. (Of. also tHe Pres. part. (6), and Past part. (6).)

The Precative,

30. This form expresses a prayer or request, and is only used in the 2nd and 3rd persons.
The termination is zi, which is added to the root with ^ as a junction vowel

;
e, g,,

f /

harun, harisi. With hi added, it takes a conditional meaning
; e. g., harhihi

thou shouldst do (or shonldst have done); iAjo diaiM, thou shonldst give (or shonldst have
given).

.

The Optative

31.

This mood expresses a wish. The termination is oAa ; e. g., sSzun,

soz-aha. In the case of dyun, and similar verbs, merely the syllable iA hq is added to the

1 sing. fnt. ; e. g., ci yun, to come, 1 sing, fnt. i*i yitnq, yima-hq. The words Jits’ ay

hhJi are used mth the optative in the sense of the Latin uimam; e. g., ^'J\j J (S’ «« ]cdshzdn-aJia-h, wouldst that thou knew.
^ ^ (s ay to&sh.

M. TheOpM..!. J
W^ form in — it is probably identical with the Participle Absolnte
KmsheemdWaae. tsW. « [ cf. the Hinddsttnl in id# mu., etc. -Tsaks.]
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Formation of Tenses and Persons.

33. In the Active voice a distinction must be made between the Simple and the

Periphrastic tenses. If we exclude the Imperative (J ta**
t) and the Present Optative

there are only two [three] Simple Tenses. The Present Indefinite or Future

and the Aorist, or tense of narrative [and the Pluperfect II.

34. The Present Indefinite or Future has the following terminations. [This tense was
originally a present, but is now only used, in the Indicative, with a future meaning. It is also

regularly used as a Present Subjunctive.]

Sing. Plur.

(1) q an

(2) ah in

(3) i an

35.

The Aorist [or Indefinite Past]. [In this tense the verb frequently changes its

radical vowel in the masculine singular, and sometimes also further modifies it before a final ^

Thus, from harun, to make, 3 sg, masculine 3 sg. fern. Jcqr^ : 3 pi. masc. hqr^ , 3 pi.

fern, kari. It also frequently changes the final consonant of the root in the feminine. Thus,

pohy he went, fern. jpqcJiK In short, the 3rd person of the aorist is merely an old adjectival past

participle, and is subject to the same rules as adjectives, as regards gender and number,

see §§ 153 and fi. and 217 and fp.

The following arer the terminations of this tense in the case of Intransitive verbs ri-

sing. PI.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem,

0) US is or es
i i

(2) uh ik or eh ivq^^ iva

(3)
«16 il7 i i]

36. The Aorist of Transitive verbs is treated passively [that is to say, instead

saying ‘
I sent thee,* the expression used is ‘thou wast sent by me.* In this way the subject of

the sentence is in the case of the instrumental, and the object of the sentence becomes the

subject, of the verb. The verb agrees in gender, number and person with this latter subject.

The third person sg. of the aorist transitive, construed passively, suz'^i suzi, suz^ , suzi, he

(iti®), she, they (m.), they (f.) was, were, sent, is taken as the basis of the ordinary conjugation

of the aorist, and to this the following terminations are added :
—

Agent 1st Person, no termination.

Agent 2nd Person, sg. pi. vq.

Agent 3rd Person, no termination.

We thus, when the object of the sentence, i, e., the subject of the verb, is in the third

person (i, e., the 3rd personal pronoun, or a noun substantive), get the following scheme of

terminations to be added to the root. There are other schemes for the same person which will

be described subsequently (see § 88).

This “ is usually omitted in writing, and is not pronounced.

IT [This is sometimes omitted in writing, and islbarely audible. Many (inoluding Wade) omit it altogether, but

T have Dr. Neve’s authority for its existence.] According to some, vi;b,

1® Once for all, throughout the verb, the neuter is the same as the masculine.
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Subject (of the verb) [he (it) she, they] was (were) sent].

Subject of sentence

in instrumental

“1(3)

((1)

S^(2)
"

1(3)

Singular. Plural.

case.

by me
by thee

by him, her, it

by us

by you

by them

The ^ is not pronounced and is seldom written. So also the ^ of the Pem. Sing,, espc*

cially the ^ of ivq.

37, [If the object of the sentence, i. e., the subject of the verb, is in the second or third

person, the nominative suffixes of these persons have also to be added. This will become plain

from the paradigms. Regarding the suffixes, see § 47,]

38. [The second form of the Pluperfect (Plup. II.) has the following terminations

added to the root direct, frequently with a change of the final consonant of the root (see § 158),

but with no change of the radical vowel. JEJ» The Plup, II, 3 sg, masc. of ladun, to load,

is laxdv.

Sing. PI.

Jdaso. Fern,
1

Masc. Fern.

A

(1) os or ’ yos or oyas or iyas
1

1

(^1 Sy §yi

(2) or y6Tt

/ ' ^ A
1 or oyaTi or tyak

t

dvq
\

/

iyiva

(3) or dv or yov^'^ 1 iyi iyi
•'1

1 "I

The above are the terminations of the nenter verb. The Transitive verb is construed
passively like the aorist, the same terminations being added as above explained.]

Tbe Periplirastio or Comppund Tenses.

39. (1) The Present Definite (J^), is compounded of the Present Participle, and the

Present of the Auxiliary verb chha, ‘ to be/

40. (2) The Imperfect compounded of the Present Participle, and the

Aorist of the Auxiliary verb dsun, ‘ to be.’

41. (3) The Perfect compounded of the Perfect Participle and the Present

of the Auxiliary verb chJiay to be (transitive verbs treated passively).

Some verbs take the ^ and others^the i- forms, see § 90, See § 160.
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42. (4) The Pluperfect I. (*^J compounded of the Perfect Participle, and

the Aorist of the Auxiliary verb dsun^ ‘to be.* [For Plup. II., see under head of

Simple Tenses.] [Transitive verbs treated passively.]

43. (5) The Periphrastic Puture, compounded of the Future Participle, and the
/ ^ ^ / f

Auxiliary verb cJilia, ‘ to be ’
;

e. haravun ohhu, he is about to make.

44. (6) The Puture Perfect and Dubitative compounded of the Perfect

Participle, and the Future of the verb ' dsum, [Transitive verbs treated passively],

45. Mp. gives (7) A Perfect Optative or Conditional, compounded of the Perf.

Part. 4- Opt. or Cond. of and (8) An Imperfect Imperative, compounded of the

Pres. Part. + Imperative of but I have not met with any instance of them in

literature.

46. The Tenses of the Passive are all Compound ones (see Passive, §§ 136 and ff.).

47. In order to be able to comprehend the Paradigms, it is necessary here to give the

certain cases of the Personal Pronouns, and their connected suffixes.

Singular.

Plural,

Suffix,

cr s

^ m

^ h

all genders.

tj va

eJ h

Singular.

2« Accusative.

(1) ho, me

(2) tsa, thee

^ (3) ^ sUi him

1

„ so, her

ti, it

j* m

o t

Jiifn

s
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Personal Pronoun. Suffix.

Plural.

(1) qs\ us

(2) *3 toh\ you

(3) 1*3 tim^ them (masc.)^

thnq^ them (fern.'^0

35j vq

^ k

"Note that, in the fall forms, the ^rominatiye is the same as the Accusative. In the second

pers. sing, and in the first person of both numbers, however, the Accusative usually takes the

form of the Dative.

3. Instrumeiital.

'

(1) me, by me r »•

(2) tse, by thee t

Singular. ^ .
-I

(3) tqm\ by him
i

\ .

n

^ tami, by her
j

- /

(1) aei^ by ua

>

1

\

Plural.
/

-
(2) AAJ you tj vq

i (3) timau, by them (m. f.) ^ Je

4,. Dative^

^ (1) me, to mo
1

" ^ m

Singular.
1

' (2) tse, to thee

t

is y

1 /

L (^) B

r /

1
(1) asif to us

t
'

,

^ (2) toM, to you
1-

Plural. -

/

^
(3) tiniauy to them (m. f.) Te

[Note. — There is no suffix for the Nominative plural, and that the suffixes of the plural

of the 2nd and 3rd persons are the same for all oases.]

EBMABKS ON THE SUFFIXES.

48. It must be noted as a peculiarity of the KA.smiri idiom, that all pronotninal suffixes

are, so to speak. Relative,— that is to say, that they invariably refer to some preceding or follow-

ing noun or pronoun, and are thus, properly speaking, pleonastic. A Kasmiri does not say,
“he killed the man, but “the man, he killed-him,” or “he killed-him, the man.*’ He

does not say, “ I will give to thee,*' but “to thee will I give-to-thee.'* Hence we find (*5

.»/
^

ho balrdva-k (causal of balm, to be in good health) tim, I will heal-them them. We also,
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/ / ^ >
however, find sentences like vyj [ri balrdva-n^ I will heal him ( su being understood

from what precedes).

49. In applying these suffixes, the following special rules must be followed

!• Simple Tenses.

() A final 8 A is merely a graphic sign to shew that the word ends in a vowel, and hence

should be treated as non-existent.

() A form ending in a consonant takes — a, — C’*) or « (usually omitted) as a junction
/ ^

vowel, in which case if the consonant is \ it becomes ^ ; e. y*, soza-h, thou wilt send,
/ / ^

s6zn?i(aym^ thou wilt send me.22

(c) j av (a%) becomes j— 6 and ^ — iv (iu) becomes y6 ; sozau, we

shall send, ^ sd«o-#, we shall send thee
;

soziu, you will send, s6zy6-m, you

will send me.

(d) t becomes th [if followed by another suffix] ;
e* y ,

tse suzu-tg he was sent

by thee ;
tse smHh{a)'my he was sent by thee to me.

/ / /

(e) For 8j ^vq-va we find 8j j— ova ; so also* idj— v^vq-^i becomes — dn; and
/ /

Zj ij J-^ am-vq^ tj I — dvq.

/ t f

(/) ^vq-s becomes — 6s; fj ^vq^m becomes dfli, and — ^vq-k

becomes ' -=2- 6h

/ /

(s^)
— anan becomes c) — tas. That is to say, the pronoun becomes separated

from the verb and ceases to be a suffix.

/

(A) If another suffix is added after — an, the latter becomes i*)j — on; e. g,,

dtma-n, 1 will give him, dim6n(ayvq, I will give him to you.^*

2. Compound^ Tenses.

In these the sufiBxes are added, according to the foregoing rules, to the auxiliary verb

;

/ ^
e. y., ehhus{a)-n (him).

Double SufQ.xes.

50. In the Aorist, Perfect, and Pluperfect we meet with Double suffixes (see Aorist).

One suffix is that of the Instrumental. The other, that of the Nominative, Dative, or

Accusative.

Examples.

51. Nominative Suflaxes:—
1st singular,— («) (j^s: 1st sing, pres. ho ckliii-s, I am; 1st sing.

^ i
aorist, ho hJiutsu’S, I feared. ^^tse tr6v(^<')~th(ays, by

thee (was) forsaken-by-thee-I I, £. e., by thee was I forsaken, thou forsookest

22 The translator is responsible for most of these examples.

Jn forms like d/rdyi, yre sometimes find tD** drds, instead of drdyis, [Np., Matth,
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ine:^^ (jjj) (tohi) rot-va-s (ho), (by yon) (was) seized-by-you-I (I),

t. e„ you seized me,

(&) ^ m : 2nd plural aorist, ‘^4-* tohi sii^~va-m ho, by yon was I sent, you

sent me.

%id person singular,— ^ Tc
\
2nd sing. pres. ^^4^ cliJiu^Jc, tbou art

;
2nd sing.

^ f

aor. tsq hhutsu-\ thou didst fear.

8rd Person Singular,
jt / •» j>

(a) {*) n: 2 sg. aor. iohi sm-vq-n su, by you was he sent.

(&) s ; 3 sg, aor. iimau mol koru-s, (he) who by them

was bought, i, e,, (he) whom they bought,

2nd Person Plural, ^ tj mi 2 pi. pres, clihUnq, ye 9-re; 2 pi, aor, Aj

toh^ hhuts-m, ye feared.

drd Person Plural, — <4^ hiZigl, pres. ^-^4^ ttm clihi-lc, they are.
e <

62. Accusative Sufidxes ;

—

^ A A •

1st Person Singular, — j* m : 2 pi. imperat. sozyo-m (for fio;9^^w-m), send me.
//

2nd Person Singular, — ^ : 1 Sg. fut. 6o Jeara-t, I will make thee,

Zrd Person Singular, — (a) a) n*,l sg. fut, e;jU Aj Jo mdra^n, I will kill him,

/// ,
(b) 5 ! 3 pi. fut. tim haran{ay8, they will make him,

/ / /

27id Person Plural, — tjvqil sg. fut, S^jUAj jp mdra-vq, I will kill you.

3rd Person Plural, — ^ hi 1 sg, fut. wSJjU Aj Jo mdra-h, I will kill them.

53, On the distinction between the Accusative au,£Bb5;es n and si—
Instead of ii; « (aoo.), u*' s is used —

(1) In forms which end in

(«) — / or e : e. g,, ij»j bo wan- 25 he will kill him (from U mdri + 5) S

0"% tsali-s, they fled (from) him (from tsqli + o. «)•

- / ^ \ '
Qo) u — an ; 0 , g^, salihq din(ci)-8, sal^bq ladan{ays

/// / /

(Matth. X3f. 19), they will crucify him, or AJ havdla lcaran(a)-s

(Matth. xs, 19), they will put him in charge. [Matth. xxvii, 22, 23,
has saMbi (fern, ohl.) not saMq (maso. obi.),]

[These are the only two cases allowed by Wade.]

(2) In the 3 sg. aor,
;
e, g,, horu-s, be made him, to distinguish it from

Jsorun (?). [« is here a Nominative snffix,]

8* Some call this an Accnsatire suffix : by thee tbou hast forsaken me CO ; by yon didst thon send me (0 ; by
yon did yon send him (!). Of. Np.,' Matth. xxvii. 46 3 xxi. 18 5 xxvii, 9 ; xxvi. 55.

8* Wade, wdri-a-e.
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54.

(3) When a feminiae predicate follows

;

liilriivicshka jam^ hariu ta gandi/6 s gyad\
(

and bind them in bundles.

Dative Suffixes;

—

Matfch. xiii. 30 ) gather ye the tares

1st Ferson Singular. — ^ m : 2 sg. imperat. di-m, give me,

/

2nd Person Swigular. ~ (s y 1 sg. fut. dima-y, I shall give to thee.

/ r

^rd Person Singular. — s: 1 sg. fut. u-* haras, I shall make for him.

drcl Person Plural. — ^ h: 1 sg. fat, soza-h, I will send to them.

{To he continued.)

ON SOME DATES OF THE KOLL.AM ERA.
BY DB. ROBERT SCHRAM; VIENNA.^

Mb. Sundaram Pillai gives in his interesting pamphlet, Some Parly 8overeiqn<i of

Travancore, Madras, 1894, fourteen inscriptions dated in the Kollana Bra. Some of these

dates mention the week days and the moon's and Jupiter’s places, - so that they can easily be

verified, and it is perhaps not without interest to see how far they agree Avith each other.

The dates contained in the inscriptions are the following :
—

No. 1. — In the year opposite the year 301 since the appearance of Kollam, with the sun in

the sign of Leo {u e,, the Malabar month Chingam, or, roughly speaking, about the

latter half of August 1125 A. D.)2

No. 2. — In the Kollam year 319, with Jupiter in the sign of Scorpio and the sun in

Gapricoriius (i. e , the Malabar mouth Makaram, or, roughly speaking, the end of

January 1144 A. D.)

No. 3. In the year opposite the year 336 after the -appearance of Kollam, with the sun

6 days old in the sign of Taurus, Saturday, Makayiram star (i. e., the 7th I^lavain,

lunar mansion Mrigasirsham, about the end of May 1161 A. D.)

No. 4. — In the year [opposite the year 336 since the appearance of Kollam],^ Avith the

sun * days old in Taurus, Saturday, Makayiram star.

No. 5. — In the year 342 after the appearance of Kollam, with the sun 7 days old in Loo
{i, e., the 8tk of Chingam, about tbe-end of August 1166).

No. 6.
—

’In the Kollam year 348, with Jupiter in Cancer and the sun * ^ old in Pisces,

Thursday, Anusham star (i. e., the Malabar month Minam, .approximately speaking in

March 1173),

No. 7> — 111 Dlianus and when life was at its height (Dhanus 365, about the end of

December 1189).

No. 8. — In 'the Kollam year 368, with Jupiter in Virgo and the sun 2 days old in Taurus

(3rd Idavam 368 M. E., or about the latter half of May 1193).

No. 9. — In the Kollam year 371, Avith Jupiter in Cancer and the sun 24 days old in Cancer

(25th M6dam 371 M-. E., or about the beginning of May 1196).

No. 10. — In the Kollam year 384, with Jupiter in Cancer [and the sun * days old in

Gemini] (Mithnnam or Idavam 384 M. E., about May or June 1209).

No. 11. — III the year opposite the Kollam year "SSO, with Jupiter in Aquarius and the sun

18 days old in Pisces, Thursday, Pushya star, the lOth lunar day (i. e., 1214 A. D.)

1 [An improved version of which is to be found in this Journal, Vol. XXIV.—En.]

2 The words within brackets aare Mr. P. Sundaram Pillai’s remarks.

s The words within square brackets are supplied in the inscription by Mr. P. Sundaram Pillai.
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No. 12. — In the year opposite the Kollam year 410, with Jupiter in Scorpio and the sun

27 days old in Aries {%. e., the 28th M6dam, about April 1235).

33 , la the Kollam year 427, with Jupiter entering Aries and thesun 21 days old in

Taurus, Wednesday, the 5th lunar day after the new moon.

No. 14. — In the Kollam year 491 and in the fourth year, the sun being 21 days old in

Aquarius (22nd Kumbham 491 M. E., or, roughly speaking, about the end of February

1316).

As the dates Nos. 3, 11 and 13 seem to be the surest, we will begin with them. Mr. Robert

Sewell states in his South-Indim Ohronological Tables, Madras, 1889, page It, that on the first

day of the Kollam era 1434160 days of the Kaliyuga had expired, and this brings us to the day

2022626 of the Julian period. And counting from the beginning of the Kaliyuga, corrected

2 d. 51 g. 8 V. 45 p. (see Warren’s Kala Sankalita, page 10) and adding hereto 3926 years

of 365 d. 15 g. 31 V. 15 p. ^lus the duration of the months M^dam, Idavam, Mithunam,

Karkadakam and Chiiigam, we find indeed that the entrance of the sun into Kanysi took place

on the day 2022625 of the Julian period at 37 g. 40 v. 36 p, after mean sunrise at Lanka.

Taking now the dates as current years, we find for the beginning of the respective months

the day of the Julian period: 2145227 d. 1 g. 28 v. 31 p. for Idavam 336; 2164524 d. 28 g.

11 V. 43 p, for Minam 389 ;
and 217846 5 d. 33 g. 52 v. 16 p. for Idavam 427. The first instance is so

near sunrise that the slightest difference in the assumed duration of the solar months can bring

it back to the end of the day 2145226, whichday is to be taken as the 1st Idavam
;
so the 7th

Idavam 336 corresponds to the day 2145232 of the Julian period, which day (29th April 110

1

A. D.) was indeed a Saturday. As it is easily found by Jacobi’s Tables that on this day the moon
was indeed in Mrigasiras, this date seems identified without doubt. If the 1st Icjavam 427

corresponds to the Julian day 2178465, the 22nd will correspond to 2178486 or the 15th May
1252, which day was indeed a Wednesday, and by JacobFs Tables the 5th tithi was running; so

this date, too, is undoubtedly ascertained.

The day 2164524 for the 1st Minam 389 would bring the 19th Minam to the day 2164542,

which, instead of being a Thursday and the 10th lunar day, is Wednesday and the 29th lunar

day. But when we take this year to be expired, the beginning of Minam 389 falls on the

the day 2164889 d. 43 g, 42 v. 58 p. and the 19th Minam corresponds to the day 2164907 or tlie

12bh March 1215, which was a Thursday, and on which day by Jacobi’s Tables the 10th tithi

was running and the moon, was in the nahshatra Pushya; so there can be no doubt that this

date also is correctly ascertained by transferring it to 1215,

These dates shew that in the inscriptions the years are sometimes expired and
sometimes current.

No. 4 is the same as No. 3, and need not therefore be taken into consideration. Nos. 1,

5 and 14 have no particulars by which to decide if the years are current or expired, so
they may correspond respectively either to August 1126 or 1127 (1125 of one begins the year
with Chingam instead of KanyA), to August 4, 1167 or to August 3, 1168 (or to August 4, il66
when beginning with Chingam), and to February 15, 1316 or February 14, 1317,

For the dates Nos. 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 the position of Jupiter is given, so that
it is possible to decide in every case if the year is current or expired. Taking first all the years
as current and calculating the places of Jupiter, we find Jupiter in the sign assigned to him
in Ncs. 6, 9, 11 and 13, whilst in No, 12 Jupiter, instead of being in Scorpio, was yet in
Libra, So this date has to be taken as expired, which brings Jupiter to Scorpio. In No. 10 the
case is reversed. Jupiter ought to be in Cancer, but he had really left this sign for some
months and was far advanced in Leo. Yet this is easily explained when we consider the contents
of the inscription. The words [and the sun ** days old in Gemini] are supplied. As the last
lines of the document in question speak of a first half-yearly payment due in Vrischigam 385,
Mr. Sundaram Pillai supposes that the document itself was made half a year before Vrischigam
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385, wkick would bring ns to Mitknnam or Idavam 384. Bui as tkis supposition does not

agree with Jupiter’s place, there can scarcely be any doubt that the document, instead of being

made half a year before the first payment, was drawn up a whole year earlier or in one of the

first months of 384, whilst Jupiter was yet in Cancer. It is not quite easy to say which day is

to be taken for Jupiter’s leaving Cancer ; for one cannot besure whether the true or the mean posi-

tion of Jupiter is to be takeninto account. This seems to be decided by No. 13- When calculating

the true place of Jupiter by the Tables in Warren’s jfiLalo Sanhalita, we find Jupiter, 14 degrees in

Aries. As the inscription says “Jupiter entering Aries,” fourteen degrees are rather too much
advanced for snch an expression. But when we simply calculate the beginning of Jupiter’s

years by the Tables of Kielhorn, we find that the year Pingala, which corresponds to Aries,

had begum on the day 2178462 of the Julian period, just 24 days before our date, so that the

expression “ J upiter entering into Aries ” would be quite exact. Using, therefoire Kielhorn’s

Tables also for No. 10, we find for the beginning of Brimnkha or Jupiter’s entering Leo the day

^162576 or the 27th Tula 334, so that the document would be brought to Kanya or Tula 384,

some days before the first Vrischigam, so that the half-yearly payment was only due after a

whole year.

As to the dates Nos. 2, 7 aud 8, they must be erroneous; foi* Jupiter, instead of being

in Scorpio, Cancer and Virgo, is found respectively in Aquarius, Sagittarius and Aries.

Mr. Sundarani Pillai, in the note to page 29, also remarks that the position assigned to Jupiter

in these inscriptions does not agree with the other inscriptions. There must be some error

in the date.

To sum up, we-fiiid for our dates: —
No. I = August 1126 or August 1127 (August 1125, if one begins the year with

Chiugam)..

No. 2 erroneous.

No. 3 = 29th April 1161-

No. 4 = No. 3,

No. 6 = August 4, 1167 or August 8, 1168 (August 4, 1166, if one begins the year

with Chiugam),

No. 6 = 1173 A. D., February 22, or March 1, or March 8, or March 15-

No. 7 erroneous.

No. 8 erroneous.

No. 9 = April 17, 1196.

No. 10 between October 23, 1208 and January 14, 1209.

No. 11 = March 12, 1215.

No. 12 = May 10, 1236-

No. 13 = May 15, 1252.

No. 14 February 15, 1316 or February 14, 1317.

NARSINH MEHTANUN MAMERUN.

A Poem by Psbmanand.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GUJARATI WITH NOTES BY MRS. J. K. KABRAJI.

(flonUnaed from p. 106.)

Canjio FIL

245 “ What ruin the old woman has brought on me I ” (Kunvarb&i laments).

My grandmotheiv-in-law stands in the place of an eiiemy to me i she has destroyed all

the gladness of my heart

:
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(She -who appears) sweet of tongue and of few words and sings the praises of Hari at

every step,

Witli a show of benevolence chose to dictate the list, hut she bears malice in her heart. ”83

Kunvarbai went to her father with the paper in her hand,

250 (And said) “ My grandmother-in-law has prescribed impossible things : say, father, vhat

is to become {of ns) P

She has made a demand that not even a millionaire conld satisfy.

Why has this Hmant come to me, thus to be a source of grief to the sddJiUj my father ^

One thousand pieces of gold, to say nothing of the clothes I

And not a Icandi do I see with you, father.

255 Father, I beseech you to go back, for by stopping longer you will forfeit your good name.”

Says the M6h6taji :
— “ Daughter mine, remain confident.

The old woman has helped and not harmed our cause,

Siimalia is not one to neglect me on this occasion: why dost thou shed tears ?

Damodar is not deaf to (our) prayers. He will not have to go into debt (for our sakcs),

260 Kuhvarbai, go you to your home, it is none of our concern.

If Harl does not furnish this rndmiruhi the ridicule will be all his.

As he (miraculously) replaced the nine hundred and ninety-nine sdi’is on the person of

Pancliali,84

So will he provide the requisites of the rndmeruiu

You wait patiently till the morrow.

265 Have faith in your heart, daughter of a Vaishnava. The Lord 66piil will support us and

maintain us through life.”

On hearing these words of her father, the daughter’s heart was filled wdtli affection,

And she returned to her home with faith in her bosom.

^

245

^
tr#.

git»i55 '»'y?rr <TTtr

250 gifr ft

3^ ’nr Tt,^ t;

‘arsnmit hw m^ ’a>rnn-

Hra-sft i <{1%, €i«r
265 pRiTsfi' «n®r

arrr^ ^^
5rR®'rsfi‘ fr 5 srrg^ <Trt.

*Ti%' gprf

260 R*r Tsrrd. snrj ^
sifr «!i%.

S7:?ir, 57^^ ti

t g srar ft fTfr^; sWt<r.

itfffRT ^ soiffr grsF c;

265 arpT^ f sjftqrasf ^liTTos.

ft% Irf s^rsfi, e»fV Tfrant fKr t ;

JjfWrt 'R^i' ari^^r, snopr-

Canfo MIL
Mark, ye people, tlie queer ways of this sinful age, the Yaishnaras are ridiculed.
This Nagar community is much given to sarcasm, and will make cutting remarks on the

most trivial matters.

*3 Lit.f bears a large knife in her heart.

“ ^*“'S «• reference to the well-known story of DranpadJ, who was condemned to be etripped in open court,
ODour was 5a\€d by Vishnu, who substituted another cloth as soon as one was removed, till nine

hundred and nmety-nine were supplied in succession j when her enemies, finding their efforts fruitless, ceatcd to
harass her any more.
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270 As the MShSt^ji arose to have his meal with his company of iserdgis^

The people all assembled around in a crowd, and began to laugh at them,

Saying:—“ See how the tilah and the necklace of tulasi beads, and the printed cloth on

his person become the Mih^taji

!

Oh, see the beauty of the vivM

:

millions of cupids will hide their heads through shame

!

Now you will see that he will sing the Bag Maldr^^ as he bathes, and will bring down a

shower.

275 Then he will hold forth the food and mutter incantations and J^dav N&th will partake

of the oblation.**

All the verdgh bathed themselves with such (water) as they could get

;

But the water provided for the M^h^taji was boiling hot

;

As hot as the oil boiled for frying Sudhanva®® was the water heated
For the M6heta by the vivan,^"^ that he might be flayed alive

!

280 Seeing the water so hot the Meh^taji asked for some cold water.

But Kuhvarvahu’s sister-in-law®® turned away her face and said sneeringly
“ Why, M^hetaji, can you not bring down a shower at will that you ask ws for cold water ?”

This remark went to the Mlh^ta’s heart, and he straightway called for his cymbals.

Seated on a stool he invoked the Lord Samal and began to play the Bag Malar,

285 The Nagar people assembled to 'watch (the result), and went on speaking unmannerly

things.

grsrfSF sKTssgw,

7hRT wr?# 5ir*ifr. ?

frsSr smr ^ ^rf f^r^r

^ 35!RdW »ir55r, stn

JTWR *Tr^ ’TRft %o5r ^ ;

275 jT^rr? eRt^iT ^rr^l'i ^15% srrf^^rra’ t.

9rflr ?ra %5r, ^ *1553 ^

;

gfiOT rss^tt ^

;

srsR g^rsg, *it?rn^

gfsr®

280 ssofffejr sTf

*rc»JT^ 5isr »R#lf5T

»TRjrr ^ SR# %^r#^,#sT»r sirt ^ rr# C;

Wait tsr 5IT® ^
RiTT irir *r?r

285 simt «#f5- RoSTatr, «f»r

Canto IX,

The M^hStaji sat on a bench and called upon Srf G6pll,

He sang the Bdg Malar with devotion, beating the cymbals with his hands :

—

“ Help me, thy servant, S&mal^, who am being ridiculed.

The water is hot enough to crack a cocoanut.

290 The enraged Hansdhvaj RM had boiled the cauldron of oil.

But by thy mercy it cooled down and Sudhahva was saved.

Thou, 0 Sam ala, didst accept the order for seven hundred rupees®® (that I wrote).

88 The Rfig MalUr is reputed to have the power of bringing down rain at any season, if sung by a righteous

man. The next canto is set to this r6g.

86 There is a story that the E&ja Hahsdhvaj had condemned Sudhanva, his own son, to be thrown into a caul-

dron of boiling oil. The oil was boiled to a steaming stage in Hahsdhvaj 3i5.1’s presence, but, as Sudhanva was

being'thrown into it, &iva cooled it down immediately and the condemned man came out of the cauldron unscathed,

much to the astonishment of the B&ja and the people.

87 Fern, of vMi, see note 36. ®® Wife of the elder brother of Kuhvarbfil’s husband.

89 It is related that once some holy men came to Harsihh*s door on their way to Dw&rkA They had not the

necessary means to proceed on the journey and to live in that place of pilgrimage, and naturally expected that

Narsinh, the great exponent of Yishnuism, should supply them with funds, "When^ J^farsinh pleaded his poverty

hey demanded a written order on any hanker-friend he might have in Dw.^k^, wnerenpon Harsinh made out a
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Thus I have faith that thoa wilt help me and send me a shower.

If thou dost not give me a little cold water, ISamala, how shall I trust to receiving the

mdmMh from you ?”

295 On hearing this prayer of Narsinh, the great god was moved.

In a moment the sky became overcast and darkness spread in all four directions.

There was thunder and lightning in the skies.

Dust arose on all sides and rain began to pour down in torrents.

The water found its way into the 'oevdi's house and the people began to clamour.

300 All the Nagars fell at his feet saying :
— “ Pardon our unjust conduct

:

We were fools not to have recognized you, you are -verily the chief of pious nion.’*

'Srirafig M^hlta joined in praising (Narsiiih) : only the veudns kept away from pride.

At length the rain ceased and the Meheta then bathed himself

;

But when all was over the crafty Nirgar-people said :
— “Oh, it was only au unseasonable

shower, such as we have very frequently.*’

306 You are, blind to what is proved before your very eyes; it is but a sign of this sinful ago.

Uefrain,

Then the M5h5taji sat down to his meal, and took the tdl in his hand,

And the crowd of verdgis began to chant the h^^mii of offering.

’R5K »Trar ?rr3ir,

snar hut wTr, ^rmssr apfr ^rrfr^T;

®ii% ^55g. 'irrfr

290 ^ ^srrraff

?rm«5T. tRrrw;

% %5fS5t

Sint ^T«i35r,

295 %-

sn?r wjsirpc:

Ganto X,

'K'nm^ sirhfrtr, 5515^ vm:^ S5> wNr tNtr,

300 sTr*rR3?r <111? sjifrr sm^r;
sT»Tr ar^r^ slterJssir,

afitir ?g?fir t^Wr Jirn »TPr;

^7gTspT gfrw. %?5Tr^ jprnr.

^*r sTRt «rt *ir^, <r*r str ;

305 !r#?r sr jrjrt snpR.

^?sr#r.

%f?rr^r ?€h# ?rrar;

Rcr*R ?rj, RR »rRr srreB ^

.

After this prayer was offered, Vaijmait partook of the food,*®

And accepted the offering out of his love.

310 (Now I relate) what happened when the night was over.

The night was spent in praise and prayer and day broke.
Kunvarbai went np to her father and said:—“Now let us distribute the nitidUH.”
The Mehltaji said : “ Go, daughter, and invite all your relatives and connections,
And with faith in yonr heart, bring an empty basket

815 And sit under the mmda;g,^ holding it forth.

You are to invite all your relatives and caste-people with their families.

bJladteased to a fictitious banker, asked liun to pay Es. 700 to the pUgrims on his account, and sent the men
on. Ha^nh knew that the Lord Krishna would come to Ms aid in his diffloulty, and he did coma. He appeared
to the pilgrims at Dw4rk4 in the guise of a Ttoi^ banker, endorsed the bUl and paid them seven hundred rupeeson the spot. ^

The god is ’Relieved to eat part of the food offered.
« Ama^<«.. i. e., a canopy of cloth decorated with plants and flowers, is generally prepared for each festival.
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The delay is not mine, daughter : I am waiting for the recipients to arrive.”

Said KuhvarbM :
—“ Father, how can I have confidence ?

How shall I sit, holding the empty basket, while the people laugh at me P”

Said the MSh^taji :
—“ Daughter mine, thou art a Vaishnava by birth.

It is neither my concern nor thine
;
Sri Hari will provide the mosdlun.*^

320 On hearing these words of reproach from her father, Kuiivarbai went to her mother-in-law

My father is ready with the gifts, pray send round invitations.”

Pand^ Khokhalo went round to invite (the guests) and got together the whole town.

The vevdi people mutter to themselves :
—“ The M^h^taji will soon shake off his pride.”

The MShStaji entered the maiyiap with the tdl in his hand.

326 All the N^ars, standing up, cried “ J6-G6pal” (with feigned devotion).

Refrain.

Getting an empty basket (Kunvarbai) sat holding it forth.

The M^h6taji blew into his shell, and prayed to Sri Hari.

»iTf ^trsfr. %5r
MNsTHfogt

5TS5-.

310 rsnft srr«RraRTar

arraair 'fNr <rr%. jTmssnft

3r?%,w
arrft ^ str

jjra arnr ?r#?r

315 # arrriffR ’Tort ar^. 'fiwasT# fir

^R t ?TR 5?rar*if

»rr*, ^ ^soRsfr

?nT>Tft'=5ffR^!fr,

320 ?Tr?r3,

Rd f^frr |y, 55rJTr fJR %iir

sifRf. ^555^ srt nRi
Rft *ir»T.

^Fmr arrszir, ?r?T arrar

325 srnre HI «r|, gR? % »fRrar

SRRT.

*RNt arrft, % ^ar»Tf aipa ??#; -

Ganto XL
The M^hSta blew into his shell and called upon Vanmali.

All the four castes began to laugh, striking each other's palms ’( i, e., in expectation of

amusement) ;

330 “ The vSvdi has begun the farce of the mosdluh.

All the customs of the Nagars has he forsaken.

Look at his printed cloth, his (biforked) Utah and his tdl, and his necklace of tulasi beads,

Now will Narsiuh dance and his iojpmdlds^^ sing.”

Thus say the assembled Nagar community sneeringly :
—

335 “ And he will give us bodices for home wear :

”

Many women both young and old are assembled in the mandap.

And they whisper sarcastic words, (to them) sweeter than sugar.

They laugh and stare at the M6h8t4 and mock him with cries of J6 'Sri Krishna.”

The pearls of their nose-rings hang daintily over their pretty faces.

340 Decked all over with ornaments and fine clothes and silk bodices,

The youthful and blooming Nagar women laugh and jeer at the MShItfi.

Some with jewels in their ears, their arms covered with ornaments,

Their bangles jingling, and their throats glistening with (jewels),

Stand quietly and draw their veils over their heads.

345 One casts sideling looks from her piercing eyes :

Another’s long tresses trail down her back.

92 it*., wearing caps, i, Vaishnavas, so called as they used to wear cape coming down to their ears.
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Her arms and feet jingle with ornaments, her high brow is adorned with large ttla/cs.

Some have taken their little ones on their hips;

While some (inquisitive) one rises now and then to see if the basket is still empty ;

350 And some modest daughter-in-law hides herself behind her husband’s sister.

Some mothers put words into their children’s mouths

And make them repeat them, while others do their best to keep them quiet.

Some harsh-tongued woman speaks harsh and unjust things.

Such various moods the crowd presents,

355 And on little pretences is Hari maligned (thus) :
—

“ Kuhvarbai’s father is giving me a patoU as the mdmMn gift

;

I shall never wear a plain sddi again I

What lacks the Vaishnava so long as he has the necklace round his neck,

And the ten or twenty rich tdpiwdlds in his wake ?

360 We congi’atulate thee, Kuhvarvahu ; thou art fortunate in thy ptijar,^^

Thy father blows into his conch-shell and lo !

The maternity gifts are as good as received ( by us) !”

Thus the scornful vipras mock him :

—

“ Place a stone in that empty basket or the wind will blow it off !

365 At this the daughter lost courage and went up to her father; bat he motioned to her to
have patience.

Befrain.

“ Have faith, daughter,” (he said) and took the tdl in his hand,

And placing the sheet of paper in the empty basket called upon Sri GopAI.

%|t ^rsniTs^l'}

, ?5r5rr wtr f rrraf^:

330 %?rr®Nrr sn qr

»nSr tnfl<i)i6sr»

srnrtt sTT«t. ^
336 ipg- am% SR’CloEt.

ws !TPft srn:,

^ WRT. qsgr,

^ "iftirsor,

3^ 37? 5535% 53-T^. %«inCSTT

340 5fiosqr°prre , ^iT«ri% < 5̂3%,
53m *Tf SIR. sre

35% 35555^06 %.
sjirarT 5^35%

?r»ft wfri- ^
345 ar>ff9TT35r 3iisT%

^sfsfft^TR %^?5iff#,
5r?R ?R% qni, gtim 3kt% ^

Rr?53fr *rr% %lrvjt #,
*rpir ^535 |f.

350 %rf 3%^ srr^r sisr sigosr %.
355rqrf35 si«>r^ jg-

^ %35it srr35 ?(>>^ #.^ grair ^rfr stk #.
qr^ M #;

355 %.

1 35|qr mK, qrrfi- ?ifi- w.
qfr %% HTosr

^Hrfhrr fqpftqr ^^TeCT %.
360 qsT <iR "fNt %f

qiTft

qrrarr %55r m srf%grq?rt.

33Kt ®Tsnir «n?f'>r, 3557 3n%!

5^ ^l'35<l’<r sffqro, sir% 4hrr *11%,
365 ^1% ^rni^

gRHt ?ir!5^;

5?% ®mt q»R3rr t".

Canto XII, *

Holding the paper in tie empty basket Narsinb MSb3t& cailed upon the god Hart.
All the virdffU follow with their hymns, a sight quite strange to the Mgars.

®® parents aud the parental abode.
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370 While those reciters of the Veda speak unoiamierly things, the M^hSta remains absorbed

in Madhava,

0, see! Everything is placed in the basket: don’t yon -see the rows of bodices?”

(remark the people).

Bnt the MSh^ta minds not a word
;
he is lost in praise of Madhava,

‘'Hail Damodar, Bal-mnkand, thou Lord that savest from hell, thou son of Nand,

Master of the universe, Moon of the garden of Yafidravan, son of D€vaki, thou source of joy,

875 Lord o£ the Gopis, Gdvind, Protector of kine, victorious and yet kind and merciful

!

Be mindful of me, thy servant, and prepare for (the bestowal of) the mUdluk,

As I sing praises with my moufch, and the tdl in hand, the Ndgar community reproach me#

It is difficult to have to do with this people. Lord, keep my honour this time.

If thou, Nandkumar,®^ art my master, what (harm) can this wicked world do me?

380^ As I know thee to be the protector of thy servants, I have every confidence in thee.

Yon sent timely help to Amarisa®® when he was in trouble. You have lived in the womb,

too, (for the sake of mortals).

To kill Sankhasnr^® you took the shape of a fish

;

And, to bring out the fourteen jewels from the depths of the sea, you transformed yourself

into a tortoise.

You destroyed the great sinner Hirnuksha,®® and placed the earth in its proper position

once more, •

385 And even a man like AjamM,®® who was a great sinner, you raised to yourself, on his

uttering the naine of his son (at his death).

When PrahUda^®® was in difficulties you, great god, manifested yourself at once.

You absolved Dhruva^ from all fear of death and second birfeh, and made him immortal

like your own self,

Sonof Nand,
^5 Karsinh now eaumeratas all the services done to his devotees by Krishna. Amarisa(=:p Ambarisha) wasaai

ardent worshipper and was subjected to persecution by certain Rishis, to test his devotion.

36 Sankh^sur was a sea-monster. He lived at the bottom of the sea in a conoh-shelL The wife of Sfindlpan,

a worshipper of Vishnu, once complained to him that this sea-monster had stolen her son from her, whereupon
Vishnu took the shape of a fish and fought the monster and brought back the son. [But the legend is well-known

in another form. — En,]

37 It has been said that the gods chiirned the sea in search of fourteen gems or imcomparable things,

when Krishna in the shape of a tortoise bore them all on his back.
36 Hirn^iksha = HiranySksha, the twin brother of Hiranyaka^pn, had carried off the earth into the regions of

Pdt&la, whence Vishnu brought it back and placed it in its proper position.

39 AjSm#l (=? Ajfimila) was at first a follower of Vishnu. But he fell into evil ways through the influence of a

wicked woman, and lived a life of unrighteousness. At his death the messengers of Yfima went and stood by his bed.

Aj&m^l was frightened by their cruel, ugly faces, and in his fright called his youngest and best-loved son, N^rfiya^

by name. But as he uttered this word, a synonym of Vishnu, the latter^ s messengers took the place of those of

T^ma, and lifted AjllmSl up into the presence of Vishnu, where the god forgave him all' his trespasses aud gave him
ealvation.

100 FrahUda, the son of HiranyakaSipu and father of Bali. He became an ardent worshipper of Krishna

while yet a boy, which so enraged his father, who was a sworn enemy of Vishnu, that he ordered him to be killed

but all attempts to destroy his life proved fruitless through the iutercessiou of Vishnu. Thus hafBled, Hiranya-

ka^ipu declared he would believe in Prahldda, if by his prayers he produced Vishnu before his eyes. Frahldda

uttered his prayers aud Vishnu became visible in the form of half-man, half-lion aud in a fierce fight there and then

killed Hiranyakasipu.
1 Dhruva was a son of IJtt^napfida, and grandson of the first Mauu. His mother was the second wife of ITttftna-

p^da and had no respect for her lord. Oonsequently Dhruva was no favourite with his father. Once, as he saw his

half-brother, the son of the elder and more devotQd queen, sitting in his father’s lap, Dhruva tried to do the same,

but his step-mother forbade him saying, “ Thou hast no right to sit in thy father’s lap since thy mother* loves him
not. If thou wishesfc to be a favourite, too, go and shake off this auatdr and be born once more unto me.” Dhruva
was stung and went to the woods to engage himself in tap (devotion). Vishg,u befriended him, and said to him, ” Go
back to thy parents, they are longing to meet thee. Reign with them for thirty-six thousand years, at the end of

which time I shall send thee a vairrhdi/i, in which thou shalt come up to me with thy parents.” So Dhruva went

back, reigned for thirty-six thousand years, and mounted up to Vaikunth at last in a vaimiXri (the aerial oar of

the godsl. [This is an interesting variant of the accepted legend. —* Ed.]
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Even the wicked Punichali was able to ascend in a vaiwAn to Yaiku^th, because she

taught her parrot to utter thy name.

You ate the impure berries, and in consequence ^varS^ was enabled to eiiter paradise.

890 Because Vibhishag.^ bowed his head to your feet, you made him the monarch of Laiikil.

You gave absolution to the fisherman and his family,* and he was granted immunity from

a second existence on earth.

Thus have you helped your worshippers in their difficulties. You saved the elephant from

the clutches of the sea-monster,^

You appeared on earth in the shape of a dwarf,® and but for yon the seat of Indra would

liare been lostr

You took the grie!^ of the queen of PaSchala (Draupadi) to heart and replaced her clothes

as they were removed from her.

305 You gave Paratli victoi'y over Kuvrav, and you even stooped to drive chariots in^ the

battlefield of Kurnksh^tra.

You gave absolution to Rukra^ngad, and yon rushed to the help of Havichandra.^

You saved the 6,aikumar ChandrahasS on three occasions, because he worshipped (you)

with the coneh-shelh

You saved Sudhanva from being burnty although his own father had thrown him into a

cauldron of boiling oik

Even though Muradhvaj waa sawn to death, he wept not and was granted salvation

(by your mercy).

400 You saved the birds during the fire in tbe forest of Kbandav by throwing the elephant

bell over them.®

You ate the vegetables placed before you by Vidurji®* because he had^ pleased you wdth

his devotion.

You took the rice from the "hand of Sud&mH and in reward gave him the nine priceless

jewels-^^

You defeated the pi’ide of Madhav’s^^ heart j and held up the Mount Govardban as if

in play.i®

® Once when Yishnn wua wandering in the desert he met a Bhll-woman. She bad been expecting tbe great

god to pass by her door, and as sbe had nothing in the way of food to place before the Lord, she went to the woods
and collected bSrf (a kind of berries) and kept them ready. However, as a precaution against their being found
sour by the god, the poor woman had bitten each berry and tasted it. Vishnu knew this and should not have eaten
the impure fruit, but he did not like to damp tbe ardour of the poor woman. He partook of the berries, praised the
.woman for her devotion and rewarded her by granting her absolution from her sins.

5 VibhSshaua was a brother of RSvana, hut he had befriended SitA during her captivity, and had impressed on
Havana the necessity of suhmittlng to the will of R&ma (another incarnation of VishnuJ. As a reward Bdma, after
killing Bilvaiaa, set him npon the throne of Lank4.

* This fisherman had borne Kama and Lahshmana over the waters of the Gangh when they were banished from
AySdhya.

6 This is a reference to a famous fight between a monster eld'phant and the sea-monster Gr^ha.
6 Beference to tbe VAmana, or dwarf, avafdra,

Beference to the legends of Bnkmini and Harilchandra.
8 Allusion to the romantic legend of ChandxahAsa*
8 These birds used to worship Krishna,

A very poor but sincere adorer of this god.

SndAma was a poor BrAhman
; he was devoted to Krishna, and once when he went into his presence at DwArkfi

he had nothing with him to offer the god, but some parohed rice. The Lord received him kindly and respected him
on account of Ms learning. SudAma hesitated to place the rice before the god, but he said : “ Hast thou brought no
offering ? From such a one as thee I would aooe^ even a trifle, and with his own hands pulled out the bundle of
vice from SudAma’s clothes. Then in reward for his modesty and learning, Krishna turned him into a rich man
and gave him other gifts bodily and mental, nine gifts or ** jewels ” in all.

12 MAdhava had displayed Ms mighty bow that no earthly youth could wield. Krishna, when he saw it broke it
in two.

‘ ’

15 When Indra sent heavy rain into VrindAvana, through jealousy that all worship was given to Krishna,
the cowherds and oowherdesses went and asked the boy Krishna for redress. He laughed, and lifting up the
mountain Govardhana from the ground, held it over VjindAvana, so that Indra was baffled.
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Lord Jaduray,^^ you drauk of£ the fire in the forest, and saved the milkmaids and their kine

from burning,

405 Ton accepted the worship of Kubja,i5 although you had to suffer the taunts of the

populace.

Such a friend of the poor are you, — so kind and merciful, — that I place myself as your

servant under your protection.

You are the mighty Damodar, while I am but one of millions that serve and worship you.

I have espoused your cause, great god, and I crave your assistance.

Woes are growing round my head thick as trees (in a forest), which circumstance fills

yoiLr worshippers with humiliation.

410 The Nagar community is rich and thriving, while my sect is moneyless.

Just as if the thirty-three crores (of gods) suffered from any want, all the blame would
attach to the Kalpa-vriksha

So if the Yaishnavas lose their prestige, yorir glory will fade, my Lord.

My relatives stand in the place of the messengers of Y^ma^^ to me, and yet how can you
sleep on ?

I have (already) called together and seated ail the relatives, and my daughter sits, holding

her in her hand,

416 The cup is void of the 7jj«n/cMn-paste, and (naturally) my daughter feels impatient.

It is two ^garis * past midday : pray come soon : time is flying,

Kuhvarbai is at thy mercy
;
I am too powerless to do anything.

What ! Art (still) sleeping in Vandravan, with Radhajli^ pressing thy feet?

Or is it some incomparable woman like Lalita, or Yis^kha, or Chandravali,

420 (With whom) you spend the night in mirth, and thus forget your worshipper ?

Wake up and see, Lord Jadava, and hear thy servant’s prayer.

As you appeared unto Kabir on his calling you to mind,

And as you accepted the milk offered by a worshipper, Dimodar,

You saved TrilCohan from his great grief, because he fetched you water like a servant.^®

425 You invested the -with dauntlessness and you drank off the poison prepared for

MiranbM.22

For the sake of S6na,23 Lord, you changed yourself into a barber and went to shave (the

king).

1 had not known you, my Lord, when I used to fetch grass,

And did not know a single letter, for my sister-in-law had turned me into a cowherd,

But Sadisiva made me your servant and shewed me the immortal dance.

430 I saw your amorous pastimes, and thenceforward made a study of your doctrine,

And for that the people ridicule me
;
yet I have faith in you.

Reference to Krishna’s TMava descent.

Kuhjfi. was a servant of Kania, hut she offered worship to Krishna when she saw him, and he by a touch of

his hand transformed her into a goddess. [The ordinary legend is that Kubjfi was a crooked damsel whom Krishna

made straight in return for a slight service. •— Ed.]

16 The immortal tree in heaven from which all the gods derive sustenance. Yama, as the god of death,

18 The cup in which they keep hunhan paste. is The wife of Krishna.

20 Krishna appeared to Trildohan in the guise of an ascetic, and received service and gifts at his hand. The

references to Kahir and Trildchan take us to the times of the mediaeval reformers.

21 The K611 (? Paundraka) was an impostor. He tried to pass himself off for Krishna, and when they called

upon him to shew his strength, Krishna endowed him with Ms own strength and fearlessness.

22 MirS-hbal was the first Gujar&tS poetess. She was the wife of Kuh'bh&, EanS. of and had left he
husband through some quarrel and gone to live in Dw^kfi. Here she worshipped Krishna and made poetry in his

praise. Her husband sought to kill her by sending her a cup of poison with a mandate to drink it and prove her

innocence, if she were true to him. Krishna drank off this cup and Mir&nbM was saved,

as &§na was a barber, but loved the god Krishna, and shaved his worshippers and devotees without remune-

ration. Once while he was thus engaged the king of his country, who was a sworn enemy of Krishna, called for him.

His non-appearance would have enraged the king and led him tc condemn him to death, but Krishna took the form

of the barber and went and shaved the king.
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Trikama, you must not forsake Mm, -whom you call your own.

You came to distribute hhiom to my guests, and for my sake you employed five bands.2*

Once when I was very thirsty at midnight, you took up the pot amd poured water down

my throat.

436 So many times have yon established my truth (to the people), and even accepted my

(fictitious) hundts.

In that way then, Lord, do yon supply the mSMliln, and fill up the empty basket with gold

coins.

But if you do not come to my aid, my beauteous Sam, remember that I have to do with the

NAgars

!

Brfrain,

I have to deal with the.NSgars, plainly understand it
!"

TTpawng Harsihh’s prayer, the Lord of Vaikunth arose and rushed (to his assistance).
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(To le continued^)

FOLKLORE IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY PANDIT S. M. NATESA SASTBI, B.A., M.E.L.S.

No* 41. — Biters Bit (a Noodle Stonj)*

In Tanjore there lived a rogue of the first water, practising roguery as his profession, and

living solely by it
;
so much so that he was known throughout the country as the Tanjore

Rogue. No one dared to have anything to do with him, for people felt sure of falling into his

clutches and becoming duped by him. After living for a long time in Tanjore as a true

devotee to this profession, the Tanjore Rogue found it impossible to keep his life and soul

together any longer there. Doors were shut against him, as soon as it was known that he was

approaching a house. Men and women ran and hid themselves in unknown places, as soon

as they perceived him at a very great distance. His name was in every one’s mouth, and life

any longer in Tanjore became an impossibility. So the rogue resolved to try his fortune

in some other place, and, calling his wife, addressed her thus ;—

“ My dear, we have been living hitherto very happily here. Till now I have had a very

successful profession, and found a way to earn thousands. I had an easy part to play. With

very little labour I was always duping others. But now the days have changed. People have

become more wise. Very few fools come my way now tb be duped. My name is a byeword,

and instead of finding a doubtful livelihood here I have resolved to go elsewhere, leaving

you to live upon what little we have saved, I heed not tell you that I am so clever that

I will earn thousands in no time, and soon return to your side.”

“ My dear husband,” replied she. 'Ton have spoken like a true hero. I give you my full

permission to go, for I am sure that you will succeed wherever you may go, though my

confidence of your success in this city has been completely lost by our sad experience of the last

few months,”

Thus saying, she ran off and soon returned with a big clay-ball and a handful of cooked

rice : a proceeding which puzzled the rogue himself. She then rounded off the clay-ball and

aj^plied to its surface the cooked grains so nicely and so cleverly that the minutest eye

could not distinguish the clay underneath. The rogue now saw wh^t she meant.

Done like a rogue’s wife !” said he, “ Language fails me to express my praise, my dear,”

“ Am I not your wife, my lord ?” said she smilingly. " Why should the rice at home be

wasted. Why should you not, in starting out.to earn a /ivelihood by your profession in a
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distant place, begin to practise it on tbe way ? ‘Son can meet with some fellow-traveller on

the road, and exchange with him this ball of rice, and thus commence to live by your noble

art from the very starting point/*

“ May the God of Eoguery shower his boons upon you, my dear ! May he keep you, who has

outwitted me in my own art, safe till my return !**

Thus saying, the Tanjore Kogue took leave of his wife, and, with the ball suspended on

his shoulder, started towards the north !**

Now, there was a second rogue, called the Trichinopoly Bogue, who had made his posi-

tion in Trichinopoly as impossible as had the Tanjore Rogue in Tanjore. With the permission

of his wife the Trichinopoly Rogue, too, had started to try his fortunes in another country. He

also must have something for the way, and so his wife brought him a small brass vessel filled

with sand to within a quarter of an inch of the top, and scattered over it a thin layer of raw rice.

Both the rogues met. The patron God of Eoguery had so arranged it. For how long

could he keep apart such master gems of his own creation ? They met as strangers for the

first time in their lives on the banks of the river Coleroon.

“ May I know who the gentleman is that I have the happiness of meeting to-day ?
^*

asked the Tanjore Rogue without knowing w'’ho the stranger was.

“ I am a traveller for the present, a native of Trichinopoly,** was the answer which the

other rogue gave.

He then came to know that the stranger was a native of Tanjore and a traveller like

himself. Beyond this they knew nothing of each other, for each was careful in his own way.

By this time they had both bathed in the river and finished their ablutions. The I’anjovo

Rogue was waiting for an opportunity to get his ball of rice exchanged, just as the other rogue

was with his vessel of raw rice ; for each had seen what the other had for liis dinner. The
Tanjore rogue first began :

—

“ That disreputable wife of mine gave me cold rice tied up in this bundle. 1 am not in

good health, and if I eat cold rice I fear I may fall ill. I do not know what to do. There

appears to be no village near us. If I could only get someraw rice I could cook it in your

vessel.

The Trichinopoly Rogue was very glad to hear this suggestion, and as soon as the Tanjore
Rogue had finished his speech, he said

,

** My friend, 1 am sorry for you. Yes, when you are not in good health eating cold
rice will be bad for you. In travelling especially, the first thing to be cared for is health, I

am very hungry. If you give me your rice, I have no objection to give you my rice and the
vessel too. What matters if it takes some time ? You can cook and eat, and if there is any-
thing left over, you can give it me hot,**

Each felt himself elated in haying deceived the other, and the exchange was readily made,
as if they had been friends for a long time. The Trichinopoly Rogue was the first to discover
that he had accidently met a person who had outwitted him in his own art.

He turned round to see what the Tanjore Rogue was doing, but he had not yet discovered
the trick that had been played upon him, for he was collecting dried sticks to light a fire.
Said he to himself

& &

“ Oh ! he has not yet discovered the trick. I shall leave him alone .till he does it.**

So Riought he, and he had not long to wait, for as soon as the fire began to burn, the
anjore ogue took the vessel to the side of the water to clean the rice before setting it on the

fare. When water was mixed with the rice the trick was discovered, and the Tanjore Rogue
s ood dumb with astonishment for a minute. Without having the slightest suspicion, he had
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outwitted ! He directed his eyes towards the Trichinopoly Rogue, who smiled and approached

his friend.

Was it proper on your part to have deceived me thus ?” was the question which the

Tanjore Rogue put to him,

** Was it proper on your part to have deceived me thus ?’* was the reply he received.

They then fell into a long conversation and many were the tales and adventures which
each rogue related about himself to the other. In this pleasant conversation they spent a long’

time, forgetting hunger, fatigue and exhaustion. After full 6 ghatihls of their beloved subject,

said the one rogue to the other :

—

It is now plain that we are able men in our own way, and that we have started to earn

a livelihood in foreign parts. We must continue friends from this moment. We must have

a common object and work together for it. So from this minute we must embrace each other

as brothers in a common cause.’*

“Agreed,” said the other, and from that minute they became friends.

The sun had now set and the two men walked as fast as they could to some place where

they might find something to eat. It was a jungly tract of land, but at last the sight of a dim
light cheered their hopes. It was a lonely cottage in that wilderness, and its sole inhabitant

was a bent old woman of three score years or more. She was an old lady who had seen a good

deal of calamity in her younger days, and who had retired to that forest to lead a retired life.

But even there her greed followed her, and she was a seller of puddings in the forest. Eor

though the place appeared gloomy during night it was not so during the day. Many neatherds

frequented that part in the daytime with their cattle, as the place afPorded a good pasture,

and the old woman sold them puddings and made money, saving a good sum in time. The

rogues knocked at the door and demanded entrance,

** Who are you ? asked the woman from inside.

We are travellers in search of a place for food and rest,” was the answer. Again the

same question was put, and again the same answer given. Fora third time the question was

repeated and when the same answer w-as a third time given the door flew open.^ The

rogues gave money to the old woman, who fed them sumptuously. After the meal was over

the strangers related to the old lady how they had come out in search of adventure, and how

they would be highly obliged if she would advise them on that subject. The old woman was

flattered.

“ My dear sons,” said she. “You seem to be young men. I have no children. Yon can

live under my roof as my own children. I will feed you well, and impose upon yon a very

light task in return, I have a very quiet beast, a cow which one of you will have to take out to

graze. There is no pasture near this cottage, so you will have to take her out a ghatihd's

distance near to a tank, -where there is abundant grass. There are fruit trees near the tank,

under which you can protect yourself from the sun, while the cow is grazing. This is a job

in which one of yon may be engaged. As for the other, I have a few beds of cabbages in my
backyard, which must*be daily watered. A -few buckets of water will quite suffice. If one

of you manages the cow and the other waters the cabbages, you cau remain under my roof as

long as you like, aud pay nothing for your food.*’

These terms seemed very lenient to the two rogues. The grazing of a quiet cow and the

watering of a few cabbage plots must be easy, even if one had to do both. The bargain was

soon struck, and the two rogues had more than enough to eat that night, and fell sound asleep.

I It is a belief amongr Hindus that devils knock at houses at night to play mischief with the inmates.

The dejils do not answer three times. Hence to test whether the knocker is a real person or a devil the inmates

ask thrice before opening the door in the night.
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The morning dawned, and both the rogues had something for breakfast. The old woman

promised to give them a very sumptuous hot meal at night, and started the Trichinopoly

Rogue, with something to eat in hand for mid-day, to graze the cow. The Tanjore Rogue had

to water the cabbage plots in the backyard, and so was sure of his mid-day meal at home.

The Trichinopoly Rogue started with the cow, and had a very quiet business of it till

he reached the tank. He thanked his stars for their having conducted him to the old lady, for

what trouble was to be expected in grazing a quiet cow. Cows in India are proverbial for their

meekness, but there are exceptions. As soon as the tank was reached, the rogue untied the

cow and it began to graze even more quietly than he expected.

« What a fine time I shall have,” thought the rogue.

But in a moment all his hopes were changed. Suddenly the cow took to her heels and

for fear of losing the animal, and, as a consequence his evening meal, the rogue followed it

headlong. But he was no match for the cow, for she had not thus been led out to graze for

several days ;
it might have been even for months. She was far in advance of tlie rogue,

and knowing that he could not overtake her for some time, stopped to gi’aze. Tlie rogue

slackened his pace, and walked up slowly, gaining, in the meantime, fresh vigour to recom-

mence the race, in case there was any occasion for it. The brute did not disappoint him.

It was grazing again quietly.

“ Poor thing
;

it was, perhaps, terrified at some object at first, and so ran off so \YildIy.

She is now grazing quietly according to her nature. I shall reach her in a minute,” thought

he, and he reached the cow but, unfortunately, not to catch her. Just as he was on tho

point of catching her the cow again took to her heels
;
again the rogue began the race

;
again

the cow stopped and began to graze
; again, though not with so much hope as at first tho

rogue slackened his pace, regained strength, and was almost at the point of catching her. Again
he failed. And so the whole day, even without having time for his mid-day meal, the

Trichinopoly Rogue was after the cow. He was always unsuccessful in catching her. He had
traversed nearly twenty Ms by the time that evening approached, and he had gone round the

big tank and its neighbourhood nearly a hundred times. But at last, fortune seemed to pity

even the worst type of rogue, and, as if more out of pity than anything else, the cow allowed

itself to be caught.

I shall never bring you up here again to graze. I shall, instead, give such a glowing
description of you to my friend the Tanjore Rogue and change my job with him to-morrow.
Watering a few plots must be extremely easy,”

Thus thinking within himself, and composing his face, for with a dismal face one
cannot play a devil’s part, he slowly lead the cow to the cottage of the old woman. His whole
body was in pain. Several thorns had found seats deep in his feet. He had hitherto lead an

'

easy life in roguery, but that day seemed to be a punishment for all his sins. Still with a com-
posed countenance he returned home.

Meanwhile, the Taujore Rogue in the backyard had only to water four or five green plots,

could do it in half a thought he.

There was a hand pihotta^ at which he had to work, and the condition was that he should
not cease work till the plots were full of water to the brim. He was at work till mid-day, and.
then found that the water baled up was not even a quarter of the quantity required !

“What ? My hands are already red with work. I have pain from top to toe. and yet
the plots are not a quarter full. What can be the reason ?’» thought the Taujore Rogue and
tried his best to find out the cause, but without result.

* A ipihotta ia a oountry water-lift.
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Now this was all clever trickery in the old woman of the wood. The fact was that in

the midst of the plots, the old woman had placed subterranean tunnels by means of which the

water was guided underground to a long distance, and there used for irrigating several acres

of land. This was so well managed that there was not the least room for any suspicion; The
^anjore Rogue with all his cleverness was not able to find the trick out, though he

surmised that there was some trick at the bottom. The old woman came to him at

mid-day, and took'him very kindly inside the house for a light meal, and then requested him

to proceed to his task. Even before a ghatihd was wanting to evening, and as if she took

the greatest compassion on our hero, she visited him again, and spoke thus ;
—

“ My son. Don’t mind the trouble. Tou can do the rest to-morrow, cease work and take

rest.”

He thanked her for her kindness, left the •pikotta^ and came to the^ pydl outside the

house. Sitting there, he began to chew betel-leaves and areca'-nut, and as he was engaged in

this, the thought passed and repassed his mind :
—

-

What a fool I have been ? If I had taken out the cow, I would have had a better time

of it fco-day than the tiresome duty of watering these plots. There comes my brother rogue

with a joyful countenance. Perhaps he has had a very happy time of it. I shall give him a

good description of my work and change my job to-morrow with him.’*

Just as he was thus speaking, the Trichinopoly Rogue approached the house with the cow
with him.

“ How did you fare to-day, my friend ? ’* asked the Tanjore Rogue.

Oh, I have had a most happy day of it. What fine fruit trees there are on the banks

of the tank there, and I had no difficulty at all of any kind. I unloosened the cow to graze and

passed the day sleeping under the shade of trees, and eating fruit. What a fine beast this cow

is, too. It grazes quietly like a child.
”

Thus said the Trichinopoly Rogue, and the composed way in which he told his tale mad©

the Tanjore Rogue believe what he said. Soon the other rogue began :
—

** Oh ! Ton do not know what I had to do. It was all over in a quarter of a ghatihd.

Half a dozen potfuls of water to each plot was all that was wanted in the business. So I

passed the day in sleep and chewing betel. Come on, sit down
;
you had better have some.”

The cow was tied up in its proper place, and the two rogues sat down on the pydl of the

cottage in the twilight. The pain and hardness of the work of the day were so predominant

in their minds, that each easily believed the work of the other to be easier than his own, and

each suggested an exchange of work, which was readily accepted.

The morning dawned. According to the mutual agreement the Tanjore Rogue took out

the cow to graze, and the Trichinopoly Rogue went to water the cabbages. Each soon

discovered how he had been duped by the other. In the evening they again met,

^‘What, brother! was it proper on your part to have deceived me thus asked the

Tanjore Rogue, and the Trichinopoly Rogue replied ;— What, brother I was it proper on yonj*

part to have deceived me thus ?”

Then the two rogues came, a second time, to an agreement that they should not direct

their ingenuity to deceiving each other ;
but that they should always act in accord. They

resolved to do so, and held a long talk as to how to deceive the old woman, and walk away with

all her money. The old woman overheard aU this conversation.

“ I am too clever for such tricks,” thought she, and was careful in her own way.

Now the old woman, was herself an extremely clever rogue, and the very next morning,

as if of her own accord, she called the rogues to her side, opened her big box to them, shewed

them all the gold, silver, and popper that she had there, and promised to bequeath the whole

property to them, in case they pleased her by' their work. The rogues, then, though their
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task was very diffionlt, wanted somekow to continue it for a short time, waiting for an

opportunity to plunder the woman. But she was not a person so easily to be made the subject

of their deception.

One noon, when both the rogues were absent on their duty, she buried, in a very secret

comer of her house, all her treasure, and locked up in the box heavy things, like broken pieces

of stones, old rotten iron, etc. The box and the seal and everything was left in its original

shape. After the rogues had their supper that night, she called them both near hor, and

slowly whispered to them, thus .* —
“My sons, as yon hare made np yonr mind to live with me like my own children, yon must

little by little, know all my ways. I keep my box of money in the house during the white half

of the month ; in the dark half of the month I throw the box in the well. It is always better

to be safe, as we live in a wood. Kindly help me, my dears, by removing the box to the side

of the well, and by dropping it down there gently without making noiae.^’

The rogues did not suspect anything, for, more or less, the reason of what she did

seemed very natural, and so they assisted her in removing the box to the well side and dropping

it in. The old woman held up the light as they did the work.

’ At about midnight the rogues went to the welK The Tanjore Rogue stood on the brinks

while the Trichinopoly Rogue entered by the aid of a strong rope, one end of which was in the

hand of the Tanjore Rogue. As everything had to be done very secretly the pikoUa was not

resorted to in order to get down into the well. The Trichinopoly Rogue went into the water

and brought up the box in one dive, but he said that he had not yet secured the box, and that

he must have a second, a third, and a fourth dive. Meanwhile, he opened the box in the well

itself, and found by touch that himself and his friend at the mouth of the well had been

deceived. It now struck him that he might have been deceived again by the Tanjore Rogue

What guarantee was there that he would be safely lifted up ? So he addressed him as follows :

—

“My friend, our miseries are at an end. What immense treasure this box contains 1

It is very heavy. When I am ready I shall shake the rope which I have attached to the box.

But be very careful in drawing up the box, for if the rope breaks in the middle the whole
weight of the box will fall on my bead and I shall die. After drawing up the box let down
the rope again for me, and draw me up,”

The Trichinopoly Rogue then proceeded to seat himself in the box,, removing all the stuff

in it for the purpose.

The Tanjore Rogue drew up the box, and as soon as it reached the surface, he lifted it up,
placed it ou his head, aud went off as fast as he could. His object in this was to evade the
Trichinopoly Rogne, and take the whole property for his own use. Wheu he had gone far enough
to begin to feel safe from pursuit a voice fell on his ears : —

“ Walk a little slower, my friend,”

“What I has the Triohinopoty Rogne followed me?” He stopped for a minute, then
^uiokeued his pace a little. Again the same words fell on his ears

:

“ Walk a little slower, my friend.”

Again he stopped, and, putting down the box, discovered the Trichinopoly Rogne, whom
he had imagined all this while to be pining away at the bottom of the well, in the box itself.

“ Was it proper on yonr part to have deceived me thus ?” asked the Tanjore Rogue.
Was it proper on your part to have deceived me thus ? ” replied the Trichinopoly

Rogue, aud added that if he had not adopted that plan he would have been left in the well, as
proved by the action of the Tanjore Rogue.

for a third time they came to an agreement that they should not deceive each other thus,
but it WM of no avail. They soon parted company, and went away to difEerent places to try
their skill mdepeadently.
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MISCELLANEA,

EPIORAPHIO DISCOVERIES IN MTSORB.i

Mb. L. Sice, O.I.E., tke Director of tlie

ArelisBologieal Department in Mysore, who, two

years ago, discovered the Asoka Edicts of Sidd&-

pur, has again made three most valuable finds.

He h^s kindly forwarded to me photographs and

transcripts of his new inscriptions ; and, with his

permission, I give a preliminary notice of their

contents, which indeed possess a great interest for

all students of Indian antiquities.

The best preserved among the three documents

is along metrical Sanski^it Frasasti or Eulogy on

the excavation of a tank near an ancient Saiva

temple atSthAna-KundtLra,begun bythe Kadam-
ha king KAkusthavarman, and completed in the

reign of his son BAntivarman. The author of the

poem, whichis written in the highest KAvya style,

was a Saiva poet called Kubja, who, as he tells

us, transferred his composition to the stone with

own hands. He devotes nearly the whole of his

worktoan account of the early Kadamba kings,

regarding whom hitherto little was known except

from their land grants, published by Dr. Fleet in

the Indian Antiquary, Like the land grants, the

JPra^asti states that the Hadambas were a Brah-

manical family, belonging to the MAnavya Gotra,

and descended from Haritiputra. But it adds

that they derived their name from a Kadamba
tree which grew near their home. In this family,

Kubja goes on, was born one Maydrasarman, who
went to KAhchi in order to study, and there

was involved in a quarrel with its Pallava rulers.

He took up arms against them, and after a pro*

longed and severe struggle he became the ruler

of a territory between tbe AmarArnava and

PremAra. Maydrasarman left bis possessions to

bis son Kanga, who adopted, instead of the Brah-

snanical termination iarman of his father’s name,

one that distinguishes the Kshatriyas, and was

called Kadgavarman. Next followed Kanga's

son Bhagiratha, who had two sons, Baghu and

KAkusthavarman. Both became successively

rulers of tbe Kadamba territory
;
and KAkustha’s

successor was his son ^antivarman, during whose

reign Kubja composed his poem, while residing

in an excellent village [varaidsana) granted by

that king. The last two kings are known through

Dr. Fleet’s Kadamba land grants, but the names

~of their predecessors appear for the first time in

Mr. Rice’s Prasasti. New also is the account of

the manner in which this branch of the Kadambas
rose to power. It seems perfectly credible, since

Brahmanical rebellions and successful usurpations

have occurred more than once in the Dekhau
both in ancient and in modem tim es. The change
of the termination in Kangavarman’s name, and
the adoption of the names of mythical warriors by
his descendants, may be due to a mandage of the

Brahman Maytira with the daughter of a chief or

king belonging to the Solar race, whereby his

son and his offspring would become members of

the Kshatnya caste. The inscriptions shew that

such alliances were by no means uncommon in

ancient times.

Incidentally, the PraSasti mentions besides the

Pallavas two other royal races :
“ the great

BApas,” on whom Mayurasarman is said to have

levied tribute; and, what is of much greater

interest, the Guptas, whom KAkusthavarman is

said to have assisted by his advice. The verse

referring to the Guptas occurs in line 12 of the

Pmiastij and I give its translation in full :

That sun among princes (KaAttst/ia) awakened
by the rays of his daughter [Bdvitri-Sarasvatiy

^personified intelligence’), the glorious races of

the Guptas and other kings, that may be likened

to lotus-beds, since their affection, regard, love,

and respect resemble tbe filaments [of the flower],

and since many princes attend them, like bees

[eager for honeyj

The Guptas, who were attended by many
princes, hungering for their gifts as the bees

seek the honey of the lotus, are, of course, the

Imperial Guptas
;
and the Gupta king whom

KAkusthavarman “ awakened by tbe rays of his

intelligence ” is in aU probability Samudragupta.
As far as is known at present, he was the only

Gupta who extended his conquests to the Dekhan.

His court-poet, HarishAna, alleges in the Allah-

abad Prasasti that Samudragupta imprisoned and

afterwards liberated “ all the princes of the

Dekhan,” and mentions twelve among them by

name. Samudragupta’s reign came to an end

sometime before A. D. 400. Hence Klkusthavar-

man, too, would seem to have ruled in the second

half of the fourth century, and Mr. Rice’s new
inscription probably belongs to the beginning of

the fifth. Its characters exactly resemble those

of KAkusthavarman’s copper-plates, which Dr.

Fleet long ago assigned to the fifth century on

palseograpliical grounds. The two estimates thus

agree very closely, and mutually support each

other.

In addition to these valuable results, Mr. Rice’s

new inscription furnishes an interesting contiubu-

3 Reprinted from the Acadm/y,
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tion to tlie religions history of Sonthem India,

As all the land grants of the early Kadjwnhas are

made in favour of Jaina ascetics or temples, and

as they begin with an invocation of the Arhat, it

has been held hitherto that these kings had

adopted the Jaina creed. Hnhja’s PraSasti makes

this donhtfnl, and shews at all events that they

patronised also Brdhmans and a fiaiva place of

worship. An incidental remark in the conclud-

ing verses, which describe the temple of Sthana-

Kundtira, proves fui*ther that Saivism was in the

fifth century by no means a new impoi’tation in

Southern Ihdis. Kubja mentions Satakaami as

the first amcHttg the benefactors of the feaiva

temple. This name carries us back to the times

of the Andhras, and indicates that Saivlsmfiou-

rished in Southern India during the first

centuries of our era.

Mr. Rice’s two other finds are older than the

Prasastit and possess, in spite of their defective

preservation, very considerable interest. They

are found on one and the same stone pillar, and

^ew nearly the same characters, which are closely

allied to those ofthe late^ Andhra inscriptions at

Nasik and Amardvati. The upper one, which is

also the older one, contams an edict in Frakyit

ofthe Pftli type^bywhich the Mahdr&ja Hdrl-

tlputta S&tsdcanpi, the joy of the ‘Vi^huhada-

dutu family, assigns certain villages to a Brdh-

man. This S^taka^ni is already known through a
short votive insciiption, foimd by Dr. Burgess at

Banav^si, which records the gift of the image of a
NIga, a tank, and a Buddhist Yihfira by the Mahd-
rSja^s daughter. The new document, which
contains also an invocation of a deity* called’

Mabtapatfcideva, probably a local form of &va,
teaches us that S^takanni was the king of Bana-
vasi

;
and it furnishes further proof for the early

prevalenoe of Brahmanism in Mysore. It cer-

tainly must be assigned to the second half of the

second century of our era. For the palteogi'a-

phist it possesses a gi-eat^interest, as it is the first

P54i document found in which the double^

consonants are not expressed by single ones,

but throughout are written in full. Even
Haritiputta SStakanni’s Banavdsi inscription

shews the defective spelling of the clerks.

The second inscidption on this pillajr, which

immediately follows the fii'st, and, to judge from

the characters, cannot be much later, likewise

contams a Brahmanical land grant, issued by a

Kadamba king of Banavasi, whose name is pro-

bably lost. Its language is Mahdr&sht^ Fra-

kpit, similar to that of the Pallava land grant

published in the first volume of the Epigra^hia

Indica^ and Sanskrit in the final benediction. It

furnishes additional proof that, at least in South-

era India, the Maharashfcri became temj)(>rarily

the official language, after the Prakrit of the PtJi

type went out and before the Sanskrit came in.

This period seems to fall in the third and fourth

centuries A. D.

The numerous and various points of interest

which the new epigraphic discoveries in Mysore
offer, entitle Mr. Rice to the hearty congratula-

tions of all Sanskritists, and to their warm thanks
for the ability and indefatigable zeal with which
he continues the archaeological explorations in

the province confided to his care. To the expres-

sion of these sentiments I would add thehope that

he may move the Mysore government to undertake
excavations at Sth&ia-Kundura, or other promis-
ing ancient sites, which no doubt will yield

further important results.

Vienna, 8ept 3, 1895..

G. Buhlee.

NOTES AND QUERIES,

THE HARE TABUED AS AN ARTICLE OF FOOD.

The hare was a forbidden article of food
amongst the Jews because (though I believe this
is opposed to the actual fact) it chewed the cud
(Zevit xi. 6; Dent xiv. 7); amongst the ancient
Britons (Osesar, de Bello Gallico, Book v. Cap. IS);

amongst the Shfah sect of MusalmSns, thou^
not specifically forbidden by the Quito. I have
heardthat thereason is that the haremenstruates.
But is' that the actual fact? If so, is there a
mnnai or tradition of Muhammad rendering its

flesh unlawful on this account ? Again, if so, why
do not Snnis also eschew its flesh ?

T. C. Plowdek, in P. N, and Q, 1883.

A METHOD OF SWEARING BROTHERHOOD.
Here is a curious application of the universal

method of swearing eternal friendships and
brotherhood by exchanging pagyis. One Mori,
a Musalmto Jat, of Miiri DJntala, Montgomery
District, steals a bullock and is suspected of theft
by the owner, one ’Atar Singh, a barber of Raka
Ohumfin, SaiAi Mughal, Lahore District. Finding
himself suspected he olfers to produce the bul-
lock, but before doing so, in order to escape
punishment, he makes »Atar Singh exchange
pagfU with him, as an earnest of friendship that
he will make no complaint.

P. K. HoMAisr, in P. N. and Q. 1883.
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Singular.

ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAR,

BY THE LATE KARL FRIEDRICH BURKHARD,

Translated and edited, with notes and additions,

ly Geo. A. Grierson, Ph.I),, LG.S.^^

{Continued from jp. 9.)

THE AUXILIARY VERBS,
/

66. (1) The Defective Verb chha^ ‘to be,*

Affirmative. Negative.

r j , / 3

. )
m. chhus, I am, and so on. clihus na, lam not, and so on.

(1)

Plural. J (2)

(3)

f. ckhas

m. chhuk
/

f. chliaTc

m. chhv,

f. *4^ chhe^^

|"m. ^4^ chhi

[
f. *4$* chhe

I

m. ll?4^ chhivq
' 3

1

/

^
f. ^5-^4^ chhevq

m, *4^ chhi

I f, ^4^ chhe

&i (jw‘4'^ chhas nq

/

Ai chhuk nq

Ai chhak nq

/3
^•*4^ chhunq

/

chhenq

/

*^4^ chhinq

/

*A4^ chhena

/ /

*3 JJj'4-^ chhivq nq

/ /

»j-4^ chhevq nq

Interrogative.

chhinq

/

chhenq

Negative-Interrogative.

(1)

Singular.
^

(3)

I

m, chlmsd, am I? and so on. chhusnd^e.’m I not? and so on.

/ ,
3

I chhasd tx«a4^ chhasnd

I

ni, ^4^ chhuhd

^4^ chhahd

I- I 3

I

m. ^4^ chhud

I

f. cTii^e^

U chhuk nd
/

U i£l4^ nd

3

1^4^ chhund

^•^4^ chhena

[Prom this point, the proof-sheets have been most kindly revised by the Rev. J. Hinton-Knowles, whose

authority on the subject of Ka^miri is unquestioned. The responsibility for all mistakes is, however, still the

translator’s.]
/

[In the 3rd sing, fern., and throughout the fern, pi., the author writes /4^ chha, not <^4^ chhe. The latter

is, however, correct, and is the form used by the author himself later on. The translator has accordingly made the

aecessary oorrectioa wherever oKha occurs, la MSS^ a .nd . or e are oontinuaUy confused.]
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Interrogative. Negative-Interrogative

.

. I

chhid chJdnd

1

olihed chhend

chliivd

/

^ chhivq nd

olihevd ^ chkevq nd

clihid chhind

chhed oliliend

(1)

Plural. { (2)

(3)

Before all these must be prefixed the nominatives of the corresponding personal pronouns

(see § 47 ); thus, lo chlius, 1 am, and so on.

Note. — In Np. the following forms occur j 3 ag. fern, usually chhe; I sg. masc., also, rhhf^sn

[often heard nowadays]; 3 pi. fern,, usually cTihe; Negative, 1 and 2 ag. also,
^ luterrogutive,

t j
1 and 2 sg, also chAusa ch}iuk<j, [all often used nowadays], and so on. [So also in current writiu'-^
the negative is often attached to the verb as in Np.]

(2) astm, to be.

58. Imperative (negative ma)
:

—

Immediate,

(2) u-l ds

(3) osin

Ooniinuative^

(2) u*»f dsdncis dsdn osiu

(3) dsdn osin dsdn osin

Resjoectful forms,

(2) Ai«T ds-tq jL,1 ^s-i-tau

(3) qs^-tan

67. Infinitive;— '

Masc. ITom.

Dat,

Abh

Gen,

I’em, Norn.

PI.

'6siu

osin

os4-tan.

* asun

di^f dsanq

dsanuh

dsan'^
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58. Participles :

—

Fresent (jjLaf dsdn :

—

Ferf, sg. 6s~mut, fern, os^mqts

;

pi, '6s-mqt\iem.^^^^dsq-matsq,

Fut. sg. dsavun^ fern. dsavqn^

;

pi. dsavqh\ fern. dsavani,

69. Noun of the Agent.

Sg. dsamol^iQTCL* ^5aw«?q/ [obsolete] or dsanvdjqni

;

jl-wf

dsanvbp, iem» [obsolete] or ^ dsanvdjani.

60. Indicative.

Pres. Def. ^sdn chhus, etc., I am being.

Pres. Indef, = Future, see below.

Imperfect, dsdn osus^ etc. (see Aorist below), I was being.

Perf. osmut chTius^ etc., I have been.

Pluperf. 6smut Ssusy etc. (see Aorist below), I bad been.

Future Exact, ^sinut dsq^ etc. (see Futui*e below), I shall have been.

61. Aorist, I was.
Sff. PI.

"1
1

m. OSlt-S 08^

If. osq-s ^*«»T dsq

1

(2) .

(

r
\ m.

^ ,

osi-vq or osivq.

osq^h dsa-vq

(3)

1

(

I

m. ds <j*T 05^

!f.
f ^

(jn • OS A.w'f dsq

62. Future.
Immediate, Burative^

1 shall be. I shall be being, etc.

Sg. PI.

(1) dsq j-Msf dsau

1 ,
(2) dsak dsiit S A--if dsdrLdsa,2i,ud.

(3) dsi dsan

[Before suffixes, the i of dsi becomes e, thus, ase-m.]

63. Future Perfect and Dubitative.

[Not given by the author. The following are the forms.]

I shall or may have been,

6smut dsq

- in
- {:}

(
1 )

(1)

osvnqts dsq

hoT Ca4>*^T osmai^ dsau

and so on, conjugating the

various forms ofthe future

with the past participle.

dsqmatsq dsau
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64. , Optative and Conditional.^^

Present, Were I, or had I, been.

Sg;

(1) dsaha dsahau

(2) dsahah ddhiu

^3) dsihe or dsiha dsaJian

Perf., I might have been.

r m. 1 Ssmut dsaJia
^

< Ml) ^ ^

.

L f. J
<*4^1 bsmqts dsahq

{

N
f ' r 4 /

*

m. I
I osmati dsahau

f. .

J dsdmatsq dsahau

66. Precative, or dsizlhe^

Participle Absolute, ddU

(S) yun, to come.

66. Imperative.

Oontinuing^ continue to come.

yivdn ds^ etc.

and so on.

Immediate, come

!

(2) *iyi, CpL)^ yiyia

(3) (ifii yiyin

'Bespeetful forme :

—

Sg.

(2) sh yi-tq

/

(8) yiy4-tan

jhi yiy44au
-'r

/

yiy-i’tan

67. Infinitive.

Masc. Nom. e;j yvm, or yiun

/

Dat. yinas

Gen. ^ij yinuk

Eem. Nom, {*ji yiff>

Dat. Abl. yini

« IntheConaitiox«a.theoo.j.noiion ay. if. mist Cusnally] precede [or foUow]. The meaning is then of

.pa*iconditionaI,ifheh»dbeen{sCe«ef..£/.rfs*ef). On the &ther hand, d-f ^Uv dsi (present), if it is, if it

be (n eg*, H sifuerit). Thoapodosis [often] takes *3 ta.
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68. Participles.

Present, yivdut coming.

Perfect, sg. d-mut, fern, d-matSy come

;

pi. d-mqtiyiem. d-matsq.

Future, sg. u) jji yivavun^ fern, yivavqn^j about to come
;
pi. yivavqn^.

f f

fern. yivavani.

69, Koun of the Agent, one who comes.

Sg. JjjH yinavdl, fern.: yinavoj [obsolete] or yinavdjqnK

PI. yitiavoliy fern. yinavdji [obsolete] or yinavdjanu

70. Indicative.

Pres. Def
. o^-f^ u) yivdn ehlms, I am coming.

Pre. Indef. = Future.

Imperfect, {j****ji^ e) yivdn tsus^ I was coming.

Perf .
^ dmut cJihuis, I have come.

Pluperf. I. oif dmut 6sit^, I had come.

71, Pluperfect II.

m. u-si^ dy6-s <^yo-*)

/ ^
f, dyeya-^^

m. dyd-h dyo-k)

f, dyeye-k

m. dyov dyov)

f. dyeyi

dyS*

AJrff dyeyi

dyi-vq or dyev

dyeyi'Vq

tei^ dve^

72, Aorist, I came.

Sg-

m. d-s

i. tri'f dya-i

m. ‘if'*’ d-h

f. ayd-k

m. dti

iS^ dy

»_jf o-vq

dyi-vq

ts'*^
dy

» [Wade's fem. is etc. Both e and I are correct. I have oorreoted the author-, transliteration of tins

tense througlioiit.]

a® Mp. c5^
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73.

Future.

Immediate^ I shall come.

Sg. PI.
/ /

(1) yim^ JH yimau

Continuative^ I shall be coming.

yivdn asq, and so on.

(2) ^ yih

(3) yiyi

jiii yiyiu

cH yin

74.

Future Perfect, I shall have come.

1 Sg. *^1" dmut dsq, fern. dmqts dsq,

1 PL dmqt^ dsaut fern, dmatsa dsau.

Sg.

75.

Dubitative.

Same as Future Perfect.

76.

Optative and Conditional Past.

Present, did I come.

PL

(1)

/f

yimaJiq
//

ywiahau

<2)

/

yihah yiylhiu

(3)
/

^4^ yiyihe or yiyihq
/

i:Hi yihan

Perfect, had I come,

cu'of dmut dsakq, and so on,

Preoative, yizihe or yMkq.

Participle Absolute, yit,

^ /

(4) gatshnn, to go.

77.

This verb also is freqaently used as a kind of Ausdliary. We shall here give oulj the
forma -which differ from the conjugation of dmn.

[This i. ,^d to
y.,,

wuohhit 7i>ahkoshf Jesus seeing this became displeased.]

78,

Participle.

Port
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Sg. 79. Aorist.

(1)

( 2)

(3)

(1)

( 2)

(3)

.9

gos)^o

V-

//

gaya-s

m. go-h gok)

('• gaya-Jc

Cm. j-5 gau

(^p*

80. Pluperfect.^

m. u^j-^ gayos (u*^ gayos)

/ /

gay&yas

i m. gay6h gayok)

j
/

^
f

.
gayeyek

.xS yov {j
I

nu gayov

/
'

f. ixxf

aJ

/ /

PI.
/

gayi

ga~vq^^ or gav
/ /

gayi^vq or gayav

/

S'oi/*
-I'

/

/

gayS*

/

gayyeyi^^

/ /

gayioq or

/

gayayivq^^

/

is^ gayi^

{To he continued.)

iiXiS gayyeyip^

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.
BY J. M. CAMPBELL, O.I.E., I.O.S.

{Continued from Vol, XXIV. page 356.)

Noise and Music. — Noise, — the beating of drums, the rattling of gourds, the clashing

of metal plates,— restores to consciousness or life one t^Lo is in a swoon. Swoons are due to

the oppressive attacks of evil spirits. Therefore evil spirits are afraid of noise and music.
Again, two of the leading experiences of the early life are that noise scares wild beasts and
thievish birds, and therefore spirits ;

for, to the early man, his risks from wild beasts and his

losses from birds are mainly magical, — the doings of evil spirits sent into the animals by some
hostile witch or sorcerer. As with other scarers the dualism that makes the scarer also the

home appears in noise. It appears still more clearly in the disciplined or regulated noise which
is known as music. Noise scares, but noise, or at least music, also inspirits. All great spirit-

times, whether the birth, sickness, marriage or death of the individual
; the beginnings and end-

ings of enterprise and endeavour, as foundation-layings and house-warmings
; the changes of the

seasons which are mainly the birth, maturity, and death of the sun and moon
; the sudden and

notable sickness of the sun and moon in eclipses; the battle-field
;
the guarding of the guardian,

whether in health-drinking, triumphs, or temple ritual : all are times of noise. And the

ground-object of all these various noises of humanity is the scaring of evil influences.

In many cases the foundation is hid by a refined overlayer : the temple god-guarding outcry

becomes the hymn of praise or the call to prayer. Again the dual experience that noise

inspirits as well as scares gains in importance with the advance of man. At festive times the

bagpipe sets the Scottish Highlander, the Dh^da’s (irnm sets the West Indian Bharwar, dancing

,

It is neither inducement nor persuasion. It is the ancestral spirits gathering to the well-known

The forms in parenthesis are those of Ns. [gos, however, means “ we went to him”].

SI These are the only forms which are vocalized in Mp. ICcuyos also means “ we had been to him,” and gaydh

“ we had been to them,”] S2 ]^q form vocalized in Mp. ss Mp.
^
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sound, wlio enter their tribesmen, inspirit them, and force them to dance. So still more in the

battle-field : the trumpets, the drum, the pipes and the shout are not only to scatter jMilo panic

and fear but to gather and draw into the fighters the spirits of their battle-loving foreiathcrs.

Still more than the listener, the singer and the player are inspired. ThcBeluch Buairngas spend

the night singing, in their choruses working themselves into a fi'cnsiy.’’^ Inspired by the music,

the Turk! singer and harper of the South Caspian throws himself into extreme altitudes, sliak.

ing his head and rolling on his 8eat« Of the people of Western India the Sidls of East

African origin carry further than others the belief in the inspiration of music. If music

inspires, the spirit must come out of the instrument whose sounds in.s]iirt‘. Therefore

musical Instruments are spirit-homes. With the Malangas or Sidi beggars the i-allle is the

home of mother Misra, the musical how or Malanga of Bnwa Glior, the kettle-drum of Uastagir,

and the cymhal of Sulaiman. As a gnardian home the hai-p or otlier musical instrument has

to be adorned and evil influences soared or housed by the wild talismanic lags of the negroe, by

the stately Sphinx-head of Egypt, by the lion or human face of Greece, Rome, and Aliddle-Age

Europe.

One oE tLe few signs of Hindu temple worship that force themselves on the notice of strangers

and passers is the evening rite called /irtf.the waving of burning camj>hor and other lights, the

ringing of bells, the beating of gongs and brass plates, and in the larger temples tlie crash of

kettle-drums. The object of this strange furious jostling cf noises is to keep far from the god the

dreaded fire-fiends called Y6gin is, who haunt the twilight, intent on evil. How the early outcry

of priests and worshippers, whose object is to protect the god, passes into the later hymn of praise,

shout of thanks, or church-bell or muezzin call to prayer, is shewn by the following order

issued in connection with the new Ilahi religion stai'ted by the emperor Akbar in A. I). 11)72 :
—

,

“ Let the governor see to the beating of a kettle-drum at sunrise and at mid*night which is the

birth of sunrise, and during the progress of the great majestic light from station to station let

him order small and great guns to be fired, that all men may be called to offer thanks to God.’'^^

From the 'tangled maze of instances that noise scares spirits the follow’^ing somewhat
unclassified and haphazard examples have been chosen. AH over Western India, during the

H61i or Spring festival, outcries, drum beatings and shouts broken by striking the mouth with

the right palm are believed to scare the evil spirit called Dhfindha Rakshasi.®® At the

Batnag*iri Maratha wedding, when the lucky moment comes, the priest shouts “ Take care,'’

the guests clap hands, and when the people outside hear the clapping they fire guns. The
reason why they fire guns is to keep off Hal, that is, Time, If they did not frighten Kal, he
would seize the bride and bridergroom or their fathers and mothers. Whom Kal seizes falls

senseless or in a fit,6i In Bombay, in a Prabhu family, on the fifth night after a birth,

servants are made to sing and beat drums all night to keep ofE the spirit Satthi or Mother
Sixth.®^ Ihe first thing a Prabhu l^)ok^ at when he rises in the morning is a drum.®^ In
Ratnagiri, a man, whose funeral had been performed on a false rumour of his death and who came
hack^ had to pass through a drum before he was allowed to come into his village. The
Parsis say that a cook crows to scare evil spirits. As they also say that a crowing cock is a
drum, it follows that, in their opinion, a drum scares spints.®^ At a PArsi wedding, when
the bride and bridegroom throw rice on each other, the guests clap their hands.®® At the
lucky moment, in a Ohitpavan thread-girding, themusicfl'ans raise a blast of music.®® In Poona,
music is played two hours morning and evening for four days when a Chitpavan girl comes of
age.®^ The musicians in the

,Ohitpavan weddings"claim the 6vdJm, or guardian fee.®® Among
« Pottmger’s Beluchistan, p, 29. 68 Frazer’s KJiordtdn, p. 60.4.
BaUsm, Vol. m. p. 182* VitidhaDnydna Visidr Vol. X. p. 18V5.

_ , .
B&Mji Owing to excitement and anxiety, nervous seizures are eouimon at Hinduweddmgs. Tins experience keeps fresh the belief that weddings are amon^ chief spirit-times. WithHindus

as with Europeans Time and Death are one.

« ^ Frahhut. «. K. EaghonatVg Pdidne Ffahhm.
^abistdn Vd. I. P- 8M og Mr. Dosaljhai Erunji’s 37ie F&rtt$, Tol. I. p. 179.« Bombay Vol. XVin. p. 117. « Qp. cit. Vol. XVIH. p. 140. « bp. Mt. Vol. XVIII. p. 188.
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all classes o£ Hindas, at their weddings, women sing marriage songs, BenMsra’ll women sing

Hebrew songs when a boj is being ciroamcised.®^ Dekhan Chambhars, when the wedding
screen is taken aside, clap their hands.^o Dekhan Ramdsis, when a boy is born, beat a
metal plate.^^ At a Konkani Koli wedding in Poona, at the Incky moment, the guests clap

their hands.^^ a Uekhan Uchlia’s marriage, when the bride and bridegroom are being

rubbed with turmeric, a Holar beats a drum and women sing songs Among the Namd§v
Shimpis of Ahmadnagar, during the wedding, when the bridegroom goes out

in the morning, he is accompanied by music and friends The Ahmadnagar Mhars, when
a child is born, sprinkle it with water, and with a nail beat a metal plate close to its

ear.7® In Kaladgi, when a Kurubaru, or shepherd, is possessed, he is taken before the

house-image of the guardian Biri.ppa. A noise of drums, gongs, flutes, cymbals, and bells

is raised, and lemons and cocoanuts are waved round the patient’s head.^® The Bijapur

Raddis clap their hands when the mourner kindles the pyre.^7 Lingayat funeral is headed

by a band of musicians.^® A worshipper going into a Hindu temple should ring a bell
;

if no
bell is available he should beat an iron ring

;
if no iron ring is at hand he should rattle the iron

door-chain.^® In North India, after a snake=bite, evil spirits are kept away by drumming on a

brass plate.®® At a Q-ujarat funeral, the Brahman who conducts the rites, .stamps thrice on the

ground, that the noise may drive away spirits.®^ On the sixth day after a birth, among South

Indian Musalmans, the day is spent in listening to musio.®^ The rattle of chaine has strong

searing power. Ringed and disked chains are dragged through a pierced wooden bar as the

noise is believed to distract the Evil Eye.®® At all child-rites Indian Musalman women
beat the dliol drum and clash cymbals.®^ Indian Musalmans believe that no spirit can

stay within five miles of the place where the flat kettle drums, called tashas^ are beaten.®®

In Western India, the Tit^ri Kumbis of Bassein and PMgad fire guns during an eclipse.®®

If a Hindu has to go out in the dark he sings and bawls to keep his spirits up, that is,

to keep off evil spirits.®^ One of the earliest forms pf music was beating sticks together. The

rhythmic clashing of sticks is the accompaniment to one of the stick dances, so great a favourite

among the Bhils, the pastoral tribes, and the Krishna-worshipping castes of G-ujarat and

Rajputdna. In the Central Provinces, in 1832, epidemics were cured by driving a scape-

buffaloe into the wilderness with an appalling firing of guns and beating of metal pots.®®

Among the Golls, a wandering tribe of Belgaum, the Lingayat priest purifies mourners by

ringing a bell and blowing a conch in the house of mourning.®® Among the K6mtis of

Sholapur, when a child is born, a metal plate is beaten near it, and the child is sprinkled

with water,®® In 1808, the Musalmans in the Marathd camp fired cannon at the new

moon, sounded trumpets, and saluted each other.®i When a Khond patriarch dies, gongs

and drums are beaten.®® A gun is fired when a boy is born in a Coorg family, and

guns are fired when a Coorg dies.®® In South India, trumpets and shells are sounded at

low-caste funerals.®^ In South India, when a boy is being girt with the holy thread, women
sing, musicians play, bells ring, and brass-plates are beaten.®® Perhaps, one of the earliest

forms of music is the Hindu patting his right cheek with his fingers and beating

his sides with his arms in worshippiug Siva.®® According to Hindu religious books, music of

69 Ojp. dt, Vol. XVTTI. p. 628. Oj>. cit. Tol.

72 Op, cit. Vol. XVIII. p. 392. Op. cit. Vol.

Op. cU, Vol. XVII. p. 175. 76 Op. cit, Vol.

78 Op. cit, Vol. XXIII. p. 237. 79 Information

81 Information from Mr. Manibhai.

*8 Information from Mr. Fazl Lutfallah.

86 Information from Mr. Fazl Lutfallah,

87 Compare Lenormant’s Chaldean Magic, p. 39.

89 Bombay Qatetieer, Vol. XXI. p, 167.

91 Lettersfrom aMar&thdj Comp, p. 46.

98 Rice’s Mysore, Vol. III. pp. 239, 240,

86 Qp, cit Vol. I. p. 225.

XVIII. p. 328. '71 Op. Git. Vol. XVin, p. 415.

XVIII. p. 472. 74 Op. cit Vol. XVII. p. 126.

XXril. p. 123. 77 Op, cit Vol. XXIII. p. 155.

from Mr. Himatlfil. 8o Folk-Lore Record, Vol. IV, p. 36.

83 Herklot’s Quanuni Isldm, p. 35.

86 Herklot’s Qaanwni IsWm, p. 34.

86 Information from Mr. P. B. Joshi.

88 Sleeman’s Bamblea and Recollections, Vol. I. pp. 214, 215.

99 Op. dt Vol. XX. p. 55.

92 Maopherson’s Khonds, p. 56,

9* Dubois, Vol. n. p. 223.

96 VT’ard’s View of the Sindus, Vol. II. p. 33.
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all kinds should bo used at a Brahman’s funeral.®^ The feeling is widespread in India that the

decline of the power of spirits during the present century has been due to the sound of the

British drum. The Thag D6rgha said to Gapt. (Sir W.) Sleeman (A. D. 1832) :
‘‘ So great is

the Company’s fortune that, before the sound of their drums, sorcerers, witches, demons, even

Thagsflee.”98 So in Gujarat, the decline of the number and power of evil spirits is believed to

be due to the sound of the British drum. Its pig-skin end scares Musalman spirits ; its cow-skin

end scares Hindu spirits.^® The Ceylon fiend-priests generally belong to the drummer dass.^oo

According to a Persian belief the evil spirit is kept at a distance by the outcry of a three-year old

cock, an ass, and a righteous raan.i At Karirun, near MaskAt, in 1821, guns were fired and a

great noise was made to drive off cholera.^ At Baghdad, on an eclipse of tho moon, the people

get on their house-tops and clatter pots, pans and other kitchen dishes, howl and let off firearms

to frighten the Jinn who has seized the moon.® In Central Asia, at the time of the great Changez

Khaii, the Mongols made an outcry to scare theevil spuuts who cause eclipses.^ The practice still

prevails.®

The Lamas of Tibet use dead men’s thigh-bones as trumpets to call to prnyer, and their

skulls as drinking cups. The young Lamas go about dancing to tlie sound of bells and other

noisy music, and at the beginning of every month they make a procession with black flags and

figures of clay attended with drums and music, which they believe chases the dcivil.® Lama
physicians cure certain cases of spirit possession by sounding music, of which evil spirits are

afraid.^ Drums are beaten to drive away the evil spirits -which annoy the Buddhist hermits.®

Among Tibetan Buddhists cymbals are one of the eight essential offerings or sacrifices.^ The
noise of drums, cymbals, trumpets and horns at LAma ceremonies is notable.^® The received

opinion is that this noise is to attract the attention of the demon guardian, not to scare him.

This belief is due to the changing of the demon king into a guardian whose infi nonce is

friendly, not hostile. To drive away the death demon, Lamas loudly beat a lai*go drum, clash

cymbals, and blow a pair of thigh-bone trumpets, Th6' laymen shout, cut the air with their

weapons, and cry Begone.’’^^ In a Tibet funeral a LamA goes in front of the body, blowing a
thigh-bone trumpet and rattling a hand-drum. He holds the end of a white scarf which is

fastened to the corpse.^® The voice of the sea-conch summons the Tibetan to prayer.^® The
Burmese carts have groaning wheels which can be heard miles off. The louder the noise
the more the cart is prized. Every bullock has a hell to keep off tigers.^^ At a
Burman funeral musicians attend to play dirges, and monks come to keep evil spirits
away.i® The Karens of Burma sell their children to buy hollow metal drums which drive
off evil.i® The Burmese executioner dances round a victim, makes feints with his sword,
and bursts into wild laughter or yells.^^ A Red Karen chief in the East Burmah hill

lands cured his daughter of bowel disease by firing a gun over her twice at midnight,^®
The Mai^ipfiris of North-West Burmah sing at their festivals, in carrying loads, and in other
hand-work. It is a compliment to a person to raise a song in his honour.^® In 1542,
the Siamese had a yearly festival in which the king in his barge with many boats
churned the waters with great noise and shouting.®® The accession of the king of
Siam is accompanied with a tremendous noise of gongs, drums and conch-shells.®^ The

ST Oolebrooke’s Miacellcmeom Essays, Vol. I. p. 156.
98 Sleeman’s Bamadana, p. 158 j History andPraebiee of the Thags, p. 104.

*1 w Vaikuntram’s MS. Notes. m Ceylon Asiatic Society, 1865. p. 12.
West s PMm T^s, 1880, p. 113. 2 Frazer’s Khordsdn, p. 63.
Notes and Queries, Fifth Series, Vol. VIII. p. 414. a Howorth’s Changist Khcm, p. 148.
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Cambodians beat drums and shout to drive off the demon who causes eclipses. So do the

Sumatrans and the Chinese.22 Both by day and night the Steins of Cambodia make insup-

portable noises to relieve the sick from evil inffuences.23 When the king of Cambodia has his

hair cut the Brahmans keep up a noisy music to scare evil influences.^* At the yearly

purifying festival in Cambodia, and also in Siam and in Tonquin, all the artillery and muskets

are discharged that by their most terrible noise the devils may be driven away,25 When any

one has an audience of the Chinese emperor, when the person presented salutes, music plays.

The evening before the empress is to be crowned musical instruments are hung in the doors

through which she has to pass. Bands play as she drives to the throne-room and as she mounts

the throne.25 TJje Chinese put a drum in the thunder god’s temple. They used to leave a

drum on a hill-top with a little boy as sacrifice. The Japanese give thunder gods five drums.

The Chinese and Japanese beat drums and gongs to scatter water-spirits.27 At an eclipse, to

prevent the moon or sun being eaten by a dog the Chinese beat gongs and drums.28 In the

leading boat at the dragon-boat procession in China, a man keeps blowing a conoh-shell.29

In China, the night inspector beats an official brass drum.^® Before the Oorean or North-East

Chinaman goes to bed he offers prayers and music.®^ Round the bed of the dying Corean

no sound is allowed, apparently in case noise should frighten away the dying man’s spirit.

When the patient is dead wailing is allowed, but it must not be loud, for the dying man’s

" spirit might be coming back and be scared.22 The people of*^Eooyn (A. D. 300), when
travelling, always sang,^^ gods of the Canton river are worshipped with an accompani-

ment of hundreds of fire crackers.^* When (about A. D. 1880), the new Chinese burying

ground was opened in Bombay, it was cleared of evil spirits by a liberal discharge of crackers.

During the whole of dinner-time at a Chinese house in Canton ear-splitting music is played.^®

In Canton, at the close of the procession in honor of Paaktaoi, a number of fire-works are let

off to scare evil spirits.^® In China, in the worship of Confucius, old stringed instruments are

played and old bells are rung.27 In China, if an old man dies, neighbours come to the house

and beat gongs, tom-toms, and drums. At three in the morning all the decorations of the house

are pulled down and burnt with howling.®® At a Chinese funeral two men walk with lanterns,

two men with gongs and Sixteen musicians with flags and red boards,®® In China, when a

house is haunted by evil spirits, the owner loses no time in procuring the services of an

exorcist. When the exorcist comes, he orders his attendants to beat gongs, drums, and tom-

toms. In the midst of the appalling din he shouts :
— “Evil spirits from the east I send back to

the east, evil spirits from the west I send back to the west, those from the north I send back to

the north, and those from the south I send back to the south, and those from the centre of the

world I send back thither. Let all evil spirits return to the points of the compass to which

they belong. Let them all immediately vanish.”*® When the .Chinaman is put in his coffin one

of the body-cleaners beats the floor with a large hammer to terrify evil spirits.*^ The Chinese

at an eclipse in April, 1688, made most hideous yellings and horrid noises to drive off the

dragon.*2 T]i0 Chinese Lamds in their churches blow horns and shells.*® The Chinese beat

tom-toms and make noises to frighten the heavenly dogs from eating the sun and the moon on

eclipse days.** A queer wild plaintive song sung by women is one of the few signs of mourning in

Japan,*®
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In the Nicobar islands, when ghosts grow troublesome, the priest brings a boat under

the houses which are built on poles in the water, and with noise, helped by the people, drives

the ghosts into the boat, and sends the boat, and its devil-cargo to sea>» The Nicobar physi-

cian drives out the disease-spirit by bowling, yelling and whistling frantically>7 Jt ^vould be

pleasant travelling in a Malay chief’s boat, but for the ceaseless tom-tom accompaniinent.^s

The wild tribes of Perak, in the Malay Peninsula, accompany their dances by striking

together pieces of bamboo.^ During an eclipse the people of Sumatra make a loud noise to

prevent one luminary devouring the other.^^ Among the people of Neas Island, to the west of

Sumatra, if a disease-spirit will not go, the women are sent out and all openings are shut

except one in the roof. The men brandish their weapons, and with drums and gongs raise

such a din that the spirit flies out through the hole in the roof.^i On the eves of Oalungan,

of fast days, and of eclipses, the people of Bali to the south of Java make a terrible noise with

their rice blocks and other ins'truments to drive away evil spirits/'^ In the island of Buro,

when sickness comes, the people rush about, beating gongs and drums to frighten tho

demons,®* The Papuans, or people of New Guinea, have feastings and music at fuimrals and

"

weddings.®^ If a Papuan is killed, the villagers assemble and raise the most frightful howling

to drive the ghost away, if he should attempt to return to his former home.®® Almost any event,

joyful or sorrowful, gives the Papuan an excuse for singing and dancing. The great feasts

are the completing of a Korowar or divine nine-pin or the successive steps in the carving of one

of the great images of the idol house of the Mon or ancestors. In the big feasts dancing and

singing go on the whole night. A barn is built on the shore. The men sit apart from the

'women, decked with coloured leaves and scarlet hibiscus in their armlets, necklaces and hair,

Wooden drums are beaten without stopping. The drumming and dancing, which is so

violent as nearly to shake the house down, produce a terrific noise pleasing to a Papuan, as he

knows it is most elective in guarding him against the evil influence of the Manuen or

demons.®® The Fijians clap their hands and shout ^ Ho Ho ^ when they visit a chief or a god,®7

The people of the Leper Islands in Melanesia blow conches to drive a%vay the mischief of a

comet.®® In Melanesia, when the moon is eclipsed, conches ai'O blown and house roofs are

beaten.®® The bull-roarer or huro of Florida is used in the Banks Islands to drive away ghosts.®®

On the fifth day after a death the spirit is driven away by shouts and by the voices of the
conch and of the bull-roarer In Tasmania, the medicine-man didves out the evil spirit from
a sick man by springing a rattle.®* The Australians, to frighten the storm-fiend, howl,
stamp and curse.®* The Australians thought it risky to whistle at night, as the demon
Karingpe was attracted by the sound.®^ In Madagascar, while the neighbours move
round clapping han^s, a woman of rank dances, and a second woman beats an old
spade with a hatchet close to the sick person’ s ear, to drive out the spirit of sickness.®®

In East Africa, when any one is possessed, the drum is beaten aud the devil is enticed by .a

medicine-man into a stool. The stool is then carried about from place to place till the
devil is unable to find his way back.®® The Waniks of East Africa have a wonderful
drum which they worship.®? Drums of hollow trees are common all over Africa.®® The
clapping of hands is a necessary part of the ^dances of West African negroes.®*
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Some Africans salute by dapping bands.*® In some parts of Africa snbjects must

clap before speaking to the cbief.*i When the SnMn of the Wajijis of East Africa

appears among his subjects he claps his hands, to which all answer by clapping [their hands.**

So, when the Tring of Dahomey on a ceremony drinks a health, the ministers bend to the ground

and clap their hands.*® According to Stanley,’^ tJtesa, the emperor of Uganda (East Africa)

went to battle with about fifty great war-dmms and a hundred pipes. - His men shook gourds,

with pebbles and made charms against evil. Among them, before a battle, it is customary tocany

charms to propitiate spirits unfriendly to the monarch. The charms are dead lizards, bits of

wood, nails of dead people, claws of animals, and beaks of birds. During the battle the witches

and wizards chant incantations and produce the charms in front of the foe, while the gourd and

pebble bearers sound a hideous alarm. The men appear in full war-dress, ostrich plumes, leopard

skins, and lances adorned with feathers and rings of white monkey-skin.*® When a north

African Sh6kh is on the war-path he has near him a timbrel or drum carrier fantastically

dressed in a straw hat and ostrich feathers. To lose the drum in battle is the greatest misfortune

and disgrace.*® The Balondas of South Africa clap their hands before and after food.** At

Benguella, in West Africa, the sorcerer’s attendants ring bells and clap hands.*® In West Africa

at coronations. Old Calabar people keep up a hideous and continual noise by tapping their mouths

with the palms of their hands.*® The Monbottos of Central Africa crack fingers when they meet

one another.®® The Hindu cracks his fingers in front of his open mouth when yawning,

either to scare his soul from flying out or evil spirits from flying in. The Nubians believe that a

new-moon day is a great spirit-day, and fire guns to drive oft spirits.®^ In Abyssinian churches,

a rattle is used to accompany the chants.®* Arab and Egyptian women utter peculiar cries

accompanied by a strange rattle of the tongue called An English traveller says of

the Moors of Africa:— “When the sun’s eclipse was at its height we saw the people running

about as if mad and firing their rifles at the sun to frighten the monster who they supposed

was wishing to devour the orb of day.”®* In the seventeenth century the Moors of Barbary

thought water-spouts were dragons or evil spirits. To drive them away they fired cannon at

them, shouted at them, beat the deck, and crossed swords.®® The firing of cannon at water-

spouts is mentioned both in Camoen’s Lysiad (A. D. 1510) and in Falconer s SMpwrecTe

(A. D. 1780). Basset®® says :— Doubtless, at first cannon were fired, gongs beaten, and

swords were clashed not to break the water-spout but to scare the fiend. When the moon is

eclipsed, the Eskimos hide all their belongings. They think the moon leaves the sky and

comes to spoil their houses, and so make a noise to drive her back to the sky,®* In Nova

Scotia, demons are charmed into quiet by the beating of a drum.®® Beating a drum saves the

.Nova Scotian youth from the magician disguised as a beaver.®* During eclipses of the moon,

(Jreenlanders carry boxes and kettles to the roofs of their houses, and beat them as hard as they

can *0 In Canada, among the Mic-Mac Indians of the Bay of Ohalewi, New Brunswick, who are

Homan Catholics, on their great yearly festival the women all go to church. On either side of

the road to the church artificial bushes are planted at intervals, and behind the first bush on

either side a band of youths hide themselves with muskets loaded with powder. As the women

come opposite the bush the lads fire into the air and rush to the next bush, so firinga volley when

the women reach each bush till they get to the ch urch door. The Indians say that they fire the
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gans to keep away evil spirits,®^ The ludians of Alaska beat drums close to tliu sick. After

beating the biggest drum to pieces, if the patient is no better, they straugk* liiia.®^ From one

end of America to the other the clapper is the typical tool of sorcery.®^ 'i’bc North Anmrieau

sorcerer, by the help of his clapper, and the South American, by the help of his rattle, work

themselves into a fit.®* The Abipones of Oentral South America, when a man is sick, raise a

deafening din about him to scare the evil spirit that has entered into him.®'’ The Central

American Tacataus (1650), during an eclipse, pinch their dogs to make them howl, and beat

their tables, benches and doors.®* The Guiana Indians wake at 4 a. in., .sing songs, drum and
issue at day-light, greeting the morn.®^ The South American Patagoitians treat sorcerers with

respect, for, after death, they may come as terrible spirits. Tliey believe that spirits cause

disease and that they can be scared by noise.®® The wild Brasil tribes believe that spirits go
into certain objects, roots, stones, teeth and bones. Their chief spirit-lujme is the magic gourd
closed by a holed board and having inside stones, dried fruit, and kernels. In dancing the owner
shakes the gonrd and makes its contents rattle. The owner blows tobacco smoke on his holy
gourd, chats with it, calls it his child, and offers it to eat. At certain festivals its spirit-scaring

power is renewed. by enchautments.®® The Indians of Brazil blow horns to frighten sea-

monsters.*®* At sowing festivals, in Peru, a great noise of arms was made to prevent the
disease attacking the plants.* The Mexicans began battle with a most horrid noise of
warlike instruments, shouting and whistling, which struck terror in those not aceustomerl to
hear it.® Fighting in ancient Mexico (A. D. 1300) consisted of singing, dancing, shrieking
and whistling.® Before they were Christians the Mexicans used to scare evil spirits by spring,
ing a rattle. The use of the rattle is continued on Holy Thursday in ilexiean churches.* On
theSaturdayofHoly Week (1842) the clang of bells is incessant, the *air i.s full of the smoke
of myriads of crackers, called Judases and Heretics, stretched on ropes across the street.® Diinng
an earthquake at Florida, in 1886, the Floridans held a camp meeting, and yelled and shrieked
all night.* Kalmuks fire guns at the storm demons.? The Pueblos of America nifiko a great
howling and a tremendous uproar when death comes,® and the Creek Indians of Florida in
North Amenoa keep np a death-howl for four days.® Once a year tlic Queensland tribes beat
the air in a mTOk fight to scare the yearly army of souls, and the North American Indians lash
the air with sticks and beat the walls of houses to force out the ghosts,*® The Patagonians
strike a drum at the beds of the sick to drive out diseases.** Other tribes of Americans mnW.
a noise at the grave to scare the evil one who waits for the soul.*®

Egyptians Jews and Greeks, music had great spirit-scaring and religious
virtue. The Egyptians disliked the teumpet because its sound was as the noi.so of an evil
genius. The sound of the Egyptian sis<rMm was supposed to frighten the evil spirit Tyjdion.**

sacrifices, the queen stands behind the king shaking the

festiilfl“® Tb
influences.*® Clapping of hands was common at Egyptian

. e E^ptians sang at their work.*? Egyptian servants kept np a doleful dirge

cVotcW lerbJ"?*
^ 'i'^gg**>g great weights was lightened by acall or chant led by a master.*® Among the Jews, when the Lord left Sanl and removed to
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•David, evil spirits came upon Saul, causing suffocations that nearly choked him. The physicians
ordered that some cue skilled in the harp should be ready, and when the evil spirits came upon
Saul the player should play and sing hymns.2o It was the music, not less than the words of

the cdf’nieii or song, that made it a charm with power to draw the guardian gods out of a city,

to ruin armies, to raise the dead, to bind gods and men, to drag the moon out of heaven,^^

That by David’s harping the evil spirit departed from Saul is an example of the religions

importance of music among the Hebrews, Music by clearing evil influences enabled the
youthful Saul to prophesy : it was through the same power that Elisha and others prophesied.

The music at battles, at marriages, at funerals : the song of the wihe-presser, of the women at

the mill
; the blare of the J ubilee trumpets, the din as of battle round the golden calf, the blowing

of trumpets and piping of pipes when Solomon was anointed king, the bauds of m,usicians at the
banquets in the palace and in the temple, seem all to have their origin in ishe experience of the
Jews that music scares evil influeaces.23 Tophet, near Jerusalem, was said to take its name
from toph, a drum, because drums used to be beaten there in honour of Moloch.23 The Jews
considered thunder to be the voice of the guardian Javeh.2^ In 1894, to keep off cholera, the

Jews of a town of Poland put on helmets and cuirasses of paste-board and, taking wooden
javelins, marched forth, clashing cymbals and shouting a dissonant dirge.^®

Among the ancient Greeks music played a not less important healing and religious part
than among the Jews. Pythagoras (B. C 600) employed music to cure diseases, both of the body
and of the mind.^Q Aesculapius said that music, songs and farces cured madness. Like David,
Greek singers to the harp quieted the spirit-haunted.^^ Like the Australian bnll-roarer and the

rattle of Buddhist and Christian religious ceremonies, the Greeks had an instrument called romhos

which was used in mysteries and magic.^s The youth who brought the Tempic laurel to Delphi

was always attended by a player on the flute.^® At their feasts the Homeric Greeks sang healing,

that is, spirit-scaring, songs or paeans in praise of their gods.^® Among the later Greeks, music

at feasts prevented drunkenness.^^ The Oorybantes cured madness by beating cymbals round

their patient.®^ In Oybele’s honour trumpets were blown for a whole day.®® Among the early

Greeks, when an animal was sacrificed, the women wailed or cried aloud. In later times flutes

were played, as music and songs charmed the spirits of the air,®^ The spirit-scaring rites of

Bacchus were full of noisy shoutings and drummings.^s Every Greek ship had its musician

who played to the rowers to keep off thought of fatigue,®® At eclipses of the moon the Greeks

heat drums and kettles and sounded trumpets and haut-boys to drown the voices of the magicians

and make all their charms of no effect. When the soul was leaving a dying Greek, brazen

kettles were beaten, because the airy forms of evil phantasms, who might have carried the dead

to torment, could not endure so harsh a souud.®^ At their funerals the Greeks sang and played

Phrygian flutes, which frightened the ghosts and the faeries from the soul of the dead.®® Among
the Romans the Salii or dincing priests at the old March New-Year clashed their swords

against their shields, apparently to drive out demons.®® The Romans, like the Greeks, considered

lightning an evil spirit, and hissed when they sawit.^® The coarse and abusive fescennine songs

of early Italy were sung at weddings and triumphs to avert the Evil Eye and the envy of the
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gods>^ The ancient Homans thought the eclipsed moon was enchanted, and tried to help her

by the dissonant ringing of basins.^2 According to Pliny the Romans played the flute at

saoridces that no other sound might be heard.^3 Ovid’s spirit-haunted householder beats a brass

vessel and asks the shade to leave his roof.^^ Varrosays, bees can be collected, that is, the spirit

of unrest that maddens the swaiming bees can be driven out of them, by beating cymbals and

working rattles.^5 The Romans had shouting and trumpet blowing called covdainatio in

lamentation for the dead>« The early Christians in many practices continued the belief in

noise as a scarer. Tertullian (A. D. 176) refers to the din at Christian festivals and to the uproar

at Christian banquets.*^ In their funerals the early Christians marched chanting liymns^s

Though the scientific explanation of eclipses was known in Pliny’s time (A. D. 70) and

through the Middle Ages, the people clung to the venerable pity for the moon in trouble, and

to help her and themselves they raised an outcry^® In England, during the eighth century, cries

and sorceries were believed to help the moon at the time of an eelipse.c<> Noise remained a

leading feature in country festivals. Posterli, the Swiss scape, who, diesscd as a witch, a goat

or an ass, took on himself the sins of the people, was driven out with a deafening din of horns,

clarionets, bells and whips.^i The uproar of Royal and other salutes, as the name salute

like the name paean shews, is healing or wholesome, that is, it guards the person honoured

from the attacks of evil influences. In Rome; cannon are fired in honour of many festivals

and many saints. Salutes are specially frequent on the accession of a new Popc/’^ The

Calabrian minstrels in Rome salute the shrines of the Virgin Mother with their wild music

to soothe her till the birth-time of her infant.^s At noon, on tlie Saturday of Easter "Week,

in Rome, in 1817, when the rule of the power of darkness comes to an end, the guardian

influence is re-introduced and the evil spirits are scared by the firing of cannon, the blowing

of trumpets, and the ringing of bells which, since Thursday morning, have been tied up,

lest the devil should get into them,®^ The modern Romans ring bells at a death and at an
eclipse.®® At an eclipse the Romans beat pots and pans.®^ In Europe, in 1620, music was
considered a cure for sadness, and soothed people affected by the dancing madness.®^

When the Czar of Russia is anointed there is a salute of cannon, a braying of trumpets,

and a beating of drums.®® In Russia, like the Corsican vociferators, the Greek myrologists,

and the Irish keeners, professional wallers are employed at funerals.®® In Germany,
on the first of May, Walpurgis night, spirits are driven out by the crack of a whip
and the blast of a horn and in Switzerland and the Tyrol, by the barking of dogs, the

ringing of bells, the clashing of pots and pans, and an universal outcry. In Mecklenberg, in

Germany, in the fifteenth oentury, the Wends walked round the budding corn with loud ories.®^

Loud cries scare the eclipse fiend.®® So in the German story, to seax'e the devil, the woman
claps her hands and crows like a cock.®® Clapping of hands is useful in enchantments.®^ In
France, on Midsummer Eve, brazen vessels are beaten with sticks to make a noise.®®

*1 Smith’s Greek <vnd Roman AnUquiiies, Tol. I. p. 839. Pliny’s Natural History, Book ii. Chap. 12.
« Op. cif. Book xxviii. Chaps. 2, 11. u Elworthy’s The Boil Bye, p. 288. Op. cii. p. 370.
« Smith’s Greek and Roman AntiguiHes, Yol I, p. 889. Compare : The cry at a death, the Boman conclamaiio,

the v)dlwm of the Turk, Egyptian and Arab, the scream of the Jew, the howl of the North American Indian, the
kreen and wail of the Welsh, the Irish, and the Scottish Highlander, seem all to have the same object to scare the
flocking spirits of corrnptioh.” Smith’s JDteftonesrp of the Bihle, Vol. II. p. 438.

« Hislop’s 2^0 Bahylons,^, 133. is Smith’s Christian Antiquities, Tol. I. p. 253.« Op. cU. p. 1344. w Op. cit pp. 811, 1645. The Golden Bough, Vol. II. p. 199.w ^ory s Castle ofBt Angelo, p. UO. cs Hone’s Boeryday Book, Tol. I. p. 1595.
a* Hislop s r«?o BahyUns, p. 226. 65 Hone’s Talle Talk, Vol. II. p. 27.

14.

AntigmUes, Vol. HI. p. 162. In Home, dnring the Tenebraa or Darkness Service, when even
the altar lights are pnt out, the congregation rap loudly on their prayer books. Wagner’s Mmners, p. 207. That
thiamppingistokeepoiF evil influences is illustrated by the German rapping on the, table when he has said
something boastful and dreads retribution,

w Burton’s Anatomy of MelanchoVy, p. 90. « Jones’ Crowns, p. 383. «» Ealston’s Folk-Tales, p, 21.
«» Brit Vol. IX. p. 63, Demonology The Golden Bough, Vol. II. p 182« GnWs Teuionic Mythology, Vol. I. p. 65. ea Op. cit. Vol. 1. p.

2^. ' eJ Op. cit. Vol. HI p. 226
«* Stallybrass in Grimm, Vd. HI. p. 1026. ee Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol, I. p. 316.
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At the Druids’ festivals, ia England, the cries of victims were drew^ned in shouts and
music,®® la England, all work used t© have a song accompaiumenfc — cow-milking, cobbling,

road-making, sowing, and reaping, each had its song. Day-labourers had their pipers,®^

The sailors’ ‘ Heave-Ho ’ is almost the last of toil songs,

Two of the leading branches of music are represented by the regimeiita! baud and
the church choir. That eharch singing started in the belief in the soaring power
of noise into which the name of God enters, seems probable from the Bedfordshiie

custom of curing sick bees by singing a psalm in front of the hive. The bees being

guardian spirits are specially apt to suffer from fiend attacks.®s In Wales, till 1769,

there was a custom of laying down the corpse at all cross-roads, called resting places, where
prayers were offered and a little bell was rung in front of the corpse.®^ As late as 1633 the custom

prevailed in England of tolling the passing bell*^ or ** soul bell ’’ at the time of death.^®

Dou.ce is inclined to think that the passing bell was originally intended to diive away the demon
that might take possession of the soul of the deceased.^^ In 1705, in Sus.sex, on New Year’s Eve,

boys used to go to apple trees and encirclmg them shouted aloud that they might bear a good
crop.72 The custom of singing to the apple trees in early spring, that the orchards may bear

good crops, is still kept up in Somerset. * The singers come round to each orchard and sing a
rhyme, part of which is that a cup of good cider can do no harm, a hint which always brings

out a canfull,^® In a wild Yorkshire wedding, the party gallop round the bride and bride-

groom, firing guns and shouting and making every one pledge the new couple.^*^ In Durham,

the bridal party is escorted to church by men armed with guns, Avhich they fire close to the

bride and bridegroom. In Cleveland, guns are fired over the head of the newly married couple.^^^

Formerly, in rural England, the people reseated ill-assorted marriages by serenading the couple

with the beating of old tinpots, pans and kettles, apparently to scare the ill-lack which must

attend such marriages.^® Gan firing at funeials remains in the three vollies fired over the grave in a

British Military funeral. In North England, to find a sunk body, a loaf of bread with a candle

stuck in it is set floating on the water near where the person was drowned- When the candle

stops over the sunk body a gun is fired. On hearing the gun the demon who has seized the body

lets go in a fright and the body comes to the surface,^^ Similarly, on the Thames it is believed

(1878) that to fire a gun brings a drowned body to the surface.^® In 1606, King James I. of

England feasted on board the Danish ship Admiral. ' At each toast drums, trumpets and cannon

were sounded.^® The early Germans believed eclipses to be caused by wolves eating the sun or

moon. To help the attacked sun or moon the people uttered loud cries.®® The sorcerer who is

dragging the moon out of the sky is stopped by the beating of brass vessels. In Worcerster-

fihire (1850), a donkey braying is a sign of rain. Here probably the later sign of rain represents

an earlier cause of rain. The bray of the holy or guardian ass puts to flight the demon of

drought, and so allows the kindly rain to fall.®^ In Oxford (168Q), during the whole night,

before the great spirit and witch festival of May Day, boys blew cow-horns and hollow canes.®®

In Yorkshire (1790), at Ripon, every night at nine, a man blows a large horn at the market

cross and at the Mayor’s door.®^ In Suffolk (1867), two old women thought their bed was

haunted by a fairy, They seized the warming pan and made a loud din, satisfied that the

noise would drive the Pharisee, that is, the fairy, away.®^

In Brittany, people sing gongs about the plague, a white-robed woman. When she hears

"MiaiWeiGe^s Lidian AniiquitieSi Vol. VI p. 128*

Temple Ba/, December 1883, p. 518.

ft® Op. cit. p. 285. Op. cii. p. 320.

73 Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol> I. p. 9.

7* Henderson’s FolhLore, p. 37.

76 Wagner’s Manners, p. 1(I7.

78 Ncftes and Queries, 5th Series, Vol. X. p. 276.

80 G-rimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Vol. I. p. 245.

83 Gentleman’s Magaaine Library, “ Popular Superstitions,” p. 134.

8* Gentleman’s Magazine Library, ” Popular Superstitions,” p. 4.

68 Dyer’s FoUc-Lore, p. 123.

71 Op. cit. p. 203.

7s JefPorics in the Fngllsh Magazine, October 1887.

75 Op. cit. p. 3S.

77 Conway’s Demonology and Devil-Lore^ Vol. T. p 46.

79 Notes and Queries, 5th Series, Vol. IV. p. 253.

8^ Tibullus’ Elegy I. line 21. ^

Aubrey’s Remains of Q-enHlUm, p. 18,

85 Op. cii. p. 123.
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hei^&U called by ber name Mother Plagia© witbdraws.s® In TJiformandy and in, ibe Tyrol;,

eaimon are fired to prat a stop to excessive rain The sense of this gnn firing is shewn by a

similar practice in Oariuthia^. where the people shoot at a storm to scare the evil spirits, who

hold counsel in storms.® Disturbing denaons by uproar is nniveraal. Exorcists yell, roM

drumSi clash cymbals and ring bells^ all with the object of dislodging spints,® In Foula, to

the south-west of Shetland, if a cow is sick, wounded by the trows or spirits, the wound is

daubed with tar and gunpowder is lighted and blown off near the cow^s horns.®® In England,

on May Day mornmg (160O)» horns used to be Mown.®*^ In Scotland, church bells were believed

to drive away the faeries. So in Sweden, the troll would have lived at Dotna Hill were it not

for the sound of the pTagney bell : also in ZTealand, the troll had to leave because of the eternal

ringing and dinging.®^ So in Coleridge^s Glristahel?^ Eracy the bard vowed with music

loud to clear the wood from things nnhlest, and with music strong and saintly song to wander

thror^h the forest bare lest ought ‘unholy loitered there.'" So, again, Coleridge®^ says: «A
melody dwells in theewhieh doth enchant the sonh Such a voice will drive away from me the

evil demon that beats his black wings close above my head."" It is an old German belief that

to slap tl^ knee loudly scares the* devil.®^ Compare the English sfepping the leg under the

inffuence of a Joke, Perhaps, this slapping was, originally, a form of applause^ and therefore

a guarding rite. The shouting at health -drinking, whether the German ®Hoch " or the English

Hurrah," has its sense in scaring evil infinences from the honoured Health. The practice

seems to pass back to the oM northern nations who hallooed when they drank in honour of

their rural deities.®® In Spain, at Christmas (1828), carols were sung to the sound of the

sambeonha^ a shoot of the reed Arwido donax, fixed in the centre of a piece of parchment so as

not to pass through the skin» The parchment is S€>ftened by wet and tied like a drumhead
round tfse mouth of an earthen Jar. As the* parchment tightens, the place where the reed

point peaks the skin is rubbed with wax, and the clenched hand is drawn across the wax,

making a deep hollow sound.®^ In Constantinople, in an eclipse, gnns are fired to keep
S'atsen from harming the moon.®® In 1680, Aubrey notes that the wild Irish and Welsh run
about daring eclipses, beating pans. They think the noise helps the orb.®® In the West High-
lands of Scotland, in the Island of Inishail, the bagpipes used to be played at fnijerals,^®® The
Welsh and Irish had music at meals;^ In Ireland, the harper, and in the Highlands of-

Scotland, the piper, used to play at dinners. . All over Europe, state or ceremonial dinners have
an accompaniment of music.^ In (1758) the Welsh are described as like the Greeks enter-

taining their reapers with music, and using music at funerals and vreddings® In the packet
boats between Grimsby and Hull the whistling for a wind (1833) wq& a direct invocation of the

Ghimmrs Teutonic Myiho^ogyj-Yol, HI. p. 2185, Bassett^s Sea Legends-, p. 45,
«8 Grimm’a Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1088. ^9 Dalyell’s Darker SujgerstHions of Seotlandj p, 612
80 Sands in KirTcimll Faper, 7th January 1888, m Notes aaid Queries, Vol. VIL p. 430.
92 The Denham Tracts, Yol. 11. p. 135. Jnrandns (Wagner's Manners, p. 1141 says;—‘“The evil spirits is

tlie region (rf the airfear much when they hear bells ringing. This is the cause why the bells be ringing when it
thnndereth to the end that the foul fiends should be abashed and flee and cease from moving of the temple.'' The
bell fastened to* the Enssian cairriage is like the bell in other countries to scare evil influenees. Of the objections
taken to this explanation by a recent writer in Blachoood (December 1895, p. 812) the chief is that so strong is the
Enssian beKef that noise attracts instead of scaring evil spirits, that when out at night, if they have to be out
they never speak above a whisper. The case is an example of the law that the soarer is also the home. On Holy
Thursday, in Catholic countries, so great is the power of the devil that the bells which in happier times he dares
not listen to (see Longfellow's Qolden Legend) have to be muffled to keep him from housing in them. At a Eoman
rite silence was the rule, lest an unlucky word might wake evil influences. In the case of the sad liquor-sodden
Enssian, who finds life mainly devil-ruled, it seems natural that all but the cheeriest of them should favour the
gods by keeping silent both their own tongues and the tongues of their bells.

*3 Moxon’s Ed. 1870, p. 137.

8* Deceth of WeUenstein, Act I. Scene 4. 96 Grimm's Teutonic Mythology, Vd. III. p, 1026*
86 Qenileman^s Magazine Library, ** Kanners and Customs,” p, 22.
97 (hntUman's Magazine Library, ** Popular Superstitions,” p. 102.
» Monenre Conway's Demonology and DevihLore, Tol. I. p. 48. 99 Aubrey's Remains ofOesitiUsm, n 37

, Gamming s In the Eehrides, p. 110. i Aubrey's Ronains of QentiUsm, p. 27.
* Folk-Lore Record, VoL IV. p. 102. s Qentl&inan^s Magazine library, “ Manners and Customs,.’' pv 42*
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prince of the power of the air to exert himself in the whistler’s behalf*^ Behind this there
•was probably the older belief that the friendly wind would blow if an evil spirit had not stifled

it, and that whistling would scare the evil spirit and the kindly breeze would be able to blow.

Compare the practice of whistling in passing through a church-yard at night to scare spirits.

Oft have I seen,” writes Blair, “ in the lone church-yard by glimpse of moon-shine the school-

boy whistling to keep his spirits up.”® Before sunrise, on Good Friday, the Bohemian goes into

his garden, and, falling on his knees before a green tree, says :
“ I pray, O Green Tree, God may

make thee good.” A formula, says Ralston,® probably under the influence of Christianity,

changed from a prayer direct to the tree itself (or rather to the guardian in the tree) . At night

the Bohemians run about the garden crying :
— “Bud, tree, bud, or I’ll flog thee,” apparently

forgetting that tree-flogging was not a punishment but a treatment to scare the evil spirit of bar-

renness. On Saturday, in Holy Week, the Bohemians shake the trees, ring church bells, and clash

keys. The more noise, they say, the more fruit, the sense being the more fruit because the noise

drives out of the tree the evil spirit of barrenness. A form of noise mucli in use to scare fiends

is cheering. Cheering when a health is proposed, cheers in the battle-field, cheers at a ship

launching or a stone laying, cheers in hononr of some favourite of the people, cheers at the begin-

ning, at the completion and at the burning of the antique ISTorfeh-East Scotland davie or fire wheel

These examples of cheering suggest the general subject of signs of public approval and

disapproval. The Younger Pliny (A. D. 100) speaks of clapping as the music of the stage.®

That hand-clapping keeps off evil spirits is shewn above by many examples. That the practice

of clapping hands in sign of applause was in us© at the time of the ltdmdyana (A. B. 100-300 ?)

is shewn by the couplet : “ From beaten palms loud answer rung as glad applanders clapped

their hands.”® Clapping forms a part of Hindu religious rites. A Sannyasi, seated in the hot

weather among 84 cow-dnng fires on the bank of the E’arbada, clapped his hands at each text

jbe repeated, to scare evil influences.^® The pre-Mnhammadan Arabs went naked round the

Kaaba, whistling and clapping hands.^i On this evidence it seems safe to suppose that the

music of the theatre had as its object the scaring of evil spirits. The sense of the clapping

would then be the same as the sense of the cheers and of the bouquets, namely, to scare evil

spirits and prevent them molesting the honoured actor. Conversely, the hiss of disapproval,

like the Greek and Roman hiss to turn aside the fiend lightning, would have the same object

Rs most terms and signs of abuse, namely, to shew that the person abused is, or is possessed by,

an evil spirit, and that the sign or word of abuse is required to scare the evil spirit out of the

This note may end with the following example of music played witli the object of

tempting into the player the spirit of his special guardian or saint. The Sidi or part

Sidi, that is African, religious beggars, who are knownasKalandars from the name of their chief

saint and as Malahgas from the musical bow of that name which they use in their religious

dances, shew more clearly than any natives of Western India that a leading aim and result of

music is to be inspired by the guardian. Among the Malangas the Vdhdn or Bearer of the

Spirit is the special bow, malangd, of bamboo, four to six feet long and two to three inches

round, slightly bent by a goat-gut string, which is kept in place by a bridge or tightener. To

the back of the bow, resting on a small round fender of red cloth, is tightly tied a dry hollow

gourd whose outer end is sliced off, leaving a circular opening four to six inches across.

The tip of the bow is adorned with a bunch of peacock feathers and a swallow-tailed streamer

of red cloth, whose evil-searing power is increased by a glass bangle, a metal charm-cylinder,

a few glass beads, brass bells, red rags and peacock “ eyes ” and, perhaps, a small paper packet

of incense. With the bow go an arrow-like stick to beat the bow-string and, hid in a hanging

veil of bright cloth and cotton netting, a handled cocoa-shell rattle noisy with pebbles. The

4 Gentleman*

8

Magazine Library 3
“ Popular Superstition,” p. 118.

e The OVave, p. 59. ® Eussian Songs, p. 219. ^ MitcheU’s Past in the Present, pp. 257-259.

8 Pliny’s Letters, Book IT. Letter XIV. s Griffith’s Bdmdyana, Vol. 11. p. 257.

M MS. Note, 26th April 1895. Sale’s Knraan, Book I. p. 211,
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musicians, who generally travel in bands of three or four, are of pure or of part-negro blood

,

They wear a somewhat slack and heavy head-dress of twisted orange cloth, a tight cottcn

jacket and a loose waist cloth hanging to the knee* Round their shoulders are slung a wallet or

two, and under the left arm hangs a pair of fire tongs. Their feet are bare. The music begins by

the twanging of the bow-strings and the shaking of the rattles, 'while the musicians mo’^^e slowly

in a circle, bending, almost crouching, as with loose knees they sway from foot to foot. All are

intent looking upwards with a strained gaze, as, in prayer for his coming, they murmur ‘‘ Kalandar^

Kalandar,^’ Each holds the bow in his left hand, a few inches above the gourd, and presses the

open end of the gourd against his chest as he keeps np a soft hum by working the bow-string

with the raised knuckle of his first left finger. In his right hand, between the tliuinb and

first finger, he grasps the handle of the rattle, and under the doubled third and fourth fingers,

resting on the palm he fixes one end of the arrow shaft. With a quick turn of the right wrist,

as he murmurs “ jYaZa?idar,” he springs his rattle, and wdth the end of the arrow shaft deals a

sharp blow either above or below the tightener. As he rattles, beats the bow-string with the

arrow, and rubs a humming accompaniment with his knuckle, the musician murmurs Kalaridar^

Kalandar** moving round slowly with loose knees, swinging from foot to foot, his elbows close

pressed to his sides. As the motion, the music, and the longing for Kalaudar excite the players,

the performance divides into well-marked alternate fierce and soft passages, the musicians

falling into pairs, one pair taking up the fierce passage as the other pair finislies it. The
musician in high excitement shakes his rattle, bangs his bow-string, and, with frantic hopping
from side to side, calls loudly on his saint. Then, to a gentle knuckle-worked hum of the

bow-string, with knees bent almost double, he sways slowly from foot to foot, his strained shut-

eyed face raised to heaven or drooping on his chest while he murmurs Kalandar, Kalandar,^^

The slow still time is the time of longing and prayer; the fierce noisy time is the time of posses-

sion. With face, either raised or bowed in prayer, to a gentle hum of the bow-string and a
slow swaying from foot to foot, he gasps in coaxing tones “ Jlv Kalandar^ Kalandar^ Come Lord,
,Come.'' Then, with sudden nervous jerks, whirling from foot to foot, tossing his head and loose

heavy turban, he bangs the bow-string and springs the rattle, shouting in triumph ^^Jultd,juUd,

He sways me. He sways me j” ^^Jultd Kalandar, jultd Kalandar, the Lord sways me, the Lord
sways me.*’ The fit is over : the spirit has blown where it listed. The musician stills his rattle

and stays his arrow shaft, heads of sweat running down his bowed quivering face as he pants
in deep chest notes tearful with longing “ Av Kalandar^ Kalandar, Gome Lord, Come.”

(To he continued.)

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES OF INDIA.
BY M, N. VENKETSWAMI OF NAGPUR.

No. 2. •— The Loving Sister^

Once upon a time there lived a king, who had by way of issue, a son and a daughter by
his first wife. The mother of the prince and princess died when they were quite young ; land to
add to their grief, the queen, whom their father married after the death of their loving mother,
persecuted them with a hatred that rendered their position well nigh unbearable. The sun
could not go down without the lodgment by the step-mother with the king of some report or
other against the juveniles, for no fanlt of their own, except their existence on this earth in
general

;
and not being satisfied with what she thought were probably minor complaints, the

cruel persecutor spoke thus to her husband one day

.“MyLord,.itse0ms tomethat your daughter is a bad character. Look, she has the
appearance of pregnancy,”

The king heard the calumny and nodded his head as much as to say ‘®yes,” and thus
afiorded a faesh opportunity for the further persecution of the prince and princess: so immersed

J Nanrated by the writer’s sister, the late P. Uttutamma.
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was lie in his new love and entangled in the wiles of his plotting wife. Ear different was the case

with the prince when he heard that the character of his sister, notwithstanding her tender years,

was calumniated by the step-mother, for this so exasperated him that he, taking his sister with

him, left the palace of his father, who had now become a tool in the hands of the queen.

Having left the palace the prince and the princess did not remain long in their father’s

territory, but repaired to a distant country, being afraid of falling again into the clutches

of their obdurate step-mother. There they lived without being persecuted, the prince given

to the pleasures of the chase and leading the life of an independent country gentleman. On
returning one day from one of his hunting expeditions the prince saw a snake, after having

regaled itself, about to enter the mouth of his sleeping sister. He at once cut short its

career by a stroke of the scimitar, which hung by his waist-belt, and without awakening

his sister and telling her of what had happened, he threw away the dead reptile and thought

within himself thus :

—

“Ah! I now understand that this is the repulsive creature that made my little sister

appear pregnant and thus furnished a ground to our step-mother for calumniating the

innocent girl, notwithstanding her tender years. This is the reptile that created an

inordinate hunger in my sister, as if she was a glutton ; and a glutton, I know, she is not.”

It chanced that the remains of the dead snake fell into one of the upper rooms of the

mansion, and they grew into beautiful lilies of sweet fragrance. The prince came to where

these were one day, and was very much surprised that the plants had grown in such a place

spontaneously without being planted by him
;
and inferring that some evil might befall him

or his sister by reason of his having in his possession this unwished for botanical treasure,

probably surcharged with mischief, he always kept the room padlocked, keeping the key

with him. But one day he left the key at home, and curiosity led the princess to open

the door of this very room, where to her extreme joy she found lilies of the first magnitude

blossoming with flowers, with which she thought within herself to decorate the head of her

brother.

It was the wont of the princess to comb the hair of her brother occasionally, and one

day, when the prince was taking his siesta, she combed his hair, oiled it, and thinking

that something was wanting to impart beauty to the beautiful glossy jet black hair, the

delectable lilies with their sweet scented flowers stood before her mind’s eye. On this

without a second thought she stole away, without makiug any noise or awakening her brother,

to the room where the plants were, and fetched one flower. Hardly had the beautiful lily

been put into the hair of the prince than he turned into a huge snake and in this strange

form wriggled out of the room. Very much troubled in spirit on account of the strange

transformation of her brother due to the lily, the princess began to lament bitterly, and crying,

Brother 1 brother,” followed the snake wherever it went.

The snake very soon entered a dense forest, and thither, too, the sister, unmindful of herself,

followed. Hard by the forest was a mound of earth, which the reptile entered through one of

the holes. The grief of the princess at this juncture was at its height, and her cries were heard

for miles around.

It so happened that a neighbouring king was then hunting in the forest, when his ears

caught the cries of distress. Without losing a minute he summoned one of his servants and

spoke to him thus

“ I hear the lamentation of a woman in distress from that direction. Go and ascertain the

cause of it.”

The servant repaired to the spot, whence the lamentation came, approached the distracted

fair lady, and .respectfully enquired into the cause of her grief; but eliciting no reply— so
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much was she uuder the power of the paroxysms of her grief— he went back to his master and

reported the unsuccessful result of his errand.

Thereupou the king himself, who was of a tender heart, went to where the princess was,

consoled her, and assuaged her grief to a considerable extent
;
yet his attempts to ascertain the

cause of the grief were as futile as his servant’s, owing to the bewildered state of the mind of

the princess, caused by extreme anguish at the loss to her of her brother, thus metamorphosed.

But he took her to his dominions, where, under his kind treatment and after the lapse of time,

her poignant grief subsided to some extent, when the king, finding her to be an accomplished

lady and of royal blood, married her. What the gi-ief was she did not disclose, for a consider-

able time, to her husband, much less to others ;
and it was only when she became a motlier

that she narrated to the king in detail the great misfortune of the loss of her only brother.

On this the affectionate husband, who was very much affected by the recital, resolved jwithin

Jiimself to relieve the anxiety of his beloved wife, and repaired, followed by the queen, to the

mound in the forest, and had it dug up, reaching the very bowels of the earth, when veritably a

snake appeared. On the appearance of this reptile the sister with a significance, and as if by

instinct, threw on it the lily, which she had treasured up all the long years since it fell off the

head of her transformed brother on that never-to-be-forgotten day. In a moment the prince,

her brother, stood before her to her infinite joy, equally shared by her royal husband. Great

was the rejoicing in the city, when the rumour spread that the queen’s brother, who had been

metamorphosed into a snake and for whom the queen had been stricken with grief^for so long

had again taken human form.

No, 3.— The Taming of the BHe-stoeking}

Once upon a time, in a certain country, there lived a king who had an only daughter. Her

he loved passionately, for she was his only hope, as he had no son to continue the royal line.

So to make up for the want of a son, the king deviated from the general rule and put his

daughter to school as soon as she began to understand, and spared neither labour nor money in

getting for her, as she progressed in her studies and her mind expanded with age till she

could understand abtruse subjects, teachers from distant countries who were eminent in all the

departments of knowledge. In course of time, under the instruction of these teachers, the

princess became proficient, or seemed to be so, in all the departments of knowledge. But in

the domain of poetry she had shewn an aptitude rivalling that of her teachers in versification.

By the time her education might be said to be complete, she advanced towards womanhood,

and, with the consent of her royal father, she issued a proclamation to the effect that she

would bestow her affections, irrespective of rank or caste, on any one who would recite one

Mha composed by himself at each step of the fiight of thirty steps leading to the princess’

palace, and five slolcas at the place where the steps came to an end, with the stipulation

that the theme of the last five sUhas should be original, i, e., that the subject of them was not

to be met with in the books.

Marty were the princes and plebeians who tried their luck in metrical composition in order

to obtain the princess in marriage and failed. There was not a single exception, and so there

was formed an impression in the mind of the princess that man is a useless being and
quite inferior to the fair sex in point of intellectual attainment. To strengthen the

impression it chanced that one day, when she was pulling off the skin of a plantain, a poor boy

who was passing the palace took up the plaintain skin and ate it, evidently with the view of

checking the pangs of hanger. At this the princess exclaimed

‘‘What ! Is the worth of man, who is said to make a great noise in the world, only such

that he will eat the skin of a plaintain thrown away by a woman ?
”

» Narrated by the writer^s mother-in-law, M. NftrPvya^inamina.
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A bold maid, who had seen life, and had been in the service of the princess for a number of

years, said at once in reply to the exclamation :

—

** Oh ! Princess, man should not be slightingly spoken of, and, who knows, the very boy you

talk so lightly of might become your husband.*’

The overbearing princess replied to the servant-maid that the realization of her hope was

impossible, though it might be within the bounds of possibility.

This conversation was overheard by the poor boy, who had then been the laughing-stock

of the princess, as being in her opinion typical of man as apart from woman.

The boy, who was impressionable and intelligent, notwithstanding his extreme poverty,

revolved in his mind the conversation he had heard, and at once made his way to an adjacent

hermitage, and narrated the incident to the well-disposed gosdihs living there, who heard it

with wrapt attention; In the end, he asked them what shonld be done to raise himself to such

a pitch in intellectual attainment as to recite the stipulated thirty-five stanzas, and to marry

the very princess who had despised him, so that he might shew the fallacy in the princess’

argument that man is inferior to woman.

Being pleased with the boy’s simple narrative, and still more so with the ambition displayed

under his rags and tatters, the gosdins^ to the best of their ability, gave the boy a sound

liberal education, in which prominence was given to metrical composition. On the completion

of this education, this favored protegi of the gSsdihs studied the best models of poetry, in order

to effectually tame the princess’ pride by rivalling her in poesy, marriage with her being

regarded as of secondary importance.

Fortified thus by knowledge, the lad composed thirty-five stanzas, into the last five of which

he skilfully introduced words signifying pepper, aniseed, various seeds, mustard and ddb grass

{Agrostis linearis)^ to impart originality to them, as required in the royal proclamation. So one

day, followed by his friends the gdsdinsy he went to the royal court, announced his business,

recited one stanza at each of the flight of thirty steps approaching the princess* palace,

and five on an original theme at the place where the approaches ended. Thus was won the

princess — to the great joy of all who regarded her as invincible in her special line.

In accordance with the promise made in the proclamation, the marriage of the princess with

the ripe scholar who had won her by his own abilities, was celebrated in due time, and when the

princess was about to be led to the nuptial couch the bold maid-servant, who was an advocate of

the superiority of man, as we have already seen, pointed out to her mistress that the very boy

whom she had despised had now become her husband.

On this the imperious pedant committed suicide by falling on a sword.

No. 4.— ** Let us eat and dririk for to-morrow we

Once upon a time in a certain country there lived a king who had an able minister. The

minister managed the a&irs of the State so well, and was so just in his doings as a public man

that none dare cast reflections or heap reproaches upon him. Afraid of his popularity, his

royal master sought an occasion to find fault with the minister, so that he might destroy

his reputation"and even himself.

Accordingly the king summoned his minister one day and gave him a pearl of great price for

safe custody, stipulating that the minister should return the valuable pearl whenever his royal

master desired it. In giving the pearl into the minister’s keeping the king entertained the

hoi >6 of getting it back furtively, and thus gaining the opportunity for finding fault with him

that he bought.

1 Narrated by Mr. Tulsiram Motiram, a Eajput grentleman of Lascarline, Nagpur, 0. P,
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The minister took the pearl and gave it to his wife, asking her to keep it carefully, but in

the meantime the king employed every means, false or foal, to become possessed of the

pearl. For this purpose he made a serving-woman get herself engaged under the minister’s

wife. In course of time this serving-woman ingratiated herself into the favour of the

minister’s wife, and one day asked her mistress to array herself in all her paraphernalia, for she

said she was very anxious to see how her mistress looked when thus bedecked.

The minister’s wife, though vain, was ignorant of the tricks of the world ; so she dressed

herself in her best robes and adorned her person with very valuable trinkets of exquisite work-

manship and shewed herself to the deceitful servant-woman. The woman, on looking at the

minister’s wife, at once said ;

—

Madam, you look beautiful in the apparel and ornaments you now wear, but an additional

beanty would be imparted to you, if you would ornament your person with the pearl belonging

to the king, which yon have now in your keeping.”

Flattered thus, the vain lady at once unlocked a casket and out of it took the pearl

that was reposing there, and with it further adorned her already much-adorned person. On
this she received a profusion of praise from the serving-woman, and exulting in the praises

lavished on her, she became unmindful of her personal adornments. This gave the serving-

woman the opportunity she wanted to carry off* the pearl to the palace.

The on receiving the pearl, had it thrown into the deep waters of the blue sea, and

the next day called upon his minister to return the object of great price entrusted to

him for safe keeping. The minister went to his mansion and asked his wife to bring the pearl,

which he had given her to keep. She searched amongst the caskets of her jewellery, and in the

thousand andr one folds of her robes, but all to no purpose
;
for how could she get what had

been I’emoved from her without her knowledge and by sheer craft P

Not blaming his wife, but cursing his own fate, the minister reported the disappearance
of the pearl to the king, who, expecting as much, gave him a week’s time for the produc-
tion of the pearl, failing which the minister was to sufEer the extreme penalty of the law.

The minister feeling that it was not possible to find the lost pearl, and that in con-

sequence his end had approached, sold off his vast landed estates, and with the proceeds of

these and with the money he had in hand gave grand feasts and magnificent boisterous

dances,^ enjoying himself greatly, though fully knowiug that he was soon to die.

On the last of the seven days’ time given him, he called his wife and said :
—“My love, T

am now going to the sea-shore with fishing tackle to fish, and you must cook the fish I shall

bring. For, before I die to-morrow, I wish to eat a fish dish specially prepared by your loving
hands.” With these words the minister went to the sea-shore and in due time returned with
only one fish. This he gave to his wife and went off to enjoy the company of his friends for
the last time.

His wife, heavy at heart for her husband who was to die on the morrow, ripped open the
belly of the fish in order to dress it, when to her amazement she found a pearl. She recognized
it to be the one which her husband had given her and she had lost, for which the minister was
to suffer capital punishment the next day. As soon as the preparation of the dish was over,
she dressed herself in her best garments, decked herself in all her silver and gold ornaments,
and anxiously awaited her husband.

In due course the minister returned. Struck with the change in his wife— a beaming face
and noble attire as contrasted with her rueful countenance and careless dress since her husband’s
doom — he said in an angry and sarcastic tone (for in a moment of weakness like this the

•

vernacular expression. It refers to the red colour used at the H61i, or the feast of Holikfi, which
^®’^®haini. To give then, means to give a boisterous feast, one at which the colour

us-ttue used. To give a or dance, implies a mnoh more decorous entertainment.
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thought of his approaching end rather unmanned him, though he had tried to banish in pleasure

the terrors of death) :

—

‘^lam to be taken to the gallows to-morrow, and you are jubilant in spirit? Tour

happy countenance, your dress and ornaments, are visible signs of it— as if I were to remain

with you for many a long year and not for a day only.**

“Oh dear lord,*’ she cried, “ do not be sorrowful. There is now no cause for sorrow, for

God has removed it from us. Take your meal and satisfy yourself, and I shall explain all.”

So replied the wife, and after ministering to her husband’s wants, she told him how she had in

a miraculous manner come by the pearl. She shewed it to him. He was overjoyed and

thanked God,

On the last day for the production of the pearl, the Raja’s servants came to the minister’s

mansion with the message that his presence was required at court. The minister, howevey,

was in no hurry, but about four o’clock in the afternoon, after taking a nap and a light meal, he

went to court, and on the king’s asking for the pearl, “ Here it is,” said the minister, producing

the valuable shell. He then left the court abruptly to the great chagrin of the bad-hearted

king, and not only that, he left the kingdom to seek his fortune elsewhere.

MISCELLANEA.

DATES OF THE HOLLAM OR KOLAMBA ERA. I

Mr. P. Suitdaram Pillai of Trivandrum has

asked me to test the dates of the inscriptions, con-

tained in his pamphlet on Some JEJarhf Sovereigns

of Travancore, and has sent me for examination

a number of other dates from inscriptions which

he is preparing for publication. I have the more
readily complied with his request, because all

these dates belong to the BZollam or Edlamba
era, of which few dates with sufficient details for

verification have been hitherto available; and I

publish the results of my calculations, because

they tend to shew that the materials, so zealously

collected by Mr. Pillai, may be confidently used

for historical purposes.

My knowledge of the Kollam &hdu or Kdlam-
ha varsha is chiefly derived from a Trivandrum

calendar for the year 1069, kindly furnished to

me by the Dewan of Travancore, and a Oahcut
calendar for the year 1065, for which I am indebted

to Dr. Hultzsch. These calendars shew that the

KoHam year is a solar year, the twelve months of

which are named after the signs of the Zodiac.^

According to both calendars, a new month begins

^ This is actually the case in all the dates given below
except the date No. 8.

® In the Trivandrum calendar a day on which the

3a^lcr6m,H takes place 6 h. 59 m. after mean sunrise is

counted as the first day of the month, and another day
on which the swiMnti takes place 8 h. 41 m. after mean
sunrise is counted as the last day of the preceding month.
Similarly, in the Calicut calendar a day on which the

saVibrGmM takes place 6 h. 9 m. after mean sunrise is

counted as the first day of the month, and a day on which
the sa^Jcrd/rdi takes' place 7 h. 51 m. after mean sunrise

with the day on which the sun euters a sign of

the Zodiac, whenever this samkrdnti takes place,

according to the Arya-siddhS.nta, within ahont

7 h. 20 m. (or about 18 ghatiMs) after mean
sunrise;® but when the samhrdnti takes place

later in the day, the new month only com-

mences with the following day. According to

the Trivandrum calendar, the year 1069 of which

comprmes the time from the 16th August A. D.
1893 to the 15fch August A. D. 1894 (both days

inclusive), the year begins with the month of

Simha (the solar Bhfidrapada) ; but according to

the Calicut calendar, the year 1065 of which cor-

responds to the period from the 16th September

A. D. 1889 to the 15th September A. D. 1890

(both days inclusive), it begins with the month of

Kanya (the solar Asvina).® The calendars thus

shew that when, for pui-poses of calculation, we
have to convei't a given year of the Kollam era

into an expired year of the K^iliyuga, we must
add 3925 for the months from Simha to Mina (or,

according to the Calicut calendar, from Kanyd to

Mina), and 39*26 for the remaining months ; that,

for converting a Kollam year into an expired Saka

year, the corresponding figures are 746 and 747

;

is counted as the last day of the preceding month. In

the date No. 8, below (the same date in which the month
is called by the Tamil name Tai), a day, on which the

saTkhrmti took place 8 h. 5 m. after mean sunrise, has

been counted as the first day of the month (in accordance

with the practice of the Tamil calendars, by which a

day is reckoned as the first day of the month, when the

smhMnti takes place within 12 hours after mean

;

sunrise).

i

8 Compare Dr. Buchanan’s Jmrney through] Mysore,

\ Vol. II. p. 865.
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and that, roughly speaking, a KoUam year may

be converted into a year A. D# by the addition

of 824-25.* With these equations, the dates in

Hr. Pihai's pamphlet which contain details fot

exact verification work out as follows ;
—

•

1. — P. 19, No. 3. A Puravachfiri inscription

of the time of Yira-Eavivarman of Vendd is dated

in the year 386 after the appearance of KoUam,

with the sun six days oM® in the sig^ ofYrishabha,

Saturday, Mpigasirsha nakshafra* — In Saka-

Saihvat 336 -1- 747 = 1083 expir^ the Yrishabha-

samki4nti took place (by th^^ Arya-siddhdnta)

^h. 36 m. after mean sunrise/ of the 24th April

A. D. 1161 ;
and the 6th da(^f of the month of

Yrishabha therefore was Saturday, the 29th

Apiil A« D. 1161, when moon was in the

nakshatra Mrigaslrsha fdr 20 h. 21 m. after

mean sunrise.
j

2. — P. 56, No. 13. A Y^kkalai inscription of

the time of Yira-Padmanfi^a-M4rtandavarman

of Y6nSd is dated in the Kolkm year 427, with

Jupiter entering into hI6sha, md the sun 21 days

old in YTishabha, Wodnesda^ the 5th lunar

day after new-moon. — In Saka-Saihvat 427 +
747 = 1174 expired the Yrishabha-sarhkiAnti took

place 19 h. 33 m. after mean sunrise of the 24th

April A. D. 1252 ;
. and the 2lBt day of the month

of Yrishabhatherefore was Wednesday, the 15th

May A. D. 1252, when the 5th tithi of the
bright half ended 10 h. 38 m. aftermean sunrise,

and when Jupiter was in the sign Mesha which
it had entered on the 17th March A. D. 1252.

3. — P. 46, No. 11. A Eladinarnkulam inscrip-

tion of the time of Yira-E§.ma-K6ralavarman of

Y^n^d is dated in the 'Kollam year 389, with
Jupiter in Kumbha, and the sun 18 days old in

Mina, Thursday, Tushya nakshatra, the 10th
lunar day.— By our equation the year 389 should
correspond here to Saka-Saihvat 389 -f 746= 1135
expired; but in reality the date fell in Saka-
Saiiivat 1136 expired. In that year the Mina^
samkiAnti took place 23 h. 29 m. after mean
sunrise of the 22nd Pebruary A. D, 1215 ; and the
18th day of the month of Mina therefore 'was

Thursday, the 12bh March A, D . 1215, when the
10th tithi of the bright half ended 13 h. 2 m, and
the mhshatra was Pushya for 11 h. 10 m, after

* It wiilbe seenfrom tke above that, omitting hundreds,
a Kollam year, for the months from Simha (or Kanyd) to
Mina, is exactly the same year of the Saptarshi era (.ante,

Vol. XX. p. 151). Thus the year 428 of the date No. 5,
below, would be Sa^iar87ii^8.irhvat 4328, or simply
Saihvat 28.

« This simply means * the 6th,* and not ‘ the 7th.*
® In all the above dates the position of Jupiter is given

in accordance with the mean-sign system. In the date

mean sunrise. Besides, Jupiter was in the sign

Kumbha which it had entered on the 25th August

A. D. 1214.

4.

— P. 25, No. 6. A Tiruvatbar inscription

of the time of Vira-XJdaiya-MartancIavarman of

Yen^d is dated in the Kollam year 348, with

Jupiter in Karkataka, and the sun . . days

old in Mina, Thursday, AuurAdhft nakshatra.—
Here the year 348 should correspond to Saka-

Samvat 348 + 746 = 1094 expired ;
but the date

really fell in Saka-Samvat 1093 expired. In that

year the Mina-sarhkrfinti took place 20 h. 32 m.

after mean sunrise of the 22nd Pebruary A. D.

1172 ;
and during the month of Mina the moonwas

in the nakshatra AnurAdhA on Thursday, the

16th March A. D. 1172, which was the 23rd of the

month. On this 16th March Jnpiter, as required,

was in the sign Karkataka which it had entered

on the 23rd Pebruary A. D. 1172.

I am not at present prepared to say that the

figures 889 and 848 of the dates 3 and 4 must

necessarily both be considered as incorrect, but it

is clear that at least one of them must be wrong.

Similarly to what is the case in many Saka dates

which quote wrong years, the position of Jnpiter

is given correctly in both dates,® and there is not

the slightest doubt about the proper European

equivalent of either date.

The other dates in Mr. Pillai*s pamphlet do not

admit of exact verification. But the dates of the

inscriptions 7,^ 9 and 10, on pp. 28, 38 and 42 may
be looked upon as correct, because in the years

quoted by the dates Jupiter really was in the

positions assigned to it. On the other hand, the

dates of the inscriptions 2 and 8 on pp. 15 and
36 are quite incorrect. And in the date of the

inscription 12 onp.49 one would at any rate have

expected the year to he 411 instead of 410.

The following dates are from inscriptions which
have not yet been published :

—

5.

— The year 428, the 8th day of Mina, Sunday,
Bevatl nakshatra. — In Saka-Sarhvat 428 H- 746= 1174 expired the Minarsaiiikranti took place
19 h. 24 m. after mean sunrise of the 22nd
Pebruary A. D. 1253; and the 8th day of the
month of Mina therefore was Sunday, the 2nd

of an inscription in ArcTmol. Surv. of South. India,
Vol. rV. p. 112, theKoUam year 775 is rightly described
as Sarvarin according to the southern Inni-solar system,

^ This inscription has not been translated correctly by
Mr. Pillai. The original indicates that Jupiter was in
Dhowiii® in the Kollam year 366 (expressed by the word
Mdrtarp^a) = A. D. 1189-90

; and Jupiter in Dhanue
from the 12th December A, D. 1188 to the 8th December
A. D. 1189.
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March A. B. 1253, when the nahshatra was K4vati

from 3 h. 17 m. after mean suniise.

6. — The year 42[81, 17th day of Mina,

^Tuesday, the lOth lunar day, Pushya nah~

shatra, — The year and month being the same as

in the preceding date, the 17th day of the month
of Minawas Tuesday, the llth March A.B. 1258,

when the 10th tithi of the bright half ended

12 h. 10 m., and the nakshatra was Pushya for

12 h. 29 m. after mean sunrise.

7. — The year 440, the 23rd day of Karkataka,

Sunday, the 5th lunar day of the bright half,

Hasta naksJiatra, — In Saka-Sarhvat 440 + 747

= 1187 expired the Karkataka-saihkr&nti took

place 4 h. 35 m. after mean sunrise of the 27th

June A. B. 1265 ; and the 23rd day of the month
of Karkataka therefore was Sunday, the 19th

July A, B. 1265, when the 6th tithi of the
bright half ended 2 h. 8 m., and the nahshatra

was Hasta for 6 h. 84 m. after mean sunrise.

8.— The year 663, the 28th day of Tai (Makara),

Thursday, the llth lunar day of the bright
half, Mingasirsha nahshatra, Vaidh^lti (?)

ySpa.— In Saka-Samvat 663 + 746 = 1409 expired

the Makara-samkr^ntl took place 8 h. 5 m. after

mean sunrise of the 28th Becember A. B. 1487,

which, according to the practice of the Trivandrum
and Calicut calendars, should have been counted
as the last day of the month of Bhanus. But it

was apparently here counted as the first day of

the month of Makara, and the 28th day of this

month therefore was Thursday, the 24th January

A. B. 1488, when the llth tithi of the bright
half commenced 4 h. 2 m., and when the nahshatra

was Myigaslrsha for 21 h. 1 m., and the ySga

Vaidhyiti for 13 h. 26 m. after mean sunrise.

9. — The year 749, the 1st day of Karkataka,

Wednesday, the 12th lunar day of the bright
half, Anur&dh& nahshatra, — In Saka-Sadavat

749 4- 747 = 1496 expired the ICarkataka-sam-

krdnti took place 2 h. 58 m. after mean sumise of

Wednesday, the 30th June A. B. 1574, which
therefore was the 1st day of the month of Karka-
taka. On this day the 12th tithi of the bright
half ended 21 h. 16 m., and the nahshatra was

AnurAdhA for 7 h. 13 m. after mean sunrise.

10.— The year 779, Kaliyuga 4704, the 26th

day of Mithuna, Saturday, the 7th lunar day
of the bright half, Hasta nahshatra, Jupiter in

Bhanus.— In Saka-Samvat 779 + 747= 1526=
Kaliyuga 4705 {not 4704)® expired the Mithuna-
samkrdnti took place 6 h. 33 m. after mean sunrise

of the 29th May A, B. 1604 ; and the 26th day of

the month of Mithuna therefore was Saturday,

the 23rd June A. B. 1604, when the 7th tithi of
the bright half ended 21 h. 36 m., and when the

nahshatra was Hasta, by the equal-space system

from 7 h. 18 m., and by the Brahma-siddh^nta

from 3 h. 56 m. after mean sunrise. Jupiter, as

required, was in Bhanus, which it had entered on

the 3rd February A. B. 1604.

11.— The year 685, the 6th day of Tul^,Friday,

the 8th lunar day of the dark half, Punarvasu
nahshatra,— In Saka-Samvat 685 + 746 = 1431

expired the Tula-sazhkrdnti took place 6 h. 31 m.
after mean sunrise of the 30th September A. B.

1509; and the 6th day of the month of Tul&

therefore was Friday, the 5th October A. D.1509,

when the 8th tithi of the dark half commenced

9 h. 47 m., and the nahshatra was Punarvasu for

17 h. 44 m. after mean sunrise.

12. — The year 720, the 26th day of Makara,

Friday, the 12th lunar day of the bright half,

M^igasirsha nahshatra, — In Saka-Saihvat 720

4* 746 = 1466 expired theMakara-samkr5.nti took

place 1 h. 58 m. after mean sunrise of the 28th

December A. B. 1544, and tbe day intended by the

date clearly is Friday, the 23rd January A. D.

1545, when the nahshatra was Myigd>Blrsha for

10 h. 30 m. after mean sunrise. This, however,

was the 27th {not the 26th) day of the month of

Makara, and on it the llth {not the 12th) tithi of

the bright half ended, 14 h. 10 m. after mean
sunrise.

13. — The year 757, the 12th day of Yriscbika,

Saturday, the 1st lunar day of the dark half,

Bdhini nahshatra, Jupiter in Bhanus.— InSaka-

Samvat 757 + 746 = 1503 expired the Yrischika-

samkiAnti took place 19 h. 10 m. after mean

sunrise of the 30th October A. B. 1581 ;
and the

12th day of the month of Yrischika therefore was

Saturday, the llth November A. B. 1581, when

the 1st tithi of the dark half ended 14 h. 36 m.,

and the nahshatra was Bdhi^i for 13 h. 8 m. after

mean sunrise. But Jupiter was no longer in the

sign Dhanus, having left that sign already on the

llth May A. D. 1581.

14. — The year 778, Kaliyuga 4704, the 7th day

of Mesha, Monday, Bdhi^i nahshatra, Gap.da

y6ga^ Jupiter in Vpischika. — In Saka-Samvat

778 H- 747 = 1525 = Kaliyuga 4704 expired the

M6sha-samkiAnti took place 16 h. 27 m. after mean

sunrise of the 28th March A. B. 1603, and the 7th

day of the month of Mesha therefore was Monday,

the 4th April A. D. 1608. On this day the

nahshatra was BdhipLl, by the Brahma siddh&nta

from sunrise, and by the equal-space system from

6 h. 34 m. after mean sunrise; but the y6ga

* Compare the date No. 14, below.
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was SaubMgya (4), not Gancla (10). Jupiter, as

required, was in Vyiscliika, having entered that

sign on the 7th Februaiy A, D. 1603.

To these dates from Mr. PiUai’s inscriptions

I add here the date of a short inscription from

Suchindram, published ante, Yol. II. p. 361, the

only date of the Kolamba era in this Journal

which furnishes details for verification ;
—

15. — The Kdlamba year 664 (expressed by the

word viiati), J upiter in Yyishabha, the sun at

the end of Tuld», the nahshatra Anur&dh^t,

Monday, the first lunar day. — InSaka-Saihvat

654 + 746= 1400 expii-ed the Tulfii-saihkr&ntitook

place 6 h. 3 m. after mean sunrise of the 30th

September A. D. 1478, and the day of the date is

Monday, the 26th October A. D. 1478, which was

the 27th day of the month of Tula, and on which

the first tithi of tlie bright half ended 19 h. 29 m.,

and the nakshatra was Anurfi.dha. (by the Brahma-

siddh^ta) from 5 h, 16 m. after mean sunrise.

On the same day Jupiter was in the sign Vyisha-

bha which it had entered on the 24th July A. D.

1478.®

Gottingen*

F. Kielhobn.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD AMONGST THE

ANDAMANESE.
A SHORT description of the Andamanese method
of disposing of their dead maybe of interest.

The corpses are either put up in aerial plat-

forms built in trees, buried or thrown into

the sea; the former being the most honourable
form of interment, and the latter being only
done to the bodies of enemies.

Should an Andamane'se die among his own
people, and especially if many are in camp, and he
is a man of importance and property {6ty4hurda),

his corpse would be tied up in a wrapper of leaves,

and then wrapped round with his sleeping mat.
A platform would be constructed in a tree, at
some considei'able distance fi-om the ground, and
the corpse would be placed on it. Plumes of cane
leaves would be fastened at conspicuous points*
near by, in order that people might know that a
corpse was there.

Should the man die almost alone, or be a youth
of no importance, or be residing at the time of his
death with a friendly tribe among whom he had
n(rrelations, his corpse would be similarly wrapped
up and buried in a hole about foui* feet deep.

Should an enemy be killed in fight, or a total
stranger die among the Andamanese, theywould,
t£ on the coast, throw his body into the sea, or, if
iu the interior, either bury or burn it. The latter
practice among the North Andaman tribes possibly
assisted in giving rise to the idea of their
being cannibals.

The Onges sometimes place the corpses of their
deceased relations inbig wooden buckets, and leave
these in the buttressed roots of oeHain trees.

The above remarks apply to women as well as
men, and babies axe generally buiied under the
floor of their parents’ hut.

The relations, friends, and tribesmen of the

deceased coat their heads with a thick mass of

white clay, called 6gda, and are considered to be
dkaogda, or mourners, for a period of about two
months, during which time they do not dance,

though they may be present at a dance and join

in the singing.

At the expiry of this period the bones of the
deceased are taken by Ms nearest relatives,

and washed and broken up into pieces.

These are then distiibuted, the skull being
given to the nearest relation, and are made up
into ornaments. The mourners now have a feast

and dance, preceded by a washing of the white

clay ofi their heads, and again coat themselves

witF hoiohda (red ochre and turtle oil), which
during the period of mourning they have had to

abandon.
M. Y. POBTMAH.

Port Blair, Andaman Islands,

SOME HOUSE WABMING-CUSTOMS OF
THE NORTHEBN MUHAMMADANS.

When a Musalmau starts the foundation of a
house he gets an auspicious day fixed— as often as

not by a BrAhman—, and the ordinary Hinduised
Musalmans of the eastern districts of the PafijAb

will entertain Brihmans at a dinner. A strict

Musalmau will get a mullah (piiest), or a respect-

able man of weight and character, to lay the first

brick, and will distribute gur (molasses) to the
poor, and give -a dinner. When the house is

finished he gives an Hndm (reward— gHt) of a
shawl, or teban, or money, to ik^mistri (master-
mason). ^

d . JU. AiPLiNGm F, N. and Q. 1883.^

.
notes compare Dr. Sohram’s article, onto, p. 9 ff., on the same snbjeot. The oomparUon will

'

foima.notonl,toheTainaWe,bnteioeedingly>teresting.-Bl>.]
pai«on wur

* [See also Jmnui, Society of Arts, 1888, p; 788. — Ed.]
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ASSAMESE LITERATURE.

COMMUNICATED BY GEO. A GRIERSON, Bh.D., O.I.E.

S
O little is known about Assamese Literature that 1 make no apology for giving the

following second hand and somewhat antiquated information. It deserves better

preservation than that afforded by a fugitive pamphlet long out of print.

In the early fifties a discassion arose as to whether Bengali or Assamese should be the

official language of Assam. It was contended by some that the latter was merely a corrupt

dialect of the former. Others, principally patriotic inhabitants of the country, urged the

claims of Assamese as a separate language, and eventually carried their point. For years

the Assamese language has been officially recognized, and now it can be proved that it is, in its

grammar, much more nearly connected with Bih&ri than with standard Bengali.

The discussion seems to have been lively, and one of its products was a pamphlet

entitled,^ * A few remarks
|
on the

|

Assamese Language,
|
and on Vernacular Education

|
in

Assam.
|
By a N'ative.

|
Sibsagar, Asam

|
• Printed at the American Baptist Mission

Press,
I
1855

|
As may be gathered from its name, the book strongly defends Assamese as

a separate language. The author commences by shewing how little Bengali is used in that

country. He next institutes an elaborate comparison between the two languages, and shews

clearly that Assamese, far from being an uncultivated dialect is capable of expressing the most

abstract ideas of Science or Law. He finally compares the Literary History of Assam with

that of Bengal, much to the advantage of the former, and as this is, at the present day, the most

valuable portion of the pamphlet, I give it here in full. Owing to the peculiarities of Assamese

spelling (especially, the pronunciation of s as hf and of 6 as ifr) I give here and there (in paren-

thesis) the Sanskrit spelling of such tatsama words as will not be easily recognized.

* The ‘Bengali can scarcely be said to have existed as a written language until the begin-

ning of the present century, when the Missionaries of Serampore first moulded it into a

form, Rajah Rto Mohun Roy wrote his Bengali Grammar, and other Native gentlemen,

educated and trained in the sciences and literature of Europe, reared up, during the last

few years, a distinct literature, by the publication chiefly of translations from English works

on different branches of learning. The Bengali translation of the Sanskrit Mahdbhdrata by

Kasi Das, and that of the Edmdyana by Kirtti-bas, executed about a century and a half ago,

may be said to be the only works of any importance in Bengali, that existed before the

present Bengali literature sprung out from the efforts of Missionaries and educated Natives.

Now, we beg to affirm, that the Literature of Assam was in the year 1800 A. D. more

extensive and varied than that of Bengal. The Mahdbhdrata and Edmdyana were translated

into the Assamese language by Ramsaraswati and Sri Honkor (Sankar) nearly 400 years ago

long before K!rtti-Hs or Kasi DAs published their Bengali translations. The Sri Bhdgawaia

and the Bhdgavat GUd were translated into Assamese, both in prose and verse, by different

authors nearly at the same time
;
and not only were other principal Sanskrit works relating to

Religion, Medicine, History, Drama and other subjects, translated by successive authors, but a

considerable collection of historical works of considerable authenticity, composed in original

Assamese, and styled Bhrafijis, had, it appears, existed since the Thirteenth Century of the

Christian era.

'In support of these facts, we subjoin the following catalogue of original books and

translations from the Sanskrit, written in the Assamese language

Catalogue of Assamese Books, Hindu Religious Works, and Furftns.

The Srimat Bhdgawatt translated from the Sanskrit in verse by Sri Honkor.®

The 'Srimat Bhdgawaty translated from the Sanskrit in prose by Kabi Batna.

1 I owe my acquaintance with this pamphlet to the kindness of Mr. E. A. Gait, I. G. S.

? 6rt Honkor ( Sankar ) the fonnder of the Mah& PuruhiS sect of Vaish^vas in Assam, who flonrished ( in the

reign of Rajah Nara-n&cfiyana) about 400 years ago, and his contemporaries Rfimasaraswatl oWas Ananta Kondoli
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ne MaUlMrata, translated from Sanskrit by Ramsaraswati oZto Ananta Kondoli'
by Ramsaraswati alias Ananta Kondoli.

tjovinaa Misra s translation in verse of tlie Bhdgawat QHd.
Kabi Ratna's translation in prose of the Bhdgawat GUd,
O'ita Q%inamdld.

The Kirtan of Bri Honkor.

mam (Baiam, or tenth book of the BUgavata Purdm) of Sri Honkor.
Bhakti Rafnawali, by Madhab.
BhaJsti Fremdwalii by Purosattam,
Ratndhar, in prose,

Eatndhar fiM, by Madhab D§b.
BhaJsti Pradip, by Honkor.
FaishnavdmrtL

Gilpia Sintdmam (Ohintdma^.
Amulya BatnUa

Guna Mdld, by Sri Honkor.
LUd Mdld.

Bhatimd,

Chapai Totals

Edzdri Ghohd.

m Guild.
'

Kathd GUM.
Bipikd Banda (Ohanda),
Naha Hidha (Siddhd),

Anddi Patan,

Janma Nirnai.

Janma Bahasya.

Eanta (jSdnta) Nivnai,
Ndn Khod.

Prahldd Saritra {Oharitra).
BMma Saritra.

Nhyamanta EaTanl
BuTsmini Earan.
tl ^d (TJshJt) Earan.
Kumar Haran.
Bdm Kirtan.

Bam Guna Mdld.
Bhm Saritra.

Madhab Saritra.

?onkor Saritra, by Kanithabhashan.

Tbakar,
Gopal Santrat

Bura Bhasya.

Peka Bhasya.

Ndnia MdliJsd.

Bijai Paham.
Sarivangsha, by Bhawananda.
^J^y°3jdhara]^nu, by Dgb G6swami,
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Biswa Kart ATcJiydru

Brahma Vaivarta Purdn^ by SMbbandth (^6bbanath),

Bharma Furdn^

Bdmana Burdn,

Uthal Khanda,

MarTcandSya Pwdn.

Itihds Purdn,

Bhavishyat Purdn, by Sbarobhauma Bhataoiarjya.

Ndradiya Purdn*

Brahmdnda Purdn^ by Ramgovinda.

Vishnu Purdn^hj RamgoYinda.

Kdlihd Purdn, by Brajanatb.

Kdrma Purdn^

Adhydtmd Edmdyan,

Harisandra (Hariichandrd) AhJiydn,

History.

‘ In no department of Uterature do the Assamese appear to have been more snooess-
ful than in history. Remnants of bistorical works that treat of the times of Bbagadatta, a
contemporary with Raja Yudbisbfcbira, are still in existence. Tbe chains of bistorical events,

however, since tbe last 600 years, has been carefally preserved, and their authenticity can be

relied upon. It would be difficult to name all tbe historical works, or as they are styled by tbe

Assamese, Btirafijis. They are numerous and voluminous. According to tbe customs of tbe

country, a knowledge of tbe Biiranjis was an indispensable qualification in an Assamese gentle-

man
;
and every family of distinction, and especially tbe Government and tbe public officers,

kept tbe most minute records of bistorical events prepared by tbe learned PaiOKjits of tbe

country.

‘ These histories were therefore, very numerous, and generally agree with each other in

their relation of events. A large number is still to be found in tbe possession of the ancient

families.

^ In 1829, Haliram Dbekial Phukan printed and published, in tbe Bengali language, a brief

compilation from tbe Buranjis
;
and in 1844, Radbanatb Bor Barua and Kasindtb Tumuli Pbukaii

published at tbe American Mission Press, a somewhat more comprehensive work on tbe history

of Assam in Assamese. A portion of tbe History of Kamrup has been also since published by
tbe Missionaries in tbe Orunudoi {Arunodaya) Magazine.

Medicine.

^ Tbe Hindu system of medicine was professionally studied in Assam by numerous families

of distinction ; and many of tbe officers in tbe courts of tbe Abom kings were professed

physicians. Some knowledge of medicine constituted one of tbe chief accomplishments of a

well-bred Assamese gentleman. Tbe learned physicians translated into plain Assamese almost

all tbe principal Sanskrit works on medicine, as they were known in Assam. Tbe Sanskrit

Medical Dictionary, tbe Chihitsdrnava and tbe Niddn have been rendered into Assamese. In

fact, tbe text books of learned physicians were often translated into their mother tongue .for

tbe use of beginners as a preparatory course for entering into tbe study of tbe original works.

We have seen several works of tbe kind, though we cannot now quote their names from

memory.

Dramatic Works.

* Tbe Assamese seem to be zealously devoted to theatrical amusements ; and scarcely a

month passes in tbe villages in which some of tbe dramas composed in Assamese are not per-

formed in tbe public Mamgbors. Tbe dramatic works having for their subjects chiefly some
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historical events treated of in the MaUhhdrata, Bdmdyana or Mmat BMgawata, are purely

original productions, written principally by Honkor, Madhab and their followers. The

following list will suffice to shew their nature

Kangha (Kmhsa) Badh. Nrihingha (Nrisimlia') Jdtrd.

Bali Salan (Ghhalan)* Tdl Bhanjan.

Parijdt Haran. Durhdhd (Darvdsd) Bhdjan.

Kdli Daman. Grdha Gajindra.

Bdh. Pdtand Badh.

8Ua Shmjambar. Chokyahdt Badh.

Bh^an Byahahdr* Kehi Badh.

Bdisdya* Jarahandha Badh.

Dadhi Mathan. Byamba Badh.

Patni Pr&Md (jprasdda). Pralamba Badh.

Bastra Horan. Baka Badh.

Sumdr Harm. Aghdhura (^Aghdsurc^ Badh.

Pijpard Gdsiid. Mahirdwana Badh.

BuJemini Haran., Bdioana Badh.

Bhyamdnta Haran. Kuldsal Badh,

Sitd Haran. Rddhd Krishna Hainhdd.

Amrita MatJian. Bhdmi Lotod.

Bara MBhan, Gudli Pdrd.

8M Pdtdl. Ajdmil Pakhya.

Bdmdkoamidh. Krishna Nirjdn.

Govardhana Jdtrd. Bhishma Nirjdn,

Arithmetic.

^ One Bakul Kaistha appears to have been the earliest and most popular writer on

arithmetic. He writes in verse, and gives important rules on surveying. He also translated

into Assamese portions of the Sanskrit lAldvati^

« « «

Biotionaries.

^JadurUm’s Bengali and Assamese Dictionary* This is a voluminous work, supposed to

contain almost all the important Assamese words. It was written by Jadur&m Deka Barua in

1839 for Colonel Jenkins, and by him presented to the American Baptist Mission.

*Mrs. Cutter’s Vocabulary and Phrases, in English and Assamese, — Mission Press,

1840, pp. 251.

* # * #

Assamese Works published by the Serampore Missionaries.

* The whole of the Bible was translated and published in the Assamese language by the
Serampore Missionaries with the aid of Atmiram Shorma, an Assamese Pandit, in the year
1813. A second edition was issued from the Serampore Press in 1833.

* St. Luke’s Gospel revised by Messrs. Robinson and Rae. Robinson’s Assamese Grammar,
1840,

Assamese Works pubHehed by the American Baptist Mission in Assam.

^
[ Most of these are omitted. They are educational works, and Missionary tracts and trans-

"nations of the FilgrMs Progress. A few important ones only are given.]

Miscellaneous.

Brown s Grammatical Notices —• English and Assamese.
The Ormudoi — A monthly magazine, continued from 1846 to the present time.
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Scriptures.

Kew Testament (3rd edition).

Life and Gospel of Christ.

A part of the Psalms of David.

* Assamese being the medium of communication with the hill tribes of Assam, the

following books have been prepared with corresponding Assamese columns, or separate

Assamese translations :

—

SpellingBookand Vocabulary, in English, Assamese, and Shyan or Khamti,

Do. in English, Assamese, Singpho and Naga Catechism in Shyan.

History of the Creation, in Shyan.

Catechism, in Naga,

Worcester’s Primer, in Naga.

' Phrases, in English and Naga.

Do, in English and Singpho.

^ In view of the above catalogue of Assamese books, embracing such an extended variety,

what shall we say of the statement, that the Assamese is merely a provincial speech, like the

Yorkshire or Wiltshire patois in England ; and that it is an unfit medium for communicating

knowledge to the masses ?

* A large number of works, both original and translations, have not reached us, and a

great many appear to have been so much scattered over the country, that they have never

come to our notice.

* The number of works, especially those of a historical character, that were lost during the

late Burmese' war, and the Muttuck insurrection, when the whole country was in a state of

revolution with incredible loss of lives and property, must ever be a deep source of regret.

Bert the list, above given, however small, wholly refutes the notion that the Assamese have no

distinct literature of their own.*

THE DEYIL WORSHIP OF THE TDLTJYAS.

FEOM THE PAPEBS OP THE LATE A. 0. BIJENELL.

{Continusd from Vol. AJIF., pogre 272.)

BURHBLL MSS. Ho. 16.

THE SOHG OP KALKUDA.

Original, in the ETanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaves 230 to 282

inclusive of the Burnell MSS. Transliteration by Dr. Manner ; translation from BurneH’s MS,*

checked by Dr. Manner.

Text.

Ealkuda Paddana.

“Nirn. pattu niwalla! P€ru pattij jajalla! Babipula-nallere kallana ! Malpinolatti pAIi

kS-nla ! Mahgaluru saralu panpi p^ri Idnla 1 Mulki ormbam^gane panpi pari k6nla ! Ba,nterg.

Sara sime panpi pS.ri iknla i Manel^ hobali panpi p^ri kSnla j^wadye ! Mugerg."munnfid%

panpi pkri k^nla, yS 1”

Apagane nan^ putti nMundu Kella Puche Mfi,!^trfi.(Ji, ap^e ullol^ Kdlabairi, amme uUena

Sdwa Kalkude. Akulegu. putti magalullolu Durgamma. Atena samayogu eiyereg^ worti

sangadi. Wori Kalkude chembatUl^da b61e benpenS
;
nana wori Yellura Kalkude kanchi

kadumuttuda b^le benpenfi
j
nana wori ullen6 marata bSle benpenoj Narna Kalkude-

chitrada b&le benpendend.
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“Yto-g. p&pe Belgulag^.”

BelgulaiJLu G-timma4a Sami bSle benpen6 ande. “ B^Ie bentara Kalkiida miillatn m-aue

barg, datu k6redante bSle benoduP’’ and^t^ ammag? paade. ‘‘Balada bliagodu Gumma-

dadu wonji kappe -wonji sire nir^ undu.”

And^d^ pan^le mage “ Yanu bendi bMegu wori iina pantuji” andudti boIH kafti bSsatfe

dettonde/ Tana jiwogu danondena Bdwa Kalknde. Biyaya ammerS mage b^le tuwere

battenS-nina jiwa ikalewondanl.” Andudu panpe Sambu Kalkn^e. Ammam^ silettu pAdi^denS

manta bSle benpe Sambn Ealkude. K&rja sarabi barper^ Gummadanii. tiiwere
;
yeiiknleg^

jeuknlegn b§le benpawodundn pander^. Belgnlnd^ miiy Aye Srambu Kalkude Kfadadij jogfiyena.

Earlad^ wonji Kolndda hecha bendena KalkndeyS.

Ytoflra sdralu baruwern KArlagu tannknleg^la ancbenS na fAwodnndn. AknJn barpincnu

tuye nadade Gummadani saruta malfce mayakaye apaganS. Atena samayoclii yeina'ndu joga

bende (xindaye) YSn'firudu y^lSlij wottn padinAl^ billnddo b 61e Lecba bende. Eiin^ tuyenj

Eairana Siidern. kei wonji, kar^ wonji deppader^ y6.

(Sambu Kalkudanan), “panawndu jAtid^ bina.” Bairana Suderu yS-n ana-nla dum,

buda’’ cbaryonde Sambu Kalkude.

Wonji keifc^ Gammandau^ milpudiyena maya ayena. MayayidSwadS Kd-rifijadij bele

benpende. KAriSjadu b6le bennaga Hirta A^clyaiidarp. Mitta Addyandaru tuwere battcrn.

Wonji karuda wonji keifeA dAwasfcano radd^ katt^d^ pullyakelogn bali,’’ japudana andudij

kAndor^.

“ Bali igaligegu,” japudende Sambu Kalkude.

“tgaligegu malpuuAye iyd,” and^dij mdne gubbiyer^. Ikulu popeiu ddwastnna katfiyena

g&pura Mrdiyena ; kalla pancbAnga pagara angana sutta malten jalakogu kere malte
;
weipere

t§ru malte-mitta dAwastana katfcude
;
birtadSwastanogu battena bunadi pAdiye, aye dewastuna

raddula pullyawandi ulaiji kafcfciyeuA. Pullyada balinaye pidada yenA Hirta Addan^aru. Mitta
' Addandar^ klnd^d-^ pAr^ banuaga, d^were appane andu dAneadanda. “ Angana jappande

madel^ mut^ndendud^ wonji ta'raida nir^ wode mufefea b'arpundo ade mutfca jAgu, Ade m^tta jagu

dSweregu kolpun^ d6wastAnogu baroli andudij panijer^.^’

Wonji tAraidanirij. n'dtra.(120 mudi) mudi kandogu suttu batt^ndd^. DSwereg^ suwatti

koriyer^. Dare yer6der§ ganda purusado dettonder^.

YAn^ p6pe (Sambu Kalkude) tenijkAyi Gauge miyere.'^ Ubarudig. Ubara Tirta miyenaye.

“Badakayi BAlu SSner^ p6ti raj ogu Gange miyere pSpende yA-adeg^.” Poye Gangc miyena

Translation.

“Take away the Bbtita in the water, 0 god! Offer milk! Help tby servants ! Hear advice!
Hear the advice of a thousand people of Mahgalur. Hear the advice of the people of nine
Magnes at Mnlki. Hear the advice of a thousand people of the Bants. Hear the advice of
the people of Manel. Hear the advice of three hundred inhabitants of MngSr, **

Now there is a village called KeUa Pnchcliye M&ntr&di, where Kalkuda was born.
His mother was one Kdia Bairi^ and his father one Siva Kalkn^s^. Their daughter’s name was
Durgannna. • To five brothers there was one sister. One son was a copper-smith ; another,
Yellur Kalknda, was a belbmetal smith ; another a. carpenter; another, Narna Kalknda, was
a carver.

“ I will go to Belgnla/’ said he (Tambu Kalknda).

His fSather was making an idol of Gnmmata at Belgnla. “ Have you finished Gum-
mata without making a fanlt as large as a thistle-thorn or as a grain of rice ? ” said he to his
father, ** There is a frog and handful of water on the right side of Guinmata.”

‘ ’
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Ifo one has yet found any fault in my work,” said his father, and took a knife with a

silver handle and killed himself,

0 my father, your son came to see your work only, but you have killed yourself I”

said Sambu

He buried his father and began to wort in his place. Then a thousand people of

oarae to see the Gummata, and said they wanted one like it; so Sambu Kalkuda disappeared fiom

Beiguia and appeared at Karkal, where he made a Gummata two cubits higher (tliaa that at

Beignla),

A thousand people of Ydnftr came to see the Gummata at Harkal, and said that they

also wanted to establish one like it, and in the same way. When he saw them coming, he raised

the Gummata straight up and disappeared immediately, going to Y^niir, He made a Gummata,

seven and seven, altogether fourteen, higher (than that at Karkal), One Bairana

Suda saw this and broke one of his legs and a hand,

Bairana Suda, you are rich and of a mean caster You will see what happens hereafter,’

said Bamon Kalkuda.

He raised the Gummata straight up by only one hand, and disappeared, going on to

K&rifija, where he said that he would work at something. While he was working there

Hitta Adyand&r and Mitta AdyaiLdd.r came to see his work.

“ Can you build two temples with only one hand and one leg ? And will yon go early in

the morning all round the temple asked they,

1 shall make a round of the temple at once,’’ said ^Sambu Kalkuda,

^*Are you the man to finish such a work at once said they, and spat in his fe.ce, and

went away.

He built one temple and a high building in front of it. He made a stone wall around the

temple. He made a tank for bathing. He made a car, in which to draw the god. In this

manner he built the temple on the higher ground and came to the lower ground. He laid a

foundation for the second temple and built on it. He built two temples before themorning and

made the god to turn over the temple iu the morning. When Hirta Adyandar and

Mitta (Milla) Adyandar heard this and came running, the god ordered them not to touch

the walls and not to come into the yard.

** If so much ground as the water in a cocoanut will surround is presented to me you

may enter the temple 1 ” said the god.

Then it turned out that the water in a cocoanut was sufficient to ponr around a place

sowing a hundred and twenty muras of paddy ! This place was presented to the god, and

they received sandal and fiowers,

** I go to bathe in the Gahga in the south !” Sambu Kalkuda bathed in pure water at the

Ubara Tirta at nbd.ra.

I will go to bathe in the GangS, iu the north, whither Balu Senava has gone,” He went

and bathed there, too,

BUEHEIiL. MSS, Ho. 17.

pdsA mahArAyb,
Original, in the Kanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaves 233 and 234 of

the Burnell MSS, Translation according to the Burnell MSS. , . .

Two Cttbits =^1 JkCL
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Translation.

weve ioxiT hanibalas ( larg'e paddy fields ) on foisr sides of the palace at Ponknld*

The Itamhalas were ploughed at noon, and when this happened the Bliuta P6sa Maharftye

was feasted in the evening with a thousand young cocoanuts, a JcalasC' of boiled rice,^^ and a

thousand sSrs of rice flour. In this manner Aitha the richest man in the place, per-

formed the feast, bringing out ancient ornaments of bell-metal kept at Perala. He presented

sufficient gold and silver ornaments and built a viaiatny and he presented the Ebuta with a

head-ornament, rings for his ears, ornaments for his neck, a large ring for the arms and a

jewelled bangle for his wrist, another for his neck, a cover for his back, and a bench to sit on.

Then the Bhdta told him that he wanted the honors that are given to & god, viz., a bell and a

sword, such as are given to Brahma. Then he was presented with two drums. He also

wanted a piece of land and a fire burning at his stone.^® He further wanted a metiam whei'e a

feast to him was to be performed.

He went to Kuredal Barke and had a feast at Kuyela Barike. A flag was raised

at noon and a feast was performed in the evening for him. Then he went to a place called

Muli Botti GuttUr There he asked for a feast in the evening and a fieg to be raised at nooiu

Kitna Naika at Beld^ made a feast for htm. Paduma ^etfival performed a feast at his new
house. Rama Parbu at Nayi performed a feast. Kittappa Haika at Paruri Guttu performed

a feast. Kuttappa Naika at Lower Panja performed a feast. Naika at Upper Panja

performed a feast. Aitha ^^ttivM performed a feast. Ohinnaya frlttivAl at Middle Panja

performed a feast for him. Gerappa Kaiyar in a lower part of Panja performed a feast for

him, ^anku Baidya in Upper Panja performed a feast, Duma Baidja at a hut by an oil-mill

performed a feast for him. K6fi Baidya at Alke Bail performed a feast. Basava Baidya at

Guri Kanda performed a feast.

Some persons from Kuvvidal Barke were going to bespeak a marriage at Muli Botti

Guttu, where there were some girls who were very beautiful. The mother'^s name of one
was Abbayd, and of another Dara, E.&na S§ttivft^ arranged to be married to Saujia Kam-
boli at Kuvvidal Barke. He saw the girl on a Tuesday, and promised to send neck jewels by
the next Tuesday. On the next Tuesday It^e girl was brought to Kuvvidal Barke, and the
marriage was performed on Wednesday. The girl came to her maturity as soon as the mar-
riage was over. She bathed once or twice on the next days, and bathed on the fourth day

;

but there was no water for bathing on the fifth day. So a well was dug in a Jsavnbala where
two were put up. Her husband told her to take her dirty cloths and to go to the
well to bathe. When she went there, there was no water. Then she went towards Muli Botti
Guttu. When she had passed two Jcanibalas on the road, she, reached Daiyangule Mana, where
she was concealed by the BhtXta Pdsa Mahflrd^ye. He made her to disappear from
Ahkronda Adda to this place. K^na S^ttival prayed to him and promised that he would
perform a feast if he would bring back the girl. The girl answered the call, but did not
appear.

Then Posa MaharAye went to £ruv|il ParamSsvari and stood on her right side.

You are a god and may stay in the temple ; I will remain in the maiaw,’’ said he.

BURNELL MSS. No. 18.

KAlSr3SrALl.YB.

Original, in the Kanarese character, occupies, text and transktion, leaves 235 to 289
inclusive of the Burneil MSS.21 Translation according to Burnell MSS.

One "kahasi— 14 shs. 20 it ig iigxial for BhCitas to have a particular stone attached to them*« Leaves 237^238 and 239 are blank.
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Translation.

There was a mother named Soylramxna Taiyar, a father named Guru Sarapoli ETaike^

and an uncle named Bd.be Sdnava. Guru Sarapoli had four children. One of them was

called Aru Adana Se^ti ; another Unnappa Stoi; another Darama Setti; another Sundaram.

For those four children he bnilt a bnilding on the sea-shore. He brought some sand

for them to write on. He put up a sloping table for them. Then the children began by

writing on the sand, and when they could write on boards their father brought some leaves of

a palm-tree, put them in the morning sun and heaped them together in the evening sun. He

cut off both the ends of the leaves, and trimmed the edges. He put turmeric on the leaves.

The children wrote on a bundle of such leaves and tied them to a tree in the street.

Then they took ink saying, “We will hereafter write in English.* They wrote superior

writings on stamped papers and kept them safe in their house.

** We have become clever, and so now let ns build four shops on the sea-shore,” said

they. They put cnrry-stnffs into one shop, wheat and Bengal gram into another ; into anther

a kind of rice called sami : into another clothes. In this way, they had separate things in

four shops.

Then they left off this trade and began to deal in bullocks. At Earzoin Said on the Ghats,

there was one Tellappu Ganda. They went to him and said :

—

Tellappu Ganda, we want a pair of bullocks. Tell us the price and give ns the bullocks

quickly and the straw for them 1 Gdve us a superior kind of bullocks.”

He brought bullocks differing in the colours of their four legs. Brown was the colour

of their tails
;
white the colour of their heads and white were their tongues ! He sold them

with the straw for them. They paid three hundred rupees, and then they brought them to the

chdvadi of a woman named Saminandddl. They called her and asked her a foot’s length of

ground on which to cook. . , .

** We give food to those who take it, and fruit to those who will not take food; but our

ancestors never gave a place for cooking, and we will not give it now, ” said she.

Then she asked their caste and supplied them with water.

Then Eai^^aUye caused SaminandSdl to disappear and he went to his matarris

BURHEIaL MSS. Ho. 19.

THE WAETDEBIHGS OE JUMlpi.

Original, in the Kanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaf 240 and part of

leaf 241 of the Burnell MSS. Translation according to the Burnell MSS.

Translation.

He came from S&rahime in Hug4rnd.<U He passed the pleasure-garden in Bantw^l,

He came to Aiyyand&lpatta in Ambadidi. There he entered the gudi of Brahma served by

five Bhfitas. After this, he passed the banyan tree in Pachhauadka. He ascended the hill in

Befija^a. In Ainunje he saw Brahma of Adibettu. He passed the jack-tree in Poiyye and the

banyan tree in Podikara. He visited the goddess ParamSsvari of Pnrala. The three thousand

men of Pnrala asseinbled, and he was offered sacrifice at the gate of Pur^. He required

a stMna^ and took possession of the sthdna in TTripa^e. He said that he intended to walk a

long distance, and crossed the river at A^^anda. He passed the village of Itte. He passed

K^libolur, and visited the Bhfita Munditaya of Mnlfir. He passed the S^la Ferry and visited

Baunakula of Anaje. He took possession of the sthdna on the hill in Ballammole. He visited

the god AmritMvara, and required that a sacrifice should be offered him in the yard of the

temple, and it was offered accordingly. He took possession of the etMna in Padavo(Ji and
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received sacvifioe ia Pfijatikaite. He passed Do^imje and Kallamug6r. He came to Aiyyaa-

d^lpat^, and tlience passed on to the bidu in SampiBja. He visited the Kartn, SarakuWaya.

He sent small-pox and shai^p pain into Samnja^* The praena-boob was bronght out to

discover the cause of this sadden disaster. They fonnd that a Bhuta equal to a god had come

into the kingdom, and they asked him to tell them what he wanted. He reqnired a swinging

cot set with pearls to be pnt up for him in the Mdum Tampinjill ;
the dagger used by the Balia 1

of Aiyyandaj j
the sMaa in Mncjilr to be consecrated to him ; a flag to be raised to him, and

to be drawn in a car. The god in that place was called the Eternal Qod, and this Bhflta

becaino known as tli6 Eternal

BXJENELL MSS. BTo. 20.

THE STOEY OF JARANTAYA.

Original, in the Kaflarese chaflacter, text and translation, occupies part of leaf 24 1 ana

leaf 242 of the Burnell MSS, Translation according to the Burnell MSS.

TranslatxoiX#

A hhatta of Bclrobail and a magician of Edrebail, together with four other Vhattas had

seed enough for sowing and a field to cultivate, but had no bull-buffaloes for ploughing. A
certain man had brought four thousand bull-bnffaloes to Bujopibuddyottii* They heard the

news and passed Poiyye and a house in Nirmarga, and came to Buleribuddyottu. Then they

saw the four-thousand bull-buffaloes, and asked the owner to tell them the price of two

bull-buffaloes.

“ One thousand pagodas for the fore-legs and one thousand for the hind-legs/’ said he.

They then prayed to J*fl;rantfi.ya saying ; Ifyou make our minds and the bull-buffaloes to

agree with each other, we will make you our family-god. We will worship you at the right-

hand of our god in our house at Maiyya, both in the time of prosperity and in the time of

distress.’’

He made their minds and the bull-buffaloes to agree with each other I And the hhaftas

returned home, taking the two bull-buffaloes with them. They returned by way of Poiyye and

passed the house in Nlrmarga.

They had worshipped the Bhfita for about six months, one year or two years, when, after

a short time, famine appeared. Then he required that a dagger should be placed in his sdna.

He took possession of the sthdna in Maniyal, requiring that the fiag should be raised and

that he should be drawn in a car. On leaving the sthdnas in Poiyye, Nirmarga, and

ManiyM he settled himself in Saira. He required that the stJidna in Vanjare should be given

to him. He next made himself known as the “ Three BhUtaS of Saira.” He ascended the

hill in Addanda, and visited the god Manjunatha at Kadri, the god Sarva, Brahma of Alake and

fourteen other Bhutas. He took possession of two known as the Kariyane and the

Boliyane. He entered the mathaa and kept a numerous guard in them.

The soothsayer was questioned as to the cause of this disaster.23

If you give me half of the land belonging to the matha, I will relieve you from the

disaster that has befallen you/’ said Jdrantaya.

Half of the land belonging to the matha was given to J^rantuya. The man relieved by
the Bhuta was one DSvu Baidya. The Bhfifca said that that he wanted a dagger in his sdna,

and Devn Baidya caused a sana to be built for him in Bolfir, after which the Bhfita became
known as the umbrella (guardian) of the hundreds of families in the four quarters.

a* [The native aatist in illustrating him, however, calls him Foolish Jum^i ! — Ed.]
as [A gap in the legend here. — Ed.J
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B^BNSLL MSS. No. 21.

BOLANDI.

tflie origiual text, in the Kanarese oharaoter, occupies leaf 243 of the Burnell MSS.

Inhere is no translation of this short tale given in the Burnell MSS.

BUBNBLL MSS. No. 22.

SOME ACCOUNT OF MIJAB^^ K0PAMANA2?AYA.

Original, in the Sanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaf 244 of the Burnell

MSS. Translation according to the Burnell MSS«

Trandlatioii.

He catne to the temple of the god Irvail, and required that a feast should be celebrated

for him in the yard of the temple. On leaving it he passed the village of Darana in the East,

and the gudi of the goddess Mahamahi. He passed the hill named Bolakallu (white stones),

and came to Irand^lptta. He visited the Baragas of Irand^lpatta, and required that a

aacrihce should be o&red him in Eukki Eatte.

“The sacrifice is sufficient; now I want a sdna,*^ said he. I want the daggers of Iran-

dalpatta, Kukki Katte and the stMm in Eemrdje.^’

He said also that he would make himself kuown as the umbrella (guardiau) of Eemmula-

jebettu, MijArguttu and Irandil.

BUBNELIi MSS. No. 23.

THE ACTS OP ElNTUNEEBI BHTJTA.

Original, in the Kanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaves 245 and 246 of

the Burnell MSS. Translation according to Burnell MSS.

Translation.

A sudden disaster canie upon the world. It reached the Sth&na in Fai^ambtlr. The

thousand men of Panambur assembled in the hidu, and tried to find out the cause of the

calamity. After finding it out, they put the calamity in a magic-box and had the box

taken to the btdu, in Paqambur, placing it in the centre of the Udn, They opened the box

whoever looked into it became blind ;
whoever heard of it became deaf.

The hero (the Bhuta) entered the person of a woman named Eiveri of FaD.aiiib0.r« The

people referred to the to ascertain the cause of the calamity. They found that

a Bliuta, who was as agreeable as the gold worn on the body to Bann:^knla of G-njjer, and who

might well be the crown of a family, had come to the btdu of Paaambur in an invisible shape.

The Bhuta required that his sdna should be furnished with a' dagger, and caused the sdna to

be built behind the btdu, and dwelt in it.

On leaving Salapatta in Panambur, he crossed the river at Addanda, and came to the hill

in Pirya-paiyyar. On leaving Ainudalapatta, he settled himself in Saira, and contracted

friendship with the god Maiijunatha, the god Sarva, Brahma of Alake and fourteen Bhutas.

He made himself known as one of the Five Bhutas of Saira, and said that he wanted the dagger

of Saira, and a dagger for his sdna at Podiyibebtn. He made himself known as one of the five

Bhutas, and as the umbrella (guardian) of Saira.

BUBNELL MSS. No. 24.

THE ACTS OF MAGBANDAYA.

Original, in the Kanarese character, occupies, text and translation, leaves 247 to 252

inclusive of the Burnell MSS.^^ Transliteration by Dr. Manner ; translation from the Burnell

This word is roisprinted Miydr at Vol. XXIII., p. 2, ante. sff Leaf 251 is blank and leaf 252 is missing.
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MSS. checked by Br. Manner, An antograrph note states that Burnell procured this tale from

the Pomba4a Kanta, at Mangalore, in February 1874.

magbahdAta pApdaka,

Pafijipfi^ida barke-auju wofiji appeg^

jana baleluge-akule pudaru

Kflmarei Bhaffcerand^d^ wohji, Eangapparei

Bhatterandudu wori, Ujappurei Bhatterand^d^ won,

Nandappurei Bbatterandudg wori. Aknlu auln

Wohji bududuitteru. Magrana k41a ineggyagul&

Palajagula nyaya Imtt^nd^. Meggye pander^

frega yenka wouji budu sallandu.

Wohji karatt^ bawana salland^ and^d^ pander;.

Wohji guweluda nir; salland;.

Tan; dSs^ntrogu p8pe and;du megye pander;.

Nad{T;daga bojli kudred; kuldern, 8r;.

Bollida (bolpu) sattye pattayerg.

Nada ditige (pahohaditige) pattayer;.

Pahjipadida barke kadater;. MAyudamake kadater;.

Addada padAwu pattiyer;.

Mugerunad; sime kadater;.

P&nemuger; poyye kadater;. Ambadadi Aindale

Patta (magane) kadater;. YAryada g6Ii

Kadater;. PilipAhjara kadater;.

Kallgmajal; KalkAr; kadater;.

Kugra kambula kadater;.

Piry6di dAwere dfiwastandaule

Bannaga nalwern piriwedidar; braner;.

Kndigrftiua sayirola dSwaatanodu kAd^ider;.

Imberen; t^yinAkuIu

Bondada kAnige kondu batter;.

Kondatti kAnigen; gettond^r;

Batta Biallaya yehkn]e jatida nyfiya kSnd;
Korodandu PirwodidAr;lA KudigramamaganelS
KAnde?;. TAn; Hangltirugii p6du barp^
Aid;du bokkanikule nyaya kAnd;d; korp©
Aiid;d; battAr; ullaye pander;.

Peryodi dSwere dSwastAna kadater;,

Tumbi UlaAm kadater; KiladibannAIe

Barke kadater;. VaradAswara dAwere
Stala kadater;, Addy^ra mAgan^ kadater;,
Gaddeda cbAwadi kadater;.

GnjjarakAdu kadater;.

^hgluru samstAnogu batter;.

Karigltiru arasrden; thyei;.

Kei muggyeru-woltu Batta, wodeg; p6pa
Andud; Mahgluru arasule appane And;.
Aik; Pahjipadida bariked;.

Worti appeg; iiAlwer; balela itta

^®&EyAg;lA palayAg;lA wotra kalau
Batt;iid;. YAn; dAsantoga p6p^
A^d;d; bai^ini,
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tre arike malpere batte andud'g.

Ballaye panderu.

Aik^ arasala i desautro p6wodji

t Kadigrama maganed^
Kancliigara K€ri^^d^ paitinatL Arknla tar^

Mntta yena kSlikedu adhikdra pa^ewonuduppula.

And^du arasulu pander^

MSganeda adhikara koriyer^

Maganeda gadi patiiier^.

Ula uru aramane kafctayeru — Bhafta Ballaye

Katt^d^ wokkelayerij.

Bhattery. ull&ya marm&lig. Toipergaded&r^ and^d^.

Areg^ wartamana anda

Ulaurudu tana tammale bndn katfciyern and'gdn

Marmaltt Panjipadida barkedad^ jattud^ battern.

Arad.oppa MagrandAye Paiijipd.dida barked^dyi

beriye batte«

Marmalu TJ}atLra aramaneg^ battery.

Batti galigsegtt tammale marmalenij tudu

Santosa maltonder^.

Marmalu battala andudu. ani ratred^ Magrandaye

Bbatter^ ullayag^ swapnedn tojiye

ire marmale beri pattonada batte«

wonji mada awoda and^d^

Swapnod^i

l^Ianaddni Kudigrgma mftganen^ IJladra aramaned^

Bbatteru ullfiye kddayer^.

Kddl&d’g. yenknle janana kattaleda BMta (knla bbnta)

Panjipadi barikedud*^ bande.

Ayagn. irajjyodu wonji mdda awod^d^d'g.

Swapna dnd^.

HikuliL maganedaknln. daae panpara and^d'^

Bhatta Ballaye maganeda kSnderu.

Aik^ maganedaknlu pandini ire appanegg.

Yenknlu mirayo.

ire appane ye^ha Spunda ancba nadapnwa ander^.

Bbatteru nllayela mageneU

M&da kat^yer^. Mada kattad^ bbandi &ndi|.

Kodi ySrnnd^ nima and^ anSma tfiwere battery.

Arknla bH^luda D§wu Hftyiker^ Setti nSma tuyerg.

Areifg. a Bbiita tunda. Singarada pnrpa lettg.dn

Korp&yer^. Are beriye batte. HaiSLftpadidaye

Batt^d^ mdln (DSwun^yikere iUada.) sankadodn,

Konda padiye baiimedi kSnderg.

Elanapadi daye ire beri pattonndu batte*

Ayag^ ire ja^d^ sdna dwodand^d^

Tdjid*^ barpnnd^ andnd^ nimityada bha^erj pander^

Tana wokkel^nu kudayern DSwnnayike

Kdddd'j yan^ Elanap^di ayana tuwe^e pdye.

yena beri pattonudnr k Bhdta batt^nd^. .. .

.

BaUme kSnnaga &yag^ mdlu adnala dwodandjd^

ire rdjoda yenknieg^
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Toji batt^iKjn.

Hikuja dane panpar? andTid^ DSwunayikertt

Tana w'okkelunn kinderu.

Wokkelu pander^ ii*® appane mJraya.

Ireg^ yeSohanda uSchene yenknlegu andudn.

Dawunayikeria wokkeli^la

Gummadu Dnrgada mada kattayer^.

Anlu kodi y^r^ndu. Ayana andu.

Auia pudarij leppuyer^, BktLta MagrandAye andp-d^

Mdad^ kodi y^rnd^ bandi adij nSma ayi magrana.

Kdla Magrandaya Bant© altij pidadiye.

K&dre Ma&jun&tha dewere staloku batte.

Are bhefcimalte. Are appane slndn.

Teyyadid^ Jarandaya Sana nndii, adeg'g p61a andijd^

Yeyyadign p6ye.

JarandayazLU andp. maltoB<le«

Jtondaya Sana horatudu b^fce sanonji kattanwonde.

Jarandaya n^modndu bokka ayagula n^ma andn.

Alt^ lakkiye Mangalura p^ted^.

Kalama d^werenu tdye. Are bheti maltonde.

Acharilen^ nal*§ uru andudij pan:gpanda.

Aknlenu andu maltonde*

Akalamma dewere d^wastanada bakilnd^ •

N6ma gefctonde

AnokenS ^ n&ma ini mukfcalS nadat^dig. barpudn-

Translation.

A mother had four children at PaAjapadi, whose names were Kamaraya Battalle,^^^

Eahgappardya BattaUe, Ujjappnraya Battalle, and fourth Naudappuraya Battalle. They lived

in a hUu. In the second year quarrels arose between the elder and the youngest brothers.

The youngest brother said to the elder ;
“ We cannot live in one house ; we cannot take

rice boiled in one pot. We cannot drink water from the same well : so I go to a foreign

country.”

The youngest brother mounted a white horse'at midnight, and made one servant hold a
white umbrella, and another hold torches ; and thus be left Panjapadi, He crossed the river

Mayi and passed over a plain at Adda. He came to Mugem&d. He then passed by a sand-
bank at Panimug^r, and by a place called AidMepatte at Ambadadi ; by a Banian*tree at the
village of Erya

; by a place called Pilipfinjara
;
by the places called Ealmajel and Kalkar ;

and by the leambala at the village of Nnngra.

When he came to the temple of the god at PcriyocU, four Brlihmans of Periyodi and a
thousand men of Kndigrama were gathered together at the tem^ple. They haw him and gave
him tender cocoanuts. The BattalJ&ya took the tender cocoannts broughi^ by them, and the
inhabitants of Periyodi and of KudigrS,ma M^gne asked him to settle quarrels among them
about their caste.

I must go to Mahgaliir, but will return back again, and settle your quarrels/’" said the
Battalle.

:

He passed hj a temple at Periyo^; by tbe villages o£ TttmbS' and TJlailr, and by a
place called Klla^ibannakaln. He passed 'by tbe temple VaradSsvara, and tbe MSgne of

[That is, apparently, Bkatta.- Ed.] /
' .

-
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Adyar; the cAaufldt of tlie village o£ Ga44© ;
the tank called GnjjarakSdn, and came to Mangalur.

He visited the King of Mangaltlr, and sainted him.

“ From where do yon come ? And where are yon going ?” asked the King of Mangalur.

We were born four children to one mother at Panjapadi. Quarrels arose berween ns

brothers, and I left with the intention of going to a foreign country, and also to inform yon

of this matter,” said the Battalle.

‘‘ Do not go to a foreign country. It is better that you remain here under my authority,

cultivating lands which lie between the Kahchigara Eeri in this village of Kudigrama and the

stream at the village ^called x^rkula,” said the king.

Authority over the Magne W8.s given to him and a boundary was made. The Battalie

made his people build a palace at the village called Uladr and entered the palace.

The BattaU© Ead a niece named Toipergadethar, who came to know that her uncle

had now a palace at Uladr. So she left Panjapadi, and Magrandftya the Bhfita followed

her from Pafijapadi* The girl came to the palace at TTlatlr, and as soon as she came there,

her uncle saw her and was glad that his niece had come to him. That night the Battalle saw

Magrandaya in dream, who said :
—

“ I followed your niece, and you are now very laappy : therefore, give me a matliam in

this your country.”

Thus was the complaint heard by the Battalle in a dream. Next day the inhabitants of

Kudigrdima Mftgne were called to the Ulaur palace by the Battalle, and he said to them :
—

A Bhdta, which is worshipped by my family, has arrived from PanjapAdi. I have had a

dream that he wants a matham in this country. You people of the Miigne, what do you say ?”

Thus asked the Battalle of the people of the Magne.

We do not disregard your order; we'are ready to do what yon order,” said the people

of the Magne.

The Battalle and the people of the Magne built a matham at the village called Kanap§>dij

after which a car was made for the Bhuta, a flag was raised, and a sumptuous entertainment

given.

DSvn Kaika of Arkula Bi<Jii came to see that feast and the Bhuta saw him and called

to him and gave him Areoa-flowers. On his return the Bhuta followed him and went to

bris house, where he spread disease. Then DAvu Naika made a BrAhman astrologer refer to

the p*asna-\>o6k,

Kanapadlitftya the Bhftta (i* e., Magrandaya) has followed you, for he wants a sdnayn

in your country,” said the astrologer.

- D6vu Naika called his tenants and said : " I have been to a Bbflta feast at Kajaapadi and

the Bhuta has followed me ; and now it is found by reference to the prasna-hook that he wants

a sdnam^ here. What do yon say

We do not disregard your order -: the duty lies on both you and us,” said the tenants.

' pSyuNaika and his tenants built a matham at a place called GummAda Durga, where a

flag was raised, a -festival was celebrated, and where he was known'by the name of

MagrandAya.

In the year after that feast, MagrandA.ya»s Bhaigita (attendant) left that place and came

to a god named Mafijunatto at Kadri, and visited him. Mafljuntaya ordered the Bhanta

to go to the of JAraiitAya the^B.hujba at the village nf Aiyadi, and he went there. He

made friendship with Jarantaya, and he got a separate sdnam there. Festivals were
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performed for him after those for Jtoantaya. He then left that place and came to the goddess

K&lamma in the town of Mafigalttr and visited her. Her priests are known by the name of the

people of the “ Yonr Countries,” and he made friendship with them, and a festival was per-

formed for him at the gate of the temple of the goddess Ka|amma. In the same manner the

feast is performed to him there to this day.

(To he eontinuedJ)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.
BT M. CAMPBELL, CJ.E., I.C.S.

(Continued from p, 4SJ

Metals. — To the evidence given under this heading ante Vol. XXI p. 57 ff. (Ch, 1.,

i., 5 c.. Metals) in support of the view that, among spirit-scarers, metal holds a leading

place, the following additions are offered. The bulk of this fresh material is connected with

iron. It may be arranged under the following heads :—the simple virtue of cold iron, the

virtue of iron to which is added the scaring quality of heat, the virtue of iron aided by the

guardian power of the Tool, as the nail, the knife, the sword, the hatchet, the sickle, the

ploughshare, the rake and the key ; finally iron with which is associated the merit both of

a lucky shape and of a close connection with a guardian part of a gnardian animal, such as the

horse-shoe. o

Ironr^Ajmong the Hindus of Gujarat, in Western India, the two chief articles that guard

against the malign influence of the evil eye are iron articles and articles of a black colour.

In Eastern* India, the performer of funeral rites tonches co\d iron to gnard himself against

any evil spirits he may have dislodged from the dead body,^® In Gujarat, when a spirit

refuses to leave the body of a possessed man, the exorcist catches the patient^s hair, buffets

him or beats' him with an iron rod.^* To guard against a return of spirit possession a Gujarat

Hindu wears an iron wristlet.^® la North India, a piece of iron is tied to the wrist or to

the ankle to keep off the Evil Eye.^® The door and the furniture of the Ptoi lying-in room
are of irou.^^ In A. D. 570, when Zemarchus, the Byzantine ambassador, came near the

camp of the Great Kh^n, he was met by Turks offering a piece of iron. They rang a bell,

beat a drum, burned incense, and raged like maniacs driving off evil spirits.^® The dress

of the Siberian mediums or shdmdns described by Girchino was for the men on each

shoulder two pointed iron horns, with iron rings, a saw-toothed plate of iron, and hanging
Chinese locks. The women’s dress was taselled with iron discs and a rusty iron lock hung from a
braid of hair.^® When theRoumanian of South-East Austria hears the first thunder of the season,

he knocks his head with apiece of iron and is free fx’om headaches for the rest of the year.^o In
Germany and in England, in the seventeenth century, during a thunderstorm, iron or
steel was laid on a beer barrel to keep the beer from turning sour.®i The Middle Age
Germans held that a were-wolf could be turned into a mau by crossing its path with a
knife, a sword, or a ploughshare,®® the sense being that the sight pf the iron scared the
evil spirit out of the mau who, without the inspiration of the evil spirit, fell back into
the true likeness of a man. The Arab’s shout, •‘Hadid, Hadid ( Iron, Iron),” when he
sees a spirit-ridden whirlwind, is oddly the same as the Scottish fisherman’s shout, Oauld
Airan,” if, as they are putting out to fish,®® any of their number mentions an unlucky
word, brags of his riches, of his wife’s looks, or of his last take of fish, or takes God’snamein vain.
In both eases the sense is that the evil is turned asideby naming or touching the great scarer
cold iron. The object of the Estonian custom of biting at cold iron before eating the first

. The Mr. MS.
The late Mr. yaifaxuitTftm’s MS. ^otes.

16 Eoli-Lore Eecord, Yol, IV., p. 136.
w Yiale’s CcstTiay, Vol. I., p. OLXm.

Mneteenth CmfAiary Magaeinef No. 100, p. 186.

« *** ** Moncrae Coaway’s SmMiotogy ana JkvO-Zere, Tol. I. p. 814.

Itooeintep!lf«!
^ Cweim», p. MS. note feom Mr. James Douglas of' Bomljay, dsted eth

V Bl^ortty’s The Unit Sye, p, 288.

Qp. cit.

” MS. Notes on PArsS Customs.
Hpwoith’s Ckangix Kh&n, ^, 146*
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bread of the new barvest®* seems to be to drive out of the eater all evil before he
partakes of what he considers sacramental or guardian-housed bread. In Cornwall, iron

controls fiends,2® and the Welsh faery wife disappears if touched by iron.2® In Scotland, a

piece of cold iron was laid close to a woman in child-bed to scare the faeries.^^

With the added virtue of fire, iron becomes one of the great disease-scarers. Hindus

use the actual cautery w4th a red-hot iron with great success in curing rheumatism.^®

The mere threat to brand an epileptic with a red-hot iron has so affected the patient that his

fits have never come back.2® In North Africa, the sovran Arab remedy for nearly every

disorder is burning with a red-hot iron.®® In Scotland, lumps on a cow’s udder are cured

by rubbing them with water heated by a red-hot iron.®^

TooZ^.— Again, by shaping it into a tool the guardian virtue of iron is enhanced.

The knife was one of the earliest of Hindu medical agencies. According to the medical

books the healer who knows mineral cures is like a god, he who knows the virtues of herbs

and roots is like a man, he who uses the knife and fire is like an evil spirit or Asur,

he who knows charms and prayers is like a prophet.®® In West Multan, when a Musalman,

Jatt, or Bilfich boy is born, a knife is struck in the ground, close to the mother’s head,

to keep off evil spirits or jinns?^ The Arab belief, that the whirlwind is a devil who fears

iron, is widespread in Europe. The Briton peasant throws his kitife and fork at the devil

who lifts up the hay in a whirlwind
; the German peasant throws his knife or his hat at

the witch in the whirlwind.®^ In Barbary, among the Moors in the seventeenth century, a

black-handled knife tied to the end of a spar drove away the water spout.®® The seventeenth

century Italians had the same practice with the addition that crosses were made in the air

with the black-handled knife, and at eveiy cross the point of the knife was stuck into the side

of the ship.®® That the whirlwater like the whirlwind was considered a spirit, a passage in

Thevenot’s Travels (A. D. 1687)®^ shews : The sailor with a black-handled knife cut the air

toward the spirit or water-spout as if he would cut it.” The sign of the cross would add

scaring power, and, as among the Romans, in the Italian mind, defigere or to fix down the

point of the knife in the ship’s side would be to lay or house the spirit. The Mediterranean

practice throws light on the becalmed Scottish sailor’s cure when whistling for a wind fails,

namely, driving the point of a knife into the main mast. The calm is a fiend which stifles

the breeze, it is housed in the knife and imprisoned in the mast, and the fair wind is free to

blow. So among Persians, if a man shoots badly or is unlucky in sport, he murmurs some'

texts or charms over a knife and drives the knife into the ground and his luck changes.®® Here

the ill-luck clings to the knife and is buried. The object of the Persian sportsman and of

the Scottish sailor seems the same, to get rid of some influence which prevents the kindly

intention of the guardian acting. In England, the best way to staunch blood was to lay a

knife on the wound.®® That in English nursery beliefs a knife scares or.houses evil influences

is shewn by Herrick (A. D. 1650).^®
** LH the superstitions mfe
Near the child’s heart lay a knife.

Point bo np and haft be down
While she gossips in the town

;

This mongst other mystic charms

Keeps the sleeping child from harms.”

For the scaring power of the sword, the home of a greater and more honoured guardian

« Frazer’s The Golden Bought Vol. H. p. 71. Basset’s Legends of the Sea^ p. 19.

^ Langes Custom and Myihj p. 82 j Flworthy’s The Bvil Eye^ p. 223.

rt Napier’s Folh-Lore, pp. 20, 29 ; Black’s Folk Medidnet p. 178.

^ Wise’s Hindu Medicine, p. 258. Pettigrew’s Superstitions eonneeited with Medicine and Surgery, pp. 91, 92l

^ Denham and Olapperton’s North Africa (1823), ToL I. p. 157.

Gregor’s Folk-lore of the North-East Scotland, p, 198. ** Wise’s Hindu Medicine, p. 19.

Muxaffarghar Gaxetteer, p. 53. “ Frazer’s The Golden Bough, VoL I. p.80.

Bassett’s Legends of the Sea, p. 30. Op. cit. p. 82. ^ Qp. cit, p. 32.

» Note from H. H. Agha Khdh, 5th Deoember 1895, ^ Elworthj’s TheMl Eye, p. 71. Hespeiides, p. 805.
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thau the knife-spirit, a few examples may be added to those given in the former note. A
recently found encyclopcedia of ISth century Syrian magic is called the Sword of MosesM In
the sword of the Cambodian fire-king lives a ydn or spirit who guards it and works wonders
with it.^2 In the Celebes, when a captured soul is being brought back to its owner, the priest

who carries the soul in a cloth is followed by a man brandishing a sword to keep other souls from
an attempted rescuer. Gujarat Hindus set a light and a sword beside the basket in which they
grow the lucky grain seedlings which are used at the Dasahra (September-October) festival.^^

To scare evil spirits and infection the Japanese bride takes to her husband’s house a small sabre
in a white sheath.^® The Irish mother puts the first meat into her babe’s mouth on the point
of a sword.^® Pire, sword and the blood-red banner are the three chief emblems borne by the
Booth (Salvation) Armies in their campaigns against evil spirits.^^ Shears like the sword have
a guardian infiaence. In Fowla, one of the Orkney Islands, a sick cow is cured by shakin^j- over
her back white money, a razor and a pair of shears.^s So Herrick, in his Charm for the Stable

Hang* up hooks and shears to scare

Hence the Hag that rides the mare,
Till they all be ov^r wet
With the mire and with the sweat

:

This observed the manes shall be
Of your horses all knot free.*'

In Germany, apoplexy can be charmed by laying a hatchet on the threshold .50 In the
Bengal Sonthals, a sickle is laid under the pillow of a bewitched patient, because no witch
can come near an iron siokle.M A coal-rake, combining the virtues of coal and iron, is used in
Yorkshire (1887) to keep off night-mare.5* A still stronger virtue lives in plough-irons. In
Scotland ( A. D. 1597), madness was cured by touching the patient with plough-irons and
burying them between two laird’s lands.® In Ireland, if milk is bewitched and the chum yields
no butter, an iron plougb-ooolter is pnt in the fire and the spell is broken.®*

or fixer, special spirit-mling or guardian virtue
afc^hes to the nail. To guard a frajarit Hindu against a second spirit-attack a nail is drivenmto the ^ound at each corner of the house and also into the threshold and into the door-post 56
When a Gujarat exorcist enters a patient’s house he drives a nail into the threshold, and leaps
over t^ sick man or ^mks water which has been waved round the sick man’s bead.®* Or he
taes a thread and spnnkles water round the house, drives a nail into the threshold, and entices

frightens, and the thread and water rings prevent, any fresh spirit entering the house, and thespint m the po^essed passes into and is iirisoned either in the copper-coin or in the soape-ffoatmedium, jieo he leaps over the sick or when he drinks the water into which some of the spirit

^bSt t^vir
^ ihe lemonburied at the village border, a charmed two-inch long iron nail is driven at each mmAT- nf +i,a

cairn of stones that are piled over the lemon.®® When a Guiarfit exorrist w* h +
famUto, IW . „rt or ri.,„piri^ Bk, „r'S^iir”( U.ril'^ t ‘
burying ground, unearths a corpse, makes a circle round the corpse and outaidp nfjrwte bo«„ .ooltos 1»1,„ of UmoD« saoored *i«, td kri
.d. „.dlo
,pm.. .0 ttot ao roo, 'u.di.tetK,dp.,fon.tl,.rito„llol

. bri.eirTSLlf o’rS
tt ‘Pha Po'jxmaam -- - -

'
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, . .

*» Op. dt. Vol. I. p. 185.
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'
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*6 Hone's Tabu Talh, Vol. II, p. ^8.
*® Letter in Kirkwall Paper.
®® Grimm^s Teutonic Mythology, Vol. III. p. 1106.
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*5 Titsingh’s Japcm, p. 193,
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» Newspaper, 12th February 1887.» Myell a Darker SnperetiUohe o/ Scotland, p. 199.» The late Ms. Vaikunttaia’s MS, Notes.
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into his po^er the spirit in the corpse. To guard a GujarSt lying-in woman from spirit-attacks'

a nail is driven into the floor of the room.®® When the Parsis prepare to lay the foundations of

a Tower of Silence, to peg down the place^spirits, they drive into the site a number of long

nails.®® Similarly, evil influences are nailed down by the Parsl-Hindu driving of a silver nail

into the keel of a vessel on the launch-day. So the Etruscan goddess Athrapa (or Atropos) is

shev7n with a nail and a hammer about to nail down the death, that is, the spirit of Meleager.®^

The Tarquins introduced into Rome the Etruscan yearly nailing.®* It was the Roman belief'

that, by driving a nail into the temple of Janus, the Dictator stayed pestilence.®® In Rome, a

nail was driven into the spot when the man struck by the sacred or spirit caused disease of

epilepsy fell.®* According to Pliny scratching with a nail cured disease,®® as the Middle-Age

Scottish witch lost her power to work mischief, that is, had her familiar or slave spirit driven

out of her, apparently through the top of her head, by scratching her “ above the breath,” that is,

on her brow with an iron nail. So also the Roman broke the witch’s spell by shouting “ De^pe,”®®

with the sense of “ Nail her down.** Nails have been found in Greek tombs, apparently to keep

vampires from the dead.®^ The virtne of a nail was increased if it was taken from a shipwrecked

vessel or from a cross where some one had hung, apparently with the sense that the spirit

of the shipwrecked or of the crucified had gone into the nail and added to its virtue.®*

So Lucian (A. D. 150) makes one of his characters, Querates, boast that he is so accustomed

V> meet thousands of devils ranging about that he had to come' to take no notice of them,

more especially since one Abraham had given him a ring made out of the nails of a cross

and taught him the charm made out of many names.®® In Germany, gouty people wear

on the ring finger of the right hand an iron ring made of nails on which people have hanged

themselves.^® In Middle-Age Europe, women wore nails from horse-shoes as love charms.^i In

eighteenth century Prance, nails were driven into walls to cure toothache.^* In North-East

Scotland, an iron nail is carried to throw at a cat,^® and after a death a nail or a knitting needle

13 stuck into all the meal, butter, cbeese, flesh and whisky that are in the house, to prevent

Death passing into them,^* The well-known nail-embossed and pence-plated tree-trunk in

the Cathedral Square at Vienna, the prison or scape of the sickness and ill-luck of generations,^®

has its fellow in the oak at Loch MsStee in North-West Scotland, into whose trunk are driven

nails, holdfast buttons, holdfast buckles, pennies, and half-pennies, some fresh, some deep

embedded in the trunk.^® Among the Tibetans, a talisman, consisting of a demon head with

two side and one under triangle, is known as jphurhon or the nail. If a demon has got into

a house the owner turns the nail point from side to side and passes through all the rooms to

drive out the visitor.77
i-

Key. — Another combination of the virtue of iron with the virtue of a tool is the key.

Among Bengal Hindus, mourners wear iron or iron keys.^* In Russia, a key is held in the hand

to stop bleeding,^® and in Scotland and Staffordshire, a key laid on the neck or put down the

back stops bleeding at the nose,*® In Scotland, in the seventeenth century, secrets were

brought to light by turning a key.*^ In 1701, in Scotland, Margaret Sanders was accused of

laying a key under a sick man’s pillow to cure him.*® The Roman and the Norseman bride was

59 Oy. dt. Gazetteer

^
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presented with keys at the wedding.® In A. D. 600 Gregory the Gi’eat sent to ChiHebert^

king of the Franks, a golden key to be worn round the king’s neck to guard him from eyil.s^

Its guardian power was the probable root-reason why the key was chosen to adorn the gods

Mithras® and Janus, the goddesses Cybele® and Ceres, the Jewish high priest, and the

Christian Pope. Its power of shutting and opening continues thekey as a symbol of authority

after the belief in its guardian virtue has passed. The same double power makes the key an

emblem of learning and eloquence in Asiatic literature, and of silence among freemasons.^

Eorse-sJm.— The piece of iron, the belief in whose gnardian virtue is strongest and widest

spread, is the horse-shoe. The horse-shoe, to the virtue of iron and of a lucky shape, adds the close

association with a guardian part of a guardian animal. The luckiness of the horse-shoe form,

as shewn in its popularity in Buddhist ba|ldin^ and in rude stone monuments at Stonehenge

and Avebury,® probably is partly owing to “its adoption among phallic shapes.®^ That the hoof

is in itself a scarer is shewn by the practice of burning hoof-parings to raise people out of

swoons and by the belief in West Kent that ague is cured by drinking the dissolved inside of

of a horse’s hoof.®^ In the IndianMuharram, orMnsalman Carnival, one of the chief performers

is the half-dazed man who runs carrying Lord Horse-shoe or NaT-SMiib, who, for several days

before, has been worshipped with lights and incense.®* Aubrey, in 1680, notices the London
practice of nailing horse-shoes to the threshold.® In 1800, Scottish cows, suffering from the

sudden cramp known as elf-shot, were cured by passing a horse-shoe thrice under the stomach
and over the back.®^ The belief is common to sailors in Scotland, in the west of England,
in Roumania, in North Germany, and in America, that a horse-shoe, or even a nail driven into

the deck, keeps off lightning.®® In 1820, English sailors insisted that a horse-shoe should be nailed
to the mainmast to keep off the evil one.®® So also, in England, about the same time, if milk
would not churn, country wenches dropped into the milk a heated horse-shoe to destroy the
charm.®^ In Ireland, a horse-shoe ought to he nailed over the stable door to keep out the good
people, that is, the faeries ; otherwise your horses will be faery-ridden.®® In Suffolk and
Worcester, the practice remains of fastening a horse-shoe over a door to' keep out a witch, or to a
bedstead to keep off evil spirits.® An ass's shoe used in England (1770) to have the same
restraining power over witches as a horse-shoe.^®® In Scotland, the shoes were twisted off an ass’s
feet before she foaled,^ perhaps from the fear that the scaring power of the shoes would prevent
the spirit coming into the unborn foal.

This introduces a curious point with'regard to iron, namely, that its power is so great
that^ besides evil spirits, it scares spirits and influences that are harmless or even
guardian. The Gold Coast Negroes remove all metal from their bodies when they go to
consult their guardian » No iron may touch the body of the king of Corea.® When ironWM brought into the grove of the Bona Dea or Ops near Rome, the Fratres Arvales had to
offer a samflce.* So iron tools are unsafe apparently because they are apt to scare the
guardian influence. Medea cut herbs with a brass hook, and the Druids severed the mistletoe
with a golden knife.® The Jews out the balsam tree with a stone : the tree quaked as with fear
I au iron knife was brought.® The Jewish circumcision knife was of stone, and the Nazarenes,
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wlio were set apart as spirit-homes, would not iron come near them.^ The Roman Sabine

priest was shaved by bronze, not by iron.® Among the Germans and Scottish, the need fire

makers were careful to have no iron with them.® The hammer that made the clavie or fire-wheel

of North-East Scotland must be of stone. The Code of Chang^z Khan (A. D. 1250) made it

penal to touch fire with a knife.^® In China and in the Malay Peninsula, no iron tools, leather,

or umbrellas may be brought into a mine for fear of annoying the spirits.^ i At Christmas time

the smiths in the Isle of Man will not light a fire to temper iron.^® In Durham (1876), the first

cake taken from the oven must be broken not cut.^® In Kent (1886), no hot-cross bun may
be touched with a knife.^^ The gift of a knife is unlucky in Scotland, lest it may cut friendship.

A gift of needles according to a Venetian pi'overb loses friendship, unless the giver and taker

each pricks the other’s finger.^® So the reason given for the Mongol rule against touching

fire with a knife or an axe was the fear that the*fire might be beheaded,^® and the Germans
say :

— “ Don’t set a knife edge up. It will cut the face of God and the Angels. ”^5^ All of these

are meaning-raising attempts to explain the strange early experience that the scaring power

of iron is so great that it scares even the" guardian. Two other examples of the guardianr

scaring power ofiron may be cited— in house or temple building and in Christian martyrdoms.

The Raja of Yijayanagar in South-East India would not allow iron to be used in any building..

The use of iron brought small-pox and epidemics,^® that is, the iron scared the guardian and

evil infiuences were unchecked. So Moses, when he built the altar, suffered no metal tools to

pass on it as iron polluted the altar, i® apparently because themetal drove away the guardian and

evil influences came in and defiled the altar. So when Solomon built the temple (B, C. 1001) no

sound of iron was heard. When Judas Macabseus (B. C. 260) renewed the temple he built

the altar of stones untouched by iron tools,®® and again when (B. C. 30) Herod built a new
temple, no iron tools touched the altar stones.®^ This Jewish belief in the guardian-scaring

power of iron seems to explain how certain of the early Christian martrys, whom neither, fire,

water nor wild beasts could harm, were in the end slain by the sword. So St. Agnes was

saved from death by burning in oil, only to die by the sword j®® at Brescia, Sts. Faustino and

Gionita (A. D. 119) were spared by beasts only to be beheaded;®® St. Christina (A. D. 296),‘

after escaping many forms of death, was shot by arrows ;®^ St. Januarius, the patron saint of

Naples, after being saved from wild beasts and fire, was beheaded ;®® St. Katharine survived

the breaking on the wheel and Sts. Cyprian and Justina of Antioch (A. D. 304) the caldron

of boiling pitch only to be slain by the sword.®®

Gold, — The virtue of gold as a scarer and healer is little less important than the virtue

of iron. According to Manu, before its navel cord is cut, the Hindu male infant should be

fed with honey and butter from a golden spoon ,®7 The Badagas, or husbandmen of the Nilgiri

hills, place gold in the corpse’s mouth.®® They say the gold is to pay the heavenly gate-keeper,

but the root-aim is either to keep the spirit of the dead from going out or to prevent outside,

spirits from coming in. The Ashantis of West Africa scare evil spirits by throwing gold dust

and ground food into the air,®® The Chibchk of Central Africa hang gold plates at the

entrance to their palaces.®® The Finns placed gold, silver and precious stones near their idol

» Rmille Les Religio^is des Peuples Non CivilUes, Yol. II. p. 189.

« Frazer’s The Golden Bough, Yol. I. p. 172, ® Elworthy’s The Evil Bye, p. 220.
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Toumala.3i The people of Peru buried gold i#front of a tree which gave oracles,®® In Egypt,

on the seventh day after a birth, Muslim women place a handkerchief and a gold coin ne^ the

child.®® The dishes are decked with gold-leaf at a Japan feast. On high days, the bills,

legs and claws of the birds served are gilt.®^ A seven-branched golden candlestick stood in

Moses’ tabernacle,®® and golden lamps hang in Christian Churches.®® Marcus Aurelius

(A D. 200) notes that a gold ring marked with letters cured pain in the side.®^ That the

Venetian practice of throwing a ring into the sea was not to wed the sea, but to scare storms,

is shewn by the Provence practice of throwing a gold ring into the water and repeating verses

to charm the water king.®® In touching for the king’s evil the English kings put a gold piece

tied with a ribbon round the child’s neck. In some cases the disease returned if the gold

piece was lost.®® In Northampton, a gold coin used to be put outside of the door on New

Year’s eve, and be taken in when the bells began to ring.^® The sense seems to be

the gold kept off evil intruders till the clash of the bells scared them. Potable gold was the

famous Paracelsus’ (A. D. 1500) elixir of life.^^ Gold in physic says the poet Chaucer (A. D.

1400) is a cordial.^® Pine gold and some pearls were put into an old English stew taken to cure

consumption,^ Both in England and in Ireland, to rub the eye thrice with a wedding ring

cured the inflammation of the eyelid known as a stye in the eye.^^

SiUer and Oopp&r, — Of the healing power of silver the practice may be noted of the

use in Worcestershire of a sacrament shilling made into a ring to keep away evil spirits

and cure fits. In 1850, almost every man in Hartlepool, who was subject to fits, wore a

sacrament ring.^® In the North-West Provinces of India, the sick are cured by passing

copper coins over their heads and giving the coins to a Brahman.*® In GujarSt, copper toe

itings cure kidney disease and an iron anklet keeps off guinea worm.*^ In 1640, in England,

metal seals were found sewn into the clothes of old soldiers to keep off wounds.*®

Mirror. — The people of the Andaman Islands regard their reflections as their souls.*® The

Tulas will not look into a dark pool because a beast lives in the pool and takes away their reflects

tions.®® As the home of reflections or shadows the mirror is a great spirit haunt. In Gujarat,

the ill-luck of an unlucky day may be avoided by looking into a mirror or by eating grains of

rice or barley.®^ The sense seems to be that some of the spirits, whose uncontrolled activity

makes the day unlucky, go into the person, and he is freed from them either by eating rice or

barley which Soares the spirits, or hy looking into a mirror into which the spirits pass. The

polished bronze mirrors for which Etruria was famous (B. 0. 600) were laid in graves, either

to house the spirit of the dead should it leave the corpse, or to prevent vampire or other grave

spirits passing into the body.®® In Anjib:*, in Eachh, in a temple of Mother Bahuchara, the

object of worship is a mirror into which the pious visitor looks and gains his wish,®® The

sense is that the evil spirit or bad luck in the looker passes into the mirror and is imprisoned

in it. The Sati, whom in A. D. 1623 the traveller De la Valle saw on her way to the pyre in

Ikeri in Hanara, carried a mirror in one hand and a lemon in the other,®* She kept looking into

the mirror. As she was in a position of high honour spirits crowded to enter into her. The
lemon was to keep off the spirits. The constant looking into the mirror was to pass into the
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mirror any evil spirit wliicli might lodge in her.' Another Sati is described as walking with a

coooanut in her right hand and a knife and mirror in her left.®® The object in this case is the

same as in the last. Among.American Indians, during the Elk Mysteries, the performers wore

pieces of mirror.®® In the Eleusian mysteries and in processions in honour of Bacchus a

mirror was carried.®^ A mirror is considered an emblem of the soul in Japan and a deity

in the Arabian Nights.^^ Many English regard a mirror with reverence. The breaking of a

mirror is nnlncky.®® In Spain, fragments of mirror were formerly worn to keep off evil spirits,®®

The Croatian peasant, doubtless originally with the same object, wears little mirrors fastened to

her neck.®i The use of the mirror necklace, like the use of the early sknll or later precious stone

necklace, is to house or scare evil influences. According to an English saying no child ^should be

allowed to look into a mirror till he is a year old,®2 since the life or soul of the child is not

yet firmly fixed in the child, and might pass from the child’s body into the mirror. Similarly,

mirrors in a sick room should be covered, since in sickness the soul is specially apt to leave the

body.®® And a mirror should be covered in a room where a corpse is lying, lest the dead

should pass into the mirror and haunt the house,®* Por seven days, after a Jewish funeral, all

mirrors are covered.®® That the object is to prevent the dead haunting the mirror is in

agreement with the Jewish rule against women and priests attending funerals.

Oil, — Is a medicine. Oil heals wounds ; and, rubbed over the body, relieves cramps,

seizures, and weariness. Oil is also both food and drink r it is a giver of light and a giver of

heat. Por all these reasons few spirit«scarers are either so powerful or so popular as oil.

The healing virtue of oil is recognised by Hindu physicians, whohold that anointing the

head, ears and feet prevents cramp and headache, and increases happiness, sleep, Hfe, strength

and good fortune.®® Sesamum seed and sesamum oil are a specific for keeping off evil spirits.®^

In Western India, before their wedding, the Hindu bride and bridegroom are generally rubbed

with oil and turmeric. Among the Dekhan Ohitp&vans, if a woman suffers greatly in child-

birth, oil, in which durm or bent grass (Cynodon dactylon) has been dipped and over which charms

^ve been said, is given her to drink and is rubbed over her body.®® The Ohitpavan boy, before

ihe thread-girding is rubbed with oil and sweet scents.®® The P^Sdis, a class, of Poona

MarUth^ husbandmen, call the washerman to sprinkle’ the bridegroom with oil.^® The Raddts,

a Telugu class in Poona, anoint the* bride and bridegroom with sweet oil.^ The

Baris, a class of Poona husbandmen, on the tenth day after a death, dip a flower in

clarified butter and draw it from the shoulder to the elbow of the men who carried the bier.

They call this ceremony, hhdndi' ntarni, or shoulder-lessening, that is, apparently, the removal

of the uncleanliness, that is, of the unclean spirit which entered into the bearers’ shoulders

when they were carrying the bier.^ The Kkads, a middle class Upper Indian caste in Poona-,

at their marriages, anoint the bride’ and bridegroom from head to* foot.7® Among the Uohlias

or pick-pockets of Poona, for five days after* child-birth,, the midwife rubS’ the mother and child

with turmeric, oil and cocoa kernel.^* Among KdnkanMar^fchas the opening on the crown of the

head of a new-born babe is kept soaked with oil till the covering hardens.^® Shdlapur Komtis

mb the corpse’s head with batter, and Sh61apur Mudliars anoint the dead body.^®' Among

Bfjapur B^dars the new-bora child is rubbed with oil for five days after birth.^^ When a Parsi

fi6 Percy Anecdotes, Vol. IV. p* 893. Emerson’s Masks, Heads and Facesf p. 280..

67 De la Vale’s Travels, Hakluyt Edition, Vol. H. p. 266, n. 1.
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.
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child is five months old, children are called and feasted, and have their heads rubbed with

jessamine oil. The Dharwar Madhava Brahmans anoint their bodies on New Year’s Day.78

Among the Kh^nd^sh BhJls, and also among the Bhois or fishermen of Poona, on the third

day after a death, one of the women of the mourning household rubs the shoulders of the

pall-bearers with oil, milk and cowdung.7« Among Gujarat Brahmans and Vanis, mourners

are anointed on the seventh day after a death. And a week later, from the house of mourning,

oil is sent to relations, who use no oil till the mourners’ oil is received. Anong the Kurs or

Muasis of Western Bengal, the exorcist drives out spirits by gently anointing the

patient with butter.®® In Ceylon, a possessed man is cured by having his hair knotted and

cocoanut oil smeared over his head, brow, temples, breast and nails.®^ In Gujarat, when an

upper class Hindu child has small-pox, the mother does not dress or oil her hair. The reason

seems to be that Sayid Kaka, by whom the child is possessed, is mainly a fiend whom the scent

of oil will annoy and enrage. The reason why a Brahman may not look at his wife when she

is oiling her hair is perhaps the risk that the evil spirit scared by the oil may go into the

looker. So, to prevent spirits entering by their newly washed hair, Brahman women oil their

hair before washing it in water. Among the ingi’edients in Herrick’s charm-song to affright

and drive away the evil sprite are salt, sacred spittle and a little oil. The Oraons and the Hos

and Mund^s of South-West Bengal anoint the dead,®® The Moria Gonds anoint the bride and

bridegroom.®^ At an Indian Musalman wedding, oil jars are passed over the heads of the

bride and bridegroom, and an arrow is dipped in oil and with its point the bride’s knees,

shoulders, temples, hair and brow are anointed.®® Before a caste feast, the Nagar BrAhmans of

GujarAt, dip their right finger-tips in oil and mark their brows. At Hindu visits sweet-scented

oil or 'atar is rubbed on the face and clothes of the parting guest.®® In Malabar (A, D. 1608),

warm oil applied three times a day cured wounds.®^ Oil is poured by Hindus over Hanuman or

MAruti, over Sani or Saturn, and over the two Nodes, K6tu and Rahu. Oil mixed with red lead is

still more widely used in marking worshipful stones and images. Onhigh festivals, when upper

class Hindus apply scented oils to their own heads, they also pour some of the same oil over the

heads of their household gods.®® In the crowning of BivAji (A. D. 1674) the first of the

sacred sprinklings or abhWc was the dropping through a dish drilled with holes of clarified

batter over the seated RAja,®® The Red Indians bathe and anoint themselves with cedar oil

before praying to the Snn,®®a

That its light-giving quality is one element in the worshipfulness of oil appears from the

address in the Hindumidday sandhya or prayer to butter :-r-“ You are the light, by you everything

burns.”®® The Babylonian Beel-samen was the God of Oil. The body of the Babylonian Belus
was kept floating in oil.®i According to the ancient Persians the departed in heaven live on
oil.®® The ancient Ethiopians delighted in anointing the head, so that the oil ran down and made
their shoulders shine.®® The ancient Egyptians anointed guests, mummies, and the statues of

the gods.’ The anointing was one of the chief ceremonies at the king’s crowning.®* At
Egyptian parties, every guest’s head-dress was hound with a chaplet of flowers, and ointment
was put on the top of the wig as if it had been hair.®® The Jews anointed the table and vessels
the candlesticks, the altar of incense, and the altap of burnt offerings with sacred ointment,®®
They also anointed their hair and beards, aud on fjpstive days they anointed their bodies, espe-
cially the head and feet. Further, they anointed their dying, their dead, their kings, their high
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priests, and tbeir gaests.®^^ Through the ceremonial anointing the guardian Jah or Jehovah

passed into the Hebrew king. Even at his own request it was sacrilege to kill Saul.®® Jacob

oiled the holy dream- pillar, and the Jews brought oil as a sin-offering.®® At Delphi, the stone

which Chronos swallowed instead of Zeus, was anointed daily with oil,^®® About 1820, the

Antiquarian Museum at Newcastle received the Irish Stone, an oiled and shining stone that

kept away vermin.^ The early Christians, when a new church was dedicated, anointed the

altar,® Formerly, in England, the gods were anointed as a reward. If a straw figure brought

good luck it was anointed: if bad, it was knocked to pieces.® In Scotland, to prevent

cattle being bewitched, some drops of an Easter candle were dropped on their heads> In

N orth Africa, when overfatigued with desert travelling, the rubbing of a little oil or fat on the

back, loins and neck, is the greatest comfort.® In seventeenth century Scotland,* oil was

one of the most widely used remedies.® At the close of the mysteries of Adonis the priest

anointed the mouths of the initiated.^ The ancient Negroes of the Upper Nile ( B- 0, 1500 )

worked grease and oil into their hair.® The people of Dahomey please the goddess Legba by

unctions of palm oil.® T-ityan, the guardian badge of the Siberian Ostjak, has its lips smeared

with train oil or blood.i® The Western Australians cover themselves with grease and ochre

tokeep offfiies.il The Newfoundland Indians (1811) had their faces lacquered with oil

and red ochre or red earth.i® The Melanesian Mincopies rub themselves with turtle

oil to keep off insects.i® The South Africans are fond of rubbing the body with oil aind

hutter.i^ In Morocco, boiling oil is used to stop bleeding,i® and olive oil is considered a cure

for typhus fever.i® In Ceylon, an order in Yishnu’s name to bind the demon Riri is breathed

over oil. The charmed oil is sprinkled over the sick, and he is at once well. In Ceylon,

headaches are cured by stirring with iron a mixture of oocoanut, ginjelly, cohomha, m% and

castor oil, and muttering a charm.i7 The Zulu medium brings on a trance by fasting, inhaling

the smoke of herbs and drinking strange oils .i® ThePuegians of South America cure diseases

by rubbing the patient with oil.i® The Hottentot going to fight a lion is oiled and sprinkled

with sweet smelling huohu to encourage Hm.®® This Hottentot oiling is perhaps with the

object of making the champion wound proof, since, among the Hindu Saktls, a man becomes

wound proof, if, while muttering a charm, he smears a weapon with resin, marking nut, and

cletoi’ia oil.®^

The freemasons have adopted the Hebrew saying s “ Wine gladdens the heart, oil makes

the face to shine, bread strengthens the heart, and scares evil spirits,’’®® With this view of oil

as a cheerer and gladdener compare Spencer’s description of October®®

“ His head was full of joyous oil whose gentle gust

Made him so frolic and so full of lust.”
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And Herrick—
“ When the rose reigns and locks with ointments shine,

Let ligid Cato read these lines of mine.”^

Vitizilonitti, king of Mexico, was anointed with the same divine ointment as the statnes of

the gods.25 The Greeks offered oil to Pluto instead of wine.®® In consecrating statues, the Greeks

anointed theoi.27 The Greeks made great use of oil as a medicine. Oiling after a hot bath pre-

vented a chill.2® Rubbing and oiling was the basis of the School of Physic which was founded by

Prodicus.2^ Oiling was a remedy for strains, swellings and w'omen’s diseases.®^ The Greeks

^thed and anointed before a meal and after a long journey In their games the Greeks had

their joints rubbed, fomented and suppled with oil, whereby all strains were prevented

Greek feasters oiled the breast, as the heart, like the brain, was refreshed by oil.®® Greek drinkers

anointed their heads : oil kept the brain cool and prevented fever,®^ When the Roman bride

entered the bridegroom’s house, she struck the door cheek with swine’s grease.®® The ancient

Greeks had probably a similar practice, since, in modern Greece, the bridegroom’s door is

anointed with swine and wolf’s fat.®® Both the Romans and Greeks anointed their dead. And
the Greeks washed the bones of the dead and anointed them with oil.®^

Even more than Jews, Greeks or Egyptians, the early Christians gave oil the position of a holy

andmiraculous healer. The use of oil as a miraculous healerhad the support both of the example

and of the direction of the Apostles,®® As late as A.D. 742, Pope Boniface advised his people to

keep off fevers and other diseases, not by binding charms, but by unction.®® Besides by the

example of the Apostles, the early Christiams, as worshippers of the Anointed, naturally believed

in the special sanctity of oik The sanctity of the Chrism, or holy unguent of oil and myrrh, was

increased by the sameness of its monogram that is the Greek Ch and R, with the

monogram of the name Christ, the famous finial added to the Roman standard about A. D. 320

by Constantine the Great. The rapture of Christian enthusiasm is described as an unction.

The face of the martyr shone as with oil.^^ This general worship of oil gave rise to several

varieties of sacred unguent. At first the Oil of the Cross was supposed to be oil from a vessel

that had lain on the cross. Later (A. D. 679) Cross Oil was held to be a special oil which, like

resin, oosed from the wood of the cross. This Cross Oil had notable power over evil spirits. It

cured the sick, ii scared all the evil spirits from a devil-haunted hill, it prevented miscarriage,

it healed a demoniac. These miraculous powers were (A. D. 641) equally inherent in oil set in

vessels in the place’s hallowed by the birth, death, burial and resurrection of the Anointed. Oil

taken from lamps that burned in holy places was also healing. The martyrs yielded healing

oil from their relics, their tombs, their images, and the lamps at their shrines. The spirit

power of the oil from the seat where St, Peter first sat was famous.*® lu A. D. 423, an evil

spirit was prevented shooting Theoderet of Cyprus because he saw that the Lamb was guarded
by bands of martyrs. These martyr bands were rows of vessels containing martyrs’ oih*®

Among its other miraculous powers, sacred oil had apparently the virtue of preventing excess

in drinking causing drunkenness.** Oil in a lamp at the tomb of Nicetius in Lyons restored

sight and withered limbs, and drove out devils ; oil burnt at St. Servins’ tomb cured
epilepsy ; St. Genevieve’s oil cured blindness . According to St. Chrysostom (A. B. 398) oil
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66 Pliny’s Natural History, Booh xiviii. Chap. 9. «6 Story’s Castle of Saint Angelo, p. 232.
^ Potter’s Antiquities, Vol. IE. p. 183. *8 8t Mark's Gospel, vi. 13 ; The JSpistle of St, James, v. 14.
69 Smith’s ChrisHan Antiguilies, p. 992, Compare Smith’s Dictionary ofthe Bible, Vol. I. p. 671.
*1 Enaobiufl in Smith’s Christian Antiquities, p, 1214, « Smith’s Christian Antiquities, pp. 611, 1455.
« Op. cit. p. 1454. 44 Op. cii. p. 1466.
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from cliurcli lamps dispelled diseases. Okurcli lamp oil healed monks and laymen harassed with

evil spirits.^®

It was natural that the Ohurch, the object o£ whose rites and ritual was to scare

evil, should enlist into its service so powerful an ally as oil. To the inherent virtue of oil the

Oil of Chrism had the added virtue of balsam and of being breathed upon by the Bishop, signed

with the cross, and blessed.^* Before the days of infant Baptism the first Christian

rites administered were to the catechumens in preparation for Baptism. The object

of the anointing of the catechumen is clearly stated to be to drive out of him the

in-dwelling spirit of evil who is threatened, abused and ordered to depart.^^ In early

Christian times, in North Africa, the oil used in Baptism, was hallowed at the altar.^®

After Baptism the baptised was anointed with myrrh or scented oil with the prayer : “ Grant

that this unguent may so efiefetually work in him that the sweet savour of Thy Anointed may
abide in him fixed and firm.^® In Baptism, besides the sealing with oil of the person bap-

tised, in Western Europe, the water in the font was blessed or exorcised by a cross of oil poured

on its surface.®® And the Manicheans and other Persian Christians were baptised, not with water,

but with oil.®^ Confirmation was specially the Sacrament of oil.®^ Candidates were also

anointed with oil as a consecration for the priesthood,®® When a heretic returned to the

Christian faith, his eyes were anointed with the holy unguent called muro^^ The Lyrian

Christians mixed oil with the sacramental bread.®® Holy oil, blessed by the Bishop or Deacon,

was applied to the sick in the form of a cross with this prayer :
“ Lord of Hosts, giver of oil

that cheers the face, give this oil virtue impax’ting health, expelling diseases, putting devils to

flight, scattering evil designs.”®® Immediately before burial the early Christian body had oil

poured over it, or the breast was anointed with the Chrism.®^ Even after burial precautions

were taken to keep evil from trespassing in what had been the temple of the Holy Spirit. In

Roman-British tombs, small bottles have been found which were formerly supposed to be tear

bottles, but are now believed to have held unguents.®® The benefits of anointing were not*

confined to men and women. Altars, the tombs of martyrs, the columns and balusters of

churches, and church bells, were all anointed. In these anointings the oil was generally mixed-

with myrrh. It was applied by dipping the thumb into the ointment and with the end of the

thumb marking the sign of the cross on the object to be anointed,®®

Most Christian churches still accept and employ the virtues of oil. Every Russian church has

a small bag of relics called antimius anointed with oil, without which no church can be used.®® On
Maundy Thursday, that is, on the day before Good Friday, the Pope blesses three oils, one to be

used in Baptism, one to be used in Confirmation and in consecrating Church vessels and blessing

bells, and one to be used in Extreme Unction, that is, in anointing the dying.®i xhe Italians are

(1874) more afraid of spilling oil than of spilling salt.®^ The Russian church has an oil specially

consecrated by the Metropolitan. Persian Armenians get meron or holy oil from rose-leaves, pray-

ing round the‘leaves as they ferment in a vat. This holy oil is used at baptism, in cleaning tlie

cross, in a houserfor luck, and to cleanse a dish licked by a dog.®®a The Chxustian Abyssinians

(A. D. 1814) have a holy oil which they call meurion.^^ At the churching or purification of women
in the Ethiopian church, the mother and child have their brows anointed with holy oil.®^ In the

Abyssinian church, the holy oil meurion is used in Baptism. In 1814, the traveller Salt was pre-

sent when a convert from Islam had each of his joints oiled ninety-six times.®® Hungarian gypsies

baptise their children by rubbing them with oil and holding them near a fire.®® The Russian

*6 Op. cit, p. 1455.
,

*6 Op. cit. pp. 355-356, 1161. Op. cit. p. 652.

** Op. cit. pp. 255, 1425. Apostolic Constitutions quoted, in Christian AnitqmHes, p. 355.

Smitli’s Christian Antiquities, p. 1456. Op. cit. p. 1456. Op. cii, p. 1831.

' Op. cit. p. 355. Op. cit. p. 655. Op. cit, p. 602. Op. cit p. 778.

Op. cit. pp, 254, 607> 1433. Wright's Celt, Roman afid Saxon, p. 303 ; Smith's Christian Antiquities, p. 730.

Smith's Christian Antiquities, pp. 2000-2003 ; Potter s Anti uities Yol. I. p. 232,

Mrs, Eomanojff’s Rites and Customs of the Qr<sco~Bussian Church, p. 85. w Chambers’s Pooi of Days, p. 412.

Notes and Queries, Fifth Series, Vol. I, p. 400. ®2a Bishop’s Journeys in Persia, I. p. 277.

Salt's Voyage to Abyssinia, p. 391. Smith’s Christian Antiquities, p. 391.

Salt’s Voyage io Abyssinia, pp, 388, 889. Viotor Tissot's Unknown Hungary, Yol. II. p. 163.
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Baptism is markedly a doable anointing ; the first as healing, and the second as the seal of
the Spirit. In the second anointing, the priest dips a feather into a small bottle of holy oil

specially prepared by the Metropolitan or Rnssian Pontiff, and signs the child in the form of a
cross on the brow, eyes, nostrils, ears, lips, breast, hands, and feet, saying each time: “The
seal of the Holy Ghost.* ^ If an adult is baptised into the Russian church, he is anointed on the
forehead, over the eyes, nostrils, lips, ears, breast, hands and feet or knees. At the Baptism of
Clovis (A. D. 467-511) a white dove brought ointment or Chrism in a vase from heaven.
Among Catholic Christians, in Baptism, the child is anointed on the breasts and between the
shoulders.®®

All European kings are anointed on the coronation day. According to Mr. Jones, the
anointing at the crowning of the kings seems to have been brought to Europe from Egypt* But
the practice is not more in agreement with the Egyptian than with Greek and Jewish ideas.®®

Unction from the first was part of the Christian crowning. Charles the Great (A. B. 800) was
anointed all over. In the Greek ritual, the king^s head : according to the English practice the*
head, breast and arms

; and, according to the French seven parts of the body are anointed.^® At
the Czar s crowning the Metropolitan dips a gold branch into the oil and anoints the emperor’s
forehead, eyelids, nostrils, ears, lips, and hands, both on the back and on the Oil
from the statue of St. Cosmo in Italy cures sickness if rubbed on the diseased part.^® In
the Gfreek church, the sick are anointed with the enehelaion, or prayer-oil which seven priests
have blessed,^® In Russia, the dying are anointed with oil from a glass set on a little heap or
layer of wheat grains into which seven stick ends are^dipped and, where possible, each stick is
applied by a different priest,’^ The Gnostics threw oil and water on the head of the dying
to make them invisible to the powers of darkness.^® The dying Roman Catholic receives
Extreme Unotion, the anointing with holy oil. The Greek Church goes further, sprinkling on
the dead either oil from a church lamp or incense ash from a thurible.’'®

(To he continmd.')

NOTES AND QUERIES,
SENT)U BIB, THE WHISTLING SPIRIT OP

KANGRA AND 3SASHMIR.

It is a common belief among the people that
Sendli Blr' is generally to be seen in the form of a
Gaddi (hill shepherd) with a long beardand a hire
(long basket for carrying milk, ght^ &c.) on his
back. The spirit is also called DAriaiA from its

bcai-d, andBardwAlA from the hirh or long basket.
The main shrine of Sendtl Bir is at Basdli, in the
tenitory of Jammfin, and smaller ones are at
DMr, Bhangori, and Gungthd, in the
District. Nearly all the Hindu cultivatoiw have a
strong faith in this ^irit, and at both harvests
offer him harM (i, e., halwa, sweetmeat). When-
ever a house, or a woman, or a man is declared by
a jogi (locally, ch$ld ormagic-man) tobe possessed
by S^ndU Bir, such person will make offerings of
hardhia, or a ram, or a he-goat, to the spirit in
order to ward off illness.

It is believed by cultivators generally that

S6ndU Bir steals com, milk, ghi, Si^,, from others,
to give to his special worshippers. The people
also fear those who are supposed to have mastered
the mantras or charms by which S^ndU Bir can bo
made to come at c?^, and to go by command, to

oppress their enemies. In some places Sdndd Bir
is supposed to bum down the houses, etc., of
those with whom he is dissatisfied. In places
where houses are liable to be burnt down suddenly,
the people are much afraid of faqirs coming to
beg in the name of S^ndti Bir ; and if they say they
belong to his shrine they are plentifullyrewarded.
The inhabitants of Barsar will commonly state
that the police station there was burned down by
this spirit.

Sendfi Bir is also supposed to cohabit with any
female to whom any persou who has mastered his
charms may send him, i;he woman thinking that
she is in a dream. ’

OIRDABU JiHALYAJBi in P. N. and Q. 1883.

Smith's Chrisiian Afitiquiiies, p. 78. ^ The QoUen Manual, p, 671.

n
(^owns, p, 288. ts Smith’s ChHetian AnUqxdtiett pp. 463, 466 467 488

« sS'b ” Moore’s OdenidL Fragments {IBU), p. 146.
^

'

*

> [Fot a ftirther not. about SJnW or Sindhtt B!r, see ante, Vol. XL p. 261.— Bn.]
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ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAR.
BT THE LATE KABL EBIEDEICH BUEKHABD.
Translated and edited, with notes and additions,

ly G. A. Grierson, PA.R., O.I.K, 1.0.8.

(Continued from p. 85.)

THE TRANSITIVE VERB.
Active Voice.

81. Two verbs are conjugated : —
(a) A Primitive Verb, s6mn, to send.

(6} A Derivative Verb^ tlie Double Causal. muTanavun, to get killed.

Verbal Stem or Boot.3®

^
/

s6z mdrandv

82. Infinitive, the act of sending (or getting killed).

Masc. Nom. $6zun (*>j bj Lc mdrandvmv

Dat. sdzanas
ft

.
/

bj (.« mdrandvanas
// *

Abl. s6zanq
it t

mdrandvanq

Gen. sozanuh
^ /

mdrandvanuh
/ ^

Fern. Nom. ttJj^*** sozarl^
/ y

tyjUj U maraudoahi

Dat. Abl. s6zani
/ /

Ai ^
t/o mdrandvani

83. Participles.

Present (Active).

sdzdn, sending, mdrandvdn, getting killed*

Perfect (Passive).

S g. m. oS sdg-mnt,^'^ sent.

suz-mut^^
/ ^

PI. m.

/ f t ^
$6zq-matsa^

%:;AdOjyjlx mdrandvmut,^^ got killed.

IjjU mdratwv-mut^^

^ I'C mdranovi^-mqt^

/ / /
L)j Uo mdrandve-matsq

Future (Active).

Sg. m.

t
^ f *

PI. m.

f.

Bozavway about to seed. mdrandvavun,aloonttogetkined,

'''i- 'f
^ f

^
f

j
Ijj bo mdrandvmun^^'^

»/ /

9
bjU mdrandvamnf'

aj . ti/o mdrandvamvm?^

s® The order of tenses is different from that of the original. See note to-§ 85.

®i [Regarding the vowel changes of the root, see § 158.]

82 On further inquiry, I find that muts more nearly represents the termination of the fern. sg. than w«fs as given

j
c
27 58 [Or

^ /.» ^ / f •

8* Sometimes written, siJsmafsfl [from harun, etc., hare-maisai,

85 So also I find that vuH^ and (pi.) vv/ni more nearly represent the pronunciation than the vqn* and vaxii given

in § 22.
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3/
Sgt m, sdzanvolf a sender,

84, Noun of the Agent,

-» / /

ujJli L, tndrandvanvtl, one who gets (a

^ ^
person) killed.

mdrandvanvdjehi^^

if / y
J r ^ UjU mdranavanmli

. / y^ 1^
Jj

IjjU mdrandvanvdjeni

Participle Absolute,

sSn-ii «,yj;u

85. Simple tenses.37

[These are (1) The Imperative (Immediate)
; (2) The Present •*

TkeAomti (4) Tl, Optetiv., ..a (6) 11, 1

f.

PI. m. sozanvol^

f. sozanvdjeni

,r.^ h,;
® imperative (immediate)

; (2) The Present T
(3) TheAonstj (4) The Optative; and (5) The Precative.— Tbans.]

88. Imperative Mood.

Singular^

Simple. Bespeetfnl. Simnie »
/m . .if /

^ * BespectfnI.
(2) se* s6*./«,send!

J maranav-fn, get

' ././

(2) aSgiu sdn-i-tav

' M

m .aw„

I^luraL

(3) ly^*. sdism e6a-i.ia» c.UjU
• ' mdrandv-i-tan

Indicative Mood.
,87. Present Indefinite, andL Puture.3s

^
Singular^

(1) 'tjyf sog-tt, I shall send, etc. * Tu .•
'

" i
««>•«»«»,«, I shall get killed, ete.(2) s6g-ah

(3) a&z^

<1) soz-av

(2) Jjy* sog-iu

... ^ ^
(3) wjjA,

•SjljjU mdrandv-ak

tjlijU ^drandu^

JPlmaL

^.y
jj^jLo mdrandv-avr

jjljjU
mdrandv-iu

/ /

tadrandv-an
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88. Aorist.

This tense^® is Aotiw in form, but is treated as if it were a Passive^ Hence the Personal

Pronoun (or subject) appears in the Instrumental case, and the Object becomes Subject, while

the verb remains active in form. [Regarding the changes of radical vowels and consonants

in the Aorist, see §§ 158 and :ff.]

The Aorist can be formed in three diferent manners, vk . :

—

(«) With the Personal Pronoun (or noun) (which if the verb was construed actively

would be the subject) in the Instrumental, and the verb with the terminations

of the Aorist given in § 86, e. me

(5) With the Personal Pronoun (or noun) in the Instrumental, and again repeated

as a pronominal suffix at the end of the verb^® (see §§ 37, 47, 48, e, g.j
^

me suzu-m.

(c) With the Personal Pronoun not given in the Instrumental, and only given as a

suffix at the end of the verb, e. gf., suzu-m^

88. As regards the use of these three varieties, if the instrumental case is used, and the'

grammatical subject is not expressed, the suffix is usually omitted (variety o) r but if the

pronoun (or noun) in the instrumental is to be supplied from an instrumental in a preceding

sentence, or is to be understood from a nominative in a preceding sentence in which, owing to

the use of an intransitive verb, a nominative has to be used as the subject of the verb and not

an instrumental, I find' that the form with the suffix is invariably used. Thus, dajjwi,

to speak; by him was it spoken, u he spoke; y ;pddi shdh-an

^ ^ ^
I A I

dojp'^f by the king it was spoken, the king spoke ; but ^ « jpddishdh^a n

dopT^ ta smu-fif by the king it was spoken and it-was-sent-by-him, u e., the king spoke and

sent; orc^^o A3 jT pddishdlv du dopw-w, the king came and it-was-said-by-him, e.,

^ ^ /

the king came and said. So also j timau by them was sent, they sent ; but ‘ the

king spoke and sent men ’is y padisMh-an dopu tq zan^ suzi^n^ by the

king it-was-spoken, and men were-sent-by-him.

An intransitive verb can also be used in this impersonal way ; e. g., wadm, to weep ;
wod% he wept

wodu-n, it-was-wept-by-bim (Luke, xix. 41).
/ .*

90. In tbis tense, the characteristic vowel of the feminine is a, e. g*^ soz^q^ and of

the masculine ?* in the singular, and lia the plural. Sometimes, however, we find i [e] also in the

feminine
;
e. gr., Jcare'~n, while the regular form, given in the paradigm is sdza^n. It

appears that those verbs which change their root-vowel a into o, take i in the feminine.

Thus (Mp.) raohhun has its 3rd pi. fern, aorist radhun {radh'he-n'\, as compared with

soza-n, because the former has rochk"for its aorist, and the latter suz. I find

all Intransitives taking a. So far I have not been able to lay down any better rule for dis-

tinguishing the use of these vowels, [The real termination of the fern. pi. is e, written ya

in the S^rada character. If the e {ya) is preceded by tSj tsli, z or $, it be comes a. We thus

get rachhe n, they (fern.) were protected by him, hare-n, they (fern.) were by made by him, but

dsq (not dse)y they (fern.) were-, sha-Uy they (fern.) were sent by him.] [In the fern. sg. the

8® [It is derived from the Saiskrit Passive participle.] Note that the 1st Plural never has a suffix.
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termination ^ is not prononnced and will not be written so as to distinguisli the form from the

Masc. pi., in which it is prononnced. It is written H in theSarada character, and before termi-

nations, as in sUza-t, etc., it has a very indefinite sound partaking of the nature of a short

German ii. In such cases, therefore, it is conveniently represented by See § 7. Note that

a final a always has this short sound, or something akin to it, and is hence also written a.]

91. In order to thoroughly explain the conjugation of the aorist, I also give, in § 133, the

conjugation of that tense for the verb o dim, to give, on account of the difficulties which it

exhibits. This will also serve as an example of the conjugation of verbs like hetin, to take,

which take altogether different forms in the feminine ;
e. y., lieun, Aorist C-jjA hiuJen^ fem.

g® 'heU\ tulm to lift, Aorist, fem. ^ tij] uX* liehun, to be able, aor.

fem.
g Jiech^

^— Subject — a Noun Substantive.

82. [The followingis the conjugation of the Aorist of a transitive verb, wb.en the gramma-
tical subject is a noun substantive. Thus in * I sent the man *

(i. e., the man was sent by me)
;

the grammatical subject is a noon substantive, viz,, * the man."

When the grammatical subject is a pronoun, the conjugation is complicated by the addition

of pronominal suffixes of the TjLominative case. This conjugation is given afterwards.]

Singular.

(«)<

(
by me ...

by thee ...

by him ...

by ns

by yon ...

by them ...

^bynm ...

by tbee ...

by him ...

by ns

by you ...

'' by them ...

I by me

by ihee ...

by him ...

by ns

by yon ...

by them ...

Maacixline.

wanting

asi

wanting

j^Jr^ timau 8ftzv>

Femiulne.

[This final “ is written in the
/

** By lier tami.

me suzu-m

tse

wanting

wanting

toJii suzv^'Va
^ *

wanting

suzu-m

stizu-i

suzu’^

wanting
/ j ^

sUgff^-va
j -*-

iSJJJM9 SUZU-Jc

Paradigms, but is not audible in pronunciation.]

me $uz^^

sUz

asi $uz

timau suz

me suza-m

/ ^
tsQ suzq-t

> it

*JJ J*** ioM suzq-vq

/ ^
s^zq-m

s'Ctza-t

i^jy* sUzq-n

f ' *
8uza~va

f ^
suzq-h

*» [Tlie aorist of mdwi, to Kll, sg. m. m6i« fem. mdr (writtenJ m£r) (forJ ; pi. m. m«r*, bnt f. mirt,
in which the & is nnohanged. So from innm, to mate. sg. m. ior, f. hfr, pi. m. f. Jore. See § 90 above.]
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Plural.

Masculine. Feminine.

f
^
by me

* i ^

• • •
• • •

me me eozq

by thee • • •
wanting —

f ^ / .

by him ... sdz^ tqrYii^^<^ s6zq

(«)<

by us
^ / t * f

... asi sdz^ asi e6zq

by you • •• ... wanting —
s^^by them • •• timau

* ^ •

timau sozq

^ by me *•« «•« (*j>*** $uzi‘fn
' <0^ ^

/ >
me sSza~m

by thee Ue sdzi-t

/ *
siza-t

"S

s ih)<

by him ... • •• wanting —
i

^ by us • •• • • •
wanting

by you % «• • •4

/ .» y ^
ioJyi suzi-vq tohi $6za-vq

^ by them • ••

/ /

s6za-m^ by me • •• ... suzi-m r>“

/ »
by thee mmm ... suzi-t OJj*. s6sa-t

/ *.
by him ••• «•. suzi~n vijr* s6za-n

(cY
by us • •• wanting ' '

/ .» // J
s6za-vqby you • •t sdzi-vq

^
by them • •• ... suzi-h

*

/ j
soza-h

[Note that certain verbs take e in the feminine plural. The causal conjugated subsequently

is one of these. So also the verbs karun^ to make (aorist kor^), and rachhm to protect (aorist

roohh^)y have the fern, pi. hare, kare-m, hare-t, hare-n, hare^va (not har^-va), hare-h, and rachhe,

rachhe-m, rachhe-tf rachhe-n, rachJie-vq, and rachhe-h, respectively. See § 90 above.]

/

By her tami.
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93» II* — Subject— a pronoun (partly with double suffixes),

I was sent

by me

by thee ..

by him ..

by her

by us

by you ...

by them

Masciiliiie.

^ f >9 ^ d
siizu^a-s bo

•9 ^ /

(tawi) suz^na-s do

<9 f9 . ^ ^
Aj tohi $uzu-va-s ho

Peminine.

> 9 i ^
Aj (>*3)'“^ (fimau) su^Qia-s bo Aj [y^ ) (twiau) suzq-ha'S bo

9 /^/ 9
jy^ ^ tse siizq-tha-s bo

9 // ^ /

^ ctOj** (tami) suzq-na-s bo

^ // ^ /

(tami) suxq-na-s bo

9 f f 9 9
ioUi suzq-va-s ho

// 9

94. Thou wast sent

Masculine. Feminine.

by me
/ ,z >

iJdX^jym A#o ma suz'^-ma-h tsq

/ f f 9
me sUzq-ma^h tsq-

by tbee .. ..

by bim ... (tqm'^y^ s4i^na^h tsq suzq-^a-lc tsq

by her ...

t f9 9 /

*t (^^) siiz'^-na*^ tsq

t ff 9 /

sfixa-na-h tsq

by us asi 8uzu-k tsq '

\

i i 9 /

I

Awil asi suza-lc tsq

by you ...

by tbem ...

/ /9
(timauy^ sh^^ha-h tsq

- / tf 9 f

(timav) sUsq-ha^Jc tsq

96. He or she was sent

— ^ - Masouliue. Feminine.

by tbee ... **• cf**jr" *f
« <

tse s4z^-tha-n su
y // 9

Ami A^ tse 8uzq-tha-n so

by you ...

9 ^9 9 9
Awl tohi sUsf^^va-n su

9 / 9 ^A^ \*)yjy** AAj tohi suzq-va-n so

[This form is only used in the second person,^

W tonw,and>*^iiwat4areusuaHy omitted, or, if they are retained, the instrumental suffix of

the third person is omitted. Thus, *> horu^na^s ho, or /*> i(»m< horu-a ho. This also applies

to the foUowing paradigrms. [Remember that, once for aill„the smaU « above the line is not pronounced, and that
tne 9 of the femmine singular is a very short indednite sound.} ^

*s See note 4A ahove.
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96.

We were sent

Kasculine, Femiiilne,

by me ...

by thee ...

f ^
1 4^ tse suzi-t as^

i / A

(^1 ise stza-t^'^ as*

by him
/ > /

U* * ((^) suzi-n asi
^ ^ ^

t i ^ /

u* * (/^^) soza-n^^ as^

by her ...

f j r

t (^4.5
j

siki-n asi
/ / ^ /

u»l ojy* (^J) soza-rfi^ qsi

by us

by you ...i 1 Aaj f.Q]ii sm^-va qs^
^ '

LT ^ tohi sd«a-i?a^^ as^
1

^ ^

by them ...

/ *

1 (
j-*-*) {j^imav)^^ siki^h as* u* * C^**) soza-h^'^ as*

97.

Yon were sent

Masculine. Feminine.

by me
^ *

Jj^ ^**8 me 8uz*-ma‘Vq toh*
^ /// ^

4tj %jjajjym me e6»a*ma-va

by thee ...

by him ...

» . L

((*») suz*-m-vq toh> *3 ((3) (/am^)*8 ed^a-7ia-va fe/t*

by her ...

'S
^ > /

(^4^)
^ ^

(tami)^^ stiz*~7ia‘Vq toh*
•t

f{f > /
(iami) sSza^na-vq toh*

by us
< f f
Ai Am# I asi suz^-vq toh*

^ ^ t

asi s^za-vq tohi

by yon ... —
^ // / ^ /.

A3 (^)

—
by them ...

,» 1 1 ^ ^
t.i •iy>^{3*>)
^ ^ ^

{timau^^^ smi^ha-vq

toh*

(i^irwaw) sSza-7ia‘Vq^^

tohi

98,

They were sent

Masculine. Feminine.

by thee ... tse 8&z*-tha-h Urn
f ^

*5X^3.^^ 1*^ s6za-tha-J6 timq

by yon ...

- ^ ^ <
tohi sitzi-va-h tim tohi s6za-va-h timq

-

[This form, is only used in the second person,]

See note 44 above.

f t t f

*7 [From Jearun, eto.»tbefem. pl,is kare.t kare^i, hare-va, kare-kj
^ ^ ^ ^

*8 See note 44 above.

// /

« [From kcartMii etc., the fem, pi, is hare-ma-vift etc.]
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rrs
0)

§

1

I

(a)

(6)

(0)1

by me ...

by tbee ...

by bim

by us M.

by you ...

'' by them ...

fhjme ...

by thee ...

by him ...

by us

by you ...

\by them ...

^
by me ...

by thee ...

by him ...

by us

by you ...

\^by them ...

Plural.

Maosuline and Feminine. Feminine.

jTjjU S f=i

a g
•

d ^

s

\ mdranov^ \ § § S mdrandve
a §
I

me mdramvi-m (•^ mdrandve^m

-r/
tse mdranovi-t

Zj

j

iJjU AAj mdramv^-va

l*jOjCo

7’ f /i
I/O mdranovi-t

7* ^ A

(21^
Uj (/a mdranovi-n

f 7./, ^wjU mdramvi-vq

A* I •«

UjU mdra7idvi^l6

^
Uj

vi»jUjU /gg mdrandve-i

UjU <tA.> mdrandve-vq

(*J mdrandve-m

,
/

o ^
I
j ^ mdrandve~t

,
/

tij U mdrandve-rb

/ /

mdra7idve-vq

tiJjUjt/o mdrandve-k

He— Subject— a Pronoun,

102. Like tbe Aorist of the Primitive Verb. Thus, *|bt2i/ojjJjt/od/o me marandvf^-ma-'k

tsq^ by me wast-got-killed-by-me-thou thou, t. e., * I got you killed.' The general remarks

conoerning the Aorist refer also to the Causative*
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juv/o# jrxupenecT;

( 1>7 me ..

Subject,

Singular.

Masculine.
Feminine.

me

1 y

^ /

JJJJ^ • asi s6z6v

f •» f

iimau stosov

me s6z6^m

* ^
^jJj-* ^ tse sozS’^t

hJjr» tohi s6z6-va

(S me sdcoyi

V ^

(S ' jy^ sozoyi

asi sozoyi

(*-
'
jy"*^ me $6zdya-m

•JX) fjj*. tse s6ztya-t

tohis6to-vq

J* ^

ryjy^ m
sozS’t

^yjy^ s6z6-n

i ^ ^
^yyjy^ sozo-vq

/

^yjy^ s6z6-'k

f
(*i iJj’W s6zoya-m

•*

*^ifjy^ sozoya-f

^ s6zoya-n

^yi'^yy^ sozoyuvq

^yy*» sozoya-Jj}
[Note.^ The above ^ ^ I sozoyg-^h

''f®:
orwdriy6e,

or
tense, instead of

rey%, or wdreySyi, According to the K^frailhT-^ ’
•

mdriySy, feminine,

~\
^ simple verb is Jcarun, to do :

—

I He was made *
’

me
thee

...

us

yon ...

them ...

^ary6-m

karyo-t

karyo-n

karyov

karyo^^a

karyt-k

She was made They (maso.) were made]

karyiya^m

karyeya-t

^a-n

karyiya

« For Plaperfe~; see Periphrastic tenses“:

Byher

They (fern.) were made

karye-m

karyS~n

karySy

karyi-vq

Same as Pern. sing.
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The Pluperfect is formed by substituting yd for yd, and Syi for yS in the Tnaar^-niino fte
Feminine is the same as above. We thus get the following forms

He had been made They (mase.) had been made

by me
by thee ...

by him ...

by us

by yon ...

by them ...

haryd-m

Jcaryd-t

Mryd-n

harydv

Icaryd-vq

karyd-h

kariyd~m

hariyd-t

Tcardyi-n

kardyey

Tcardyd-vq

kardyd-h

So also from the Causal, mdrandvyo-m^ etc.

If the stem of the teuse, ho'wever, ends in ts^ tsk or the y of yo and of yd is omitted. We
thus get not sdzyd^nij I sent him

;
s6zd-^^ I had sent him. Moreover, in these verbs,

yiya, yi^ and dye become oya, o, and oyi^ respectively. We thus get the following forms :

—

Indefinite Past.

He was sent She was sent They (masc.) were sent’ They (fern.) were sent

by me sdzd-m sdzoya-m sdzo-m
•>

by thee ... sozd-t s6zoya4 sdzo-t

sdzo-n

sozov

sozoya^n

sdzoyq

sozo-n

sozoy
- Same as Fern. sing.

by you ... sdzd^va sosoya^vq sozo-vq

sdzd’h sozoya^h s6zo-k y

Pluperfect, masculine.

He had been sent They had been sent

sdzd-m sozoye~m

by thee s6zd~i sdzoyd-t

by him s6zd-n sozoyd^n

by us sozdv sozoyiy

by yon ... sdzd-vq sozoyd-m

by them .. sozd-h s6zoyd‘h

The following verbs, however, do insert y in the masculine singular terminations, hqtsun,

to be wet
;
grotsun, to be splashed out of a vessel ; tsotsun, to be without employment

;
tshotsun^

to be empty
;
tezun, to be sharp

;
pazun, tobe fit

;
rdtsun^ to be pleasant

;
vetsufi, to contain; brazun,

to shine
;
Mwamn, tobe pleasant

;
letsun, to be weak ; irotsun, to be pure. These are all neuter

verbs, and therefore take the terminations of neuter verbs. Yidpipost, Thus hqtsyoSt not kqtsds,

I was wet.]
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104. Optative or Past Conditional.

Present.

PrimiUve.

Sg.
^

(1)
did I send, etc. ^AjUjIo m^ro»d®-afto, did I get killed, etc.

(2) soz-aha-h mdrandv-alia-h

(3) sQZ-'ihe [pT^ sozihc^ AAjUjU mdrandv41i6[oic rifhirm&m^^

PL

s6z^ah-avi

A
sozAh'^iu

ft a
s6z'aha*n

PL
iff

mdrandv-a\-au

mdrandvAJiAu

/ / .
/

^ [ijU wdrandv-aha-n

106e Preeative.®®

tjjjy* sdzAzif [or s6zuilie\t mdrandv-^kil^oT ^ mdrandvizihejf,

send, I pray get ( ) killed, I pray

Compound Tenses.

106,

ImperatiTe Continuative,

u*^ tt) s6Z’‘dn dSf etc. (j-t mdrandv^dn ds, etc.

keep sendingi etc. see (^T asm Oontiniie getting^— )killed, etc*

Indicatiye Mood.

107.

Present Definite.

LT ty Ij
J

,
/

s6zdn ehhus, etc*, I am sending, etc,

mdrandvdn chhus, etc., I am getting( — )killed, etc,

108.

Imperfect.

‘ sozdn 6m, I was sending, etc,

Ij ^ mdrandvdn 6m, I was getting( — )killed, etc.

Perfect.

109,

Tkere is no active form. Tke tense is kence formed by means of a passive consirnc"

tion, by combining the Perfect Participle Passive, with the Auxiliary Verb *4^ chlia. The
Personal Pronoun (or subject) has therefore to be pat in the Instrumental ( § 88 ), and the

object stands in the nominative. Thus, ‘ I have sent him’ is rendered by ‘ He has been sent by
me.*

110.

As in the case of the Aorist, the Perfect can he formed in three different ways
(o) With the Per sonal Pronoun (or noun) (which if the verb was construed actively

would he the subject) in the Instramental, and the Perfect Participle with

*4^ chha conjugated as given in § 5&, and agreeing with the object (which has

now become the subject) in gender, number and person
; e, gr„ *4^

me sdzmut chJiu, by me it has been sent, I have sent.

** Not given in Mp.
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(6) Witli the Personal Prononn (or nonn) in the Instrumental, as before, and again
repeated as a pronominal sufiBx at the end of the Verb®* ( § 48 ); e.g.,
^ a ^

sUzmut c7ihu-m^ by me it-has-been-sent-by-me.

(c) With the Personal Pronoun not given in the Instrumental, and only given as a
j ^ ^

suffix at the end of the verb; e. siizmut chhu-m^ it has-been-sent-

by-me.

The different uses of these three forms are as described under the head of the Aorisfc

(§ 89).

111. !•— Subject— a Noun.

Singular.

Masculine.

«>m

So

a

by 1

by yon

^by them

Feminine.

fby me

by thee

by him

by us

by you

by them ...I

by me

by thee

, .
by him

by us

by you

\^by them

by me

by thee

by him

us

'i”

me

wanting
/

- /

I asi

wanting

timau

'S

we / y.^ch7iu-m

chhu-t

/ *

^ 9 sa

.5 S
^ o' ««

•J
«o

chlm-va

chhu-m

clihu^t

chlm~n

chhu-vq

chhu-h

6t But the first plural never has a suffix,

^ /
65 By her fawi.

/

w So Mp., but Np., t*® chha-y.

f me ']

tqm\

/

asi

timau

P "V s

me
1

1

1

,

tse \

\

-

>«#
1

'1
f

^HoU

L .

chhe-ni

/

J ^ s •

1 •‘p j

chhe-vet,

^ chhe~m

cklie-t

chke-n

cKke*vq

ehJie'h
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natioBsof Represent tense, but the same sXf
transitive verb. The original tergleHnco »
using the forms of the Anxiliaty employed T.ithTnr^V^“' I

Pluperfect.

“ Properly
s(lx<mai‘.

sosqmatsa^'^chlie
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by tbee ...

by him®® ...

by Tis

by you

by them ...

ESSAYS ON EASMIRI GRAMMAR.

113. I have been sent

Masculine.

ise chTiu^tha-s

y .

chhvr-s^^
I ^ ?

Peminine.

*J toM chhu-va~s

{J*^^ timau clihu-B^^

114. Thou hast been sent

Masculine. Feminine.

4214-^-^ «S:/o fae chhu-ma-To

<
J

(J tq'm
I I

f I
^

I I
% % * asi chhu-Te I

§ ?

timau chliii-h^^

j

115. He or she has been sent

Masculine.

"
' 1 1

4c
•*0

11 tse ehhu-tha-n J 1
? J1

' \
i. ^
r ^53

1

ol[

toM chhu-va-n i

1 §

c£J44.^ Aa> me clilie-ma-h

^3 tam^ chke-h^^

/

I Qfii ohke-H

timau chhe-7c^^

Feminine.

tse chhe-iJia-

[This form is used only in the second person.]

/

58 By her tami,

s® [In this case we should expect lT*^^ cKhu-na^s (fern, chlie-na^s. The analop:y of the Aorist is followed, where

'

we have Uorus ho, instead ^orunn^ ho. See § 93, note 44. So also in th^

plural). When the pronoun in the instrumental is not given, the full forms are used,]

/

®® By her, tami.

Instrumental suffix omitted, as the pronoun in the instrumental is given. Thas*^«^ chhn-k for

/ >

ehJiH-m-l-f and c7ihu-ha~h. See § 113, note 59, above.

so

siizmuts

I
I
I

tsq

suzmiiis

-

1)1

ho

suzmufs
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116i We have been sent

Masculine. Feminine.

by me /

,
~ 1

by thee ... fse chhi-i »^4^ tse chhe-t 1

{/^) {tqm^y^ cliJie-nby him®® ... bx
/

t)4A (^3) (^a??^i)«2 cJihi-n 1

by us

by you ...

•) V
/ ^

dAj foJii chhi-vq

? **
'S
eo

‘to
Q.

/

js dAj tohi chhe-vq
<-

;*
-'C.
CO

*0t

by them ...
^

*^4^ (>^3) (timau)^^ chhuh
)

^4^ (j^3) (tmauY^ chhe-h

117, Yon have been sent

1

Masculine. Feminine.

ft V
\

«ie chlii-vq^^ me chhe-vq^’^

by thee
A**? / / / y

«•

by him®^ ...

-tf \
6-^4^ chhi-^q^^

/ /

f
CO

•'» \
jj ^ tam'^ c^Ae-ra®®

/ /

e-

by us ®-^4^ 1 asi chlii-vq *&

-S

1 asi ehlie-vq

by you ...

f /

c

by them ..
^

*-?4^^^3 limaxh chhi-vq^^
^ 1

j43 timau chhe-vq^^
j

118. They have been sent

Masculine. Feminine.

*1 ' ft
]

vt*
40

ll
by tbee ... ise cKhi-tlia-h

f
|‘

''
' 1 ’•M

1

tse chhe-tha-h

1
' ^

' S‘
^'8

i ^
by you ... ^1 tohi chhi-va~h 1 .S -V f ^^4^ tohi chhe-va^h

[This form is nsed only in the second person.]

62 See § 113, note 59 aboYe.]
/

6® By her ^*3 iamK
<«•

/

** By her tami,

/

® Instrcimental suffix omitted, as the pronoun in the instrumental is given. Thus, instead of chhi-va

it //

chhi^ha-vat and so on. See § 113, note 69, abov^.
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119.

The Causal verb is ooujugabed exactly like the simple one, and need not be given in

full. Tor suzmut^ efcc., substitute the coi'responding Participle Passive of

^ f

jyj U marandvm. Thus,

—

mdranovmut ioT

j Ujt/o mdranoomuts for

to mdranovhnqt^ for

sdzmut

smmuis
/ ^

sdzimqt^

'll ! t ' ^
marandve7natsq for sozqmatsq^

#•

120.

Pluperfect.

This is conjugated on tbe same lines as the Perfect, tbe Aorist of the Auxiliary verb

(:}«» T dsun being substituted for ohha^ Tbe second form of tbe Pluperfect (Pluperfect II.)

will be found above, under tbe simple tenses (§ 103)»

121,

I, — Subject — a Houn.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine.

'by me

by tbee ...

by bim ...

by us

by you ...

by tbem ...

by mp

by tbee ...

by bim ...

by us

by you ...

^by them ...

,

ji

/

S tam'^

timaiif

tse

told

^by me

by tbee

by bim

by us

by you

O^-AIJ f

^bytbem

i

osq-l^
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Plural.

Masculine. Feminine.

-p

§

rby me r a 11

1

a bo

by tbee
“I.

0 QQ

(a)*
!
by him ...

1

by us
"f
V-

V

1

i
1

C3
•H ^

1

d S

g.g
i

L e*
^ a

b \ d OQ
d d

1 by you ... s—
§S 1

^by them L J

1

fby me ... 1^1 "1
r • ^

1 bo
d OQ

r- •

1
osz-m

1

by tbee ... OiAnf -5 6

•ii osi‘t

! by him ...

<

' H
h

1

1 1

\ J

H S
!
*3 d ’

k s
<

\

1

by us
/

t

1 0
1

\

DQ
^ '

g i
1

—
by yon ... ss^T

1

1

O f-H
;

§1 I os^-vq

Lby them ... ,)
i

1

"by me

by tbee .. OAttf <1 . ,

OSl-t

by bim ...

1

1
•k ? 1. osun

(0)<
1 A 1by us —

1 —
1

I

by you ...

1

*
j

osi-vq

A-[by them ...
j Josi-Tc

V-
'4

g .

I
c5

OQ CQ

^ o3

a
•”.g
oa

^

sO r-H

pj CS

o +^

«r

*;^T
-CJ

^'1

i s
ea

.S

J.rty«

<£!.*»T

li
^ S

a

H *

: I

«•
-S

s
«•

«•
QO

VS

e*
42

g
«•

-«o

J

asa~m

dsa-t

^ ’IIf* A

dsa-vq

r-
J
asa-m

dsa-i

dsa~n

dsa-m

dsa-h

II, — Subject— a Pronoun*

122. I bad been sent

Masculine. Feminine.

by me r"
.

by tbee ...
1

tse Ss'^-tha^s tse osq-thas

by bim®® ...
•3’ •* i C

(j^***»j
'

taurfi osu'S^
H*

•^•3* tqmi 05fl-s®^
-S
$

by us ^ i

k i
'.Vi -

ihi
'S

4 ^ J ^
J dAj

o / 'V ^
toJit osq-va-8

Co

by you ...
J

ioTii
O
lO

by them ...
' i

•

timau 6su-s^’^ timau 05®.s®7

mmmm m

66 Once for all, by ber, iami.

^ Instrumen^ sufBLx omitted, as the pronoun in the instrumental is given : thus, j ^su-s, for

flSW-TOa-s, and iJsw-Tia-s, as in the aorist and perfect. See § 113, note 59,
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THE CHANDBA-YYAKARANA.

Professor Kielhorn has shewa^ that Jayaditya and Yamana, the compilers of the

KiHkd Vrittiy have used the Ca-rammar of the well-known Buddhist author Ohandra-

g6min or Chandraoharya, the Chandra-VyakaraiSLa^ althoagli they never actually mention

it. As a full knowledge of this system has thns become desirable for a critical edition

of the Kdsihd, a pupil of Prof, Kielhorn’s, Dr. Liebich of Breslau, has examined all the

obtainable materials, — the MSS. found in HepM, Ceylon and Kasmir, as well as the Tibetan

translations contained in the 116th and 132nd volume of the Mdo or Sutra portion of the Tanjur.

Hitherto, no remains of Chandra’s work have been found in India proper. In the Nack-

riohten der K, Oesellsohaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1895, Heft 3,

Dr. Liebich gives a resume of his inquiries, from which it appears that the whole system

of Buddhist Sahskyit Grammar has now been recovered. It consists of the following

texts, preserved either in the original or in the very faithful Tibetan translation :
—

1. The Sutra-Pdthay in six books, corresponding to the Ashtddhi/dyi of Panini, A com-

plete MS. of it, written in 1356 A. D., has recently been acquired by the Indian Government

from N6pal and is now in Calcutta. Moreover, there are several fragments in Cambridge and

a complete translation in the Tanjur,

2. The Sutra^VrittL This is, no doubt, the most important text of the whole system,

corresponding, as it does, in style and treatment of the matter to the Kdsihd Yritti and con-

taining very probably the original explanation of Chandragomin himself. In the colophon,

it is called the work of Dharmadasa. If this is to be taken as a proper name, it may be the

name of the pupil who wrote down his master’s words. Dr. Liebich gives the beginning of this

commentary, which shews its similarity to the Kdsihd and the help it gives for emending

the corrupt passages of its printed edition*

The only complete MS. of this commentary, containing the Sdtras, and written in the

character of the XII.-XIII. century, is in the library of the Maharaja of H8pal at Kathmandd.

Through the kind intervention of Col. Wylie, British Resident in N^pal, Dr. Liebich obtained a

copy. The original, according to Prof. Bendall, comprises 159 palm-leaves. The copy numbers

281 large leaves of Nepalese paper. Fragments of the same Vritti, not extending over a third

of the whole, are in the Cambridge University Library..

3. The Sutra^Paddhati, a gloss by Auandadatta. Copious fragments, belonging to the first

and second books of the Sutra;pdthay are preserved at Cambridge.

4. Chandra-Alahhdra, a Tiled of the Sdtrajpdtlia, by an unknown author. The single

existing fragment, referring to the fifth and sixth books, was acquired in NTSpal by Prof. Bendall,

and is now in his own possession. It is written in a very archaic alphabet, the so-called arrow-

top character,, similar to the South-Indian alphabets and else found in Buddhist votive

inscriptions only.

5. Adhi/edra-Saihgraha

:

a curious little book, containing all the Adhihdras or leading rules

of the Ohdndra-Sdtra, with an indication as to how many Sutras they apply. It is found in the

Tanjur only. Ho such treatise, at least in Grammar, has reached us in the original Sanskrit.

6. BMtvrPdtha, the collection of roots according to the Chandra system, differing from

Panini’s mainly in the arrangement, as it makes the genera verborum the highest principle of

division. It was found by Dr, Liebich in two different translations in the Tanjur, With the

aid of these, the Sanskrit original, too, was afterwards discovered in the Cambridge

collection.

There is a third translation of this work in the Tanjur (Ho. 3727), wifch some alterations,

having the ad- and ^w^o^^-classes combined into one, and the last or c/^^wr-olass worked over

I Ante, Yol. XY. pp. 183-5.
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and rendered more similar to Panini’s. In the concluding verses, Bgrod-dka-seri-ge (Durgasimha)
is named as the author of these alterations. Dr. Liebioh has shewn that this Durgasimha is

identical with the well-known commentator of the Kdtantra Grammar, and that he really

introduced the Dhdtupdtha of the Chflndras in this revised form into the Kalapa system, as it is

found in all the Sanskrit MSS. of this Grammar, while the genuine Raldpa-DMtus'utra,

differing totally from this, is again preserved in the Tanjur only (No. 3723).

7. A Dhdtu-Pdrayana by Pdrnachandra, probably belonging to the Chandra system and
corresponding to the Madhaviya^-DJidtuvritti, was bought by Prof. Bendall in NSpal, and is

now in the Cambridge collection,

8. Gana-Pd}ha. The Gams of the Chandra system are fully incorporated into the Sutra’'

Vritti (No. 2), just as the Kdsihd Vritti contains the Ganapdtha of Panini.

9. JJnddi-Sutrat preserved in the Tanjur only. Ohandrag6min has arranged his unddi

affixes in three books according to the final letter. The first book or chapter contains the

affixes ending in any vowel except a; the second the affixes in a from ha to ya; and the third,

the remaining a-affixes from ura to Aa, the so-called Ai;^j>affix and the affixes ending in

consonants.

10. Unddi-Vritti

:

an excellent commentary to the former, in the Tanjur only. The
words derived from the unddi affixes as well as their synonymes are given in Sanskrit together

with a Tibetan version.

11. Upasarga-Vritti^ an explanation of the twenty Upasargas or verbal prefixes of the
Sanskrit language, by Ohandragomin. It is found in the Tanjur only,

12. Varna-Sutfa of Chandragfimin, corresponding to the Pdniniya-'Bi'kshd and like this

containing rules on phonetics. It was found in Kasmir by Prof. Biihler, and is moreover trans-
lated in the Tanjur

»

13. Varm’fSdtfa-VritU, a metrical commentary to the former by Ohos-skyon, «, e.,

Dharmapala, in 119 slohas, This.is preserved in the Tanjur only.

14. ParihMsM’-Sutra, giving the rules of interpretation for the Chandra system. It was
found in Kasmir by Prof. Biibler, together with No, 12, Dr. Liebich has proved the
genuineness of these parihhdshd rules by quotations from the Sutra Vritti (No. 2).

16.

Bdldvahodhana, an elementary treatise on Sanskrit Grammar according to the
Chandra system, corresponding to the ILagliuhaunfiudi of ^aradaraja. It was written in
Ceylon by a Buddhist priest named Kdsyapa, or Kassapa, about 1200 A. D., with a view of
facilitating the study of Sanskrit, But its existence seems afterwards to have caused the loss
of the original Vydkarana in that island. It was discovered by the late William
Goonetilleke, who reported on it under the title, ‘‘The Grammar of Chandra*' (ante, Vol. IX.
pp. 80-84) and published its beginning, about a third of the whole, in the Orientalist, Dr. Liebich
is in the possession of a complete copy of this work, presented to him by Mr. Mendis
Gunasekara of Colombo .2

16. Tinanta, a treatise on conjugation of verbs on the Oh4ndra system. In the Tmjur
V *

17. Subanta-RatndJcara, the “jewel mine of nouns-.” a collection of nouns according to
gender and last letter, and belonging to the Ch&ndra system. In the Tar^r only.

18. Fyakarana-Subanta, treatise on the declension of nouns according to the Ch&udra
system : found in the Tanjur only.

» Apnated edition of the BSl^eahodham has appeared in the meanwhile (Colombo, 1895).
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19. Vibhakti’-Kankdy by Isvarabbadra or Sin)babhadra> treating tbe same matter as the
former: preserved in the Tanjm only.

20. Samhandha-Uddesa or Chakga-Vi'itti, a short and rather meagre treatise on syntax by
the "K^yastba Cbangadasa, written in sloJcas* An original MS. of it is in the possession
of Dr> S. von Oldenburg in St. Petersburg, and a Tibetan translation has been inserted into
the Tanjur^

21. Changa*V^itti~Vivara^a, a commentary to the former, in the library of Dr. S. von
Oldenburg.

The upper limit of Chandragdrain’s date is movt determined by an example given in
the SutTd'Vritti (No. 2), which records as a contemporaneous event a world-known victory
gained over the Hunas. This refers him to the Gupta period. The lower date has long been
known as he is mentioned by Bhartrihari, who died, according to I-tsin, about 650 A. D.

Concerning the date of the Tibetan translations, the colophon of the AdhiMra-Samgroha
(No. 5) is not devoid of interest, in which it is said that the Bhikshu Blo-gros-brtau-pa (Sthira-
mati) translated this text in the city of Teran, the capital of Ndpal. Dr. Liebich has shewn that
Terah is the Tibetan name of P4tan, the old metropolis, which ceased to be so after the
foundation of the present capital Kathmandd. Now Kathmandd, according to the Nepalese
chronicles, has been founded under Guaakamadeva, about 1000 A. D. On the other hand, the
same Stbiramati is said to have begun the translation of Ugrabhdti*s Sishyahitd, The date of
Dgrabhdti is given by B^runi, who says in hiB India (written 1030 A. D.) : “ Ugrabhdti was the
teacher of Anandaplila, son of Jayapala, who ruled in our time.”® So the literary activity of

Stbiramati, who translated most of the preceding texts and a good many others, probably falls

between 960 and 1000 A. D. The Sittrapdtha^ TJjpasargotrVritti^ Var'Qa-Sdtra VarnuBiitrd^

Vritti seem to have been translated even earlier.

THE RECLUSE AND THE RATS.

A TIBETAN TALE, translated by

L. A. WADDELL, LL.D.

Preliminary Note.

The tale here translated from the Tibetan, for the first time in European literature, I

believe, is contained in a booklet,^ printed, it is said, at Nartban near Tashi-lhunpo, the capita 1

of Western Tibet. It is generally believed to be an allegorical account of the war
between the Nepalese and Tibetans and the sack of Tashi-lhunpo by the former in

1792 A. D. Thus the hermit of the tale is considered to he the Grand Lama of Tashi-lhunpo of

that time, Lo-zau Palbdan Ye-s’e, who himself is credited with the authorship of the story.

The tale is also interesting as a specimen of indigenous Tibetan prose with its clumsy pastoral

pictures, everywhere pervaded by the Buddhist ethical doctrine of retribution — as a man
sows so shall he reap. The narrative has been condensed in places where it was too diffuse.

Translation.

One night, a hermit, while performing his devotions in the retreat known as The Tawny
Rock Cave,2 heard a strange sound inside the altar vase. On this the hermit said to

himself :—“ Hitherto the solitude of my retreat has been unbroken, what can be the cause of

8 See ante, Vol. XV. p. 31 £.

1 Entitled Qoyn^cli^en dan rdsna-risig or ‘ The Recluse and tbe Rats.'
a Brag-skya sen-ge’i p'ug. The word skya-sen literally means ‘tawny,* and oortesponds to the Sanskrit

s it ^so is therirame of a tree, see Jaeschke*s Tibetan Dietionary^ p. 25.
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this great noise ? Perhaps it is owing to my offerings having been badly made, and therefore

nnacceptable to the gods, or can it be robbers, or is it the evil enchantment of spirits or

devils P '' He therefore spent the rest of the night in prayer and in holy rites, and invoked the

aid of his spiritual tutor till the day dawned, when he arose and went to the vase. Then he

saw that its contents were spilled, and that the offering^ of rice and cakes were cut in pieces,

and the magic-circle offering of rice and the wheaten flour and the other votive offerings were
scattered about and destroyed. Then thought he, the rats— the tawny rat, the Dzara,^ and the

mice,® which he had been so hospitably house-cherishing, were now repaying his kindness by
harm.

So he decided to find this out, and next night he set a wooden cup as a trap, and when he
heard the noise repeated, he went with a lamp in his hand and found a tawny-coloured rat
and a mouse lying under the cup with dishevelled whiskers and dark eyes. As. however, he
thought it would be unjust to punish them without first making due investigation, and consi-

dering what they had to say in their defence, he addressed them, saying :

—

^*0 you two persons, rat and mouse, answer me straight ! I have come to this cave through
fear of death, to make offerings to God and to pray to him from the bottom of my heart. Now,
tell me, have you not taken those offerings which were consecrated to God ? If you have, then
you shall have the ill-repute of sinners ; and for displeasing a hermit, the Dakkini fairies will vent
their rage upon you. If you have not taken these offerings

; then, say, have you seen any one
else taking them? Now neighbours, speak the truth.” He spoke in a soft voice so as to
conciliate them

;
but these two shook their elbows and raised their tiny heads indignantly and

replied :
— « He ! He ! it is ridiculous of you (0 hermit, void of feelings and sense . How can

you take up the cause of others, when you cannot take care of yourself ? A monk intoxicated
by wealth makes a great stir and speaks as intemperately as a drunken man. How could
we steal even if hungry ? Does the vulture eat grass when starving P Have the he-goats
upper teeth in their old age ? Do the crows grow white when they are old P We both have
plenty of wealth, then why shonld we depend on you men for anything ? We have gold, and
silver, gathered by our forefathers, we have heaps of wheat and rice gathered by ourselves, so
we are not driven to such an extremity as to harm a hermit. 0 monk, you had better be
sUent.”)

The hermit now thought that these rats probably were speaking the truth and that other
rats might be the real culprits. And while he was thinking how he could obtain convincing
proof of the offence, a crafty rat came to him and said

“

Hear me, holy hermit ! It is wise to
do all things with due consideration, else you must repent eventually. Cunning people contrive
to appear as if they speak the truth, they mention their own faults at first, and meet their
enemies with smiles. The cat catches the bird by stealth

; rogues steal by stratagem, and often
remain unsuspected. You must therefore get convincing proof.”

The hermit acting on this friendly adTioe, placed, amongst the newly made offerings, atrap
which was so cleverly contrived that it could catch even the shadows of the birds of the sky.
Soon after dark, on hearing again a piercing noise, he hastened to the spot with a lamp and
cor<k and a sharp knife and he found the rats as before caught in the onp. They tried to
their faces in shame, as some of the flour which they had been stealing still dung to their
mouths. But the hermit seized and hound them and cut off a hit of their ears and their taU
and he burned their whiskers and eye-lashes with the lamp-flame. Then he set them free and
they ran squeaking away.

* See my Buddhimi of iPibet, pp. 296, etc.

ooloied,’ is said to Uve in ditches : it is prohahlythe Zab-ra of Jaesokhe’sjt>i T.* 7
— viwjr uwiUAw, IS saiu w uTe lu QitoJaes 1

1

Tibetan Xhdionairy, p. 467, thougli he there defines it as a ‘ mol^ylike animal.*
Byi^wa is appliedto the common ruddy rat, as weU as to mice.
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Tke rats kaviag reached their holes consulted together for revenge. Said they, the hermit,

though apparently of mild exterior, has a heart black with anger, and deserves to be expelled

from the monkish order. Because we had takon a mere morsel o£ his oiEeriugs, he has indicted

on us an unheard-of punishment ! Speaking thns they determined to fight him out, and they

came and seated themselves before him upon a table*

On seeing them, the hermit rebuked them and threatened to behead them, if they did not

confess their crime ; but the rats assumed a more daring attitude than before and said :—‘‘ Can
every spoken threat be carried out ? Can every mere wish be performed in deed ? You have

inflicted on us a punishment unheard of in the laws of kings and religion. If you do not

repent and ask our forgiveness, we will gather 100,000 Dzara rats and 10,000 mice, and bring

you to justice.’’

Now, at this time, there was a partridge with its young one, which the rats had formerly

harmed. This young partridge addressing his mother said :
— “ Mother ! just look at the burnt

faces and cut ears and tail of the two rats. How feme is the Jina’s (Buddha’s) word that the

sins of one’s misdeeds are visited upon oneself.” The mother delighted to hear such news,

smiled and said:
—“ 0 my son, old women are indeed glad to see such sights, even though their

knee-joints ache in going. Come, let us go to congratulate them. Let us afflict them with

taunfes.”

So saying they went to the rats, and having flapped their wings thrice, said : — Ki~h{ swa^

$mal The sun is warm to-day. We have heard such good news to-day. Yon often used to

injure our nest, so we are glad that your ill-deeds have met their reward. As the smith is

killed by the sword which he himself has forged, so the weapon of your misdeeds has wounded

yourself. At this we are glad. How ridiculous you now look without whiskers and eye-lashes

and with cut ears and tail. Ere we die we shall spread the news of this great joke and good

news throughout the world.” On this the partridges flew away, leaving the rats abashed.

Near by were two other birds, one of whom, mOh’u-rih-ma with the long bill, said to the

other Tin-tih-ma:— The parent crow suffers great hardships in feeding its young, yet these

young cruelly drive their parent away. A wicked man, though treated with kindness, will

eventually become an enemy. These two rats have returned the hermit’s kindness with evil.

Therefore let us go and console the hermit.”

Again, outside the cave were two other rats named Glory (bKra-s’is) and The Obtained

Wish (Don-grub), who said to each other

"

Let us go and smother the flames of this quarrel

in its outset, and be the mediators between our kinsmen and the hermit. For one bad man

disturbs the whole country. One Garuda moves the ocean to its depths. One bad piece of

food disorders the whole body. One bad servant raises a quarrel between the master and the

whole of his servants.” They then advised the two rats to cease quarreling with the hermit,

but the rats indignantly refused to hear them, and said Mind your own business. Geese

are not caught in a flsh-trap. You had better go and count the lice in yo.ur bosom.”

Meanwhile the hermit was very sad and inclined to abandon religion. Seeing an eagle

skimming the sky, he addressed it saying :
—” 0 sage among the birds, you have no kin,

nor* attachment to any one country, but can go wherever you wish. I much envy your

position. I am in great sorrow. I was born here, in Tibet, through the force of my karma,

and if I am to agree with the people, then I must abandon religion ; while if I lead a pious life

the people annoy me. Acting according to the holy Law makes enemies of both high and low

;

and if I render service to others I receive injury in return.” The eagle replied :— You are

fortunate to have attained the human form, and you should fully utilize your superior opportu*

nities. The prophet Padma Sambhava® said,
—

* wicked men drive away good men, and the wicked

* The founder of Lamaism, see my Bu^ddhism of TUbot, pp, 22-33, 380, etc.
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shall he revered -while the good shall be treated like dogs : the wicked shall be elevated and the

good laid low. One will not see his own faults, bat will point out the faults of others. Happi-

ness is rare amongst re-births, while the miseries are as numerous as the rings in a lake.' Hermit,

pray rest content with your lot.*' And so saying the eagle flew off to the eastern horizon.

Two Iha-bya-gong-mo birds then appealed without success to the rats to cease their conflict

with the hermit, while two other birds called cho-ha said :
—“ It is better to chant the six syllables

< Om mani padme than to attempt persuading those who won’t listen. To endeavour

to persuade those who won’t listen is like trying to make a knot of a rigid tree, or to hold

an angry elephant by its trunk, or to make a stream flow uphill.”

The rats now bethought themselves of taking advice from their friends, * The White

Small One ’ and ‘ Meditation,’ whom they thus addressed,— “0 friends, if you help us not when

in need you will be worse than dogs ; if you allay not our so rrow when we are sad what is the

use of your friendship ? The old hermit has punished us without our having committed any

crime and if yon do not assist us our reputation is lost. Help us, friends ! help us 1” The two

friends replied ;—“ You are like the great hawk,^ while we are like poor fowls
;
we had not your

friendship before and we do not wish it now. If fowls associate with hawks, the sky will soon

be filled with their feathers. So we leave you to your own resources.” And after saying this

they left them. Then the rats thought that the saying ind eed is true that People love the

rich man’s son.” Everybody was helping the hermit, while not even a lame fowl would take

their part.

Then they went to their uncle * Flat top,’® and said :—“ You alone help us in our distress
;

we used to be leaders in this country, every one relied on us, but the mad old hermit has

degraded us to the lowest position and has most unjustly punished us. Help us to muster an

army against him.” The old rat replied :— 0 nephews, I am hoary wtih age, wrinkled and

toothless, and almost blind; my death is drawing near so that I need to chant the Om marU*

How can I help you in raising an army ? My advice to you is to live in peace with the hermit,’^

A cow,® near by, raised her tail and said :—“ 0 rats, you should have remained humble and

never have tried to harm the hermit, who is an ornament to the hill-side : besides he is my
lAma-priest.” The rats protested that they were forced to quarrel with him, owing to the

severe and unjust punishment which he had inflicted on them, and in proof of this they pointed

to their burned and cut features.

Then they decided to go to a rat named * The Consuming Hare-lip,’i® who in temper

was hotter than fire and fiercer than the river torrent, and who defied the gods and devils, as

well as men. They went to him carrying as presents, a spoonful of barley, a spoonful of mixed
grain, a lump of butter and a piece of silk cloth, and they said to him :—“ 0 king of the rats, you
are strong as the mighty king Ge-sar,ii brave and fierce ! If you do not assist us in our conflict

with the hermit, all the rats will lose their reputation entirely.” The rat-king was furious at

the mangled appearance of the rats, and scratching the ground said:—‘*Ha! Ha! I am the

powerful protecting father, fierce as an angry lion, my bloodshot eyes and awful mien scatter

armed foes by the hundreds, and heroes by the thousands. You did right to come to me, your
great father for help. Shew me at once the person who has harmed you.”

Then they led him to the hermitage, but on arrival there they saw descending the wall a
huge cat named ‘ The Infernal White, with iron teeth and striped like a tiger, who having
scratched the ground and shewed his fangs with all his wrinkled fierceness, said

”

0 foolish

rats, I am the guardian of this hermit, and if you do not instantly obey him, the time for my

’ « sPo-t’afi.

®
^

w Sreg-B^ar.

A legBndaj7 king of Northern Asia, probably a corruption of Ozar or Cassar Raiser.
’Ogfdfcar, -Hus represents the demoniacal guardian (srnn-mo) of Tibet.
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drinking your blood has arrived, for your lives are in my power,” The rat-king ran off in terror

tod hid himself -under -a stone, but a dove named ‘The Virtuous One’ who saw him trying to

escape, turnedround thrice and said :
— “ Tlie rat-king is very vain, though he neither knows nor

can do anything. His pride is greater than the dragon’s. Run quick, leaving your trail of

dirty foot-prits ! You ought to be ashamed to make the lying boast that neither gods,

devils, nor man-ean'conquer you.”

The rats thus deserted by everyone and trembling with terror humbly besought The

Infernal Cat to spare them, crying Have mercy onus, spare our lives ! We did not willingly

desecrate the sacred offerings, we only ate a little under the pangs of hunger, and carried off a

little as we were so very poor ; but we now repent and promise never to commit such offences

again, and from this day forth we shall always obey the hermit.*”

When the hermit heard the rats confess their sorrow for their sins, and their repentance

he gave them this religious advice, after invoking his god and saints, saying :— Alas, 0 my
Lama guide and the Three protecting Cods, may all animals live in peace and may their

passionate hearts be calmed! Bless, purify and enlighten me!” Then turning to the rats

he said, O you rats, hearken to me. Because of the bad deeds done by you in a former

existenoe, when you were human beings, you have received the low bodies of beasts in the present

life, and your impurity has bred ill-will. Because you gave no charity to the priests in your

former life when yon were men, you have in this life become poor. Be not avaricious therefore

in the future, and, remembering your own case, do not injure others. Now promise never again

to molest me and my property or my pious offerings to God.” Then the rats gave the asked-

for promise, and besought the hermit to forgive them. He did so, and each of them returned

to his own home. And since that time the hermit has received no harm from the rats, tod

be has daily increased his deeds of virtue. TMs history has been composed T^y me, a

Y5gin,^ of the name of Blo-gros-ts’nl-Jkrims (Skr, 'Silamaii) at the retreat known as

Brag-skya^seh-^ehi-p’ug.

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROYINOES OP INDIA.

BY M. N. VEerKETSWAMI OP NAGPUR.

'No, 5. — The Self-sacHficing Fairy a Story of Sirens,

Once upon a time, in a certain country, there lived a king who had seven sons, all

advancing or advanced towards manhood. The father loved the princes very tenderly
, so, when

he learned of their firm determination to see the .worlds ke addressed them thus : —
“ My beloved sons, with great reluctance I permit you to see the world in order to gain

experience of it, or, to use your own words, to put a finishing touch to your high and manly

accomplishments as befitting nobles of the first order. But for your own welfare I cannot

refrain from tendering you a piece of advice; viz,, that yon go in the seven directions^ but

under no circumstances make the slightest ac<3
[uaintance with the eighth. For in con-

nection with that direction I have heard thrilling accounts that have made my hair to stand

on end.”

The princes travelled in the seven directions, and found the -countries traversed as

uninteresting as they were devoid of adventures, “ adventures which would atieast compensate

for their trouble; so, consulting amongst themselves, and, setting aside the advice of their

father, they resolved to extend their travels in the eighth direction also.

12 Bya-bral-wa, literally, * One who is freed from deeds.’

1 Narrated by Sh^kh Parid alias ?addar, a young chuprdst in the Comptroller’s Office, Nagpur,^ [Though no

doubt improved ” by the English rendering given it by the recorder, this is a remarkable tale, quite out of the

ordinary run of Indian folktales.— Ed.] - - - -
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In their trayels in the eighth direction the brothers were enchanted with the varied scenery

of the pleasant country, the sweet valleys covered with verdure, the distant blue mountains of

every imaginable altitude, with the primeval forest abounding in trees ever-green and

deciduous *— of thick foliage, resounding with the melodious notes of some of Nature’s famous

songstresses, with the beautiful sheets and wide expansesof limpid waters, with artistic orchards

of luscious fruits and delectable gardens of shrubs and odoriferous plants, carrying through

the agency of the wind for miles around sweet fragrance from their chalices, side by side with

the charmingly beautiful harmonies, of music that emanate Drom the eighth direction

in full volume of sound; and it was by these charmingly beautifnl strains of music, resembling

those of the Apasarasas of the Indra’s heavens above, that the brothers were bewitched. So,

with a view to find out whence they came or who shared in them, the intrepid travellers went

to the furthermost end of the eighth direction, and to their great surprise discovered there a

magnifiLcent abode of fairies,^ which was responsible for the delicious music, with which our

heroes, being friends of that fine art, were so delighted.

The inmates of this solitary magnificent abode, who were seven fhiries of great personal

beanty, and whom the brothers found to be the participators m the music, received the princes

with every mark of kindness, and the latter inferring at once from the outward signs that the

former were greatly in love with them, and harbouring no suspicions of danger arising from

that quarter, returned the love, and made them their consorts by mutual agreement. For
some days the princes lived with the fairies in great amity, enjoying ambrosial viands, delicious

drinks — hot and cold, melodious music — vocal and instrumental, scented baths, and wearing

the finest, lightest and the most valuable of clothing..

But one day the youngest oftKe princes observed that his wife— the youngest ftiiry

—

had turned her back and was weeping bitterly, while taking her dinner. For some reason or

other he did not ask his wife about the matter, neither did he ascertain the cause of it from

other sources. But when this continued for three or fourdays, the husband asked his brothers in

a general sort of way, and at the same time without mistrusting his fairy-wife, whether their

wives also wept, as his did. On receiving a reply in the negative, he asked the ikiry one day
as to the cause ofher sorrow.

“I am sorry for you,” she replied, **because I have a great love for you. And the day is

approaching when you will be killed along with your brothers, and this will happen on the

occasion of a festival amongst us Ikiries, which is fast approaching.”

The prince narrated what he had heard to his brothers, who, realizing that they had fallen

into dangerous hands, advised him, for their common safety, to ask the fairy what should be

done to avert this catastrophe.

He accordingly asked, and the fairy, possessing a very kind heart, replied

“ My lord, I advise you, as also ask you to tell your brothers to shew signs of extreme
disgust or discontentment (such as, amongst others, of rending your clothes, throwing your
turbans to the ground, etc.), to charge the fairies with inattention, to raise complaints on every
possible occasion in the matter of viands, drinks, baths and wearing apparel, and most important
of all to break the legs of your horses without the knowledge of the fairies. On this the fairies

will press to know the reason of your general discontent, and then you should tell them in detail

of your being displeased with them in every way and also impress on them the fact that nothing
short of those horses that neigh in the middle of the night will satisfy you by way of com-
pensation for the unrivalled steeds incapacitated by the breaking of their legs andnow in a dying
state. It is by possessing these wonderful animals, which have the power of saving those riding
on them in an emergency, that you will set yourself free from the calamity that is overhanging
you. Thus I advise you for your own preservation and for the preservation of my lord’s brothers,
and in so doing I am endangering myself it is true, but I do not consider it a danger if my first
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sweet love and his beloved blood relations are saved from destruction by the sacrifice of my
frail

The husband was extremely pleased with the advice of his wife, marked by the ring of

sincerity, truth and true love, and communicated it to his brothers.

The brothers did as advised to the very letter? and the fairies, coming to know of the

grievances of the princes which made them discontented, promised to remedy them, and also

promised to give the horses, distinguished from ordinary animals by neighing in the middle

of the night, on the festival day which was approaching.

Though the fairies promised to. give the horses, they wondered as to which amongst them
could have revealed the secret about these mysterious animal's,, which they thought they only

knew ;
and suspicion with Justice fell on the youngest fairy, whose kindliness of heart the

sisters were aware of, as distinguished from their own relentless ones. This suspicion the six

sisters looked in their breasts^

In due time the festival of the fairies came, and- on the festival day the seven sisters

took luxurious baths, put on the finest garments of rain^bow colours, and, providing them-

selves with the materials of worship^ reached the steps of a temple not far from their

abode, where the youngest fairy was asked to hoM the bandies of the wonderful animals which

were at the time standing ready in their trappings^ The six elder sisters went inside and for some

time remained in the place of worship; but as they came out they ate up their youngest

sister. The princes at this j'uncture were ready for any imaginable emergency, warned

as they had been of the festival beforehand. They mounted the animals with a heroic spirit,

and instantly were the* seven brothers divid'ed from the weird land of the fairies by an interval

of seven seas.

Thus the seven heroes providentially escaped, through the instrumentsiMty of the steeds

that had the power of saving those who were upon them at. any cost,, from the cannibal fairies

and arrived in a certain kingdom.

The king, on hearing from the courtiers of the arrival in his counti^’ of miraculous horses

in which he had no belief, sent for the owners of them, and in the first instance enquired who

they were, and, on receiving a reply that they were common itinerant travellers,, questioned

them no further as to their horses.

But the king’s three daughters of great loveliness and refined aocomplishments, with their

true feminine discernment, perceived in the young men no ordinary individuals of plebeianblood,

but either princes or scions of a royal race travelling incognito in search of adventures, and

believed at the same time that their horses were no ordinary animals. And, therefore, from the

time the princes set foot in their court, the princesses were enamoured of them, and, after the

lapse of some time, obtained their parents’ consent to wed those three of the brothers, whom

they liked most amongst the seven for qualities of head and heart.

But the princes greatly objected to many,, for by the alKance they averred that three of

them would lead a conjugal life, and the rest that of celibates ; and this state of things, they

said, would not meet with the approbation of the gods, not to speak of man*

On hearing this the king replied

My sons, I am pleased with what you say so sensibly, and propose a remedy for the

matter. The remedy is that a neighbouring king has four daughters, accomplished and of

unrivalled beauty, whose hands, with the consent of their father, I shall ask and obtain for four

of you, and solemnize the marriage simultaneously with the marriage of three of your brothers

with my own three daughters,”
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In due cauree, the bridal of the princes had been celebrated with pomp and glory befitting

grand persons* Eor a considerable time the princes lived in every luxury, ease and enjoyment

with their spouses of unsullied purity, in the kingdom of their respective fathers-in-law. But

one day they naturallyremembered their parents, and quick as thought asked their fathers-in-law

concerning such and such a kingdom, admitting for the first time to the extreme satisfaction

and hewildernient of the latter that they were the sons of the by no means minor king who

dwelt there. The princes then made preparations to go, and, selecting an auspicious day,

started* amidst the blessiriga of -their new relatives, followed bj their wives, their wonderful

horses, and their retinue, and reached their father-land.

Their father and mother, who were almost blinded by constantweeping for their sons whom

they thought to be lost, were now very much gratified to see them safe and sound once more in

their midst; hut the former, notwithstanding tKe gTatification, had a great mind to inflict

condign punishment, Rnd it was only when his wife brought to his notice their extreme duti-

fulness to him, excepting this breach, that be excused them half-heartedly. Yet be could not

refrain from expressing his regret that they should have set aside bis advice, and thus reduced

him and their mother .to mere skeletons.

NOTES ANB QUERIES.

AN UNLUCKY FLAW'-RUEMESB
SUPERSTITION.

Extract from a diary of Maung Ba Thaw,

JJc^unwm of the Mymgyan Bisiridt

At J)^byawll, I was told of a dispute about a

S6ven«toothed harrow which had a haw in

it owing to a wrong hole being chiselled out for

one of the teeth by the maker. This harrow was

purchased by one Maung Yuet from an itinerant

vendor. His fellow-vihagers, as soon as they

saw the harrow, demanded its surrender to them,

on the g?:ouaid that it was keeping offthe rain^

and that it must be thrown into the Irrawaddy

after being coated with \>a7iaWd and decorated

with flowers, and broken so as to be useless

!

It is said to be the Burmese custom to crop the

hair of the maker of a harrow mth' a flaw in it,

deck him with flowers and l>anMk*d and then

make him dance and carry the harrow to the

river. Otherwise the country is sure to suffer

from drought.

Maung Tuet at refused to give up his

haiTOw, and then threw it into a fishery:; but after

much coaxing from his fellow villagers has now
agreed to give it up.

B. Houohton.

PUNISHMENT OP AN UNSUCCESSPUL
WIZARD.

^ There was lately an outbreak of cholera in a
remote Gond village in the Central Provinces.

The local deities were either supposed tohe power-
less in the matter, or were suspected of oonniv-

amce, and the headmen accordingly repaired to a
neighbouring hamlet to obtain an impartial opi-

nion from the custodian of a shrine erected there.

The priest, on being consulted, fell, or affected to

fall, into a state of frenzy ; and while thus inspired,

as was thought, by the goddess, be cried out in a

loud voice that u certain man whose name and

caste he gave, and who dwelt in the cholera-

stiicken village,, had brought the visitation,

and could alone remove it. The elders at

once returned and exhorted the man to do

what he could. He had always been credited

with magical powers, and now., followed by
an anxious crowd, he proceeded to exercise

them. Pirst he made offerings of a young pig,

I a bme, and ashes to the local deity; then,

clad in a yellow garment, he ran the circnit of

the village and finally set up a small barricade

across tbe entrance, through which, he declared,

it would be 'impossible for cholera to pass. But

his spells had lost their virtue, and the village

folk still went on dying. The wizard repeated the

ceremony, but again without avail; for while

he was peiforming it a third time, men came up
saying that two more victims bad been taken.

With regard to what followed, it is impossible to

speak with certainty. The police, who soon heard

of what was happening, repoi^ted that the unfor-

tunate man had been beaten to death by his

neighbours, as a punishmemt for his want of skilh

The vi^gers told another story. Disheartened,

they said, by his failure, he proceeded to demolish
the shrine of the goddess whom he had invoked in
vain. He was carryiug off her image, intent on
throwing it into the river, when he himself was
seized with the cholera and died within a few

hours.

R. 0. Temple. '
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ON THE AGE OP TIRUNANASAMBANDHA,

BY P. SUNDAEAM PILLAI, M.A.

Among the Saiva community of Southern India, no name is held in greater venera-
tion than that of TiruMnasambandha. By the Saiva community, I mean the Hindus

that regard Siva as the head of the Hindu trinity/ ^aivas, in this sense, form the bulk of the

population in the districts of Tinnevelly, Madura, Trichinopoly
,
Tanjore, South Arcot, Chingleput,

Madras, North Arcot, Salem, and Coimbatore, and are also found in large numbers iij certain

parts of Ceylon, Malabar, and Travancore, — in short, wherever Tamil is the prevailing tongue.

The Kanarese people are also more or less exclusively Saivas ; but they adopt a bigoted form
of the common faith, and are therefore known as Vlra-Saivas or LihgAyats. Among the

Brahmans too, there is a section specially called Saivas, and the vast majority of the rest, though ’

known as Smartas, venerate 'Saiva traditions and ceremonials, and are Saivas to all appearance.^

Por all the Saivas, and particularly for the non-Brahmanical Tamil Saivas, Tirunanasam-

. bandha is the highest authority, and his works have all the sanctity of the Vedas,

The Tamil Saivas have their own system of sacred literature, compiled and arranged

so as to match the Vidas^ Furanas and ^dstras in Sanskrit. The hymns of Sambandha^
together with a few other songs, are in fact known as the Tamil V6das. These hymns and songs

were compiled and arranged into eleven groups, or Tirumurai, by one Nambi A^^Ar
Nambij a Brahman priest of Tirunaraiyur in the Tanjore district, — the sovereign who
patronized this Tamil Yyasa being RAjarAja Abhaya Kula&Skhara Ch6la,2 as will be seen

further on. Of these eleven collections or Tirumurai, the first three contain the hymns of

Sambandha, and the next three those of a V61i,la saint, called Appar or TirunAvukkaraSu,

an elder contemporary of Sambandha, and an earnest and pathetic writer, whose thorough

renouncement of Buddhism^ seems to have been the first of the irreparable reverses which that

religion experienced in Southern India. The seventh comprises the rather humorous hymns
of Sundar% a Brahman devotee of a later generation.^ These seven collections form the

compilation called DSvAram, also known as A(^augal-Mrz^ai, and are perhaps meant to match

the hymns of the earlier portions of the Vidas, which they closely resemble in being but praises

and prayers oiffered to the deity. They are used also, much in the same way as the YSdic

hymns, on ceremonial and religious occasions. The mere learning of them by rote is held to

be a virtue, and special provision is made in respectable Saiva temples, throughout the Tamil

districts, for their public - recitation after the daily ^ujds, by a class of Y^Iala priests, called

OduvAr. The earlier work,® the TiruvAfeagam, forms a part of the eighth Tirumurai or

collection. It is perhaps intended to take the place of the JlpanisJiads, and there is

decidedly no work in the Tamil language more deserving of that distinction. There are,

indeed, but few poems in any language that cau surpass the Tiruvdsagam or ‘the holy word^

of MAigtikkaTaSagar in profundity of thought, in earnestness of feeling, or in that simple

childlike trust, in which the struggling human soul, with its burdens of intellectual and

moral puzzles, finally finds shelter. The hymns of nine other minor authors, composed in

apparent imitation of the Divdra hymns, make up the ninth group called Tiru-ISaippA.

Among these nine authors was a Chdla king named Kap-darAditya,® and I am glad to find his

1 For instance, they use holy ashes, rvdrdihsha beads, etc. ® See the verso 2,

® Under the term Buddhism, I include all forms of anti-V§dic heresy that prevailed in this age. Thongh they

differed among themselves, all the schismatics, known variously as Kshapanas, Bauddhas, Jainas, Th^ras, SAkyas,

Arugar, etc., were at one in rejecting the authority of the Vidas, Useful pieces of interesting information may

be gathered from the DMra hymns concerning all the sects of Sonth-Indian Buddhists.

^ See the TWurmroA^handMi’Pur&ncm, verse 16.

® The priority of MAnikkavA^gar is generally accepted only on tradition, and on the genealogy of the Bundyas

given in the Madura Sfhalo-Pur%o. Better evidence is found in the DSvi.ram itself. See verse 2, page 652 of

“Eamasvami Pillai*s edition, whereAppar directly alludes to a miracle ascribed to MA^ikkavAlagar.

8 See verse 10 of his rint-Isaippd.
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name in Dr. Hnltzsch’s table of Chd}a kings,^ as the one, from whom Bajaraja, who ascended
the 0h61a throne in 984-85 A. D.,® was the fifth in snccession. The tenth collection contains the

mystic songs of an old Y6gin, called TirumtOar. The eleventh and last evidently looks

like a supplement, and was perhaps intended to provide room for all other sacred writings
current at the time. It embraces a number of miscellaneous treatises, some ascribed to
Nakkirar of the old Madura college. The -last ten pieces in the eleventh Tirummai were
written by Nambi A^d^r Nambi himself; and of these ten pieces, the third or the Tirutto^dar
Tlruvandadi forms the basis of the Tamil Purdna, popularly called the Feriyapurfi^am

; and
this completes the analogy we have drawn between Nambi Andiir Nambi and Vyasa, — the
compiler of the Aryan VSdas and the supposed author of all Purdnas. These eleven collections,

together with the Periyajmruifam, make up the sacred literature of the Saivas, if we put aside
the works of the Santana-Ach&ryas, called SiddhdniaSdstras,^ fourteen in number’ and professedly
philosophical. These last correspond to the Vdddnta-Siltras and their commentaries, which, though
not looked upon as revealed, form still an integral portion of the sacred Sanskrit writings.

Prom this short account, it must be clear what position Tiruliftnasanxbsndha holds
among the Tamilas as a religious teacher. He is decidedly the greatest and most popular of
the Tamil Bishis^ There is scarcely a 'Saiva temple in the Tamil country where his image is not
daily worshipped. In most of them, special annual feasts are held in his name, when the leading
events of his life are dramatically represented for the instruction of the masses. All of
poets, from his coUeagues Appar and Sundarar to the latest of Pitr^tira-writers, from the
purest of VMantists like Tattuvar&yarW to the most uncompromising of dualists like AroJ Nandi
Siyaoh&^a, from the iconoclastic KawTicjLaiya VaHalteH to the Vita-Saiva SivaprakftSa,
unite in invoking his spiritual aid at the commencement of their literary labouis. Indeed
any Tamil scholar ought to be able, at short notice, to compile a goodly volume of the
encomiums paid to the memory of this religious teacher by an appreciative posterity.

Even as a poet, Sambandha has more than ordinary claims to be remembered. His hymns,
of which three hundred and eighty-four padigams^ or more than 19,000 lines are now extant,’
are models of pure and elevated diction, generally earnest and touching, but always melodious
and well-turned. Most of them appear to have been uttered impromptu

; and all of them,
being lyrical, are set to music. The original tunes are now mostly forgotten. They were lost
in the later airs introduced by the Aryan musicians of the north. Some of the old namesi®
are still retained

; but it is difficult to believe that they denote, in the new system, the
,same old Dravidian melodies. The very instrument upon which these melodies were
played, namely the ydl, is so completely forgotten that no smaU difficulty is felt in following
the descriptions of it in such ancient classics as the Ten Idyfoandthe Silappadigdram. The«
now in use would appear to be of quite a different structure.^ The melody of some of the
hymns of Sambandh^ therefore, may not be fully realised, since the tunes to which they were
set are now lost Taken all in all, Sambandha must be reckoned as a great genuine Tamil
poet, certainly the greatest in the lyrical department. It is a pity that he composed nothing"

’ Swtfh-lnSm ItuwtpKong, Vol. I. p. 112.

~ ’

» See ante, Vol. XXm. p. 297, and Bp. Ind. Vol. IV p. 68

canonized saints of the glaivas.
^ described in the PeHya^gur^am, the

“intellectnal similes.” Compared Tnth his merciless
^

MidothM., rofwqnenUy qnotrf, Math. tMwrt of Wmw woriaof
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iu any other line. With his masterly command over the language and his marked individuality,

he might have left behind more imposing monuments of his genius in the epic or the drama-
tic line, if his vocation and circumstances had permitted him the requisite leisure.

But, evidently, his time was otherwise fully engaged. His life is narrated at great length,

in the Periyapurdnam, but scarcely with such particulars as a modern historian would care to

have. He was born of good Brahman parents of the Kaun^inya gotra at Brikali or Shiyali,

a few miles to the south of Chidambaram. His father bore the name of Sivapadahridaya, and
his mother was called Bhagavati. Evidently, they had no other children. At the age of three.

Sambandha, who was then calledPilJai orAju^aiya PiUai, accompanied his father, one morning,

to the bathing ghat of the local temple tank. Busy with his own ablutions, the father forgot

the presence of his son ;
and the boy, left to himself, cried and wept, and called to his mother.

The local goddess heard the cry, and appearing before the boy, gave him a cup of her own
milk. The boy drank the holy draught, and forthwith became Tirufiftnasambandlia^ or * the

one related to (the godhead) through wisdom.* In the meantime, the father having finished

his ablutions, came up to his boy, and wished to know about the cup in his hand. The child

broke out into verse, and pointing to the divine figure, still but vanishing through the sky,

proclaimed the source of the gift. The hymn still exists, and is the very first of the compilation

called but it seems to give no support to the miracle narrated. Probably, Sambandha's

was one of those cases of marvellous precocity now and then puzzling psychologists
;
and no

doubt, he was a born poet who ‘ lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.* Anyhow, after

declaring himself to be of the elect, Sambandha could find no rest. Crowds of people came

to have a look at the prodigy and to invite him to their villages. He responded to their

calls, and commemorated his visit by composing a hymn of ten stanzas iu praise of Siva and

the village visited.

It was while he was thus travelling about, raising unbounded admiration among

the people, and securing the staunch support of the leading men of his age,^^ that an

invitation from MangaiyarkkaraSo, the queen of Ktlu PftisKjLya of Madura, reached him at

VSdaranyam. The Paiidya had been converted to Jainism, but his queen and his minister,

Kulachchijrai, retained their traditional faith ; and wishing to reclaim their sovereign,

they naturally looked to Sambandha, the marvel of the age. Nor was he slow to respond.

Though the Purdna records no previous conflict with the Buddhists, it is clear from

the uniform imprecations pronounced upon them in every one of his hymns — not even the

first excepted— that he must have already encountered them frequently iu the course of his

incessant movements. It is, therefore, not unlikely that Sambandha was anxiously looking

out for an opportunity for a decisive trial of strength. The invitation was accordingly

accepted with alacrity, and the champion of the Saiva faith appeared in Madura. It would be

interesting to get an historical account of the meeting of the two opposing creeds of the time

at the court of the Pandya. That there was such a meeting is beyond all dispute. Of this,

the hymns connected with the proceedings at the meeting, bear ample, and so far as I can see,

unquestionable evidence. But of the debate we have no particulars ; the story is replete

only with miracles. Suffice it to say that the Buddhists were routed, and that KfLn

was duly re-converted to the Salva faith. This event is the most important historical fact

connected with Sambandha’s life. After re-establishing the traditional faith in Madura, he

:peoommenced his travels. He appears to have been an indefatigable traveller, and to have

visited almost every town and every village of any consequence then in the TamiJ districts.^®

A marriage was at last proposed and settled with the daughter of a pious Brahman called

16 Six of these are expressly mentioned : Timn&vukkaralu, his fellow hymn-maker ;
Siruttondar, Tirunllanak*

fcar, Murngrar, and Tinmilakanda Tilpi>&aar, who accompanied Sambandha for the rest of his Iffe, playing on hia

' matchless every hymn his youthful master produced.

There exist l^nms commemorating his visit to mote than 200 places, mostly in the Tanjore district..
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•Namban4ar,i5^ but, at the end of the wedding, a miraculous fire appeared, in answer to the

prayers of the bridegroom, and all present, including the married couple, says the

departed this life to heaven.

^ Thus the life of Sambandha begins and ends with miracles.^® But in spite of these* super-

natural elements, it is impossible not to see in him a powerful historical personality. If the

downfall of Buddhism, at least in the Tamil districts, can be ascribed to one individual

more than to another, that individual is S'toasambandha. That he looked upon the final

overthrow of the Jainas and the Buddhists as the one object of his life will appear from every one

of his numerous hymns, the tenth verse of which is uniformly devoted to their condemnation.

Even after his glorious victory over them at Madura, the habit of cursing them is continued,

shewing that the schismatics, however vanquished, had still a hold on the land. An express

mention of a subsequent debate at Telichchiri is also met with. But from Kun Pandya’s

conversion may be dated the downfall of Buddhism, Buddhism never regained its lost

prestige, and by the time of Nambi Andar Nambi, e. the eleventh century, it was practically

extinct iu the Tamil country.

It is difficult, at this distance of time, to understand why so implacable a hatred was
implanted against the Jainas in the heart of our otherwise amiable author. The religion of

Arnga must have deteriorated, no doubt, a good deal, after it got itself established under

,

As6ka in the north and equally powerful potentates in the south. Religious sects, like poli-

tical parties, are generally good and promising only till they attain to power. However
.corrupted the creed of Q-autama had become, that fact alone could not have been the sole

ground of Sambandha’s intolerance, or the sufficing cause of its rather rapid downfall and
disappearance. With the hopelessly impenetrable darkness that envelopes the history of this

period, it is idle to open such questions. We should rejoice, if we could, with any tolerable

certainty, determine what that period itself was.

It is scarcely possible to conceive greater confusion than that which prevails with reference to

the question of the age of Sambandha. Mr. Taylor places Kun Pandja, and therefore Sam-
handha also, who converted him, about 1320 B. C.,i® while Dr. Caldwell contends that he was
reigning in 1292 A. D. Thus it would appear possible to assign Sambandha to 1300 B. C. or

A. D. indifierently ! This is certainly very curious : and I am not sure whether we can find

the like of it in the whole range of history. Indeed, it would seem that Sonth-Indian chronology
has yet to begin its existence. We have not, in fact, as yet, a single important date in the

ancient history of the DraTidians ascertained and placed beyond the pale of controversy. It

is no wonder, then, that, in the absence of such a sheet anchor, individual opinions drift, at

.pleasure, from the fourteenth century B, 0. to the fourteenth century A. D. ! I am not snre

whether even the conditions under which South-Indian chronology has to proceed have
themselves been sufficiently attended to. Whatever else there exists or not of the ancient

Dravi^ian civilization, there exists the Tamil language with its various dialects, including the

classical dialect, now gone out of use, and the extensive literature written in that dialect. A
critical study of this dialect and of this literature would certainly, under ordinary circumstances,
he held as a pre-requisite for conducting South-Indian antiquarian researches. But, unfor-
tunately, for reasons that cannot be here explained, critical scholarship in Tamil has come to

he regarded as not so essential to those researches.^® Hence tl\e absurdities that we sometimes
meet with in the writings of those whose oracular utterances pass in certain quarters for

w The author of the Tawil Fluiweh mist^es Namb^^lr for Nambi Nambi, — quite a diflferent person.
w It is but just to add that some of these do find support in the DMra hymns. There is clear evidence to

. prove that Sambandha believed in his own powers to work miracles.
19 Nelson^s Madwii>a Country, Part III. Chapter H. p. 55.
se Dr. Hultzsch, too, seems to complain of this prevailing prejudice, “ It is stall a popular opinion,” he writ^

in his pr^ace to the first voltime of Soufh-InMan Tn^i^U'Ons, that a colloquial knowledge of one of the vemaou*
lars with a slight smattering of Sanskrit is sufficient for editing successfully the records of bygone times,”
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axiomatic truths. For instance, Dr. Burnell, in an otherwise very masterly treatise on South-

Indian Paloeography

^

goes out of his way to add the following -footnote :

—

“ Buddhamitra, a Buddhist of the Ch6ja country and apparently a native of Malakhta or

Malaikurram, wrote in the eleventh century a Tamil Grammar in verse, with a commentary

by himself, which he dedicated to the then Oh61a king and called after him Vtrasoliyam, The

commentary cites a great number of Tamil works current in the eleventh century, and is

therefore of much historical importance
;
for the approximate dates even of most Tamil works

are hardly known. He cites Amritasagarairiy Avinayandrj ArMcSvait jEJUmruttam, Kapilart

Kamban, Kamviruttam, Kdkhaipddiniydr, Kdtantras, Kdndi, KundalaMsiviruttanii Kurat,

Sahgai-authors, Ohintdmanif Solardjavarisai, Tandi, Tiruchchirramhalalskovai, Tiruma’tini'oalarUi

Tolkdppiyam, Natnbi, Nalavenhd, Nariviruttam, Ndladiydr, Niydyakuddmani, Neminddam,

Perundevar*s Blidratam^ Manippiravdlamt Mayesurandr, Virusolanmerhavi. This then repre-

sents the old Tamil literature prior to the eleventh century, and to it must be added the older

Saiva works. The above-mentioned literature cannot be older than the eighth century, for in

the seventh century Hiuen Tsiang expressly states that the Tamil people were then indifferent

to literature. That this literature arose under Horth-Indian influences and copied Horth-

Indian models can hardly be disputed; but it is time now to assert,” so runs the emphatic

edict, “ that it is nothing more than an exact copy ;
if there be any originality, it is in some of

the similes and turns of expression only.”^^

But it is time also to see that such assertions do not go uncontradicted. It was but the

other day that I found this passage cited in the EncyclopcBdia Britannica,^^ — a work

supposed to contain nothing but reliable matter. But the passage in question is a veritable

nest of errors. In the first place, to say that Buddhamitra is a native of Malakuta, while there

is his own authority for saying that he belonged to a place called Ponparri, argues either

ignorance of the very opening verses of his Grammar, or an inclination to substitute

the unknown for the known ! For to this day, nobody knows where Malakfita is. It is,

in fact, Dr. Bumeirs own conjecture for the Chinese Mo-lo-kiu-ch'a ;
and its identification

with the Tanjore district rests entirely upon an erroneous reading of his, — taking

ManukulacUtdmani-chaturvedimahgalam in an old Tanjore inscription for MalaMta-

cMldmani-chaturvedimahgalam.^ In the second place, to say that Buddhamitra wrote his

Grammar in the eleventh century, may be permitted as a venturesome conjecture ; but, before

we accept it as an indication of a bit of terra firma on which to build historical conclusions, we

must demand better proof than Dr. Burnell is able to offer. Here again, a mistaken identification

is at the bottom of his argument. Vira-Ch61a to whom the Grammar is dedicated, is assumed to

have been the same as Hajendra-Ch6Ia who “ reigned from 1064 to 1116, and whose coronation

took place in 1079.”24 But neither Tamil literature nor the latest epigraphical researches

lend the least support to this identification, Hay, there can be now very little doubt that

Dr. Burnell simply mistook for a genuine Ch61a king the Chalukya prince Yira-Choda Yishnu-

vardhana IX., who asc*ended the throne in 1079.25 In the third place, it is hard to account

for Dr. BurnelFs supposition that the commentary was by Buddhamitra himself. The old

grammarian was really more modest I The commentary was written by one PerundSvanar,

and not by that author himself.

It is harder still to explain how Dr. Burnell got the curious list of books he gives.

Mr. Damodaram Pillai — the veteran editor of the Virasbliyam— ought to be able to say, whether

he found any such list in the many manuscript copies be examined in order -to bring out his

remarkably careful edition. But the list is its own best condemnation. It is full of enigmatic

Memmts of Sowih-JndimPdaiography,^. 127, iiote 2.

Article “ Tamil” by E(ost). I find myself anticipated by this able -writer in an investigation 1 have been of

late conducting regarding the tense-formations of Tamil verbs.

S3 Ante, Vol. XVIII. p. 240. South-Jndian PdoBograyhy^ p. 40.

36 Sowth-Indim InscriytionSf Vol. I. p, 32.
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conundrums, sufficient to amaze and humble the proudest of Tamil Pandits ! For, has he read

Elimruttam or Narvviruitam f26 He may know Kundalakesif but does he know KtindalaMH-

viruttam? Kalwiruttam, as a metre, he may be familiar with, but has he read Kaviviruitam

as a book P Kdndigai, as a mode of exposition, he may know, but what is Kdndi ? He may con-

demn manipravdlam, as a mongrel sort of poetic diction, and may even be aware that it is

referred to in the commentary in question (for here we actually come upon something that has

a basis in fact), but has he had the rare fortune of meeting with it as the title of a Tamil

work? But he must feel considerable relief when he comes to Tirumanni-valaru : for, he must

know that that is but the initial phrase of a particular stanza in the book under reference, and

cannot be itself the title of a treatise. But to be serious, it is a pure waste of time to examine

the list. The errors in it are too many and too transparent to mislead any one with the

least pretence to Tamil scholarship. In this fanciful list, no doubt, some real names do

occur
;
hut even these shew only what hazy ideas the author had of their hearing. For

instance, “ San^^i-authors,” if it has any meaning at all, must mean the poets of the Madura

college. It might be too bad to suppose that Dr. Burnell could" mistake the Augustan age

of Tamil literature itself for a particular book
;
but how else are we to avoid the charge

of cross division, which enumerates, as of co-ordinate importance, the class and some

individuals of that class ? Further, is there any justification for saying that even these

real authors and works are cited in the commentary ? The most patient study does not

reveal a word of reference to most of them. On the other hand, there is evidence in the

book itself to shew that some of them did not exist to be cited. For instance, Buddha-

mitra alludes to the Sanskrit grammarian Dandin in a way that could leave but one impression

— vis. that the Tamil Tan<|i was yet to be born. With the exception of the Rural, Ndladiydr,

and a few other works, the bulk of the illustrations are the commentator’s own composition,

as the new principles of this Sanskritizing Grammar could not find apt support in the old

Tamil literature.

Turning now to the conclusion drawn, does it look probable that such an extensive litera-

ture, as must be assumed to have existed from the list given, started into existence in the course

of but three centuries of those backward times ? Even supposing there existed no works but

those cited in the commentary (which is really difficult to believe), and omitting also the older

Saiva” works, which are allowed to have existed, though not cited by Buddhamitra,

Dr. Burnell’s list would give us ten important works for a century, that is, one standard work,

worthy of being cited in a grammar, for every ten years
;
and yet, the Tamilas were all but

recently indifferent to letters ! But the truth is. Dr. Burnell is simply indulging his fancy,

and piling up conjecture upon conjecture, to construct his cloudland. Hiuen Tsiang says not

a word about the Tamilas. He simply notes what somebody told him of the people of

Mo-lo-kiu-cha, But to the anxious ears of Dr. Burnell, Mo-lo-kiu-cha sounds like Malakfita, and
to his no less anxious eyes, the innocent word Manukula in the old Tanjore inscription,

though written in characters “ of two to three inches in height,” appears as Malakfita
; and

forthwith, he hurries to apply what is said of the people of Mo-lo-kiu-cha, not merely to the
village of Manukulachul^mani-chaturvSdimaiigalam, nor even to the delta of the KavSri
where that village is supposed to have been situated, but to the whole Tamil race itself!

Untrustworthy as such sweeping assertions about whole nations generally are, the hearsay
report of the Chinese pilgrim would appear to be extremely so, when taken along with another
choice bit of news, his worthy but unnamed informant seems to have favoured him with.
The capital of Mo-lo-kiu-cha, Hiueu Tsiang was told, was three thousand li from K^nchi

; and
Genei’al Cunningham, wishing to discover the place, finds himself quite at sea, having to go
far out into the ocean beyond Cape Comorin cover the distance given ! Xet with
Dr. Burnell, the hearsay evidence of Hinen Tsiang,abont the literary tastes of the people of that

86 [NaHvirvMam actually occurs as the name of a Tamil T7ork in Pandit Y. Sfiminddaiyar’s edition of the
JivahacUni^mani, Introduction, p. 2. — Y. Yenkayya.]

™
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curious missing city and country, is sufficient evidence, to declare that the Tamil people had
no literature till the eighth century A, D. 1 It cannot be untrue that some angels, in their

flights, do extend their wings too far forwards to be good for their vision ! With all my
admiration, I can find no other explanation for the state of mind that could indulge in such
gratuitous and unprofitable dogmatism. Possibly the indiflerence noted is also not to letters

in general, but only to Buddhistic canons, in search of which the pious Chinese traveller came
to India.^^ Lastly, as regards Dr. Burnell’s emphatic assertion about Tamil literature being

but an exact copy of Sanskrit works, it need not concern us much, seeing what proofs the

author gives in the same paragraph of his scholarship in that literature. Even one that has

studied no other Tamil classics than the popular Kumj, may know, if pressed, what answer

to give to this charge. I am sorry, only for the reputation of Dr. Burnell, that this unlucky

note of his, as unlucky as uncalled for, has found its way into the stately columns of the

Encyclo'pcedia Britannica,

Be it far from me to disparage the labours of the few European scholars, to whose indefa-

tigable endeavours alone is due whatever light there exists in this and similar branches of

study. The blame, if anywhere, must rest with the native scholars themselves. If they fail

to imbibe the historical spirit of modern times, and do not stir themselves to help forward the

researches made regarding their own antiquities, they will have themselves to thank, if their

favourite language and literature are condemned and thrown overboard, as is summarily done

by Dr. Burnell.

Returning to our subject, I am aware of only two serious attempts to determine the age

of KflEL Pai3.dya, or which is the same thing, the age of Sambandha. The first is that of

Dr. Oaldwell^s in his Comjparative JDravidian Grammar

^

Introduction, pages 137-143, and

Appendix III. pages 535-540, and the second is that of Mr. Kelson in his District Manual

called the ‘ Madura Country Part III. Chapter II, pages 54-70. Neither of these two

attempts appears to me successful or satisfactory. It would take too much space to review

their arguments in detail, but I shall briefly note what strikes me as the leading features of

these theories.

Dr. Caldwell’s hypothesis as to the age of Sambandha is based entirely upon two assump-

tions— first, that Kun Pandya’s name was Sundara-Pandya, and second, that Sundara-Pandya

is identical with the Sender Beudi of Marco Polo that reigned in 1292. As Mr. Kelson also

proceeds upon the first of these two suppositions, it is necessary to observe once for all that

Sundara-Pandya is hardly a proper name. The deity at Madura is called Sundara, and Sundara-

Pindya by itself is no more the name of any particular Pandya than is Sri-Padmanabha-

dto the individual appellation of any sovereign of Travancore, Hence we find the term

Sundara associated with the name of so many kings of Madura. That it never stood by itself

as the distinctive name of any individual Pantjya, it may be hazardous to assert, but that it

was too common a designation to yield us any historical clue, requires no proof. Still, for the

satisfaction of European scholars, I shall quote just one or two authorities. Dr. Hultzsch says

with reference to the phrase ‘ crown of Sundara* : The name Sundara occurs in the tradi-

tional lists of Pandya kings. In the present inscription the term ‘ crown of Sundara’ seems

to be used in the sense of “ the crown of the Pandya king.”29 go Sundara means nothing but

Pand.ya. Be it also noted that this expression, ‘ Sundara’s crown,* occurs in an inscription of

HS,j6ndra-Ch61a, who, according to Dr. Hultzsch, ascended the throne about 1014 A. D., that

is, 278 years before Marco Polo landed at Kjlyal.

This is the view adopted in my first article on “ The Ten Tamil Idyls.*'

28 The loss to the Tamil language and literature by the death of this venerable Tamil scholar is really great,

and it may be long before that language finds so devoted a student and so patient an enquirer as The Bight

Eev. Bishop Caldwell.

29 Souih-Indian Inscriptions, Tol. I. p. 96.
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It is possible also to trace the source of this common error that confounds Kun Pandya

with Sundara-Pandya. When Kun Pandya was converted by Sambandha, the Baivas in their

exultation called him ninya-Sir-Nedumaya^— the tall or prosperous Pandya of established

beauty or grace
; — probably meaning thereby nothing more than a compliment, like the title

« Defender of the Paith,^ conferred by the Pope on Henry VIII. I am not sure, whether the

name Kun Pandya itself was not an after designation, to be understood metaphorically

and theologically, rather than literally and physically. Anyhow, the Kun Pandya of

Sambandha still continues to be worshipped as a canonized saint, only under the name of ninra-

slr-Nedumara-nayanar. When, however, the time came for the Sanskrit Sthala-Furdna to be

written, the Pandits, who must needs translate even proper names, rendered Kun Pandya into

Kubja-Pandya and ninra-sir-Nedumaran into Sundara-Pandya, exactly as they translated his

queen’s name, Mahgaiyarkkarasi, into Vanitesvari, and his minister’s name Kulachchirai into

Kulabandhana. The Fuvdm itself makes it clear that Sundara-Pandya was simply a title

assumed after the conversion and the Tamilas know of no other title then assumed, but

the name of ninra-sir-Nedumaran. Be the explanation what it may, to build any theory

upon the name Sundara Pandya, is simply to build upon quicksand. I shall add but one more

testimony to this simple fact. The Rev. E. Lceventhal says : “ The name Sundara-Pandya is

found on such a multitude of coins, both in the Tinnevelly and Madura districts, that it is

diflSicult to believe that all those coins should have been struck by one king. Could it not be

that some of his successors had used that name as a title on their coins, the meaning of the

name being only ‘ beautiful.’ Of course, such perplexities are unavoidable, when one

proceeds upon a wrong hypothesis. Por, it should be added, Mr. Lceventhal goes upon

Dr. Caldwell’s theory that there was a particular Pandya, called Sundara-Pandya, who reigned

in 1292. Error in these regions of pure speculation is always infectious.

Now with regard to Marco Polo’s Sender Bendi
;
Marco Polo distinctly says, he ruled over

Soli, * the best and noblest province of India.’ Madura does not answer this description, nor can

we conceive how it can possibly be corrupted, even in the language of these flying foreign visitors

into ‘ Soli.’ Colonel Yule may be right in identifying Soli with Tanjore, the then capital of

the Chdla country : but it looks more probable that it was the name of some province about

the sea-coast yet to be identified. At any rate, it cannot be Madura. That in some undated®^

inscriptions in the possession of Dr. Caldwell, the expression * Sundara-Ch61a-Pandya ’ occurs

will be scarcely accepted as an argument for confounding Soli with Madura, unless we have a

foregone conclusion to maintain. More reasonable appears to be the conclusion arrived at by

Colonel Yule, that Marco Polo’s Bender Bendi was no sovereign of Madura, but some adven-

turer “ who had got possession of the coast country and perhaps paid some nominal homage to

Madura.”®^ is unnecessary for our purpose to follow Dr. Caldwell through the maze of

dreamy tales he cites from two Muhammadan historians, to shew that there was a king in

Madura about 1292, called ‘ Sundar Bandi.’ The earlier of the two, Rashidu’ddin, says that a.

Sundar Bandi ruled over Malabar, extending from Kfilam to Silawar (which Dr. Caldwell
interprets as Nellore !), with a Muhammadan minister named ShSkh Jamalu’dclin,and that he died

in 1293, leaving his throne and seven hundred bullock loads of jewels to his lucky minister !

Wassaf, the second historian, agrees as to Sundar Bandi’s death in 1293, but amplifies the seven
hundred bullock loads into seven thousand, and gives the treasure to a brother of Sundar Bandi,
instead of to his Muhammadan minister. But not so harmless is his other exaggeration about
the extent of Malabar, which is here described as stretching from the Persian sea to Silawar
(or Nellore), — which, indeed, would be a noble province to rule over, but neither Malabar,
Madura nor Soli ! Still more remarkable is another statement of this historical authority

Timvilaiyddxtl-PurdTi^am, Chapter 69, verse 68 ; and TirunehiU Sihola-Pwrdnam, p. 748, verses 4 and 5.
The Coins of Tinnevelly, p. 19.

5® I have now with me some inscriptions with this name which I should have published already, but for want
of time and health to make out their full bearing.

Colonel Yule quoted by Dr, Caldwell ; see Appendix III, p, 537.
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depended upon by Dr. Caldwell. The Sundar Bandi who dies in 1293, re-appears in 1310, and

flees from Madura to Delhi for protection against a rebellious brother of his 1 But it is need-

less for our purpose to go into the evidence of these so-called historians, cited by Dr. Caldwell

to support his view. Let us suppose that the reconciliations he proposes, between these and

other queer statements of theirs, are satisfactory, and also that the identification of Marco

Polo’s Sender Bendi of Soli with their Sundar Bandi of Malabar is as sound as the learned

Doctor could wish
;

still, are we any way nearer our conclusion ? A distinctly different iden-

tification would yet remain to be made. Is the Kun Pandya of Sambandha the same as the

Sundar Bandi of the two Muhammadan historians ? There is not the least shadow of evidence

in favour of the supposition, while every historical fact known is decidedly against it. We
need mention here but two. (1) The minister of Kun Pandya was not the Muhammadan ShSkh

Jamalu’ddin, but Kulachchirai Nayanar — one of the sixty-three canonized 'Saiva saints.^*

(2) The dominions of Kun Pandya, instead of extending from Kulam or the Persian Gulf to

Nellore, did not go beyond Trichinopoly, where the three Tamil kingdoms met in the days of

Sambandha.®® The Oh61a kingdom itself did not embrace Ouddalore, which was then a Pallava

province.®®

Now turning to Mr. Nelson, — surely his procedure is more judicious. He has no decided

theory to uphold, but arguing from certain premises, he concludes that “ it is very possible

that Kun Pandya reigned in the latter half of the eleventh century.” The premises assumed

are, (1) that certain conquests and feats, claimed for one Sundara-Pandya in an undated

inscription, are true and applicable to Kun Pandya
;
and (2) that Mafigaiyarkkarasi, the queen

of Kun Pandya, was the daughter of Karikala Chola, who persecuted Kamanuja. Now both

these premises appear to me mose than questionable ; and I shall consider them separately.

The most remarkable point in Mr. Nelson’s inscription is the alleged occurrence in it of the

name of MangaiyarkkaraSi, the patroness of Sambandha. But, as Mr. Yenkayya informs

me, the name of Mafigaiyarkkarasi is a mere misreading of Mr, Nelson for Ulagamuludiidaiydla^'^

the Tamil equivalent of Lfikamah&d^vi. This removes the only ground for any plausible

identification of Sundara-Pandya with the Kun Pandya we are in search of.

The only other historical allusion in the document is the burning of Tanjore and

XJraiyur. Much is made of this by Mr. Nelson. But it is altogether fatal to his theory. Kun

Pfindya could not have burned Tanjore, for the simple reason that Tanjore did not then exist,

Neither Sambandha, nor Appar, nor Snndara found such a place in their systematic and incessant

peregrinations. They do not even seem to have heard of such a place, which would be cer-

tainly inexplicable, seeing that all of them, and particularly the third, spent so much of their

time in what is now called the Tanjore district, where scarcely a village®® was left uncom-

memorated in their endless hymns. Sundara, indeed, mentions a Tanjore, as the birthplace

of a particular saint, but it is not our Tanjore at all, but a village now called Pottai Tanjavur,

a hamlet near Negapatam. By the time of Karuvfir DSvar, one of the nine authors of the Tiru-

liaippd, Tanjore makes its appearance with its temple of Bajarajesvara,®® and in^ that supple-

ment to the Divdram, a hymn is found for the first time for Tanjore, Nambi Andjir Nambi

thus finds it necessary to qualify the original Tanjore of Sundara with a distinguishing

8* We have Satubandha^s own evidence for this fact. For instance, he says vnandiriy^dyA

Xulaekchitai i** Baxnasyami Fillai’s edition, p. 828.

^ See Sambandha’s MukliiclicTiara-^padigam, p. 344.

s® See Tirib^ndvuhharasar Purd/t^am, verse 84, Tirnpp&dirippuliyfir, now called Old Cnddalore, was the capital

of a Pallava province and the seat of a Buddhist university ; hence its name, which is simply a Tamil rendering of

Patalipntra.

w See Dr, Burgess and Mr. NatMa S&stri’s Tamil and B(f>nskrii InseriyUona, p. 51, note 2.

5* Over five hundred and twenty-five such villages are mentioned in the DMra Mynwif nearly half of which

are in the Tanjore district.

It was built by the Ohfila king R4jar5ja about A. D. 1000 ; see Scuih^lndian Xnscrifiion$t Vol. II. p. 1.
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epithet, ‘Marnga-nUttu Tanjai.’^® Though uegative in itself, this is as clear evidence as it is

possible to obtain about the origin of a town from literary records.

Now forMangaiyarkkarafei being the daughter of Karikftla, which is Mr. Nelson’s second

assumption, it rests entirely upon a statement of Dr. Wilson, that she is called so in an account

of the g&0ura of the Buddhist temple ‘ Pudcovaily,* — a place I am not able to identify with

any known Tamil town. We cannot estimate the historical value of this account unless more

particulars are given. But so far as the question in hand is concerned, the account, whatever

it may turn out to be, cannot prove of much consequence. There is but one KarikMa known

to Tamil literature, — the hero of so many immortal poems of classical antiquity. There may

have been several others of a later generation who passed under that honoured name : but

there was apparently none about the time of Sambandha, who would have surely comme-

morated the father of his royal patroness, if he had had any independent importance. In one

of the DSvdra Hymns, the word Karikala actually occurs, but it means there ‘ the god of

death ’ and not a 0h61a prince. But even supposing that Karik&la was the name of the father

of Mangaiyarkkarasi, we should shew that that Karik^la was the real persecutor of R^m^nuja,

before we can draw any inference with reference to the question in hand^

I find in Dr. Caldwell’s arguments too, a reference to I am afraid, it

indicates too serious a distortion in the view taken of the religious history of Southern India

to be passed over in silence. We cannot here go into the question in detail, and must be

content with pointing out certain well-marked stages in the religious development of the

Tamil nation. There was a period, lost altogether in hoary antiquity, when the native

Dravi^ian religion, with its peculiar forms of sacrifices, prophecies and ecstatic dances, dimly

visible still in venydftu, •odla'i^ddal, and other
^
ceremonies of mountain races, was alone in

vogue. The first foreign influence brought to bear upon tbe primitive form of worship was

that of the V^dio religion, which, with its usual spirit of toleration and compromise, adopted

and modified the practices it then found current in the country. For a long time the influence

w:as anything but strong ; but it accumulated as time elapsed, and some traces of tbis foreign

influence may be observed in such fragments of the pre-Tolhdppiycm works as now and then

turn up in old commentaries. By the time this famous grammar came, to be written, the

Dravi^iaus would appear to have adopted a few of the social institutions, myths, and ceremonies

of the Aryan settlers. But it was even then only an adaptation, and no copy. The most
ancient of the works of the Madura college were composed during this period. Next came
the Buddhist movement

; and after a long period of mutual toleration and respect, during

which was produced tbe bulk of the extaut Tamil classics, the creed of Gautama supplanted

the older compound of Dravi^au and Y6dio worship. After attaining to power, the mild

doctrines of Buddha seem to have undergone rapid degeneration and to have otherwise offended

the followers of the original cult. Then followed the revival of JHindiiism. In the course of

its long contact with Buddhism, the old Dravidio-iiryan religion was considerably modified in

principles and practice, and tbe Hindfiism that was now revived, was altogether there-

fore a higher and more complex compound. The first who raised their voices against

Buddha, were those who worshipped &va, a name that the Tamijas had learnt to use

for the deity, ever since they came under the Aryan influence, if not earlier, as con-

tended by Dr, Oppert. The’ question was theu, not between Siva and Vishnu, for no

such antagonism was then conceivable, but between the V6dic ceremonies and the

teachings of Buddha, The struggle must have continued for a long while, but the time was
ripe when Sambandha appeared. Already had Appar,— a learned and earnest Buddhist monk
in the most famous of the southern cloisters,^® — renounced publicly his faith in Gautama
and in a generation or two appeared Sundara. These three had to fight very hard, but

Sftc tke Tirvmndddi, verse 66. Sdtkilfir does the same j see ^et^Uu,nain6l/ya^r Purdnam, verse 1.

« Bamasvami Pillai’s edition, p. 983. See Gompargiive JDravi^ian Qtmfmw, Introduction, p. 140l
I uiean Tirupptdirippnliydr, uaiued after P&|ajipntra.
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they succeeded nevertheless in turning back the tide of Buddhism j and though the schismatics

lingered long in the land, they never regained their lost position. Thus was inaugurated the

period of piety and miracles, which, no doubt, impeded for a while the cause of sound learning

and culture. It was during this period that the country came to be studded all over with

those temples, which to this day form the characteristic feature of the Tamil provinces.- As
this process was going on, there appeared the Alvars to add to the general excitement and to

accelerate the decline of Buddhism. Though they represented the community that loved to

feature the deity in the form of Vishiau, I do not think they ever set themselves in direct

opposition to the halvas, as their later adherents do.^^ The common enemy, the enemy of the

Vidas

f

was still in the field. It was while these sects of Hindfis were thus re-establishing

themselves in practice, that the Acharyas, the theological doctors, rose to supply the thegry.

Even to the earliest of them, Samkaracharya, was left only the work of formally and theore-

tically completing the religious revolution that was already fast becoming, in practice, an

accomplished fact, at least in Southern India.^^ He is usually said to have established, by his

Bhdshyas or philosophic interpretations of VSdio texts, the six orthodox systems of worship,

^iva and Vaishgava forms inclusive. This assertion ought to be carefully interpreted
; for there

can be no greater mistake than to suppose that he invented, or originated, these six systems.

Forms of religion are founded, not by philosophers and theologians, with their interpretations

and argumentations, but by heroic men of faith — faith in God and faith in themselves, to

such an extent that they can induce not only others but themselves, too, to believe in the

miracles they perform. The former come later on, to justify and sanction what already exists,

with their elaborate exegetics, written solely for the learned and thoughtful — not to say the

sceptical. Samkaracharya himself is personally a ^iva, but he suppresses his individual

inclinations, and takes his stand upon the common ground of the Vidas

f

and so supports all

sects accepting the authority of those hoary compilations, in order to shew a united front against

the common foe. It is expressly to meet, the heresy of Nirvdna that he formulates the Advaita

or non-dualistic theory. But the common enemy soon disappears, or at least sinks into unim-

portance ; and later Acharyas, not feeling that external pressure, find the Hon-Dualism of

Samkara a little too high-pitched, if not dangerous also to the current pietist forms of worship.

Accordingly, Ramanuja slightly modifies the original Hon-Dualism, and distinctly puts a

Vaishnava interpretation on the Vfedic texts. But he still retains the Non-Dualism of Bamkara

to some extent. His system is not Dualism, but ViHshtddvaita, meaning qualified Non-

Dualism. When we come, however, to the days of MadhvachSrya, the Buddhistic theory is so

far forgotten that all forms of that original Non*Dualism, with which alone Samkaracharya

was able to confront the heretical Nihilism, are completely rejected in favour of pronounced

Dualism, which perhaps was always the theory implied in the ^iva and Vaishnava practices.

And what is more, this last of the Acharyas adopts some of the very principles for the sake

of which Buddha revolted against the Vidas— as for instance, substituting animal images

made of dour for the veritable and living ones required for VMic sacrifices. But except in

the matter of such minor details, the dogmas of none of these Acharyas affected the forms
of public worship. ' The temples and the processions remained, exactly as they were in the

days of the fiery votaries of old — the Baiva Nfiyanmars and the Vaishnava Alvars
; only, as

time rolled on, these latter crept, one by one, into the sanctuaries they themselves worshipped

and secured those divine honours that are now their undisputed rights. With the last of the

Acharyas^® we reach fairly into the Muhammadan times : and the arrest that all native

** The fable of Tirnmangai AlvSr*s quarrel with Sambandha, whose trident he is said to have snatphed, reflects only
,the modeiaa feelings of the sect. Even as a story it fails ; Sambandha had only a pair of cymbals, and never a trident.

*6 Even in Northern India, the practical work of confuting and overthrowing the Buddhists fell to the lot of
Bhatta Kam&ra, — the redoubtable champion of V^dic harman^ — and of Prabhfikara rather than of Samkara, who
followed them after several generations.

*® There can be no dispute as to the age of Madhvdchfirya. He died in Saka 1120, the Pingala year, or
1197-98 A D, [Oompare Dr. Bhandarkar’s Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts for 1882-83, p. 208.] Satyavtrattrtha,

who died in 1879, was the thirty-fifth from him in succession.
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activities in religion, literature, and other walks of intellectual life then experienced, is a

matter of history, and not of speculation.

Prom this short account, it should be clear inwhat period we ought to look for Samban-

dha. The confused talk about Humanujacharya and Kiin Pandya, which we find in both Mr. Nelson

and Dr. Caldwell, betrays such an absence of the sense of historical perspective as cannot but

produce the most amusing and most grotesque results. For instance, it is now pretty well

established that the independence of the Tamil countries was completely lost by tbe early years

of the fourteenth century. It was about the year 1324 A. D., that the notorious and cruel-

hearted chieftain,. Malik Naib Kttdr of Perishta, popularly known in Tamil as the Adi-

Sultan Malik NSmi, took possession of Madura, razed to the ground the outer walls of the

town with their fourteen towers, and demolished the temple and despoiled it of its valuables,

leaving behind nothing but tbe shrines of Sundar^svara and Minaksbi. Tbe Muslim clouds,

must have been hanging over the Tamil kingdoms a good many years before they at last broke •

and overwhelmed the southernmost of them. Whether or no the Muhammadans actually subvert-

ed the Pandya kingdom about 1100, as Mr. Nelson*^ is inclined to think, the Papdya kingdom

could have enjoyed little peace during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Yet it is at the

very end of the thirteenth century, that Dr. Caldwell would place Sambandha and therefore

the beginning of that grand struggle between the Buddhists and the Saivas that finally led to

the disappearance of the former. That Kfin P&ndya, the most powerful monarch of his age,

was a Buddhist, is as certain as that he really existed. That Buddhism was the prevailing

religion, though on the point of decline, is evident from every hymn of Sambandha and of his

eider contemporary, Appar, who incessantly complains of the persecutions he experienced, at

the hands of the heretics, in his native district of Cuddalore. Such was the position of affairs

in the reign of Kfin Pandya : and yet Dr. Caldwell would have us believe that Kun P&ndya

ruled in 1292, because Marco Polo happens to talk of a ‘ Sender Bendi of Soli,* in that year

of grace ! And the consequence is that we have also* to believe that, by some miracle or other,

the whole scene had completely changed by 1324, when Malik captured Madura. ,ln other

words, within the short space of thirty-two years, the Buddhistic religion with its wide-

spreading organisation, half a dozen holy orders and thousands of monks in each, all

disappeared as if by magic, and the ready-made Baiva religion stepped into its place, with

its richly endowed temples with golden images, and outer walls having fourteen towers ! If

such a theory does not violate all the analogies of history, I wonder what can ! To add to the

miracle, it was during the subsequent centuries of foreign oppression, of Muhammadan generals

and of Nayaka and Telugu viceroys, that the bulk of our existing literature arose !

Unless, therefore, no better hypothesis can be found, — better fonnded on facts, more

natural and consistent in its consequences, and better confirmed by collateral evidence, — we
cannot bnt decline, with all our deference to the esteemed authors concerned, to accept

either of their theories as answering to truth.

The truth is, such theories are the fruits of pure despair, — are advanced, as the drown-

ing man clutches the straw. Literary Tamil is a difficult dialect to master, and the literature

in it too extensive and complicated to be compassed without years of patient study and
prolonged attention. The conviction, too, is abroad that these literary records are utterly

devoid of historical implications. “We have not,** says Dr. Caldwell, “ a single reliable date

to guide us, and in the midst of conjecture, a few centuries more or less seem to go for nothing.

Tamil writers, like Hindfi writers, in general, hide their individuality in the shade of their

writings. Even the names of most of them are unknown. They seem to have regarded indivi-

dual celebrity, like individual existence, as worthless, and absorption into the universal spirit

of the classical literature of their country as the highest good to which their compositions

could aspire. Their readers followed in their course, age after age. If a book was good.

Madura Country, Part lEL Chapter HI. p. 76,
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people admired it
; but whether it was written bj a man, or by a divinity, or whether it wrote

itself as the YHas were commonly supposed to have done, they neither knew nor cared.

Still less did they care, of course, if the books were bad. The historical spirit, the anti-

quarian spirit, to a great degree even the critical spirit, are developments of modern times.

If, therefore, I attempt to throw some light on the age of the principal Tamil works, I hope,

it may be borne in mind that, in my opinion, almost the only thing that is perfectly certain in

relation to those works, is that they exist.”^® Under such circumstances, it is no wonder, that

for historical purposes, the literary works are treated as if they were as good as non-existent.

If the authors systematically hide even their own individualities, what light are they

likely to throw on the history of their times ? That the vast majority of modern Tamil

writers, — the stereotyped Pwrana-makers and the authors of cut and dry Ealam&agams and

Andddis, — are guilty of this curious kind of literary suicide, can never be gainsaid. But I

would beg to submit at the same time, in extenuation of their crime, that writers of this class

can never possess any individuality either to be preserved or submerged. They are poets

only in name, — with a ready made Booh of Similes^^ and other equipments to suit
;
they dis-

pense with nature and her promptings, as they wriggle themselves up, from rhyme to rhyme,

and alliteration to alliteration. But putting aside these products of stagnation and ascending

to the fountains of Tamil literature, we meet with well marked individualities both in the

authors and in the characters they create, and can observe no great inclination on their part to

obliterate their personalities. On the other hand, their individuality may be found sometimes

even obtruded upon us. For instance, every hymn of Sambandha uniformly closes with a

benedictory verse, where his own name, his native place, and other particulars are given. Only,

in keeping with the general Indian failing as to chronology, the old poets, as well as the new,

give us no dates. They nevertheless specify the names of their patrons, sovereigns, friends,

and so forth, as occasion offers itself, and otherwise furnish us with much historical informa-

tion, which is waiting only to be gathered up and collated, to yield the most reliable

data for reconstructing extinct societies and social conditions.®® I cannot, • therefore, make

up my mind to believe that the old and true Tamil literature is as barren of historical import

as is generally assumed.

To see what light the works of Sambandha and his colleagues throw upon the historical

conditions of their age, is too large a topic to be taken up in this connection. But confining

ourselves to the more important question of the age of Sambandha, the question we have already

propounded for our consideration, we may examine the literary works connected with the

subject, to see whether they cannot furnish us more reliable indication's than Marco Polo’s

* Sender Bendi of Soli *
! The sacred 'Saiva works may not, perhaps, enable us to discover when

Sambandha did actually live ; but they are certain to shew at least when he could not have

lived ; and considering the confusion that reigns in connection with the subject, even so much

of light cannot but be welcome.

(To be continued,)

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY J. CAMPBELL, OLE., I.C.S.

{Continued from p, 84.)

Precious Stones. — In India, spirits are believed to fear precious stones. This

belief seems to be due partly to the colour and brightness of the gems, and partly

to their healing properties. Pearl ash and coral ash are highly valued by Hindu physicians,

especially coral ash or pravdla bhasma, in consumption. The navaratnas or nine gems— maniha

48 Comparative Travidian Ghrammar, Introduction, p. 128.

48 This is a curious book attributed to Pugal^ndi- There are hosts of other treatises telling us with what

letters, words, etc., we should begin a verse and what dreadful consequences will follow otherwise, and so forth.

It is upon this conviction that the Ten Tamil Jdyh have been taken up elsewhere for analysis.
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ruby, mauUiJsa^edixlyipravdla coml,pdcJiaemeTBldL,push1crdja toip2i>Zi hiralta diamond, mid sapphire^

gtmidha amethyst, and lamniica cat’s-eye— are specially yalued by Hindus for their power in

checking the evil influences of the navagrahas^ or nine seizers, that is, the planets. Each of these

nine jewels is assigned to a planet, and when any planet is unfavourable, the jewel which is-

sacred to the planet is either given as an offering to a Brahman in the name of the unfavour-

able planet, or it is set in a gold ring and worn on the finger

A

Gujarat Hindu, who is under

the influence of Mercury, wears an emerald ring, and one under the influence of Qurd or Jupiter

a topaz ring.^® The result of wearing a sapphire or mid ring, which is sacred to ISani or Saturn^

is.uncertain. The owner wears it on Saturday, which is sacred to Saturn, and lays it by till

Tuesday. If on Tuesday no mishap has befallen him, he continues to wear the sapphire so long

as the planet’s influence is unfavourable. Should any mishap befall him during the three days-

he gives the ring to a Br^hman.7® The first thing a Bombay Prabhu looks at on getting up, is

a diamond-ring.®® In Gujarat, crystal is worshipped as the sun. Among Chitpavan Brahmans,

jpanch ratnas or five jewels, generally diamond, gold, amethyst, emerald and pearl, are dropped

into a pot when a girl comes of age.®i Gold and an emerald are laid in the dead Chitpavan’s

mouth.®® In making the marriage booth the Yel41ts, a Madras caste in Poona, bury under the

chief pillar a pearl, a piece of coral, and a bit of some other precious stone.®® The Poona

Ram6^s wear necklaces of the Sulaim^ni onyx to keep off spirits and the Evil Eye.®* A
favourite offering to the Hindu gods are five jewels, generally gold, diamonds, rubies, sap-

phires and pearls. So in Nasik, at the shrine of PancharatnSsvara, that is the Five Jewel

Lord, R^ma, the hero of the Bdmdyana, is believed to have offered five precious stones.®®

In a very old burial mound lately (1880) opened near Nasik, some child’s bones and a

piece of coral were found in an urn, the coral probably to keep evil spirits from lodging

in the bones.®® The city of K61h4pur has a much valued Arab stone, which, when a

woman is in labour, is washed, and the water is given her to drink.®^' Pearls, precious

stones, silver, gold, brass and copper are dropped into the jars which are set before the

DhdrwAy Lihg&yat couple at marriage.®® In Calcutta, in 1887, a ling was shewn made of a

chrysoberyl oat’s-eye set in a topaz. It was supported on a gold base encrusted with nine

gems or charms,®® At the famous Ungi of Mahabalfesvar at G6karn, in North Kanara, once

in sixty years the ground near the ling is dug and strewn with powdered jewels and pearls.®®

The Central American Ohibchas bury gold and jewels in their sacred woods, and throw gold and

jewels into their sacred lakes* They also fill with precious stones the bellies of some of their

gods.®^ In EAnara, quartz powder is rubbed on Yirabhadra’s face. Among the N^pur Gonds
the sdndlh or spirit of the dead comes into the ministrant’s hands in the form of grains of quartz

like rice.®® In Southern India, rich people, instead of rice, sometimes throw pearls or precious

stones over the bride and bridegroom.®® Br^hmaris hold that the lustre' in stones and gema
is the principle of light and life.®* Certain precious stones are worn by Hindus as amulets to

keep off disease.®® On many great occasions it is common for Hindus and P^rsis to draw lines

The ruby js sacred to the Sun, the pearl, to the Moon, coral to Mars, the emerald to Mercury, the topaz to-

Jupiter, the diamond to Venus, the sapphire to Saturn, the amethyst to Elhu, and the laauniJca or cat’s-eye to*

: (Information from Mr, P, B. Joshi) . The alternative in the text is interesting. The sense is either to transfer
the evil influence into the scape-goat guardian, the Brfihmap, or to house the evil influence in the ring, a so either
prison or please it.

w Prom MS. Notes. ^9 Information from Mr. P, B. Joshi,
91 Bombay Gassetteer, Vol. XVni. p. 140.
*9 Qp. oU. Vol. XVIII. p. 258,

89 Mr. K. Eaghunfltlfs BatdnS Frahhus.
92 Op. Vol. XVIII. p. 148.
w Op. cii. Vol. XVIII. P.41S.
96 Op. cii. Vol. XVI. p. 540.

*9 Bombay Qaaetteer, Vol, XXII. p. US.
99 Bombay Gozeitesr, Vol. XT. p. 291.

. . .

** Hidop’s MorigindL IVilea Central Frovinces, Ap. I. p. 1*
Vol. I. p. m2. This practice is also observed among Indian Muslims. Compare JehSngir’s Memoir^t

Persian Text, p. 186. It is called nis&r or sacrifice, aud is done with the object of making iU-luok pass from the
person into the jewels.

OoUlttooke's mxOhMim Eataye, Tol I. p. US. » Maurice’s Indian AnUqwiiiea, Vel VU. p. 637.

95 Op. cii. Vol. XVI* p. 505.

Information from Mr. M. W. Barw5.
•9 Times of India, 5th February 1887.

93 Bescripthe Sooiology^ Vol. II. p. 24,
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of quartz powder, called rdngdU, generally made and sold by wild tribesmen. Tbe object of

this quartz powder tracing is admitted to be to keep off evil spirits.®®

In Persia, tbe carnelian used to be worn by tbe priest of tbe planet Horma2td or Jupiter

Judges in ancient Egypt wore breast-plates of precious stones, and tbe Jewish bigb priest bad a

breast-plate of precious stones with the name of a tribe carved on each stone they had also on

each shoulder an onyx stone graven with tbe names of the tribes.®® A piece of a bone of

Buddba is kept in a crystal globe in Japan.^®® Tbe Papuans of New Guinea carry pieces of

carved wood and quartz as amulets.^ Tbe Nubians cover tombs with white pebbles and pieces

of quartz.® In Peru, when a chief died, a jewel was laid in bis mouth, and in Mexico, a jewel

was placed alongside of tbe dead.®

In Rome, coral hung round the necks of infants Was believed to preserve against

witchcraft and sorcery.^ The diamond was called anachites because it frustrated poison,

drove away frenzying thoughts, and expelled vain fears.® Tbe sparkling precious stones

— tbe diamond, ruby, emerald and sapphire — seem to owe their fame as spirit-scarers to

the fact that they dash in the dark. Perhaps for tbe same reason crystal and glass were

believed to have special power over spirits. Another reason was that the crystal or stone

was a fire-home. Tbe Romans kindled fire by means of a lens or a crystal ball.® Simi-

larly, sile;& or dint was sacred to Jupiter, and in Germany, a witness taking an oath held

a flint in his hand.^ In Middle-Age Europe, glass with spiral lines cured disease,® cattle were

sprinkled with water in which a crystal ball bad been washed,® and precious stones were

believed to have miraculous and healing power.^® The Pope has a sapphire of great value.^^

Dante^® calls the eyes of Beatrice emeralds. Ofctino, commenting on this, says the emerald is

powerful against phantoms and demons.^®

In tbe Scottish Highlands it is common to keep a smooth polished stone in a bag for luck,^*

and there is also a strong feeling, both in the highlands^® and in the lowlands,i® that lammber,

that is, Vambre or amber, cures inflamed eyes and sprains. According to Burton, in England,

in tbe beginning of the fifteenth century, the carbuncle, coral, beryl, pearl and ruby were

believed to drive away devils, to overcome sorrow, and to stop dreams. In England, in 1584,

crystal was believed to staunch blood.^® In England, there was a belief that the amethyst

prevents drunkenness, the diamond betrays inconstancy, the sapphire prevents enchantment,

tbe agate averts tempest, and the cbrysopbrase cures the love of gold,^® The belief in the

spirit-scaring power of precious stones lives in England in the baby’s coral and in tbe bishop’s

sapphire. Of the sapphire Burton wrote :
— “It is the fairest of stones, of sky colour, a

great enemy to black choler, freeing the mind, mending manners and driving away evil

spirits, demons and sprites.” He mentions®® that coral is a cure for falling sickness, so coral

is probably given to children to keep off convulsions and other sicknesses which are believed

to be due to fairy influence. In Suffolk, till 1833, flints hung in a stable protected tbe cattle

against spirits.®^

In the matter of personal ornaments, especially of decoration by gems and precious

stones, tbe feeling and the experience are still fresh and widespread that gems are not only

86 From MS. notes. ^ Dihisidn^ Tol, I. p. 37.

89 Exodusy xsviii. 10, 11.

1 Earl’s P* 8^-

8 Spencer’s Principles of Sociology

,

Yol. I. p. 336.

8 O'pm city Book xxxvii. Ohap. 5.

^ Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Vol. I. p. 180.

9 Op. cit. p. 77. Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Yol. III. p. 1216.

18 Dante’s PurgatorCo, gyiri
. 115 , 116.

i® Capt. H. O. Selby, E. E.

98 Mackay^s Preemcbsonfy^ p. 41.

169 Becd's Japan, Yol. II. p. 162.

8 Bnrkhardt’s Ntibia, p. 264.

* Pliny’s Natural History, Book xxxii. Chap. 2.

• Early History of Mankind, p. 249.

8 Leslie’s Ea/rly Baces of Scotlcmd, pi 508.

11 Jones’ Crowns, p. 401.

u I’pom MS. notes, June 9, 1882.

16 From MS. notes, June 9, 1882.
i"^ Burton’s Anatomy of Melanchol/g, p. 434.

19 Browne's Vulgar Errors, Bohn’s Ed. Vol. I. p. 191.
81 Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Yol, II. p. 503.

16 Henderson’s Polh-Lore, p. 145.

18 Dyer’s Folk-Lore, p, 179.

10 Hxaton’a Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 460.
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pleasant to look on but are lucky. In tlie seventeentli century, the learned Burton

quoted with approval the saying of Eenodeus :
—“ Gems adorn kings’ crowns, grace the

fingers, enrich our household stuff, defend ds from enchantment, preserve health, cure

disease, drive away grief and cares, and exhilirate the mind.”^^ most modern jewellers’

catalogues, bracelets and bangles are Porte Bonheurs or Luck Bringers
;
chains of metal or of

hair are guards ; tassels, fishes, knives, crosses and hearts hung to a watch chain are charms
;

horse-shoes, horns, crosses, and other shapes dear to the evil-eye-dreading Neapolitan form the

most popular pins and brooches ;
and their luck or ill-1uckjs still an important element in

the value of the cat’s-eye, opal, turquoise, sapphu’e, agate and diamond.23 That the glory of

luck still enobles gems, which are the chief of ornaments, helps to lessen the apparent grotes-

queness of the contention, that, in every form, ornament has its root, not in the craving of

vanity or in the love of beauty, but in the need of housing guardian and of soaring evil

influences. According to the general rule, objects round which, in the growing darkness of

dying belief, still rests the halo of Luck have in earlier times been noted centres and homes of

guardian spirits. Four main guardians live in precious stones and scare evil Influences

:

the Bye, Blood, Fire and Light. If these indwelling guardians keep off evil influences from

the wearer they must be able to cure disease as well as to prevent it, since disease is

possession by an evil spirit. Experience establishes the correctness of this argument. Faith

in the virtue of the gem of itself cures sickness and the worldwide tendency to record hits and

forget misses raises the gem to the glory of an all-heal. Since jewels guard the wearer, it

follows that jewels should be used to guard other objects of value which like man are open to

the attacks of evil influences. All guardians need guarding. So priests, bishops, popes, kings

and gods, tools and weapons, animals and furniture, dwellings and temples should all be

protected by the armour of gems. Again, to strengthen their guardian virtue, gems should be

grouped in shapes which in themselves are lucky or evil compelling, in circles, triangles, frets,

knots and crosses. And, to increase their capacity for housing friendly influences, either

guardian forms or evil-binding words should be graven on them. Such seem the chief teach*

ings of the following details.

Into the general and far-stretching belief in the virtues or healing influences of gems the

the following quotations give some insight. From the earliest times the monarchs of the East

attributed magic and talismanio properties to gems.^* The Babylonian gem was a cylinder

engraved with letters or figures. To the inherent guardian power of the stone was added the

influence obtained from engraving on the stone the forms of guardian deities .25 The Assyrian

cylinders or engraved gems bore the names of the owner, of the owner’s father, and of the

*2 In Fraser’s Magazine, October 1856, p. 421; Pettigrew^s Superstitions connected with Medicine and
Surgery, pp. 50-57.

23 VTith, tbe modern Porte Bonbeur applied to the bracelet compare the Uoman Good Luck applied to the jewel
box. In a play of about A. D. 60, one of the ladies, Scintilla, takes from her neck a little case, which she called
her Good-Luck, and out of which she brings two ear drops. King’s Aniigue Gems, p. 287, note 1.

Etnaunel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 23. King (Antiqioe Gems, p. 418), impressed with the scientifi,G

spirit of Pliny (UTaiural History, Book xxxvii. Ohap. 40) and of other anthors of Pliny’s*time (A. B. 50-80), writes as
if the belief in the mystic yirtnes of gems took its rise in the decline of knowledge in the following century ; that it had
increased in the time of Solinns and Orpheus about a century later ; that it was wider spread, and more developed
in the eleventh century when (A. B, 1070) Marbodus wrote ; and was still more elaborated in A. D, 1500 about
the time of GamiUo Leonardo. In spite of this statement King was aware that a little later than Pliny the very
accurate and scientio observer Galen (A. D. 100) was from his own experience satisfied of the healing virtue of gems,
a belief which was not less nuhesitatingly shared by another great physician, Alexander of Tralles, about 100 years
later. Before Pliny (King s Antique Gems, p. 390, note 1) the virtue of gems had been carefully recorded by
Metrodorus, in a work addressed to the Great Mifchridates (B. 0. 120-63). Aristotle (B. C. 330) was a believer in the
healing virtues of precious stones, and Plato (B. 0. 480} connected this power with the over-lordship of the planets.
In earlier times in Egypt, Phoenicia, Palestine, Assyria and India, except for a chance sceptic, the trust in precious
stones was universal, and in spite of occasional surface materialism it is still as universal as is the secure judgment
of the circle of the lands in the reality and power of Luck,

3B Compare Brit. Gems.”
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•owner’s guardian. The designs on most Assyrian cylinders shew they were talismans.^®

The Oaribeans of the West Indies use jade-amulets- in the- shape of hollow engraved

•cylinders like the Assyrians.27 According to the Greek writer, Onom-acrifcus- (B. C. S-OO),

the agate, topaz, spring-green jasper, amber, chrysolite, coral, and opal had all supernatural

powers ,28 During the whole of their history the faith and experience of the Greeks in the

•supernatural power of gems remained unshaken. The Greeks and Romans held that gems^

had a spiritual as well as a material potency .2® They cured diseases, kept oE calamities,

and both during life and after death scared the demons of the earth and air.®® That

“the kindly inflaences ofc‘ the different gems might serve as an unbroken guard against evil

influences, they arranged twelve of them to form a zodiac amulet, assigning to each gem

the month during which the power of the gem was at its highest.®^ The Water-pot or January

spirit lodged in the jacinth or garnet, the Pishes or February spirit in the amethyst, the Ram or

March spirit in the bloodstone, the Bull or April spirit in the sapphire, the Twins or May spirit

in the agate, the Crab or June spirit in the emerald, the Lion or July spirit in the onyx, the

Virgin or August spirit in’“lhe carnelian, the Balance or September spirit in the chrysolite,

the Scorpion or October spirit in the aqua marine, the Archer or Ifovember spirit in the topaz,
"

and the Goat or December spirit in the ruby. In actordance with the wholesome law that

a new religion continues old experiences under a new name, during the flirst centuries

cf Christianity, the zodiacal gems were turned into the twelve hpostolic jewels. The Peter

spirit was housed in the jasper, the Andrew spirit in the sapphire, James the Greater in the

chalcedony, John in the emerald, Philip in the sardonyx, Mathew in the chrysolite, Thomas in

the beryl, Thaddeus in the chrysophrase, James the Less in the topaz, Simeon in the jacinth,

and Matthias in the amethyst.®^ This arrangement may in part have been due to the know-

ledge and talent of Diosoorides, who, in the second century after Christ, formulated the virtues of

gems with a skill which agrees with all subsequent experience.®® In the seventh century A. D.,

the magic powers of gems were, like other magic powers, greater than they had been during the

season of science and philosophy in Greece and Rome in the century before the Christian Bra.

06ms secured the wearer health, beauty, riches, honour, good fortune, and influence. They

had special connection with planets and seasons. La spite of the claims of the^Apostles

each month had still its gem.®^^ It was the Middle-Age experience that in each variety of gem a

special spirit had its abode. The gem was alive, as according to received Christian theories,

the vile body of man was alive because in it lived a spirit. In the beginning of the sixteenth

century Cardan wrote :
—“ Not only do precious stones live but they suffer illness, old age, and

death,”®® Since Cardan the antique worship of gems has continued to be based on their proved

magical and talismanio powers rather than on the pleasure derived from their beauty, endur^

anoe or rarity.®® In A. D. 1652, Thomas Nichols, perhaps the greatest authority on gems,

noted that the descriptions of the healing and guarding influences of gems recorded by

ae Compare JEncy. Brit. “ Gems.” Talismaii is the Arabic tiliam, pi. iiZismdt. Tiliam is not a native Arab wordr

•R-iTig {Antique Oems, p. 434) is probably correct in tracing UUam to the Greek {(^o) teleama or influence.

Dieulafait’a Diamonds and Precious 8boms, p, 179. ^ Streeter’s Precious Stories and QemSf p. 17.

29 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 23.

80 Dieulafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 32. Gnostic gems were placed in tombs to guard tbe dead against

demons. King’s Antique Gems, p. 349. This practice was observed by Christians as weU as by the followers of the

earlier faiths. So the Christian Maria, wife of Honorius, had gnostic gems buried with her as am^ets [Jim s

Antique Gems, p. 304). So in the Middle Ages, bishops were buried wearing their sapphire rings (King s AnUque

Gems, p. 297).
, . , ,

.

31 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 28; Hone’s Table Boole, YcA. I* p. 320. Similarly, it was pro a y

more from their power of excluding evil of every shape than from the pleasing gradation of colours that ^ ®

of Tobias* Dream and of the Beuelations built the walls of the New Jerusalem with precious stones in the following

order working up from the foundation, amethyst, hyacinth, chrysoprase, topasion or peridot, beryl, ohryso i e is

topaz, sardius, sardonyx, smaragdus, chalcedony, sapphire and jasper. Compare King’s Antiq'ue Gems, p. - -

82 Emanuel’s Diamonds a^td Precious Stones, p. 30. s® Dienlafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p.

8* Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 19. The common belief, that a spirit or soul lives- in gems, expiaina

Blue John, the local Derby name for Eluor spar,

86 Dieulafait’s DicMnonds and Precious Stones, p. 48. «« Emanu^^fl Diamonds md Precious Stones, p. 31,
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Tlieoplirastus (B. 0. 300) and by Pliny (A. D. 77) were borne out by all subsequent experience.®^

Apart from all records of Pliny or of Thomas Nichols, the Peruvians of the sixteenth century

endorsed the truth of their forefathers’ experience that the emerald was the home of a goddess.®®

The monarchs of the East, in the nineteenth century after Christ, as in the nineteenth century

before Christ, find magic and talismanic properties in gems.®® Even the European nineteenth

century gem-dealer finds in precious stones some occult charm which causes them to be

coveted.^

The question remains ;—“ How comes it that man in all times and conditions has agreed to

hold gems worshipful ? How is it that the sickly doubting beryl spirit of the Thomases, not less

than the trusting full-blooded jasper spirit of the Peters, have found magic and mystic influ-

ences in gems ?” The answer seems to be that the gems are the homes of some of the greatest

guardian spirits, the Eye, Blood, Eire and Light. It was because of their experience that

these great guardians lived in precious stones that the ancient saying was accepted :—“A man

may carry with him his genius or guardian in a gem.”^^ Thrift main characteristics in gems

marked them from the earliest time as tempting guardian homes, the eye-like gleam of some,

the blood-red sheen of others, and the lusjj^e of a third class as either of fire or of light. It is from

its pupil-like light-centre that the true cat’s-eye gains its name and its high repute for luck

both in Asia and in Europe.^2 ^ Even the false or quartz cat’s-eye was sacred to Bel, the god of

Babylon, and was known to the Romans both as Bel’s-eye and as Wolf’s-eye.^® The gleam of

light in the true cat’s-eye shifts, says Streeter, from side to side like a restless spirit glowing now

at one spot, now at another. No wonder that people regard it with awe and wonder, believing

it to be the abode of some spirit.^^ Erom its strange property of gleaming through water the

hydrophane was known as the eye of the world.^® That, its blood-redness is the chief source

of the worshipfulness of the ruby or carbuncle and of the garnet is shewn by Pigeon’s blood,

the name of the purest red ruby.^® The same spirit-drawing influence brought the leading

antique engravers— the Chaldeans, Assyrians, Medes, Persians, and Phoenicians— to start their

carvings on the blood-spotted surface of the hematite or blood-stone.^^ Among Christians, the

worshipfulness of the green variety of the blood-stone was due to the explanation that its

streaks were the marks of the blood of Christ.^® A stone so coloured had naturally tbe highest

medicinal and magical virtues.^® Similarly, the blood-red tint of coral was explained by its

having sprung from clots of blood dropped from the Gorgon or Medusa head, and in conse-

quence coral or Gorgeia kept evil from the new-born and tbe wdles of tbe devil from all who
wore it as a necklace.®® Eire struggled hard with blood as the origin of the healing influences

of the carbuncle und garnet. According to some authorities the holiness both of the carbuncle

and of the garnet was due to its looking like a glowing coal when held against the sun.®^

Like the carbuncle and the chrysolite, the lychnis flames and some hyacinths glow like burning
coal.®^ The finest opals are known as fire opals. The numberless red flames blazing on its

^ Qp* cii. p. 39,

® Op. cii. p. 134. Compare thevemerald seen by Herodotus (B. C. 450), the night-glowing sign of Melkarth, the
guardian of Tyre and Gades (Jowma Aeiatique, Series VI. Vol. X. pp. 166, 266).

39 Op. cit. p. 23. « Op. cit. p. 2.

« Dienlafait’s Diamovida and PredQus Stones, p. 32. Compare Orpheus* (A. D. 250) description (King’s Antiqm
'^ems, p. 457) ;

“Now after washing and duly worshipping the serpent stone, a living sonl enters the gem. After-
wards if the gem is held near the eye the spirit may be seen to leave the gem.”

*3 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 118, ^9 Emanners Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 173.
Streeter’s Prmous Stones and Gems, pp. 167, 168. *5 Bienlafait*s Diamonds cmd Precious Siones, p. 163.

*6 Bmannel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 105. I)ieulafait*s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 186.
*9 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p, 176 ; King’s Antique Gems, p. 17.
*9 Erijiannel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 176. 90 216.

81 Op..cit, p. 147. Marhodus (A. D. 1070) says the carbuncle gets its name from casting fiery rays like burning
coal. King’s Antique Gems, p. 404. Compare (Isaiah, Chap. liv. 12) the Hebrew name for the carbuncle kadhod
(3Sticy, Brit. Art. “ Carbuncle”) means glowing fire. In JSseodus (Chap, xxviii. 17) it is called Bareketh the Flasher.

89 Emanuel’s Dimonds and Predous Stones, pp. 27, 40,
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surface have given the Empress Josephine’s famous opal the name of the Burning of Troy.®®

Crystal through whose indwelling vestal fire wood might be kindled and the actual cautery was

performed was a fire stone.®^ So great was its power that, according to the Greek Onomacritus

(B. C. 500), the gods could not withstand crystal and were certain to answer the prayer of any

one who came before them carrying a crystal in his hand.^® As a fire home the gem Asterites,

found inside of a fish called Pan, and which in sunlight shot forth flames, was a potent love

charm.®® According to Josephus the gems in the Hebrew High Priest’s breast-plate originally

shot forth brilliant rays of fire that shewed (in them) the immediate presence of the deity.®^

When the people’s sins were forgiven the high priest’s breast jewels shone bright; when the

sins were not forgiven the gems grew dark.®® But more than the abode of an eye, of blood, or of

fire the gem was deemed a guardian because in it dwelt the great guardian Lights®® It was

because he was a good light-spirit, the opening of whose eyes flooded the land with light, the

closing of whose eyes plunged the land in darkness, that in Egypt the up-standing hawk-headed

serpent, Ohneph, was so suitably housed in a gem.®® The varying gleams of light in the opal

seem to be shot from some life within the gem, which lost its power when exposed to water

and regained its brightness when warmed by the hand.®i The light-spirit in the diamond,

whose phosphorescence, when brought from the sunshine into a dark room made it a specially

striking light-home, disarms even its fierce fiend-brother lightning.®® Crystal, besides being

a fire-maker, was the image or home of eternal light.®® The mysterious gleam in the cat’s-eye

ever shifting like a restless spirit, now glowing at one point, now at another, has made men
honour it as a home of spirits.®^ With the Hebrews and Arabs the carbuncle is the light-

flasher. So Laurin, the Dwarf King, had set in the the gold ofhis helmet a carbuncle so bright

that where he rode the darkest night grew brighter than the day, and lightened his cavern-

palace with a splendour brighter than day.®® The Hebrews and Arabs say that a rubywas hung

in the ark to give light, and that its beam could kindle a lamp.®® According to the Hindus,

rabies and disimonds ray light in the dark like the planets,®^ The iris, now almost out of use,

but once (A. D. 1070) prized as highly as the opal, is described in Marbodus* Lajpidarium as

full of heaven’s own light,®® The moon-stone, whose luminous heart waxes and wanes with the

moon, is worshipful because it brightens a dark place by gathering light into itself. The pearl

is the home of the purest, serenest and evenest light. It was the lustre of gems that suggested

to Plato that the vivifying spirit, whose home is in the stars, was the origin of precious stones.®®

The holiness of the star-sapphire is due to the six-rayed star which appears in the stone when

light shines upon it. This was the love-compelling Asterites, the signet of Helen of Troy, which

shot forth flames when exposed to the sun.^® A zodiac of gems was strung, each stone ruling

58 Streeter’s Precious Siones and Gemsj p. 164. Marbodus (A. D. 1070) adds the Chrysoleetrus made of purest

fire which flames forth if laid near a fire, and the Asbeaton which with eternal flame unceasing glows, and the

Hephaestite which shoots rays of fire. King’s Antique Gems, pp. 407, 408.

s* At the Eleusinian mysteries new fire was kindled through a crystal ball. Emanuel’s Dia/monds and Precious

atones, p. 23.

88 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 17 ; Pliny in King’s Antique Gems*

86 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 23.

87 The jewels had ceased to flash 200 years before Josephus wrote (A D. 100). According to Josephus the

twelve stones of the breast-plate were in four rows. InEow I., Sardius, Topazion, Smaragdus, In Bow II., Carbun-

culus, Sapphirus, Jaspis.* In Row HI., Ligurius, Achates, Amethyst. In Eow IV., Chrisolithus, Onyx, Beryl.

King’s Antique Gems, pp. 134, 135. King believes the breast-plate stones are still in the Sultan’s Treasury in

Constantinople, as the Turks found them in the saoristy of St. Sophia. King’s Antique Gems, p. 137-

88 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 282. 50 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 174.

^ Compare King’s Antique Gems, p. 364. Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 185.

62 Op. cit. p. 32. King’s Antique Gems, p. 27, 68 Orpheus (A. D. 250) in King’s A^^tique Gems, p. 94.

64 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 168. 66 Polk^hore Pecord, Vol. II. pp. 95, 96.

66 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p, 89. Lamp-lighting power is attributed to the Lyohnus which

is the Jacinth or the Ruby. Lucian (A. D. 160) mentions a lychnus in the head-dress, of the Mother of Syria,

which at night lighted the temple. The Dutch had a similar belief in a stone called the osoulan or chrysolampis.

King’s Antique Gems, pp. 25, 26, 53.

67 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 211. 68 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 24.

6* Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, pp, 172, 174, ’6 Dieulafait’s and Precious Stones, p. 42.
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the month in which its guardian influence was strongest. When their god-head had not yet

passed from the stars, and they still ruled the destinies of men and of mankind, it was fitting that

gems who were of like spirit with the flashing lights of heaven should also guard and rule the

life of men. An a guardian hom^ the gem was not only used to guard the person of the owner.

G-ems also guarded property. The Romans of the empire crusted their robes with precious

stones. Pliny says we drink out of a mass of gems. G ems decked candelabra as well as cups,

and, after the time of Constantine (A. D. 330), crowns and picture frames, even armour had

an armour plating of gems.^^ Since the guardian wants guarding the services of gems were

enlisted to keep evil out of churches and temples
;
to protect the images of the gods to orna-

ment the cross ;
to cover orucifizes, missals, reliquaries, and sacred vessels j to protect priests,

bishops and popes.^^

As with other guardians the experience of the spirit-controlling power of gems may be

judged from their healing or medical virtues. The Almighty gave Abraham a gem to keep ofl

sickness In ancient pharmacopseas, precious stones are among the most valued remedies.

The dwarf king Laurin from his precious gems gained wondrous strength and power.^® The

ruby, topaz, emerald, sapphire and diamond were so valuable in medicine that they were known

as the Pive Precious Fragments. Sb. Filian (A. D. 700), one of the early preachers of Christi-

anity in Scotland, cured diseases by the touch of precious stones. Besides by the touch, gems

cured by being ground to powder and swallowed.77 In recent times gems used to be kept in

the mouth tied by a string to cure ear-ache, tooth-ache and sore throat.^® In Middle-Age Europe,

the stones found in the lynx, the cock, the adder, and the toad ensured victory and stayed

thirst.^® According to the Hebrews, the agate kept off the plague, and the Arabs used the

agate to stop bleeding.®® In the eleventh century, the agate was an antidote to poison, as

in the An Oren Eiwle Christ is likened to the agate which the poison of sin cannot approach.

According to Marbodus (A. D. 1070), the agate soothed thirst and sore-eyes, kept the wearer

in health, and gave him grace and eloquence.®^ Marbodus says

“

Grave a beryl with a scorpion

and a bird, consecrate, and set it with vervain leaf and gold : it will strengthen your eyes and

liver, and make you victor in battle.”®® lu another passage, Marbodus states that the

virtue in jewels exceeds the virtue in hei*bs.®* In the eleventh century, blood-stone or

hssmatite cured ulcers, tumour on the eye, and spitting of blood, stopped fluxes, cleansed

wounds, and melted stone in the bladder.®® The carnelian stopped bleeding and quieted

Streeter’s Precious Stones and GemSf pp. 18, 19. The Bozaans of the empire and the French of Francis I.

(A. D. 1500) adorned their armour with engraved stones and cameos. King’s Antique Gems, p. 256. Compare
in early (A D. 100-600) Scotland, OuchuUin’s chariot bossed with crystals, cairngorms and other stones of power.

Clerk’s Ossian, II. p. 151.

*^2 How early is the belief that precious stones guard the g^iardian is shewn by the Hindu iinp* mentioned above
with its base crusted with the nine charms. The belief is much older than Hindu 2£ngr-worship. Ea, the Babylonian
Earth-Spirit, the great spirit-scarer, had an armour of precious stones. His chief weapon was a stone with seven
rays and fifty faces. Budge’s Babylonian Life and History, p. 183,

7^3 Protection of the wearer seems to underlie the wearing of the Cardinal’s ruby and of the Bishop’s sapphire.

The original meaning of the rite is lost in the explanation that the custom is solely for pomp and show, the ruby suiting

the scarlet robes of the Cardinal and the sapphire the violet robes of the Bishop. King’s Antique Gems, p. 297. It is

not less hid by the tradition that the ring symbolises the union between Christ and the Church, or that the sapphire
was worn by persons under a vow of chastity because the sapphire was a checker of lust. Op. dt. p. 297. The fact,

that in the middle ages Bishops were buried wearing their rings of office (Op. p. 297), supports the view that the
ring was worn for its guardian virtues. Similarly, the freemason, who reaches the giddy height of ther arch degree,
has to be guarded by wearing a jewel. Greenlaw’s Masonic Lectwres, p, 209,

"4 Napier’s Mk-Lore, pp. 102, 103. ^6 Folk-Lore Eecord, Vol. U. p. 95. 76 Napier’s HoXk-Lore, pp, 102,- 103.
77 Pettigrew’s Superstitions connected with Med4>cine and Su/rgery, pp, 50-57.
7S Dieulafait’a Diamonds cmd Precious Stones, p, 50*. 79 Grimm’s Teutoitic Mythology, Vol. HL p. 1219.
8® Emanuel’s Dtamo7ids and Precious Stones, p. 39, 8i Skeat’s Piers the Ploughman, p. 113.
®2 Marbodus in King’s Antique G&tns, p. 393 ; Black’s Folk-Medidne, p. 176. 8® King’s Antique- Gems, p. 432-w King g Antique Gems, p. 432. Black, Folk Medicine, p. 165, quotes a saying that, to scare fiends, Christians,

trust to words, Jews to stones. Pagans to herbs.
85 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 408. Th© belief in the eye-healing power of hsamatite goes back oB aoyion. Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. II. p. 295.
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the mind and malice,®® Coral which soared nervousness and causeless fears was given as

a medicine to new-born children. Its changes of colour warned the wearer against

the approach of disease.®^ The chrysolite draws wisdom and scares folly.®® The Syrians

valued the diamond highly as an amulet, for its many medical virtues, and as a safe-guard

against madness.®® In eleventh century Europe, the diamond nerved the arm with force,

drove dreams and goblins from the sleeper, baffled poison, healed quarrels, appeased madness,

blunted the foeman’s steel.®® In Italy, a diamond bound to the left arm scares the Evil Eye, and,

together with jacinth, sapphire and carbuncle, is hung round children’s necks, as a strong charm.®^

The famous diamond of the Rdja of Mattan is the guardian of Borneo, and the water in which

the diamond has been dipped cures disease.®^ Till the close of the middle ages, the chrysolite

or peridot, also called topazius, was believed to cool boiling water, lust, madness, and piles,

and to keep offl sudden death.®® Powdered crystal stopped dysentery
;
laid on the tongue it

weakened fever.®"** Aristotle (B. 0. 330) said that an emerald worn at the neck or on the'

finger kept off the falling sickness.®® The Romans held that to look at an emerald healed and

cooled the eyes.®® In the eleventh century, Marbodus (A. D. 1070) says that the emerald

.hung round the neck cured ague and falling sickness, and Psellos notes that ground to powder

and mixed with water, the emerald heals leprosy and other diseases.®^ The garnet, if hung

round the neck or taken internally, refreshed the heart.®® Heliotrope staunches blood,

drives away poison, preserves health, and saves the wearer from abuse.®® During the Middle

Ages, the jacinth drove away the plague and cured colic, jaundice and king’s evil.^®® According

to Galen (A. D. 100) a jasper, hung about the neck, strengthened the stomach.^ According

to Orpheus (A. D. 250) it cured scorpion bite.^ In the eleventh century the green jasper was

sovran for fevers, dropsies and the woes of child-birth.® The Greeks called jade nephrite,

because it cured kidney (nephros) diseases.^ In the eleventh century, jet cured dropsy, epilepsy

and diseases of the womb,® and the magnet quelled dropsy and cooled burns.® Among the

ancient Greeks and Romans, powdered lapis lazuli cured melancholy.S’ Till recent times the

moon-stone cured consumption and epilepsy,® In the sixteenth century, the opal was good for

the eyes.® In India, the pearl is a cure for syncopes and fluxes of blood
} seed pearls and dissolved

pearls are largely used as medicine by the people of China.^® According to Burton (England,

seventeenth century) unions or pearls are very cordial and avail to cheer the heart.^^ In

88 Fraser^

9

Magaaine, May 1856, p. 585 ; Pettigrew SvL!persti1;ion9 connected with Medicine and Surgery

^

pp. 60, 31.

S’" Emanuers Diamonds md Frecious Stones, p. 216 ;
Bieulafait’s Diamonds and Freciov^ Stones, p. 202.

Pettigrew’s Superstitions connected with Medicine and Surgery, p. 51.

Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 127. ®® Marbodus iu King’s Antique Gem, p. 392.

91 Story’s Castle of St Angelo, pp. 219, 220.

98 Dienlafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 86. 9® King’s Antique Gems, p. 427.

94 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Pre<^ous Stones, p. 156. 9® King’s Antique Gems, p. 432. 96 Qp. cit, p, 34.

97 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 150 j Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 135 King’s

Antique Gems, p. 396. The writer in Eraser’s Magazine, October 1856, p. 430, notices that in the sixteenth century

ground telesine corundum and quartz were taken in draughts.

98 Pettigrew’s Superstitions connected with Medicine and Surgery, p. 51. . 99 Op. cU» pp. 50, 51.

160 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 141. Camillo (1503 in King’s Antique Gems, p. 422) calls it

Lyoncurius, Marbodus (A, D, 1070) makes Iiynourium cure chest complaints and diarrhoea. (Qp. cit. p, 406.)

1 Emanuel’s Diamonds andPreciov>8 Stones, p, 175. The words of Q-alen (JDeSimpUs Med, Fac, B. IX.) in King’s

Antique Gems, p. 364, are important. • A virtue is inherent in the green jasper which benefits the chest and the mouth

the stomach if tied on it. Of this stone I have had ample experience, having made a necklace of such gems and

hung it round the neck, descending so low that the stones might touch the mouth of the stomach. They appear to me

to be of not less service than if, as king Nechepsos recommends, they had been graven with a serpent with radiated

head. This shews (a) the experience of a scientific physician that gems exercise healing virtues, and (6) that the

object of graving was to add to the virtue of the ungraven stone.

9 King’s Antique Gems, p. 19. 9 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 394-

4 Op* cit. p. 397. 9 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 401.

8 Op. dt. p. 302. 7 Pettigrew’s SupersUUons connected with Medicine and Surgery, pp, 60, 51.

8 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 505 ; Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 211.

9 Camillo (1508) in King’s Antique Gems, p. 423.

16 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, pp, 31, 195. Dieulafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stories, p, 194.

Burton’s Anatom/y of Melancholy, p. 434.
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Europe, in the Middle Ages, the ruby kept the wearer in health and cheered his inind.12

Boetius (A. D. 520) says the ruby is sovran against plague and poison.^^ Italian women

wear sard rings as an amulet to keep off sickness.^^ . Up to modern times the sapphire has'

been regarded as medicinal.^® The sapphire preserved sight
;
its influence strengthened the

body as well as the soul.^fi According to Marbodus (A, D. 1070) the sapphire preserves health,

disarms treachery, checks sweat, stays ulcers, clears the eyes, and strengthens the tongue. In

sixteenth century Europe, serpentine or hydrins cured rheumatism and dropsy by draining out

the moisture. In the eleventh century, the topaz cured haemorrhoids

Besides their medical or healing virtues all times and peoples agree in the experience that

certain gems and precious stones guard against and put to flighit spiritual iuflueuces whicli

are hostile to mankind. According to the Jews, the diamond keeps ofl Satan, the ruby fear,

the topaz poison, the amethyst drunkenness, the emerald impious and the sardonyx unlucky

thoughts.18 Compare in Piers ths Ploughman (A. D. 1370), mede or reward bringing rubies,

diamonds, sapphires, orientals (eastern rubies), emeralds, amethysts, and images (aquamarines)

to destroy envenomys, that is, poisons.^® One of the excellences of Elias Ashmoles’ (London,

1650) angelical stone was to keep all evil spirits at a distance ,
20 an example of the rule that

the use of precious stones was neither for their beauty, nor because of their proof of

wealth, but because they were choice amulets against the Evil Eye and other evils.^i- In

sixteenth century Europe (A. D. 1503), according to Oamillo Leonardo, amber guarded the

throat, soared venomous animals, and tested chastity.22 The amber mouth-piece of his water

.pipe still keeps the Turk from inhaling pestilenoe.22 In the time of Pliny (A. D. 77), amber-

necklaces preserved children from witchcraft and sorcery.2^ In India, amber or amber

coloured glass saves bullocks and horses from the Evil Eye and other hurtful influences.

Among the Greeks and on through the Middle Ages, the wine-coloured amethyst scared

or housed the spirit of drunkenness ;
it also sharpened the wit and overcame poison.2® The

beryl, which has the merit of keeping its lustre in artificial light, in the eleventh century,

brought luck, bound love and stopped sighs.26 In the fifteenth century, the beryl, when looked

through, shewed what was before invisible.27 In the eleventh century, the chalcedony, blest and

tied to the neck, especially if on the stone was graven Mars, a robed virgin, or a laurel branch,

cured lunatics, and made the wearer beautiful, faithful, strong and succeBsful.28 According to

Marbodus (A. D. 1070), the carnelian checks frays and chases spites and quarrels

.

2® In the

Middle Ages, the balas ruby repressed vain and impure thoughts, restrained passion,

and fiery wrath, and guarded both men and houses from lightning.®® According to Camillo

Leonardo (A. D, 1503), the grey carnelian makes the wearer victorious,®^ Both in Europe

and in Asia, the cat’s-eye is a gem of luck, a charm against witchcraft.®2 In the eleventh

century, the fiery blase of the chrysolite, especially if strung on the hair of an ass, soared

nightly terrors.®® In India, Hindu and Musalman religious beggars use coral beads for their

12 Emanaers Diamoir^s and Precious Stones, p, 108. Qp, cit, p, 30.

King’s Antique Germ, p. 176. i5 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 146.
16 King’s Antique Gems, p. 395 ; Emannel’s Biamonds and Precious Stones, p, 41,
IT Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 399. 1* Napier’s Folk-Lore, pp, 102, 103.
16 Skeat’s Piers the Ploughman, Part H. pp, 10«14. Por the Greek and Boman belief in the virtues and magio

powers of gems, see Simtli’s Greek and Roman Antiquities, Vol. I. pp. 118, 903. For the Arabs Jov/rnal Aslatique,

Ser. vi. Vol. XI.
20 Pettigrew’s fifttpersiiKoiw connected with Medicine and Swrg&ry, p. 10. 8i Elwortby’s The Foil Fjye, p. 444.*

22 King’s Antique Gems, p. 427. 28 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 177.
24 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p, 212.
25 Marbodus iu King’s Antique Gems, p. 408 ; Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, pp. 30, 159 5 Dieulafait’s

Diamonds aitd Precious Stones, p. 164 ; and Chamber’s FJncy* Gems,
26 King’s Antique Gems, p. 398. 27 ging^g Antique Gems, p. 40. That is, the Beryl was a magnifying glass.
28 King’s Antique Gems, p. 432. 29 Op, cH. p. 404.
86 Emanuel’s Diatnonds afid Precious Stones, p. 30, Oamillo (A, D, 1503) in King’s Antique Gems, p, 419. A house

or field whose four comers have been touched by a balas ruby is safe from lightning, storms and blight.
61 King’s Antique Gems, p. 422. 8s Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, pp. 167, 168. ^

83 Marbodus (1070) in King’s Antique Gems, p, 398.
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rosaries. Coral is worn in turbans and on tbe bandies of daggers and swords to keep off

the Evil Eye. Coral ornaments are laid witb tbe dead that vampires and other evils

may not bouse themselves in tbe corpse As an amulet Boetins and Dioscorides (about A. Dc

100) found coral efficacious against tbe delusions of the deviL^s From tbe third century

to tbe eleventh century A. D„ coral was a talisman against enchantments, witchcraft,

thunder, tempests^ and other perils. Coral also preserved crops from drought, hail, caterpillars,

worms and rust.®® According to Ovid coral stops bleeding, according to Orpheus it cures

scorpion stings, according to Lucullus its soft smell keeps off lightning. The Spaniards say,

coral keeps off lightning, hail, and fascination. The Italians and the English agree that it saves

children from witchery and the Evil Eye.®^ The chrysolite cooled wrath and boiling water, and

by its pallour warned against poison.®® The Greek gods (B. 0, 500) could not stand against

the power of crystal.®® In the Scottish Highlands, from the early times of Ossian (A. D.

100-600), rock crystal and cairngorm have been known as stones of power and stones of virtue.

They were a sovran remedy in disease.^® Till the close of the Middle Ages (Oamillo Leonardo,

1508), crystal worn by sleepers scared evil dreams and baffied spells and witchcraft; taken

powdered and mixed with honey it filled the breasts with milk. Dees* Crystal Globe (seventeenth

century) and other crystal balls, some of which have been found in tombs, have magical

powers.^1 The Irish believe in the virtues of certain pebbles which they keep on the altars of

their churches. Water in which the stones are steeped cures cattle. In the Highlands of

Scotland, crystal balls have healing power.^2 jf poison was poured into a crystal cup, the cnj^

turned pale or broke.^® According to King the Romans prized the diamond, not for its beauty,

but for its rarity and its extraordinary powers as an amnlet.^^ Its electric power of attracting,

when heated by rubbing, and its phosphorence after being steeped in sunshine, fostered the belief

in the magical powers of the diamond.’^® According to Serapius and Oamillo Leonardo

(A. D. 1503), the diamond resists poison, and if taken inwardly is itself a deadly poison ; it

drives away lemures or ghosts, inoubi and succubi, that is, night terrors ; it baffles magic, gives

success in law suits and makes the wearer brave and large-hearted.^® According to Pliny,

the diamond destroys poison and cures insanity. The famous Mattan diamond of Borneo is the

chie£*s talisman, on the possession of which depends the happiness of the Mattan family

Marbodus (A, D. 1070) mentions a stone called Dionysia, which turns water into wine and

keeps wine from intoxicating.^® Among the Romans, the emerald was sacred to Mercury. The

emerald gave warning of false evidence by changing colour.^® It was good for the eyes, helpful

to women in child-birth, it heartened the wearer, and turned away the plague. It was an

infallible preservative of chastity.®® In eleventh century Europe, the emerald was goo(^ in

divination and increased the wearer’s importance.®^ According to Marbodus (A. D. 1070),

the hyacinth gives safety in travelling and in bad air.®® According to Cardan (A. D. 1500), the

hyacinth or jacinth makes rich, increases power, strengthens the heart, brightens the soul,

8* Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 215. About 1880, a piece ’of coral, along with a few child’s bones, was found

in a Buddhist stiipa or burying mound at Nasik by the late Dr. Bhagw&nlSl Indr&ji.

85 Emannel’s Diamonds and Drecious Stones, p. 216.
^

86 Orpheus (A. D. 250) and Marbodus (A. D. 1070) in King’s Antique Oems, pp. 403, 425, 4.^6; Streeters

88 Emanuel’s Diamonds and luscious Stones, p. 30.

*8 Clerk’s Ossian, Vol. n. p. 151.

^2 King’s Antiq^w Qems, p. 94, 453.

King’s An^m Gem, p. 70,

Precious Stones and Gems, p. 233.

87 Bassett’s Sea Legends, p. 459 ; Napier’s FoXk~Lore, p. 86.

89 Streeter’s Precious Stones atid Gems, p. 17.

Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 155.

*8 EmpuuftT’p Diainonds and Precious Stones, jp* 8, n * , * - -

M Op. eii. p, 419; Emanuel’s Viamoiuis <md Frewm Stones, p. 29. Though the diamond is so luo^ a stone

it is remarkable (King’s Mtiqne Gem, p. 68) that the Hindus think the Kdhindr a most mdncky stoim. , They say it

ruined the Mughals, it destroyed the power of Nfidir Sh&h, and after of A^mad Sh9h Durrdnl, and of Eanjit Singh.

Finally it caused the 1857 Mutinies.
. j /y ioa

e Mawe onDiamondo, p. 18. « Streeter’s p. 122.

« King’s Mitiiue Gem, p. 418. " Emanuel’s IHmonde and Frmwe Sfones, p. SO.

» Emanuel's iliaanoM* and Freeioia SUmet, p. 185. According to Marbodus (A.D. 1070) in King’s AiitiiM

Gems, p, 396, the emerald gaye wealth and eloquence.

« Marbodus in King’s Mtigne Game, p. 482. King’s A«fis«e Getna, p. 400.
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Europe, in the Middle Ages, the ruby kept the wearer in health and cheered his inind .12

Boetius (A. D. 520) says the ruby is sovran against plague and poison.^® Italian women

wear sard rings as an amulet to keep of sickness.^^ . Up to modern times the sapphire has'

been regarded as medicinah^® The sapphire preserved sight ; its influence strengthened the

body as well as the soul.i® According to Marbodus (A. D. 1070) the sapphire preserves health,

disarms treachery, checks sweat, stays ulcers, clears the eyes, and strengthens the tongue. In

sixteenth century Europe, serpentine or hydrins cured rheumatism and dropsy by draining out

the moisture. In the eleventh century, the topaz cured haemorrhoids

Besides their medical or healing virtues all times and peoples agree in the experience that

certain gems and precious stones guard against and put to flight spiritual influences’ which

are hostile to mankind. According to the Jews, the diamond keeps off Satan, the ruby fear,

the topaz poison, the amethyst drunkenness, the emerald impious and the sardonyx unlucky

thoughts.^® Compare in Piers ths Ploughman (A. D. 1370), mede or reward bringing rubies,

diamonds, sapphires, orientals (eastern rubies), emeralds, amethysts, and images (aquamarines)

to destroy envenomys, that is, poisons.^® One of the excellences of Elias Ashmoles’ (London,

1650) angelical stone was to keep all evil spirits at a distance,®® an example of the rule that

the use of precious stones was neither for their beauty, nor because of their proof of

wealth, but because they were choice amulets against the Evil Eye and other evils.®^ In

sixteenth century Europe (A. D. 1503), according to Oamillo Leonardo, amber guarded the

throat, soared venomous animals, and tested chastity.®® The amber mouth-piece of his water

pipe still keeps the Turk from inhaling pestilence.®® In the time of Pliny (A. D. 77), amber-

necklaces preserved children from witchcraft and sorcery.®* In India, amber or amber

coloured glass saves bullocks and horses from the Evil Eye and other hurtful influences.

Among the Greeks and on through the Middle Ages, the wine-coloured amethyst scared

or housed the spirit of drunkenness ; it also sharpened the wit and overcame poison.^ The

beryl, which has the merit of keeping its lustre in artificial light, in the eleventh century,

brought luck, bound love and stopped sighs.®® In the fifteenth centui’y, the beryl, when looked

through, shewed what was before invisible.®^ In the eleventh century, the chalcedony, blest and

tied to the neck, especially if on the stone was graven Mars, a robed virgin, or a laurel branch,

cured lunatics, and made the wearer beautiful, faithful, strong and successful.®® According to

Marbodus (A, B. 1070), the carnelian checks frays and chases spites and quarrels.®® In the

Middle Ages, the balas ruby repressed vain and impure thoughts, restrained passion,

and fiery wrath, and guarded both men and houses from lightning,®® According to Camillo

Leonardo (A. D. 1503), the grey carnelian makes the wearer victorious,®^ Both in Europe
and in Asia, the cat’s-eye is a gem of luck, a charm against witchcraft.®® In the eleventh

century, the fiery blase of the chrysolite, especially if strung on the hair of an ass, soared

nightly terrors.®® In India, Hindu and Musalman religious beggars use coral beads for their

12 EmaimeVs Diamonds and Preoioits Stones^ p. 108. is Qp, cit, p. 30.
1* King’s Antique Gems, p. 176, ifi Streeter’s Precioue Stones and Gems, p, 146.
16 King’s Antique Gems, p. 395 ; Emannel’s Diamonds and Ptecious Stones, p. 41,
w Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 399. Napier’s Folk-Lore, pp. 102, 103.
^6 Skeat’s Piers the Ploughman, Part II, pp, 10-14. Eor the Greek and Boman belief in the virtues and magic

powers of gems, see Smith’s Greek and Boman Antiquities, Vol. I. pp. 118, 903. Eor the Arabs Journal Asiatique,
Ser. vi. Vol. XI.

20 Pettigrew’s Superstitions connected with Medicine and Swrgery, p, 10, 21 Elworthy’s The Evil Bye, p. 444.*
22 King’s Antique Gems, p. 427. 28 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 177.
2* Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p, 212.
25 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 408 ; Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, pp. 30, 159 5 Dieulafait’s

Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 134 ; and Chamber’s Bncy. Gems,
26 King s Antique Gems, p. 398. 2? King’s Antique Gems, p. 40. That is, the Beryl was a magnifying glass.
26 King’s Antique Gems, p. 432. 29 Qp, cit. p. 404.
89 Emanuel’s Diamonds a9id Precious Stones, p. 30. Oamillo (A. D. 1503) in King’s Miique Gems, p. 419. A house

or field whosefour corners have been touched by a balas ruby is safe from lightning, storms and blight.

*1 Gems, p. 422. S2 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, pp. 167, 168.
88 Marbodus (1070) in King’s Antique Gems, p. 398.
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rosaries. Coral is worn in turbans and on the Handles of daggers and swords to keep oS
the Evil Eje. Coral ornaments are laid with the dead that vampires and other evils

may not house themselves in the corpse As an amulet Boetius and Dioscorides (about A. Dc
100) found coral efficacious against the delusions of the devil.®® Prom the third century
to the eleventh century A. D„ coral was a talisman against enchantments, witchcraft,

thunder, tempests, and other perils. Coral also preserved crops from drought, hail, caterpillars,

worms and rust.®® According to Ovid coral stops bleeding, according to Orpheus it cures

scorpion stings, according to Lucullus its soft smell keeps ofE lightning. The Spaniards say,

coral keeps ofE lightning, hail, and fascination. The Italians and the English agree that it saves

children from witchery and the Evil Eye.®^ The chrysolite cooled wrath and boiling water, and
by its pallour warned against poison.®® The Greek gods (B. C. 500) could not stand against

the power of crystal,®® In the Scottish Highlands, from the early times of Ossian (A. D.

100-600), rock crystal and cairngorm have been known as stones of power and stones of virtue.

They were a sovran remedy in disease.^® Till the close of the Middle Ages (Gamillo Leonardo,

1508), crystal worn by sleepers scared evil dreams* and baffled spells and witchcraft
; taken

powdered and mixed with honey it filled the breasts with milk. Dees* Crystal Globe (seventeenth

century) and other crystal balls, some of which have been found in tombs, have magical

powers.^^ The Irish believe in the virtues of certain pebbles which they keep on the altars of

their churches. Water in which the stones are steeped cures cattle. In the Highlands of

Scotland, crystal balls have healing power If poison was poured into a crystal cup, the cup
turned pale or broke .^® According to King the Romans prized the diamond, not for its beauty,

but for its rarity and its extraordinary powers as an amulet."^^ Its electric power of attracting,

when heated by rubbing, and its phosphorence after being steeped in sunshine, fostered the belief

in the magical powers of the diamond.^® According to Serapius and Camillo Leonardo

(A. B. 1503), the diamond resists poison, and if taken inwardly is itself a deadly poison
; it

drives away lemures or ghosts, incubi and succubi, that is, night terrors ; it baffles magic, gives

success in law suits and makes the wearer brave and large-hearted.^® According to Pliny,

the diamond destroys poison and cures insanity. The famous Mattan diamond of Borneo is the

chief*s talisman, on the possession of which depends the happiness of the Mattan family

Marbodus (A. D. 1070) mentions a stone called Dionysia, which turns water into wine and

keeps wine from intoxicating.^® Among the Romans, the emerald was sacred to Mercury. The

emerald gave warning of false evidence by changing colour.*® It was good for the eyes, helpful

to women in child-birth, it heartened the wearer, and turned away the plague. It was an

infallible preservative of chastity.®® In eleventh century Europe, the emerald was good in

divination and increased the wearer’s importance.®^ According to Marbodus (A. D. 1070),

the hyacinth gives safety in travelling and in bad air.®® According to Cardan (A. D. 1500), the

hyacinth or jacinth makes rich, increases power, strengthens the heart, brightens the sonl,

8* Diamonds and Precious StoneSf p. 215. About 1880, a piece ‘of coral, along mth a few child’s bones, was found

in a Buddhist stilpa or burying mound at Nasik by the late Dr. Bhagw&nl&l Indrftji,

S5 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stoms, p. 216.

86 Orpheus (A. D. 250) and Marbodus (A. D. 1070) in King’s Antique Gems, pp. 403, 425, 426; Sfcreefcer*s

Precious Stones and Gems, p, 233.

87 Bassett’s Sea Legends, p. 459 ; Napier’s PolJc-Lore, p. 86. s« Emanuel’s Diamnds and Precious Sioms, p. 30.

88 Streeter’s Precious Stones a^vd Gems, p. 17. Clerk’s Ossian, Vol. H. p. 151.

41 Emanuel’s Diaimnds and Precious Stones, p. 155. King’s Afitigue Gems, p. 94, 453.

45 Emanuel’s Dia}no7ids and Precious Stones, p- 8. ** King’s Antigue Getns, p. 70,

46 Op. dt p. 419 ;
Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 29. Though the diamond is so lucky a stone

it is remarkable (King’s Antigue Gems, p. 68) that the Hindus think the Kdhindr a most unlucky stone. , They say it

rained the Mughals, it destroyed the power of N&dir Sh&h, and after of Ahmad Sh^h Durrani, and of Bahjit Singh*

Finally it caused the 1857 Mutinies.

46 Mawe on Diamonds, p. 13. Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 122,

*8 King’s Antigue Gems, p. 416. Emanuel’s Diaimnds and Precious Stones, p. 30.

60 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 185. According to Marbodus (A. D. 1070) in King’s Afitigue

Gems, p. 896, the emerald gave wealth and eloquence*

61 Marbodus in King’s Antique Gems, p. 432. King’s Antique Gehns, p. 400.
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and makes it wise. The jacinth gives sleep and scares thunder, plague and evil spirits.53^

Cardan’s own big hyacinth did not bring sleep, but then the stone was of a bad colour.®*** Jade,

the holy stone of China, cures colic and the bite of venomous insects.®® In Burmah, if

poison is laid on a green jade-plate, the plate turns black.®® According to Pliny (A. D. 70), in

the East, the jasper was worn as an amulet.®^ In the eleventh century, the green jasper, when
strengthened by magic rites and a silver setting, scared the terrors by night.®® Hung round
the neck, the jasper resisted sorrow and refreshed the heart.®® In the seventeenth century,

Nicols noted that many attribute power and virtue to cross-white jasper if figures and characters

be graven on them.®® Jet, according to Boetius (A. D. 620) and Marbodus (A. D. 1070), screens

from evil influences, nightly fears, spectres and ghosts. The rosaries of Catholic Saints

were made of jet.®^ Jet is still used in medicine and magic as a means of fumigation.®^ In the

Scottish Highlands, oblong pieces of obsidian, smooth as glass, c^.lled amulets of leng, have
healing virtues.®® Till the close of the Middle Ages, green jet or gagatromseus made the

wearer invisible.®'*' In the eleventh century, heliotrope caused storms, gifted the wearer with
prophecy and made him invisible.®® The magnet tested a wife^s faithfulness, helped robbers,

and graced the tongue.®® Roman children wore ornaments of molochite, perhaps a green jade, to

protect them against evil.®7 And this name for keeping evil from the cradles of children was
still fresh in eleventh-century Europe. The moon-stone in the sixteenth century gave a know-
ledge of the future.®® The onyx is one of the doubtful guardians. It cured epilepsy, but
caused melancholy and strife, and, in the Middle Ages, sent confusing dreams.®® The opal is

also uncertain. Prom classic times to the seventeenth century th e opal was thought to bring
every possible good.^® By a strange freak of fortune, which Mr. Streeter traces to Hermione’s
opal in Scott’s Anne of Giersteint it is now falsely accused of brin ging ill-luck.^i The lustre of

the pearl scares evil spirits. So Bengal virgins wore pearls as a preservative of virtue, that is

to scare evil thoughts and wishes.^s The ancient Chinese highly valued the pearl as an amulet.^®

Since B. C. 600, the Oorean has put in the mouth of his dead boiled panic, three unbored pearls^

and a piece of jade.^^ It was as an amulet, or a houser of Hamlet’s ill-luck, that the king threw
a union or pearl into the cup he drank to Hamlet’s better breath,^® In the Middle Ages, in
Europe, the ruby guarded against poison, plague, sadness, evil thoughts, and wicked spirits.

The ruby kept the wearer in health and cheered his mind. It diminished its light to warn him
of danger.^® It scared evil spirits and had dreams.^^

,
The Indian and Chinese, place-spirit is

Emamiel’s Diamonds and Precious 6^iones, pp. 30, 141 ; Dieulafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p, 49;
Fraser's Magazine, 3day 1856, p. 585.

Dieulafait^s Diamonds and Predous Stones, p. 49.
w Op. cit, p. 179. Chinese officials and their wives wear jade as a badge of rank. Mrs. Fourteen Months

in Cmbon, p. 126.

cc AiSn)ocate of India, 20th October 1886.
5T Emamiers Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 174 ; Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 201. One sort

ofjasper called grammatias was a Gnostic (A, D. iOO-300) amulet. Xing’s Antique Gems, p. 19.
King s AnUque Gems, p. 894. 59 Fraser's Magazine, October 1855, p. 431,

6® Streeters Precious Stones and Gems, p. 201. 6i King's Antique Gems, p. 406.
Op. cit. p. 98. 83 Clerk’s Ossion, Yol, IL p, 151. 6* King’s Antique Gems, p. 420.® Op. cit. p. 407. 66 Marbodus (A, D. 1070) in King’s Antique Gems, p. 402,

6^ Streeter’s Precions Stones cmdGems, p. 208; Marbodus in King’s AnUque Gems, p. 415. King in Antique
Gems, p. 15, says : ‘ Molochite is not Malachite,” The writer in Fraser's Magazine, November, 1856, p. 572, thinks

^ ™ „ r.. ,
Antique Gems, p. 427.

Emanuel s Diamonds and Precious Stones, pp. 43, 167. Marbodus (A D. 1070) in King’s AnUque Gems,
p. 397, gives the onyx an entirely evil character.

T® Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 164.

Ong^ cit. P-164. Petrus Axlenius (A. D. 1610} describes an opal which forced every one who saw it to love,
honour and worship it. King’s Antique Gems, p. 423.

TC Bmaaiwl’s Diamonds ond Predout Stones, p. 195. m Streeter’s Predom Stones and Gems, p. 243.
Sobs’ Corea, p. 325.

« Eamki, Act V. Scene 2. The case is a good instance of the role that the drinker of a health is a scape,
taking into himself the ill-luck of the person to whom he driuks.

‘T® Bmanueps Diamimds and Precious Stones, p. 108. ’’ Op. cit. p. 30.
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cliased or housed, and the safety of the building is secured, by laying under the foundations bags

of small rubies.^^ The Egyptian priest wore a sapphire amulet on his breast.^® Like the crystal

among the Greeks the sapphire was the gem of gems, the most sacred of stones.®® It prevailed

against the gods. Those who consulted the oracle at Delphi, bringing a sapphire, had early and

favourable answers.®^ According to St. Jerome, the sapphire wins the favour of princes,

soothes enemies, and frees from enchantments. It is partly because it dulls devotion to Yenus

that the sapphire is worn by the priest and bishop.®^ Also, according to Mercurialis, the

sapphire frees the mind from prejudice and mends manners.®® The sapphire preserves the

sight and strengthens the body as well as the sonl.®^ In Middle-Age England, Richard Preston,

citizen and grocer, gave to the shrine of St. Erkenwald his best sapphire stone to cure imprints

of the Evil Eye.®® On the top of the English Crown is a rose-cut sapphire, said to have been used

by Edward the Confessor (A. D. 10*50) for blessing cramp rings.®® In eleventh-century Europe,

a sard worn on the finger kept off dreams and charms and made the wearer a favourite with

women.®7 In the eleventh century, the swallow-stone or chelidonian was good for idiots and mad-

men, for orators, and for tempering the ire of kings.®® In the eleventh century, the thunder-

stone, which came with the thunder-bolt, kept off lightning and all harm.®® A famous Arab

amulet was of topaz, with the Arabic words bored through it— “Success is from God alone.”®®

Even unaided by a text the topaz was of high virtue. When placed near poison it grew

dark, it quenched the heat of boiling water, it calmed the passions, it prevented bad dreams.®^

Till the close of the Middle Ages, according to Oamillo (1503), the topaz (he calls it chrysolite),

set in gold and worn on the left hand, drove out night-demons, terrors and gloomy visions. If

strung on an ass’s hair, it drove out devils and overthrew spells. Held in the hand, it cooled

fever.®® Among the ancient Egyptians the turquoise was a favourite amulet and charm.®®

According to Pliny (A. D, 70), the turquoise brought health and fortune.®^ The Persians hold

that the turquoise has talismanio virtue.®® In Middle-Age Europe, few stones had such guarding

power as the turquoise.®® It was especially valued by horsemen. No one wearing a turquoise

would either be thrown or tire his horse. In eleventh-century Europe, to draw out the full

virtue of the turquoise, a beetle and under the beetle a man should be graven on it, the stone

should be bored lengthwise and hung on a swivel, blessed and set in a prepared and adorned place.®^

The Muslims added to the virtue of the turquoise by carving texts on the gem.®® N^dir Shah

(A. D. 1737) wore as an amulet a heart-shaped turquoise graven with a verse from the Kurdn,

Many Europeans still wear the turquoise because it keeps off contagion, because it prevents

damage if you fall from your horse,®® because it foretells sickness, changing with the colour of

the wearer.^®® In Italy and in India turquoise-coloured glass is the best protection of horses,

camels and bullocks from the Evil Eye and other hurtful influences.^ In the sixteenth century,

zemech or lapis lazuli cured melancholy.®

The inherent guardian virtue of gems was increased by having them cut in certain lucky

shapes, by having them graven with guardian forms, names or letters, by having them set in

certain guardian substances. Further the gem’s virtues were increased by choosing for

’8 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p, 141, ^8 Bber’s Egyptim Princess, Vol. I. p. 56.

80 Dieulafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 122. 8i Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 146.

82 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, pp. 30, 112. 8S Fraser s Magassine, October 1856, p. 431.

84 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 41.

86 Milman’s Latin Chrisiianity, VoJ. VI. p. 375, and Skeat’s Piers the Ploughman, p. 113.

•6 Jones* Crowns, 44. 87 Marbodus (A- D. 1070) in King’s Antique Gems, pp. 432, 433.

88 Op. cit, p. 401, 89 Op, cii. p. 406.

96 Streeter’s Precious Stones emd Gems, p. 222, 9i Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 128.

99 King’s Antique Gems, p. 420. 8® Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 182.

8* Op. cii. p. 182. 96 Eraser’s Khordsdn, p. 469.

98 Streeter’s Precious Stones <md Gems, p. 170 ; King’s Antique Gems, p. 427.

97 Harbodus (1070) in King’s Antique Gems, p, 4S3. 88 Streeter’s Precious Stones and Gems, p. 171,

98 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 23 ; Dieulafait’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 49.

198 Emanuel’s Diamonds and Precious Stones, p. 29. ^ Op. cvt. pp. 181, 182.

9 Camello Leonardo (1503) in King’s Antique Gems, p. 427.
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graYing and for setting tli© season during which, the guardian infLuencos of the gem were

at their highest. In Europe, till the end of the Middle Ages, the belief prevailed that

certain gems have certain influences, and certain shapes have certain influences. The influences

vary at different times. Choose the time and the subject that suits the gem and the influence

of the whole will be. so much the greater.^ “ In the Middle Ages,*’ says King, “all ongraved

gems were worn as amulets.^ Quostic gems were, mainly periapta, that is, to be worn round

the neck to keep off evil.® The early Christians, while taking exception to certain designs,

accepted the mystic value of engraved ships.” In the second century A. D. Clemens of

Alexandria says : “ Christians should not wear any ring but the signet, and on the signet

no engraving but a pigeon, a fish, a ship, a lyre, an anchor and a fisher. The signet should

not have the image of an idol which Christians are forbidden even to look at, nor a sword, nor

a bow Christians being the followers of peace, nor drinking goblets Christians being sober, nor

naked women.’ In Jaspers and other precious stones, certain natural lines were thought unlucky

and called grammata or writing.^ King notes in the Devonshire collection of gems, an

Etruscan stone set in a ring and carved with elegant and intricate filagree patterns.® Of lucky

shapes into which gems were cut are the helmet, of which in modern crowns is the jewelled

representative, andis still a guardian shape,® the wheeiyw^aj or turbo which spun and unspun magical

spells, and the tongue. The belief in the influence of stars upon men and also the common
attribute of light-housing, that is, the sameness of spirit in stars and in gems, made stars a

favourite subject for gem engraving. The guardian star of the owner was engraved on his ring,

as Caprioornus is shewn in the corner of a cameo of Augustus, The idea of engraving the

owner’s special constellation was developed into zodiac stones with all the signs of the zodiac

graven on them, because each sign had a special guardian influence over a part of the body .^2

Again, the kindly influences of a constellation were secured by carving one or two of its

leading stars The sun and the astrolabe, the tool with the star spirit, were also forms of

special virtue.^^ As part of the general raising of the guardian form through animals to man,i®

under the Gnostics the constellations ceased to be shewn by animals and came to be figured

as winged human beings holding stars. Till the close of the Middle Ages luck lived in the fol-

lowing animal figures, many of which were supposed to trace back their fame to Chael, an ancient

Hebrew doctor of the wilderness time (B, C. 1300), as mentioned by Camillo (A. D. 1503),— the

ass, bat, boar, bull, camel, dragon, falcon, frog, griffin, hoopoe, lion, raven, swallow and vulture.^®

Each of these shapes was endowed with a special virtue. In early times (B. G. 2000-500) the

armoured and fight-loving soarabeus beetle, in Egypt, Phoenicia, and Etruria, was a more
favourite guardian than any who has succeeded him.i^ Chneph the Egyptian Good Daemon

® Camillo Leonardo (1503) in King’s Antique Qems, p. 435. Compare the stone, the setting and the graving, —
a triple source of power in Marbodus (1070), King’s Antique Qema, p. 417.

* King’s Antique Gemsj p. 181. 5 Op. cit. p. 349.

® Op. cif. p. 277. 7 phraser’s Magazine^ October 186S, p. 480.
* King’s Aittique GFems, p. 486, s Op. cit. p. 307.

Op# cif, p. 454. Compare Horace to Canidia : — Tnrn back yonr wheel and free from your spell.**
n King's Antique Gems, p. 454. According to Grotius (A D. 1640) among the Romans, plain iron hoops traced

with cabalistic lines worked wonderful cures. The physician Alexander of Tralles (A. D. 200) had a hoop that was
sovran in oases of blue devils. Fraser's Magassiney May 1856, p. 584. •

12 King’s Antique Gems, p. 333.
lo Each sign of the zodiac had power over a special part of the body ; — The Ram over the Stead ; the Bull over

the Neck ; the Twins over the Shoulders
; the Crab over the Breast ; the Lion over the Shoulder-blades ; the

Virgin over the Flanks ; Libra over the Haunches
; the Scorpion over the Groin ; Centaur over the Thighs

;

Caprioornus over the Knee 5 Aquarius over the Leg; the Fishes over the Feet (King’s Antique Gems, p. 480).
1* King’s Antique Gems, pp. 833-5. King(Qp* cit, p. 885) quotes the saying of Greek astrology that three stars

n each constellation, cut upon gems and known as the Decani or Lookers, charm away disease and accident.
1® Camillo (1508) in King’s Antique Gems, pp. 442-4.
1® 'Compare King’s Antique Gems, p, 169 i

— “ Agreeably to the analogy of other branches of pictorial art the
earliest Greek or Graaco-Italian gem engravers began with representations of beasts,”

*7 King s Asuiiqm Gems, pp. 442, 444, 448; Compare Dalyell {Ba/r'ker Sv^erstiUons ofScotlandy p. 145.) A ship
sculptured on a stone prevented shipwreck, a standard out ensured victory, the figure of a grey hound cured lunacy
and^ scared fiends, a hare guarded against ill-will.
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or guardian, figured as an erect fiawk-lieaded serpent, was also a favourite object on gems.^^ On
early (B. C. 500-300) Greek gems are engraved the horse, lion, ox and stag.^® According to the

Arabs the guardian power of a gem is increased by having an animal engraved on it. A stone

with a lion graven on it guards against wild beasts
;
a scorpion prevents the attacks of reptiles.2<>

This idea seems to give sense to the grylls or ehimseras composed of difTerent parts of dif-

ferent animals and so housing, and by housing turning into guardians, a variety of influences.

As the power of man over beasts increased, so to man liis terror of his brother man became

greater than his terror of wild beasts : also as the power of man to depict the human form and

face improved, a human guardian began to emerge from the animal guardian. A human
head rules the lion body of Egypt’s gaardiaii the Sphinx. Dagon steps out of his husk of fish

scales, and a human head appears between the wings of the great warders of Babylon.^i The

Assyrian guardian, who wrestles with the lion Bad-luck, is half bull half man.s^ Among the

Persians (B. C. 500-300) the human head and breast of Hormazd rise out of a winged eye,23

while in some cylinders, not only is the guardian human, but one of the evils he keeps at arms

length is a man-headed bull.^**' Among the Greeks, the animal lingers in the half human Fann

and Silenus.2^ The animal lingers in the snake ringlets of the guardian Medusa-head, which,

from the gigantic coarse lolling tongue-mask passes to a woman-face of the calmest beauty

ceaselessly guarding the wearer from the Evil Eye and other influences of death.^®

Finally, the animal guardian or home lingers in the horned human head on some gems, odd

and curl-horned with short beard, hair-hidden ears, and up-tnrned satyr eye-brows .^7

In an Isis vase of the second century A. D. a horned human head supports the handle.^®

Similarly, a Babylonian cylinder (B. C. 600 ?) shews a bnll-legged figure erect with a horned

and bearded human head breaking the fore legs of a ramping lion.^® How important a

guardian element lay in horns is shewn by the horned Moses and still more by the horned

Alexander.

But, before Alexander, the Greeks had begun to shew their guardians in simple human
form. Not only was the man Hercules a special favourite on gems as a guardian whose protection

assured good luck,®® eveu the great gods of the Greeks and Romans, especially Jupiter and

Venus were graven in human form.®i In the centuries before and after Christ the head of

most virtue was the hornless Alexander.®^ During the first centuries after Christ the head of

Augustus to some extent took the place of the head of Alexander. That it was believed that in

the graven head some of the spirit of the great guardian of the Roman people lived, is shown

by the law of Tiberius that it was a crime to take into a house of ill-fame a gem graven with

the head of Augustus.®® As part of the worship of the Human even the stars had to change

18 Tlie soldier theory of the beetle (Fraser’s Magazine, February, 1856; p. 238) seems more practical than the

received world-rolling explanation, which cannot have come into belief so long as men continufed to hold that th©

earth was fiat.

1® King’s Antique Gems, p. 364. Op. cit, p. 169. Fraser's Magazine, February 1856, pp. 233, 237.

21 King’s Antique Gems, p. 835. 2® See examples in King’s Antique Gems, plate facing p. 129, No. S,

2S King’s Antique Gems, p. 125. Op. cit. pp. ISO, 131. ^ Op. cit. pp. 129-181.

28 King (Antiqm Gems, pp. 377, 378, note) says ; “ The Medusa occurs in Gnostic gems (A. D. 50-300) and was

apparently from its. nniveraal use stn amulet to keep off the Evil Eye. On a red jasper are the talismanic words

* I guard Roromandares.’ ”

27 Figures in King’s Antique Gems, p. 239. 28 Qp^ cit. p. 366. 29 King’s Antique Gems, p. 129.

80 Op. cit, p. 378. As a cure for colic the learned physician Alexander of Tralles (A. D. 200) counsels the

wearing of a gam of Hsroules straagling the Nemean lion. King’s Antique Gems, p.'434,

81 Julius Caesar wore a Venus engraved on a gem, as beheld himself under the special favour of Venus.

Fraser's Magazine, February 1856, p. 234.

82 Trebellius Pollio notes that women wore Alexander’s portrait and that those who wore it prospered. St

.

Chrysostom (A. D, 347-407) describes a brass coin of Alexander being tied to the feet and head to keep off sickness.

King’s Antique Gems, pp. 322, 323. The writer on old rings in Fraser's Magazine, February 1856, p. 235, says

;

f
* Alexander so bewitched posterity that the wearing of his effigy on a ring secured success.”

88 King’s Antique Gems, p. 277.
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their old honoured shapes for human figures. In the fourth century A. D. instead of the sign

of the constellation was graven the guardian god or angel with which the Persians and Gnostics

had furnished each of the planets and of the leading constellations.^^^ Till the close of the

Middle Ages among the lucky figures graven on gems, were the bowman, the swordsman

and the man with the upraised hand.®® ,

The human form did not long remain unchallenged as the most favourite home of the

guardian. Among Gnostics and other amulet-wearing mystics of the early centuries

after Christ the Name composed of mystic letters was found to hold more virtue than any

human or other figure.®® So a gem has graven on it : ‘Abraxas, Jao, Adonai. Holy Name,

Holy Powers defend Vibia Paulina from every evil spirit.*®^ Titles, phrases and numbers all

added to the natural powers of gems. Round the head of the crystal signet of king Lotharus

(A. D. 960) ran the words ‘ 0 Christ, defend king Lothaire.*®® Till the close of the Middle Ages

the names of the three kings of Cologne, Casper, Melchior and Balthasar, also the words Guttu,

Gutta, Thebal Ebal, I H S Nazarenns, housed special holy influences.®® Still, in Germany, the

plague is scared by a plate with the * names of God ’ round the rim and in the centre a Jfigure-

pattern which read in any order gives the total 34.^® Similarly, in the Middle Ages the decade

rings had in each of the ten short cogs the spirit of an Ave and in the round head with I H S

the spirit of a Pater Noster.^^ These “ names-of-God*’ phrases and mystic figures were usually

added to other images in accordance with the experience that combination increases the guardian

influence of the gem. So in the time of Hadrian (A. D. 100) gems were graven with the triune

God of Egypt, either Ammon (Jupiter) Ra (the Suu) and the Asp, or Athor, Bart and Achor, with

in words ‘Eather of the world, Triple God.*^ Some gems carry the combination of guardian

influences still further. An emerald gem, probably of the time of Antoninus Pius (A. D, 130),

made in Alexandria, has a central Serapis head with thunderbolt on left and cornucopia on right

wreathed round by a beading of circles or eggs ending in a snake head swallowing the end of

the wreath. Outside of this egg-beading is a row of human and bird heads and at the foot a

large lizard.^® King notes that in such gems the mouse, dolphin, rabbit, and lizard are favourite

figures. As these animals represent the earth, the air, and the sea,^^ the object of engraving

them would seem to he to choose objects likely to prove tempting homes for the three great

classes of spirits. Thus, the object of this massing or housing of gnardian shapes is the same

as the object of the grotesque chimaeras or grylls, namely to grave shapes likely to prove

attractive to di^erent classes of spirits.^®

(To he continued^’

PirmicTLs in King’s Antique Gems, p. 334. The Perso-Jewish angels were made the guardians of the leading

constellations : Michael of the Bear, Gabriel of the Serpent, Snrielof the Eagle, Raphael of the Lion, Tauthabaoth of
tbe Bog, and Erataoth of the Bull. The spirits or overlords of the ’ seven planets were of the Sun Adonai, of the
Moon Jao, of Jupiter Boi, of Mars Salhao, of Venus Ovai, of Mercury Astaphai, of Saturn Ildahaoth. King’s
Aniigw Qems, pp. 348, 849. According to the Gnostics these overlords were underlords of the supreme, whom they
named Abraham. Op. eii, pp. 348, 349.

s® Camillo Leonardo (1503) in King’s Antique Gems, p. 442.
86 Compare Revelations, ii. 17 : To him who overeometh I will give a white stone and in the stone a new name

written.”

6^ King’s Antique Gems, pp, 354<5. On another Gnostic stone are Jao Abraxas keep from evil ” (Op. cit. p. 434).

The word Abraxas, like the word Mithras, had the figure value of 365 (Op. cii. p. 856), Ency. iBrit, “ Gems.” Thus
the name was not only a home for the time or year spirit, but was a home for the creator qf the universe, since the
universe had been formed to include 3S3 separate worlds or creations.

88 King’s Antique Gems, p. 305.

Op. cii, p. 370. Camillo (A. D. 1503) mentions the * names of God’ among gravings of special virtue. King’s
Antique Gems, pp. 442-4.

« Kang’s Antique Gems^ pp. 865, 366.

« Qp. cH. p, 296. 42 Op. cii. p. 858.
*8 Qp. cie. p. 837. 44 Op. cU. p. 330.
*8 Oompaffe Camillo Leonardo (1503), King’s Antique Gems, p. 437, who explains the use of mixed forms by the

figure being suitable to the different virtues of the'stone.
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MISCELLANEA.
A NEW KHAEOSTHl INSCRIPTION

FROM SWAT.i

Together with his interesting Be^oH on the

results of his mission to Sw&t Dr. L. A. Waddell

forwarded to me some months ago two impressions

of the longest Eharoshthi inscription which he

had found on his tour at Kaldari*a near Dargai.

As the impressions have been takenon very thick

country-paper, they are not sufficiently distinct to

allow the whole inscription to be read. Of late,

Dr. Waddell has sent in addition an excel*

lent photograph of the document, taken by

Mr. Andrews, with the help of which it can be

easily deciphered-

The inscription is incised on a rough block of
|

stone, measuring, according to the impression,
I

about 27 inches by 9.
|

The lines are not quite equal in length, the last

sign of line 2, E, protruding beyond the ends of

lines 1 and 3. The letters, which vary between

1 and 2 inches in height and have been cut deeply

and boldly, shew the type of the Saka period,^

which is known from the Taxila Copper-plate of

Patika^ and from the inscriptions of his contem-

porary Sudasa or Sod^sa on the MathurE Lion

Capital.* With the TaxUa Copper-platetheyagree,

particularly in the curls at the left end of the

tops of ta, ra and s«, which Prof. Dowson
erroneously considered to express the' medial

The only notable peculiarity is the clear distinc-

tion between na and wa, the signs for which are

mostlyidenticalinthe later Kharoshthidocuments*

The numeral signs are ///7iy or, according to

Mr. V. A. Smith’s notation, ICXIIL The figure

for 100 differs from those in the Takht-i-Bahi

inscription of Guduphama* or ’Yvdo«J>€pp7;s and in

the inscriptions of the Kushanas. The sign for ten

retains almost exactly the form of the correspond-

ing numeral figure in the Teima inscription.®

^ Reprinted from the Yiemia Orienial Journal,

^ See my Grundriss der indvschen Paldographie, TafelL

Col. "VIII.-IX., and § 10, 8, § 12 of the letter-press.

3 See my new edition aooording to Dr, J, F. Fleet’s

photo, compared with the original in the library of the

Royal Asiatic Society, inEp. Iwdica, Vol. IV. p, 54 ff.

* JbtM*. Rot/, As, Soc. 1894, p. 525 ff.

5 This is the fnller form of the name, discovered by

Prof. Otto Franke on some coins of the Berlin Collection

and visible also on some of Prof. P. Gardner’s auto-

types, e. g„ on PI. XXII. (Nos. 7 and 9) of his Catalogue

of Indo-Grecian and Scythian Coins. There the third

sign of the word is ^ or ma.

3 See my Ghrundriss der indischen PaWogra^Tiie, § 83.

^ Yon Sallet, Me Nouihfolger Alessanders des Qrossen,

p. 47 f., 65 ; P. Gardner, Gatalogue^ p. xxzix., and Chart

The closeagreement of the characters with those
of the Taxila Copper-plate makes it very probable
that the era, according to which Dr. Waddell’s
inscription is dated, is the same as that used by
Liaka Kusuluka’s son Patika and by his contem-
porary SoMsa or Sudasa. If that is so, the new
document is only thirty-five years later than the

Taxila Plate. The beginning of this era is still

uncertain. The numismatists^ allege that ^od5.sa’s

father, Ri^juvula or Raibjubula, ruled in the

beginning of the first century B. 0. Hence the

reign of his son could not fall later than about

B. 0. 65-40, and the era, used in the date of his

Mathnrd. inscription “the year 72,” must have

begun between B. 0. 137-112. But the late

Dr. BhagvanlS.1 IndiAji® held that all the Northern

KIshatrapas ruledin the first century A. D. In my
opinion the only certain point is that B.azbju-

bula and Bod&sa preceded EZanishka.

Transcription,

1. Batia? putrena thoA, Norena puka^

2. karavita savrasapana^^ puyae

3. vashra ICXIII Sramna [H*]

Translation.

“ By the son of Dati, the Thera Nora, a tank

ipushkarini) was caused to be made for the wor-

ship of all snakes {in) the year 113, {m the) bright

half {of the month of) Sr&vana.”

The wording offers few difficulties. Thai^

which I take to be an abbreviation of thairena,

in Sanskrit sthavirena, is separated from the

name Nora by a considerable interval and hence

must represent a word by itself. Similar abbre-

viations are found in the Western inscriptions

from the time of Pulum&yi (2nd cent. A. D.) ; see

Nasik, No. 15, where sava occ^s for savachare

and gi pa for gvmhdnam pakhe, Fiikarani^ “ a

of Greek and 8cythic Kings, p. zxxii. ;
Onnningham,

Coins of the Indo^Scythians, p. 27.

3 Jour. Roy, As. Soc, 1894, p. 542.

* The separation of the words strictly follows the

original.

10 7]2e Yowel is not distinct and might be read as e.

11 On the photograph the middle portion of the second

sa is not distinct, but it is plain on the impressions.

10 The tail of the last sa has been lost through an

exfoliation of the stone. It is hardly doubtful that it

had the w-curve. The primafade reading sadha would

give no sense, except on the supposition that several

lines have been lost. In that case it might be taken as

an equivalent of edrdham, “together with,” and as the

beginning of a sentence enumerating persons associated

with the donor in the pious work.
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taiiTs, stands midway between Sanskritjpws/i/ca-

rM and Pali fokkharani. The two names Dati
j

and Nora have a foreign look. With the i

termination of the masc. genitive Datia compare

Naganamdia, Uggcthi/niya and Nandiye from the

Kushana inscriptions.^*

The dedication of a tank for the worship

of all snakes will cause no surprise to those

acquainted with North-Western India, where, e.g.

in Kashmir, every big spring is called a ndga, and

every small one a ndgin^^ and where every lake

has its tutelary ndga. For instance, the Yullar

Lake or Ullola is considered to be the residence

of the Serpent Padma. In Kashmir there are also

instances, in which artificial tanks or ponds were

dedicated to particular N^gas. Thus Bilhana says

in his Vihramdiilcadevacliarita, XVIII. 70 ;

—

“ At a distance of one and a half Gaus from

Pravarapura lies a place with high-rising monu-

ments, called Jayavana, where the pool (Jcunda) of

Takshaka, lord of snakes, filled with pure water,

resembles a war-disc, intended to cut the head of

Kali who is bent on the destruction of Dliarma.”

In 1876 the pool of Takshak was still knov^i-

at Zevan-Jayavana, though its round stone-wall

had disappeared.'® The close connexion of the

snake-worship with Buddhism is well known and

explains it how a Thera came to dedicate a tank

or pond to this minor I'ace of divine beings.

Gboeoe Buhler.
February 21 si, 1896.

NOTES ON BUEMESB FOLK-LOEB.

The following facts, which have recently come
j

under my notice, will be of some interest to

anthropologists ;

—

I.

A famous dacoit chief, Bo Oho, and his two

sons, were recently tried and sentenced to death

for murder, as well as to transportation for vari-

ous terms on different charges of dacoity. On
appeal to the Judicial Commissioner of Upper
Burma, the sentences of death were confirmed,

and bythe special order of the Chief Commissioner,

Burma, they were carried out publicly at a place

called NgabS-yauk in the Myingyan District,

(Upper Burma). The dying request of the con-

demned men, about which they were obviously

very anxious, was that, after their death, the sen-

tences of transportation on them might be

remitted.

15 Compare also the form ^usJiJcarant in the MathurA
inscription of the time of So^fisa, Cunningham, Arch,

Surv, Rep, III. PI. IS, No. 1.

It JSpigraphia Indica^ n. p. 197.

It is somewhat doubtful whether this request

had its foundation on Buddhistic or animistic

ideas ; but it is probably to be referred to the

latter, as ordinary Burmese criminals, when

executed within the walls of a jail, are frequently

anxions that, after death, their souls may be

allowed free egress beyond the Jail walls. In the

present case, there was, of course, no difficulty in

assuring the condemned men that the warrants of

transportation against them would be cancelled

after their deaths.

II.

A well-known Burmese Head Constable, named

Thaukkyd, died recently at a place called Sal6 in

the Myingyan District, and shortly after his«

death complaints began to be made by the con-

stables at the police station there that his ghost

was causing them much annoyance by haunting

the place. They said that the only way in which

this could be stopped was to put up- a notice

in the police station informing Thaukkya that

he was dismissed from the force, and so urgent

were their complaints that the European

Assistant Superintendent of Police actually stuck

up a notice to this effect.'

When asked how they knew that Thankkyl^

was haunting the place, they replied that he con-

stantly appeared to them in dreams.

As is well known, the Burmese have the usual

half-civilised ideas as to the actuality of dream
incidents and persons. Indeed, a constable at

the police station at Sihgu, not far from Sale,

where a Buddhist priest wanted by the police bad
lately committed suicide, was seen to jump xVp

fi’om his sleep, seize a sword and rush violently

round the station house. He explained to a

European, who happened to be present, that the

deceased priest had just appeared to him, and as

he had done so twice before he was determined

not to stand the annoyance any longer.

The above incidents illustrate the origin of
the belief in ghosts from dreams.

It appears also that the influence that Thauk-
kya exerted during his life is believed to be pos-
sessed by his ghost. At any rate, on a report of

a large theft of money, (Es. 600),being lately made
to his successor, another Burman, the latter on
his way to the scene of the occurrence besought
Thaukkyfi earnestly, {inmadan shiMde\ to shew
himhow to detect the case. As he was successful

in getting back all the money and in proving the

case to be a false one, it is not nnhkely that

Kashmir Reportf p. 6.

1 Since writing this I have heard, on excellent authority,

of two very similar cases which occurred recently, one in

the Meiktil^, and the other in the Tharrawaddy District,
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the deceased ThaiUdcyd. will come in time to

be regarded as a godling or nat.

III.

A superstition of the Burmans, which may
not he generally known, i^ that it is very unlucky

for a swarm of bees to- alight on a house ; in fact,

this will occasionally entail the desertion of the

latter altogether.® Evil spirits and influences may
he, ho.wever, kept out of a house hy stretching

round it a thread channed by the priests.

Beb^tard HouaHTOiT.

CORRESPONDEJSTCE.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Dear Sib, — Muir, in his Original SansJirit

Texts, Yol. I., has collected, translated and illus-

trated “ the principal passages in the different

Indian hooks of the greatest antiquity as well as

in others of comparatively modern composition,

which describe the creation of mankind, and the

origin of classes or which tend to throw light upon

the manner in which the caste system may have

arisen.” He has thus afforded ample information

on the bibliography of the subject; but his atten-

tion, it appears, was confined to the consideration

of only the four principal castes— the Bi4h-

mans, Kshatriyas, Yaisyas and Sddras. Not

a single sentence is to be found about the other

castes— the mixed classes which are morenumer-

ous than the original ones, and have overgrown

them.

Thus, after reading the Orignal Sanshrii Texts,

my desire for knowledge about caste was not

satisfied, but the information I gathered from this

book has served rather to excite than allay my
curiosity, I, therefore, set about collecting from

the various Puranas, Ujpajpurdnas, Bmritis,

Tantras, etc., extracts regarding the mixed
castes, in the same way as Muir has done about

the original ones.

'Of the Tantras, I am sorry, I could not lay my
hands on a copy of the HudrayAmala Tantra,

regarding which Oolebrooke, in his paper headed
“ Enumeration of Indian Classes” in Yol. Y. of

the Asiatic Besea/rches, says :

—

One of the authorities I shall use is> the

JAtimAlA or Garland of Classes, an extract from

the Budraydmala Tantra, whieh, in some

instances, corresponds better with the usage

and received opinions than the ordinances of

Manu and the great Pharma {Yrihaddharma)

Pwdna,’^

Monier Williams, in a note in page 181 of his

Hinduism, a volume in the Non-Christian

Beligious Systems series, says :
—“A section of it

{Budraydmala Tantrc^ called the Jdtitndld, treat-

ing of castes, has been printed at Calcutta.”

I have long been on the look out for this Jdti^

mdld as well as the Budraydmala Tantra,-but have
not been fortunate enough to got hold of either.

I shall feel much obliged if you, or any of your
learned readers, will be good enough to let me
know where and how I can get hold of a copy of

either the Tantra itself, or the chapter called

Jdtvmdld, whieh, Monier Williams says, has been

printed at Calcutta, where I have left nO' stone

unturned to come by it, but in vain.

The only Jdtimdld, available here in print,

contains two excerpts from the sacred books : one

is from the Brahmavaivaria Purdna and the other

is said to betaken from the ParasurAma SamhitA.
But I have not seen any Sarhhitd of that name.

The Sanskrit Texts are given with a Bengali

translation in verse. The Publishers do not say

from* what book they have taken the fii’st extract,

and it is only after my researches in the several

Purdnas, etc., that I have been able to trace it to

the BrahmavaivaHa Purdna,

Here I must again ask your learned readers to

.favour me with any information they may know
regarding this Parasurdma Samhitd,

Touching the Budraydmala Tantra, which is,

as Monier Williams says, “ one of the most

deservedly esteemed and most enoyclopcedic in its

teaching,” and is said to consist of 100,000 verses,

all that I know is that it has not as yet been

printed, and that a complete MS. copy is nowhere

to be found, so far as I have been able to hunt for

it. I myself have got a MS. copy of the Uttara

Tantra, or last portion of the above, containing

sixty-four jpatalas or chapters. In his Notices

of BansTzrit MSS., Dr. R. L. Mrbra has noticed

one, but it contains only a few paialas

:

nor is

tbe copy in the Library of the* Asiatic Society

here a complete one. ^
NUiCAMAl Basak.

8/l> Pewan^s Pane, Calcvstia,

® This oocitcrence is, however, in some parts held to portend good fortune.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

A COLLECTION OF NOTES ON MAERIAGE
CUSTOMS IN THE MADRAS PRESIDENCy.

The following colleotion of notes on marriage

castoms are taken from an issue of tlie Pioneer •

BrSiliman ceremonies are very lengthy, bnt the

essential poriions are the following. On the

wedding-day, the bridegroom, attired in cadjan^

with his books and with a bundle of rice on

his shoulder, makes believe he is ofE to Benares

to lead a holy life. The bride’s father accosts

him and persuades him to stay and marry his

daughter. He is then accompaxaed to the marriage

pandali and the bride is made over to him. The

sacred fire is kindled and worshipped, the gods

are invoked and the tali or insignia of marriage

is tied round the bride’s neck by the bridegroom.

Both then walk round the fire, and the bride-

groom, taking his bride’s foot in his hands, places

it seven times on a miU-stone. This is the bind-

ing part of the ceremony. After further prayers,

the couple exchange .garlands of flowers. Eive or

nine sorts of seed grains are mixed and sown in

special little earthen vessels. The couple water

these for four days. On the fifth day the sprouts

are taken out; and thrown into a tank or river.

On the second night, the bride takes her hus-

band outside and points out to him a parti-

cmlar star and implies thereby that she win
remain as chaste as the goddess inhabiting

the star.

The severely conservalive Namhfiri Brahmans
of Malahar have, of course, customs similar to

their congeners of other parts, but one curious
!

and inexplicable feature in the ceremony is, that

the parties go through a pretence of catching

flsh.

The Bants— the chief land-owning class in

South Kanara — have a long ceremonial, the

essential part of which is called dhare. The
bride’s right hand is placed over the groom’s, a

silver vessel with water is brought, over its mouth
is placed a cocoanut, and over the latter an areca

palm flower. The hands are then placed over all.

The parent and relatives all touch the vessel,

which is thrice moved up and down. The couple

are then congratulated by all present, who desire

that they may become the parents of twelve

sons and twdve daughters.

Among the Heggades — a shepherd -class in the

same district—on the second day of the ceremony,

the bridegroom makes away with a jewel from
the bride’s person, which he pretends to have

stolen. The bride’s party go in search of the

thief. A hoy dressed to represent him is arrested

by mistake. The bride’s people, on this, admit

their inability to And the rogue. He is then

produced and formally conducted to the bride.

The Holeyas, or agrestic slaves of Kanara, have

a still more quaint ceremonial. The youth’s

party goes to the bride’s on a fixed day with rice,

betel, and areca nuts, and waits all night outside

the hut, the groom being squatted on a mat

specially made by the bride. Next morning the

bride comes and sits in front of him with

a winnowing fan between them, filled with betel

leaf. Those present throw rice over the heads of

the couple. Theoeremony lasts four days, during

which it is indispensable that one of the two

should continually use the mat. On the last day

the couple take the mat to -a river or tank holding

flsh, dip the mat in and catch some flsh which

th^ let go off after kissing them. A feed com'

pletes the marriage*

IPhe Badagas of the Nilgiris are perhaps the

only Indian race among whom the custom of

courtship presvails. The marriage is not binding

until the wife is about to become a mother*

When this occurs the badge has to be promptly

tied round the girl’s neck.

The Kois, of Godavari, have an interesting

custom. Should the youth be poor, he cairies off

his bride by force, and, what is more, he may
select another man’s wife for the purpose. The

wedding ceremony is beautifully simple. The

girl bends her head, the youth leans over her,

j

friends pour water on his head, and when the

water has dropped from his to the bride’s head,

the twain are one.

The Ohenchus, ' a forest tribe of Kamul, also

believe in clandestine unions. Either the couple

run away at night and return the next day— man
and wife— or they go round a bow and arrow

planted in the ground, and their relatives throw

rice on them and bless them.

Among the Kurumbas— a sh^herd class foimd

in many eastern districts of Madras — a golden

image, representing the hero of the clan, is taken

out of a small box filled with saffron powder, in

which it is usually secured, and placed before the

bride and bridegroom, who call aloud the hero’s

name. The performing priest breaks cocoanuts

on the heads of those of the tribe who hereditarily

enjoy this distinction, and then ties a piece of

saffron on the bride’s right arm. Rice is then

1 [See Yule, s. v., m Eobson^Jobscn, — Ed.]
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thrown on her head, the tdU is tied round her

neck by the bridegroom, and the ceremony is
|

over. Among some divisions of the tribe other

substances than safh:on are employed.

With the Kalians of Trichinopoly and neigh-

bouring districts, the most proper alliance is

between a man and his paternal uncle’s daughter.

Failing this his niece or his aunt is most suitable.

Worst of all a bridegroom — young though he

may be — has to accept his fate even if the bride

is fifty and toothless. His sister visits the bride’s

parents, presentsthem with twenty-one little coins

and a cloth and ties some horse hair round the

bride’s neck. After a feast the bride and groom

go to the latteris house and exchange boomerangs.

A feast ensues. The bride gets a dowry of a hen

and some rice and trots ofE to her new home.

The Maravens of Tinnevelly, a robber caste,

have rather aggressive matrimonial usages. The

elders arrange the wedding, and, with or without

the consent of the young folks, go and tie the

tdU round the bride’s neck, blowing conches

the while. Feasts and processions follow, a

cocoanut is broken before the caste deity, and

certain other ceremonies complete the alliance.

Among a subdivision of the Reddls— a cultivat-

ing tribe of Nellore and neighbouring districts—
they have a lengthy marriage ceremonial, part of

which consists of the worship of a number of

pots especially made for the occasion, as also in

the feigned anger of the bridegroom’s party on

the fourth day of the ceremony.

The Uriyas of Ganjam have to marry their

girls before the period of puberty. If a suitable

husband is not obtained before the time, the girl

is maiTied to an arrow.

Among the Paniyans, a labouring class in

Malabar, when a man wants to marry a girl, he

must take a bundle of firewood daily to her

house for six months.
Geo. F. D’Penha.

Messes. T. C. and E. 0. Jack, Grange Publish-

ing Works, 216, Causeway-side, Edinburgh, have

asked us to state that they ai’e publishing a new

Edition of Bums, to be edited by Messrs. W. E.

Henley and T. F, Henderson, and that, as the

Editors are anxious to make the edition as com-

plete and free from errors as possible, they are

anxious that all owners of original MSS. should

communicate with the publishers.

As it is possible that some of our readers may
be in possession of original or valuable documents

connected with Burns we have much pleasiu’e in

inserting this note.

I SHOTJLD be glad to have for reference a com-

plete list of the mitdrcis, or conventional attitudes,

of images of Buddha, and do not know where to

find one. Can any reader of the Indian Anti-

quary oblige me with a list, and give the exact

definition of each mudrd ?

Gorakhpur. Y. A. Smith,

[Waddell, Lamaism, pp. 324 ffi., gives a vast

amount of information about this subject.— En.]

DATES OP SANSKRIT WORKS, FIXED BY
REFERENCE TO TIBETAN SOTTROES.

Part II. of the current volume of the Zeit-

sckHft der deutschen morgenlandischen Geselh

schaft contains some importantnotes by Dr. Georg

Huth, of Berlin, on the chronology of certain

worhs in the Tibetan Tanjur. Many of these

are translations of, or commentaries on, Sanskrit

works, and the dates of the Tibetan writers are

capable of being fixed with reasonable accuracy.

Based on these premises. Dr. Huth shews, amongst

other interesting facts—
(1) that the date of the composition of the

Ashtdngahridaya-samTiitd, of Ydgbhata, cannot

be later than the eighth century A. D.;

(2) that translations of

() the Ashtdngahridwga-sa^nhitdi of V§g-

bhata,

() the Faddrthachandrilcdjprdbhdsandmd^

shtdngahridaya-vritti, of ChandiA-

nanda,

(cl the Dhupaydgaratnamdld, ascribed to

Ni,garjuna,

(d) the Vimala;prain6ttararatnamdld, of

Am6g6daya,

(e) the ChdnakyanitiSdstraa

(/) and a treatise on Yeterinary Surgery,

ascribed to Sdlihotra,

were all made in the first half of the eleventh

century

;

(3) that the Avaddnahaljgalatd and Dandin’s

Kdvyadaria were both translated in the second

of the thirteenth century;

(4) that Ratn^kara-sSinti’s Chhanddratnd-

Icara, and K^lidi.sa’sMdgrhad'z^iSa were translated

I

in the first half of the fourteenth century.

Dr. Huth finally shews that the date of the

oldest original Tibetan work in the Tanjur was

probably the second half of the sixth, or, at latest,

the beginning of the seventh century.

SEPARATE FEEDING OP THE SEXES—
MUSALMANS.

Why do MusalmAn women never eat with,

malee ? The custom seems to spring from choice
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on the women’s part. They refuse to eat with

those who may, for all they know, commit all

kinds of sin out of doors without their knowledge.

The women pride themselves greatly in adhering

to this rule. The Sunis of India say that the

Shi’a women do not conform to the custom.

F. A. Steel in P. N. and Q. 1883.

SALAGRAM.

The B&lagrto stone, a kind of ammonite,^

found chiefly in the Gandak River, is worshipped

hy some sections of Hindus. Can any one give me
information on the following points connected

with it ? — (i) Are there more kinds than one of

this stone; and if so, what are the vernacular

names of the various kinds ? (ii) What soit of

stone is that called Dudhi-murti worshipped hy

Taishnavas ? Where is it found, and what gotra

or sept of Brahmans conducts the worship?

Ai’e any offerings presented hy worahippei*s ; and

if so, on what occasions? (iii) What are the

peculiar marks by which the variety known as

Lakshmi Nardyana is distinguished fx-om other

kinds of Hlagrdm ?

John Beambs in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BIRTH CUSTOMS—MUSALMANS — LYING-IN.

The woman after child-birth lies on a idt

(coarse canvas bag), or on a mat spread on the

ground for seven days, during which time she will

not lie on a chdrpde (bed-stead). She is fed chiefly

with small pieces of bread soaked in gM and
sugar, and, because this is good for her milk, she

is made to abstain from other articles of food.

She often continues this diet as long as she is

sucklmg.

Gulab Singh in P. N. and Q. 1883.

THE EFFECTS OF A CURSE.

Samman Biio ManhIs, Hindfl, R^jpflt, the

eldest son, and consequently heir to the fp-mily

estate, left Jammflh in displeasure, and founded the

village of Gamrolfl in thdnd Cham5,l, Gurdaspfir Dis-

trict, from which have sprung twenty-two villages

of Manhas Rajpfits in the districts of Gurd&spflr,

Sirdkot, and JammOn, but in none of these is a
{palclcd) dwelling of baked bi-icks or stone to he
seen. On the death of Samman D^o’s father, a
special deputation waited upon the son, to beg

^ [Is the sAlctgrthn an ammonite at all ? Fallon, IT&w
Bind, Bid., s. v., says, it is an ovoid black quartzose
worn by the action of water, and sometimes found im-
pregnated ^vith gold, beai'ing the impression of one or
more ammonites.** Bate, HiwH Diet., s.v., says much
the same thing. Some years hack there was a quantity

of him to return and assume his rightful position

at Jammfln, hut he refused, and invoked a curse

on those of his race who might attempt to live in

pakhd buildings. Of many others, the two follow-

ing instances of recent occurrence are commonly
quoted in the Sialkofc District as the immediate

results of a violation of the honored tradition :

—

(i) Ohaudhri Gajjfl Singh of Salobal, Tahsil

ZaferwAl, built a pakkd dwelling. Before the

building was finished he died, and the members
of his household died soon after

;
so that the

family is now extinct. The building was auctioned

and purchased by a Brahman, but is now a ruin.

(ii) Ohaudhri Buddhfl of Gamrold erected a

paTchd residence, and as he commenced the upper

storey he died. His eldest son was appointed

%ailddr and lamharddr, but forfeited both foi-

misconduct and died.

J. T. Christie in P. N. and Q. 1883.

MARRIAGE CUSTOM — THE SIEVE.

Among high-easte Hindfls of the Panjab, the

bridegi’oom, on entering the bridal chamber, finds

a sieve hanging on the door-post, put there by the

parents of the bride as a warning to him not to

take her unless he chooses, as she has as

many faults as there are holes in the sieve. The
bridegroom always carries an. iron weapon
with him to drive away the evil spirits which
haunt him, especially at the marriage ceremony,

and with this he cuts down the sieve and throws

it away, in earnest of his choice of the bride

with all her faults.

Mata Das in P. N. and Q. 1883.

TELUGU SUPERSTITIONS AS TO DOGS.

1.

' WHEN a dog flaps its ears, owing to mange
or being pestered by fleas, the dog is said to bring

ill luck to .the owner of the house where the act

was done.

2. When a stray dog barks, in the compound
of a house, during the night in a low tone or

plaintive manner, owing probably to bodily sufl'er-

ing brought on by mange or other distemper, the

owner of the house, if unwell, is said to die.

M. N. Venketswami.

THE BUDDHIST ORIGIN OF NAUGAZA TOMBS.

See Ounningha-m, ArcJicBological Survey of

India, 1872-73, pj). 98 130-1. The suggestion

of siilagrdms, meant, I think, for Kashmir, passing along

the Paujjlb Railways, some of which at least had the

appearance of having been mannfactnred. On the other

hand I possess two, I believe, genuine idlagrdms from

Bangalore which are apparently unquestionable ammon-
ites. — Ed.]
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that they are of Buddhist origin is due to Mr. W.

Simpson, J. B, A. 8. Vol. XIII. p. 206. It is

difficult, however, to see how figures of Buddha
could have come to he regarded as the tombs of

Patriarchs and Muhammadan heroes. Such

tombs are not likely to present signs of antiquity,

as they are always kept in repair.

D. G. B. in P. N. and Q. 1883.

SOME MODERN JAIN SECTS—
HINDU ANTIPATHY TO JAINS.i

“ Better jump down a well than pass a mund^-

hand” said a Xasmiri Pandit. The mund^-

hands are a sect of Jain ascetics, and are to be

found in great force in a house on the north

side of the Ch§,ndm Chauk at Delhi Ibbetson^

Outlines of Panjdh Ethnography

^

§ 255 ffi-, foot-

note to p. 130, quoting the Bombay Census

Report^ says:—“In RajphtSinSi considerable ani-

mosity prevails between the Hindus and the

Jains. There is a saying, ‘it is better to jump
into a well than to pass a Jain ascetic on the

road ; and another, ‘ a Hindu had better be over-

taken by a wild elephant than take refuge in a

Jain temple,’ and ‘he may not run through the

“shadow of it even to escape a tiger.’ ” He says,

however, that this hatred is merely sectarian, and

that the Jains are in effect Hindus. At p. 131,

§ 256, he says :
—“ They carry the reverence for

animal life to an absurd extent: many of these

ascetics wear a cloth over them mouths, lest they

should inhale an insect or other living thing.”

Those who do this are the mundebands. At

p. 132, § 257, he says :
—“ A more modem sect is

the Dhundi^s, so called because its followers

were persecuted by the orthodox, and compelled

to take refuge in ruins {dMind)” This word

dhUnd is said to be GujarM, but I believe it to be-

ih^h llidshd (real speech of the people) as I have

heard it in AmbMa. As far as I have gone in the

inquiry, I should be inclined to think that the

mund^band custom existed anterior to the rise of

the Dhdndit^ sect.

M. Millett in P. N. and Q. 1883.

BOOK-NOTICB.

HtARITA’S DHAKMASUTBA.i

When, in 1889, 1 put before the Eighth Oongi’ess

of Orientalists at Stockholm my “Collection of

Legal Quotations” from HArita’sDharmasAstra,

I did not venture to hope that a complete copy of

that important work might turn up at any time.

It was this very consideration which caused me
to make abeginning towards collecting the numer-

ous and important fragments of that work,

which are preserved in the quotations of medimval

and modern writers on Sanskrit law. I am ex-

tremely glad to be able to announce to the

Members of the Tenth Congress, now assembled,

that after all a MS. has been lately discovered

in India of a Sanskrit composition apparently

identical with the genuine old work of

HArita.

The first notice concerning the MS. in question

has been given in Paaidit VAman SAstri IslAma-

purkar’s Preface to the first volume of his edition

of the Fardsara Dharma Samhitd loitli 8dyana’s

Commentary (1893, Bombay Sanskrit Series).

The Pandit is quite right in stating that this MS.,

which he has secured from NAsik, is a fresh

discovexy, no mention having been made of it

either by orientalists or antiquarians. It is true

that several 8mrUi compositions attributed to the

sage HArita have been printed in India, and that

a number of others are extant in MSS., and have

been noticed in the published catalogues of

Sanskrit MSS. But none of these works, as far

as I am aware, shews the least resemblance to

the Dharmasdstra of HArita. Thus the printed

Vriddha Edrita Samhitd is a lengthy sectarian

pi’oduction, in which Vaishnava I'ites and the

AvatAras of Vishnu are constantly referred to.

The oth.eY 8mritis which go by the name of Harita

ai’e mostly brief and insignificant ti’acts, in which

few, if any, of the numerous texts attributed to

Harita by the standard wiiters on law are to be

met with. All these works are entirely put in

the shade by the present copy of the Dharma-

§dstra of HArita, which may be reckoned among

the most impoi'tant recent fi.nds in the field of

ancient Sanskrit legal Hterature.

Though the merit of the discovery belongs to

Pandit Islamapurkar, European scholars would

have been unable to test, and make use of, his

disooveiy, unless Prof. Biihler had applied to

him for the loan of the MS. This request

was I'eadily complied with, and as Pi*of . Buhlei*

has kindly lent me both the MS. itself and a

transci'ipt made by himself of some impoi'tant

portions of it, I am in a position to offiei* the

1 [Ibbatson,§ 5580, gives “ MTmhband {Caste No. 220) : the Jain aeoefcio who hangs his doth oyer his month ” Ed.]

1 Translated, with modifioatioaa and additions, from the Mes da X. Cmvgr&t Internaiiona dee Oi-^vtaUites.
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foUowing remarks on what may he called the <

Dharmastitra of BArita.

The contents, as well as the style and language,

of the present work tend to shew its close analogy

with the genuine Dharmasiitras of Apastamba,

Baudh^yaua and others, the earliest relics of

Sanskrit legal literature. The following is

a list of the principal subjects treated in the

Hdrita Bharm§d8tra, as this work is styled in the

colophons, the respective duties of the

four orders {dsrama), rules of diet, almsgiving,

funeral oblations, the duties of an absolved

student, the five great offerings, the study of

the Vida, impurity and its removal, penances

for various offences, the examination of wit-

nesses, law and judgment, the obligations of

women, philosophy, the chief crimes and offences,

the entertainment of Brahman guests, special

penances, purificatory prayers. The treatment of

these subjects is very copious for the most part,

the bulk of the present work exceeding that of

nil other jyha/rmaMras known hitherto, except-

ing perhaps the Vishnuamriti, which work, how-

ever, abounds in modem additions. The chapters

are termed Adhyltyas, as in the Viahnusmriti,

Gmtamasmriti and other modernized Dharma^

Sutras, Tbe language abounds in archaic terms

and quotations from Vedic works. Long prose

passages alternate with verses in the Anushtubh

and Trishtubh metres, as in the other Dharma-
Mras. Many among the versified texts recur

literally in these ancient works. Thus the Trish.

tubhs on Science and on Yenial Falsehood in

Chapters 18 and 23 recur in Vasishtha 2, 8 and

1 6, 35 and iu Vishnu 29, 9 ; the ildkas on pancha-

smd and on sahhd in Chapters 10 and 23 are equally

met with in ManuZ, 68, Vishnu 59, 19, and Ndrada

1, 3, 14j-17 ;
the whole section on prasriti/ydvaka \

in 28 corresponds literally with Baudhdyana 3, 6

and Vishnu 48. These passages cannot have been

borrowed by H4rita from the other works, as they

may be traced to their source in the fioating

wisdom of the ancient sages and teachers.

The authenticity of the present work maybe
further provedby an examination of the quotations

from it in the mediaeval andmodem commentaries

and digests, and by the quotations from, and

references to, Yedic productions which it contains

itself. Thus the texts of Harita, which have been

bi’ought together in the abovementioned Collection

of Legal Quotations, may be generally traced in

the present work; e. g., the long string of rules

concerning women (3, 3 loc, cit.) which may be

viewed as the locus classicus for the subject, the

archaic comparison of the distribution of the

family property between a father and his sons

with the jars at a Soma sacrifice, etc. Those

quotations from HWta which occur in the first

volume of Sayana’s Commentaiy of the Smriti of

Parask’a have been verified by Pandit Islama-

purkar Vdman fidstri. He observes that he has

succeeded in tracing a majority of the author’s

quotations. Hdrita is constantly referred to as

an authority in the bulky compilations on funeral

rites, such as, e, g., the huge ^rdddhakaljpa of

Hemadri. These texts have been carefully col-

lected by Dr. Caland, who in his valuable work

AUindischer AhnencuU (pp. 98-95) has under-

taken to restore the original ^rdddhaTcal^a of

Hdrita. Turning to the present work, we find

that the description of funeral oblations in"

Chapter 12 agrees in the main with the conjec-

tures put forward by Dr. Caland. As regards the

Yedic works quoted or referi’ed to by Hdrita, it

is important to note that he seems to look up with

special veneration to ‘holy Maitrayani.’ The
authenticity of several references to that Yedic

teacher is confirmed by the quotations from
Hdrita in Heiipiddri’s and other legal treatises. It

appears, therefore, that Prof. Biihler has been

quite right in his surmises regarding an original

connexion between Hdrita and the well-known

Yedic school of the Maitrdyaniyas. Hanta shews

himself thoroughly acquainted with the works of

that school; thus, the curious Mardm htaddyo
viro, which he quotes without giving his source,

may be traced in the Maitrdyani Samhitd (1, 2, 5).

The publication of this work which ranks with

the earliest and most precious relics of Sanskrit

literature would be a great desideratum, Dnfor-

tunately, to undertake an edition of it from this

single MS. is entirely out of the question. The
MS. is apparently complete in thirty chapters, and
has been written about the end of the seventeenth

century, but clerical errors, blunders and omis-

sions of every sort are so frequent in it that a

great many passages are utterly unintelligible in

spite of the excellent assistance afforded by the

numerous quotations above referred to. Let us

hope that other and more reliable MSS. of

Hdrita’s DliarmasMra may soon turn up. Perhaps

we may look to theBenares Pandits forhelp in this

matter, as Krishnapandita's recent Commentary
of the Vasishihor-smriti, in which a text of Hdrita

is quoted, has been printed at Benares. An old

Commentary on the HdrUa-smriti is quoted by
Hemddri [3, 1, 559), and a Kashmirian word
mentioned in this commentary seems to point to

Kashmir as being the country where it has been
written. Nothing could afford such good help

towards preparing a correct edition of this im-

portant work than the recovery of an ancient

commentary,

Wurzburg, J, JoLLT.
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OX THE AGE OF TIRUXANASAMBANDHA.

BY P. SUNDAEAM PILLAI, M. A.

{Concluded from 125.)

I
* SHALL now try to trace the influence of Sambandha, from the middle ages back-
wards to the earlier times, confining myself to such leading facts as might be inferred

from the sacred Saiva works themselves.

Let us begin with the last of the canonized 'Saiva saints, Umapati Sivftcharya. Umdpati
Sivacharya is the fourth of the Santana-Acharyas and is the author of eight of the fourteen

Siddhdnta-'Sdsiras, besides six minor works devoted to sacred history and geography. Of these

latter, one is on the life of iifekkilar, the author of the Tiruttondar- or JPeriya-fturdnam, another

on that Purdna itself,^ while a third gives an account of the eleven sacred Saiva books, as

compiled by Nambi Andar Xambi. Prom all these three, I have borrowed valuable facts in

the earlier parts of this inquiry. Evidently the author had a historical and critical spirit, and
all his philosophical disquisitions bear ample testimony to this.^^ But the fact I would here

mention in evidence thereof, is one that is directly connected with the question in hand — a

fact for which Dravi^ian archasology can never be sufficiently grateful. In his preface to the

SdhJcalpamrdlcaram^ — a subtle and able metaphysical dissertation! — he tells us the object

for which the lecture was written, the audience to which it was addressed, and the date

on which it was delivered. This date was the 6th day of the Ani festival in the Chidambaram

temple, in the &aka year 1236. Here then is a date which may prove a veritable loadstar to

guide us through the conjectural cloudland of current chronology. It is not a date prefixed

by some unknown hand, as in Kamban’s Bdmdyana or in the SMnda-Purdna^ and therefore open

to question. It occurs, on the other hand, just in the middle (lines 26-29)®* of a long sentence,

extending over 54 lines of Agaval metre, in which the author speaks in the first person and

introduces his treatise, which immediately follows without any further ceremony or word of

explanation.

If the Ssmlsalpanlrdkafana was written in Saka l235 or A. D. 1313, Umapati Sivfcharya

must have composed his account of the Petiyapurdnam much about the same time. Can we
seriously then seek for Sambandha in 1292 ? The Purdna that narrates his miracles was old

enough about 1313 to need an account of its origin being written.

That Purdna itself must have been in 1313 at least a century old. For, Umapati Siva-

charya does not write as if he were a Boswell writing the life of a Johnson. Xo one can read

his account of the way in which ^ePeriyapurdnam came to be written, withoutbeing convinced

that there was a respectable interval of time between that Parana and his account of it.®^ To

Umapati, the author of the Purdna was already a canonized saint, worthy of worship along with

those commemorated in the Purdna itself. The work had become by his time so sacred that

the first line of it is ascribed to the direct inspiration of the god at Chidambaram, who is further

made to announce the completion of the holy treatise to king Anapaya by asariri or * incorporeal

voice.’ Xo doubt, myths do grow rapidly in the tropical East ; but can we seriously think of

ascribing those under notice to the imagination of CTmapati himself, the leading characteristic

No difficult philosophical doctrine of his need be quoted to illustrate the liberal critical spirit of this writer*

It is enough to point to his preface to the ^ivaprdkdsa,

62 TJm&patl ^iv^hfirya was one of the 3,000 Brdhman priests attached to this temple.

The lines run thus: — “ ^laijairunOrrae^uttaY-Syiram v&lu-nar«chakana*maruviinirpa', etc/'. Mr.

Damodaram Pillai says in his preface to the Vtm^6Uyam that our author composed his KoyihFurdnam about

^aka 1200 ; but he does not state his authority. The Tamil Phiiarch begins its account of Umapati Sivacharya

dogmatically thus : — This celebrated poet and philosopher flourished in the 17th century ;** but ends with

nescience and doubt. ** The time of his existence is not known ; but we find his name mentioned in the Intro*

duction to the which dates A.D. lol3»” It is hard to conetiive hoW the author can make the

two ends meet of this, his small paragraph of twenty-three linos

!

See particularly vei*ses 9 and 10.
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of whose intellect was, as far as we can judge of it from his writings, a spirit of matter-of-fact,

almost prosaic, realism. The mjths must hare been current, not only in his own age, but for

some generations preceding, to hare grown to some extent venerable. We are led to the same

conclusion by another well known fact, 'oiz,, that three Santana-Acharyas followed S^kkilar,

the author of the Furana, before Umapati, the fourth in the list, appeared. I say therefore, at

the very least a century must have elapsed between the composition of the Periyajmrdnam and

the account of it, written as we have just seen in 1313, In all probability, the interval was

longer. The work is unquestionably the oldest of the existing Tamil Purdnas, Frequent refer-

ences to incidents narrated in it will he found in almost every other Purctna, including the

SMnda itself.®® It was composed, we are told,^ with the express object of superseding the

Buddhistic epic Chintdmani, which was evidently the only narrative poem of any magnitude

then in existence. The Ch61a prince at whose instance S^kkilar wrote his Periyapurdnam, is

well known in Tamil literature under the name of Anapaya Ch6la Pallava. He is sometimes

called also Tirunirru Chdla,®^ probably to indicate the regard he had for that symbol of the

Saiva faith. His religious fervour seems to have proved largely beneficial to the temple of

Chidambaram, which he is said to have covered with gold®® — probably in the way of

repair of what was done hy his forefather Par^ntaka I. Though it would appear from

the Tiruttondar- or Periya^purdnam that Anapaya was holding his conrt at TiruvAriir,®^

near Negapatam, when that Furdna was composed, a verse®® cited in the commentary

on the Tamil Tandi AlauMra leaves no room for doubt that his real capital was the

same Q-ahglipuram or Gafigaikondasolapuram, where the successors of Parantaka bore-

rule. Probably he was attracted to the former city by religious considerations. In an

inscription of his, at Tiruvariir, dated in the seventh year of his reign, offering gifts of “ land,

gold, brass, silver and other excellent treasures’’ to the images of Sambandba and the other

two authors of the Devdra Hymns, set up in that shrine, he calls himself Rajaklsari-

varman alias Tribhuvanachakravartin Sri-K!ul6ttuhgarCh61ad6va.®i Referring to this

inscription, Dr. Hultzsoh writes; ‘‘ The characters of the Timvarfir inscription of this prince

are decidedly more modern than those of the Taujavur inscriptions of Rajaraja and RajSndra-

Chola, Accordingly, the Periyapurdmm must have been composed after their* tiine. On the

other hand, the subjoined inscription proves that the legends which S^kkilar embodied in his

work were not of his own invention, but must have grown up in the time of the predecessors

of Rllj6ndra-Ch61a,”®2 Of course, for this last conclusion we stand in no need of any proof.

In the very opening chapter, 'SSkkilar himself expressly states how the lives of the sixty-

three saints he embodies in his work were commemorated in the hymns of Sundara, and how
they were subsequently amplified by Nambi Aod^r Nambi.®®

But the inscription alluded to by Dr. Hultzsoh is certainly a remarkable one. It records

the setting up of a copper image with the rather telling legend ‘ Tattd namarC Mn,' or ‘ 0
Tattan ! He is one of ns ! Behold !

’ The reference is to the dying words of Meypporul Nayanar,

® See for instance Avaipugu-Pa^dltomb, verse 62.

See UniS.pati Siv&ohSrya’s Account of the Feriya^pwr&n-^my verse 10,

67 KSyiUPur^am, PAyiram, verse 12. Timntrn means the ‘ holy ashes.’ I am glad to find that in the preface
to the Pwr&Aia, its editor, the late Mr, Arumnga NSvalar, the greatest of modem Tamil Pandits, notes the date
we have assigned above to Um&pati Siv&chfirya.

8* KQyiUPwr&ncmy Pfiyiram, verse 12, and Pertvaptcrdtiom, Pfiyiram, verse 8.
69 Periyapur&^ij^cm, Tiim’driV-sirappu, verse 12.
w “

. . . . . Anapd/yari-hoy-!poUU'AhQangd:pw(^^ » gfitra 95, part 14. According to
Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai, Gacg^pnram was the capital of the Chdla empire under Abhaya also (see ante,
Vol. XIX. p. 337). But the Kcdihgattu Parani, canto xiii. verse 92, depended upon for this statement, is,

at' best, ambiguous. Gang&puri there appears more as a conquered place than as the capital, — so favouring
Dr. Fleet’s statement (ante, Vol. XX. p. 277) that Abhaya succeeded to the Ch61a throne not wholly as the lawful
heir to it. Probably after capturing this old Chola capital and with it the OhOla crown, Abhaya held his imperial
court in the more central station K^chi.

« South^Indian InscripUonSy Vol. II, p. 153 f. ^ p. 167. 63 •pirumalai-Hr.aypu, verses 38 and 39.
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imploring liis attendant, Tattaii by name, to spare the life of bis mnrderer ont of veneration

for the form of a Saiva devotee the assassin had assumed. The date of the inscription is

the third year of RajSndra-Ohola’s reign
; and there can be no question that this Raj^ndra

was the immediate successor of the now well known Chola emperor Rajaraja, since the

person who sets up the image is the temple-manager Poygai-nadu Kilavan Adittan Suryan

alias Tennavan MuvendavSlau, figuring so frequently in the published inscriptions®^ of that

great monarch. It is not unlikely that the shrewd temple-manager found his new youthful

sovereign anixious to exercise a rather inconveniently strict supervision over the management
of the temple endowments so profusely made by his predecessor on the throne, and in

consequence, wanted to read to him a practical sermon by thus setting up the image of a king,

who held it profane even to touch the hair of his own assassin, because he had come covered

in Saiva garments I However that be, the question of absorbing interest to ns here is, whence
did our clever manager borrow his text to be thus utilized for his purposes ? Is it or is it

not from the Periyapurdnarn ? If it is, it must unquestionably establish the priority of that

treatise to the third year of R^j^ndra’s reign. The words of the legend appear temptingly

similar to those in the Purana. Dr. Hultzsch himself observes, “ The words ‘ Tattd naniar^

hdn ’ bear a close resemblance to those of the verse ^namar TaitdJ ” The resemblance, however,

is really closer. The line in the Periyapurdnam reads not ‘ namar Tattd,' but ‘ Tattd namar

'

exactly in the order given in the inscription. Probably the mistake arose by referring to

the TiruUondar-Purdnasdram,^^ or the abstract of the Periyajpurdnam by Umipati, instead

of to the Parana itself. In the face of the identity, I am not sure that Dr. Hultzsch’s

inference about the relative age of 'SSkkilar and Raiaraja will be accepted by all as conclusive.

For, it is possible to contend, in the first place, whether there lived but one Anapaya, as the

argument assumes, and in the next place, whether South-Indian palseog-raphy is yet in a

position to be dogmatic about dates, independent of corroborative evidence aliunde, Never-

theless 1 am not inclined to contest the point, partly out of deference to the opinion of so

careful a writer as Dr. Hultzsch, but more because I think I have a better hypothesis as

to the source of the Tanjore temple-manager’s text, than ascribing it to the Periyapurdnam^

For I find in the Andddi of KamTbi Nambi, uponwhich the Periyapurdnam is avowedly

based, the identical expression, letter for letter, with the simple omission of the expletive ‘ J&dn *

at the end of it. It is not impossible®® that the temple-manager added this word, ‘ Tadn,* meaning

* look ’ or ‘ behold,’ not as a part of the dying exclamation of the pious king whose image he was

then setting up, but as a warning of his own, a word in terrorem, to such impudent profanity as

would venture to subject to the secular law the acts of .the holy servants of god. But whether

we regard it as a pure expletive or as a sly hint, the absence of ‘ Mn ’ will not stand in the way

of our tracing the text to Nambi’s Andddi, The principal word in it is ^namarS;^ and no Tamil

scholar can feel any scruple as to its being a classical term, unknown to colloquial Tamil, even

of the age of Riijaraja, if we may judge from the style of the many voluminous inscriptions of

his, now placed before the public through the indefatigable labours of Dr. Hultzsch. The only

question possible, to my mind at least, is whether Nambi Andar and Rajaraja’s temple-manager

might not have both borrowed the expression from some common prior source in verse. But,

even in the days of SSkkilar, there was no work extant on the subject except this Andddi of

Nambi and the famous padigam of Sundara. The expression not being found in the latter, the

Aiidddi is the only classical source from which the temple-manager could have borrowed his

text, unless,bf course, we indulge in the assumption that there existed a poem of which S^kkilar

himself was not aware, and imagine also at the same time, that so practical a man as the

temple-manager could have been foolish enough to believe that so rare a text could have

carried home to the reader of his legend the lesson he was intent on teaching. I, for one, am

64 See South-Ifidian Inscriptions, Vol. II. Parts I. and II.
^

Verse 7.

C6 [Tliis is improbable, as the word kdn precedes the relative participle ei^ra, ‘ who said,’ and thus forms part

of the dying king’s own words. — E. H.]
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not prepared to accept such an alternative, as gratuitous as iti is unavailing. It seems to me,

therefore, that the best course now open to us is to take the expression as borrowed from the

Andddd itself. I am not aware of any fact that can militate against such a view. On the con-

trary, all that we are able to glean from the AnMdi^ or the account of its author given by

UmS;pati, goes only to strengthen the easy inference we have drawn. According to this last

authority, the patron of Nambi was Rajaraja Abhaya Kulas^khara Ch61a : and we know from

his Tanjore inscriptions that the glonous reign of the great Rajaraja, who in his latter days

assumed the title of Sivapadas^khara,^^ was exactly the period wlien such a grand undei'taking

as that of Nambi, tlie compilation of the Tamil Fedas, could have been taken up. Seldom

does a great deed in letters or religion synchronize with national dejection : nor is it often

that such exceptional national prosperity as the Tamilas enjoyed under RAjarAja, fails to leave

its high-water-mark in some branch of learning or other. It is tme that Nambi does not

mention Rajaraja by name in his A7idddi, but it is well known that in the host of titles and

biruda^ under which he passed, RajarAja Was but one, and one by no means the most pro-

minent in his own days, nor the earliest assumed. Allusion, however, is made to his conquest

of Ceylon, one of the early achievements of Rajaraja.®® Nambi refers also more than

once to the muifificence of the Chola, who covered with gold plates the roof of the temple at

Chidambaram, and we know this prince is now generally taken to be Parantaka I., the

forefather of Rajaraja, But from the tone in which this reference is made, as well

as from the fact that Nambi embodies, in his eleventh or last volume of Saiva sacred

writingsi the poems of GandarAdityavarman, a later prince of the same dynasty, the upper
limit of NambPs age may be safely fixed. After the days of GandavAditya, we know of no

RajarAja in the same dynasty; who could have encouraged Nambi in his grand under-

taking, except the great Rajaraja, whose accession is now calculated to have taken place

in’ A‘. D. 984-86.®® Do not these circumstances then render it extremely probable, if not

certain, that Rajaraja’s temple-manager was quoting but the words of the great Saiva sage of

the period, patronized by his own old glorious sovereign master, when he engraved the inscription

near* the copper image set up as a practical lesson to the new Chola prince RajAndra, in the

third year of his reign ? I scruple not to answer in the af&rmative, and to conclude that

Nambi Andar Nambi was a contemporary of the Rajaraja of the Tanjore inscriptions.^® If

then Nambi wrote his Andddi before the close of the 10th centuiy, when could Sambandha
worshipped in that poem have lived ? Not surely at the end of the 13th. An inscription^! in

the Tanjore temple now places it beyond all doubt that Sambandha and his colleagues were
objects of even popular worship in the age of Rajaraja. It records the setting up of the
images of Nambi ArAranar (i. e.) Suudara, Naiigai Paravaiyar (f. e.) Snndara’s consort,
Tirunavukkaraiyar and Tirunanasainbandadigal, in the 29th year of the reign of this
famous Ch61a emperor. Adverting to this record, Dr. Hultzsch writes :

‘‘ This inscrip-
tion is of great importance for the history of Tamil literature, as it forms a terminus ad
queon for the time of the reputed authors of the DSvdram, Dr. Caldwell was inclined
to assign this poem to the end of the 1 3th century. But the present inscription shews
that it must have been written before the time of RajarajadAva.” It was more with a sense of

6T Souih-Jvdian hmn:piions, Vol. II. p. 2. C8 Verses 50 and 65. 69 See note 8, above.
70 [Tbe follov^in^ will shew that the patron of Nambi Ai.idAr Nambi cannot have been the Ch6la king EljarSja

who ascended the throne in A. B. 984-85. Among the worts incorporated by Nambi in the Tiru~IMpp& there
is a hymn dedicated to the Gaugaikonda-ChoW&vara temple (see note 90, below). By this is probably meant the
temple at Gangaikon^achplapnrom, which is now called Brihad54vara and which was founded by Gahgaikonda-
Chola. This name was borne by several Ch61a kings, of whom the earliest was BAjdndra-Cliftla, the son and
auceessoi^ of R^ljaraja {anie, bl. XXI. p. 323). Even if we suppose that the temple referred to in the Tiru^Jsaipv^
wab built by B&j^ndra- Chola himself, some time must have elapsed before the hymn in question could be deemed
sacred and -worthy of being included in the same class as the Dir6ra Synmis, Consequently Nambi indSr Nambi
must have lived long after Bfjtundra-Chela, who built the temple to which the hymn in the TirU-Paivvd is
dedicated! — Y*. Venkayya.]

'

71 Souih^Xndian Jnscripfionsj Vol. II. No. 38.
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relief than of gratification that I received the first intimation, from Dr. Hultzsch liimself,

of this extraordinary confirmation of the view I ventured to advocate, four or five years previ-

ously, against the esteemed and then unquestioned authority of Dr. Caldwell. The inscription

under reference puts it now beyond all possible doubt, not only that the Devdram was com-

posed before the days of RAjaraja as concluded by Dr. Hultzsch, but also that its authors, includ-

ing Sambandha, were in the days of RAjaraja objects of worship, as much to the public at large

as they were to Nambi AndAr Nambi, patronised in all probabilitj’', as we have just seen, by

the same Chola emperor.

The authors of those hymns must have lived surely long before^ that century. To

estimate the interval that must have separated the compiler, Hambi Andar Nambi, from

Sambandha and his colleagues, one has only to reflect upon the account, given by so early an

authority as Umapati Sivacharya, of the difficulties that the former had to overcome in the

course of his collection. Of 1,02,000 padigams that originally constituted the Devdra

Ht/mns, Nambi Andar was able to secure not more than 795. All the imperial authority and

influence of the greatest conqueror of the age was of no avail
;
and the gods^^ j^ad to

interfere for securing even so small a fraction of the sacred songs. If it was so difficult to

reclaim and restore to existence the works of Sambandha about the tenth century, can there

be any question at least as to the centuries that could not have been graced by the living

presence of that saint ?

With the evidence offered by the Tiru-Isaipjgdy the tenth of thel sacred books of the Saivas,

we may descend to still earlier ages
;
but even then, we find Sambandha’s apotheosis as

complete as it is to-day. Observe, for instance, the tone in which Nambi Kd>(^a Nambi alludes

to him in his K6yil Tiru-IfeaippA^^ To Sundara too, who came after him, the same divine

honours are paid.^^ With regard to the age of this tenth collection, we find a not altogether

despicable clue in the name of one of its nine authors. Kajj-dfl'^Aditya is the fifth of these nine

poets, and his central position in the list may be taken, in the absence of any evidence to the

conti'sry, as significant of the average age of the whole collection. Handaraditya describes

himself as the Chdla king of TJraiyiir and *the lord of Tanjore,’’'® and makes particular

mention of a predecessor of his, who “conquered Madura and Ceylon and covered with gold

the Chidambaram temple.’'^® The latter, we know, is the famous Parantaka I. that “ conquered

the king of Lanka and Rajasimba Pandya and we find Kandaradi tya in Dr. Hultzsch’s Table,

as the third in succession from Parantaka. RAjaraja, who ascended the throne in 984, being

the tenth Chola in the same list, the age of Ka^idarftditya may be assumed provisionaHy as

the close of the ninth century, allowing an average of 25 years’ reign for the intermediate

four Ch61a kings. If then, by the close of the 9th century, Sambandha’s apotheosis was perfect,

how preposterous is it to seek for him in the close of the 13th century ! Surely, if literary

records have any value, Sambandha must have lived long before Kan^araditya, and the only

possible question is, how long before ?

To answer this question precisely, we have no materials in sacred Tamil literature, so far

as I can recollect at present. Still, there are several indications to shew that the interval

between KandarAditya and Sambandha must have been of considerable length, — nothing short

of three or four centuries. Among these, I may mention the following :
—

(1) We have already alluded to the fact that Tanjore was not in existence in the days

of Sambandha, or even in the days of Sundara who came a few generations after him, say, a

centuj^y. Kandiaraditya speaks of himself, as we have just seen, as the “lord of Tanjore.*’

Karur DSvar, another of the nine authors of the Tim-Isaippd, describes Tanjore as a flourishing

town of considerable extent and importance. He uniformly speaks of it as ‘the fortified

72 See the Tirumutal^kariila^Purdinami verses 18 to 20.

74 Ibid, verse 5.

76 See his Tirut-Vaipid, verse 8.

78 See verse 4.

78 See his TWvtnVaippd, verse 10.

77 South^Itidian InsoriptionSf Vol. I. p. 112.
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TaSjai,*^® Possibly, tke old Tafijai of Sundara came to be called ‘ Pottai TaSjai ’ or ‘ open

Tatijore/ by way of coatrast to the * fortified Taujai^' of EZarfir De^ar. Thus then, it was iu

the interval between Sundara and Kapdaraditya, that oui* modern Tanjore rose into existence,

and developed itself into that fortified and flourishing city of which the latter so proudly

speaks of himself as the lord,

(2) Nowhere in the DMra Eymns— not even in those dedicated to Chidambaram —
is there any mention of the celebrated Cbdla, Pard»ntaka who covered that temple with

gold and who preceded Kandaraditya by two or three generations.'^® This silence is certainly

remarkable, considering the unique celebrity of the victoi’ious and religious-minded Ch61a and

the zeal with which every opportunity is taken by later writers to allude to him. Nambi

Andair Nambi, for instance, often goes out of his way to compliment Parantaka. In his

account of Pngal-Choja, be refers to Parantaka’s conquest of Ceylon, in that of I<Jaugali-

Nayanar, to his victory over Rajasimha-Pandya and to his roofing the Chidambaram temple

with gold, and again in his notice of Kdchchengan Chola^ he recurs to the same act of

extraordinary msunificence.^® Sekkilar, the author of the Periya;purdnam, is equally anxious to

Gommemorate the pious gift. Is it not then remarkable that, if Sambandha lived after Parantaka,

he should not have a word for this glorious monarch, even when he was standing before

and celebrating the glories of that very temple which Parantaka covered with gold ? The

Brahman priests of the place are referred to, but not the king ParAntaka, Appar is as silent

on the point as Sambandha, and so too is Sundara, who followed them after some genera-

tions. The fact that Nambi Andar Nambi claims three royal saints, of equal rank with

Sambandha, — Pugal-Choja, Idaugali and Kochcheugannun, as remote progenitors of

Parantaka, is suggestive of the distance of time by which Sambandha must have preceded

Parantaka.

On the other hand, it might be argued that, as the expression Ponnamhalam occurs in the

hymns of Appar, both Api>ar and his younger contemporary, Sambandha, lived after Paran-

taka, who on the authority of the Kohgu Chronicle^^ is generally believed to have built that

‘ Golden Hall ' at Chidambaram. But this last supposition appears to me a grave error, though

a common one. Ponnamhalam, first translated by Sanskrit Pandits as Eanakasahlid and then

rendered by modern scholars as the ‘ Golden Hall,^ was originally but an endearing name for

the temple at Chidambaram. It is sometimes known simply as ‘ Koyil ’ or The Temple. Paran-

taka’s covering the roof of it with gold plates was, perhaps, only an illustration of the curious,

but well-known, tendency of names to realize themselves. The^pious Ohettis of to-day, too,

assign no other reason for their costly undertaking to cover the roof and walls of the same

temple with gilt plates, but the fact that it is called Ponnamhalam ! Probably, in his age,

Parantaka was actuated by no better reason. At any rate, Nambi Andar Nambi of the eleventh

century, who surely ought to know better than the Kohgu Ohronicle, gives Parantaka, in the

very act of proudly and flatteringly alluding to his munificence, only the credit of having

covered the roof of the hall with gold, but not of having constructed the hall itself,®® It must

be further remembered that according to ^^kkilar,®* his own patron, Anapiya, had also the

honour of gilding the roof of this same temple, Umapati BivaohArya, who lived in the 14th

century, and to whose statements we arebound to accord some consideration, ascribes the building

of the Golden Hall and the town itself to a certain Hiranyavarman of immemorial antiquity

^8 See his on Edjari^j^svaram, 79 See Soidh^Imdim Inscripfionff, Yol. I. p. 112.
80 See his Tiiruvandddi, verses .SO, 65 and 82, 8i Ramasyami Pillai’s edition, p. 5, verses 4 to C.

83 I am not sure whether the Kongu Chronid^ itaeH is responsible for this error, or only its translators.

But the Leyden grant speaks of Farivntaka as only having * covered the Saiva temple at VyAghrAgrahfiira with gold.^

88 Magadu-kohgil hanakam^am^ida j’* Tlrmand^dij verse 65, 84 gee the Peri-yapicrdwam, PAyiram, verse 8.

*8 Seethe Hira>}}javarmuSarja of the Khjil-Pur^yhm, Hiranyavarman is here said to have constructed the

temple with a gold roof : and it is not impossible, that ParAntaka was himself anticipated in his * golden feat’ by a
remote predecessor of his, exactly as the Ohettis of our days are by himself. Or may it be that the temple
was called Por^Amhalamt because built by Hiranyavarman ? As to the era that Hiranyavarman is said to have

commenced, see the TinemlJ^Sargam, verse 6,
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But whoever built the Ponnambalam, in the days of Ma^ikkavasagar, or well nigh the classical,

<or the Sangam, period of the Tamil literature, the name had not any more connotation about it

than its well known synonym Puliyur, or ‘ Tiger-village/ From the mere occurrence, therefore,

of the expression Ponnambalam in the hymns of Appar, we cannot jump®^ to the conclusion

that Appar lived after Parantaka. Such an inference would be not only unwarranted, but

absurd also, in the face of the facts we have mentioned above. In fact, we have unmistakable

evidence to shew that in the Devdra period, Chidambaram was not even a Ch61a possession,

but a strong-hold of the Pallavas.®^ After it was re-annexed®® to the Chola dominions under

the dynasty of ParAiitaka, the town did not go out of the hands of his successors, till long after

the days of Anapaya, the patron of S6kkilar. The period of Pallava supremacy at Chidam-

baram must have been, therefore, long anterior to the reign of Parantaka
;
— an inference that

strongly supports the conclusion we have otherwise arrived at, with respect to the relative age

ef Sambandha and that sovereign.

(3) The only 0h61a that Sambandha refers to is the * red-eyed *Kdchchehgawa^,— the hero

of an archaic poem of Poygaiyar, called Kalamli-NdrpadUy— one of the eighteen didactic pieces

compiled by the Pandits of the old Madura college. The dynasty of Parantaka I. is a distinctly

different line, probably an offshoot of an alliance of the old Chola family with the Pallavas of

KaSchi, Kalihgattio Parani, the historical poem we have already referred to, seems to break

off rather abruptly®® with this red-eyed king, in its poetical account of the old Chola line, and

to begin afresh when it takes up the story of the dynasty of Parantaka. A long period of

confusion would seem to have prevailed between the demise of Kochchehgannan and the

establishment of the new Ch61a-Pallava dynasty to which Parantaka and Kandaraditya belonged.

Sambandha, most probably, lived in this period of transition, when the old Ch61a kingdom

had gone to pieces, and the new Pallava-Ohdja kingdom was ih the course of formation. At

any rate, such is the impression left on my mind by the DSvdra Hymns, and if it is confirmed

by the experiences of others, the estimate here formed of the interval between Sambandha, in

whose memory the old Ohdla line was still fresh and green, and KaniJarMitya, one of the later

princes of the new dynasty, will not be regarded as excessive.

(4) The same conclusion would be forced on ns, if we consider the practical extinction

that had come over the Buddhistic religion by the time of Kandaraditya. The creed that was,

iu the days of Appar and Sambandha, so universally predominant, as to lead to the former’s

persecution, and to need the curse of the latter in every one of his padigams, evidently attracts

little attention from the authors of the Tiru-Iiaippd,

Do not snob considerations as these (and they may be multiplied, if necessary)®® raise a

strong presumption in favour of a long interval of time betweeu Sambandha and Kandaraditya

of the ninth century ?

Thus then, we need not go beyond the sacred literature of the ^aivas, to establish two

important positions, with respect to the question in hand. In the first place, the facts I have

mentioned enable us to trace the iufiuenoe of Sambandha successively backwards through the

14th, 12th and 10th centuries to the close of the 9th, the age we have assigned to Kandara-

ditya. If there is any force in facts, these prove beyond all doubt, that Sambandha could not

have lived later than the 9th century. In the second place, certain other typical facts that

For an example of such a jump in the dark, see The Madura Couniryj Part III. Chapter II. p. 63.

See Sundara’s K'^yil-Tadigam, verse 9, where he speaks of the god of Chidambaram as a terror to those

who refuse rightful subsidies to the Pallava rulers.

For, according to the the town was founded by a Ch61a prince. Again, in the Feriya*

purt'tTiam, the Brfihmans of Chidambaram are said to have declined to crown Ktirruva-N‘%aij&r oh the ground

that the Cholas were alone entitled to that honor.

89 See canto viii. verse 19 ; but much stress cannot be laid on the arrangement of verses in this work. The

whole poem requires careful editing by capable Tamil scholars in touch with the modem historical spirit of inquiry.

89 For instance, the rise of the temple of Gangaikonda-OhSl^^vara at the capital of the revived Ch61a dynasty

of Pdrilntaka, which finds no place in the DSvdra Symns, hut which has a Tiru-Ihipyd for itself.
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I have grouped together conjointly point to a probability of his having lived a considerable time,

say three or four centuries, before the Chola king and poet, Kandaraditya. But there are one

or two other considerations feo enforce the same conclusion, and I shall now proceed to

explain them.

Let us, for example, inquire whether Sanskpit literature can throw any light on the

subject, corroborating our position or otherwise. From the summary inquiry we held in a

previous part of this paper, we found reasons for believing that Sambandha preceded, not only

Ramanuja and Madhvacharya, but Samkara also, the greatest of modern Hindu philosophers.

Now the age of Samkaracharya is diversely estimated. The Hon’ble Mr. Telang^i adduces

certain sound reasons for placing Saihkara in the sixth century, while Dr. Fleet®^ has

equally cogent reasons for believing that^he lived about 630-655 A. D. The latest date yet

assigned to this philosopher, as, for instance, by Mr. Pathak, is the eighth century. We have
then in Samkara an Indian celebrity who lived about two or three centuries before Kandaraditya,

or much about the time to which we have been able to trace Sambandha by means of purely

literary records in Tamil. The history of the religious development in Southern India, pointing

as it does in the same direction, raises a strong antecedent probability in favour of finding

Sambandha somewhere about the time of, or immediately before, ISaiiikara.

The presumption thus raised is verified beyond all expectations by a verse of Samkaracharya
himself. The tone of veneration in which this philosopher refers to Sambandha, proves beyond
doubt, not only that the latter lived before him, but that there was a considerable interval of

time between the two. The verse referred to is the 76th in a poem called Saundaryalahan,

a well-known and evidently genuine work of Sanakara, and particularly sacred with the Saktas

and Tantrikas. The first forty stanzas, which by themselves constitute the first part called

Anandalalian, are especially so with them; and they do not allow their composition to be

ascribed even to Samkaracharya himself. That revered philosopher is not sufficiently remote
in their view ; and they vouchsafe to him only the honour of having completed this holy frag-

ment, found inscribed on the mountain of Kailasa by a certain Rishi called Pushpadanta, and
handed down to Samkara by his master, Gandapa da.®^ The epigraphical tradition, however,
does not affect the authenticity of the verse under reference

;
for all parties agree that the

last sixty ilohas of the work are of the Acharya’s own making. It runs thus :

—

‘^0 daughter of the mountain ! I consider thy breast milk an 'overfiow of the sea of

wisdom from thy heart. For by tasting it, the * Dravi^ child » to whom it was so merci-
fully granted, became such a charming poet among the great poets.

To those that know the story of Sambandha, the allusion is as clear as daylight. Even
to purely Sanskrit scholars, the knowledge of the incident referred to ought not to be difficult

of access. They have only to open chapter 47 of the Sanskrit treatise BhaUavildsa, where
Sambandha’s life is given in full detail. We cite below three verses®® which narrate the

81 Aife, Vol. xm. p. 95. Ante, Vol. XVI. p. 41.
9S See the Introduction to the Tamil Saundaryalahari by BUappa Ndvalar, verses 3 and 4.

fTr^r ii
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miraculous nursing of tlie Dravida child, by the goddess Parvatl. That this very incident was

the most distinguishing feature in the life of Sambandha, will be clear from the opening verse

of the chapter which may be thus rendered :

—

“ 0 saint ! I shall now tell you the story of Jnanasambandha, to whom the daughter

of the Himalaya mountain voaohsafed the nectar of her breast milk, and acted, therefore, the

part of a mother.’’®®

The interpretation of Lakshmidhara,®^ otherwise known as Lolla, which identifies the

* Dravida child ’ with the author Saihkaracharya himself, deserves therefore no refutation.

It is, no doubt, on account of such blunders as these, that Bhaskararaya, who flourished in

the last century, treats him with such unqualified contempt. Such nonsense, ” says Bhas-

kara in another connexion, “ can proceed only from madness,”®®

The word * sisu ’ or ‘child’ in the verse which has given room for such gross misappre-

hension, is peculiarly appropriate when applied to Sambandha. The proper name in Tamil of the

famous saint, at the time when the goddess was supposed to have appeared to him, was, as

I have already pointed out, Pijlai or Aju^aiya PiUai—literally meaning ‘child.’

In his 'Sivabhujamga^^ and l&ivdnandalahari}^ the Achiirya pays similar homage to four

other saints, of whom one was a contemporary of Sambandha, and another a huntsman or

Kirdta by birth, but none of them half as well known as our Brahman saint of the Kaundinya

goira.

®® I

My attention was first dtawn to this interpretation of Latsliinldliara by Mr. T. Venkayya, the Assistant

Epigraphist to the Madras aovemment. It would appear, Prof. Aufrecht adopts the same mistaken inter-

pretation in his Caialogue of Oxford Jfanwscripis. But the absurdity of it is nevertheless self-evident. The

Ich&rya was no poet at all ; his fame rests entirely upon his philosophical exegetics called Bhdshya. To identify

the I>r<widasisu with Samkara himseH would be, therefore, to charge that revered thinker with unbounded

arroerance • but even supposing he had the vanity to speak of himself as * the distinctly lovable among great poets,’

where do we find any tradition of his having been suckled by Pfirvat!, when he was an infant P The old metrical

Tamil translation of this verse (see p. 118) by Virai Kaviraya Panditar gives the correct rendering here

adopted The distinguished Tamil poet, of the last century, Saira EUappa Nfivalar, proceeds also upon the same

view in his commentary on that translation. Indeed, the absurdity of Lolla’s interpretation is so patent, that

every Sanskrit Pancflt (including that foremost Sanskrit scholar in Southern India, the Valia Zoil Tampjiran of

Travanoore, to whom I shewed the stanza) heartily agrees with me in condemning it.

^ eg if WH Ptlt^ I

^ ft ^ sFPefr-

W fftr II

ri? the absence f>f any reference to Samkara in the of Sundara, it may be inferred that

It mer lived after the latter. The verse quoted above supports this view. The expression kihit<%.dr6hw, ‘ one

^ Tptraved his wife ’ probably refers to Sundara, who, without the knowledge of his wife Paravai, married a

Teamed Sangili at Tiruvorriyfir near Madras. If the Sivdbhujariiga is a genuine work of Saihkara, this

'^^“^^nrwould eTtablish that he lived after Sundara. The other two devotees, who are referred to in the sanm

hv the terms suta^drOhin and pitfi-drdhin, are Sirutto^ija, who cooked his only son for the sake of feiva le

Zdisi?eofadeTotee.«maOhan4Lara.wliocuto£ethelegofH8 father when the latter interfered with hie

worship of Siya. ] WO

»Tr%: ftr 7 H

11
i>

[TMs verse refers to Xap^apps^NAyapilr, who is believed to have worshipped Siva at KAJalmstiln the North

Aroot distriot. AhiU sonth of Kajahasti even now hears a shrine called Kappappeavara. — B. H.]
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The conclusion then is irresistible, that in the days of Sanikar&clidirya, Sanxbandha was
a well known character— an inspired poet, worthy of being spoken of as the distinctly lovable

among the greatest poets of India, and a saintly person, sufficiently remote in time for it to be

then believed that he had been suckled by the goddess PArvati herself. Taking then the age

assigned to 'Bamkara by Dr. Fleet, we may now safely assert that Sambandha could not have

lived later than the seventh century ;
and that in all probability, there was an appreciable

distance of time betweenSamkara and himself. What this interval actually was, it is impos-

sible to determine with the existing materials. We cannot, however, be far wrong if we take it

as a century or two.

That we are not attributing too high an antiquity, will appear from the age usually

assigned to Sambandha by enlightened native scholars, of whom I shall here mention but two

or three.

Mr. Simon Casie Chitty, the author of the Ceylon Gazetteer and the Tamil Flutarchj

says in the latter work of his :
— “ In our opinion, as the date given in the Chdlapurva-

pattayam for the accession of SSraraan Perumal seems to admit of no doubt, we
may place the period of the existence of Sundara and his two fellow champions in the fifth

century of the Christian era for a certainty; and thereby clear it from the monstrous chrono-

logy of the Purdnas,^"^ Mark the last expression. In the opinion of this native Christian

Tamil scholar, to assign Sundara to the fifth century— not the 13th as advocated by Dr. Caldwell

— is only to clear the age of that author from the monstrous chronoloy of the Purdms ! If

Sundara lived in the fifth, Sambandha, who, as we know, preceded him by a few generations,

must have lived somewhere about the fourth century. But until we know more of the history

of the OhQhpui*vapaftayam here depended npon, we cannot afford t® be as positive as Mr.

Chitty. We know also, on the other hand, the slippery indefiniteness that is inherent in so

vague and general a designation as SSraman PerUmal,— perhaps as misleading as its notorious

counterpart, Sundara-PAn^ya. Anyhow, the opinion of so well-informed a person as Mr,

Casie Chitty, and the Cholapiirvapattayam he cites, cannot hnt show that it is not a violent

assumption to allow an interval of a century or two between Sambandha and Samkara of the

seventh century.

The second native scholar I have in view is Mr. Damodaram Pillai, the erudite

editor of so many valuable Tamil classics. He is decidedly of opinion that Kfin Pandya.-

(and therefore Sambandha) lived more than 2,000 years ago. To support this conclusion,

primarily based upon the usual PurAnic lists of Pandyas, he makes a statement® which,

if historically correct, ought to enable us to arrive at a more or less accurate approxima-

tion. The present head of the Tirunnaasamhandha matJia of Madura, it would appear, claims

himself to be the 114th in lineal succession from the Saiva devotee, in whose name the

monastery is established. If this assertion is well-founded, it will indicate, no doubt, a lapse

of fifteen to twenty centuries, according to the average we assume for each of the 113 deceased

heads of the monastery. To urge an antiquity of 2,000 years, appears to me to be rather

unsafe. It would scarcely leave time for Jainism to develop itself in Southern India, and to

assume those formidable proportions, which brought about the reaction in the age of Sambandha.

But, however that may be, Mr. Damodaram Pillai himself announces, in another foot-note,^

‘a fact that cannot but affect the value of the testimony for scientific purposes. The- present

matha in Madura, it would appear, was established only as a branch or subordinate monastery

1 See p. SI.

2 Preface to ViraiSJiyam, p. 17. According to Mr. Nelson, tke present head is the 277th hereditary

manager. Mr. Damodaram Pillai explains the discrepancy as due to Mr. Nelson’s including in his account even

those anointed as heirs-apparent. It is with the deepest regret ttiat I have now to record a change in the personnel

of this vmtha. The late revered head of the monastery, Eai Bahadur SvAminAtha DAsika SvAmigal, breathed hiO'

last on the morning of the 29th January 1896. No Hiudfi watha had ever ah abler or more enlightened head.
8 Preface to Viras6liyaw,i. p. 20.
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to another of the sa^e name in Tinnevellj, of which, however, no trace is now left. Hor was
the Tinnevelly matha itself the original institabion. Until, therefore, more of the history of this
interesting institution is known, particularly of the way in which the tradition as to lineal
succession has been preserved, it is possible to exaggerate the probative force of the statement
in question. But we are citing the fact and Mr. Damodaram Pillai’s conviction only as
shewing that, in the opinion of competent native scholars, to assign Sambandba to the fifth
or the sixth eentnrj is not to advocate an extravagant theory.

The Hon’ble P , Kumarasvami^ of Colombo argues that, since the mirdicle of the vanni
tree, with which Sambandha is associated in the Tiimvilaiyddal-Purdnam, is alluded to by tbe
heroine of the 'Silaj^padlgdram^ said to have been bom in the reign of Karikala, the grandfather
of 'Sehguttuvan, who was visited by Gajabahn of Ceylon between the years 113-135 A. D.,
the age of Sambandha ought to be accepted as at least prior to tbe birth of Christ. Supposing
the age of the exceedingly interesting poem, ^ilajppadigaTaw^ is determined beyond all

question witb the help of the old chronicles of Ceylon, where more than one Qaiabahu is

mentioned, I am not sure whether the first link in the chain of argument, which alone connects
Sambhandha with that ancient classic, will be accepted by all parties as sound and irrefiragable.

Por, however admirable as a work of art, the TiruvilcLiyddal'^Furdyam is not distinguished for

historical accuracy, and it stands alone in associating the vanni tree story with Sambandha.
Uor does it agree in its account with the earlier and the more authoritative treatise, the
JPeriyapurdnamf even as far as the latter goes. AlS the matter is of some real importance, 1

would first solicit attention to the difference in the two versions of the tradition itself.

The Periyapurdnam version of the story is briefly this

A

trader of the Vauiga caste in

the town of Vaippur, by name T^man, promises to give in marriage to his nephew® the eldest

of his seven daughters, but tempted by lucre, he repeatedly forgets his promise and gives away
to different other parties his first six daughters in succession. The seventh, moved by love

and pity for tbe disappointed suitor, escapes with him, proposing to solemnise their marriage

in the village of the poor nephew. On their way, they halt at a place called Maruganur,® near

Negapatam, where Sambandha was then sojourning. Here the intended bridegroom is bitten

by a snake, and in a few hours he expires, leaving his lonely love in indescribable sorrow.

Her cries of anguish, however, reach the ears of Sambandha who, repairing to the spot and

becoming aware of the melancholy situation, improvises a hymn invoking the mercy of tbe

local deity ;
and the man revives as if from sleep. Sambandha then observing the decorous

behaviour of the Vaniga woman who, because a virgin, would, neither in the worst moments

of her sad tribulation nor in tbe rebound of joy, go within touching distance of her lover,

although he was but her cousin, causes the wedding to be solemnised at once, so that they

might be a help to one another even on their way ; and the married couple resume their

journey ;
' while he himself returns to Bengattangudi at the request of that famous devotee

who, when required, scrupled not to slaughter and cook his only child as food for Siva.

Such is the Periyapurdnam version^ of the story from which the TiruvilaiyddaP chooses to

differ in some essential particulars. Shocked probably by the amount of freedom which the

earlier version would allow the fairer sex, this comparatively recent production gives an account

of its own of the way in which the lonely couple came to be travelling together. Instead

of the seven daughters and the six successive disappointments to the poor nephew, this Purdya

* His last letter to me on this subject is dated 1st March 1895.

® It is usual in this caste to marry a maternal uncle’s danghter,

® The name of this village is significant. It means the iown of the neyhew. Could it be that it was so named

because of this very incident ? If it bore this name in the days of Sambandha, would not the tradition be still

older P

^ See the TimMTiasamhandhamiirti-PwrG.'tj.amf verses 47S-484i. The particular hymn of Sambandha referred

to by the Purd^a does not lend any support to the story ; on the other hand, verses 3 and 10 of it are distinctly

against any such construction : see Eamasvami Pihai’s edition, p. 622.

« See the TlruifilaiyddaUPitrd^m^ chapter 64.
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would allow but one daughter to the Vauiga merchant, whose name and natiye place, however,

it does not care to specify. This Vaniga again is here not a sordid hut a superior person, who,

instead of selling his daughters as in the old tradition, piously promises away all his wealth, and

his only child too^ to a nephew of his in Madura, who, to hoot, is already married and well

settled in life. Some time after making known to his townsmen this his wish and will, the

trader dies, and his widow dies with him on his funeral pyre— a poor substitute for the more

natural acts of feminine heroism which this later version feels bound to suppress. The fortu-

nate nephew in Madura is then for the first time informed of the gifts mad© to him by hia

deceased uncle, including his only daughter, and he forthwith hurries to the spot to remove them

all to his own city. But for reasons not so easy to understand, he sends in advance, not only all

the treasures he so inherits, but also all his relatives, excepting the virgin girl— an arrangement

extremely unnatural from a Hindd point of view. It is thus, the couple come to travel'

together according to this Purdna. The cobra bite and death, the subsequent revival through

the virtue of Sambandha’s verse, and the improvised marriage ceremony at the instance of that

saint, all follow in due course, though there would seem to be no necessity for the unseemly

haste in that last act, since according to the Purana there were all along plenty of servants,

TPan and maid, near at hand to render all needful service on the way. Such are the two versions

of the story, and it does not require much insight to see what liberties are taken with the old

tradition in the later of the two. I mention the fact, as I believe it wonld prove helpfnl to us

in appreciating the historical value of the episode, which this later version adds to the story^

and on which the argument of my friend entirely turns.

The scene of this episode is laid in Madura. To that city the married couple return, and

in due course is bom a son. A childish quarrel between this boy and the children of the first

wife gives occasion for an altercation between the mothers, during the course of which the

first wife ventures to question the legal status of the second, and tauntingly inquires as to what

sort of proof the latter could offer for her alleged marriage on the way. Unable to adduce

better evidence, the innocent woman cites the vanni tree, the temple well and the Biva linga

before which the marriage was solemnised at the melancholy spot of cobra fame, which, according

to this Burkina, is not Maruga^iiir as in the earlier version, but Pu^mbiyam,® which I am unable

to identify. “ Good witnesses and meet indeed !” jocosely replies her rival ; and it may indeed

well surprise any one why she had such confidence on these inanimate objects, and none at all

on any of the many servants of her husband who according to the Purdna accompanied her from

her father’s house to Madura, and some of whom at least must have witnessed the rite, even

supposing Sambandha and his large retinue had retired to their lodgings before the actual

ceremony was performed. Anyhow, one and all the three witnesses cited did present thera-

,
selves next morning, within the precincts of the Madura temple, to the joy of innocent faith

and the discomfiture of ill-natured jealousy. Such is the episode of the vanni tree miracle^®

found tacked on to the story in the Tiruvifaiyddal-Purdnam ; and the question for us is, whether,
on the strength of this Purd^a^ the incident may he taken to have occurred in the life of that

very Yaniga lady whose marriage was arranged at Maruganur by Sambandha.

As already pointed out, the earlier and the more reliable treatise, the Periyapurdnam, is

silent on this point. But this negative evidence in itself cannot carry much weight, since it-

may be met by the consideration that it is no part of the business of that Purdna to relate all

the incidents in the lives of every one with whom its own heroes come in contact. There
being, then, as far as I know, no extraneous evidence, for or against, the accuracy of the episode
has to be accepted or rejected, according to the estimate we may form of the general historical

9 [See South-JMan hiscri'pUonat Yol. II p. 381, note 1. — E. H.]
w The miraculous nature of the incidents here dealt with is no objection to their being used, under certain

conditions, for sifting historical testimony. If tradition invariably ascribes a particular incident, however
miraculous, to a pven historical individual, it serves in innumerable ways, direct and indirect, in ©stimating the>
age of that individual.. Subjective belief in such cases is tantamount to objective existence.
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veracity of the Purdna in which it is found. It is not possible in this connection to open an
explicit discussion on the historical value of the Tiruvilatyddal-PuTdnam, but from what has

been already said with regard to the version contained in it of the earlier part of the very story

in question, I trust it may be inferred that it is not altogether a safe ground to build historical

theories on.^^ My own impression is that in adding on this episode, the Purdna is but trying

to patch together two independent old traditions. Who knows whether this penultimate

chapter in the Purdna is itself not written to flatter the pride of the Nayaka rulers of the

times That this and the two chapters immediately preceding it should have Sambandha
for their hero, would seem also not devoid of meaning, when we remember that the author

belonged to a monastery which still claims Sambandha for its founder. It is quite possible, too,

that the life of Manikkavasagar is given in an earlier chapter just to enable the author to

conclude his work with the life of Sambandha, the patron saint of his convent. But such

speculations apart, I would earnestly beg to repeat that, for my part, I would prefer to wait till

better evidence is found to take the tradition of the vanm tree miracle as originating with or

in the time of TirunAnasambandha.

This position would appear to be furthe;r confirmed by the way in which the miracle is

alluded to in the ^ilapyadigdram. There the heroine couples with the tree that appeared in the

temple to attest the marriage, not a well and the Siva lihga as in the Purdna, but a kitchen.^®

The Vaniga lady for whose sake the tree appeared, is claimed again as a native of PumbugSr

in the Ch61a kingdom, and not a nameless sea-port town in the Madura country as in the

Purdna, The version of the episode in the TiruvilaiyddalPurdnam then would seem to differ,

in essential particulars from the one referred to in the Bilappo>d>igdram, nearly as much as the

earlier part of the same story in the work does from what is found in the more trustworthy

treatise of S^kkilar. Taking then into consideration these suspicious variations in details, as

well as the conspicuous absence of the historical sense in the Tirmilaiyddal, I humbly sub-

mit, I am not prepared to take the allusion in the Silappadigdram to the vanni tree miracle as

proving that Sambandha lived before the composition of that indisputably old and genuine

classic. On the other hand, critics may not be wanting who may look upon this very allusion

in the more ancient work as discrediting the date assigned to the miracle in the Tiruvilai^

yddah Nevertheless the opinion of so able and enlightened a gentleman cannot but be of

immense value for the purpose for which it is here cited, w, to attest the modesty of the

theory I am advocating.

To the opinions of these native scholars, I am glad, I am now in a position to add the view

of so esteemed an authority in South-Indian epigraphy as Dr. Hultzsch. He writes : As

poems in the Tamil language are thus proved to have been composed in the time of the early

Ch6Ias” (i» e. Karikala and K6ohchehganuan), ** there is no objection to assigning the authors of

the DSvdram to the same period.*’^^ The moderation of the hypothesis here advocated which

assigns them to a later period cannot, I hope, be then questioned.

For after all, we allow, it is only a hypothesis. Allthat we are sure of isthat theage of

Sanikarachftrya is the lower limit of the ageof Sambandha ;
— whatever century we assign to

'Samkara, the sixth, seventh or the eighth as may be hereafter finally determined, r— that century

will form the latest period that can be assigned to Sambandha. We reach this conclusion in

a diversity of ways. The religious history of Southern India points to the priority of Sam-

bandha to Samkara. The absence of all traces of non-dnalistic philosophy in the Devdra

songs is a well-known fact enforcing the same conclusion. The independent historical facts

gathered from the sacred Saiva works, not only enable us to trace the influence of Sambandha,

1meanno disparagement to the PitrAlia as a literary work. So charming is its diction and so great its

powers of clear description that for years together I have been in the habit of reading a few verses of it every day.

12 The word N&yaka appears several times in this chapter itself ; see for instance verse 11.

^ See the chapter xxL lines 5 to 35. Southdndian Inscriptions, Tol. II. p. 153.
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step by step, from the thirteenth backwards to the close of the ninth century, but raise also a

strong presumption of his having lived three or four centuries earlier. And finally, the verse

we have quoted from 'Sarhkaraoharya’s Saundaryalahan serves to demonstrate that

Sambandha did actually precede that revered philosopher. We scruple not, therefore, to

maintain that the age of 'Samkara constitutes the lower limit to the age of Sambandha. If with

Dr. Fleet, we believe that 'Samkara lived between 630 and 655 A. D., the opening of the seventh

century is the latest possible period that can be assigned to Sambandha.

We should be glad, if with equal certainty, the upper limit could also be ascertained.

It is impossible to undertake this part of our problem without transgressing the bounds we have

set to this paper. We can here only indicate one of the main lines of inquiry we should like to

pursue. We have already pointed out that Sambandha frequently refers to the famous Chela

prince KOchchengawS'^J, the hero of the classical war-song called Kalavali, On one occasion, he

speaks of a temple at Vaigal, a village near Kumbakonam, as having been constructed by K6-

chchengann^n in ‘‘ former days.”^® Clearly then, Sambandha must have lived a considerable

time after this temple-building red-eyed Ch61a. But when did this red -eyed Ohola live ? The

question opens a field of inquiry as wide as the whole range of ancient classics in Tamil — a

Sphere obviously more beset with historical difficulties than that of the sacred Saiva literature

with which we have been hitherto concerned.

The farther we proceed into antiquity, the darker naturally becomes the view around
; and

it is well, for more than one reason, to leave this part of our subject to be taken up on a future

occasion, for an independent and separate handling which the range and importance of those

ancient classics would otherwise also demand.

All that we would, therefore, now say with regard to the upper limit of the age of

Sambandha is, that it would be found in the age of Kdchohengannfin. Sambandha, in fact, forms

the line of partition between ancient and modern Tamil. With regard to the lower limit, no

such indefiniteness need any longer be allowed. The facts we have mentioned demonstrate

as conclusively as the nature of the subject will admit, that Sambandha could not have lived

later than the opening years of the seventh century.

In conclusion, we may indicate the main purposes subserved by this paper.

(1) It gives a bird’s-eye view of the sacred Tamil literature of the Saivas.

(2) It shews the position of Sambandha as a 'Saiva saint and a lyrical . Tamil poet,

and also as the first great adversary of Jainism in Southern India.

(3) It controverts the opinions of Dr. Burnell with regard to the antiquity and value

of Tamil literature.

(4}) It proves the utterly unfounded nature of the hypotheses advocated by Dr.
Caldwell aud Mr, Nelson, with regard to the age of Sambandha.

(5) An attempt is made to trace an outline of the religious history of Southern India
with a view to fix the relative ages of Sambandha, Samkara, and Eamanuja.

(6) Facts a^'e deduced to prove with the help of the latest archseological researches
that Sambandha could not have lived in any period later than the early years of
the seventh century, leaving the upper limit to be fixed by an inquiry into the
age of K6chchengaunaii.

Standing as Sambandha does at the close of the ancient and the opening of the modern
period of Tamil literature, the attempt we have made here to fix his age will, it is hoped, prove

w Vaiyofira-magtldam jSeyya-ftflfw-rafavagi! ^eyda Eamasvami Pillai’s edition,

p. 442.
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of some service to further inquiries into the history of the Tamil language and of Dravidian

civilization in general. At any rate, I earnestly trust, the few mile-stones in that history

discovered in the course of this investigation will serve to ward oJS future speculation from
altogether losing its way.

Postscript.

Since the above was written, epigraphy has offered a direct solution of the long-

standing question as to the age of Tirunanasambandha. Visiting Oonjeveram in Decem-

ber 1895, I found that the archaic Pallava temple, now called KailftsanQitha, is the

same as the one called Kaohchi Merrali in the Deodra Hymns. If MSrrali means the ^ Western

Shrine,’ the name is certainly well suited to the direction in which the shrine now stands. But

I am afraid it is a mere mistake for Karrali or ‘ Tirukkarrali,* a name which occurs in several of

the inscriptions of the temple.^® The substitution of ‘ Tirukkarrali’ for ‘ Tirum^rrali,’ wher-

ever found in the hymns, only improves their rhythm. The local oduvdrs or habitual reciters

of the hymns know of no place in Oonjeveram answering to the name * TirumSrrali,’^^ and

patient inquiry on the spot leads to the same nescience. We have therefore either to suppose

that the temple of TirumSrjeali, celebrated in the Devdra HymnSt is now gone to such ruins as

to leave no trace whatever of it behind, or to take that name to be an error for TirukkarraU.

I decidedly prefer the latter course, as the result of all the inquiries I was able to make at the

spot. 0 thertemples commemorated in the hymns are yet in existence, and if Tirnkkarmli were no t

Tirum^rrali, there would be no mention in the BevJra Hymns of the one temple in Oonjeveram,

which, of all the shrines, is the most ancient-looking. If the identity, then, is permitted of Tiruk-

karraU with the Tirum^rrali of the printed Devdra HymnSf an important inference will force

itself upon us. From the published inscriptions of the Tirukkarrali or the Kailasanatha temple,

otherwise known also as Bajasimb^Svara, we learn that it was built by the Pallava prince

B^jasimlia, the son of Ugradanda, the destroyer of Ranarasika.^® We owe to Dr. Hultzsch the

identification of Ranarasika with Ranaraga, the Western Chalukya prince,^® and if he is correct

in it, it naturally follows that our Rajasimha was at least a contemporary of PulikSsin I.,

the immediate successor of Ranarftga on the Chalukya throne. Row PulikSsin I. being the

direct predecessor of Kirtivarman, whose first year of reign was Saka 487 or A. D. 567,

Dr. Hultzsch rightly places the construction of the temple of Tirukkarrali or RS.jasimh63vara

about 550 A. If, then, we are right in taking the word Tirum^rrali in the Devdra Hymns

of Appar,2i the elder contemporary of Sambandha, as a mistake or an equivalent for Tiruk-

karrali, the middle year of the 6th century would form the upper limit of the age of that great

Tamil saint, which we left to be determined by an inquiry into the age of the Ohola king

Kdchcherigaunan,

But a still closer and safer approximation seems to be rendered possible by a circumstance

recorded both in Mr. Foulkes’ grant of Pallavamalla and in the Kuram grant respecting a

successor of our Rajasimha. These two important Pallava documents agree in declaring that

Rarasinxliayarmaii I. defeated the Chalukya king PulikSsinand destroyed his capital Vatapi, 22

16 Souih-hidian Inscriptions, Vol. I. Noa. 82 to 88 and 145 to 160,

17 [There is, however, a temple named MOrrali in the Weavers* Quarter. See my Annual R^ort for 1892-93,

p. 4 f., where I have tried to identify those Oonjeveram temples which are mentioned in the I&riyapurdnam

and Ndldyiraprahandham. — E. Hultzsch.]
IB Ibid, Ho. 24. Verse 11 of this Sanskrit insoriptiou would seem to offer some justification for the modern popular

name of the temple. It is there said to rob KailSsa of its beauty, and probably it came to be called Eail^sanSthar,

kdyil on that acconnt.

1® Ibid, p. 11. * 2® Ibid, p. 12.

31 Bamavsami Fillai’s edition, p. 998. That the Pallavas continued in possession of Oonjeveram later on is

proved by a line of Sundara, who, in the last verse of his hymn, speaks of it as * the great and fortified city of the

Pallavas ;* see p. 999.

23 V&t&pi, as known to the JPurdnas, is the Protean brother of the miserly giant Hvalau of the city of Manimiti,

who used to spite his Br&hman visitors, and to save his money at the same time, by changing for the nonce Vfit&pl

into a lamb and cooking him up as food for his holy guests. For VSt&pi, once within the intestines of the
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t. e. BMami in the Bombay Presidency. Now, since, according to Dr. Fleet, Vatapi

was wrested from the Pallavas and made the Western Ohalukya capital only in the

days of Pulikfisin L, the contemporary of Rajasimha, the founder of the Conjeveram Kailasa-

natha temple,— the Pulik^sin, who was overthrown by Narasimha I. of the same line and in

whose reign that capital was destroyed, may be safely identified, as has been done by

Dr. Hultzsch, with PulikSsin IL, who reigned from about Saka 632,^3 or about the early years of

the 7th Christian century. Now it will be observed that, throughout the foregoing pages, we

have been trying to make out that we must look for Sambandha somewhere in this century. It

is therefore with no small gratification we note Mr. Venkayya’s discovery that the conquest of

Vatapi, almost the only event we are sure of in the history of the Tamil countries for that

century, is recorded in the JPeriyaj^urdnam as a memorable fact in the life of Siruttonda, a

contemporary of our Sambandha.^^ According to this Purdm, the historical veracity of which

we have more than once in the preceding pages found reason to assert, one of the many

military exploits of Siruttonda in the service of his royal master was the conquest of Vatapi

' in the north,’ which, in the picturesque language of the poem, he is said “ to have reduced to

dust,”25 Who then could have been that royal master in whose service 'Siruttonda reduced

Vatapi to dust but the Pallava king Narasimhavarman, whom the Kuram grant and the grant

of Pallavamalla agree in distinguishing as the destroyer of Vatapi? There can be, then, no

question as to Siruttonfe having lived in the early years of the 7th century along with his

master Narasimhavarman. But we have Sambandha’s own evidence to shew that Siruttonda

and himself were contemporaries. For in the last verse of a hymn celebrating his friend’s

native village of Sehgattahgu^i, Sambandha distinctly says that it was composed at the

special request of Biruttoncja.^® It is no longer therefore a venturesome hypothesis of mine,

but a veritable historical fact, that Tirunanasambandha, who converted Kfin Pandya of

Madura and rolled back the tide of Jainism in the south, lived and laboured in the 7th century

of the Christian era ; at any rate, it is a fact capable of as much direct proof as any yet

established in the history of Southern India. This, then, is the remotest mile-stone we are

yet able to plant with anything like scientific certainty in the history of the Tamilas. But it

should never be forgotten that this, the earliest epoch for which we are able to assign a date,

marks but the dawn of what is unquestionably the modern period in their literature. Not in

vain, however, would this long and laboured essay prove, should the date which it has all along

sought to establish, be found to offer a foothold for scaling yet higher in the neglected anti-

quities of an undeniably ancient and interesting people.

xmstispectiiig Br&hmans, would turn into a goring goat and dnd Ids way out, to be similarly used when fresh

visitors arrive. The brothers continued to play the trick till Agastya came ronnd, raising subscriptions

to celebrate his nuptials with his bride L6pamndrA Vfit&pi, changed and cooked up as usual, found the ‘perito-

neum of the Tamil sage too tough to be rent open, and his mortal parts were accordingly digested, his ghost

alone passing out as wind I What the meaning of this old myth may be, it is hard to discover. It turns np,

however, in almost all the leading Pwdnias, and the Tamilas are particularly proud of it, as it redounds to the glory

of the V^dio Bishi, whom tradition, however, absurdly reckons as the founder of their language. For a version

I of the story in Sanskrit, see MaMhMrata, Armyaparvanf Ttrthay&trdscvrga, chapter 96.

s* South-JMm Vol, I. page 11.

2* See Mr. Venkayya’s third article on ihe Siu3/y of Vernacula/rs in the Madras Christian CoUeffe Magazim
for November 1893, and JSp, Ind, Tol. IV. p. 277 f.

2® Simftowdflwi^atjdr-PurAnain, verse 6 :
** Mappavaikkn ton^^ 'p6y vada-pulattn Vdd&vi tou-pagaram tugal=&ga,

etc.”

3® Eamasvami Pillai’s edition, 5p. 613 : ** Sirutto^i^ll avag vSn^a,** Si^tton^, meaning ‘humble servant,’ is

evidently an assumed title. Nay not his real iiame be Ganapati, since his temple at Sehg&ttangudi is called
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ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAR,

BY THE LATE KAEL FEIBDEICH BTJEKHAED.

Translates, and edited, loith notes and additions,

by Qeo. A. Grierson, Th.D., 0.1.11., L0.8.

{Continued from jp. 102.)

123.

Thou liadst been sent

Masculine. Feminine.

'

by me
i

\ h

by thee ...

by him ...> tSU.j’f ^
1 ^

^by us
'' s

'f JksfUO 1

by you ...
•J

by them ...

«

11

me 6s'^-ma~h

OSVrW^

j
T i/o me osq-

-4“

3 *

“’W'

‘SAaoT ^3 tqm^ dsq-h^^

tSUoT <t«i I asi osa-h

iSXMa'fj43 timau osq-h^^

124,

He (she) had been sent

by tbee

by you

Masculine.

? r i *
! /•AiViMa a f

I “
/

1
§

tse 6s'^-tha-n
| g

t iiAj tohi 6s'^’Va-‘n j §
Qq

Feminine.

I fse osa-tha-Ti

'•M ' f tohi osa-va^

[This form is only used in tbe second person.]

125,

We had been sent

by me

by tbee ...

by him ...

by us

by you ...

by tbem ...

Masculine, Feminine.

r
.

'1

j

Cams! ige osi-t

(/•S) (tqm^) osi-n
•sa

C3*

S
L
r'«s

CO

b'

Caa«T ^se dsa-t

(^j) (tqm^) dsa-n

tohi osi’-vq

(^4.3
)

(thmu) osi-Jc

< ^
. J

C3-

1

1 *^*>5 tohi dsq-vq

(timau) dsa-h

[As elsewhere in the case of the first person, tqm^ and timau must be omitted when the

suf&xes n and h ar6 used. See § 89.]

68 Instrumental sufiGlx omitted, as the pronoun in the instrumental is given ; thus, * Osu-h for *

^sw-«a-ft, and eJg«-ha-^, as in aorist and perfect. See § 113, note 59.
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126. Yoti had been sent

Masculine. f Feminine.

by me
‘ t r &JO ^le osi^ma-^vq

r 1
‘ A/0 me dsa-ma-vq

by thee ... - j a*

by Him ...

by us

''5
V

d V

15^-wf ^3 iam^

jj
^A*» f 1 Qs{ ds'i^vq

•i.
*<*

«•

lI
r 'a

CO
v

iV*

r

II

I jj iam} dsa-va^^

1

<
1^1 asi dsq-vq

CO
"t-.

g
> e*
r

'P
CO

by you ... ,
1

by them ...

'' r ' - ^ .

i

1 Umau
^

1 ^ Umau dsq-vq^^
JL - - '

>

127. They had been sent

by thee

by yon

Masculine.
«

Feminine.

tseosi-tha-h 1

1

1 r tse dsa-tha-h 1
'

'
I

1 1
'4 '

1

i -1 '.ll K !

/ ^ ^ <1

t»)^«aT AAj tchi o$i-va~Jc 1 ^ Aa3 foJii dsq-va-h
J

[This form is used only in the second person.]

The Oansal verb is conjugated exactly like the simple one, and need not be given. All

that is necessary is to substitute the corresponding forms of the past participle passive, as

explained above in § 119 .

J'utnre Perfect and Dubitative.^®

128. I. — Subject—a Noun.

fby me

by thee

j
by him

by as

by you
'

by them

'a

Singular.

Masculine.

f Avc me

% i : asi

^*3 timau

?3

Eeminine.

4'*

•ip

43 p
CQ c

^ I
.s

®

OQ th

N
PM §

a

;s

:s§

TO Only in Mp.

Insbrumeutal suffix omitted as before.
/

•

« By her, iami.
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will

or

may

have

been

sent

\

It

will

or

may

have

been

sent
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/ fby me

by thee

by Hm
by ns

Singular.

Masculine.

j

by yon

Lby them ...

r by me

by thee .,

by him ...

by ns

by yon ...

^^by them ...

me dse-m

CaawT ^ igQ ase-t

^j****^ AA3 tohi dsi-va

Eeminine.

f

.9.S 2
Q̂Q CO .iH

fl c8

11

dse-m
1

'

r dse-m

dse-t dse-t

dse~n
Co
Ha

1

dse-n

ds^-vq

<§
CO

dsi^vq

dse-h tsi-uiT dse-Jc

Masculine. Feminine.

' fhyme

1 by thee ..

by him ..

(a)*!
,

by ns

by yon

by them ..

V.

fby me

by thee

)
by him ..

I

by ns

I

by yon ..

I^by them ..

by me

by thee

, X , by him
(e) < /

by ns

by yon ...

.
\^by them ...

'f-i

C, “1
Oiiwf M

”

rt.9—— OQW 03
^

«

/// - 0-2
p g

dsana~m

d$ana~t

dsana-va

I

I

I*

..iM
„

.g
dsana-m

, I ollf .S ^ ^ dsma-t— il I
—

,VI —
,
iiS

,

—
I S g dsana-vcdsana-vq

^ asana-m ^

dsana-t ^

I
dsana~s^^ O*

|v 1 '

;

dsana-vq *-

dsana-h ^

72 Hot dsana-n, see § 53, 1, t.

C^Ju« I

. 9 *§•

1

dsana-m

dsana-t

dsana^s^

dsana^vq

Jlsana-lc
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II.—Subject—a Pronoun.

129. As in the examples of the Perfect and Pluperfeotr

J If

[Thus I tse dse-iha-s lo suzmut, I may have been sent by you
;
you

may have sent me.

Note that before suffixes consisting of a single consonant, the i of dsi becomes e.]

Causal.

130. As in the Primitive verb, substituting mdran6vmut^ etc., for suzmuL

ISL Optative Perfect,

dsiJie suzmutf had I sent (Passive construction).

Owcj^^l/o Aa5 me dsihe'mdranovmut, had I got killed (Passive construction). As in

the Perfect Indicative. Asihcb may be substituted for dsihe»

132. [The 0 forms of the simple verb may be given as further examples.

Singular.

Masouline. Feminine.

by me

dsihe^m suzmuf

by thee

I

by him

by us

by you...

by them

dsihe-t suzmut

dszhe-n sdzmut

dsihe^vti sUzmut

dsihe-'k sHmut

Auxiliary same as in the mas-
culine

;
the past participle

in the feminine,

sdzrmts.
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Plural.

Maaouliue. Feminine,

(•

/ ^

by me ...

dsahana-m suzmqt^
_ / ^ / f/ ^

by thee ...
'

...

- dsdhana-t susmqt^

by him
V

^

.
1

f * <'

dsahana^s suzmqti

'

>
by us ,,, —
by you i

&sahana-vq gilzmqti

by them *

' ,r"r<.alJL^dW» 1

1. dsahana-h susmqt^

Auxiliary same as in the

masculine plural ; the

past participle in the
/ / ^

feminine plural,

sdmmatsa.

When the subject is a pronoun, the example of the Perfect and Pluperfect Indicative is followed. B, a.,

T fs6 AsChe-fhflus bo swiKwi/ttt, had I been sent by thee, hadst thou sent me, ^siTira* may bo

substituted for Asihe throughout. ]

183. Conjugation of the Aprist of tfaie verbs a diun (or dynn), to give, and. its

fiimilara,
”

-
^ ^

Subject—a Nouru

w<

S'

•l)<

I

by me

by tbee ...

by him ...

I

by us

by you ...

i^by them ...

by me

by thee

by'him

by us

by you

Singular.

Masculine,

^ me )

rr

/

/

t Qsi

a

j-*J Umav,

•

me diutu-m

o*Jo tse diutx(r‘t

f-* i
iAs

1

toM d{uf^-‘Vq—

Feminine.

o '

I.o

L
. 1.1
•9.3

-is
o

I

X ^V Nia

we ditsa-m

/

*5 tse ditsa~t

ditsa-^q

T* By her, tamu
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134. The verb heun (or hyuri), to take, [nearlj] follows diun (or dyun) in the

formation of its Aorist. [Its c forms are sing., masc. heutu, fern, heis ; plur., masc. Jieti, fern.

Tietsa,'] cjJj *'^''**^ (P^ to be born, follows yun^ to come (§ 66). The following are the
j>

a and c Aorist forms of (or zyun)^ to take away :

—

m. eg*

/ /

me. asi^ Umau ntu (

f. sg*
f

Ak)
- ji it it >5 it it it ss niya

m. pi. li it it it St is it St niy^

f. pi.

/
'

dUî
JI St t} t9 Si Si it it niya

Subject.

[N^m- may be substituted for mw- throughout.]

136. So also are conjugated the transitive verbs hheun (or hhyun), to eat, and

cheun (or chyun), to drink ; 6. hheS^n, hheya^n, I, however, also find the

following additional forms of the 3rd person of the Aorist ;

—

Singular. Plural.

Masculine. Masculine. Feminine.

Miyav, Icheyijyq Tcheyiy hheyiya

chyau

Ue nUt chU, by thee were good things taken, thou receivedat good things.—

Iiuke, ZTi. 25.

,
/ //

^

7s nin^anani 5ah by himwere his twelve disciples taken, he took his twelve disciples

with him.— Matth. xz. 17.
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Thos following ^ gav (§ 79). [All these forms are really Plup. II. The true Aorist of

these two verbs is not nsed.^

The conjugation of the intransitive verb peu% to fall, will be found under the head of

Intransitive verbs (§ 154).

TEtB PASSIVE VOICE. ^

136.

All the verbal forms hliiherto treated are active ones, and have (with the e^cception

of the Aorist, Perfect, and Pluperfect) also active meanings. The three tenses last mentioned,

as we have above explained (§
'88),' although ffeassive in their literal meaning, must be

classed under the active voice, and treated ,as representatives of the English Past, Perfect and

Pluperfect Active for. ‘ by him was sent,* tar^^ suis'^j means ‘he sent ;

* *by him had been

sent,* I tqmi auzmut means ‘ he had sent.* If, however, the Agent (answering

to the question, ‘ by whom ? *) is not expressed, the sentence becomes a true passive, the form-

ation of which we now proceed to treat.

If*
^ * J

Thus, j I naukat Bozanq a% ‘the servant- was sent,* is a true passive
; but

j^ddshdliavP^ natikar^ by the king was the servant sent, u the king sent

the servant, is a true active, in a.passive construction. ^ -

137,

The true Passive is formed by a circumlocution
; i e., by compounding the oblique

base of the masculine iufinitive^^ of the main verb with the Auxiliary verb yun, to come*

E. ‘ the man was sent,*jT (fv (here the Agent is not expressed)

fX. •
^ ^ ^

the man will sent,’ ^^yy^y^H^ mahanyuv sozanq yiyu For the conjugation of ym
see §§ 66ff.

” “ - * .

138.

The following are the principal p^ts of the conjugation of a.Passive verb.

139. Imperative,

c, 8:Dd sg.

fj ^
s$mnq yi^ etcl

* - ^ ft ^
140. Infinitive, ^^yy^ sozmq yun.

141. Participles.

Present,
u ^

U ^yi ^^yy** sSzanq yivdn*

(Perfect, suzmut).

Future,
•»/ // >

UfJJi sozanq yivavun*

Participle Absolute,

n ^
oo stzanq yit.

Simple Tenses.

142. Indicative.

/ /f ^ ,

Present Indefinite, and Future, s6«anq yhmt etc.

*
'

'
,

"f / ^ , V J • ^ ^

The Agenb fifln also he expressed hy the words ^j vasildh, by means of ;
s^lt; with ; or

^

by the hand of.

'
‘ [That isthe oblique ^ablative) masculine, see § 20, (d). The idiom ie exactly the same as the ' Hindi Mhn

mSfi dn4, to come into seeing, to be seen. So sjisang yun means literally, ,
to come into sending,' ^hence tb be sent.
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Aorist, d-s sSzana, etc.

(Pluperfect II. iyJV dy6-s sozanqj)

143. Optative and Past Conditional.

/ / / / -»

s6zanq yima-hq, etc*

Precative, s6zanq yizihe*

Pres. Def.

Imperf.

Perfect,

Pluperf.

Compound Tenses.

144. Indicative.

{i> 'Ji sozanq yivmt chhu-^, etc.

I A
sozanq yivdn 6su-s^ etc.

Cwo T Aijy^ sSzanq dmut chhu-s, etc.

cxcT sozanq dmut Ssu^s^ etc.

Mascnline.

(1^ jLmi ou/oT

s6zanq dmut dsq

(2)
caxjT

sozanq dmut dsa-h

(3) ^-«aT oxf ^^jy^

s6zanq dmut dsi

146. Dubitative.78

Singular.

Feminine.

/^ ^ ^ ff *
Aa*T

s$zanq dmuts dsq

<2l«f

sozanq dmuts dsa-h

w ^ ^ // ^
A.«.f

sdzana dmuts dsi

Mascnline.

(1)
oxT ^^}y^

sozanq dmqti dsau

(2)
vSaxT <5ij^

so0fl!Wrt dmql^ dsiu

'if 'J

(3) ws*xf

soaanrt dsan

Plural.

Feminine.

'if "if /' -»

y«]

sozanq dmatsq dsau

^ / t

^

// .»

^mS &ijy«

sozanq dmatsq dsiu

'if "if

sozanq dmatsq dsan

146. The Causal is treated similarly, e.

// /

Imperative mdrandvanq yi^ and so on

(To he continued.')

t

^ SoinMp.
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MISCELLANEA.

DATES OF THE EOLLAM OE KOLAMEA EEA.

{ConUvmed from p. 66.)

Mr. P. S'irNDARA.M; Pillai lias sent- me two

more dates of the Kollam era which admit of

exact verificatioru

16. — The year 782, Ealiyuga 4708 j the 6th day

of Mesha,. Friday, the first tithi of the dark

half, Jydti (?)^ naTishatra, Siddhi yoga, the sign

of Karkataka rising j
Jupiter in Mina, and “

Saturn inDhanus.— InSaka-Samvat 782 + 747=
1529 = Kahyuga 4708 expired the Mesha-sarh-

kiAiiti took place on the 28th March A. D. 1607,

by the Sthya-siddhanta 19 h. 62 m., and by

the Arya-siddhauta 17 h. 17 m. after mean
sunrise; and the month of Mesha therefore

commenced on the 29th March, and the 6th of

Mesha was Friday, the 3rd April A. D. 1607.

On this day the first tithi of the dark half

ended 6 h. 48 m., and the naksliatra was SvAti

for 11 h. 50 m., and the yoga Siddhi from 2 h.

27 m. after mean sunrise. At noon Jupiter’s

mean place was 11s 6° 55^ and his true place

11s 90 15'^ ia both cases in Mina ; and Saturn’s

mean place 8s 23° 37', and his true place 8s 26°

19', in both cases in Dhanus. The sun’s

longitude at sunrise was 6° 4', and the sign of

Karkataka therefore was rising about midday.

17.

— The year 412, the month of Makara,

Sunday, BAvati nahshatra, Jupiter inDhanus.—
In Saka-Samvat 412 + 746 = 1158 expired the

month of Makara commenced on the 26th Decem-
ber A. D. 1236, and the day of the date is

Sunday, the 4th January A. D. 1 237, when the

nahsliatra was. B6wati about the whole day.

Jupiter’s mean place was 8® 18° 42', and his true

place 8s 17° 42', in both cases in Dhanus.

It will be seen that in these two dates it practi-

cally makes no difference whether we take' the

statements regarding Jupiter’s position to refer
’

to his mean place or to his true place. And the

same may he said of the dates Nos. 2 (Jupiter

in Mesha), 3 (in Kumbha), 10 (in Dhanus), 14 (m
Yrischika), and 15 (in Vrishabha). The two
remaining dates that mention Jupiter’s place,

Nos. 4 and 13, each offer a difficulty. -

The date No. 13, as we have seen, coiTesponds

to* the 11th Novemher A. D. 1581, and it records

that Jupiter then ^.'as in Dhanus. But by the

Sflrya-siddhfimfca rule without hija Jupiter’s mean
place on the 11th November A. D. 1581 was

1 This apparently should be SvdAi,

2 This note was written. in April 1896, before the

publication of The Indian Calendar by Mr, Sewell and'

9s 15° 1 7', and his true place 9® 1° 47', i. e., Jupiter

in either case was in Makai’a, not in Dhanus. If

we might calculate Jupiter’s true place from his

mean place with hija, we should indeed obtain
8s 28° 67', with Jupiter in Dhanus, but are we
allowed to do so ? ^

The date No. 4 (the year 348‘, the month of

Mina, Thursday, Anuradha naksliatra^ Jupiter in

Karkataka), judging by the other dates, should

fall in A. D. 1173, but in that year the month of

Mina contained no Thursday on which the

nakshatra was Anuradha; and the probability

therefore is that the corresponding date is

Thursday, the 16th March A. D. 1172, when the

nakshatra was Anuradha. If this were absolutely

certain, the position of Jupiter, referred to in the

date, would undoubtedly be his mean one; for

on the 16th March A. D. 1172 Jupiter’s mean
place was in Karkataka (3s 1° 48'), as required

by the date, and his true place in Mithuna
(2s 25? 25').

The seventeen dates treated of do not enable

us to say whether the years of the Kollam era

are ordinarily quoted as current or expired years.

In fifteen of them (Nos. 1 and 2, and 5-17) the

difference between the given year and the

year A. D. (from about the middle of August to

about the middle of August), in which the date

falls, is 824-25; but in No. 3 that difference is

825-26, and in No. 4 it is 823-24. This shows that

either the given year of No. 3 or that of No. 4 is

certainly wrong (whether cuiTent or expired),

and that neither of them can be utilized to decide

the question whether the years of the other dates

are current or expired ones.

Gottingen, F. KiEiiHORR.

THE DISTEICT OF CUKHSA

The last number of the Ejpigraphia Indica,

Yol. lY., Part ii., brings us a new critical edition

and translation by Prof. Biihler of the so-

called Taxila coppQr-plate, which records the

erection of a monastery at a place called Chema,
to- the north-east of Takkhasila or Taxila. In

this^ document the donor, Patika by name, is

called the son of Liaka Kusuluka, who himself is-

designated as Chahara-Cukhsasa ca chatra.

pasa.

Professor Buhler is unquestionably right in

explaining these words to mean '“that Liaka

Mr. Dikshit. According to that book, we apparently

are allowed to caloniate Jupiter’s tme place from hfe*

mean place with h'ja.
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ruled as Satrap over tlie districts of Ohahara and

Gukhsa.” General Ounmngiiam, Archceological

Survey Reports, V., p. 68, liad proposed to

identify both names with, that of tbe modern

Sir-Sukh, the place where the inscription has

been found. But Prof. Buhler rightly points

out that according to the text' itself the place

was called Ohema.

Professor Biihler ingeniously connects the name

Cukhsa, which might possibly be read also

Cuskha, with “the curious Sanskrit eoska,

which, according to the Trihcindasesa means ‘ a

horse from the districts on the Indus.’ ” And he

adds ;
“ Might not cosha, like saindhava, ‘ a horse

from Sindh,’ be a purely territorial name denoting

some particular district on the Indus, and a

variant of CuhUsa or CusJcha ? ”

On perusing these remarks we are forcibly

reminded of the name of the fertile tract now

known as Cac (orOhach), which forms part of the

Attock Tahsil of the Rawalpindi District. It

stretches as a low-lying level plain along the left

bank of the Indus above Attock; on the east it

is bounded by the range of the Gandgarh hills.

Its length from south-west to north-east is about

25 miles and its greatest breadth about 12 miles.

Through this plain, which in the Gazetteer of the

District (revised edition, 1898-94) is described as

extremely fertile and rich in wells, led the old

road which connected Taxila-Sh&hdheri with

TJdabhanda, the ancient capital of Gandhto on

the right bank of the Indus, the modem XJnd.

Hiuen-Tsiang, when he proceeded on his return

journey in three marches from Ta-ch’a-shi-lo

(Taksasilal to U-to-kia-han-eh’a (* Udakahaada,

the Udabhanda of the Rajatarahgini), must have

crossed the Cac plain; c/. transl. Beal,

p. 191, and my paper Zur Gescliiclite der Odliis

von Edbul in Festgruss an jB. von Both, 1893,

p. 203.

The phonetic facts permit of our deriving the

modern name from the Cukhsa of the insci'iption.

The former is spelt both Cac and Chach in the

District Gazetteer (see e, g. pp 3, 47 and 103,

144 sqq.) and other works. I regret that when

I followed on a tour in 1892 the track of Hiuen-

Tsiang to Udabhanda-Und, I did not pay atten-

tion to the actual pronunciation of the name by

the inhabitants.

If we assume that the correct form was Cach

we can account for the phonetic changes of the

name without difficulty. Ch for Tclisa is what we

have to expect after the analogy of Skr.

Tesa > ch of Prakrit and Indo-Aryan Yernaculars

(see Beames, Gompar, Grammar ofModern Aryan

Languages, I., p. 309). The change of Skr.

% > a is also weR known to the phonology of

the modem Indo-Aryan Yernaculars (see Dr.

Grierson’s essay, .ZDJkTG. xlix., p. 406).

General Cunningham has correctly observed

in his Ancient Geography of India, p. 109, that

the traditional designation of the territory in

which Shahdhdri or Taxila is situated is Oae-

Haz§ira, and a glance at the map shews that the

Cac plain must have formed part of any larger

territorial division which had its administrative

centre at Taxila. General Cunningham came

thus close enough to the identification of Cac

with Cukhsa, but seems yet to have missed it.

He explains in the above-quoted passage Cac-

Hazara as a ‘corruption of '^Btrsa-sahasra,’ and

subsequently (Arc/iccoZ. Survey Reports, Y,, p. 68)

he has looked for Cukhsa in the name of the

modern village Sir-Sukh near Sh4hdh6ri,

The name Chahara (or Ohaharata, as restored

by Dr. Bhagvanlal) I am at present unable to

trace. I am similarly prevented by press of

work from looking for earlier references to the

name Cac in Muhammadan works and elsewhere,

which might possibly furnish us with the missing

links between the modern form and its Prakrit

original.
M. A. Stein-.

Lahore: Sth April, 1896.

TSE eleventh. OBIEISTTAL CONGBESS,
PARIS, 1897.

The Oiientalists who met at Geneva in Sept. 1894

unanimously decided that the next Congress

should be held at Paris during 1897.

The French Orientalists have consequentlj been

discussing the date of this Congress, the con-

stitution of its different sections, and the pro-

visional arrangement of the proceedings they

propose to hold in conjunction with their col-

leagues in Europe, America and the East in

short, the steps necessary for the furtherance of

efforts made for more than twenty years by pre-

vious Congresses on behalf of Oriental Languages,

History and Archaeology.

The dui-ation of the Congress has been fixed

from the Sth to the 12th September 1897, and

below will be found a list of the Sections and

Committees of Management. The Committees

will be very glad to include in the Sections all

the savants who care to join. -Later on notice

will be given of the facilities which will be grant-

ed to Orientalists by the French Railway Adminis-

trations and of the manner in which their days

will be employed duiing their stay in Pari&r
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M. Emesfc Leroux lias been appointed treasurer

and publisher to the Congress, audit has been

decided to fix the fees at 20 francs.

International Congress of Orientalists :

Xlth Session, Paris, September, 1897.

Patron.

The President of the Republic.

Standing Committee.

President

:

M. Charles Sehefer, Eue de Lille, 2,

Viee-President : M. Barbier de Meynard, Boule-

vard de Magenta, 18.

Secretaries : Prof. Maspero, Avenue de TObser-

vatoire, 24 ;
Prof. Henri Cordier, Place Vin-

timiHe, 3.

^embers ; M. E. Ajmonier, Eue du Gen^^ral

Eoy, 46.

M. Em. Guimet, Place dTena.

Prof. Jules Oppert, Rue de Sfax, 2.

H. G. Schlumberger, Avenue d’Antin, 27.

M. Em. Senart, Rue Pran^ois ler, 18.
‘

Marquis de Vogu4, Eue Eabert, 2.

Treasurer and Publisher : M. Ernest Leroux,
Eue Bonapai’be, 28.

General Managing Committees,

Pirst Section.

Aryan Langnages and Archseology.

(a) India.

MM. Barth, Br&ih Sanart, Vinson : Secretary,

M. Sylyain Levi,

<b) Persia.

MM. Carriere, Dieulafoy, Drouin, Blochet:
Secretary, M* Meillet,

(e) Iiinguistics.

MM, Brlal, V. Henry, Ed, Speclit: Secretary,
M. Louis Dnvau,

Second Section.

Iiangnages and Archaeology of the Par East,

(a) China and Japan

MM. Cordier, Dev^ria, Guimet, DeEosny, Ed.

Bpecht: Secretary, M. Ed Chavannes.

(b) Indo-China, Malay Countries and
Polynesia.

MM. Aymonier, Bonet, Cordier, Marre : Secre-

tary, M. P. Lefbvre-Pontalis.

Third Section.

Musalman Languages and Archaeology.

MM- Barbier de Meynard, Devenhourg, Houdas,
Sehefer : Secretary, M. Casanova.

Pourth Section.

Semitic Languages and Archaeology.

(a) Aramaic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Ethiopic-

MM. Ph. Berger, Rubens Duval, Mai-quis de
Vogue : Secretary, M. L*Abbe Chabot.

(b) Assyrian.

MM. Henzey, J. Oppert, L’Abb^ Quentin,
Thureau-Dangin : Secretary, E. P. Scheil.

Pifth Section.

Egypt and the African Languages.

MM. Guieysse, General Hanoteau, Lefehure,
Maspero, Pierret : Secretaries, MM. Ren^ Basset
and Moret.

Sixth Section.

The Bast, Greece, Greek Relations with the
East, and Turkey.

MM. D. Bikelas, B. Legrand, G. Schlumberger

:

Secretaries, MM. Jean Psichari and Theodore
Eeinach.

Seventh Section.

Ethnography and Polk-lore of the Bast,

i Prince Roland Bonaparte, Dr. B. T. Hamy,
1 M. Girard deRialle: Secretary, M. P. Grenard.

notes and QUERIES.
A l^OTE ON ORIENTATION.

TpE fourth prayer of the Musalman day,
known in Arabic as SuUtu^hMagJirib (the prayer
at sun?dse), in Persian as Namdz^i-Shdm (even-
ing prayer), in Pashtu as ISfmd-Khhdm (evening
prayer), is appointed to be said a few minutes
after sunset — i. e., after the orb of the sun has
disappeai-ed from the view. It is a tradition that
the object of Mul;ammad in fixing the time was
to avoid any suspicion of his followers holding
the Sabian tenets and worshipping the sun, as

also to remove from them all temptation to
orientation or sun-worship. This latter is the
primary cause of the Bdndu worshipping the
P'&rab (easb), and apparently of the Christians of
the Greek, Latin, and even Reformed Protestant
Churches bowing to the east at certain portions
of their Church Service. The Jews, Semitic
brethren of the Arabs, shared with them their
abhorrence of orientation. See EzekieBs horror-
stricken vision {PJzehiel, viii. 16).

T. C. Plowpen, in P. N. and Q. 1883.
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PANDUKESVAR PLATE OP LALITAStTRADEVA.

BY PEOFESSOE P. KEBLHORN, GOTTINGEN.

This plate is preserved in the temple of Y6garbadari at Pai3L<Juk§Svar, in the Garhwnl
district of the Kumann division of the North-Western Provinces,^ A rongh translation

of the inscription which it contains was published, in 1875, bj Mr. E. T. Atkinson, B. C, S., in

a collection of inscriptions^ from the temples of Knm^nn and Garhwal, translated by a Calcutta
Pandit, and circulated with the object of endeavouring to identify the localities and personages
mentioned in them* And the text of the inscription was afterwards edited, with a good
photolithograph, by the late Dr* RajgndralM Mitra,^ in the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal^ 1877, p. 71 S* I now re-edit the inscription from the published photolithograph.

The plate is a single one, inscribed on one side only. It is said to measure 24" broad by
16" high, not including a handle-like projection, said to be 5" high, on the proper right side.^

In the middle of the projection is let in a lead seal, 3" in diameter, which projects about

above the front and above the back of the plate. This seal has, on a countersunk surface, the

figure of a bull couchant, facing the proper left, and beneath it a legend in three lines the text

of which will be given below. The projection, besides, contains the word in, which is engraved

on the proper left of the seal, opposite to the head of the bull. The engraving apparently is

very deep and most carefully executed, and the writing, which runs across the breadth of the

plate, is in a perfect state of preservation.— The size of the letters must be between J
and I".— The characters, which in line 23 include the ordinary numeral figures for 1,2, and 3,

belong to the northern cla^s of alphabets. They are of the same type as those of the Aphsad

inscription of Adityas^na, and closely resemble those of the Deo-Baranark inscription of

Jivitagupta II.® That they have to be assigned to comparatively early times is shown by the

circumstance that such letters as j?, jw, y, and s throughout are open at the top, by the forms of

the initial d and the medial diphthongs,® by the use of the final form of t (in samvat, 1. 23, and

msit, 1. 27), and by the fact that in the conjunct ry the sign for r is everywhere written on, not

above, the line. They are undoubtedly more antique than the characters of the two British

Museum inscriptions (from Northern India) of the [Yikrama] years 981 and 983,^ published

ante, Yol. 3JIII, p. 250 and even than those of an unpublished British Museum inscription

of the second year of the reign of Mah^ndrapalad^va (of Kanauj) ; and they may, in my opinion,

be assigned with confidence to about the middle or the second half of the 9th century A. D. —
In respect of orthography, it will sufiice to state that the letter h everywhere is denoted by the

sign for v, that t throughout is doubled iu conjunction with a following r, and that the sign of

the upadhmdniya is employed in Dhurjjatih^^rasdddt, 1. 3, and the letter n instead of anusvdm

in anydns=chfif 1. 16. Except for nine benedictive and imprecatory verses in lines 24-30, the

whole text is in prose, which is not wanting in the quality of 6ja$, It is remarkable for the long

list of officials® enumerated in lines 11-16, and contains several technical terms (pointed out in

1 See Dr. Piihrer’s Monumental Aniig,v>itie8 and Inscriptions in the North-Western Provinces and Oudhy p. 46.

? I owe a copy of this probably very rare publication to Dr. Hoernle. — It is a great pity that the texts of these

ipspriptions have not yet been made generally accessible, So far as X can see from the rough translations, the

inscriptions are reg.lly of some importance, and they apparently contain sufficient data to enable one to calculate

the times of the kings of whom they treat.

3 His text has been reprinted by Mr, Atkinson in his Gazetteer of the Norih-Westeo'n Provinces, Vol. XI.

p. 473 ff., and in the PrdcMmUkhcm6.ld of the Kdvyamdld, Vol. I. p. 216 ff.

* The shape of the plate is similar to that of the Gox^hpnr plate of JaySditya ; see ante, Yol. XXI. p. 16S.

P See Pr. Fleet’s Chipta Inscriptions, Plates xxviii. and xxix. B.

® The ordinary superscript sign of 4 is used 60 times, the more antique form of ^ 17 times ; the correspondinji

figures for 6 are 44 and ^4 ; for ai, 2 s>nd 10 ; and for au, 9 and 4.

• 7 Kot 781 and 783,

8 In this respect the inscription no doubt resembles the copper-plate inscriptions of the P^la kings, but the

agreement with the D^-BaranSrk inscription of Jivitagupta II. {Gupta Inscriptions, p. 216) is almost closer.

That inscription (in line 9) also seems to have pramdtri-sarahhahga, like the Mungir plate of D6vapula, but e. y

line 10 it certainly reads hiidrfwci^cvodgSfii^hishyadhiki^tc^ differing in this from the P^la plates, and agreeing

exactly with the present inscription, line 14.
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my notes) wliicli are of rare occurrence or liave not yet been met witb at all in otber inscrip-

tions.

The inscription is one of the Paramahhatidraha Mahdrdjddhirdja Parantesvara Tialital^tL«

rad6va,the son, from the queen T6gfi.d6vl,of the Paramalhattdralca MafidrdjddMrdja Paramisvara

Ishtagai^adSva, who was the son, from the queen Ifastlddvi, of NTimbara,® who apparently

was the founder of the family. And by it Iialitabtiraddva, from the city of KarttikSyapura^ (iu

lines 16-22) informs the oflSicials and people concerned that on the day of the winter-solstice

he gave three villages {palUhd) in the Karttik§yapiira mshaya (viz,, a village in the possession

of Khashiyaka and situated in G6nannasarl, and two villages in the possession of Guggula

and situated in IPalibh-Oitikd.) to (a temple of) the god Ndrayana that had been founded at

Gdrunnasflri by the MahddSvi SAmaddYl.^® That this lady was Lalitasurad^va’s queen is not

stated in the present inscription, but is proved by the fragmentai'y inscription from Bag^var,

published^^ in the Journal Beng, As, Soo, Vol. VII. p. 1058. — The inscription is dated (in

line 28) on the 3rd of the dark half of M^gha of the 21st year of the king^s reign.

If this date refers, as it very probably doesj to the TJttardyana^saihlsrdnti on which the

donation was made, it will help to fix the time of Lalitasuradeva, as soon as the other inscrip-

tions of the same dynasty, which are dated in a similar manner, have been published. For the^

present, I can only say that in the second half of the 9th century A, B. the day which would

best suit the requirements of the date of the present inscription, is the 22nd December

A. D. 853. For on this day the TTttardyana-samhrdnti took place 9 h. 13 m. after mean sunrise,

during the 3rd tithi of the dark half of the purnimdnta Magha, which ended 18 h. 40 m. after

mean sunrise of the same day.^2

Of the localities mentioned, Kftrttik&yapura is reported to be the modern village of

Baijn&th or Vaidyan^th in Kumaun j G6runLnasa.ri and Palibb.tLtikd.> have not been identified.

TEXT.is

The Plate,

1 Oifai^^ svasti [n*] Srimat-Kftrttik§yapTirftts»sakal-amara-dititanuja-mairaija-vibha

bha[kt3ibh&va-hhara-bhar-^namit-amit-dtfeam^hga-samgi-vikafa-m ukuta-kirita-
vitanka-k6ti-k6ti-s[v] ^t-aikat^-

9 The three names Niinbara, Ishtagamd^va and Lalitaldrad^ra are also giren os idle seal.

10 Acco-rding to the acooimt in the Proceedings Beng, As, 8oc„ referred to above, the villages were given' ‘to a
BrS-hman named ParAyana — apparently a misprint for 3Sfl,r&yana — Bhatt&raka, for the worship* of a goddess in the
village Sanmnnos^.*

The published text, after mentioning ITimbara (called NirrdtcrratadSvah), his wife (called DdswUvt)
their son lahtaganadlva (called Ishtamnadiml^) and his wife V6g&d#vi (called J)hcrrddivt), and their son LaHta-
sdrad^va, goes on ; tasycs tatpdddnudhydtaitd) rd^M mahddSvi M-Sdgadht tasydm^t:ganna\J,i^’\. There
can he no doubt that Sdyadivt here is put wrongly for Sdmaddvi,

12 Iu Mr. Atkinson’s collection of rough translations, referred to above, there is another grant of Lalitaitra-

d^va’s, which is dated in the 22nd year of his reign, on the 15th day — according to the printed copy, of the bright

half, but, according to a manuscript correction of it— of the dark half of Kdrttika, while the donation recorded
in the grant, according to the translation, was made on the meritorious day of the verncA equinox, Considering
that the date falls in the month BArttika, it is exceedingly probable that the expression * vernal equinox *

been erroneously used by the native translator for ‘ autumnal equinox,* and that the original has simply vUhma--
saihhrdntau. Now, if the date of the inscription here published, which is of the 21st year of Lalita^drad^va’s
reign, fell iu December A, D. 853, the date of the otber inscription, of the 22nd year of the king’s reign, would be
expected to fall, in the first instance, inA D. 854. And it is^ at any rate, a curious coincidence that the date
of the 22nd year does work out quite faultlessly for A I>. 854 Por in that year the Tuld-vishuva-scBthhrdnii took
place 2 h. 44 m. before mean sunrise of the 25th September, and this day was wholely occupied by the 15th Uthi of
the dark half of the ydrnimdnta KSrttika. • The two dates by themselves do not fix the time of Lalitafifirad^va
with absolute certainty, but on palasographioal grounds the inscription here published might well have been
written in A. D. 858, and in the whole of the 9th century A. D, there are no two consecutive years which would.
suit the two dates so well as A. D. 853 and 854 do.

Prom Plate i. in Proceedings Beng. As, Soc* 1877, Expressed by a symbol.
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2 n-anSyaka-pradipa^-dipta-didliiti-panarmadarrakta-cliara^akamal-amala-vipula-v a(ba) -

hnla-kira^a-kSsar-^ara-sarit-aseslia-viseslia-mSslii^gliana-taraas-tfejasasaSva rd hu.ni -

dhauta-jatajfi-

3 tasya bkagavato Dlifirjjat8hapras[a]dan=nija-bliiX3-6parjjit-aurjjitya«ni[r*]j]ita-

riputiraira-lavdb6(bdb6)daya-prakasa“day^-daksbinya-satya-sattvasila-saTicba-sau r y ^

audarya-gambbirya-marydd-^yavritt-aBcharya-

4 karyavary-adi-guBLa-gaa-alamkrita-sarirahi® maM-sukriti-santana-vljAvatarab kritayug-

agama-bbdpala-lalita-Idrttij^i® Nanda•bbagavati-oharanakamalarkamala-saiiatba-m'ur-
tfcit 8ri-ia'imva(mba)rasata8ya ta-

5 nayas*=ta<ipad-amidhy4t6 rajni mabadSvi sri-19'ftStLd§vl tasyam=utpannali para-

mam^b^avarah parainavra(bra)bmanyali sita-kripS.aardbar-5tkbata-matt6bba-

kuiiibb-akrisbt-6tkrisbtarmiiktavali-yasabpaMk-6-

p ebobbraya-obandrik4pabastita-taraganalTi paramabbatfearaka-raabaraj^dbirija-parame

svara-srimad-Islifaga^addvabLi^ sfcasya puttras^fcatpad- anadby^td rajSi mabadev
srt-Vdgftd6vi tasy^«utpaniiab paramam^-

7 bSsvarat paramavra(bra)binaaya]^ kali-kalanka-pank-atanka-magna-dbaraDLy-uddb^ra-

dbmta-dbaurSyavara-var^ba-obaritah sabaja-mati-vibbava-vibbu-vibbiiti-sthagit-

araticbakra-pratapadabanalji^® ativaibbava-sambb^arambba-aam-

8 bbrita-bbimarbbmkuti-kafcilark&ari-sata-bbitabbit-arat-ibbakalabba-bbarab^® atanda-

rarat-kripana-va(ba)na-gana-prlLna-guiQar-batbakriBbt-6tkrisbta-salila-jayalaksbmi-prar

tbama-samalingan-avald-

9 kana-v6(vai)laksbyarsakb6da-stirasTindari-vidbuta-kararskbalad-valaya-kusuma - p[r * ]a-

kara-prakirn^-avatamsa-samvaddbifea^-kirtti-vijah Pritbiir=*»iva d6(d6)rdda9da-

sadbita-dba]iuri]imandalarva(ba)l-avasbtanibbarvasa-

10 vasiknfca-gd-plilaiia-uifcbalikntardbaradbarSndrali paramabbattaraka-mabaraj&dbiraja-

param^svara-srimal-Lalita&ttraddvaEbL*] kusali asminn^Sva srimat-

KftrttikSyapura-visbay^ salmi'-

ll pagatiii=*sarvvan=^va niyogastban^raja-rajaiiaka-rajaputtra-raQjamatyansamanta-

mabasamanta-tbakkura-mabtoainisbya"niabak[a*]rttakritika-mabapratib^ra-m a b a-

dandan^yaka-mabarajapramat^ra-sa-

12 rabbanga-kam^ramRty“&parika-dussadbyasadbaiiika-d£a*]saparadbika - cbaurdddbarani-

ka-saulkikargaiilmika-tadayiiktakarviiiiyuktaka-pattakapacbarik-&s6(s8)dbabb a b g a -

dbikrita-bastyas [v*]6sbtra-

13 va(ba)lavyapritaka-duta-pr8sbaDika-d[a*]DLdika-d[a*]n(iapasika-gam%ami-kbadgiik - ^ -

bbitvaramSnaka-rajastbaniyar'Yisbayapati-bbdgapati-tarapaty-asvapati-kbandaraksba,-

pratisuri'-

14 ka-stbanadbikrita-vartmapMa-kfittapala-gbattap&lai-ksbSttrap^la-praiitapala-kisdravada-

vagdmabisbyadbikrita-bbat^.mabattam-abbirarvauik-ar^sbtbi-purogAnesasbtad a s a -

prakri-

15 a*fcyadhislitMniyaa»B3iasha(Sa)-Kirata-DraviaarKalinga-Gattaa-Hfin-d^ra - M 5 d -I n -

dhra-o]ian4ala-paiyant^n'=sarTvarsamvMn=^sama8ta-ianapad*n= bliataroli[4 • ]ta-

s8vak-adln=aiiyans=cba2^ kirfctitaa«akirttitan.==asiiia-25

16 Eead -soHf5. ^6 Bead -htrttir^.

Read Read
2® Read Maf/y^asminn*.

The actual reading of the original may possibly be iyddhi^,

** Bead ^anydmi^ha 5 the following kirttiidn appears superfluous.

^te&d^dSvas^tasya^

® Bead •saihvds&Ti^^

I
® Bead ^Un-sva^Ma\
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16 tpMapadm-6pa3ivinat prativasinas=ciia vra(brS)liman-6ttaraii=*yatliarhaTh m[a*}-

nayati v6(bo)dliayati samajSapayaty=astia2® vas=sainviditain=siiparmirdisbte-

visbayS Gdrunnas&ryftni^^ prativa(ba)ddlia-Khasliiyaka-

17 paribbiijyain^na-pallika tatli[4*} PaliblitLtik&ydiiii prativa(ba)ddlia-6iiggTila*^

paribhujyamdna-pallika-dvayam^a maya matapittr&r=toanas=cba punya-

yas6-bliivriddbayS pavana-vighatfit-a-

18 syattba-pattra-'cbaScbala-taranga^^-jtval&kampsavalokya jala-vadviid-^arain^^ssasaram

cli=sayn[r*]=sdrislitvd gajakalabba-karnnagra-chapalat^nsscba laksbmya [ma'*]tv&

paralSka-rnihsr^yasIrtba[m^] samsar-arm^va-tara^rtban=cba

19 puny4=bam3i[ut]tara[ya]i?ia-sa[m*lkr[a*]nt6(ntau) gandba-pxLsbpa-dbflpa-dip-&pal$-

pana-naivedya-va(ba)li-cbaru-iiritya-gSya-vadya-sattr-adi-praTarttpinaya kban^-?

spbufcita-samskaranaya32 abbinava-karmma-karani^-

§0 ya cba bbrityaTpSdamularbbara^Siya cba Gdrunnasftry&ih iDaab^d8vi-s4*'

S&maddvyd. sva(sva)yamkArapita-bbagavat-sri-Nar^yana-bbatfarakaya®* sasanatr

danSna pratip^ditahi prak rifci-parib^a-yuktah®^

21 a-cbata-bbata-pyav^6S.l>®® akinchitpragrabya]^®® an^cbcbli^dya®^ arcbandr-arkka-

ksbiti-stbiti^samakalika^®® visbay[a*]dasnddbrita-pindas=svasiin&-g6cbara-pra(pa)“

ry&(ry?0^^as»Tsa-vpksbrS.ram*7&dbbedarprasravan“6p6-

22 tat^® d^va-vr^(br&)binana-bbTikta-bbTi3yainaiia-Yar3itab [l*]

* paramparySna paribbxLB3atas-cb=asy=&pariDirdisbtair»=aiiyatarair=vva

vidbteiparparipantban-adik-6padrav6 manag-api na karttar

dbarana?

23 yy6*t6=iiyatbaajS4-baiiaii inaban«dr6bas=Byad=iti [ll*"] Pr?tv^ddhapi^na-vijaya*

rfijya-samTats^rS^o SkaviA&atim^ samvat 21 Mftgha-vadi 8 l\\*}

D[ii]tak6i=ttra mabSdSnaksbapatalMbikrita-m-Yijakab
|

Li-^

24 kbitam=idaib mabasaiidbivigrab&ksbapataladbikrita-&r}mad-Aryafcavat[p]p*ataTm[n]k=

6tkirn9a^i srl-Gangabbadr§na l(U) ^2Ya(t)a)biibbir*vvaBtidha bbnkta r&jabbis*

Sagar-^dibbilji [I*] yasya yasya yad& bb{ipais=ta*

25 sya tasya tada pbalam |(n) ^®Sarvv^n«6tf^ii=bbavinali pftrtbiv7$ndran=bbdy6

bbdyS yaobatS Ramabbadrab fl*] samaD[y*]6=yaih dbanmaa-sStiij^r^js nyipanam

kMS kdlS palaniy6 bbavadbbib [U*] ^^Sva-datt^ms»para-dattSi]a=Pva^® y6 ba-

§6 r^ta vasundbaram [I*] ^®sbasbtim=varsba-Babasr&ni Bva-Yisbtbyfi,[ai*]^^ jSyatS

krimi[b*] 1(9) <*'®pbiim6rsd[a*]ta yati 16k^ saranam bayhBai[r*J= yuktam

ySnaicualirubya divyam [l’*'] Ianbb9(b8) kunibbS taila-pur^na.^® sutapt^

bb&m&ssbar

^ Bead °yaii \ Astu vas^aa^vidiiawi I U^an^,
2*^ One woiild have expected here ®sdrtprati% and in the next line “iifcd-prati®,

28 Bead -^dvayam^td,
29 This is not qnite graaapiatioaJ. The •writer perhaps meant to say •chavichalaiaravh jivaUTeamt or-chaiichnWft

iarangavaj^'ivcdukam,

8® Bead ^bitdlnid'* Bead «?iawy«, Bead
8* Bead ^hhagmjach-cTihrU, 84 Bead •yuUd. ^ Bead -pra^^^id.

86 Read °grdhy&, 87 Bead ^cTiclihidyd. 8® Bead
89 Read td, *o Bead -saTiivatsara ekaviTiisatifamd safhvai.

Bead ^aUna \ dtanh^dtMr'n^nd, I am doubtful about the correctness of the word dtanM which I have not

found elsewhere.

*8 Metre : ^16ka(Antishtubh). *8 Metre : Sdlini. ** Metre : Sloka (Anushtubh).
*8 Bead -dattto vd, *6 Bead shashtiiii rarsha-. 6^ T^ishtht for vi^hthd is most unusual.
^8 Metre : SSKnS, *9 Bead •p'Ctnyrpdn
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27 rtta pachyatS^ Kala-diitaihL l(|l) ®0Sliaslitim=varslia-sahasrani svargg^ tishthati

bhumi-dah [|*] achchh^tta [ch]=aliumant[a’*^*] [cha] tany=6va narakS vas6t

[U*] Gam=Sk[a*]n=sclia suvarana(rnna)Ti=cba blium^r=apy=6kani=*angulaih [l*]

hritva nara-

28 kain=ayriti yj\vad-abiiti(ta)samplavam [ll*] siYan=iha dattani pur^ nar^ndrair*

d&nani dharmm4rtlia'yasaskaram [|^J nirminalya-v[a^]nta-pratimani tani ko
nama sadhu[hL’*^] punar=adifeah®2 [n*] ^s^gjjOLat-kula-

29 kramam=idaifa®'*‘ samudaharadbhir-anyais=cha danam*idain=abhyannm6daiii(iii)yaih

[l*] lakshmyas^tadit-salilavudYuda-cliancbalayah®® ddnam pbala[ih*] para-

yasah'paripalanan=chabL®® l(ll) kainala-dal-amvii(mbu)

-

30 vxnda-161a[m*] sriyam=ainicbintya maniisbya-jivifcatiscka I sakalam=idam=

udabritanwclia vudhva^® na ki purusbailii para-ldrttayo vil6pya[y

The SeaL

1 Sri-!N‘imva(mTba)ras=tatp^danudhyataIi 1

1®®

2 srfmad-Ishtagai3Lad6vabis®o=fcatpMaiiudhyil [ta^’*^]

3 srimal-Lalita&tLradSvati ksbit6r=[bhartta II?]

TBA3STSLATION.

Om. Hail !

(Line 1.) From the prosperous (city of) KarttikSyapura.®^

By the grace of tbe holy Dhfirjati (Siva) who has destroyed the might of the dense gloom

that robs of all discrimination, by assailing it with the abundant wide-spread pure rays — the

filaments of the lotuses — his feet, which are red with intoxication from imbibing the bright

beams of those lights that bring about a uniform white colour — the billions of handsome

points of the beautiful crowns and coronets of the innumerable heads of all the lords of

immortals, Daityas and men, bowed down under the weight of the burden of devotion ;
(and)

whose matted hair is washed by the celestial stream ;
—

(L. 3.) (There was) the glorious Nimbara, who had his body adorned with the splendour

that shone forth, when, by the strength acquired by his arms, he overcame his adversaries, (as

the sun overcomes) the darkness of night, with clemency, courtesy, truthfulness, virtuous

disposition, purity, heroism, munificence, depth of character, rectitude, noble conduct, wonder-

ful achievements, and a host of other excellencies ; who was an incarnation of the seed of a

long lineage®^ of virtuous men ; who was possessed of fame as pleasing as that of the rulei*s of

the earth at the advent of the golden age
;
(and) whose person was endowed with fortune

(derived) from (the worship of) the lotus-feet of the holy Nanda.®®

(L. 4.) His son, who meditated on his feet, born from the queen the glorious MahddSvi

lf§,S-Cld4vi, (was) the devout worshipper of Malidsvara (Siva), devoted to Brahma, the

Faramahhattdraha Malidrdjddhirdja Faramisvara, the glorious IslitagaijadSva, who, because

he extracted excellent rows of pearls from the frontal globes of furious elephants, split open

68 Metre : Sl6ka (Anuslitubh) ; and of the next verse. Bead Shashtiih varsha-,

61 Metre : Indrava^rd. 62 Uead -ddadtta* 6S Metre ; YasantatilakS.

64 Read ^mam- Read %uA}mda-chawhal&yd. 66 Bead ^cJia.

6T Metre : Pashpit&gr&. 68 Bead "buddhvd,

69 This sign of punctuation is superfluous. 6® Read
61 In the original all the words from here up to the word scm&jndyayati iu line 16 form really a single sentence.

62 The word scmb&na also denotes one of the trees of Indra’s paradise j the king was ‘an incarnation of the seed

of the great somtdna tree of the blessed.’ For the double meaning of sukritin compare ante, Tol. XX, p. 189

;

compare also the Jdiakcmdldi p. 208, 1. 21, suhrii^^ct Nandani,

62- J. e.j the goddess DurgS \ after her one of the principal mountains in the KumSun division is called NandMevi.
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with the edge of his sharp sword, eclipsed the array of the stars by the moonlight — the

elevation of bis banner of fame,

- (L, 6.) His son, who meditates on his feet, born from the qneen the glorious Makddeui

VSgftd^vi, (is) the devout worshipper of Mahlsvara (Siva), devoted to Brahma, the Farama*

hhattdraTca MahdrdjddMrdja Faratnisvara^ the glorious Xjalita^tLraddva, who, in lifting up the

earth when it had sunk into the distressing mire of the sin of the Kali age, acted the part of

the boar®^ most fit for the burden; who is a fire of prowess to the circle of his adversaries who

vanish before the force of his natural genius and his omnipresent power ;
who, when preparations

for war are made®® of more than ordinary might, by the terrific frown of his brows again and

again frightens the multitude of his enemies, a$ the lion does the elephant cubs by his curling

mane ; the seeds of whose fame were made to grow up into garlands, thrown on him in the

shape of the wreaths of flowers of the bracelets which dropped from the trembling wrists of

the damsels of heaven, distressed with bashfulness at seeing him first embrace the excellent

wanton Fortune of victory, when she was forcibly drawn to him by the superior power of

his mute, yet loudly ringing, sword and showers of aryows; (and) who hu,s subjugated the earth

by having recourse to the strength of his bow, bent by his massive arm, and by his rule of it

has kept (other) kings of the earth at peace, resembling thus Prithu who, in order to tend

the cow whom he had brought into subjection by means of his bent bow, firmly fixed the

chief mountains in their places.®®

(L. 10.) He, being in good health, makes known and issues the following commands

to all the functionaries assembled in this prosperous district (vishaya) of Kftrttikdyapura, to the

Bdjas,^'^ Bdjanakas,^ Rdjaputras, Bdjdmdtyas, Sdptantas, MfUidsdmantasy Thakhuras, Mahdma^

nushyas,^ MahdkdrtdhriHkas^ MaMpratihdras, MahddandandyaJcaSy Mahdrdjapramdtdras^^ Sara-

ihahyas,^^ Kumdrdmdtyas, Uparijeas^ Buhsddhyasddhanihas, hdkdparddhikasp Chaurdddharanilcas^

ISaulhtkas,'^ Oaulmikas, Taddyuhtahas, Vi^iyulptakas^ Faiiakdpachdrikas^^ AsedkabhakgddhU

hritas^'^ to those engaged with the elephant, horse, and camel troops, to the JDutas, Freshamhas,

Fdndikas, Pdndapdsihas, Gamdgamin^,’^^ Khddgikas^'^'^ Ahhitvaramdnahas, Rdyasthdn^ast

^ I. e., the god Vishnu in his boar incarnation. Ftar., by his adversaries.

66 The story is that Ffithu uprooted the mountains and piled them upon one another, in order that the earth,

who had assumed the form of a cow, might let her milk, the seed of all vegetation, flow everywhere around. Our
author may have had in his mind thie words of the Kddamhart : Vainya ivci chdj?o3fc5ii-samitfsArifa-safcaldrdti7tMl(i-

chalaJb, •>- 1 have some doubts about the exact trasislation of the wcr^ pdtan&^nischdLlknta.

For some of the more common of the following titles pf officiajs, ^ee Dr. Flept^s Gupta Jnscr, pp. 15, 16, 52, 69,

148, 157, 169, 170, 217, 218, and 284.

Bdjanaka also occurs in line 44 of the Khfilimpur plate of Dharmapftla (Fp. Ind. Yol. lY.) and in line 80 of the
Bh^igalpur plate of N4rdyanap§la (ante, Yol. XT. p. SOS). It may be equivalent to the term rCir^aka in line 81 of the
Mongir plate of DOvap^a (ante, Yol. XXI. p. 256).

The title mahdmav^sTiyat Hterally ‘ a greajb man, a noble,’ I h^ve not fonnd elsewhere ; t)ie mention of the thak^

kuras also is unnsual.
^6 Mahdr&japram&tSl/ra would be ‘ the great rdjapramdtdra,* The Mungir plate of DOvapSla in line 32 has pram&tr%,

which also occurs in line 32 of the second Baijnath pra^asti (JEp, Ifid, Yol. I. p. 115, niip^pram&tri^rdja-pramdida'a),
where it has been suggested ‘ to denote some kind of spiritual councillor.’ And the Madhuhau plate of Harshavardhana
(ibid, p. 72) in line 9 has pram&b^a, and in line 17 maMpram&t&ra which we also find in line 36 of the Benares plate

of Karnad§va (ibid, Yol. n. p. 309).

71 Sarabhanya occurs, spelt saarabhafiga, in line 32 of the Mungir plf^te of DSvap&la, and yery probably in line 9

of the DS6-Baran^k inscription of Jlvitagupta 11. I have not found the word elsewhere and am unable tp explain

its meaning.

72 As the chawrOddharanika was an official who had to look after the catching of thievps, so the ddsdpar&dhika

apparently was one whose duty it was to inflict punishment for * the ten oflTences *
; see Gupta Jngcr, p. 189,

' Superintendents of tolls (sulka) and of woods (gulma),*

PattakdpacMrtka is another term which I have not met with elsewhere 5 it may denote an official who had to

investigate offences against royal edicts or copper-plate grants (pat^aka).

If my alteration of the text is correct, the dsSdhabhangddhikrita probably was an official who had to prevent

ffight from prison or legal restraint.

76 These ate usually called gamdgaTnikas^

Khddgikoj whichmay have been been put erroneously for kba^gihat would literally mean * a swordsman.*
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Vishayaj^atis,"*^ Bhogapatis, Tarapaiis, Aivapatis, KhandarakslasP FratUurikas,^ Bthdnddhi-
kritasy^^ VartmapdlaSy K6ttapdlaSy Ohaitapdlasy KsMirapdlas, Brdntapdlas, to the superinten-

dents of colts, mures, cows, und buffulo-cows, to the BhatidSf ^ctho.itd'n'LCtSf cowherds, merchunts,
foremen of guilds, and to the remaining SdsMddaiaprakrityadhishihdntyas^^ down to the Khasas,
Kiratas, Dravidas, Kaliiigas, Gandas, Hfinas, Udiras, MSdas, Andhras, and ChandAlas, to all

habitations, to the entire people, to the regular and irregular soldiers, servants and others,

and to others enumerated®^ (and) not enumerated who live in dependance on his lotus-feet, and
to the neighbouring people, — paying due respect to all of them, especially to Br^ma^as

:

Be it hnown to you !

(L. 16.) t)bserving the living world, like a billow, to be as unsteady as the leaves of the

holy fig-tree shaken by the breeze, and seeing that life, like a bubble of water, is void of sub-

stance, and knowing fortune to be as vacillating as the tip of an elephant cub’s ear,— in order

to attain beatitude in the next world and to cross* the sea of this life, I, to increase the merit

and fame of my parents and myself, on the auspicious day when the sun enters upon his

northern course, have assigned by the grant of an edict, in the above-stated district, the

village situated in G6runnasftri which is in the possession of Khashiyaka,®^ and also the two
villages situated in PalibhtLtikd. which are in the possession of Quggula, to the holy Lord
Nsir^yam who by the personal order of the glorious MaJiddM SftmadSvl has been set up at

Gdrunnas&ri, for providing perfumes, flowers, incense, lights, ointments, offerings of eatables,

sacrifices, oblations of rice, &c., dancing, singing, music, charities, &c., for the repair of what
may be damaged or broken, as well as for the execution of new work, and for the maintenance

of servants and attendants ;
®® (the said villages) to be exempt from (the molestation of) officials,®®

not to be entered by irregular and regular soldiers, not in any way to be seized, not to be

resumed, (to belong to the donee) for as long a time as the moon, the sun and the earth endure,

as pieces taken out of the district (to which they belong), as far as their proper boundaries

and pasture land, together with and including their trees, gardens, springs of water and

cascades, (Jbut) without whatever has been or is in the possession of gods and Brahmaras.

Wherefore (the donee)y enjoying {this grant) in comfort in regular succession, shall not in the

slightest degree be troubled by the above-mentioned people or by others with seizure, restraint,

robbery, or in any other way. Whoever may act contrary to this, will, in violating my order,

commit a great offence.

w * Chiefs or supermtendents of districts {vishaya), of subdindsions of districts {bhCga), of ferry-boats (tara), and

of horses {aiva).* The term tarapaU also occurs (in addition to fariJcd) in line 35 of the Mungir plate of DdvapSla.

79 -which I am unable to explain, also occurs in line 34 of the Mungir plate of D^vapfila and in

line 34 of the Bh^galpur plate of N&rayanap&la. Instead of it, the Din&jpur plate of MahlpSla (Jour, Beng. As. ^oc.

Vol. LXI. P. I. p. 85, 1. 38) and the Amgachhi plate of Yigrahapaia (ante, Tol. XIV. p. 167, 1. 29} have a^garakshas

and the Ohambd plate of Sdmavarmad^a and AsatadSva (ante, Vol. XVIL p. 11, 1. 14) has Jehadgarahsha,

8® PratisH^iJea is another term which I am unable to explain. I can only compare with it •gratisaraJea which

with vartma^dla, occurs in Hue 22 of the Sorath plates of Bharasdna II. of Valabhi (ante, Vol. VII, p. 70), and pret-

tinartalea in line 76 of the AlInA plates of Sllfiditya VII. ((hi^ta Inscr, p. 180).

81 Superintendents of places (? sth6/na), guardians of roads (vartrmn), of forts (Je'Ma), of landing-places or steps on

the side of a river (ghatta), of fields (leshitra), and of boundaries (prdnto),’ The ghattapdlas are not mentioned in other

inscriptions which enumerate the other guardians.

82 This term, again, I cannot explain. The sdsht&dasaprakT'Uis are mentioned as officials in line 15 of the Chambd

plate of Somavarmad^va and Isataddva (ante, Vol. XVII. p. 12} ; and the Samgamn^r plates of Bhillama IL in line 80

have the expression sdshtUaiapr‘aJerity:>CpH(m, qualifying the land granted by the king. (Ep. Ind. Vol. H. p. 220).

83 This word apparently is superfluous.

8* I am somewhat doubtful whether the two words KhasUyJka and Quggula denote individuals or are names

of tribes or castes.

88 The term ^ddamiJila occurs in the same sense in line 51 of the Kh^mpnr plate of Dharmapffia ; in verse 74 of

the Sasbahfi temple inscription of Mahip&la (ante, Vol. XV. p, 39) we have p&daJeula instead of it.

86 This appears to be the meaning of the phrase praJeriti-parihdra-yultta, which is employed in the place of the

move common parihrita^sarvan^a,

8T 1 am not sure that this is the exact meaning of vishaydd^neddhrita-piri^a, which hitherto I have only found in

line 11 of the Madhuban plate of Harshavardhana (Bjg. Ind. Voi. I. p. 73).
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(L. 23.) In the twenty-first year of the increasing reign of Tietory • the
year^21, the 8rd of the dark half of Mftgha. The Mtaha in this matter is the
Mahaddndkshapatalddhiirita,^ the illustrious Yljaka. This is written by the Mahdsandhim-
.grahdhhapafalddhikrita,^ the illustrious Aryatavata. The engraving (?) is executed ty the
iUnstrious Gangabhadra.

^

(Ij» 24.) fNine benedictive and imprecatory verses.

J

SOME SOVEREIGNS OP TRAVANCORB IN THE SIXTH CENTURY, M E
BT P. SXJNDAEAM PILLAI, M.A., M. B. A. S., P. E, H. S.

Introdnctory Remarks.

Ik a former paper (ante. Vol. XXIV. pp. 249-259, 277-285, 305-311, and 833-3371 t
noticed a series of dated inscriptions enabling ns to infer, among other matters ofhistorical importance, the names of the sovereigns who ruled over Travancore or as itthen called, V5n&d, in apparently unbroken succession from 301 of the Kollam *era’to 427^^?
also adduced some reasons for suspecting that for upwards of half a century shbseoneof 1 I
date. Ve^advvas more or less in a state of confusion, probably in consequLl of flretrn

,

aggression and annoyance. But the last document which I brought to notice proved iZ l
confusion, whatever its cause, was of a temporary description, and that by 491 tb,. 7 •^!
.principality had regained her authority and was once more pursuing her even con«=! T
mason tp infer from the same document that this prince had begun his rule onlv
previously, we may safely presume that his reign saw the close of the fifth Malabar

Ipropose now to discuss some later documents relating to the same roval hou,P T
’

x
that the records I possess are not such as to give a continuous account of the periorove^ T?they extend. Most of them have been in my hands for more than three yeL andwaited thus long before attempting to give an interpretation of them in the hone tW T u 7.
be able to fill up the gaps in them, or at least to piece them together so as to thLv^lfbf
tolerably large portion of the period to which they refer. Bpt I haye not

*

extent of my desire. Still, however disconnected Ind fragmtJa^y ^rloTrnt bconstitute the only reliable data yet available for the futuShistorian of the land.
^

XV.i

The first of the documents I have relating to the royal family of TravancoTO oni,
..600 M. E.

^
a Sanskrit distich, inscribed on the northern vfaU of the GdSftlS'Shnatemple at Trivandrum, which, for the reasons given ante, Vol.XXIV n 279 toa

When freely rendered into English the sWea runs as follows
tranandapuram.

wn -15. Old Malayftlam
. _ . . .

' 62* siS^i Inscription ofAdityavarman.

-Hail! ^sperity ! Ho! In the year Chdiapriya, when Jupiter was in the sign Leo kinv•Sar^n^nAtha of fair reputation, moved by piety and devotion, and desirous of ffme and (themerit of ) chanty, constructed in the town of SyftnandUrapura the GOsSia temple the kirlamp-house, and the mandapa (in front) of the shrine of Krishna » ^ “ *

U
i«^sonption. Syftnandtoapura is the termused to des^natethe town of TrivandrumIt v^l be remembered that m the inscriptiona of 365 M. E., the word Syftnandfira was found^od enough for the purpose. Why the name is now lengthened out by the addition of the

the great record-keeper of gate.’
1 The numbers in this paper follow on those of the last.

^ ^ record-keeper of peace and war.’
* Ante, VoL XSIV. p. 279.
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unmistakable Sanskrit word pura I cannot say, tbough it; is not unreasonable to suspect that
-the motive may bave been to secure additional sanctity to tbe village by giving its name a
clearly classical air.

Having already met with tbe temple of Krishna in 366 M. E., when Aditya-R^ma
presented to tbe god a ‘ mountain-like ’ drum, we bave to take the GSsdld, here said to

bave been constructed, as referring only to the outer rectangular ball, in tbe middle of which now
stands tbe real inner shrine. Architecturally, too, this ball bears evidence of a later origin.

Probably it was put up in this rectangular form, which is rather unusual in the sacred archi-

tecture of Southern India, to suit tbe original name of tbe temple, G6saM, which

means literally ‘ a cowshed.*

The ‘ fair lamp-house ’ referred to can be nothing else than tbe wooden railings with small

iron lamps that now surround tbe rectangular structure. It is even now regarded in the country

as a specially meritorious act to provide an illumination thus round a temple, when tbe village

folks turn out in their holiday garments to amuse themselves with innocent games and pastimes

till midnight arrives, when tbe local beauties, lamp in hand, begin to move in procession thrice

round the temple, while tbe brave and tbe sturdy, standing apart, shout * Haiyu !
* at tbe top

of their voices, in the hope of frightening away sickness, famine, and devils ! There is no evi-

dence to shew that they succeed thus in frightening away pestilence or famine; but over the last

mentioned source of evil they sometimes completely triumph. For on certain occasions, as the

procession goes on, a weak-minded village woman suddenly stops and shivers, and the devil

possessing her poor soul, his ears thus assailed by the yell which proves too much even for his

infernal tympanum, solemnly promises to surrender his prey then and there ! Such illumina-

tions and ‘ drppUi as the hideous howling is technically called, must have become about the

time of the inscription frequent enough in the rising village of Trivandrum to require the

provision of a permanent lamp-house.

The mandapa spoken of is also still in existence, and the wood carvings on the ceiling

and the pillars are really admirable in their way. The carved figures are meant to illustrate

some of the leading events narrated in the MdhdhMrata and the Bdmdyana, and are entitled to

better care than they appear to be receiving in an age when the art of carving may be said to

be rapidly on the decline.

But we are here more concerned with king Sarv^nganatha than with his wood carvings,

however exquisite. Evidently, the name SarvaAganfttha is more a descriptive title than an

individual appellation. It occurs more than once in the worn out inscription on the

conspiquously high altar or halupitha in front of the shrine further to the east of the

mmda/pa^ Exposed as this altar is to the sun and rains, it is no wonder that of the inscrip-

tions with which it is literally covered, nothing more is now decipherable. As it is in a

prominent situation and within easy reach, I wonld recommend these inscriptions on the

altar to such as may be curious to see and know for themselves the condition to which most of

these valuable historical records on the West Coast of India have been reduced through

exposure. But I should add that if anyone should at the same time feel tempted to try his

skill at deciphering, he ought to be prepared for similar exposure ;
for between twelve and

two in the <hiy is the only time suited in this case for leisurely inspection, and umbrellas are

objectionable appendages within the precincts of all Malabar temples. In this particular case,

a decipherer would have also to take care that the day he selected for his visit did not

synchronize with the one on which a certain pious individual among the temple guards is on

duty. But with all precautions, I doubt whether anyone would make out anything more

from those obliterated engravings than the word Sarv^nganatha, which, as I have already said,

occurs more than once among them. The word literally means * master of all the constituents

of a kingdom,* which under the name of dasdnga are usually enumerated thus :— mountain,

river, arable land, tolrns, garlands, horses, elephants, drums, banners, and sceptre, making ten
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in all. The allusion might he also to the twenty-one insignia or marks of royalty which are

counted as essential before one is crowned king. These are according to Tamil lexicons the

following ;— crown, umbrella, hair-fans, elephant-hook, drums, the discus . weapon, elephants,

banners, fortress, festoons, pots full of water, conches, seas, the sword-fish, garlands, turtles, a

pair of carp-fish, lions, lamps, bulls, and a throne. Why this particular king came to be noted

for the complete possession of all these marks of ancient Hindu royalty it is now impossible to

say. Perhaps the occurrence of a fortress in the latter list might suggest that after the bitter

experience of the previous century, the Yena^ kings found it desirable to protect their kingdom

by fortifying some of their rising towns. Mr. Shungoonny Menon (p. 93) writes: “'Sri-Vira-

Rama-Martandavarman, who was then in his 28th year, was installed on the masnaA in 510

M. B. This king reconstructed the palace near the pagoda at Trivandrum and built a fort

round it.’’ If we could be sure of this architectural activity, our conjecture would receive

some sort of confirmation
;
but it is impossible to be positive about the facts stated. There

would appear to have been in this early century no regular palace in Trivandrum, the site now

occupied by the palace being known, even in the extant old land records, as PulluviUgam.

But whatever may have been the circumstances that led to the king’s assuming the title of

Sarvafiganatha, there can be no question as to the date of this inscription. C]i61.apriya

signifies, in the Katapayadi system, the number 1296, and the word ‘abda ’ usually refers to

the Bak&bda, or the Baka year. Sarvahganatha then constructed the beautiful mandaj^a in

front of the temple of Krishna, as well as the rectangular enclosure called Gosdld, in the Saka
year 1296, corresponding to the Kollam year 550 or A. D. 1374. It is rather remarkable

thatthis first mention of the Bakayear in the Travancore inscriptions should be by a word which
signifies also ‘dear to the Ch61as ’ — it being known that with the Pan^yas and the Oharas the

Kollam year was the more favoured one. If Mr. Shungoonny Menon be correct, then in his

account of this early period, Sarvahganatha might be taken as a surname either of Sri-Vira-

Rama-MartSndavarman, who according to this writer ruled over Travancore from 610 to 650,

or of his successor Ravivarman, who died in 667.

XVI.

. But another inscription belonging to the same shrine leads us to a different conclusion.

It consists of five Sanskrit engraved on the basement wall of ' the very manda;pa, the

construction of which is here recorded as having taken place in Saka 1296. The ildJcas might
be rendered thus :

—

No. Second Trivandrum Inscription of Adityavarman.

“ Hail ! Prosperity ! Adityavarman, the brave among the brave, is he who has erected the

Qosdld, KrishigLa’s shrine, and the mai^a^a, for the use respectively of cattle, the god Krishna, and

the gods of the earth (viz, BrS.hmans). Lo ! there stand visible to all, the Gtkdld^ the mandapa^

and the temple of Krishna : O dear friend 1 what else shall I say ? May all behold with admira-

tion these three works executed by king Adityavarman, and worship Krishna with devotion.

The pictures (L e, the wood carvings) that adorn the ornamental manda^pa in front of Krishna are

such as attract and delight the eyes of all spectators. Stand, therefore, around this delightful

mandapa, and gaze on those pictures so gratifying to the eyes !

”

These ecstatic lines no doubt represent the feelings with which the author, along with the

simpler folks of his times, beheld the elegant carvings on the mandapa^ as they stood fresh

from the chisels of the carpenter. We wish, however, he had been somewhat more calm in his

enjoyment
; for then he could have embodied in these five slokas, so laboriously incised into the

stones, far more useful facts of history than his own sesthetio impressions and rhapsodic

exhortations. . Bor instance, he could have for one thing told us the date of these works,

aboui whiclx we should be left utterly in the dark but for the inscription we have just explained.
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If chronology was not in his line, he could have at least utilized the words he so lavishly wastes,

to recite the glories of his sovereign, Adityavarman, in the fashion of the Chola inscriptions,

affording thereby some scope for further historical investigations. But the most unpardonable

of his o:ffiences, from onr point of view, is his omission to insert somewhere in his five klohas

the title Sarvanganatha of his sovereign. For thenwe could have been certain that ‘ Sarvahga-

natha ’ of the previous record and Adityavarman of the present are but names of one and the

same king of V^nad. In the face, however, of the substantial agreement between the

two documents, there can be little question as to the truth of the identification. No doubt,

the more imaginative of the two instruments substitutes in place of the ' fair lamp-house ’ the

inner shrine -of Krishna itself, which, however, could not have been constructed along with

the mmda^a in which it is inscribed, since we know that it was in existence as early as 363

M. E. The word used in this inscription signifies usually only ‘renewal,’ and may
be so taken to apply to that inner shrine, which probably was touched up and repaired when

the adjacent new works, the maitdapa^ and the rectangular enclosure, with the railings for

lamp posts, were completed. I have no hesitation, therefore, in inferring that in 550 V6ndd

was governed by Adityavarman surnamed Sarvftnganatha. In view of this extremely

probable conclusion, Mr. Shungoonny Menon’s statements would seem to requii*e modification.

Either Sri-Vira-Rama-Mart^n^avarman did not live till 550, or Ravivarman was not his

immediate successor. Mr. Shungoonny Menon indeed (p. 93) mentions an Adityavarman with

whom in truth his chronology begins : but he is indefinitely said to have reigned in the fifth

century M. E., to have adopted two females from Kolathnad on the other side of Calicut, and

to have extended his sovereignty to Vycome in 505, statements that do not look at first sight

probable in themselves, particularly by the side of our inscription of 491, At any rate, they

require further examination and verification. Meantime we may conclude with the help of

the records now before us that in 550 the throne of Y6na4 was occupied neither by Vira-,

Eilma-MartSndavarman nor by Savivarman, but by Adityavarman, the Sarvanganatha. "

XVIL

Our next inscription comes from a different quarter. It is engraved on four sides of a

tablet posted in front of a temple, now said to be sacred to Alvar, about three miles to the

south of Padmanabhapuram in South Travancore. It consists of two parts— a Sanskrit slolaa

and a prose record in Tamil. The part in verse may be thus translated :

—

17 Old Tamil Grantha x j t - x- ^ to
No, * I^irst Padmanabhapuram Inscription of Vlra-

B:dra].a-Md>rtd.9^avarman.

“ In the Saka year Sfiikhaidka, when the sun was in his own house, the chief of the gods

in Sagittarius, and the moon in the constellation Yamya, the prosperous ruler, Mfi-rtAiida-

varman, of boundless fame and mild disposition, the chief among the kings of KSrala, instituted,

granting lands of great value for the purpose, regular offerings at daybreak for the god

Sambhu of the temple of Sivagiri,”

This rather cleverly composed couplet is certainly more satisfactory than those of the

•temple of Krishigia. The chronogram Sakhaldka according to the Katapayadi system of nota*

tion means the year 1325, and the Saka era being specially mentioned, there can be no doubt

that the date recorded corresponds to the Malabar year 578 (A. D. 1402). The sun being said

to be in his own house, current astrology would lead ns to infer that the month was Chihgam or

Simha, the sign Leo being the one now believed by astrologers to be peculiarly the sun’s own

constellation. But as we shall see presently, the Tamil portion of the inscription specifies the

month as M5sham. This must be due either to an alteration in astrological conventions since

678 M. E,, or to an error on the part of the composer of the Sanskrit distich, who mistook

the heavenly position where the sun is reckoned to be at the zenith of his glory for the

sign specially considered to be his own— a pardonable error, no doubt, on the part of one
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not acquainted witli the intricacies of astrological conceptions. For what is more natural than

to suppose that one would be at the height of one’s power in one’s own house rather than under

the roof of another ? But such a supposition would imply ignorance of an important branch

of Indian letters, not only on the part of the writer of the sloha, but also on the part of those

court pandits and other scholars of the age, who must have examined the verse before allowing

it to be inscribed on a tablet specially prepared for it. The two alternatives being thus equally

difficult to accept, I leave the solution of the problem to those better versed than myself in the

history of Indian astrology. There can be, however, no similar doubt as to the position of the

chief of the gods — Jupiter. He was in 578 in the sign of Sagittarius, — just the position

where we should have expected him, having found him 28 years previously in Leo. The lunar

mansion of the day was Yamya or Bharani, as the star is now more commonly called.

More important to us than all these items of astronomical information is that the king of

V6nad of the day was MdJ^tdii^davarman, who is described as of boundless fame and of mild

disposition, the latter of which descriptions at least must be taken as answering to fact. If the

third descriptive clause, ** the chief among the kings of E18rala,” is meant to be equally significant,

it would clearly prove that there were others in £§rala, esiercising sovereign powers at the

time — a supposition of* some historical value, as we shall see further on. But it appears

to me quite possible that the expression is a mere expletive introduced to fill up the metre.

The subject of the grant is described as lands of great value, and its object a particular divine

service consisting of offerings to be made at the early dawn of each day.

XVIII.

This inference is fully borne out by the Tamil portion of the record, which when trans-

lated reads thus

Second Padmanabhapuram Inscription of Vlra-

E;dra)a-Ma]?tap.clavarman.

‘•'In the KoUam year 678, the sun being 26 days old in MSsham, on Saturday, new moon,

[the lunar mansion being] Bharani, was instituted a dawn offering by Srl-Vira-K^raja-

Martapidavarma-Tiruvadi of Kilapp^rHr, to be made to the MahadSva of Sivagiri at Ra^-
simhanallfir, and the arrangements made for the expenses thereof are as follow :

—

‘ The husked paddy required per day being in home measure the total paddy

required per year is 24 hqlam, and the cost of condiments amounts to .... To meet this

total charge, six halam are to be taken out of the tax due on .... and for the remain-

ing 18 Tsalam is to be utilized the tax due on the paddy lands beginning with the piece called

Akkirappullan Perai among the Alvar temple lands in Tiruvikramapuram, thus making the

total 24 halam in all. The clarified butter reqxiired for the divine service and for vaiivadiva

being per month two ndli in home measure, the land called Mavaraimulaippirayidam is

also made over for the purpose. All these properties shall be taken possession of and enjoyed

by the Variyan of Sittanfir, by name Adityan Adityan, and he shall furnish the supplies for

the offering and also a holy garland out of the flower garden to be formed by him. (In return

for his labour) he shall take the offering of cooked rice. If the supply is not made for any

one day when the property is enjoyed in pursuance of this arrangement, double the default

shall be paid ; but if the failure continues for a month, a fine shall, in addition to double the

quantity defaulted, be imposed. If, however, the failure is due to the obstruction of any in

the sahhd, a complaint shall be lodged at the door (of the temple ?) and the obstruction shall

then be removed. Thus in lineal succession, and as long as the moon and the stars endure,

shall these paddy lands and garden be enjoyed, the rent recovered every harvest, and the divine

service conducted without failure. This copy of the royal writ is inscribed on this stone by
tchuran Iravi of the temple.’ ”
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Thns it will be seen that this Tamil portion of tbe inscription adds a few particulars

to those found in the Sanskrit verse above cited. A fracture having occurred on the lower

right-hand corner of the front part of the tablet, a few words of the royal writ are irrecover-

ably lost. But fortunately these words happen only to be those describing the lands from

which the smaller portion of the supply, viz^ six halam of paddy, is to be drawn. It will be

noticed that even as late as 678, the measure used was called halam and not hdttai, marahicdli

ov paraii as at present. The word perai occurs as a part of the name of a particular piece of

land, and it seems to me that the nnderivable modern term parai, used in Trivandrum and

North Travancore both as land and paddy measure, might be traced to perai and therefore to

perUi meaning ‘ to contain, ’
‘ to be worth, * or * to multiply. ’ I have rendered the illa\am as

‘home measure,’ and if I am right in my interpretation it will imply that some foreign

measure was also then current in the country. The word vaisvad^va usually means certain

offerings to departed forefathers, and since clarified butter alone is provided for, we have to

take the offerings as having been of the nature of a sacrificial fire. As in our former documents,

so in this we find reference made to the village councils of those days, which, it would appear,

had influence and independence enough to obstruct the provisions of a royal charter. In the

case of such obstruction, however, provision was made for an appeal to be taken to the * door,’

which we may take to be the door^ of the temple, and, therefore, to the Government authorities

connected with the temple. The curious caste name V&riyan occurs in this inscription : and

the attempts made to explain the term are so typical of the spirit of myth-making, so

characteristic of Eastern scholarship, that I am tempted to borrow a passage on the subject

from the pages^ of the last Census Report of Travancore :

—

Sri-Parasurama,” so runs the paragraph on The Origin and Caste Derwation of

VaTiifars, ** having brought in Brahma]^ from outside to colonize Malabar, detailed the Sudras

to do menial services for them. The Brahmans finding the Sfidras unfit from a religious point#

of view for pagoda service, they prayed to Parasurtoa to help them in their diflSculty, Sri-

Patasurama appeared unto them and created out of water a new caste for pagoda service.

They were called Varijanmar (from the root — water), which gradually became Variyan-

mar,” Thus in the attempt to trace a clear Dravi(Jian word to a Sanskrit root, the special

creation hypothesis is strained to breaking point. But the derivation, however gratifying

to the Sanskrit grammarian, does not satisfy the Nambfiri philosopher, as it leaves unsettled

the water-made Yariyar’s position in the Aryan hierarchy, A new tradition is therefore

invented, and the paragraph goes on to add :— There is also another tradition current about

their origin, according to which a certain Sudra woman was doing menial service in the

pagoda. She was ordered by the Brahmaias employed in the temple to sweep away the bones,

etc,, that lay within the precincts of the pagoda, She did so, in consequence of which her

caste people excommunicated her from their order. But the Brahmans allowed her to remain

in the pagoda service separate from her own caste people. She and her descendants were per-

mitted to live on terms of sambandha with Brahmans, thus constituting them into a separate

caste, and fordidding them to interdine with Sudras, According to the ordinances of Yajna-

valkya, the offspring of a mixed connection of a Brahman with a Sfidra woman were termed

Y^riyars.” Thus, then, does the JSTamburi seek to check the undue aspirations of his

cleanly Variyar colleagues in the temple by assigning to them a Sudraic origin* Bnt

the Y&riyars themselves are not wanting in inventive genius, and so the paragraph

concludes with yet another tradition of their origin. “ According to the Bhdgolapurdna,'^

continues the Report, “there lived in Trichur a certain old Namburi BrS,hman

married ta‘ a young Brahman girl. Wishing for progeny she commenced a course of

devotion to the village god, one portion of which was the making of garlands of flowers

® Till recently the official term for a revenue district was uc^uhlcalf meaning the dpor of the

This Malay^amword is-fast giving way to the Hindnstam term t^Tc,

* See page 746. • - •
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daily for the god. This is considered one of the modes of propitiating a Hindd god,

•who heard her prayer, and she in due course conceived. Her old husband, however, suspected

her of infidelity and discarded her. From that day forward the pagoda authorities also

refused to accept the garlands of flowers she used to make for the deity. She was, however,

resolute in her pious work, and placed the garlands daily on the temple steps notwithstanding

and returned home. The flower garlands which she so left on the steps used to he seen the

next day on the god’s image, day after day. This miracle attracted the notice of the holy

Brahmans, who therefrom declared her immaculate, and said that the conception was the result

of divine will. She was not, however, taken hack into their own community, hut a separate

caste was started for her from that day, her occupation being making of flower garlands and

other such temple service.”

We are thankful to the Census Commissioner for having embodied these traditions in his

jLeport s but it would be idle indeed to criticise them. They would have been even beneath

our notice but for the currency and credence such false derivations receive in this land, even

when the etymology of a word lies, as in this case, unmistakably on the surface. ‘Variyan’

is obviously the man with the and in Tamil means a broomstick or rake— vuYukdl

and vdriyal being other derivatives, in everyday use, from the same root, vdr, to collect, clean,

or sweep. Sweeping the inner court of the temple was undoubtedly one of the special duties of

the original Variyar or Vdrer, however much his descendants may now prefer the more leisurely

and dignified function of tying up flower garlands for the use of the deity inside. Our VRriyan,

Adityan l,dityan of Sattanflr, it will be observed, had also a garland of flowers to supply,

but the extra payment of the cooked rice ofEerings fixed by the grant would shew that he had

other functions to discharge and other remunerations to receive.

But whatever were the duties and emoluments of the VAriyan in question, it is more
• important for us to note that the full name of the sovereign who ruled over Vfimtd in 578 was
Srl-Vira-Kfirala-Martapdavarman, which the metrical necessities of the sl61ca contracted into

king MartAnda. Equally, if not more important is the mention of the HiiappdrtLr family name.
It will be remembered that the earliest of oar inscriptions giving this family designation

is the one taken from Kadinankulam, dated 389.® I have not yet succeeded in finding out how
the Vdnad royal house came to be associated with a village so far north as BalappSrflr in the

Chirayinkil tAluk. Further on we shall see how in subsequent times an important branch of

the original stock assumed an exclusive right to this title. Already perhaps the royal family
was getting split up into distinct ‘branches, and it was found necessary thus to designate the
branch to which the reigning sovereign of the time belonged.

But these doubts are nothing by the side of a more serious difficulty created by Mr.
Shungoonny Menon. For whatever was meant by the addition of the KilappMr family
name in this particular case, the inscription leaves no room for the least doubt that ^rt-Vlra-
KfiraJa-MartAndavarman was the name of the TfinA^ sovereign in 578. But Mr. Shungoonny
Menon tells a difEerent story. Having noted the death of KIralavarman three months after he
succeeded to the throne of his uncle Ravivarman in 557 M. E., the author says : “ KSraJa-
varma KulasSkhara PernmAl was succeeded by his twin brother Chfira-UdayamartAgidavarman.
The reign of this soverei^ was longer than that of all the Travancore monarchs. His
ascended the rnmnoA while he was sixteen years of age and died at the ripe age of seventy-
eight after a reign of sixty-two years. His reign was of a mixed character, partly attended

. with prosperity, and partly -(wth troubles and annoyances, as is natural during such a long
period, in which many vicissitudes might be expected. His Highness OhAra-TJdayamSrtan^-
varman performed the coronation ceremonies, and was slyled
Duxing the reign of this sovereign all the south-eastern possessions of Travancore on the
Tinnevelly side were regained, and the sovereign often resided at Talliyflr and Chfiramaha-

» AnU, Vol XXrV. p. 307.
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d^vi. In consequence of the mild and nnwarlike disposition of this king, some of the
subordinate chiefs in the east became refractory, and there was constant fighting, and latterly,

while the sovereign was residing at Trivandrum, the chief of Rettiapuram invaded Talliyhr,

and the king’s nephew, being defeated in battle and fearing disgrace, committed suicide. In
these places, several grants of lands made by this KulasSkhara-Perumal remain, some of which
we have already noticed. ChSramahadIvi was his favourite residence, and consequently this

sovereign was called Oh^ra-Udayamftrtaijdavarman. Towards the close of his reign, suspecting

unfair proceedings on the part of the chief men of the Pandya state, the residence of the

royal family was removed to Elayadathunad Hottarakaray (Kottarakkarai ?) and a governor

was appointed to rule Valliyfir and other possessions in the east. This sovereign died in 619

at the ripe age of seventy-eight years.”® Mr. Shungoonny Menon then by way of illustration

gives a portrait of the king 0h6ra-Udayamartandavarman. As this is one of the few reigns in

the early Malabar centuries of which the author attempts to give us any particulars, it would

have helped us more than this attractive picture, if he had indicated the sources from which
he borrowed his information. In itself it does not look very probable that the name Ch6ra-
Udaya could have been derived from ChSramahadSvi. Cheramahad^vi itself is explicable

only as “(the village of) the great queen of Ch6ra.” Even supposing it to be a contraction

for CbSramahad^vi-Udaya, we have the irrefutable evidence of our inscnptions to prove that

up to 578 at least, that is, up to the twenty-first year of his supposed long reign, he had neither

that title nor the designation Eiula&dkhara-Perum&l, since a formal royal writ is the last place

where such omissions would be permitted. On the other hand, the document proves that the

king who ruled over V^nad in that Malabar year had a distinctly different V'crd as an integral

part of his name. He was not, as Mr, Shungoonny Menon tells us, Ch6ra-IJdayamart^nda-

Kulas8khara-PerumAJ, but Srl-Vlra-K6rala-Martft]3L^avarma-Tiruva<Ji. Remembering how

easily mistakes in dry lists of long compound names may.occur, we could have supposed Ch6ra-

UdayamArtSnda to have been either a predecessor or a saccessor of our Y!ra-K8rala-MartAnda-

varman of 578, but for a remarkable coincidence. Both Mr. Shungoonny Menon and the author

of our Sanskrit sl6ha are agreed as to the characteristic mild/tiess of the sovereigns they

respectively describe. But what confidence this singular circumstance breeds is rather rudely

shaken by Mr. Shungoonny Menon’s reference to the Rettiapuram chief, Rettiapuram may be

taken for Ettaiyapuram, of which it is a vulgar corruption. But the Ettaiyapuram Zamindari

was not itself in existence about this time to attack Yalliyur in the confines of Travancore.

The traditions cherished by the family itself do not claim for its founder a higher antiquity

than 1423 A. D. Dr. Caldwell thus summarizes the legeifds connected with the foundation of

the Zamindari :
“ On the defeat of Anna Devaraja, king of Yijayanagara, by Muhammad

‘ AlA’uddin, one Kumaramuttu Ettappa Hayaka, the ancestor of the Ettaiyapuram Zamindars,

fied from Ohandragiri, in company with 64 armed relations, 309 men at arms, and 1,000

dependants, with a certain number of accountants and others, and took refuge wdtli Ati Yira

Parakiuma PAndya RAja at Madura, who appointed them to repress outrages in the country of

the Kallars, and gave them some villages therein for their maintenance. This is represented to

have taken place between 1423 and 1443. In process of time they moved on towards the south

and became possessed of various villages in the Tinnevelly district, one of which, to which they

gave the name of Ettaiyapuram, they made the capital.”^ Ho-w, it is foreign to our purpose to

test the truth of this traditional account of the origin of the Ettaiyapuram ZamindAri.

Whatever errors there may be in this account, it does not err on the side of modesty in the date

assigned to its founder. If Kumaramuttu Ettappa Rayaka came really from Ohandragiri, it is

more likely that he fied from the place when Ohandragiri was taken by the Muhammadans in

1645, than about 1423, when ‘ Ala’uddin is said to have attacked Yijayanagara — a further

’Statement for which it is difficult to find any support. If his flight on the other hand had

anything to do with the fall of Yijayanagara, the more appropriate period would be about 1565

^ Sisiory of Tinnev6lly, p. 84.
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and not 1423. But even taking the latter date as the correct time for the original Ettappa

Nayaka, since we are told that only in ‘^process of time ” his successors established themselves

at Ettaiyapnram, we cannot imagine how the “ chief of Ettaiyapui’am** coaid have invaded

Valliyur, not far from Cape Comorin, in the lifetime of Mr, Shungoonny Menon’s Ch6ra-

Udayamartandavarman, who according to the author died in 619 M. E. or A. D. 1444,

But this last date raises a difficulty yet more formidable. We learn from an inscription

at Nftvftyakkalam, in the Chirayinkil taluk, dated 7 a. m., Monday, Pushya star,

panchami, the 22nd Eciavam, Kollam year 614, that the king of YSnad on that date was Srl-

Vlra-Rama-MartAndavarman, and it is therefore impossible that Mr. Shungoonny Menon’s

Chera-Udayamartandavarman, whether he was or was not identical with our Sri-Vira-K&rala-

Martiindavarman of 578, could have reigned up to 619, that is, full five years after the crown

had passed to another individual. But curiously enough Mr. Shungoonny Menon mentions

some sixty pages earlier and quite in another connection, an “ inscription on the inner stone-

wall of the ChdramaMd&vi pagoda, dated Malay^lam or Kollam y;ear 014 (1489 A.. D.),

commemorating a grant by the Travancore king Ch6ra-Udayam4rt4ii(Javarinan to the

pagoda at that place while the grantee was residing in the Cheramahad5vi palace.” It is

possible, of course, to reconcile the two inscriptions by supposing that Mr. Shungoonny Menon*s

is dated a month or so earlier than ours, in which case the year 614 would be the date both of

the death of Oh6ra-Udayamfirtan4avarman and of the accession of Sri-Yira-Rama-Martanda-

varman. But in scientific researches nothing can be more dangerous than taking matters on

trust. We have therefore to examine the CheramahM^vi inscription afresh. The Navaya-

kkalam inscription, also, is too important to be hurriedly disposed of. Until, then, these two

inscriptions are fully discussed, we may provisionally suppose that Bri-Yira-Kdra|a-Martanda-

varman was otherwise known also as Ohfera-UdayamArtfindavarman, and that he continued to

rule till the end of the sixth Malabar century — the period here taken up for investigation.

Conclusions.

Before concluding I shall briefly recount the results arrived at in this paper. Unlike the

fourth and fifth centuries dealt with in my previous paper, the sixth has not been left a

pure blank in the history of Travancore, to he filled up by epigraphy. Besides Mr. Shun-

goonny Menon’s History^ which I have more than once alluded to, there is a more authorita-

tive publication, the Oovemment Almanac, in which will be found a list of 35 sovereigns of

Travancore, of whom the first four^fall within our period. We have therefore to present the

results of our inquiry iu two aspects — a positive and a negative, consisting respectively of

what we are able to affirm and what we are able to deny. The facts we ajfifirm are

(1) that in -Baka 1296, corresponding to the Kollam year 550, the king of YSnatJ was Aditya-

varman sumamed Sarvanganatha
; (2) that on the 27thM6sham, 578 M. E., or Saka 1325, the

same country was governed by Sri-YirarKIrala-M^rtaniJavarma-Tiruvadi of Kilapperflr;

and (3) that on the 22nd Bishahha, 614 M# E., the king of the country was Sri-Yira»Rama-
M^rtintjavarman. These few facts, no doubt, have many gaps ;

but so far as they go, they are

indubitable— or to he strictly accurate— very nearly so. Being such, they enable us to deny,
with proportionate confidence, certain statements commonly believed to be true on the strength

of the authorities above named. Mr, Shungoonny Menon’s list of Travancore kings for the

same period would stand thus ;— (1) Adityavarman, who died in 510 M. E,
; (2) Sri-Yira-Rtoa-

Martan^avarman, who reigned from 510 to 550
; (3) Ravivarman, who ruled from 650 to 557

;

(4) K6ralavarma-Kulaslkhara-Perum6.1, who died 3 months after his coronation in 557 ^

and (5) Oh§ra-UdayamfirtS.ndavarmarKulas6khara-Perum&J, who ruled from 567 to 619,

The list iu the Travancore Almanac omits l-dityavarman, and begins with his successor in the

above table. From the way in which it is printed with no reference to Mr. Shungoonny Menon’s
Sistory, one.wouldbe led to think that it hadsome independent foundation

;
but closerexamination

tends to shew that its independence consists entirely in its orthography. Year after year for
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tlie last quarter of a century and more, this perennial page® in the Annual informs us (1) that

Sri-Vira-Rama-MartAndavarma-Raja ruled 40 years beginning with 1335-36; (2) that

Ravivarma-Raja ruled for 7 years beginning with 1375-76
; (3) that Kaler Kulasekhara-

Perumal ruled for a short time in the year 1382-83
;
and (4) that Ch6ra-UdayamartAnda-

varma-KulasSkhara-Perumal ruled for 62 years beginning with 1382-83. The dates given in

this list, if taken to be in the Christian era, correspond well enough with the Malabar years

given by Mr. Shungoonny Menon, and with the exception of the name Kaler KulasAkhara-

PerumAl, which can hardly be identified with K^ralavarma-Kulas^khara-Perumal, the dis-

similarities in the names might be set down to individual idiosyncrasies in spelling. Now our

records enable us to deny almost all the statements supported by these two authorities,

and they are the only two in the field. For instance, if there is any truth in the inscriptions

I have explained to you, it must follow (1) that Vira-RAma-MArtandavarman could not

have reigned up to 550 M. E.
; (2) that Ravivarman could not have commenced his reign in

that year; (3) that in 578 the king of Travancore was not known as Ch6ra-UdayamartAnda-

varman; and (4) that whenever Ohera-TJdaya did commence his reign, he could not have

continued on the throne till 619 M. E. We cannot, therefore, safely look to these authorities

to fill up the gaps left by the records which I have presented to you. We must leave that

good work to future research, more systematically conducted than mine has been. My
spasmodic, unaided efforts serve, perhaps, only to render the very darkness of the subject

visible. But it has been well said :
“ Frudens qiicesHo dimidium scieniice It is half way

to knowledge when you know what it is that you have to know.

ESSAYS ON KA'SMIRI GRAMMAR.

BY THE LATE KAEL EBIEDEIOH BURIOIAED.

Translated and edited^ with notes and additions^

by G- A, Grierson^ C.LE,, I.O.S.

{Continued from 173.)

THE INTRANSITIVE VERB.

147, This only differs from the conjugation of soisun, in the tenses formed

from the Past Participle, which are construed actively.

[The terminations are those given in § 35 ;
which are simply added to the root. See,

however, below.] Thus —
hhotsun^ to fear.

Aorist, I feared.

Masculine. Femininei.

Singular.

(1) bo) khutsu-s*i^ Miitsq-s

(2)
liU^4̂ tsq) IcMtsu-h MUtsq-Js

(3)
(**«» su) Jchiits'^

Plural.
/ ^

so) Jchuts

(1)

^ /

9^0 hliiiisi TiMtsq

(2)

/ ^ ^ ^

toh^) Ichuts^-vq hhStsq-vq

(3) ^4/ Jclmts^ fi'inq) hkotsq

8 Travancore Ahnanac for 1895, p. 92.
T9 For vowel changes, see § 159.
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[The statement that the terminations used are those given in § 35 must be taken with some

reservation. The terminations there given are literal transcriptions of the ones found written

in the Persian characters. In the feminine singular, the vowel written in § 35 as i or e is not

pronounced at all when it ends a word. Before s and k it has a very indefinite sound, some-

thing like that of a short German and, I have therefore transliterated it in the above paradigm

by a, as I have done in the case of transitive verbs {vide §§ 90 and fE.), and as I shall do in

future. The vowel of the feminine plural is usually e (written i in the Persian, and ya in the

Sarada character). As explained in § 90, when this e (i, ya) is preceded by ts, tsh, z, or s, it

becomes a. This rule was not known to the author, and, indeed, has not hitherto appeared in

any printed grammar. The author has hence been once or twice misled by the loose way in

which the vowels are written in the Persian character. These mistakes, I have taken the

liberty of silently correcting.

The following three verbs, however, do take e (Persian i, Sarad& ya) in the feminine, plural:

Icqtszm^ to be wet
;
rdtsun^ to be pleasant ; oefewn, to fit into. Thus, (not r6tsq\ they

(fern.) were pleasant.]

147a. [Note. — This tense, the Aorist, used actively, only occurs in the case of fifty-seven

Intransitive verbs. These verbs have been carefully listed by the author of the KasmirasaMd-

mnta, and are as follows. As will be seen subsequently this list is very important. Indeed,

the verbs contained in it almost form a separate conjugation. For the sake of brevity, I shall

henceforth call them Listed Verbs.*’

(1) TJiakun^ to be weary. (30) Wayun, to suit.

(2) Pdkun, to go. (31) Kharun, to be unpleasant.

(8) Samakhmi, to meet. (32) Tarun, to cross.

(4) Kohkun^ to be dry. (33) PJiarun, to be a cause of loss to.

(5) Taguuy to be able to be done. (34) Pheruriy to go round.

(6) Shongun, to sleep. (35) Maruuy to die.

(7) Lagun, to be applied. (86) 86mn to be spent.

(S) Kqtsuuy to be moist. (37) Qalun, to melt.

(9) to fear. (38) Tsalun, to escape.

(10) Patsun, to have trust. (39) Paluriy to be unsteady.

(11) PAtsuny, to be pleasant. (40) Pdluriy to be useless.

(12) Vetsun, to fit into. (41) Phaluuy to wear out (of clothes).

(18) Eotsun, to rot. (42) Pholun, to flower.

(14) Oatshuny whenmeaning ^ to be proper.^ (43) MSlun, to be met.

(15) Wojpamriy to be bom. (44) Bovurif to be.

(16) JDazuny to bum. (45) Rdvun, to be lost.

(17) Mzwn, to remain. (46) Boskuny to trickle.

(18) PhatuTiy to be split. (47) Pdsliun^ to be complete.

(19) Phutun, to be burst. (48) Mashuny to forget.

(20) Botun, to be stopped. (49) BdsJhun, to be angry.

(21) Bodun, to sink. (60) Asun, to- be.

(22) Wdturiy to arrive. (61) Khasuriy to mount.

(23) Wothun, to rise. (52) PhasuTiy to be entangled.

(24) Tshenuvby to be cut.. (53) Bamuy to dwell.

(26) Sapanun, to become. (54) Lasuuy to live.

(26) Wupun, to burn inwardly. (55) L6sun, to be weary.

(27) Shrapun, to be digested. (56) Wasun, to descend.

(28) Prayun, to be pleasing. (57) Behuriy to sit.

(29) Layun, to be worth.
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The importance of this list will be ganged from the fact that these are the only Intran^

sitive verbs which change either .their radical vowel or their radical consonant in the past tenses^

As will be explained subsequently (§ 159), many Transitive verbs, and certain of the above

ififty-seven Intransitive verbs are liable to change the final consonants of their roots, both in the

feminine of the Aorist, and throughout the Pluperfect II. Many are also liable to change

the radical vowel in the Aorist, but not in the Pluperfect II, As only those Intransitive

verbs which are included in the above list use the A orist, no other neuter verb ever changes

its Radical Yowel, Moreover, as only those Intransitive verbs which are mentioned in the

above list are liable to change their final consonant, no other Intransitive verbs do so.

For instance, amongst the Intransitive verbs which change both their radical vowel, and

their final consonant is the verb palcun, to go. It is mentioned in the above list. Its 3rd

person Aorist is—
Po^, he went.

Fqcht she went.

PafcS they went.

Pache, they went (fern.)

If jpa&wn had not been in the above list, this tense would not have occurred at all. Its

3rd Sing. Plup. II. is pachyov^ in which, according to rule, the h is chaged to ch.

But, now, take the verb tMkunt to be firm. As it is not in the above list it has no Aorist,

and uses the Plup. II. instead of that tense. In its Plup. II., it does not change its h to ch as

it is unlisted. Its Plup. II. is, therefore, thihySv, not tMchydv.l

148 . Pluperfect II.r

khUismut 6sus»')

(1>

(2)

Singular,

hhdtsb’^s

tjri Whotsdy'ars

Wiad-k

^ hhotsoya-h

Plural.

hihdtsSy

lohdtsiyq

/ ^
hhoise-vq

t /

h:h6ts6yi-vq

(3)

^ hh6ts6v

hhotsiyq

hMtsiy

hhitsiyq ,

148a. As in the case of Transitive verbs (vide § 103), I reproduce this tense as given by

the author. Wade gives for this tense, instead of hhotsov, dorydv, he ran, fern, ddriyi

;

pi. maso.

ddrei or dorey^ fern, ddriyu According to the Kdsmirasahddmritaj there are three kinds of Past

Tenses, viz .
:

—

(1) Bhuta^ or Immediate Past.

(2) Sdmdnya-hhuta, or Indefinite Past.

, (3) Pdrm-bhdta, or Pluperfect.

No. fl) is used only when the act done is near in point of time. Thus, Teorun^ he did (i, e.,

he has just done) ;
Ichutsug he feared (^. e., he has just feared).

No. (2) is simply a Past Tense, and should properly be called an Aorist, as it simply refers

to Past Time, without reference to whether the act done is near or distant, in point of time.

P. g.9 hary&n, Ke did ;
JchdtsoVg he feared.

No. (3) is used when the act done is distant in point of time. Thus, hanjdn^ he had done

(he did it a lo:^ time ago)
;

Jchotsdv, he had feared (he feared a long time ago, and fears no

longer).
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The gnrna author divides Intransitive verbs into t-wo classes :—

(d) Listed Verbs, i. e., the 57 verbs given in § 347o. •

(6) Others.

The Intransitive Immediate Past (called the Aorist in this Grammar) only occnrs in the

case of Listed Verbs.

The Indefinite Past (called Pluperfect II. in this grammar) of Intransitive Verbs is thus

conjugated, according to the same author. The verb taken as an example is pakun, to go

which is a Listed Verb, and in which, consequently, the h becomes eh in the Immediate Past

(Plup. II.)

Singular. 1 Plural.

Masculine.

(1) paohy6-s

(2) jpachyo-h

(3) jpacliyov

Feminine.

^pachyiya-s

j^achy^ya-lt

^adhyiyq

(1)

Masculine.

^achyey

(2) paehye-wa

(3) ^achyey

Feminine.

pachyiya

pachyi-wq

pachyiyq

In tlie case of Listed Yerbs, this is used iu its proper sense as an Indefinite Past.

In tlie case of non-listed verbs, it is not used as an Indefinite Past, but is used instead of

the Immediate Past. Thus, take the non-listed verb mokalun, to be released. Its Flap. II. is

moJealyoVf he -was released, — and is used as an Immediate Past only. It means ‘ he has just

been released,’ though, pachyov does not mean ‘ he has just gone.’

The Intransitive Plnperfect is as follows. It will be seen that the Feminine is the same as

in the Indefinite Past.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Masculine, Feminine.

(1) paohyd-s paoliyiya-s (1) packydy pachyiyq

(2) pachyd-k pachyiya-k (2) pachyd-wq pachyi-wq

(3) pachydv pachyeyq (3) pachydy pachyiyq

In the case of Listed Verbs, this tense is used as a Pluperfect. Thus, pachydv, he

Plural.

(a long time ago).

In the case of non-listed verbs, it has the force of an Indefinite Past, Thus, moJcalydv, he

was released, he got loose.

In the case of non-listed verbs, whose roots end in vowels, it is also used as a Pluperfect,

thus, from peun^ to fall, peydv, he fell (either he fell, or he fell a long time ago).

The Pluperfect of non-listed verbs, whose roots end in consonants is formed by inserting i

before the y of the first form. Thus —

?

Singular.
|

Plural.

Masculine.

(1) mo’kaliyd’S

(2) molcaUyd'-h

(3) mokaliydv

Feminine.

mokaliyeya-s

molcaliyiya-k

mokaliyiyq

(1)

(2)

(3)

Masculine.

mokaliydy

mokaliya-wq

mokaliydy

Feminine.

mokaliyiyq

mokaliyi-^oq

mokaliyiyq

In the case of verbs ending in ts^ tsh or the y (and iy) is omitted in these tenses, and w©
get the following forms. The verb khotsun, to fear (a Listed Verb), is taken as the example.

(a) Indefinite Past in the case

non-listed verbs.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine.

(1) khotso-s kh6tsoya*8

fS) khitso-k khitsoya-k

C8) kh6ts6v khtisoyq

Masculine.

(1) khotsoy

(2) kh6t$o-wq

(3) khotsoy

Plx^ral.

Feminine.

kkotsoyq

khdtsoya^wq

khotsoyq
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Singular.

Masculine. Feminine.

(1) TcMtsd'S hhotsoya-s

(1) U6tsd-h U6tsoya-h

(3) IclLotsdv

Similarly we have:

—

(b) Pluperfect, in the case of Listed Verbs ;
Indefinite Past, in the case of non-lisfced

verbs; Pluperfect, also, in the case of non-listed verbs.

Plural.

Masculine. * Feminine.

(1) hhdtsdy hMtsoya

(2) hhotsd-wa hhdtsoya’^a

(3) Whotsdy Jshdtsdytt

The following twelve verbs, however, do insert y, and are in other respects treated like the

verb pahun,

(i.) Listed verbs :—Kqtsunj to be wet; rbtsun, to be pleasant; vetsun, to fit into.

(ii.) Non-listed verbs •.--‘Orotsun^ to be splashed out of a vessel
;
tsotsun^ to he without

employment, be not current ;
tskotsun, to be empty ;

iezun, to be sharp
;
pamn,

to be fit ? bra^urif shine
;
hawazun^ to be pleasant ; l&tsuny to be weak

;

shrbtsufiy to be pure.

If the base of the verb ends in ts^ tsh or a, it does not use the Pluperfect in iya. The

form in is nsed instead. Thus, means both ‘he feared,’ and ‘he feared a long

time ago.’

These rules about bases in ts, Uh and *, apply not only to verbs like fchdfem, whose roots

end in one of these letters, but also to verbs, -whose final root-consonant or « changed

to is, Uh, or a, in the Plup. U. K g., v,&tun, to arrive (Las^ Verb), Plup. H. wdisov. On

th, oU.» h»a, to towm. » W do^
7

»d ito Ptol T»»s ««-Io«>edid. Ptoi. Ul,m todetoil. Ptob tolj,*..

Pluperfect, tattydv,}

14a TThe original does not give the other tenses formed from the past participles of

theiutr^tive verb, but as they are conjugated actively, not passively, the translator gives

them here on his own authority.

150. Perfect.^

I have feared, etc.

Masculine.
Feminine.

Singular.

( 1)
bo)Mmhhdtsmuf bo) chhaslcMtsm,uts^<‘

(2)
teq)oUukhUtmut (4 tsa) chhak kh4tomuU

(3)
oJbhu khdtsmut

so) oJihe hhutsmuU{

Plural.

f ^ /
.

(1)
A^ ((j** ohhi hhutsmat*'

(u* ^ chJio hhotsavfiats<^

/.» / (A3 toh^) ehkevQ hhbtsamatsa

(2)
tohf) chJiiva hhutsWf^t^ * -

^ ^

f (A44 tvfAai) cfihs hJiotsQfitcitsa

(3)
A^^ ((*3 tim) chU kMtsmqt^

^ V.
^ ^ * ****

^ See § 62, note 02.
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Mascnline.

16L Pluperfect I.

I had feared, etc.

^ ^
iiAji i^boySsns)

^ ^aUji (Of fsa) Ssui>^Mi3mut < <4Uf('aa^ tsa) osajk

Singular.
Feminine.

(
(***** os

j { cpT (Am, A
OS

r^M^smuts

a)j

(^) [

(3))

^

u- f (o-l.

Plural.

I os^
dsq

(a? \hUUaMatm
^O*' Q*j fo'jjj)

I (>^< . i
' ' j h»ia) dsa |

(1 )

(2 )

(8)1

152. Puture Perfect and Dubitative.

I shall have, or I may have feared, etc.

Masculine.

Singular.

1
^ ^

r***f’(<*j bo) d

I i£U^ (a^ tga

( 1 )

(2)

(3)J

dsaJc

mi

Plural.

(u*» ^ 059 asau

(A3 toM) dsiu

^hhutsmut

r /

^hhUtsmafi

tim) dsan

Thefei^afte
form, of ffi, p«,

participle mtsrmU and mtsarnatsq), and in the 3rd person the feminine
pronouns (A*mb so and Aj timc^ are used.

' 153. Optative Perfect.

Masculine,

Singular.

0))
^ ^ f ^o) 4aAa

(2) > J «a4^T(a^ tsq) dsahak

(3)
j ^

(a« iig{^

Plural.

(^) ) I (u*»l mi) dsahau

(2) (AS'io^O dsiUu

j . ( (^3 dsahan

Feminine as in the Future Perfect.,]

> hhutsmuf
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164. The following is the Aorist of the intransitive verb pmn, fan •— •

Cm. pey6i tsi peyi

(1) if
/

1'- peyas ^ peyi

<2)
(‘^) pe6k {ptk) pydva (pyova)

V-
/

*^4^ peyah
/

peyivq

(3) i“’
Cfi) Mi pe6 (^o)»2 piyi or piyeyi

V*
piyi or piyiyi piyi or piySyiJ

(To he oontmued,)

MISCELLAN-EA.
OHETLA.

This would appear to be tbe form under whicb
tbis well-known word nsnally appeared to tbe

Anglo-Indian of a century ago. It was tken in

common use in senses wbich are not to be found

in Yule’s Hohson-Johson, nor curiously enough in

any of the Indian Dictionaries available to me.

Originally a Hindu word meaning a ‘servant/

many changes have been rung upon it in Hindu
life, so that it has meant a slaye, a household slave,

a family retainer, an adopted member of a great

family, a dependant relative and a soldier in its

secular senses ; a follower, a pupil, a disciple and a

convert in its ecclesiastical senses. It has passed

out of Hindu usage into Muhammadan usage with

much the same meanings and ideas attached to it,

and has even meant a convert fi'om Hinduism to

Isl^m.

In the last century, persons bearing the title—
it can hardly be called the stigma— of chela

played so important a part in current poHtios, and

the word was so familiar in its applied senses, that

to the Anglo-Indian of that day it required no

reference and no explanation, though nowadays

some of the secondary senses have become so far

forgotten that the modern Dictionaries have

missed them, and so comprehensive a work as

Burnell’s and Yule’s Hohson^Johson has failed to

record it.

I, therefore, make no apology for the lengthy

quotations which follow to prove the uses to

which it has been put, and giving its history for
;

the last four centuries. H. C. Temple.

I.

The Dictionaries.

1854.— “ Cher&, ehelft, a disciple, a pupil, a

servant, a slave.” — Lodiana Mission Fa/njahi

Diotionaryi^s,m,

I

1857. — “ Chet, ehetak, oherft, chep&, chel&,

a servant, a slave broughtup in the house, a pupil,

a disciple.” — Forhesj Hindustani Dictionary,

s.vv.

I

1857. — “ Oh§l&, by redup. ch&ldchdid (eh^ia.

Hind.), a disciple, a pupil, an eleve of.” — MoZes-

worth, Marathi Dictionary, s.v.

1872.— “ Chit . . . . to be a servant

. . • * cheta, chetaka, cheda, chedaka,

a servant, a slave, a minister who fulfils an

appointed duty.” — Monier- Williams, SansTsrit

Dictiona/ry, s.vv,

1875. — “ Cetako, c©to (ceta), a servant, a

slave. — Childers, 'Pali Dictionary, s.vv.

1875.— “ Ch©r&, eherfia, oh©lak&, chel&, from

cheda, a servant, slave brought up in the house,

a pupil, a disciple.”— HaZe, Hindi Dictionary,

8,VV,

1879. — “ Chdia, . . . . S. cheta, Pali

eheto, a disciple, learner, follower.” — Fallon,

Hindustani Dictionary, a.n.

1884. — “ Chet, ehetak, cherfi,, cherfL&,

cherw&, ch§ld., chelakS. .... servant,

‘slave (S. ehetakah and chedakah)

a servant, a slave (brought up in the house) — a

pupil, disciple, follower.” — Platts, Hindustani

Dictionary, s*vv,

1885. — “ Chel§» (Hindi, said to be from the

Sanskrit cheta, a servant), a disciple, a pupil

:

especially the disciple of a gui*u or a mahanta. In

BAngra also a magician.” — Whitworth, Anglo^

Indian Dictionary, s.v*

1888. — “ Chela (Sanskrit chetaka, chedaka)

— a disciple of an ascetic or holy man : in slang a

hanger-on at a rich man’s house who eats scraps.”

— Croohe, Eural Glossary, s.v.

3* Pronounce peo.
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II-

Hindu Usage.

1821- — “ We saw a little monastery of Atteets,

founded by the chiefs of Bhynsror. It is called

Jhalaca .... The head of the establishment,

a little vivacious, hot, wild-looking being, about

sixty years of age, came forth to bestow his

blessing and to beg something for his order. He,

however, in the first place elected me one of his

chelas or disciples by marking my forehead with

a tika of bhdboot, which he took from a platter

made of d/jait-leaves, to which rite of inauguration

I submitted with due gravity.” — Tod, Rajasthan,

Vol, ii,, jp. 612.

1832. — “It was one day remarked that, when
refreshing in the ooond or reservoir, Sirdar Sing

[oh, 1782] did not lay aside his turban, which

provoked a suspicion that he had no hair. The

Eana [Raja of M^war], impatient to get a peep at

the bare head of the son of Chandrabhan, proposed

that they should push each other into the water.

The sport began, and the DodeaVs turban falling

off disclosed the sad truth. The jest was, however,

not relished by the Sirdar, andhe tartly replied in

answer to his sovereign’s question, *what had
I

become of his hair?,’ that ‘he had lost it in his

service in a former birth as chela by carrying

wood upon his head to feed the fiame when his

sovereign as a jogi or ascetic performed penance

(^apas
2
/a) on the hills of Budrinath . ,

. . Chela
is a phrase which includes servitude or domestic

slavery ; butimplies at the same time treatment as

a child of the family. Here it denotes that of

^ servant or disciple.” — Tod, Rajasthan, 7oZ- iu,

pp. 527 /, and b^Sn*

1874. — “ The menials [of Bikli.ntr] are heredi-

tary household slaves called * chelae.’ They
are, I believe, never sold by Edjpfit families of

distinction, though they often form part of a
bride’s dowry. When not the children of slaves,

they have usually been purchased in times of

famine from their starving relations. Their work*
is light, and they are generally well treated, and
sometimes placed in positions of high trust. But
Thakurs, especially the inferior ones, occasionally
act with much cruelty towards their slaves as
well as their other dependants. ‘ Chelas ’ who
have fled from their masters are to be met with
in British territory, where they often assume the
caste of their former owners. The term * chela ’

signifies disciple rather than slave, and was
applied to household servants by the large-
minded Akbar .... whether in the use
of this word the E&jpfits were taught by Akbar or
he by them, I cannot at present say :— [here is

quoted the passage from Blochmann’s Ain, i..

254].”— Powlett, Bihanir State, p. 114. Repeated

in part in Rajputana Gazetteer, FoZ. i., 1879,

p. 194.

1874. — “ The Karauli forces organized in their

present form by the. late Mah^iAj^ Madan P&l

are as follow:— .... Infantry ....
Paltans, 1st, Gol Faltan (under a ‘kh&schSla’ or

household slave; 2nd, under a ‘nAnkaroh51a’

or slave holding grant of land; 3rd, under a
household slave).”— PoioZeit, Karauli,p, 40.

1878. — “ Bakht^war Singh [of Dlwur] died in

1816 .... Banni Singh, then seven years

old, was accepted as E4jd. by the ES^jpAts and
artillery (golanddz) headed by Akhe Singh

Banks*wat and an influential chela or household

slave named Edmfl .... Rdmfl and Ahmad
Bakhsh [Kh&n, Yakil, afterwards Naw§.b of

rirozpur and Loh^ru] each tried to obtain for

their respective parties the support of the Dehli

Resident, Sir David Ochterlony .... E&mti

the faithful old chela died in 1825. His son

Mulla had established a great influence over the

young chief, and on the whole this influence waS'

used for good, for he was kept under restraint and

compelled to acquire some education. But Mulla

treated him sometimes with such indignity as to

excite the anger of the RdjpCits and at last Akhe
Singh had Mulla murdered to the extreme grief

and displeasure of Banni Singh who expelled

Akhe Singh from XJlwur.”— Fovflett, ljhvur,p. 23*

Copied mto Rajpatcma Gazetteer, Vol, Hi., 1880,

pp. 185/.

1878. “ The household slaves or Khavs'Aa

Chelas [of Ulwur] number about 200 ....
Though known generally as khavv4s chelas, the

special title of khatvas, which is an honourable

distinction, enabling the hearer to sit in Darbar

is home by only five. R&mfl, the faithful Minister

and adherent of M. R. Bakht4war and BaunS

Singh, is the slave most distinguished in the

history of the State. His family bold a valuable

rent-free grant. Khaw4s Sheo Bakhsh, Superin-

tendent of stables, woods, etc,, is at present the

chela of most mark.

When in 1870 the Council of Admiuistration

was established and a flked sum assigned for the

expenses of the palace, the late chief neglected

to supply maintenance to a number of the house-

hold slaves, who applied, to the Political Agent

for the means of support. The Council thought

the opportunity a good one for permanently

reducing the number of slaves in the palace and

so far diminishing the servile influence which was

the cause of much evil. It was consequently

determined that the complaining chelas should

either leave the service of the State or enter the
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army as Fort Garrison Sepoys. This attempt to

oonfer freedom upon them was resented as a

oruel wrong. They had always been accustomed

to live in the city of Ulwur, and leave it they

declared they would not. It was only after a

long time, and after every effort to change the

decision of the Council failed, that they partially

yielded.” — Powlett^ Ulwur, jp. 124. Copied into

Bajputana Gazetteer, FoZ. ii%., lSSO,pp. 196/.

1884.— “ Jd, landi Tie I Bhag jd ! M hyd jdne jog ?

Jo dhdre hai jog ko, tiydg shakal man
bMg.

Tiydg shakal man hliog : kaihan hai jag

men jog daheld!

Pdnchoh mdr^ pachis tiydg de ; job jogi

M clield..

Go, thou son of cur ! Be off ! What
dost thou know of saintship ?

Who takes the saintship, renounces all

the desii*es of his heart.

Eenounces all the desires of his heart

:

the saintship is hard and difficult in

the world

!

Put off the five (desires') and the twenty-

five (lusts) : then canst thou be Q>jogi's

disciple.”

Temple, Panjab Legends, Vol. i.,

p, 327, Legend of 8ild Bat

IB85.— ** He Gwr Beo I karo tvm kirpd ! Mdtd
ne tvmhen batde»

Kdnphdrke mundrd ddlo ; jog len ko de.

Ndth, chelfi. kar Ujo

;

Jog kd rastd d^o

;

Chiro mere kdn

;

Aj, Gur, kirpd kijo.

Hail, my Lord Gurfi ! Have mercy
j

My mother sent me to thee.

Bore my ears, put in the (jogts) ring

:

I am come to take the saintship.

My Lord make me a disciple.

Shew me the way of devotion.

Bore my ears.

Have mercy, Gurti, on me to-day.^’

Temple, Panjab Legends, Vol. it,

p, 9/., Legend of Gopi Chand.

1885.— ^‘Gorakh ehelfii.n nM dkhdd: * Puran

kaddho barmi te bdr,

Bh n'&h chhatbis haras guzar gae, bahuti

pdi sazde

!

Bh di jhabde pdo mundrdh, Jogt leo

bande.

ChelSi kar do Gorakh Ndth dd, siddh

bardparkdrJ^

Jad Jogi bandwan lag pie ^ikar Ndth

ne Mtiphwnkdr

:

‘ Gur4ji, ik meri garth di araj hai, eh dd
ajan nd mundrd pdo*

Said Gorakh to his disciples :
‘ Take

Ptiran out of the hole.

Six and thirty years he has spent in it

and suffered much pain

!

Put the rings into his ears at once and

make a Jogi of him.

Make him a follower of Gorakh, for he

is a great saint.’

When they commenced to make him a

Jogi, Thikar Ni.th cried out

:

‘ Sir GurO, hear my humble petition, put

not in the ear-rings without trial.’
”

Temple, Panjab Legends, Vol. it,

p. 440/., Legend of P4ran Bhagat,

1886. — [The following quotations exhibit the

difference between the Hindu and MusalmJn

words in the same document.]

Ik si murid Shekh dd safar d'dr ntm turid
* * * m ‘ *

Az kardmdt Miydh Waliddd Sdhib billi ko zindd

hond aur kh&dim nttii slier bankar dikhai

dend * * *

Phir jogi ne ghusse klidkar das rih chele hor,

Pakaran kdran Imdm Sahib de jaldi ditto Zor.

Jlim fdzil murid bam gae ; jdne bahut hhudde,
*

Hdfiz ne eh sunidjah sh&gird rasid hamdrd ;
—

Stfi dd murid bam gid, karke bahutd chdrd.

A disciple of Shekh (Ahmad Ghaus) went on a

long journey * * « # Miyan WalidM mira-

culously restored to life a dead cat and shewed

himself to a follower in the form of a tiger

h: o * * Then the in his wrath sent ten or

twenty disciples more to seize the Im&m quickly

* * # The wise and learned became his

followers as all the world knows * * *

The H^fiz heard that his own disciple had become^

a disciple of the Sfifi with aU his heai’t. * . —
Temple, Legends af the Panjab, The Saints of

Jdlandhar, Vol. iit, pp. 169/., 185, 187, 198, 200,

207, 210.

III.

Muhammadan Usage.

*1583. — “ Andmany of His Majesty’s [Akbar]

special disciples in 991 [A. H.] called themselves

chelahs in imitation of the use of this term among

Jogis.” — Baddoni, it, p. 325, in Blochmami,

Ain-i-Akbari, Vol, t, p. 253, n. t

\TdrikhA-Baddtbni, text, Vol. it, p. 324]. “ In

A. H. 991 the king [.^bar] erected two buildings

outside the city where he might feed fakirs both
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Mnanlm&n andHindd ;
one lie called Ebairpdra and

the other Dharmpdra. Some of Abd.-1-Fazl’s

people had the charge and nsed to spend the king’s

money in procuidAg food. As the jogis also nsed

to flock there in great numbers a separate receiv-

ing house was built for them and called Jogipdra.

Nightly meetings were held in private with some

of these men and they used to employ themselves

in various follies and extavagrancies in contempla-

tion, gestures, addresses, abstractions and reveries,

and in alchemy, fascination and magic. The king

himself studied alchemy and used to exhibit the

gold which he made. One night in the year

called Shivi4t was appointed for a grand assembly

of joyls from all parts of the country, on which

occasion he would eat and drink with the best of

them ; and used to be gratifled by their assurances

of a life three or four times longer than the

natural life of man.” — MUot, History of India,

Vol, V., jp. 638.

c, 1596. — The Chelahs or Slaves. His

Majesty [Akbar] from religious motives dislikes

the name handah or slave, for he believes that

mastership belongs to no one but God. He there-

fore calls this class of men Chelahs, wHch Hindi

term signifies a faithful disciple. Through His

Majesty’s kindness many of them have chosen

the road to happiness, [by joining the Divine

Faith] .... The pay of the Chelahs [in

the Infantry] varies from 1 R. to 1 d. per diem.

His Majesty has divided them into several sections

and has handed them over to native and expe-

rienced people who give them instruction in -

several things.”

—

Bloclimann, Trans, of the Ain-i-

Ahbari, 1878, FoZ. i., jp. 263/.

c. 1596. — ‘*The Cheelah. His Majesty
[Akbar] does not approve of giving these unfortu-

nate men the opprobrious name of slave, but calls

them Cheelah, which word in the Hindowee
language signifies one who relies on another
.... The daily pay of a cheelah is from
one Dam to one Rupee. They are formed into

divisions and committed to the care of skilful

persons to be instructed in various arts and occu-

pations. — Gladwin, Trans, of Ayeen Ahhery,

1788, Vol, i., p, 167/., ed,, 1885.

c, 1596. — “The Persian Text from which
Blochmann’s and perhaps Gladwin’s Translations

were made is to be found in BlooJivnann, Persian
Text of the Ain-i-Ahhari, Vol, i„ p. 190, first

line
ff., where the word is spelt chSla.

1791.— “Narrative of Mr. William Drake, for-

merly Midshipman of the ‘‘ Hannibal” and other
prisoners taken last war, who have lately made
their escape from Tippoo. — . . . . The

prisoners takenby the French in the “ Hannibal’’’

.... to the number of near 500 were landed

atCuddalore the 30th June 1782, sent from thence

to Chillumbram the beginning of July, where

they remained prisoners with the French till

August 12th, when they were delivered over to

Hyder Ally Khan and marched to Bangalore, the

privates in irons. They anived at Bangalore the

2nd September .... On the 19th October,

the youngest of the whole, to the number of 51,

were sent to Seringapatam, where they anived

the 31st October. They remained there till the

7th November, when their heads were shaved,

and, on the 20th all their things taken from them

and they were circumcised . Soon after Mussalman

names and dresses were given them, and they

were marched about the parade .... [The

Europeans] all were bound on the parade and

rings (holy) the badge of slavery were put into-

their ears. They were then incorporated into a

battalion of Cheylas, where they remained till

the 19th December 1783 .... [In April

1784] the command of a company of Cheyla.

boys, with exercising muskets without locks, was

given to Messrs. Speediman and Rutlidge, and the

others were made Havildars, having the command
of six ... . [In February 1785 Tippoo]

gave these Battalions of Cheylas with fire-locks

to Messi’s. Speediman and Rutlidge and a batta-

lion of boys with exercising muskets to Sergeant

Dempster, andmade the others Havildars in those

and other Cheyla Battalions .... The

Battalions to which they were posted were four of

Christians called Ahmedy, and four of various

castescalledAssudAllye, all circumcised ....
[In 1786 by Tippoo] all the European Cheylas

and many other Europeans were then sent back

to Seringapatam in consequence of the desertion,

thathad taken place among them .... [In

June or July 1787] the Chittledroog party reached

their destination the 27th December and were

incoi-porated into four Cheyla Battalions that

were at that place .... [In February 1791

at the taking of Tul Ryrah] one European
Cheyla was killed and one wounded ....
Those who have made their escape from Ohittle-

droog report the garrison of that place to be to

the best of their knowledge as follows :
— Four

nominal Battalions of Cheylas consisting of

about 800 .... Several European boys

were taught dancing in the country style and
forced to dance in female dresses before Tippoo.

It is said that of late as they grew up they have

been transferred to the Cheylah Battalions
. . . . The country names given by Tippoo
to such of the Europeans as were circumcised are

inserted in the list with a view to facilitate the
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enquiry and recovery of those who are still alive.

They have occasionally been altered.’*— Seton-

Karr, Selections, Vol, ii., jp. 311jf.

1795. — A few days ago a Havildar formerly

attached to the 16th Bombay Battalion arrived

from the Mahratta country, having escaped from

Tippoo’s dominions, where he had been detained

a prisoner 13 years, and compelled to serve in

one of his Chela Corps. The only intelligence

that he brings is, that Tippoo is diligently employ-

ed in fortifying the lines near Seringapatam

that were stormed by our Grand Army on the

celebrated 6th February, and that he knows of

no European prisoners that now remain under

Tippoo’s bondage.”— Bombay Courier, March

21st, 1795, in Seton^Karr, Selections, Vol. ii.,

p. 407.

c. 1821.— *‘Hiyat Mahomed Khan [of Bho-

pal], when installed Nabob, had no children by his

wife, but he had adopted four Chelahs or family

dependants, who were considered almost as rela-

tions. The oldest of these, Powlad Khan, was the

son of a Gond. The second, Jumshere Khan,

was the son of a Gossein
;
and the third and foui'th,

Chutta Khan and Islam Khan, were the sons of a

Brahmin. The merit of having withdrawn these

children from their eiTors to the true faith no

doubt constituted in the eyes of a pious

Mahomedan prince another tie to strengthen that

of adoption.

Powlad Khan, the eldest of the Chelahs, was

the first who possessed the power of Minister,

and it was during his administration that the

detachment under General Goddard passed

through the territories of Bhopal [1778] . . . .

Soon after these events a family quarrel occurred

in which Powlad Khan was slain in an attempt

to capture the old Fort of Bhopal, then the resi-

dence of the widow of Tar Mahomed Khan : who

from disgust at his violent and tyrannical acts had

for some time resolved to subvert his authority

and to raise to power Chutta Khan ....
This virtuous woman had every reason to

congratulate herself on her choice of Chutta

Khan.”— MaZcoZm, Central India, ed., 1880,

Vol. i., p. 296/.

c. 1821.— Ch elah means literally an adopted

dependant. It neither applies to a slave nor an

adopted child, but to a person who is admitted to

the Ala-ima of a dependant relation.*’— MaZcoZm,

Central India, ed., 1880, Vol. i.^p. 296/.

c. 1825. — When the Nav^b Saheb [of

Jun^-gadh] perceived that not one of the pillars

of the State was able to extricate him from

this difficulty in Samvat 1857 [A. D. 1800] he

despatched some of them . ... to

Ndgar with letters to the Jdm S§.heb Jasaji

declaring that he would confer a great obligation

upon the Nawab by sending back the Divan

Eaghundthji. Accordingly - the latter, although

aware of his master’s fickle temper and of the

envy of Wdni^ Karsand§,s, of Nagar KAhandds,

Azam Beg Chel& and others, he took into

account that sincere excuses had been made and
that it was his duty whether he liked it or not to

comply with the wishes of his old master and

went to Jundgadh.” — Tarikh-i-Sorath, trans.

Burgess, 1882, p. 196. See also p. 286.

c. 1825. — “ The author [Diwdn Ranchodji]

had been for two years at Porbandar, to which

place Prabhud^s and Kam&l ChelS. were sent to

recall him.” — Tarihh-i-Sorath, trans. Burgess,

1882, p. 197.

c. 1825.— “Azam Beg Chela, KarsandS*s, a

YaniyI, and Kdhandas induced the Nawdb S^heb

[in Samvat 1861, A. D. 1804;] to take part in

carousals and drinking bouts, with music and

dancing and singing and administered the affiairs

of the state as they chose.” — Tarilch-i-Sorath,

trans. Burgess, 1882, p. 202.

c. 1825. — “ Nav§.b Sdheb Bahddur Khdn bin

Htoid Khdn Bahadur Bdbi .... After

his father’s death, however, he was brought back

to Junagadh by the Jamdd^r Omar MakhSsam,

Azam Beg Cheld,h, Kahandds Yaishnav, Mugat-

rdm Bakshi, Jhin& Meht^ and others and ascend-

ed the throne in his 18th year, 9th of Phdgan

Sud, Stovat 1867 (A. B. T810J —
Tarikh-i-Soraih, trans. Burgess, 1882, p. 205.

c. 1825. — “ The murder of Ahmad Khdn
[Paqir] was perpetrated on the 4th MuKarram
A. H. 1240 (Samvat 1880) [A. D. 1823] and as a
punishment for it Chela EsmAyl KhAn and

Kadava were one year afterwards expelled from

the town.” — Tarikh’-i-Soratli, trans. Burgess,

1882, p. 227/.

1854.— “ Kalimdtushshu'^ard Tasnif Sarhhush,

The Words of the Poets, by MirzA Mohammad
Afdhal, whose tahhallug is SarkhAsh and who was

generally called ChelA. The title of the book is

a chronogram for 1093 [A. H. = 1682 A. D.]

the date when he commenced to compile it.” —
Sprenger, Catalogue of King of Oudlv^s Library,

Vol. i.i p. 108.

“ He wrote a biography of the poets of his

own time entitled * Kalmdt-ush-Shu’drd, * the

letters of >vhich if taken according to their res ^

pective numbers will give the year in which it

was written, viz., 1682 A. D., 1093 A. H.”— Beale
,

Orient Biograph. Diet sjj. Sarhhush,, ed. 1881.
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1873. — “ Tlie author of the pretty Tazkirah

entitled KaUmdtusJishu^ard which contains bio-

graphies of the poets of the 11th century was
called Ohelah. His real name is Mirz^ Muham-
mad Afzal : as a poet he is known as Sarkhush/*’

— Blochmanyif Ain-i-Akhari, Vol. n., p. 253, n. i,

1873. — The word Chelah is the same as the

Arab, murid

^

a disciple who places implicit belief

in his murshid or pir, the head of the sect.’’ —
Blochmanrif Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. i., p. 253, n. i,

1876. — “ Chela, a Hindu boy seized in early

life and forcibly made a Muhammadan by order

of Tippu. These boys, as they grew up, were
incorporated in a military corps retaining the

name of Ohelas.’* — Bice, Mysore, Vol. n.,

Appx> u., Glossary, p. 6.

[In 1778] to break up the Bedar population

[of Ohittaldroog] .... he [Haidar Ali]

removed 20,000 inhabitants to people the island

of Seringapatam, and of all the boys of proper

age formed regular battalions of captive con-

verts, who in following wars were of great service

to him.” — Op. cit Vol. ii., p, 463.

1878. — The Lauh-i^Tdrilch is an Urdu work,

which in its present shape was composed in 1255

A. H. (March 1839-March 1840) . . , ,

[This is a work on the Nawdbs of Earrukhabad
prepared] more especially from the recoUections

of an old man, Allahd5.d Kh5,n, son of Mukim
Kh§i*n Chela. — Irvine, Bangash Nawabs, m
J. A. 8. B., Vol. xlvii., p, 263.

{To he continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

JADE SINGH— A EOLK ETYMOLOGY.

In the Kam&l and Amb^la districts, worship-

ped along with GOgS. Pir, NS.r Singh (Narasihha),

EAle Singh and Bhre Singh, is found Jaur Singh

N§.r Singh is of course a corruption of the name
of the man-lion avatdr of Yishnu, and Bt!lr6

Singh and K§/1$ Singh appear to be synonymous
with him. Jaur Singh is explained to be J^war
or R^ja J6war, the usual name of Gfig^’s father.

All the above are worshipped as godlings, and
called ndgs, or serpent, r— P. N. and Q. 1883.

AN ORIGIN FOR THE NAUGHAZA TOMBS.

A nanghaza is a deceased saint occupying

one of those very numerous long graves to be

found all over the Panjab. They are popularly

supposed to be 9 feet or 9 yards long, and to

contain the remains of a saint of proportionate

length. Like all similar objects of worship, these

naughazas perform mii'acles, grant sons, and so

on, and there are many current popular tales to

that effect. I have heard it suggested that they

are really the platforms of recumbent images

of Buddha, turned in the course of time into

Muhammadan tombs. Those I have seen, how-
ever, hardly look old enough for this, though I

never saw one excavated to ascertain its internal

structure. Many are quite modem undoubtedly,

and there are instances of some which may be
said to be still “growing”! In Sard5,r Atr
Singh’s Sdkhis (Lahore, 1876), in sdkhi (tale)

69j^ p. 77, I read “ the Gurd (Gobind Singh)

next encamped at a place which he called

Guptsar (? in the Sirsd Distiict). Here a Muham-
madan faqir of the Wahmi order, who had
built a tomb nine yards in length with lime and

pahkd (burnt) bricks, leaving an opening in it on
one side large enough for him to be put in when
he died, presented the Gurd with a man (82 lbs.)

of gM, a man of sugar, and the same quantity of

flour. He also provided grass and grain, and
moreover entreated the Gurd to make him a Sikh.

The Gurd consented, and re-named him Ajm^r
Singh. He had the power of perfoi-ming miracles,

and could collect alms in Dehli and Lahore on
the same day.” Have we not here the true

origin of the naughaza ?

R. 0. Temple in P. N. and Q. 1883.

TABU AS APPLIED TO NAMES OF
MARRIAGE RELATIONS.

In accordance with the universal TTidifl-n cus-

tom, among the B&gari Jdts in Sirsd, a man will

not speak of, or address his wife by her name,
but will use the name o:^ her got or clan, calling

her, for instance, Goddri, if she be of the G6di.r^

clan. The clan named is that of her father.

There is a very general rule in the Eastern
Panjdb against speaking of one’s wife’s father

as “ father-in-law” {susrd). The Musalmdns of

Sirsa call him “uncle” {tdnjd or chdchd); the

Brahmans of Gurgdon, Pandit Ji or Misr Jij the

Eayaths, Rai Sdhib
; the Baniyds, Ldla Sdhih or

Sah Ji ; the M66s, Ohaudhri or Mnqaddam, or—
a specially Md6 usage — dohrd or “old man;”
insomuch that if you call a Mdo woman— dokri

she win fly at you with —• “ Do you call me your
mother-in-law P” While if you address her as

hufhiyd (old woman in general), she will reply i

Achclihd betd, acJichhd /” (good my son, good).

J. Wilson' in P. N. and Q. 1883.

1 [Aijan an4 Sarjan, the^*5rd or twin half-brothers of Gdg^, are sometimes worshipped as Janr.— Bn.]
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lOSOHHAWAR PLATES OF PAR,AMARDIDEVA
;
[VIKRAMA*]SAMVAT 1228.

By PROFESSOE P. KIELHOEN, C. I. E.
; GOTTINGEN.

These plates were found near the village of lehehhawar, in thePailani tahsil of the Banda
district of the JSTorth-Western Provinces,^ and belong now to Dr. W. Hoey, I.C.S.

A description of them and a full summary of the contents of the inscription which they contain

have been already published by Mr. V. A. Smith, I.C.S., inthQ Journal Beng. As, Soc, Yol. LXIV.

Part I. p. with a photolithograph, from which I here give the text of the inscription.

These are two copper-plates, each of which is said to measure about V IJ*' long by

lOi" broad, and is engraved on one side only. The plates contain each a hole for a ring, but

the ring itself has been lost. In the upper part of the inscribed side of the first plate there is,

causing a break in the first four lines, an engraving of the goddess Lakshmi, squatting down,

with an elephant on either side pouring water over her head.^ The first plate contains 27, and

the second 18 lines of writing, which throughout is well preserved. The characters aie

N%ari ;
and the language is Sanskrit. The inscription, after the words cm svasH, opens

with a verse which glorifies the OhandratrSya vamsa, and it ends with two verses which, give

the names of the writer (Pj’ithvidhara) and of the engraver (Palhana, the son of Rajapala), and

in lines 27-83 there are four of the ordinary benedictive and imprecatory verses ;
the rest of

the text is in prose. In respect of orthography, it sufSces to state that the letter h is

denoted by the sign for v, and that the palatal sibliant is employed six times instead of the

dental sibilant (e, g, in sahasratami^ 1. 12), and the dental once instead of the palatal (in saiia^

1, 23). In general, the wording of the text closely resembles that of the B^nda district plate

of Madanavarman,® antCt Vol. XVI. p. 208.

The inscription is one of the Faramdbhattdraha MaMrdjddhirdja Faramisvara, the devout

worshipper of MahSsvara (®iva) and ruler of Kaiahjara, the glorious ParamardidSva,^ who

meditated on the feet of the P. M. P. MadanavarmadSva, who had meditated on the feet of

the P. M. P. Pyithvivarmaddva, of the family of the Chandratr^ya (t. e,, ChandSlla) princes.

And it records, in terms which are well known from other inscriptions,® that the king, while

at Vaasapura, at the time of a lunar eclipse on a date which will be given below, granted the

villao’e of Handipl in the Nandarap-a district (vishaga) to the Seudpati Madanapalasarman —
a son of the Mahesvara, son’s son of the r/iaZf/«wra Bh6aapala, and son of the son’s

son of the Thahhura Tihunapala — a BrS-hmana of the KrishnatrSya gdtra^ who studied the

idkhd of the Ohhandogas, and who was an immigrant from the hhattdgrahdraJ HaugAva.

The date on which the grant was made is Sunday, the 15th tUU of the bright half o-f

'Sravana of the year 1228. It regularly corresponds, for the Chaitrddi Vikrama-Samvat 122&

expired, to Sunday, the 18th July A, D. 1171, when there was a lunar ecUpse which was

visible in India, 20 h. 54 m. after mean sunrise.

Of the localities mentioned in the inscription, the village of Handii^i has with some-

probability been identified by Mr, Smith with the modern village of Xandand^6 (the

ISaf Madanavarman, Tol. XVI.
.

inaotiptiou tlxat ialme 16 of the plate of Maaanayarmau the proper readtog fe

^!Srrkg to the Baghfa! iueoription of ParamardidSya (Bp. I«d. Yoh I. p. 208) to kn-r wae the son of

TaSayarman (^ho apparoutly did not reign, and) who was the eon of
^ •yirayarman

<a whioh I possess SixA Oamungham’s ov7n transcript), is the sentence ofra oth • P

• For his three procaroa see the tort and the note o“
compare the term Wia&agr&ma, ante,

» Apparently a village that had been granted to learned BrShma^ass oompar.

VoLXYU. p. 121, 1. 85, and elsewhere.
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Nundadeo of the map), which is about 10 miles south-west of Ichchhawar, The rest have not

been identified.

So far as I know, there are four other dated inscriptions which distinctly refer themselves

to the reign of the king Paramardid^va. They are :

—

1. — A short image inscription afc Mahoba, with a date in [Vikraaia-]Samvat 1224), cor-

responding to Sunday, the 0th June A. D. 1168 ; ArohosoL Suru, of India, Tol. XXI. p. 74}, and

Plate sxiii. G.

2. — An inscription of 5 short lines on a rock between the 4th and 5th gates of the fort

of Kalaiijar, with a date in [Vikrama-'J Samvat 1240; corresponding to Thursday, the 26th

April A. D. 1184; ante, Vol. XIX. p. 37, No. 67.

3. — The Baghari^ (now Lucknow Museum) inscription, published in jE7p. Ind. Vol. I.

p. 207 ff., with a date in Yikrama Saihvat 1252, corresponding to Sunday, the 10th September

A. D. 1195.

4. •— A long, partly effaced Kalanjar inscription of 32 lines, which contains' a eulogy of the

god Siva, composed by Paramardideva himself. According to my rubbing® it is dated saiiivat

1258 Karttiha-sudi 10 Some, corresponding to Monday, the 8th October A. D’. 1201. This-

inscription is known from the Journal Beng* A$, Soc. Vol. XVII. Part I. p. 313 ff.
; excepting

the date, it contains no historical inferm^ation of any value.

Besides, ParamardidSva’s name occurs in the Madanpnr inscriptions of [Vikrama-] Saravat

1239, which record his defeat by the Ghahnmana PrithvirAja, the son of S6me3vara and son’s son

of Arnbraja; ArcTioeoL Sw'u, of India, Vol, X, Plate xxxii. 9 and 10, and Vol. XXI, pp, 173

and 174.

TEXT.!®

First Flater

1 svasti (l. ^2Jayaty=abladayan=visvaih visvlsvara-sirfi-dhritahi 1 ChaiidrAtrSya-'

na-

2 r^ndranam va[m*]sas=schandra iv«6jjvalah II Tatra pravarddhamdnS virodhi-

vijaya-bhrii-

3 jishuu-JayaSakti-VijayaSakty-adi-vtr-avirbhava-bh^svar§^^ paramabha-

4 ttaraka-maharaj^dhiraja-paramlsvara-sri-Pyitlivivarmmaddva- pad^nudhyata-pa-
5 ramabbattriraka-maharAjldhiraja-param6svara-sri-Madanavarmmaddva-padanudhya t a

paramabhattaraka-

6 maharAjadhiraja-paramSsvara-paramamahlsvara-sriK&lafijaradhipati-srimat-Para-
marddidavd

7 vijayi
1 Sa 8sha dnrvvishahatara-pratapa-ta:pita-sakalaripukulah knlavadhum=iva

vasu(sa)ndhardn=:nira~

8 kulam paripalayanns:avikalaviv6ka--nirmmalikrita-uiatih 1^* NandAvaigia-vishay-

antahpati-Nandi-

9 a3.i-gram-6pagatan=svra(brri)hmanans=anya[m*]s«oha mahattaran=smida-chandala-

paryantan=samv6(mb6)dhayati sama-

10 jnapayati ch=astui5 samviditam^® yath=6parilikhit&=yam gr^mal.i sa-jala-sthalalji

svasim-avachchhinnah s-a-

* This, according to Mr. Smith, is th-e proper name of the place where the inscription was found.

9 This rubbing was sent to me some time ago by Dr. Hoernle.
10 From the photolithograph in Joum. B&tvg. As. Soc. Vol. LXIV. Fart I. Plate vii.

Expressed by a symbol. 12 Hetre : Sloka (Amishtubh),
IS That the two words Jayasahti and VijayamUi are proper names— see now Ep. Ind, Tol. I- p. 121ff.— waa ’

first seen hy Dr. Oartellieri whose edition of the Semra plates of Paramardideva is in the press. I owe this
information to Dr. Hultzsch.

Bead -mafir*, is jj^ad cka 1 Astu, is Bead sarijvWfajjt.
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11 dha-urddhvo bhuta-bliavisliyad-varfctainana-mhsSsli-adaya-saliitaiTi pratisHddha-

chatadi-pravSsas=oh«=asma~

12 bbih sri-Viiasapur6 1 as]it[a*]vim&atyadhika-Satadray6p§ta-&a(sa)ha&ra-
(sra)tain§ sainvatsar§ SravaijS

13 md.si gukla-pakslid pa]&chada&yS*n=titMv=ankat6spi samvat^® 1228 Srd.Ta]ia-

feudi 16 Eavi-varS

14 Eftbu-grastd niSikarS punya-tirth-ddakSna TidhiVatssnatva ddya-mamisbya-

pitTia=sa[m*]tarpya bhasva-20

15 ra-puj^-purahisaram cbaraoliara-guram bbagavantam Bhav*dnt-patim.=abbyarcbya

butabbnji butva matapitrO-

16 r=atmanas=cba pnuya-yaso-vivriddbayS Iffaug&va-bhafetagraMra-viiiirggataya

Kripb^a-

17 trSya-gotraya^i Atri- l Arddhanana- I Sasagasa-tripravaraya 230]ihand6ga-[s]Akb-

Second Plate,

18 yine tbakknra-sri-Tibii^pala-prapautraya tbakkara-sri-Bhdnapala-paTitra-

19 ya thakkura-sri-Maliesvara-putr^ya sdaapati-sri-Madanapalasarmruand vra(bra)bmana-

20 ya kusalata-putdna hast-6dakena chandrarka-samakalani putrapaatrady-anvay-

^n-agdmi sasa(sa)nam kritva

21 pradattah iti matva bliavadbbiriiajna-sravanarvidbdyair=bbutva bbagabboga-

pasu-biranya-kara-sulk-adi sa-

22 rvvam^asmai sanmpatietavyani l(|l) Tad=Snam=*asya gramam sa-mandira-

prakaram sa-nirggama-pravdsam sa-sarw-asan-S-

23 ksha-karpasa-kiisuma-saDi4mr4di-bMruham2A sa-vana-kkani-nidbanam sa-l&b4dy-

akaraih sa-gokulam sa-paan-mii-

24 ga-vibangama-jalaoharam=aparair=api sim-antarggatair^vrastubbiti ' sabitam sa-

vaby-ibhyantar-ddayam bbufijana-

25 sya karshatab^® karsbayatd daa-adhana-vikrayara-vaS® kurvvatd na kenacbits^

kacbid=5vRdba karttavyA I atra cba U27

26 rivja-raja^^-rajapTirasb-atavika-cbafc-idibbih sV’am STam=featd(bbd)Tyaih2®

paribarttavyam«idan=cb=asmad-danam=ana-

27 cbcbbadyani=aaabaryan=cb=8ti bbavibbir=api bbumipalaili palaniyam=iti \(\[)

Uktan=ioba \ Bbugi(mim)30 yab prati-

28 gribnati yas=cba bbumdm(mira) prayacbcbbati I ubbd(bbau) tan puaya-

karmmaaau niyatam svargga-gjtminau

29 U Shasbthiih(sbtim) varsba-sabasra(sra)ni svarggS vasati bbuni(mi)-dah I

acbcbbdtta cb=aniimaiit4 oba tany=e-

30 va narakd vasdt U SiiTa[r*]uQani=ekaih gam=dkani bbuiie(nie)r=apy=ekam=!

angTila[m*] I baran=inaraka-

17 Head °;puri=sht6!*, i® Head saihvatsarS, and omit the sign of punctuation. Head scwh-yat.

20 The word Ihdsvara, if it really is the reading of the plate, is used for the more common hMskara.

21 Head •gi^trdy^Airi-, The two names which follow must be incorrect. Since, according to the Aival^anot-

AhmiasiHra XII. 14, the three pravaras of the Atrdyas are AirSyat Archandnasa, and the proper reading

probably is Archchandnasa-SMsa (for ^^y&v&sva). Compare, however, Bp. Ind. Vol. I. p. 43, note 29.

22 Head Chchhand6ga-. Kead >pradatta, without the sign of punctuation.

2^ Bead ’husumlha-san-. ^ Bead krUhatah, *6 Bead ^yath vd,

27 If these two lines are meant to be a full stop, they are superfluous.

28^ -The two words rdja-rdja cannot be correct 5
one might suggest r&ja-r&jalea**

29 The original has clearly ^dt^yaih, which yields no sense? but the Semra plates of Paramardiddva, as

Dr. Hultzsch informs me, have MhdvyaTh, The same very unusual word we find in the oopper-p ® ° ®

of TJohohaM^a. iZr. p. 118.1. 11 . p. 128. 1. 18. etc. in

karayratydydnagrdh^dh, ‘ the usual taxes, the payment of which may be claimed by the king, shall not be t

{from the donees).’

» Metre ; Sl6ka (Anushtubh) ; and of the two next verses. -
.
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31 m=apn6ti yavad-SJiufcasamplavam II 3igarvvaii=^taii=bMvinah pa[r*jtkiv-8ndran=

bliiiyd bbu-

32 y6 y&chat6 Ramabbadralj I s^in&ay&=yaih dbarmma-B^tnrs=nnripanaih kalS

kal6 palani-

33 y5 bbaTadbbir=iti |(Ii) Sva-bast6=ya[Th’*^] raja-&i-Paramarddid§vasya [|^^].

mataiii=mama |(||) 32g;^ya[stli]-akbila-vi-

34 dy^na kayastha-kumad-^mduni [|*] PrithvidbarSj^a likbitam sSsanam nripa-

sasanat It Rajapa-

35 lasya putrSna Palban^na cba silpina [l*] ntka(tki)rn>a varna-gbatan^

Taidag[db]i-Yisvakarmman^ II

ESSAYS ON KASMIRI GRAMMAR.
BY THE LATE KARL FBIEDRICH BUBKHAEP.

Translated and edited, with notes and additions^

hy Q, A, Grierson, TluB.y O.LE», LG.8»

{Continued from j>. 199.)

IRREGULAR FORMS.

156 . These are really sound changes according to certain laws which occur in th©

formation of the Perfect Participle, Aorist and Pluperfect II. [Note that in the Pluperfect II.,

there are only consonantal changes. The radical vowel is not changed. On the other band, in

the Perfect Participle and Aorist, radical vowels, as well as radical consonants, are liable to-

change.
^

166 . The 3rd person of the Aorist is really an old Past Participle. Thus siiz^ or sue

means origmally ^sent,* hence ‘ (he was) sent.* As such it is liable to the rules of inflection

which apply to adjectives, and we have a feminine (she was) sent
;
pi, masc., sfizi

f *

(they were) sent
;
pi. fern., Jj-* siita, (they were) sent. As will be seen subsequently, adjectives^

participles and substantives all follow similar rules in the formation of the feminine and the

plural (vide §§ 183, 217), and identical rules in the case of the Aorist. As in the case of

adjectives, masculine Aorisbs follow the second declension of substantives, but of the feminine

Aorists those which take 5— e in the plural follow the third, and those which take ^

follow, in appearance, the fourth, thus

-

Masculine,

Feminine.

^ ^ j
/I •

I sussv>, pi. suz^
(

* ]
/

jS hor^i pi. hqri,

sh,

Joari,

(2nd declension).

(2nd declension).

pi. suz^ (4th declension).

Jcari, pi. (3rd declension)#

157. The Perfect Participle is a compound of the 3rd person of the Aorist (or old past

participle) and the syllable rnuU Both members of the compound are inflected for gender

and number. The first member follows the Aorist. The second ('^ mut) follows, in th©

feminine, the 4th declension
;
thus ?

—

^ jf r r / '
.

Masculine, kor^mut, pi, Tcari^mai^, or contracted Jcar^atK

Feminine,

(2nd declension throughout),

kqr^mutst pi. kare-matsq { 4th declension),]

a Hetre s Sfilint » Metre ; Slloka (Auushtubb) ; and of the next verse.
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sS g and J I tii

g j [only in Fern, pi., and Plup. II.]

li) h

g cli [only in Fern, pi., and Plup. 11.

^Tth 4^ chk

h -

4-' ih 4^ chh [only in Fern, pi., and Plup. II..

0 t 5

th 4^ tsh

e d J a

{*) TV
ii) ni

aot ocoar in other Intransitive verbs
;
see § 147a.J

Examples. Aor. 3rd sg. maso. Aor. 3rd sg. fern.

t *
.

•*

mangvM, to ask mong

yJj bviLnn, to bear

gundun. to bind ^ gor4

UUn, to be able hyuTi

tsatun, to ont ^ *«<»?

Jiolchunj to be dry hdkh

jjyLi ^shun, to see (an I

old verb) J
^ ,

ladun, to bnild
^

to measmro

^
.

-f 1 aw ^
,

Huing

Lsg.

/

mqnj

^ tuj^

,
/

Si^

g* AecA

Jj4

hoehh

g* bei*

mateb

i

3J Z<?»

w5»

/ ^
^ i flTl

Plup. II., 1st pi. of Tr.,

and 3rd sg. of Intr. verbs.

> /

manjy^^

^ €
tvjy&o

ganjyov

jjx^ hechyov

tsachyov

hocKhy^'o

dechhyio

hetsov

moisJiSv

/

lazdv

^ /
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^ *
"I

^
Ucsani'ple,— ijjjj rosurit L djj

to remain J

riid jjj ruz (not jjjjj rezov

roj.)

[The author originally stated that, as a rule, o d becomes ^ j. This was, however, incorrect^

and there is no doubt that in Kiishmiri of the present day ^ d always becomes J* z; thus, Zod,

fern. Iqz,']

159. (2) [Vowel changes. — ITone of these re marks apply to the Feminine plural of the
Aonst, or to Plup. II., in both of which the radical vowel always remains unchanged.
The changes are liable to occur in all verbs, Active or Neater, Listed or Non-listed.]

(a) A radical a [or a] becomes o in the [singular] masculine. [In the feminine singular
and masculine plural of the Aorist the original a becomes a.]

3rd Aor. m. 3rd Aor. fern. [3rd Aor. pi. m. Porf. part. masc. [Perf. part. fem.

harun, to make
/

hor

\ /
r Tear

^ /

Jcqr^ Jeormut kqrmuts

mutsqri] mutsormut mntsqrmvti^
mutsarmVf to open I

^ ^
' mutsar

muisor J

But Idklialmn, to give, halchsh.

This last is a Persian base, borrowed by Elashmiri.

(6) A radical ^ d becomes j 6, [In this case, as in the last the radical d
remains apparently unchanged in the Persian character, in the feminine singular, and in the
masculine plural. But for reasons similar to those stated above, the d is pronounced as o in the
feminine singular, and plural masculine, both of the Aorist and of the Perfect Participle.
Examples :

—

Aorist.

[Perf. partk

5g. fem.
Infimt ye. 3 gg, g masc. 8 plur. fem. Perf. part. sg. m,

vndn}m,\,Q\
, ^ ^ i

•*
i a

esteem/ ' mane monmut

wdrww, toslay mor mar mor^ mare mormut m^muts

ejj ^
^^forsake}

trdvwut trovmuts

set ^ightK zdje'\ zo-Imnt ij zojmuts]

[ (c) A radical -t- i becomes H yu, in the masc. sing, of the Aorist, and in the Perfect

Participle. Thus— -

yjOwi? mwdww, to play, gyv,nd ginz ^ gind* gyundmni

ginzmuts

But—
,

^ b ^ J, h * •'* b •* b
to sit, hyu4h *

-jrf Mfh hiih^ byfttlimui

hUJmuts

The Fern. PL Perf. Past, of the last is Mchhematsq,

(d) In the same circumstances, a radical't^
*'-
7^ t becomes yw, e. ^.—

cMrun^ to
|

squeeze.
> )j^^chyilrj^^ cMr clm'^ cJiyilrmut cMrmuts
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*

(e) Similarly, a radical — « becomes e, gr. —
Infinitive. 3 sg, m, 8 sg. f-Infinitive. 3 sg, m, 8 sg. f- Per£. part. sg. m. Perf. part. sg. f.

AeJi:u7i, to be able, hi/u^ heeh liyulcmut JiecliTiiufs

(^f) A. radical S becomes.^ yu in the masc. sg., and i in the fern, sg., e. g. —
menun, to myun min myun^nut mmmuts

sure, J
^

‘is

Oj-Hi :phSrun, to tarn, • pht phyUrmut pJiirmuts

uMj *«>!«», to conquer, uJ>i; »yiin eHj **« "^Ji} nydnmut emmuts

V •* ^ ^ Sja

C,!*- mSlvn,, to mix, myul ^ mij myUmitut i-.s** imAjmuU

"i

(g) A radical — o remains -=^ o, e, g.

—

OT«A«ri. to rise. /j «;o<A 4^j t«oi»A wthmut ^oiikmuU

JJ. shonyun, to sleep. shong ^ shofij slwngmut gV^ skonjmui*

(A) A radical j ^ becomes d—

to send. ««* «“*”*“* g-j.?-

(i) But radical—« j “ remain uncbanged.^e.
g^

—

0«cAAa», to see, 4-j u«cAA4-/ ««cAA vuchhmut g*«^; nacAAmatt

oi; to parch, hdz j^'. bdz hd^nut ihmuts

180. The foUowing Intransitive verbs insert y before jj^6v (of. § 148), [and have

the perfect participle in ydmiiat]’.—

I ai«. to tremble, «Zy6r, Part. Perf. Pass.

haduv,, to become big [iody6«].

ludun, to be old [badydv'].

(jj-j iasun, to dwell {hos, basyov (listed verb)]

^ hdwn, to become strong [6oZy6v].

Oj 'Ji pT&rim, to wait [pr^rgor].

JjjJj pratalun, to shine \jyrazoXy&v'\.

pddun, to drip \jyddy6v']

.

^ tatu», to be hot [tatyovl.

iethu*. to be bitter [ie?Ay6tf].

iAad«n. to be high [fAadgdfi].

thttharun, to remain [<Aa&argor].

cAAstew, tobe white[c7!Aatg6i;].

(f/d damn, to be steady [darytlr].

d6run, to run [d^rgSo],

aamun, to meet [samy6v ']

.

halu7i^ to be dumb [kaly6v]»

Icobun, to be hunchbacked [Icohyov^

gohun, to be heavy [jgdbyov].
^ /

matun, to be foolish [jinatyov’]*

mo^calun, to be free [pnohalyov^^

</
^ti naiu7i, to be afraid [natyoo']*

nihun, to be thin Inilsyov'},

^3 navnvM, to bow [wawyoy].

navun, to be new [^iaoySvli

j

wiidun, to fiy [roudyov"}*

loushnwi, to be hot \wushnyov\*

^ vethun, to be fat [yeihyco'],

hq7iun, to swell [Jmiydo^ and others.
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These forms in j ov, though properly belonging to 3rd sg. m. Plnp. II., are used ia

most of the above verbs, in the meaning of the Aorist.

[This list is given by the author, from Mp., but is quite incomplete. Jll verbs, except

those in ts, tsh and z (and some even of those) take y in Plup. II., as explained in §§ 103, 146

and 148a. All Non-listed Intransitive verbs use the Plup. IT. in the sense of what the author

calls the Aorist, but which is really an Immediate Past, vide § 148a.]

161. Special cases.^^

3rd sg. masc. aor.

^ /

wasun^ to descend
-» /

' Masun^ to rise

(^3*-^) pritshun {prcdahun), to ask

^ dazun, to burn (intr.)

maruny to die

I rSzurif to remain

milavun^ to mix (intr.)

-A i*

disTiurii to see

behtin, to sit

cheun^ to drink

yuts)i

•tflj woth

TsJiot (fern.

4^^ jprotsh

dod
j»

mud

(fern, ru%)

myul

U
dyuth (see above)

chjau (cJiiu)^

pet«n, to fall

leheun, to eat

niun^ to take

diuTif to give

iyJ^ henn, to take

1^ * atsun, to enter

wO zyun, to be bom, to

bear a child

nerun, to go out

yuUf to come

gatshun, to go

Jchyau^^

(yl) nyu

dint or dyut^^

Jc*A) oaA heut or JiyHt (het)^^

j^ tsdv

j [) %dv

j e drdv

dv
i

gau

COMPOUND VBBBS,

162. These are compouuded with-Arabic and Persian, and sometimes with Easmirf and
other nouns. They are quoted in the Infinitive masculine, when the noun is masculine, and in

[I have omitted some of the verbs in the list, as they are already given in §§ 158 and £P. — Trans.]

* Mp.^ cMn (with suffix), tt) khUn (with suff.), wydn (with suff.), ditun (with suff,),

hiim (with suffi).
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the Infinitive feminine, when the noun is feminine. These are to he found in the Dictionary

(see Elmslie’s Vocabulary, in which several are not mentioned), and, when they have a transitive

meaning, govern the accusative, like simple transitive verbs.

Personal Suffixes.

163. In addition to the nominative and instrumental pronominal suffixes already given in

the paradigms of the Aorist, Perfect, Pluperfect
;
the other pronominal suffixes, given § 47,

•vis ,

9

those for the accusative and the dative can also be applied to verbs. The following are

examples :
—

164. chhaj to be, with suffixes.

Masculine.

xne, to me ...

thee ...

to thee ... •••

him, her

to him, to her

you, to you

them, to them

Singular suffix.

1st person.

/ ^

chhus-at

C5-»«4^ chhus-ay
/ ^

clihus-an

f ^
ch/ius-as

/

2fj-“4^ clihus-avq
/

^**•4^ ckhuB-ak

2nd person.

^4“^ chJiuh-am^^

/ 3

cliliuh-an

/ >
chhitli-as

/

<^4^ cJihuJi-aJc .

3rd person.

^4^ chliu-m

*^4^ chllU-t

c54^ clihu-y

l>4^ clihu-n

0^4^ clihu-s

»j'4-^ cJihu-vq

<^4^ chhu-h

Plural suffix.

1st person. 2nd person. 3rd person.

me, to me — /

^^4^ cJihiva-m (4^ cTihi-^Yb

thee ... ... *^4^ clihi-t ^4^ cliki~t

to thee ... ... (^4^ cliJii-y —
t54^ olihi-y

him, her e;4^ chlii-n <*) ckhiva-n
t:j4^ clilii-'Tb

to him, to her C^4^ chlii-s

/

Lr^4^ chhiva-s ij^4^ cJihi-s

you, to you
/

55^4^ clihi-vq

/

55^4^ clLlii-vq

them, to them ^^4^ chhi-h

/

‘^J'4^ clihiva-h chM-h

165. Double suffixes, e. g.^ chltu-m^avq, etc., also occur, e. j ^

me ioTii chhu-m-ava 'lounmut, by me to you it has-been-by-me-to-you said, i. I have said to you.

186. Note. — Be careful to distinguish chlikqy you are, from chhi-vq, we are to

you, they are to you ;
chJius, I am, from chkurSf he is to him ;

and ^4^ clohuk, tho

art, from clihu^'k, he is to them.

' 96 See§49, Ci;C&).
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/ /

167. The Feminine is conjugated similarly
;
thus oKhas-ay^ etc.

So also in forms of e. g„ Aor. j » 6s~vq, he was {hy) you.

The Moods and Tenses with Personal Suf3.xe&

I.—The Simple Tenses.

188. Imperative.

Singular. Plural.

2nd 3rd 2na 3pd

QQ

me, to me

thee

to thee ...

him, her

to him, to her ...

j

you, to you

(^thern, to them ...

f sdz-uin

^ >»

soa-us

sSg-uh

/ ^
sozin-am

/ -»

sogin-at

/ ^

$azin-ay

/ ^

// ^

/ ^

-as

in-ah

s6zy6-n

•> ^

Same as

J>
3rd sin-

gular.

'Respectful form.

o

(
3ne, to me

thee

to theeS
^ .

him, her

•• • •«.

o
A
c:

»rj
o
§D
O
pq

you, to you

(^them, to them ..

Singular. Plural.

2 3 2

/ ^ // ^

f^jy» sdzitan^am
/. j

—_ u -»

s6zitan^at —
—— // •*

s6zitan-ay _
/ ^

/ ^

s6zia-n

s8zta-8

//

u^3_r“

sozitan-an

sozUan-as

sozit-on

sozito-s

. — ffj -»

sozitan-ava — -

. jj- <sLu_jj-, s6zitan-ak
^ .»

Same as

^ 3rd sin-

gular.

99 See § 169, note 6. loo Por (j sOshi-m, etc. see § 49, 1, c.

* Por sozitau-mj etc., see § 49, 1, c.
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169. Future or Present Indefinite.

Singular,

1st

j

2nd 3rd

r / .*

sozg stzah sozi

me, by me — // ^
sAzgh-aiv^ sQzi-m

1

i

thee
/ J

soza‘t — s6zi-6

I

gB ,

'w'

to thee
/ J

(Sjj^ s6za-y 1

cg3j« sczi

him, her
/. ^

s6za-n

//

sSzgh^an^ s6ze-s^

to him, to her ...

/ ^

LTjJ^ soza-s

// ^

(j^Jj^ sczg/i~as^ soze-s

you, to you
// ^

*j3j- soza-m
]

— / ^
sSzi-va

^them, to them ...

/ J
s6za-k

• // .»

sozali-ak^ siizi-h

Plural.

Isi 2nd 3rd

Q>

me, by me...

tbee

to thee

j

him, her ...

him, to her

you, to you.

^them, to them

/ j
stzau

s6z6-t^

sozv-y^

s6z6-n^

LT'jjj^ SOZO-S^

/ ^ ^
»

soziu

s6zy6~y

^ •*

{Djijjr^ s6zy6-n^
•* ^

sSzijo-^

sozyo-k

ujJ^ s^zan

//

/ /-r

ft ^

!' *

ft ^

SQzan-wtd

stzan-at

sozan-ay

svzan-an^

sozan-as

sozan^ava

sozan-ah

170. In the p«.t«a way are formed the Optative, the Preoative, and the Causal. It is

doubtful if every form occurs. The full form of the pronoun, standing by itself, often appeMS

instead of the snf&x.

jSajampZes.—Causal, tliardvyojc (Causal, 2 pi. pres.

'
. « '

. .

Preoative, dapizi^s, raiist-y,,

^ ^ —
sSee§49, l,b. 3See§49,l,c.

* Np. ii. 13 (Matth.) miire-s. See § 53, 1, a. « Fern. s^zyd-s, Np. xiii. 30 (MattLi)

« We find s6zm fas in Np. svil 13 (Matth.), and sOxan-gs in Np. xx. 19 (Mattli.).
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Opt. Cond., ^dziha-Sy he would have sent to him*, diyiha’Sy he would have

given to him.

Aorist.

171. In the case of Aorist forms ending j v, the ^ v is elided before suffixes : e. g,, jf du

-]- 5 = ds ; jf dv = cfjf dli ; zdv (from H" ^ = <^^3 zds.

Hence we have dJf, thou earnest, and, he came to them. Bat jT dv the suffix is y

becomes isj^ oy, he came to thee.

(To he eontvnued.)

THE DEVIL WORSHIP OF THE TULUVAS.

FBOM THE PAPERS OP THE LATE A.*C. BURNELL.

(Continued from p. 72.)

BURNELL MSS. — No. 25.

THE STORY OE EALLURTI.

Original in the Kanai’ese Character : transliteration by Mr. Manner : translation from

Burnell’s MS. checked by Mr. Manner. Onginal, text and translation, occupies leaves 253 to

265 inclusive of Burneirs MSS.

Mr. Manner gives Kalkuda and Vorte as synonyms for Hallurti, and the following

geographical notes of places mentioned in this important legend. Kallatta MS.rnu^‘ is N.-E*

of ATangalore. Belgula, B^lur and Nagar are in Mysore. Kollflr, Karkala, Yeniar, and Ubar=
Upparafigudi are in South Kanara. And as to the great images of Gomat^svara mentioned in

the text he gives a reference to Buchanan’s Mysore, Vol. II. Ch. XV.

Text.

Kellatta Marnad^all^ appe Iravadi, amme Sambu K^ku(J©. Akuleg’g: ain'g an^

balelu, vatti sangadi, putti kilatu piivolu bandnd^, pulat'g. pudaru. lettini. Akule pudar'g

Yellanne, Mallawe, Biru, Bikkuru, Nandu (tangadi) Kalamma atava Kallupti. Aiyereg^

ainq hinnanada bele. Kadiru magaku marata hele, madiru. magak^ karboda bele, nadta magak'j.

bangarda bele, variyagu chemhuda hele, tiddi magaku aye tidyadi^ puttie, hiriyadu halate,

kallada bele. Mara bele bendinaye Malenadechchave, karboda bele bendinaye Xndtalachcbave,

chembuda bele bendinaye Chematigare, bangarda bele bendinaye Yaraiine, kallada bele bendi-

naye Kalkude.

Imbyena, imbya megdiya vottii puttinakuiu. Imbyagn. banjig'^ yelu tingolu anaga-, imbya

amrae Sunibu Kalkndagu Belnra mani battundn. Kadadi

maui baredi vole dumbu povadu. yanu portingoluda banjinaleg^ banjida muttu ambari bedago
(samanu) kondu paddii yan-^ barpend^ pande.

Aiyelu bantai (sasami), miivalu munebi, koppara tarai, padara yenne, kalluda maraig'g

kanchida rauka kondupadye, Sadida vechcha podike kattye, tannyanonda ide ganji, bechcha-
nonda peru podike, jatigu janivara, nitigu, kalkude (kode), baji kutu bagalug'j dlye, nli kutn
tottedii paejiye, madu kutu pnggeludg diye. Alakkanda ballu, lekkanda kolu, aitanda kotyadu
aita balmaiia aye, jalakanda kotyadu. jalaka singaraye, Yanu. Belugulak^ arasu na^ag'^ pope
andudu budedida pande.

Sadi muttudu sakana sirte, adclanda sai^ nitanda gudde kadate, ane katti attaso, kudre
katti kinni goli, Santsinda^ka niru parivu, Kokkada Nirenki, saroli sampakatte kadate.

Belugulaku poye, padiradg mufti kalli^ mittaye, ane bakilu. kadate, muji permundilu. kadate,
baniida chavadi, marata kambo rajanga^o kadate. Mair^ biinodu, kilenji gaddigodu arusu
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voderetta volagater^ (kalder^) solerij solma sandaye Kulku^e. Balappa Kalkuda kullander^,

dane kajyokarijogii. lepudyar^ ande. Alkade portand^ (muji sanja) posoda yeliand^ (iinpi

samaya), aiyalu ari pattijla padi, tade bndaro^ala, maru dinoku surya adayoga panpi; bele

yan^ panpe, benipi bele bemba anderu,

Ayyalari padi patye, tade budarodn aye, Magnr^ dinoku sfirya udayogu. batte, panpi bele

panderii. Sara kammoda battadada bele (basti), nuttumva bombeda bele, yel^ gnnda kattoda,

yeluverua devereno. nirmita malpodn
;
ula gundo piravu gopurada bele, anganoda ane kalluda

bele, Gummada sami bele, sara bakilu padnaga onji bakilu jatt'g. baro^u, onji bakil^ padnaga

Sara bakil^ jutfn. barodu, rambe nataka, sule gndi, budaroda bele, benodunder^
;
votanda ane,

lofcanda kudnre, singa mnrugada bele, benodunder^. Yenkapi kall^ tupavodunderg, perya

kallunigu pola, nina manasagapi kall^ tula ander^.

Perya poye, nal^ kodi devereknlen^ ninete, dare tuda nli padye, aike madu padye,

nettern pambale lakkund^, netteru pambale katfcae, kallu jagaranda bele benipaye. Sara

kammoda battadeda bele, nuttarnva bombeda bele, rambe nataka, sule gndi, bndaranda bele,

tilu gun^a, pira gdpura bele, yelg gdpura katfciye yelnver^ devernkulenn nile malte
j
votanda

ane, lotanda kudnre, singa mnrugo, Qummantjasami, bele bende. Anganodu ane kall^ padye,

sara bakilu pad^ bannaga onji bakil^ jattand^, onji bakilu padunaga sara bakilu battandu,

inchilli bele bende. Yan^ batt^du varso aji tingolu andu, yan§ yena rajogu pope, portingoluda

banjinalenu bududu beide, appane korodnnde. Malagere mancha, kullere kuruohi, pattiyere

pancba divafcige, bipere bandi kolu, puggellinja pachcbade, bainja bulya (backcbire), seji

koriyeru,

Seji pattondu pira bannaga, tage tangadi (iUa<Ju) pufu^er^ amaju baleju
;
mage

puttudu ahj toladu (manushye adu), tana sari jukule gobbugu poye. Jokulu pando, amme danti

mundre mage i yencba gobbuninderu. Onjekg voride, yeradek^ pejade, mujek^ ku^ulakie;

yenku. amme nndo ijjyo appa andudu. ken^e, dani kenpa maga andolu. Yena sari jokulu y^^
mundre mage andud”^ panderu, ain*^ kendud'^ barpe ;

ancbanda nina tare kadtu padvendu

lekkudend^ pande. Ayyayya maga nina ammer^ yenk^ banjid^ yelu; tingolu anaga Beluru .

Belukulandagn. beleg^ poteru, varuso aji tingolandu, nina amme barpi portandu maga andolu.

Yena amma ndlogu (nadondu) pdvande saleyujji ande; tadida yechcba podike kattye,

mukkunde neytu. muji acbchi bellod^ podike kattye, penidu beitundi^ benjonodu podike

kattye, yenu. pope, amman^ tiivodu, amme bendi bele tuvodu, yenku benodande.

Pidady e adkanda saru, nitanda gudde, ane kattu attasa, kudre kattu kinni gSli, Santandadka,

nlru pariyu Kokkada, Nirenki, saroli sampada katti, dadeyupdye, Amme batt^d^ seji pattondu

allu dembugu besaradu nirelu vasatud^ (sampad^) kudure ka^td^ kattedu kulde. Amma gurto

magaku ijji, maga gurto ammag^ ijji, yerappa yer^ kuldininde ;
mage sdlugu solyer'^ C^yyeru)

solma sandaye. Yoltu battini vodeg^ popini andudu kende amme. Yena amma^natogu pope

andudu paude, nina iiru vdlu ande. Kellatta Marna^*^ desonde. Appe pudaru daninde, amma

pudarij daninde amme. Appe Iravadi amme Sumbu Halkude ande, nina amme vdlande
;

^amme

Beluru Belgula rajyogu binnanada belegn. pdtege, yanu banjitu yelu tingoludaye avondu

uppunaga potege. Onji ammagu votti appegu yet^ jana balelu andij kende, aiyer^ anulu

yanu. kiidudu vatti tangadi, tage sangadi yenkuiu vottu puttinakulu ande mage. Akule pudar^

daninde amme ; Yellanne, Mallanne, Bikkuru, Nandu, Narayane, yena pudar^ Biru, tangadi

pudar^ Kalluyti atbava Kajamma ande mage. Nina amma amma natogu dayeg^ pdpmi

ande. Yena sari jdkuleda gobbngu poye, amme danti mnndregu puttudi mage 5 anderu^

onejeku voride, yerudeku pejide, mujeku. kudtu batte
;
appeda kende amme ullena ijjena

ande. "^Amme Belurugu binnanada belegu pdte, baruvendolu. Yena amman^ suvande salenj ji^,

yena amma natogu yenk^ povod^, ammeren^ tuvodu, are bele tuvodu, anchane yenk^a

malpodu, andudu batte and© mage. Hara bara maga kode puttya, nada balata (bega^, yena

natogu batta ande, katteddu pakkane jatte
;
ammendanda ySne, magendanda iye sei ande,

nikk^ yenku sari muttinavu yeddandaude. Magan^ tdlad^, tottye, bayara bira many©
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(bai nilke pande) amme. Amma nina bele yenkij tuvodu, piratti poyinde. Yena bele dane

tuYa» d.ane kalpa maga, kode pnttya, nada bnleta aiide, yena bele tuyana arasnlu tuter^,

meclichandi arasnln mechcbidern, korana seji korterij ande amme.

Nina bele tudn kalpande saleyujji ande mage
;
pira yottugn amme mage Belgnlag^ poyer^.

Amme bendi bele pancha divitige patt^d^ magak^ tupaye, marnemi kammoda bele bentinet^

onji kappeda rupu bente. It^ bele bentinavnandu, kappeda bele matra bendinaynayiji, aik^

kann^ birdinayn ayji, kei hirinaua ayji, kar^ birdinayn birdinan ayiji ande mage. Bama Rama
Bermettye ! tnpinSknln tutern, mechcbnnakula mecbcbidern. I ko^e pnttya, nadu buleya,

yena beleg^ ydne kure pandane, indini arasn kendernda aneda karng^ yenanu kattadn, kndreda

chabnkn^n knttayer^, yena mana bina malper'g, yan'^ itt^du dane andu maga ander^. Tan^

patti mnfcfcn murinu tirtn padye, tana sontada bisatti dette, tana kekkilngu padonde, tana jiva

tan^ dettonde.

Ipoyada polamma nina mntfcn mnri yan-g bndayende mage. Amme keri mage beledn bnddi-

yante andnd^ nal§ rajyogn yartama ponda. Belgnlada arasn magann. lepndyerij., Ama^dn yecbcba

bele Belngnlatn mage bende. Yeln gnndakattye Bermeren^ nilete, yeln nileta kuiidoku yejnvern

deyereknlen'g.nilete, sara kambo batta(Ja nfittimya kamboda bele, rambe natakada bele, siile gndii

bndarada bele bende, naga kallnda bele bende, sara bakiln onji bakil^ bele bende, singa mnrngo

lotonda bele bende, lotanda ane kndre .bele bende, Beluru^dn onji Jcoln bele yicbcba bende

mage. KoUurugu batte deyastana kattye Mukambikenni nilete. Irnad^gp. pdye devasfcana

kafcfcye deveru kulen^ nilete. Nagarodu bele bende. .
Karlada arasu Bairana Suderni i

yartama kendern, lepndyerq
;
yena rajyodn bele benodn ander^. Aye, sara kambo battadada

bele, nuttnrnyo gombeda bele, rambe natakada bele, Sul© gndi bndaranda bele bende; bottnda

padegn pola, Gnmmada Sami bele bennander^ (arasn). Gnmmada^® Sami bele bende, Banta

Kammo, marnemi kammo maltenaye
;
anganonda bele bende, bacbcbigonji aiya kayi, pattle

kantyara (puvvo) knppo mijat^ kayire kon(Jale, Karla aisaralu kudnle, Gnmmada Samin^ nile

malpnlende. Karla aisaral^ kiidnndala Gnmmadanu sanlta malpere kfldnji. Sarta malpere

kudnji Kalkuda bele bendi seji sambala nikkn korpnndn, sarta maltn nirmitada aikn bele seji

korpender^. Avnjya (kartnlende) datta kai padye, pira has*^ kall^ koriye, Gnmmadanu nirmye,

yena seji palane padle
; inigij yan^ ill*^ bii^adn battadn pad^rad^ yarnso and^ kartonde. Ini

alkane portn and^, pdsoda yeiyandn, mari dina ndinUa portugn balla, nikkapi seji palane korpe

ander^ arasnln.

Manadani poye, yena rajyodn bele bendi Kalkndan*g. bete rajyodn bele beny.are bn^aye

andern
;
ye^iata kai balata karij kaleyern. Rama Rama Bermmetti ! Karto ! aleyn alepayarij

(tirgad*j) knselnd^ burtaer^ (bajn malter^) ; Ire rajyodn yanij atadd'g buraye (labadi), ban^i nir^

mnfctaye, kopo knrdndn mana bngalndn, Yejgiuriign poye.

Onji kaitn onji kar^dn Ye^nmdn kartu arasu TimmanajilendigLdu, are rajyogn

binnananda belegn poye, I beled^ bnddivantege, yena rajyodn bele benodnndern. Ayyayya
karto ! kai ijji karto, karT| ijji karto, yan^ yenoba bele benikende ; Karlada arasn Bair^

Surdern yena kai karg. getter^ bele rajyodn bele beniere ku4andn.ndnd^, anda uraye, bandi

nlrn mnttayendn.d^, a rajya bndndu i rajyogn batte karto ande. Nina jati, sarikerenu. lepndv©

i beleda ndta pano^n ander^, Tang, kalti belennayagg pang pang pnnyerekg yang bele benayena

karto ande
; iye bennanderg. Battadada bele madavere angaiaoda bele, Gummada bele bende,

Karladdg onji kola becbcba bele bende, banta kammoda bele, marnemi kammoda bele, Banta

Kammoda melgdg tana pratir upn bele bende.
^

Anne Yenurndn bele malpanaga tanga<3i Kellatta Marnaddg pandolu, yena anne podn
padiradg yarnso andg, yena annang kanng kondn huyini ijji, kebi kon<Ju keniji, totande toln

mnjjnndn, tuyande kanng nalipnndu, Anna natogn yenkg povodg, yena agnang yolledala

n^g pattern andgdg, annagg mukknnde neitu muji aobebi bellodn podike katfcyoln, pern^g

^ This statue of Gnmmada is about 56 feet in height.
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beitad^ benjonoda podik© katfyolu; appadadye, aryya ka^apu (arita) muded^ pori, aryyad^

neyitu aniiagu. Tank^, kayind^ rotti, iidijande keipu, mukkonde neyi, mujacbcbi bella

iretu podike kafcfcyola, tare barchyolu, kattyola, mufctada baktale diyolu, kurelij. padaka diyolu,

yecine vole, yesalij bugudi, mullu koppu, banna sara, idekaji, chalaki, kar^gij pilli menti

kannug^ kola mai, kappa botta diyola, jagina sire tatyola, patfceda ravaki padyola, aita singaro,

Ayola. Sadi mafcuyola, sakana serfcolu, Atkanda sar^ nltanda gudde, aae katta attasa, kudre

kattu kiani gdli, Saatandadaka, nirg. pariva, saroli saiapakatfce, kadatadg BelQragu poyola

Belurada annang kea^ola; anna pudarg daninderg. Bira Kalkadendola, Belagulagg pote

'anderg ;
Belagalagg poyola, allg Iranadggg potenderg. Ade poyola, allg Nadggg potenderg,

adegg pdyolg, allg Nagaroga potenderg
;
adegg ponaga Kolluraga potenderg, adegg ponaga

Peddiiraga pdfce anderg, aUg kad5kg karlagg pote anderg. Karlogg battola, allg keildola arasa

meoliobintincbcbi bale bende, nana volla incbidi bale benyare kudandgndg onji kei onji karg arasa

kadpayerg ; onji keitg onji kargdg Yeauraga pote andgdg pandarg. A patero kendola Rama

Rama 1 Bermettye ! nlo alo vidiye yena annang vola take, vola sandgge andola, arondu maredondu

dartonda guddonda paryola. Ubarade poyola, allgHoilar^g (kolyola) kendola, Hoilarg nina anna

padarg daninderg, padarg Bira Kalkadendala
;
arg Tenuruda bele benpenderg, anna titi mati

-dane andola, ayagg onji kei onji karg ijji anderg, gontu kenonda YeniLraga balitola. AUg

tana podikeng anna podikeng tudekg dakyoln ;
allg madavere anganoda bele, Gummada Sami

bele mata Mg banU kammoda mittg tana partirupn malpunaga anna jakkelgdg mola poda

biiryoln. * Ayyayyanna nina kei karg dantiniye annandola. Rama ! Rama ! Bermettye ! kandgdg

attg kajata attg, arasa meobcbidg Karladarasa Bairana Sfiderg yena rajyoda bendi beleng bete

dikkgdg' benyere avandg andgdg yena kei karg detterg ande.

Atg patero kendola anna jakkelgddg kndtn lakyolu, Yenuruddn Karlagg makadda

untyolu-arasuga base pandola, yena anna kei karg kaleyi arasana tuva kena (tuvande kenande)

bndaye, inobitti bboga nankg bodcbi. I pattgdi mutta muri yena batta bangarg kaledg mada-

vere anganoda padugo andola, ancbane padyerg. Padgdg pancha ditige pattonda mujisnttu

angaaoga batterg, Ma Devere,** mayaka malpodu anderg
;
Karlagg makkndda ma davere

«.nganodda mayakayerg, nankg pattiame kara, seiti kara (sutigo) nanna suddo atgji, namo

Kaviri Kanira Sirito (tirto) mikondolu, badakayi Qangegg poyi andola, Gange sirto

miyondola, Kaveri miyerg, tage tangadi badakayi Gange miyerg, Tirpattigg batterg, Ananta

iKTompa Ranga Puje kei konderg (tuyerg), allg namo j^adyolu, naga betto pattondola, bnktida

karadige padyola (cbiloda) Timinappa Devereclaj ire kapata nataka yenkg korodundoln

gettondolu, Karlagg batterg. Tage tangadi matta mntta bannaga, nina kei karg kaleyi

3»rasa aramane yevatupala anna andolui Oda bunaga bojandn leppanaga kenandnnde ange*

Arasa aramanekg batterg, badakai goparoga batterg, pogyerg, tenakai agra salegg batterg,

asigedg kolli padyera karadigeda bangarg dengayerg, Setti pente Palaver© angadi sadyerg sn^a

siikarg malterg
;
ponnang i settala, anang yang settavendola. Karla aisaralg pattoda ang ponna

marlg"* malterg ; arasa abbeng nirgdg yelg irla nira mudi kattg diyerg (niradg kantayerg).

Irlg’jdgo pagelgdg mayo ayerg, kallg i dakkala, tu yang dipe annandola. Jogoda (jivoda) yena

anna kei karg kadtadg pnnedarg mayo(Ja yenkalu pnneva andoln. Arasule perg parivalodu

(Mara) naida paga pita kadante padyerg. Arasnla, i butola bndnpajjo, i batoleng bajagyeregg

banda malpere yerg allerg Rama! Bermatte 1 anderg. Eallyani Kalyandarg, kalpeda

mattidgnarg; Kallabotti Adangerg. Kalai Boyyandarg, Maradangerg Matbikala Yantiridarg

mokala battera. Yerg mantiridandala akale jantro mantrogu yenkulu sikkaya jogoda irg

xnanidarg arasnle, mayoda yenkalu manivo anderg. A mantravadileda yeredala ayijji, nana

yeru yerakula uilerg anderg ;
Ubargdg nbarg Hoilarg malla kalpadi, malla mantravadi, malla

jantri, krg battgnda avunderg.

Onji voli ori mani kadayerg, vole vodige malterg Hoilarg, i obaga baro^nnda baret-

tgndg. Jalaka singaro ayerg, yagasg balmaga malterg, aita balmaga ayerg, pidadyerg

arasa rajyoga, IJbara tudekg battgdg jappanaga voleda mani berie poti tage tanga^
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iru piram papora ijjo, tudeta kallud^ yeravunyander^. Yeilarij pira paryeru, pira parad^

tenakai illugij. poyer^ (tana illuda koue) kanchi kalembid^ knlder^ bahala chinte malter"^;

! butolegadu bari arasu mani kadayer^, dane malpuge ander^, i butolen^ nenavarike malter^,

yena mantrogn niknlu sikyar^a japa javarada kokya kattave, -vddiln. padave, mngnli

dipave, peru bajanu malpe, patti sarapolij palle nevalo did^ Karlagu poaaga jaya maltarda,

nikuleg^ incba maltad^ nema malpave andern. Apaga echchaitti kalpa jantro tupavere ireg^

kudand^ yenknle aya nirradan (api vastulu) agina onji konde tTimbeda pQvu, varla bulante ari,

kall^, sanno, onji betfco, vatte kalla, paleda panchavaHi
;
kukkuda mandolli, kabeti pettada

sanenlla peru inchinau avodundolu, Iru karla aisaralu pattogu pole, jaya malt^ korpe,

uttara nmboli kolpa^endolu ;
mudai malyodu kalle, i sapitta pattijdu, malya. katudii. mantro

malpule, hanebi. budule, kaida nevanodu kulle, kaida nevanoda kullunaga yenkulu barpo,

Vaidn voddile, hanchidn. (tanchi) padl©, Ubarug^ kondudu balle, andijd^ pandolu.

Anchane Karlag^ batterg, battudu mantravada malteru, mudai malyedg kulderg, hancki

budyerg, kaidg vodyerg, apane mata sukarandg
; mrgdg padi arasu ajji batterg mittg, dumbu-

dalekkane mata sukara andg. Veilarg anchane Ubarggg kondatterg, japa javara kotya kafeyerg

hanchi padayerg, muguli dipayerg, nema malfcadg mane deverg kula sami deivandgdg nambyerg,

pu pujane karitondu itterg* Nemogu tagekg madgmaya aita singaro, tangadigg madimale

aita singaro malpaerg; santoso^u nema dettonderu, are (Veilarg) mane deverg kula samindg

panapayerg. Yenkulg yava desogu pondala ire purapu (pudarg) budayonderg.

Nalyane Kalyandarg, Kallabotti Adangerg, Karayodu Joggyandarg, Kolpudu Muppendaru,

Maradangerg Malivara Jantiri, Malaysia Jantiri; mokule illagii pdyerg, tage tangadi sankada

ayasus padyerg illggg tu padyeru, onji kddi pattgnaga onji kodi tekkgndg, Nadg Balyaeng

leppayerg, karia katronda mai^e^g bolya sario pSdgdg nimityo tupayerg varte butoda (Kallurti,

Kalkuda) npadrondg tojindg, aikg nema bali avodundg tdji battgndg. Anchane sana

kattayerg nema puje malpayerg, sankada sayasa guna andg.

Bokko Aruyada G-uttu, Bangara Guttu Bangacligu^? batterg, KSurugu batterg,

allg nema gettonderg, Ubara kadapugu batterg, kadapu Rama Gudda Kunjandg letterg,

kadapuda voda kondala Rama Gudda kunjanderg. Natta nadu irlgdg, natta nadiru jamonda
portugu yeralg leppunende, votte vodo montu jalla yennau, nirg sulipu, kallg ^vane yenkg
teryyandg ratregg ande ; vd^ voitgdg, kadekg kallg dakkade, kadapu vddo kondu barayende.

Nina votte vodo montu jalla i kondu baraya attandgdg pandolu, ayereddg iyere vddong
voitalg tanga(Ji, iyereddg ayere pdyolu, voda kallada kddi aye dilekkane didg kattyolu. Inchi

(vododaye) pdnaga voda budyere budujyolu, bu^ii voda nadapere budijyolu, kadapudu para
padyerg tage tangadi. Undu dane joga kalijagande vddadaye

;
Nadg Balyani leppaye, kariya

kadrenu manetu bollya sariyodu nimityo kende, Balyaya gandittg panna, aldchchi tula ande,'

Kadapugu baide mayoda deiva voda nadapodanda kallg mada kattavodunderg, deivognleng

nambodunderg, mane deiva kula samindg nambuve andgdg pandonde. Ayagg kanotu pandolu
tangadi

;
kallg panchanga yenkulu kattuvo, melpurp i kattgla Kunjandoju, Oipuda deveregg

kadpayi kallggg Ubara kariyagg mayodn voipadg panchangakattayolu
;
melupure Rama Gudda

Kunje kattye. Sana andg, bali nema korye ; nina bali nemogu bahala santdsandg
;

nalg rajyo

yenkulu pondala niva pudarg budayo andgdg panderg tage tangadi, Aiddg bokko mu^i
rajyoddu pad^ai rajyogu badakai Ankole gadiddu tenakai Rame&vara mutU Kayeri gattaddg
Nuguru poyye n^utta katgdi illg jattgdi bakilg tappande sarvatro^g kappa ayi katbg detton^erg
tage tangadi.

Translation.

In the village of Kellata Mftrnad there was a 'svoman called Iravadi and a man called

Sambu Kalkuda. They had five sons, who had a sister. They (the parents) bound up their

navels, and gave them names when they were born. Their names were Yella^na, Mallan^a,
Biru, Bikkuru, Nandu, and Kaiamma or Kallurti. The five sons entered upon five kinds

A place in My%or^,
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of trades. The first son became a carpenter, the second a black-smith, the third a gold -smith,

the fourth a copper-smith, and the youngest was burn very tiny, but grew very big and became

a stone-mason. He who became a carpenter was called Malenadeohchava, the black-smith

Hudtlachchava, the copper-smith Ohematigar, the gold-smith Yaranna, and the stone-mason

Ealkuda,

The youngest son and the sister were brought up together. When his mother was seven

months pregnant with him, letter after letter and messenger after messenger came to his

father Sumbu Ealkuda, from BfilfUr and Bejgtila : — These letters and messengers are sent

on first, but I will supply the pregnant woman with medicine, and I am coming,’^ said Sumbu
Ealkuda.

He supplied her with five sers of mustard, three serfs of pepper, some dried eocoanuts, a

pot full of oil, and a bell-metal vessel measuring half a ser instead of a stone one. He prepared

a quantity of food for his journey, rice water and things with milk and warmed. He put the

thread on his shoulder to let people know his caste, and held up an umbrella. He made sharp

his adze and put it on his shoulder. He made sharp his chisel and put it in a bag. He made

sharp his axe and put it on his shoulder. He carried a cord and a pole for measuring. Ho
dressed himself in his dressing-room. He took a bath in his bath-room, and then he dressed

himself again,

“ I am going to the kingdom of Belgnla,” said he to his wife.

He went on to the road and saw a good omen. He passed by a water-course, by a long

hill, by a Brahmana tree where an elephant was tied, by a small Banian tree where a horse

was tied, by Santandadka, by a stream, by the villages Kokkada and Hirenki, and by a

platform round a saroH tree. He reached Belgula where he ascended twelve steps of stone.

He passed by the gate. He passed by three large, yards. He passed by a painted chavadu

He passed by a pillar of precious stones, and a large yard. There the King sat down on his

throne with peacock’s feathers.^^ He held up his hands and sainted him.

Come Ealkuda, take a seat,’* said the King,

Why did yon send for me ?” asked Ealkuda,

“How this is evening and the time to take one’s food; therefore take five sers of rice, and

go to your lodging. I shall tell you your work to-morrow morning, and then you must work

well,” said the King.

He took five sers of rice and went to his lodging. He went to the palace at sunrise, on

the morrow, "when the King directed him to do fine work, such as a hasti (temple), with a

thousand pillars, and with one hundred and twenty images. Seven temples with seven idols : a

small temple inside and a garden outside : an elephant in the outer yard, and also a large idol

called Gummada.2® Work such that only one door was opened when a thousand doors were

shut, and that the thousand doors were opened when a single door was shut : * a building for

dancing and another for dancing-girls, and also others for lodgings : an elephant that seemed

*0 he running : — a fine horse and a lion.

“I want to choose my own stones,” said Kalku^^a-

“ Go there to a large rock, and get the stones you like,” said the King,

He went to a large rock called Perya Kalltuji and rememliered the gods on the fonr

sides. He found the cleft in the stones and put his chisel there, and then he applied his axe.

The stone was separated, just like flesh from the hlood. Then he did fine work, and built a

hasti of a thousand pillars and one hundred and twenty images : a dancing room, and a lodging

Or in the peacock grove.
29 This has reference to the great statue of Qoaatfsvaraat Br&vana Beigola.

Vol. n. p. 129 £f.

It is ft. high. See anUt
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for dancing-girls : a small building inside and a large gate oatside. He built seven pyramidal

towers over the gates of the seven temples. He established seven gods. He made an

elephant appear as if running, a beautiful horse, and a lion, too. He made a Guminatas^ini.

He placed an elephant’s image in the yard. He so built that only one door was opened when a

thousand doors were shut, and a thousand doors opened when a single door was shnt. Thus

did he do his work.

“It is a year and six months since I came. I must go to my native country. I came,

leaving alone a fully pregnant woman. Therefore I heg leave,”" said Kalkuda. The King

presented him with a cot to lie down on, a chair to sit on, five torches for light, a stick to walk

with, cloths np to the shoulders, and betel-leaves to fill his month.

When he returned home with all his rewards, a brother and a sister were born twins

at his house. When the son grew old he went to play with some boys of his own age. The
boys said :

— “ You are a rake’s son, and are without a father. How can yon play with ns ?
”

asked they. He said nothing at the first time they said thus, and thought a while on the

second occasion, and at the last he stood up and asked his mother directly :— “Mother, have

I a father or not ? ” asked he.

,
“ Why do you ask, my son ? ” said she.

“ Some hoys of my own age called me a rake’s son. I told them that I would go home and
ask. If it were true, I wanted to cut your throat,” said he.

“Alas, my son ! when yon were seven months old in my womb your father went to work
ill Belgnla, and now that a year and six months have passed it is time for him to return,” said

she.

“ I will not remain without seeing my father, ” said he, and tied up a parcel of food for

his journey. He prepared some food with three sets of gh% and three pieces of sugar; also

some boiled with milk, and some with curds.

“I go; I want to see my father; I want to see my father’s work; and I myself want to

work,” said he.

He started from his honse and passed by a water-course, a long hill, a Brahmana tree

W'here an elephant was tied, a small Banian tree, Santandadka, a stream, Kokkada and Nirenki,

and came to a cool platform round a saroli tree. His father, being much tired, sat with his

rew^ards to take rest on this platform, and there the hoy tied np his horse. The son did not

know his father, nor the father his son. The son asked him :
“ Who is it sitting on the

platform ? ,
” and held up his hands and saluted his father.

“ From whence do you come and where are you going ? ” asked the father.

' “lam going to search for my father,” said the son.

“ What is your country ? ” asked the father. “ Kellatta said the son.

“What is your mother’s name, and what is your father’s name” ? asked the father.

“ My mother is called Iravadi, and my father is one Sumhu Kalkuda,” said the son.

“ Where is your father ? ” asked the father.

“I have heard that my father went to B61ur Belgula to do fine work, when I was an infant

seven months old in my mother’s womb,” said the son.

“ How many children have your parents ?” asked the father.

“Five sons altogether and a sister,” said the son. “ I and my sister were born twins.”

“What are their names?” asked the father. “ Telianna, Mallanna, Bikknru, Nandu,
Narayana. My name is Biru, and my sister’s name is Kalluyti or Kaiamma,” said the son.
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Why do you go searching for your father P asked the father.

“ I went to play with some boys of my own age ; they called me a paramour’s son, I said

nothing the first time, and re€ected the second time, and then I went at once to my mother

and asked her about my father. ‘Your father went to B61ur and he will return in a short

time,* said my mother. ‘ I cannot remain without seeing my father
;
I will go searching for my

father, I want to see my father, I want to see my father’s work, and I want to work in the

same way,’ said I, and I came here,” said the son.

“ Grood, good, my son ! you were born but yesterday, but you have grown up very soon

that you should come searching for me,” said the father, and came down from the platform

immediately. ‘‘ It is true that I am your father and you are my son. It is well that we have

met,” and he clasped his son in both his arms and kissed Him.

“ Father ! I want to see your work, let us go back,”, said the son.

« Why do you want to see my work ? Why do you want to learn ? You were bom but

yesterday and have grown up very soon. Kings, who examined my work, saw what it was,

were satisfied, and gave me presents,” said the father.

“ I cannot stop without seeing your work and learning,” said the son.

Then the father and the son went to Belgula. The father holding five torches, shewed his

son all his work. He had made a figure on a pillar of maliarnavcmi.

“ All the work is done well, except the image of a frog which is not done well. Its eyes

are not well done. Its paws are not well done. Its legs are not properly done,” said the son.

“ Rama, Rama, Bermetti ! Many have examined and seen my work j many have been

satisfied with it, were born but yesterday, and are only just grown up, but still you have

found out a mistake in my work ? If the King heard of this, he would tie me to an elephant’s

leg and beat me with horsewhips. He would dishonor me, and then what would be the use of

my life !” said he, and put down all his tools, and took out a knife at his girdle and cut his

throat. Thus did he kill himself.

“ Father, although you are dead I will not leave your tools,” said the son. The news was

spread in the four countries that tbe son who had killed his father was very clever. The King

of Belgula sent a man to call him. The son worked at Belgnla much better than his father had

worked. He bnilt seven temples ; he established a Brahma
;
he established seven idols in seven

temples. He made a basti with a thousand pillars, one hundred and twenty images
;
a building

for dancing ;
a lodging for dancing-girls

;
a figure of a serpent. He made the wonder of a

thousand and a single door : he made a figure of a lion: he made an elephant that appeared to be

running, and a horse. He made a GummaU two cubits higher than that at B61ur. He went

to KollUr, where he built a temple and established the god MukSlmbike. He went to

Y^rna^, built a temple and established a god there. Then he worked at I^agar. Bairana-

BtLda, King of Karkal, heard the news, sent for him and told him to work in his kingdom.

He made a basti with a thousand pillars, a hundred and twenty images, a dancing room, a

lodging for dancing-girls.

“ Go to a rock on dry land and make a Gnmma^sami there,” said the king.

He made the Gummatasami. He made a pillar called Banta Kamba, a pillar of mahar^

navami. He made a garden inside the temple.

“You people, bring fifty cocoannts in a basket, flowers in a basket, and betel-nut on a

fan
; call together tbe fi.ve thousand people of Karkal, and raise the Gummatasami,” said he.

Although five thousand people of Karkal were collected together, they were not; able to

raise the Gummata.

“ 0 Kalkuda, we are not able to raise the Gummata ! We are not able at all I”
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“ I will pay you and give you presents for your work, but if you raise the Gummata I "will

give you more presents,” said the King,

Yery well,** said Kalkuda ;
and he put his left hand under the Gummata and raised it, and

placed it on a base, and then he set the Gummata upright.

Give me my pay and the present that you have to give me ! It is twelve years since I

left my home and came here, 0 my master,” said Kalkuda,

^‘Now this is the evening time and the time to take one's meal. Come at sunrise

to-morrow, and I will give you a fitting present,” said the King.

He went to him next day. ** I will not let Kalkuda, who has worked in my kingdom,

work in another country,” said he, and cut ofi Kalkuda's left hand and right leg,

Rama, Rama, Bermetti! Master ! you have made me run about and wander, and reck-

lessly made me cry out ; but I shall not become a useless man, and I will not even drink cold

water here,” said he, and went down to Tfintlr in a very grieved and angry way.

Timmanajila was King of Ytoto, and he went there to do fine work with his single hand

and leg.

I have heard you are clever in stone work, and so you shall work in my kingdom,” said

the King.

“ 0 Master ! I have no hand
; I have no leg ! How can I work P ” said he, “ Bairana

Suda, King of Karkal, has cut ofi a hand and a leg, so that I should not work in any other

kingdom, I thought to myself that it was not good even to sit or drink cold water, and so

I left his kingdom and came,”

I will call your caste people and you shall teach them how to work,” said the King.

** Can I not work better than I can teach others ? ” asked Kalkntja.

“ Then do the work yourself,” said the King,

He made a hasti with an enclosure aud a Gummata. He made the Gummata two cubits

higher than that at Kurkah He made a pillar, and another for the maJiarnavami. He made a

figure of himself on a pillar called Banta Kamba,

While the brother was working at Y6nur, his sister said at Kellatta Mtirn&d ; Twelve

years have passed since my brother went away, and since then I have not seep, my brother with

my eyes, and I have not heard of my brother with my ears. My arms ache for want of

clasping him. My eyes are weak from not seeing him, I will go and search for my brother.

4,1 will find him wherever he may he,”

Thus she said, and prepared for her brother a meal with one and a half sers of gM and
three pieces of jaggery j a dish warmed with milk, and another mixed with curds : cakes made of

rice, sugar, and cocoanut and fried with oil ; rice pudding : and rice flour in a leaf. She took

the gM in a pot and tied up the rest in a bundle for her brother. For herself she baked bread and
made some curries of vegetables : one and a half ser of gM

;
three pieces of jaggery, She tied

them all together in a leaf, and combed her hair, putting a chaplet of pearls on her head. She
put jewels on her neck and in her ears; jewels called wati and hoppu; oolonred garlands;

copper rings; jewels called on her hands
; silver rings called pilU menti on her toes.

She put collyrium on her eyes and a mark on her forehead. She tied round her waist a black

cloth and she put on a green jacket. With all these things did she dress herself. Then sh©

started and met with a good omen. She passed by a water-course at Atka, a long hill, a
Bruhmaua tree to which an elephant was tied, a small Banian tree to which a horse was tied»

a place called Santandadka, a stream, a platform round a saroH tree, and went on to BMdr,
where she enquired after her brother. The inhabitants asked her his name.
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“ His name is Biru Kalkuda,” said she.

They said that he had gone to Belgnla. She went to Belgula, where the people told her

that her brother had gone to Yernad, She went there, but the people told her that he had
gone to Nad. She went there, but then she heard that he had gone to Nagar. When she

went there, she heard that he had gone to Kollur, and there she came to understand that he
had gone to Peddur, At last the people of that place told her that he had gone to K^rkal.
She went there too, and inquired after him, and heard that he had worked with satisfaction to

the King, who had cut off a hand and a leg, so that he might not work so well in any other

country. She heard that he had gone to Yenur with a single hand and leg. When she heard
this she cried alood:— “Rama, Rama, Bermetti ! Alas my fate! Where shall I see my
brother ? Where shall I go ?

She began to cry aloud and beat herself. She passed by Ubar, where she inquired of one

Holier. He asked her :
—

“ What is your brother’s name ? ”

“ Blru Kalkuda,” said she.

“ He is working at Yenfir,” said he.

“ What are my brother’s circumstances ? ” asked she.

“ He has one hand and one leg,” said he.

Then she went running to Y^nur, inquiring after him, and she threw her own and her

brother’s parcel of food into a river. While her brother was finishing the enclosure of the

temple and Gummatasami, and while he was making the image of himself on the pillar, she

arrived and fell at his foot I

“Alas ! my brother, you have lost a hand and foot,” said she,

“ R^ma, R^ma,. Bermetti 1 This has not happened on account of theft or falsehood,

Bairana Sfida, King of K^rkal, cut off my hand and leg, so that I might not be able to work

elsewhere,” said he.

She heard him and stood up at once. She stood facing Kfirkal, and made an oath to

revenge herself on the King for the injury done to her brother : — “I will not leave the King

who has cut off my brother’s hand and foot without seeing and hearing him. We do not want

to live like this, brother ! Let us throw all your tools and all my ornaments into the enclosure

of the temple,” said she.

Then they threw them in and walked three times round the temple by the light of five

torches.

“ MahfidSva ! make us disappear ! ” prayed they.

They disappeared in the enclosure of the temple, standing towards Karkal.

“ No ceremony "was performed for our birth and death so as to sanctify us. Therefore, let

us take a bath in the KavSri at the Kanya Tirtha. Then let us go to the Ganges and bathe

there,” said she.

The brother and sister bathed in the Kaveri and then in the Ganges in the North. They

went to Tirupati, where they saw the festival of Anantha Nompu^^ and the Ranga Puja of the

lamps. She put marks oti her body, took a cane called ndga betta,^^ put her box of ashes in a

bag, and asked the god Timmappa to bestow power upon her. Then she took leave of him.

Then the brother and sister went together to Karkal. When they came near to the palace,

the sister asked her brother :
— “ Which is the palace of the King that cut off your hand

and foot ? Shew me, brother !
” said she.

“The palace appears to be at the distance of a call,” said the brother.

so Worship of the god Anaata, 31 A cane with black spots

.
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They went to the palace and they entered the gate on the North. They went to a room

in the South’, set fire to the King’s bed, and hid his box of jewels. They burnt the greater of

the 'Settis’ houses and the shops of the Paluver merchants. They burnt down the town entirely*

Do you brother, possess the females, I will possess the males,” said she.

They made the people of five thousand houses mad at Karkal. They dipped the King’s

mother in water for seven nights. They appeared in the day time, but disappeared at night.

Do you, brother, throw stones, and I will set fire to the house,” said she. “You King,

destroyed my brother by cutting ofE his hand and foot during his life
j
but we will ruin you

now that we are dead.”

They put a dead body of a dog in the palace and the ordure of men and other filth.

Rama, Bermetti ! these Bhutas do not leave me ! Who are they that worship Bhiitas,

and will keep them quiet ? ” said the King. Nallyana Kalyandar, and one who had finished all

his studies of magic
;
Atjahga of Kallahotti, Boyyandar of Kalai, and Maradahga the Jantiri of

Mathikala went to him.

** Though there are many to charm or enchant, we do not come under their enchantment or

mantram. King, you ruined my brother in your life, now we will ruin you in our death I

said the sister.

None of the magicians could succeed :— “Who else can do better ? ” asked the King.

‘^There is one Hoilar at Ubar, he is a very learned man, a great magician and a good

.conjurer. If he be called, it is good,” sad the King’s servants*

He sent a man with a letter to call him. Hoildr saw"*and read the letter asking him to come
immediately. He bathed, took his food, dressed himself and started to go to the King.

When he descended to the ruver at UMr, the brother and the sister, who had followed the

bearer of the letter, said to him :
— ‘‘Will you turn back? Or shall we throw on you the

stones in this river ?
”

Hoiiar went running back and entered a room in the south of his house, and then sat

on a box of bell-metal. He became very sorry for himself ; — “On account of these Bhutas
a powerful King sent me a messenger. What can I do ? ” said he.

Then he besought the Bhfitas :— “If you come under the power of my maniram, 1 will build
a house for your worship, cover it with tiles, put a spire on it, make ja>pam with milk, present
you with a girdle of silver and a chain, too, and a belt with silver flowers. Also, if you let

me succeed at Karkal when I get there, I will perform a feast for you, with all these jewels,”
said he.

“ If we are to do this you must not use any charm or play any trick, but must do what we
wish. We want half a ser of white HmM flour, a ser of green rice, stone ohunam, a cane, a betel-
leaf on an Areca-tree, and a mundolli leaf on a mango tree, and the milk of a red pregnant cow.
These are to be given us. Now go to KArkal of the five thousand houses. I will help you to be
successful, and I will make the King present you with a remission of revenue in times of
extreme scarcity. Do you sit in a room and worship us there. Then open your betel-nut bag
and begin to chew betel-nut. While yon sit there chewing, we will come to you. Then you
should catch and place us in a nut and put it in your bag, and then take it to IJbar,” said
the sister.

Afterwards this HoTiar went to Karkal and held a mantravdda. He sat in the room on the
East, opened his bag and secured the Bhutas in a nut, and then every thing improved. The
King’s mother who was sunk in the water came up, and every thing became as it was before,

Hoilar brought the nut in the same way to Ubar. He built a room for worship, roofed it
with tiles, put a top over it, performed a feast and trusted in those Bhi^tas as the gods of his
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house and caste. He afterwards performed a pujd with flowers. He presented the brother at
the festival with all the dresses of a man, and the sister with all those of a woman. The Bhutas
readily accepted the feast, and were called the gods of Hoihir’s house and caste.

“We will not forget you wheresoever we may go,” said they.

They went to the houses of Nalyana Kalyandar, of Adauga at Kallabotti, of Jogyandar at

Karaya, of Muppendar at Kolpu, of Maradauga Jantiri of Malivar, of the Jantiri of Malabar
;

and wherever they went they made the people sick. They burnt the houses, and while the

fire was burning in one corner, it went out in another. They called Nada Balyaya, and made
him refer to the prasna-hook on a plank of a black tree called hatra, to the sound of conch
shells. It was found in the prahia^hook that it was an annoyance. The Bhuta Kallurti had
caused the annoyance and that a feast and sacrifice were to be made. And so they built a

sdnam, and performed a feast and pujd. Then the sickness decreased.

Then the Bhutas went to Aruvatta Guttn, Ba.ng&ra Guttu, and Bangadi, an'd last to

ITAvflr (in Maisur), where they were received with a feast by the villagers. They reached IJbar

Ferry, called to the boat-man Rama Gudda Kunja :— “ You, Rama Gudda Kunja, bring the

ferry-boat,” said they at midnight.

“This is midnight and who is that woman that calls ?” bawled out he, “ There are holes

in my boat, and the oar is bent. I cannot recognise the whirpool and the rocks at night. I have

drawn the boat up and put a stone on it, and so I cannot bring the ferry boat.”

‘^Cannot you bring your boat because of the holes in it and the bent oar?” the sister

asked.

She drew the boat to her from the other bank and crossed over in it. She tied up the

boat and put a stone on it as before. She would not let the ferry-man get into the boat, and

when he climbed on to it, she would not let the boat proceed.

“What is this wonderful event?” said the boat-man. He called Nada Balyaya, and made

him refer to the praina-book on a plank of the black tree called Jcafra to the sound of white

conch shells.

“ Balyaya, say correctly and think properly !
” said he.

“ A Bhuta possessing charms has come to the ferry. If the boat is to go properly, a

matam of stones is to be built, and you should worship there,” said the astrologer,

“ I will worship th^m as the gods of my house and caste,” said he. Then the sister

informed him in a dream: — “ We will build the foundation first with stones and then you

must build over it, Kunja !
” said she.

She built the foundations of stones at Oipu for the god Ka^vaikal and at the ferry of

TJbar, and the remainder was b.uilt by Rama Gudda Kunja, Tbe sunam was built. He

performed a feast and sacrifice.

“We are very much pleased with your feast and sacrifice. Although we wander over four

countries we shall not forget you,” said the brother and sister.

In the places between the Eastern countries and Western countries ;
within the boundaries

of Afikdla (in North Kanara) in the North and Bftm^Svar in the South
;
and in the Ghats

called Kayeri and at the sand-bauk at Nuguru the brother and sister had feasts, without

leaving even a house built or a door open.

(To he continued.')
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MISCELLANEA.

CHEYLA.

III. — Muiiamraadan Usage — contd^

(Concluded from j). 204.J

1878. — “At tHs time [1721], liis or

subordinate governors were : — for Allahabad,

Bhiire Khan Chela: for Inch, BMnder and

Kalpi, Baler Khan Chela; for Sipri and Jalaun,

Kamal Khdn; for Bhojpur, Nekn^m Khan

Chela ;
for Shamsabad, Baiid Khan Chela ; for

Budaon, Sahaswan (now both in the Bnd^n
District) and Mihrabad (now in the Shahjahanpur

District),^Shamsher Khan Chela . , . .

[1718-1720] Daler Khan Ch61a was ordered

off with a proper force and marching- rapidly he

ejected the tlidnas of the enemy [Bundelas] from

the iparganahs of Kalpi and Jalalpur [in the

Hamu’pur District] .... Daler Khan Chela

washy birth aBnndela Tbakur [or possibly a Jat].

Hewasfamedfor his bravery .... Daler Khan
was buried in the village of Mandah [20 miles from

Hamirpur] and aU the people of Bundelkhand

mourned his loss. On every Thursday sweetmeats

are offered at his tomb. Every son of a Bundela

on reaching the age of twelve years is taken by his

father and mother to Mandah, where they place

his sword and shield on Daler. Khdn’s tomb.

They make an offering and the boy then girds on

the sword and takes up the shield, while the

parents pray that he may be brave as Daler

Khdn. Kettle drums are regularly beaten at the

tomb.’*

—

Irvine, Bangash Nawdbs, in J, A. 8. B.,

FoZ. xlvii., jpp. 283, 285/. For details of the tradi-

tions regarding Dal§r Khi,h, see note C. jp. 365/.

1878. — “ [In 1727] Bhure Khan Chela now
placed himself at the head of a number of brave

Pathins and penetrated the enemy’s army,

intending to kill Ohattarsal. Bhdre Khan lost

his own life instead .... For the loss of

Bhdre Khdn the Nawdb [Muhammad Khin of

Farrukhab^d] wept and for many days after the
battle wore orange-coloured clothes in sign of

mourning, saying— ‘ What Bhdre said was true

;

he said he would die before me.’ ” — Irvine,

BangashJHawahs, inJ. A. 8. B., Vol, xhii.,^. 293,

1878. — “[In 1729] the Bfbi Sahiba mother of

K4im Khdn, hearing reports of intended treach-

ery sent Neknam Khdn Chela to Faizdbad.

.... The same day Kaim Khan and
Neknam Khan visited ’Abdul-Mansdr Khdn and
asked leave to depart. ’Abdul-Mansur Khan pro-

posed their waiting for the troops he had sent for,

who would anive in a few days. Neknam Khdn
then forced Kaim Khdn to rise and pointing to

Sa’dat Khan said to Kaim Khdn, * You will never

deliver Muhammad Khan by their means.’ He
then in a great rage lead Kaim Khan by the hand

out of the audience hall. With them were 60

Pathans clad in chain mail, whose orders were to

strike at once if any one lifted a finger to tonch

them.” — Irvine, Bangash Nawabs, in J, A. 8, B.,

Vol. xlvii., p. 300.

1878. — “Nawab Muhammad Khan to the last

maintained very plain and sqldier-like habits

. ... In his audience halls and in his house

the only carpet consisted of rows of common
mats and on them the Pathans and chelas and

all persons high or low had to be content to sit

. . . . when any noble visited the Nawab
no change was made, the same mats were spread

to sit on and the same food presented ....
Then for each day after their arrival the Nawab
would name some chela to entertain the visitor

sumptuously. [Then follows a story of Nawab
Umdatul-Mulk Amir Khan and his extravagant

entertainment by Ja’far Khan Chela].” —
Irvine, BaoigashNawahs, in J. A. B., Vol.xlvii.,

jp. 338/.

1878.— “ Slavery is a part of the Muhammadan
legal system, but there must be, I think, few

instances, in which it has been earned to the

length practised by Muhammad Khan. Slaves

were preferred to equals or relations as deputy

governors of provinces, slaves led his armies, he

even kept a bodyguard of slaves.

One of the reasons assigned for this preference

is the trouble given by his brother Pathins of

Man. Many of them at one time had farming

leases oi parganahs. If the Nawab complained

of embezzled revenue, their answer was, that they

would fight, but not pay. If one of them was

imprisoned as a defaulter, all the other Pathans

rose in arms till he was released. For this reason

it is said, some years after his rise to power, the

Nawab remitted large sums to Afghanistan, and

induced a colony of the Bangash tribe to emigrate

and settle in the city of Farrukhdbad. From
among them he selected * eighteen leaders as

Jam’adars. They were petted in every way, the

Nawab looking on them as his own I'ight aim,

and to them his daughters were given in man-iage.

He gave them land for their houses on the side of

the city nearest to the Ganges, and the quarter to

this day bears the name of Bangashpura.

Another expedient resorted to was to seize the

sons of Rajputs and Brahmans, who were then

made into Muhammadans, Some were obtained

by consent, some by payment
;
others were the

sons of revenue defaulters, whose sons were seized

and made Muhammadans. Thousands of boys
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were fclius obtained and taught the precepts of

Isldm. From them were selected the leaders of

the army, and the collectors of land revenue in

the j^arganahs,

Muhammad Khan had quite a passion for

inci*easing the number of his chelas. All his

managers (Amils) and deputies (Subahdars) had
orders to send him all the Hindu boys, whom
they could procure between the ages of seven and
thirteen. When they grew up, they were placed

in his police or army, or were appointed to

manage the Nawab’s private affairs. When even

an amil had a fight with a troublesome village

or invested it, he seized all the boys he could get,

and forwarded them to the Nawlib. Others

became Muhammadans of their own accord. In
this way, every year one or two hundred boys

were made Muhammadans, and by the end of his

life the Nawdb had some four thousand chelas.

Many of these were killed in battle in the Nawab’s

lifetime, many died without issue, and many
were never married. The descendants of the rest

still exist, and are distinguished as G-hazanfar-

baehha (progeny of Ghazanfar), the title of

Muliammad Khdn having been G-hazanfar Jang.

During the Nawab’s lifetime these men were
never styled chelas, they were always known
as Tifii-Sirkar (sous of the State). All places

of trust were given to them, the Nawab’s house-

hold was in their chai'ge, and his whole establish-

ment under their orders. For many of them
he obtained the title of ITawab from, the

emperor. Of whatever^caste a chela had been,

he was married to the daughter of a chela

originally of the same caste, a Rajput was given

to a Rajput, a Brahman to a Brahman, and so

forth. This plan was followed till the time of

Nawab Ahmad Khan GMHb Jang (1762-1771).

After that time they all got mixed together, so

that one caste cannot be distinguished from

another. Among the chelas were the sons of

powerful Rajahs, who by misfortune had been

captured and made Muhammadans, Thus

Shamsher Kh&n ‘ Masjidwala ’ is reported to have

bee^ a Banafir Rajput, Sher Dil Khan was a
Tomar, Fur Bil ICh^n a Gaur, Baud Khan a

Brahman, and so forth.

The Nawab nsed to tell his chelas to collect as

much money, goods or jewels as possible. In

adversity such property could be made of use to

him or themselves. But he who built a masonry

structure in any village would be at once removed

from employment. Nothing was to be built but

with sun-dried bricks and mud mortar, and to

each chela permission was given to build a single

brick room as reception haU. The only excep-

tion was in favour of Tdkut Khan, Khan Bahadur,

of whom we will speak again presently.

A teacher was appointed for the boy chelas,

his name was Kali Miyan Shah. When a boy
could read and write, he was taken before the

Nawab, who presented him with one hundred

rupees, a shield, and a sword, by way of hhiWt.

From among tbe chelas of eighteen to

twenty years of age, the Naw^b selected five

hxmdred youths, and trained them as a picked
regiment. They had firelocks of Lahore, accou-

trements of Sultani broad-cloth, powder-horns

each holding two and a half seers of powder, and

each a pouch with one hundred bullets. One
day, they were drawn np along the Jamna bank
imder tbe fort at Delhi while the emperor was

seated on the fort wall, with Muhammad Khan
standing in an attitude of respect beside him;

Muhammad Sh4h ordered him to fire at some

moving object in the river, and was so delighted

with the good practice they made, that he asked

for a gift of the whole corps. — Muhammad
Khdn made the objection that they were a lot

of Brahmans and Rajputs, who could do nothing

but talk a rustic jpatoia and nse their swords.

The emperor accepted the excuse,' and sent one

thousand rupees to be distributed.” — Irvine^

Bangash NawaJ?s, in J, A, R., VoL xhi,,

p. Z4i0f>

137S.— [Mr. Irvine gives the facts known about
47 of the principal chelas, from which it will

be sufficient to extract the following as illustra-

tive of the subject in hand.] “ (1) Yakut Khan,
Khto Bahadur .... Seven ganjes [an

interesting Anglo-Indian form on its own
account !] were founded by Ydkut Khan . . . .

the chelas of former days used to say that Miyan
Tni«.-n Bahadur spent 25 lakhs of rupees on the

gunges [another form !], his house and the hdghs

he planted .... (4) MuHm KhAn. This

chela held Ujjain during the time of Muhammad
Khan, was Subah of Mdlwa .... He was

with the Nawab from his early days and the

Bibi Saliiba observed no pardah to him ....
(5) jAfar KhAn. He was the Naw^b’s Bakhshi

. . , . (6) DAnd KhAn. He is said to

have been originally a Brahman. He was one of

the chelas with the Naw&b in his younger days

to whom the Bibi Sahiba observed no pardah ^ .

. (9) Bhdre KhAn. A story told of this

Tnfl.r> shows the amount of license accorded to

the chelas. One day Bhure Khan coming into

darlar late could find no place to sit. Kicking

away the pillow separating Mhd. Khan and

K£m Khan, he sat down between tbe Nawab and

his son. '?:aim Khan turned angrily to his
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father and said ;
—

' Ton have given snoh freedom

to these chelas that they wiR never respect me.^

Mhd. Kh^ got np in a rage and went o^

to his house at Amethi. Mhd. Khdn then

scolded Bhdre Khan saying that he had lost

confidence in him, for if while he was alive they

did not respect his sons, who knew what they

would do when he was dead. Bhdre Khdn

putting up his hands said :— ‘ May God Almighty

grant that I never see the day when you no

longer live!’ . . . , (10) Sa’dat Khan. He
was amil of Mandeshwar in Mdlwa south of

Nimach .... When Mhd. Khan quarelled

with Sa’dat Khdn Burhdnul-Mulk, Subahdar of

Audh, he gave his chela Sa’dat KMn the

ironical title of Burhdnul-Mulk ! ....
(11) TTeknam Khan. He was one of the four

chelas to whom the Bihi Sahiba used to appear

unveiled .... (12) Jahdn Khdu. He was

one of the Bakhshis and anbid chela to whom the

Bibi Sahiba kept no jpardah.” — Irvine, Bangash
Ha/wabs, in J, A. 8> B., Vol, 341jf.

1878. — [In 1748, on receipt of the emperor

Ahmad Shah of Dehli’s farmdn to attack'^ the

Rohelas, in the days of Nawdb Kdim Khdn]
“ the principal leaders were then sent for to be
consulted. Chief among tb®i3a was Mahmdd
Afridi the Bakhshi and others. These all voted

for immediate war, but the NawSb seems to have

been reluctant to attack his fellow Pathans.

Shuja’t Khdn Ghilzai, who had formerly

exchanged turbans with ’All Mhd, Khdn Rohela,

Tdkut Khdn Khan Bahadur, Shamsher Khdn,
Muklm Khdn, Islam Khan, Kamal Khdn, and
Sardar Khan, chelas, represented to the Nawab
that the Rohelas were not his enemies.’’

—

Irvine,

Bangash Nawahs, inJ, A. 8,B,, VoL xlvn.,p, 377.

1878. — [After describing at pp. 381f. the
doings of the chelas at the baiUe of Dauri-
Rasdlpdr, 22nd November 1748] **the Rohelas
advanced as far as Khakatman opposite PaiTukh-
abad whore they first met with resistance. A chela

wJiP was ^Amil pf the place showed a strong
front and kept up a vigorous musketry fire at the
^nemy, many of whom were killed. He would not
abandon his parganah and the Rohelas thi-nViTig

there was no need to entangle themselves in bram-
bles left the place and marched back- All the rest
of the Trans-Ganges country was thus lost per-
manently to the Parimkhdbid Nawdb. Only
Amritpur, Khakatman and Paramnagar were
preserved through the courage of this nameless
chela.”— Jruiwe, Bangash Naioabs, inJ, A, 8,B.,
Vol, xhii., p. 383.

1879. — “ [After the battle of Khudaganj, 2nd
August 1750] Ahmad ^an [of Farrukhabdd]

sent one of his father’s chelas, whom he trusted,

his name was Bhdre Khdn, with fi.ve hundred

matchlock-men to take possession of Kannauj

.... Rahm Khdn Chela used to say

that his father DRdwar Khdn, then very young,

visited Kannauj a few days after the battle and at

the commander’s invitation he went intothe Rang
Mahal. There were no people in it, but bags

of rupees and gold coins were scattered about

.... Dildwar Khan lived all his life on the

proceeds of the things he canded away with the

Kila’ddr’s permission and at his death he left

house and a pot full of gold coins.”

—

Irvine,

Bangash Nawahs, in J. A. 8. R., Vol, xlviii,,

p. 66.

1879.— “ [To stop the rising that led to tlie

battle of Ehudaganj, 23rd July 1750, ’Abdul-

Mansdr Khdn the Wazir] marched with a large

force of his own troops .... and con-

tingents under .... Ismd’il Beg Khdn
Chela, ’Ise Beg Khdn Chela.”— Irvine, Ban-

gash Nawahs, in J. A. 8. B., Vol. xlviii.,p, 68.

1879.— “ The Wazir’s orders to put the five

Chelas to death reached Jalalu’ddin Haidar the

Wazir’s son (afterwards known as Shuja’uddaula)

and on the 20th Ramzan (12th August 1760) he

directed their jailor Zainul-’Abidain to bring them

forth. [Then follows a long account of the execu-

tion of Shamsher Khan and four others].” —
Irvine, Bangash Nawahs, inJ, A. S. B., Vol, xlviii,,

p* 69f.

1879.— “ According to the custom of his family

Nawdb Ahmad Khan made about three or four

hundred Hindu boys into chelas. Those who

had charge of his territoi’y acquired wealth : the

rest who received only pay and gifts rose to no

eminence. They were all known as Gh41ib

Bachha. (1) Zu’lfikar Kh4n. In Ahmad Khan’s

time there were three men known as Nawdbs, at

whose houses the naiibat was played : 1st, Ahmad
Khan himself^ called the Bare Nawdb; 2nd,

Zu’lfikar Khan, called the Majhle Kawdb

;

3rd, D4im Kh4n, called the Chhdte Havv^b.

. . . . (2) Daim Khdn, — Isldm Khan,

chela of Shamsher Kh4n, chela of NTawab

Muhammad Kh4n, had two sons: (a) Roshan

Khan, and (&) D^im Khdn .... Ahmad
Khdn said he would adopt him and gave him the

titles of jLzim, Jang Muhammad Daim Khan

Rahadur, but he was popularly known as the

phhote Nawdb . . . . In his childhood the

emperor AhmadSh^ h.ad held him in his lap, fed

him with his own hand, put on his shoulders

miniature kettle-drums {nalckdrah and daiiJcz),

thus conferring upon him the nauhat .

[Here follows an account of 35 chelas.]”— Inw^
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Bangash Nawahs^ in J. A, 8, J?., Vol, xlviii.,

p. 160/.

1884.—‘‘Kdim Klian, theNawab’s [Earukhabad]
elder son, beseiged Jarahwar in the east of Bfinda,

while Baler Khan, a tinasted chela, advanced from
his head-quarters at Sihonda towards Maudha in

Hamirpur. On the 13th May 1721 Dabr [Baler?]

Khan was defeated and slain close to the above-
named town now in the Hamirpur District.”

—

N’W, P, Gazetteer, Vol, vii., p, 154.

1884. — “ The chelas [of Earukhabad] were
slaves by whom most offices of trust under the

Bangash dynasty [of Farukhabad] were filled.

Such creatures were found better and more
obedient servants than the haughty kinsmen of a

reigning Nawab, Chiefly Hindu by birth these

slaves had been seized as boys and brought

up as Musalmans. But in their marriages the

restrictions of Hindu caste were until Nawab
Ahmad’s time [1750-71] observed. During the

reign of Nawab Muhammad [1718-43] they

were never called chelas or disciples, but always

children of the State (atfal-i-sark4r). Their

descendants are now known as Q-hazaufar-

baoha, that is, ‘ lion-whelps,* or progeny ofNawab
Ghazanfar Jang [i, e,, Muhammad Khan him-

self.]” — N,-W. P. Gazetteer, Vol, vii>,p, 164.

1884.— When MuzaffarJang [of Farukhabad]

succeeded his father [in 1771] he was a lad of 13

or 14 years only. But the princely power was

for a time faithfully wielded by the pay-master

Fakhruddaula [a chela], whose first task was to

repress a disturbance raised by Murtaza, one of

the surviving sons of Nawab Muhammad Khan
.... Murtaza Kh^ was wounded and taken

prisoner. He afterwards died in prison. Not

long after this Fakhruddaula was assassinated

by Namd^r Khdn chela, a partisan of Mm-taza

Khdn.”— N.-TF. P. Gazetteer, Vol, vii^,p, 173.

1884. — “ There were two claimants to the

succession [in 1788]. The chelas Parmal and

Muhamdi Khans put forward the late Nawab’s

[of Farukhabad] second son Imddd Husain.” —
N.-TF. P. Gazetteer, Vol. mL,p, 171.

1884. — “ Mukhim Khdn, one of the most dis-

tinguished of Nawab Muhammad’s slave officials

(chelas).. He was for a shoi*t time governor

of Pargana Shamsabad which of course included

Kaimganj [in Farukhabad].” — N.-IF. P. GazeU

teer, Vol, vii-, p. 269.

1884. — “Takdtganj [in Farukhabad], origin-

ally called Sarai Ndri .... By a eunuch

Sarai Nari was oei*tainly founded. Presented as

a gift to Muhammad, first Nawab of Farukhabdd

(1718-43) the slave Tdkdt or Ruby rapidly rose in

that prince’s favour. He was appointed ndzir and

ennobled under the title of Khdn Bahadur. But
of his servile origin Takdt was never ashamed.
The slave officers of the Naw^b, afterwards called

chelas, were then known as Ti£L-i-sarkar or

children of the State, and the motto which Takdt
caused to be engraved on his seal was this :

—
Ydkut-usurkhyA ha tufaiUi-Mhd, ast

Red-faced Ruby is as the little child of

Mahomed.

Mhd.’s officers were forbidden to erect any

structure more lasting than mud or sun-dried

bricks. They might indeed build as a reception-

hall one kiln-brick chamber; but any further

dabbling in bricks and mortar was the prero-

gative of the Nawab alone. In Takdt’s case,

however, the prohibition was removed. TheNawab
remarked that he could never have children, and
that it did not much matter what buildings he

left to revert to the State on his death. Yakut

thereon built seven markets (ganj) including

Yakdtganj. It was founded in 1739 [1152 A. H.]

. . . . The remaining foundations were:—

(1) KhudS^ganj in this district; [2) Kasgan] or

Yakdtgan]
; (3) Aligan] ;

and (4) Daryaoganj in

Eta
; (5) Kauidyagan], probably the place so named

in Aligarh
;
and (6) Nabigan] in Mainpuri.” —

N.-IF. P. Gazetteer, Vol, vii,, p, 401/. and n,

1884.

— “Bdni nitn 'pir hetd dittd,

Sewaddr 8a}*war dd Jeitd:

KuUih cMridh hare tayydri

Pirdn sadAJsdidn,

UnMn pirdn dsdddr chole kite.

The Saint gave Ddni a son,

She made him a follower of Sarwar :

Making ready cakes and sweetmeats

She called the saints.

The saints made him a follower and

disciple.

Temple, Panjah Legends, Vol. i,, pp, 93/., 97

;

Three Fragments about Sakhi Sarwar.

1885.

chele ditid*

Phir chele hoe mitthid

!

Gurm Pirdn to mukare

Sidh dpi dp saddiye.

I gave my disciple a flock,

And my disciple hath become

faithless

!

Denying his Saint and Teacher,

He hath made himself a saint.”

Temple, Panjah Legends, Voh ii., p. 108 : SahM

Sarwar and Jdti*

3^898.
__ «« Chelali ohelA, Hind.) from

(ohSta San. servant) disciple. Especially Hindoo

convert to Mahomedanism.” — Madras Manual

of Administration, Vol. Hi., Olo8S(wy,p. 163.
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BOOK-NOTICE.
THE HABTARD ORIENTAL SERIES.'

The University of Hai’vard', and Prof. Laninan,

are to be congratulated on the successful com-

mencement of the series of Oriental works

now being issued under the above name.

We have here three important books dealing

with Oriental subjects, printed in a style which,

in neatness, clearness, and general get-up, has

never been sui-passed, and rai*ely approached, and

edited with the care and accuracy which we are

entitled to expect from Mr. Lanman and his

distinguished associates. Each volume, too, is

a sample of what America can do in very

different styles. One volume contains a Buddhist-

Sanskrit text printed in beautifulDevanfigan type.

The next is a Sanskrit philosophical treatise,

printed in the Roman character. The third is a

series of English translations selected from the

Buddhist PMi scriptures. It is true that the

editor of the first hails from Holland, and of the

second from Prussia, but America has shewn that

she too has Oriental scholars, not only in the editor

of the entire senes, but in the author of the third.

There is one point about these books, indeed,

about all other Oriental books published in

Boston, which is deserving of general imitation.

It is the absolutely perfect clearness of the

D^vanAgari printing. Page after page may be

searched, and not a wom letter — not even a

broken H", that bug-bear of proof readers — can

be detected. Such perfection rouses feelings of

envy ia the heart of one who, like the present

writer, has suffered many things at the hands of

Calcutta compositors. I have had the curiosity

to find out how it is done. The secret is simple

enough. The type is never printed from, and hence

is never wom out. As soon as the proof is passed

for the press, an impression is taken in wax, on

which an electro-type plate is made, from which

the actual printing is done. The type is then

distributed to its cases uninjured, and the electro-

type plates remain stored for ever, available for

further editions when the first is exhausted.

There is no hurry about printing off. There is no
cry against authors that type is being kept stand-

ing for unconscionable periods, and the out-turn

is — well— as excellent as what we see in the

Harvard Oriental Series. Why cannot

Presses follow this good example ? It cannot be

1 Harvaed Obiextal Series, edited with the co-

operation of various scholars by Charles Rockwell
Lanhan, Professor of Sanskrit in Harvard University.

Published for Harvard University, by Ginn & Co.,

Boston, Mass., U. S. A., London: Ginn & Co., 37,

Bedford St., Strand, W. C,

VqI, I., The Jdiaha-M^ldf or BOdhisaiivdoaddna^Mdld,

expensive, for tbe cheapness of the series is

another of its features. Six shillings for a
handsomely-bound book of 260 large pages of

thick paper cannot be called excessive.

Of Dr. Kem’s edition of the JAtaka-MAIa, it

is sufficient to say that it is worthy of its author.

It is a valuable contribution to the hitherto some-
what scanty collection of published texts dealing

with northern Buddhism.

Professor Garbe’s edition of Vijndna-bhikshu’s

well-known SAmkhya-pravacliana-bliABhya is

a fitting complement to his German translation

of the same work which appeared in 1880.- Dr. F.

E. Hall’s edition of the text, which appeared in the
Bibliotheca Indica, has long been out of print,

and the reprints which have been turned out ia

the Calcutta Bazar can only be called piteous

specimens of Bengal scholarship. I would call

special attention to Prof. Garbe’s introduc-

tion to the present edition, in which he discusses

Yijndna-bhikshu’s views regarding the Samkhya
system of philosophy, and his attempts to recon-

cile it with the Ydddnta.
•

Mr. Warren's Buddhism in Translations is

an altogether different kind of book from the

two foregoing. It is an account of Buddhism
told by itself. The author has selected passages

from various Buddhist scriptures, and has

arranged and classified them, so that, read in the

order in which they stand, the student can gain

a clear conception of both exoteric and (real)

esoteric Buddhism, The work is divided into

five chaptei*s, occupying in all some five hundred
pages. The first chapter deals with extracts

from passages describing the Buddha’s life, and
contains a complete record of the authorised

account of his lives, from his previous existence

as a Eddhi’^sattwa, to his death as the Buddha.
The second chapter similaidy deals with the

Buddhist doctrine of the Sentient Existence, and
the non-existence of the Ego. The thii-d deals

with Karma and Re-birth; the fourth with Medi-
tation and Nirvdna; and the fifth with the

Buddhistic Orders, A word of praise must be
given to Mr, Warren’s translations of the metrical

texts. He has selected an easy um’hymed quatrain

as the medium of his version, which well repro*

duces the unelahorated swing of the original.

Banhijpur, 13-8-96. G. A. G.

by Arya-Sila, edited by Ur. Hendrik Kern. Price
6 shillings. 189^1.

Vol. II. I The 8d)hkhya^Pravao7iafia-Bh^sJiya, by
nabhikshu, edited by Richard Garbe. Price 6 shillings.

1895.

Vol, III., BuddJiisYni 171 Trci7islations^ by Henry Clarke
Warren. Price 5 shillings, 1896.
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WARREN’S RULES FOR FINDING JUPITER’S PLACE.

BT PROF. P. KIELHORN, 0. I. E.j GOTTINGEN.

The dates of some inscriptions record that on the day of the date Jupiter was in a certain
sign of the zodiac. Thus the Bhatkal plates of the time of Harihara IT. of Yijayanagarai

are dated ‘ in the Kshaya samvatsara which corresponded to the 'Saka year 1809, when Jupiter
was in (the sign) Simha, on Thursday, the fifth tithi of the dark half of Pausha;’ and this

practice of quoting the sign in which Jupiter was at a particular time is especially common in

dates of the Kollam era. In order to verify dates, we therefore occasionally must calculate

Jupiter’s place, or find his longitude, for a given day. This may be done by certain rules and
tables in Warren’s Kdla^samkalita, but that work is very difficult to obtain now. To supply a
substitute, I reprint here two of Warren’s Tables, slightly modified, and give his rules, some of

them so altered as to make them applicable to some Tables in Vol. XV'III. of this Journal. I

shall only be too glad, if my doing this will induce a more competent scholar to show us how
the problem may be solved in a simpler manner 2

To show the working of the rales and Tables here given, I take as an example the ISth

October A. D, 475, when, according to Mr. Dikshit,® the true longitude of Jupiter ^Ya3

24'.

BULBS.

1. — Convert the given date into the corresponding day of the Julian period, by

Table I. in Vol. XVIII. p. 203.

The 18th October A. D. 475 is found to be the day 1894 842 of the Julian period.

2. — To find Jupiter’s mean place, use the Tables 1 and 2 in Vol. XVIII. pp. 382 and

383, taking the Nos. 1-12, 13-24, 25-36, 87-48, and 49-60 in the first column of Table 2 in

each case to he equivalent to the (complete) signs from 0 to 11,^ thus :

—

' From the day of the Julian period subtract the next lower number of days in the column

without btja of Table 1. From the remainder subtract the next lower number of days in the

column without bijct of Table 2, to obtain signs. The I’emainder divide by 12*0342 to obtain

degrees
j
and the remainder by 0*2006, to obtain minutes.

Day of Jul. per. 1894 842*0000

Table 1 — 1888 161*9457

6 680*0543

Table 2 — 6 498*4810 = No. 19= 6 signs

;

12*0342 :
' 181*5733 = 15®;

120 342

61 2313

60 1710

0*2006 1-0603 = 5'.

"
1 See E2). Tnd. Yol. III. p. 117. The date corresponds to Thursday, the lOtli January A. D.

‘

to Warren’s rules, her^given, Jupiter’s mean place on that day was 4s 11* 48', and his true p ace ,

my manuscript of this article ims sent to the press in April last, before the puhUc^i^ of

The Indian Calend<M\ In the Additions and Corrections of that work, pp. 155-161, the authors have done

I very much wished them to do,

® See <H:pia Inscr., Introduction, p. 105. iroT,-«s . 7 — Tnl4 •

* O^Mlna; 1 =M6sha; 2 *: Vrishabha; 3 = Mithuua; 4 = Kark^-ta 5 5 Simha , 6— Kany , *

8 c= Yrischika ; 9 = Dhanuli ; 10= Makara ; 11 = Kumbha.
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Accordingly, Jupiter's mean place on the 18th October A, D, 475 was Gs 15° 5'
; e,,

Jupiter’s mean position was in th$ 16th degree of the 7th sign (Tula), or his mean longitude

^Yas 195° 6'.

3. — Since Jupiter’s true place is found from his mean place, -fifhe place of his apsis, and

the sun’s m’ean place, take the place of Jupiter’s apsis for the given year A* JD. from the

accompanying Table I,

The place of Jupiter’s apsis for A. D. 475 is 5® 21° 16^

4. — To obtain the sun’s mean place, find first the number of days of the elapsed years

of the Kaliyuga, by Table V. Col. A. in Vol. XVIII. p. 207, and increase it by""'2*1476.

Subtract the total from the day of the Julian period. Divide the i*emainder by 30'4382, to

obtain signs
;
the remainder by 1*0146, to obtain degrees

;
and the remainder by 0*0169, to

obtain minutes.

The 18tli October A. D.475 falls in Kaliyuga 3576 e:^pired» and the number of days of

3676 years, calculated by the Table, and increased by 2*1476, is 1894 631 0631. We therefore

have ;-*•

Day of Jul. per. 1894 842*0000

— 1894 631 *0631

3.0 *-4382 : 210*9369 = 6 signs;

182 6292

1*0146 s 28*3077 27°;

20 292

8 0157

7 1022

0*0169 ; *9135 = 54'.

Accordingly, the sun’s mean place on the 18th October A. D. 475 was 6® 27° 54',

Now, having found Jupiter’s mean place, the place of his apsis, and the sun’s mean place,—

5. — Erom the sun’s mean place subtract that of Jupiter. With the remainder as

argument take out the equation from Jupiter’s Annual Table (herewith published), and apply

one half of it to Jupiter’s mean place, to get it once corrected.

6“ 27“ 54' 6a 15° 5'

— 6 15 5 + 1 3

0 12 49

;

6 16 8;

equation -j- 2® S';

half of it + r 3'.

Jupiter’s place once corrected.

6.

— From the place of Jupiter’s apsis subtract his place once corrected. With the remain-

der as argument take out the equation from Jupiter’s Anomalistic Table (herewith published),

* and apply one half of it to Jupiter’s place onoe corrected, to get,it twice corrected.

5® 21° 16' 6^ 16° 8
'

- 6 16 8 _ 1 5

11 5 85 6 15 3;

equation — 2° 10'
; Jupiter’s place twice corrected,

half of it - 1° 5'.
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7. Prom the place of Jupiter’s apsis subtract his place tipioe corrected. With the remaia-
der as argnmeut take out the equation from the Anomalistic Table, and apply it to Jupiter’s
uncorrected mean place, to get his true helxocentrio plaoe.

5“ 21® 16' 6® -15“ 5'

— 6 S —25
11 6 13 ; 1 13 0

;

equation — 2° Jupiter’s lieliocentric place.

8. — Front the sun’s mean place subtract Jupiter’s heliocentric place. With the remainder
as argument take out the equation from the Annual Table, and applj it to Jupiter’s heliocentric

place, to get his true geocentric place.

6s

6

27
®

13

54
^

0

-

4“

13® 0'

2 25

0 14 54; 6 15 25;

equation + 21° 25^ Jupiter’s true geocentric place,

Jupiter’s true place at the time of mean sunrise of the 18th October A, D. 475 is therefore

found to be 6® 16° 25'; L e,, Jupiter’s true position was in the 16th degree of the 7th sign

(Tula), or his true longitude was 195° 25'^ This differs I'' from Mr, Dikshit’s result, but the

difference- is somewhat less because Mr. Dikshit’s calculation is made for about an hour

before sunrise.

Another Example.

I give another example in which there is a considerable difference between Jupiter’s mean
and true places.

According to a Benares FanoJidhga Jupiter entered the sign MSsha (i. e., his true longitude

was 360° =s 0) on JySshtha-sudi 12 of Tikrama-saihvat 1949 = the 7th June A. D. 1892.®

What was Jupiter’s true longitude^ by the rules here given, at the time of mean sunrise of

the 7th June A. D, 1892 (which falls in Kaliyuga 4993 expired) ?

1.

— Day of Jul, per. 2412 257*0000

2.

— 2408 040*4240

4 216*6760

—
' 3 971*2939= 1^0. 12 = 11 signs;

12*0342 : 245*2821 = 20°;

240 6840

0*2006 ; 4*5981 =23'.

Jupiter’s mean place ; 11® 20° 23'.

3.

— Plaoe of Jupiter’s apsis ; 5^ 21° 22'.

4.

— Number of days of 4993 years 2*1476=2412 202*7212.

Day of Jul. per, 2412 257*0000

- 2412 202*7212

30*4382 ; 54 * 2788= 1 sign

;

30 4382

1*0146; 23*8406 = 23°;

20 292

3 6486

3 0438

0*0169; *5048 = 30'.

Sun’s mean place : D 23° 30'.

5 Iq other FaficMhgas which I have at hand, Jupiter is stated have entered the sign MSsha )n the I9th Jan «,

on the 30th June, on the Ist July, and on the 2nd July A. D. 1892.
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6.— 1* 23° 3(/ 11a 20° 23'

— 11 20 28 4- 4 38

2 3 7; 11 25 1;

equation. -I*
9°

i

half of it + 4° 38'.

Jupiter’s place once corrected.

6.— 5» 21° 22' 11" 25° 1'

— 11 25 1 + 0 10

6 26 21; 11 25 11

;

equation + 0° 20';

half of it+ 0° 10',

Jupiter’s place twice corrected.

7.— 6® 21° 22' 11® 20° 23'

— 11 26 11
* + 0 21

5 26 11 5 'll 20 44;

eqnation -j- 0° 21'J Jupiter’s heliocentric place.

a- 1» 23° 30' 11® 20° 44'

— 11 20 44 + 9° 13-5

2 2 46; 11 29 67*5

equation + 9° 13*5', Jupiter’s true geocentric place.

The true longitude of Jupiter at the time of mean sunrise of tlfe 7lli June A. D, 1891

therefore is found to he 11® 29° 67*6' == 359° 57*5', which is sufficiently near to 360° == 0, tc

enable us to say that Jupiter did enter the sign M6sha on the given day.

TABIiES.

II,— Anomalistic Table.

+ 0.®—TI.S +1.®—Tn.® + II.®--VECI.®

Hquation. Equation. Equation, !

1

0° 0' 0° 0'

21'

2° 36'
17'

4° 26'
9'

30® 0'

3 45 0 21
.
20

2 52
16

4 35
8

26 15

7 SO 0 41
20

3 8
16

4 43
7

22 30

11 15 1 1
20

3 24
U

4 50
6

18 45

15* 0 1 21
19

3 38
14

4 56
4

15 0

18 45 1 40
19

3 52
12

5 0
3

11 16

22 30 1 69
18

4 4
12

6 3
2

7 30

26 15 2
'

17
18

4 16
10

5 5
1

3 45

30 0 2 35 4 26 5 6 0 0

•
— XLS S

+ V- —X.® + IV.®—ix.®+ ni.' 1

i

Tears A. D. Place of Apsis,

343-564 5® 21® 16'

566-786 5 21 17

787-1008 5 21 18

1009-1230 5 21 19

1231-1462 5 21 20

1453-1674 5 21 21

1675-1896 5 21 22
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III.— Annual Table.

•
+ 0.® + I.® 4- II.® + III.® + IV.® + v.®

Equation. Equation. Equation. Equation. Equation. Eqnation.

0° 0' 0° 0' 4° 49' 8"^ 55^ 11° 18' 10° 51' 6° 47' 30° 0'
37' 31' 25' 8' 18' 45'

3 45 0 37 5 23 9 20 11 26 10 33 6 2 26 15
36 34 23 4 22 47

7 30 1 13 5 57 9 43 11 30 10 11 5 15 22 30
37 32 22 2 26 49

11 15 1 50 6„ 29 10 6 11 32 9 . 45 4 26 18 45
36 32 19 2 29 51

15 0 2 26 7 1 10 24 11 30 9 16 3 35 15 0
37 30 17 5 32 53

18 45 3 3 7 31 10 41 11 25 8 4i 2 42 11 15
35 30 13 8 33 33

22 30 3 88 8 1 10 56 11 17 8 8 1 49 7 30
33 28 12 11 39 5o

26 15 4 14 8 29 11 8 11 6 7 29 0 54 3 45
35 i

'

23
:

10 13 42 54
30 0 4 49 8 55 11 18 10 ' 6 47

1

1

0
1

0 0 0

--XL®
j

—X.® --IX.® —VIII.® —vn.® --VI.®

THE DEVIL WORSHIP OP THE TDLUYAS.

FEOM THE PAPEES OP THE LATE A. C. BUENELL.

{Continued, from ^age 227.)

BUENEIili MSS. — ISO, 26.

THE STORY OP BOBBARYB.

OrigitjaIi in the Hanarese character; transliteration hy Mr. Manner; translation from

Buimell’s MS. checked by Mr. Manner. Original, text and translation, occupies leaves 266 to

271, inclusive of BurnelFs MSS.

Text.

Bobbarya adi diva, pattini Qore4^ balletini Kochobigl^ ; appe PStuma, ammB Sulikalla

Miirave Byari. Vorti appe wori ammag^ yelTveri^ babeln, pnjli kilad^ puo^I'g. knttuda padai^

lettein -Kayiri, Kalasappe, Q-eii<la Bommaye, SiAkiri Supi, Sunmpi Anande, Sarapo]i,

Siiiin.jST>nTiaike. Aknltt malle ayei-j, barava kalpadendern, kadla baridd^ sanna poyye sere

sere tarpudayev^ nrndayi sine mundndu padieiu poyyedn bareter^ barawn andij. palayi patti-

yeig Uddanda Bottu^u gujjilla siriwoli tarpndayeri|, mndayi mugal^ dembngu padayern,

paddayi paebche manida dembnga padiyer^ magramada dinatani kacTe -svali katteriyeii}, kadi

woii mutteriyerg, bSnji woli bamosa barpayer^, eipnndi wole mnppTiiidi grandha pattiyei^, -wole

patt^ wodiyeru,*’ grandha patt^ nangiyer^ poyye palayi wole wakkara sama and^. Tenbnlegn

nana°{irti jatt^dg. yera saro byei-a nialpodendern. Kanchi sidde, kancbi balla, bajla mudi ehirawn

pngelijd'g, padiyer^. Sara katt^ bella seppnda pnri nulu am komladn marodendei^, mata sari

and^, illagonji gam, illagonji madalg pattiyei^. Kadal^ baritg mada’^ anga^i kattiyer^ sine

kolndu padinagi bakil^ tener^ padinagi bakilnd^ padinagi byara dipv?, same, yenme gachi

ka^le renke ragi> kanfcyodg poddojo, kenohilla bonda, tippid^ podi sanna marayidij yenne,

charbnda baggeyi, kn'^pudn gori bachohire, mugadora sarayi, vanji bakil^dg. janleda byara,

peik^di} puggire, ballada byara i yera sara mait^d'^ kSyida yeehtha kaviji banjida paripadg

poyijji, tuttudn mnni dlyijji, mnndn fcutfcngi, kalogu. eiwa nudu waramj galisuga, nana padawu
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tiiwadn, pa^awnda yera sara malpodu, yelacLchida yerme paroja marodn, mannid'^ muji achchi
cliirawuda ein^ adhdhi padiyern, TeJij patnada marakalei-g yej^ bamonda Byarilu ku^ndu
Peirya Kadaajar^g^ poyer^, Bermeren^ tuyei^ kei mt^iyeru, jati nitida Byarila, jafci setli

byarila ander^ ura jana. Tenknja jati riti byarija jati setti naknila att^ asdern jati'ByariJu

anda angana jappnle dali gnnto pattale batti sirik^ bade gufca panle ir^ Bermere itti urudu
padawngu ape mara undunda konda. Kondopoyi waran^ bollida batta’.^d? koriyer^, warana
tudu Bermenegu sitta sellindn, mana worindi jan^ pljir^ndij tirt^ kad^d^'^ mitta kana mntta
tudu nikajegapi jnara tuda tule, porlngu ponne, sirejijg^ sirawa, berik^ berpaloyi, adi palS^
Bekkida mara tiiyerg, malenada aAbarin'g lepyayer'g, kalamme kadU. ari tnmbe sjoli pu, marakn
mnttar^ patti yer^ miiji seso parayei'9, ane barakanda marakg, kndure barakanda gadi padiyeru
mara burtayer^ bokkonji kadpanaga saradat^ -tekkelakkuji, panawadat^ kujnmbu lakkttji

Nadybalyayan^ letter^ kariya kanda ma^ief? bolya eariya padad^ nimitta kender^. punjolti
kilepi pad^rad^ maganedij punjak^ patta, Bermereg^ nicbcha madanda kelasa apundandtt tSgUndu
patfogn sarolig^ Punjs andUndS pam palenkid^ kulladu, muji dali mnttn kilepn aye kilepadu
anchanda bangai-^da kokayi, mnttuda renke, bollida kan? korpa. Bermereg^ nichcia mada
kaftawa aaderij, maji daji mntta pallenkid^ kelette, bangar^ tukayi mottuda renke ballida
karg koriyerij, Bermereg? gnnda kattayei^, marak^ weipn burdayeiij, mara latt^ tnndu
padiyei-^ pa^wnga, kodi tnndupu kammogn majter?, mara tojtn ijnleg^, ballg pat^nnu buni
padayer^ mara weiter^ kodi maletg weiter^ kalknda kall§ kadaterij PaHita Ba].ke Pallida
karyagg bakter^, Si'de, Etimble, Muttida kariya, Panjimar kariya, Mad^malegnndi, BoIIeda
kariya, Tambadagandi, Taradi yedanir^ kadatter^ Mad^mbeil^ kariya ayer^ Udyar^ kariya
batt^nd^. Bonnedongadi Bo'wuHana4^^ battery alaweda kodd^mara weitgd^ °bot^<rii
pSdiyev^ BCalenadichchawan.^ appayer^ padawnda bele pattayei^ wonji padawndu yil^e
majpayei-g, maeile mantame tewuda gnri padpeda kajn, nir^ npparige, kanji keikanji kSne,
mnttu ratanogn, Trajra mi^ikogn, ari bai^gn ade pad?d^ beli andg, padSwnda mnttei tu burda
Anatanna Marakale, adi marakale, Bobbari Kunnyali, Kendidewn, i marakalern padawnda
aya pannadu eiwa sara attig^ pacbcbeda payi, pagaloda kombn, mnttnda nangalu maya nada
patt^ mina balak^ kambodani yed-^ knri kali gangara awodanderg, pa^wngn mam melatem
nil? dingel?g? padangu daladdig? wondayei?. Umditti ari bar? padawngn dingSyer? alas?
keitem pu kambogn nid? pndiyei? galita barawngu tiiyer? patteda payi yeder? galita
barawngn iiiTadinjel?g? sarfitn tenakayi rajyogn poyer? Mukkodu kote Makayid? y§in
dlpnda nangal? Koobchid.? yenosaio padn warpa aji tingolu a?d? battu bangar? muttn
manikya wajra weidSrya kei sber?nd? nama botl? warnsa ajitingolu and?, namp, batti urnga
pira watti poyi inder?, pirawatt? nad?g? bannaga kall?da padawa badakayi dikk?dd? bott?nd?
barije padawn tenakayidd? barpnndu kail? padawndakalega maggi padawndakulega barn
bakka?i and?, wormunda kalaga and? sakala beda sarwa lakkanodn ycl? irl?d? yenma
pagel?d? kadiyer?. Koteda bara cbapduda, baro bedipagari ka^iga and? ine barawanta
bedi Byarijeg? pattayer? kail? padawadaknlu. Byari padawn darij?nd?° alias? kadind?
punkara mnjjind? piikamba payi, parind? nir? nlayi and?, kanii Byarln kantiya, nin^
maiakaler? iiind?d? mitt? bariya, wari Byari kare buriye, Yerikall? Dondikallniju kare
buriye, adi piiranda Bermer? Bpdikalgyft Bermem aknle bala pakko°da jdganda BySripSye
ipayakaye, set? dadi nmt^ye jartana batte, wadde addaga bipere cbawala datta keit? mani
balata keit? kanchida danya mnltn poye, Mayilapnjari Mungladotti peri itti 'sanadn
•wasaye, sberiye, alt? Muluru sberitti sanogn popende. Ade poye, alta janokulegg kano^
sanawodn ande aggel? todawadnnde, sara kBal? sara melal? kudaye, Mayada'nga nggel?
iodunaga kalte da mnrte mngit?d? beiyada mnrteg? pater? Pongader? beidye. Pongada
nnden? tiiyinayada tiiyend? papada, kennnayada kendend? papada ander?°Bobbariye, Beidye
tnyipayada tiiyender? kennnayada tepdender?, ein? Bobbariye kend?d? ayan? yeln irln
yenma pagel?d? pali tulat? kart? diye. Pongader? beidya santanada adeki nad?d? nldayer?
lett?d?mabra kptter? Muliirn niidal? kiidayer? pari malpayer?, Ponga Beidya' pare tognndu
kulal?^jari mnttu tojandn batti mnttn tojujji, pongader? beidye tojnjje, Pongader? Beidya
pale tojundn mandeda paleg? wotti katt?d? pari papder? kanti pongabeidyer? irigatneda
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Muliirti sanada ulayida adipu Pungaderu Beidya santana sara kalogn korpawa pandi nalayi

dondedu awudda baggone lakkyeru Pongader^. Muluru nudal^ Bobbarya gu wddnri mada
•wodilu padd^ mugili diyeru

; radda warsogu wonji warusadi bali korpayer^ alt-j Mallar sanogu

poye aula sankada kondu padiye. • Sopnodu saaa bddende, Sana andij, nema and^ altu Woiyarugn
poye eiwa sala alanu kudaye anda malte. Sana bodande, anlu sana anda neraa and^. Alta

kapaga batte Kapada Janardana dewerenu sandiye Kapa Sarangllaga aramaneg^ poye badakayi

bakill^ badande, bada kayi bakil^da bakilnda Paradanindu panpaye. Alto. Ajjalug^ batfce, aula

tala poyye tala gettoncle sana malpawonde bali nema konde Yelledari Paridu bali nema defctonde

Bawagu batte sana kaitawadende Pangala kariya kadatte Pangah|da iruwera siri knlena

anda maltonde Janardhana dewerenu and^ maltonde Mudotfu Malingeshwara Deweren^

anda maltonde Kattipadi Sarangullaya aramane sberiye. Alta Ballaleda posaya sana awadande,

Posaru Kare Kanja kadatte Majtudu Ittumurti deweren^ sandiye Kodidalla Bermere bala

pakkoda nela udedu ndiya bende dadi mnfcta jaritana botte Ajapakke yela jangigala sana

kattayer^ kola koriyer^. Alta Udyara kariya kadatte ndyaradu Winayaka deweren^

sandiye. Udyara mannudal*^ baragero. workamba bali mada korpayera kaladi mecbcbi

warsadi nema dettonde TJdapi salakn kedaragirta mld^ adi Ananteshwara dewere balata

bagada kempu taware korpado. ndiya bende yenma samsthanada kartajena. andij maltonde

dewere sara-badyada vakkelen^ kildaye, dewere kancbi madu anaga yenkonji kallu ganda

awadande yenma samsthanada kartula paddayi ToUa}a Sanodu kall^ gunda kattayer^

yenma samsthanada appane selipad'g kalMi mechchi warnsadi bali nema debtonde, altii

battnda Ohittapadi kartu Sarangnllayann sandidn BIrotti sanada aye. Piliohajicd bala bagada

dompada bali nema dettonde, alt^ Kndarn Sankrana deweren^ sandiye Wadapandeshwara

Balarama deweren^ sandiye. Billugudde Yetral^ dewerenu sandiye Kandeskwara dewerenu

andu maltonda Kalmadi padelu aye. Auja gnnda malpa wonda warsadi bali neraa dettonde,

Kalmadi paded^ Tunada padekn workar^ mntbiye sabas^ karite sanyasi padete mudayi

ga^tada rajyaddn paddayi samadra matba badakayi Angoleddp. tenakayi Kapu mntta

gadnwada stbalota na ga jide padi kall^danlu Bermere gnn^a gaddigedaula dewere dewa-

sthannadanla wasadu kala pra paneha bali nema dettonde.

Translation.

The original home of Bobbarye was an island. He was born at Goa and grew up at

Cochin. His mother was P&tuma, and his father Murava Byari of Sulikal, The father and

mother had seven children. They bound up their children’s navels when they were born and

gave them names : — K^yiri, Kaiasappa, Ge^da Bommaya, Sihkiri Stli^i, Sumu^i Anapta,

Sarapoji, and Sunajann Nayaka, They grew up and wished to learn to write. They

brought many a handful of fine sand from the sea-shore and put it on the western verandah.

They wrote on sand, and learnt writing on it. They got planks. They brought short leaves

of the palm-tree from Uddanda Botfu, put them in the sun when it was low in the East and

heaped them up in the evening when the sun was dark. Hext day they cut off both ends of

the leaves and bound the middle parts into books. They had five handfuls of leaves, and three

of written books. They clearly read the writing on the leaves, and only mnrmnrred the books.

Their writing on sand, planks and leaves was done well.

** How let ns go and trade in the villages,” said they.

They put on their shoulders a vessel holding about one-fourth of a ser and a vessel of bell-

metal into a bag.

“ We wish to sell a thousand bundles of sugar and coir of cocoanut fibre,” said they,

They sold the sugar and the coir. They got a hamhoo and a plaited cocoanut leaf from

each house. They built a shop of cocoanut leaves on the sea-shore with sixteen partitions of

thick bamboos. They put sixteen kinds of goods within the sixteen partitions. The goods

were : — sago, oil-seed, wheat, Bengal gram, rehke (a kind of grain), ragit rice-fiour in a
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basket, red tender cocoanats, chunam in shells, oil in a Tvooden vessel, bunches of Areca-nuts,

betel-leaves heaped in a basket, toddy in bottles, cloths, tobacco in matting, and sugar. Though

they sold them all, they did not recover the cost even of their Areca-nuts and living.

“ We have not put on fine hanging cloth or even a mtindu (a small coarse cloth). We have

not collected fifty or a hundred Pagodas in a year. Therefore, we must go and trade in a ship.

So let us sell our small she-bu&lo worth seven Pagodas,’* said they, and they sold the

she-buffalo.

They put thi^ee Pagodas in their waist-cloths, and five Pagodas in a bag. Fishermen of

seven ho-uses and Byaris (Moplas, Mapillas) of seven houses were collected together, and went

to Feirya They visited Brahm^ and folded their hands,

« Byaris 1 are you in your caste or ejected ?’* asked the villagers.

We are in our caste, not ejected,** said they.

'‘^If you are in your caste you may come into the temple-yard and touch the door, and then

tell us what you want/* said the village people •

We have heard that there are trees fit to build ships within the village of Brahma,** said

they^ and put the money which they had taken on a silver plate. The Brahma-BhUta, pleased

with the money, became proud, and bis head was turned,

“You had better examine the trees from the lower to the upper forest,’*^

They saw a fine ponne tree and a siruva tree and a berpaloyi tree, for the keel of the ship,

and a teak tree fit for the planks. They called a carpenter, atd brought some black and rough

rice with some white tumbe flowers and sprinkled them over the trees. In this way they

sprinkled them thrice. They made a cut as large as a horse in a tree of the size of an elephant.

They cut down the trees. Then they began to cut another tree, but could not cut from it a

piece as small as a Sflm or as large as a rupee. They called Na^ubalaya and asked him to

refer to the prasna-hook on a black plank made out of a Jeadre tree with white conebs. It was

found that they would succeed, if b, punjapafia (small building) was built in twelve rndgnes

(villages) where the cocks crow, and if a roof was built over Brahma and his post.

“ If PUflja is the Bhuta for the pafta for the thousand people in the twelve villages,

he must ride in a palanquin at full speed and must cry out thrice. If he do this, we will

present him with a beak made of gold, wings of pearls and legs of silver, and over Brahma we

will build a roof,” said they.

The Bhuta cried thrice from the palanquin. Then they presented a beak of gold, a

feather of pearls, and of silver, and built a roof for Brahma* They cut down trees and made

them into logs by measure. They cut off the top of a tree for the mast of the ship, and the

trunk of a tree for the ship. They made holes in the trees and tied ropes and strong creepers

to them, and drew forth the trees. They dragged them from the forest. They passed by a

stone of Kalkuda and a place called Pajlita Pajke, They came to the ferry of Palli, They

pressed by Siile, Kumble, the ferry at Mutta, the feiry at Panjimar, the deep pond at

Madumale Gnni^i, the ferry at Bolle, the pond at Tambada Gundi and the village of Taradi,

and came to the ferry of Madam Bail. Then they reached the ferry of Udyar, and came to

Ponuedongadi and PdvuUana^, They dragged the trees to the higher ground at the junction

of the rivers. They sent for Malenftdechelieva, and made him build a ship. They made

seven decks in the ship, an office for business, holds for Iceru and bamve planks, a well, a

cow-stall, a room for children and women, boxes for pearls, gems, diamonds and cai-buncles,

and also for rice and paddy. In this way they built the ship and finished the whole work.

“ Now the necessary things of a ship are required. The old fisherman Anatanna

Marakala^ Bobbarye Kunniyaii and Kendi Devu must come too, and the fishermen must be

told wliat we want for the ship,’’ said they.
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Do you buy for five tbouaaiid Pagodas a silken sail, a mast of coral, an anchor of pearls,

nails of wax, fish-oil, iron nails, goats, sheep, toddy and other liquors,” said the fishermen.

They drew up the ship bn the sea-shore. They filled it with rice and paddy from all the

villages. They fastened the ropes and made straight a small mast. They said the wind was

coming and raised the silken sail. They sailed straight to the Southern Countries, and the

wind blew and the sea was high. They anchored the ship at Mi:ikka and dwelt at Makft,

and then anchored at an island and dwelt at Cochin. A year and six months passed since

their departure, and they procured gold, pearls, rubies, diamonds and carbuncles*

It is a year and six months since we left home ;
therefore let us return,” said they.

On their return a stone ship came across theirs from the Northern Countries, when the

Byaris* ship came sailing from the Southern side. The sailors of the stone ship and wooden

ship spoke together and then they fought together. They fought a battle in the sea with

weapons for seven nights and eight days. They hammered at each other with logs of wood,

with balls, with guns and arrows. The sailors of the stone ship fired a cannon against the

Byaris and then the ByAris’ ship broke up, the ropes were out through, the mast was broken,

the sail was torn, and the ship was entirely wrecked. The water came in and the Byaris were

drowned in the water, and went to the bottom ;
but the fishermen who could swim came to

shore. Only one Byari came to shore. He came to the land near Ydrikal and Dondikal.

There was an ancient Brahnul called PodikaUya. The Byari came on his right side and

there he died. A man became possessed of the Byari (Bobbarye). He took a shield, a

fly-brush, and a ringing bell in his left hand, and a lump of bell-metal in his right hand.

He left that place and went to a large sdnam dedicated to Mayilapfijari at Hungladotti.

Then Bobbarye thought of going to a large sdnam at Mhlhr, and went there, and ®

informed some people in a dream tliafc he wanted another therd

by a thousand coolies. He collected a thousand people, and began, to dig the well called

Mayadahga and then disappeared.^ But a Pohgada went to draw toddy, and saw him as he

was finishing his work in the morning.

« 0 Pongada, do not tell of this, if anybody sees or asks yon,” said Bobbarye.

But the Pohgada told it to whomsoever he saw and to whomsoever that asked. Having

heard of it, Bobbarye sunk him in a lotus tank for seven nights and eight days. Then the

family of the Pohgada searched for him, and called aloud, and collected a hundred people

MfilJ. All of them together prayed for him. Then his hat of areca leaf was

tank, and they saw the marks of his feet descending into it but not ascen^g. The Poi

^
could not be found. But because the Po&ga^a’s hat was found in the tank, it was kep

pledge for the Bhhta. and the people prayed that if the Pohgada. who was

up again, they would appoint him and his family for ever sweepers of the samm at Mhlhr.

Before they could stop their tongues in their mouths, the Pongada came “I" ’

hundred people of Mfilfir built for Bobbarye a matam with a tiled roof and a spue. T ey

performed a feast once in two years and a sacrifice once a year.

The Bhhta then went to the Mall&r Shnam, where he made the people sick,

“JJ
them in their dreams of what he wanted. A sdmm was built and a feast was performed

Then Bobbarye went to Woiyar, and made acquaintance mth a

asked them for a sdnam. A sdnam was built there and a feast was performed.^ Then he went

toEhpi, where he visited the god Janardhan, andxm to the

the Kilg at the- northern door, who gave him the Paradhux (Mm ster) of the HortUern

Door. He went then to Ajjai, where he got a piece of land andLmade t le peop

and perform a feast. He had a sacrifice and feast at Yelledari Pan. ° ^

' a sdfmm was built, and cessed ferry
It MAdot. He entered the

acquaintance with the god JantedHan, and with ISIaUflaingeswar ai jn.u v
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palace of Sarahgullaya at Kattipadi, where he asked the Ballal for a new attnam. He passed by

Posar and Kure Kuhja. He yisited the Vishnu Mhrti at Matfi. He appeared from the

ground on the right side of Brahma at Kodidal, and went to the door trembling. Seven

Brahmanas at Ajapakke bailt a sdnam and performed a feast for him. Then he passed by the

ferry of Udy^r and yisited the god Vinayaka, Three hundred fishermen of Udyar built for

him a matam with a pillar in front. They performed a feast once in two years, and a sacrifice

once a year. He bathed in the tank at Kedaragirta looking like a red lotus, and went to the

right side of the ancient god AnanteSvara at Udapi. He made acquaintance with eight

Swamis (Sannyasis) and collected all the musicians of the god, and told them that he

wanted a stone building with a roof of bell-metal for the god. The Swtois of the eight mathas

built the stone temple known as Tolala Sana on the West. He induced the Swamis of the eight

mathas to yoluntarily perform a feast once in two years and a sacrifice once in a year. Then he

went to Chittupadi and yisited Sarahgulaya and entered in a sdnam at Birotti. A feast was

performed for him under a shed on the right side of Pilichavapdi BhUta. He left that place

and went to Kud^r where he visited the god Sankrana. He visited the god Balarama at

Wadapaud^swar. He visited the gods Yetrala and Nand^swar at Billugnddi, and made friends

with them, and then went to Kalmadi, where a building w^as made for him and a feast once

in two years and a sacrifice once a year. He put one foot on a rook at Kalmadi and the other

one on a stone at Tuna, for which he was reckoned very powerful and able. Prom the Gh^ts

on the East to the ocean on the West, and from Ank61a on the Horth to on the South,

Bobbarye was celebrated with feasts and sacrifices in every habitation of H%as and in

every temple of Brahm^, and in every temple.

{To he continued,
")

HOTES OH THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AHD CUSTOM.
BY J. M. CAMPBELL, C.I.E., I.C.S.

(Continued from j). 140

J

Salutations. — Of the ideas that have prompted the salutation, three layers are preserved.

The top layer is simple inquiry, as in the English, ‘*How do you do : in the Prench, “ How
do you bear yourself ?” : in the German, “ How do you go or fare?*’ The question need not be

accompanied by any marked motion of the body. This form of salute, though commonest among
the nations of Europe, is not unknown among peoples who preserve earlier ways. The Egyptian

says: “How do you sweat ; the Shonas near lake Chad stretch out their palms with the

words, “ Are you well and happy ?” the Abyssinian kettle-drums repeat the sound of the

Amharic “ How do you do?”^®

In Mr, Herbert Spencer’s Geremonial Institntions certain forms of salutation are grouped

so as to shew that their sense is the self-surrender of the inferior who salutes to the superior

who is saluted. Submission seems to explain the standing, kneeling and prostrate attitudes of

Musalman prayer. These attitudes may imply an underlayer of spirit action, with the object

of getting rid of evil influences. Still, to a Muslim, the merit of the postures of prayer is that

they are signs of Islto or submission. . In the self-surrender view of the salute, the raising

of the hands before the eyes, the stretching of the arms by the sides with ont-turned palms, the

bowing of the body, the bowing of the head, have all their origin in the inferior who salutes

placing himself in the power of the superior who is saluted. The desire of the superior who is

saluted to prevent an undue surrender on the part of the salnter leads to a compromise. Among
Indian Musalmans, women guests, when they arrive, try to touch the hostess’s feet. The hostess

draws in her feet and touches the guest’s head with her hands.^® So the salute of bowing till

the fingers touch the ground, when the salnter is completely defenceless, is prevented by the

person saluted, and, under the law of compromise, the ground-touching salute passes into the

46 Hone’s Table Boole, p. 187.

*8 English Illustrated MagaginSi May 1884, p. 191.

Denham and Clapperton, Vol. II. p. igs,
4® Herklot’s Qanun-UMdim, p. 116.
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wide-spread shake of the hand. Self-surrender modihed by compromise may be accepted
as explaining certain forms of salutation. At the same time, of the forms that open to
the surrender key several yield only to pressure and seem to shew that the surrender meaning
has been imposed on an earlier practice which has its basis in a difEerent class of ideas.

The Chinese salutation, chinohin, where the body is bent forward nearly to the ground with the
clenched fists set together and raised two or three times, seems at first an ideal case of

submission. But the clenching of the saluter’s fist suggests influence-holding or other mystic
virtue. In any case the clenched fist seems hardly a sign of submission. Again, surrender fails

to explain many forms of salutation. Finally, it is to be noted that the entire vocabulary of

salute, the words salute, salutation, salve, hail, health, peace, farewell, good-bye, God keep you,

have no connection with surrender. This consideration leads to the third or lowest layer.

The sense that lies in the salute, whether the salute is the raising of the open right hand, the

kiss, or the discharge of cannon, is that the person honoured by the salute may be well, that is,

that he may be freed from the annoyance of evil influences. How far does the wish to scare

spirits explain not only the diflerent classes of salutes which are unconnected with surrender,

but also the bulk of the other salutes which the surrender theory at first sight seems sufficiently

to explain ?

Salutes which have for their object the searing of evil spirits belong to two main classes

:

salutes of honour and salutes of dishonour. Salutes of honour vary from the short informal

greeting of friends to the most primitive, and also to the most refined ceremonial. The spirit

basis of honour-salutes is the universal experience that all in a position of special respect, — the

king, the conqueror, the bride, the babe, the priest, the god, the dead, — are specially open to

spirit- attacks. To the wandering unhoused shoals of spirits the honoured living and the

dead, whether honoured or neglected, form tempting lodgings because in the case of the

honoured living the lodger will share, perhaps cuckoo-like he will succeed in monopolising, the

respect shewn to the original tenant. And because in the case of the dead the spirit requires no

placard to shew that there are.lodgings to let. The saluting of the dead hardly fits with the

surrender-with-compromise theory. At the same time, the different forms of saluting the

dead find suitable explanation in the desire of the saluter to take into himself spirits that might

otherwise pass into the tenantless spirit-house, and prove either a pollution or a vampire.

The object of funeral rites is to scare or to tempt spiiuts, mainly the accursed blue-bottle north-fly

of corruptions, from settling on the dead. The flowers, the pall, the plumes, the cakes, the

mourning, the bell, the gun, the soldier’s volley, the sailor’s ensign, have all their origin in

the struggle to guard the dead from the trespass of evil influences. It follows that all

salutes to the dead, kissing the hand or the pall, bowing to the passing funeral, uncapping at

the grave, are part of the great funeral ritual which has for its object to draw into the saluter

spirits that might corrupt or annoy the dead.

The second great branch of salutation is the salutation of dishonour. A large class of forms

of abuse, whether by sign or by word, have their root in the suggestion that the person

abused is either a devil or is devil-possessed. Christ’s remark,so “Ye are of your father the

Devil,” and the Jews’ reply, “ Thou art a Samaritau and hast a devil,” explain the bulk of abuse

both by word and by salnte. Pointing the finger of scorn, spitting at, cursing, making a

devil’s nose, a fig, or other phallic sign, uncovering the private parts, are all an avaunt— “ Get

thee behind me, Satan.” The spittle is lucky and full of healing virtue ;
hut the spittle

heals because it scares evil influences. In their yearly devil-driving the Wotyak

Fins of East Russia, as they oust the evil influences from each house, spit at them. They spit

again when they have crowded the whole array of spirits on the border.®^ It follows that

to be spat at is the same as to be told, “ You are a devil or devil-possessed.” So in spitting on

Christ the soldiers put into action what the Jews bad already said:
** Thou art a Samaritan

50 St, John's Qos^elf viii. 48, 61 Frazer’s Th$ QoUen Bought Vol. II. p. 180,
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and hast a devil/’ So the salute ‘‘ Damn” or “ Damn to hell” implies that the person saluted

is a devil and ought to return to his own place. Taking a sight, cocking snooks, and other

names for what is known as a devil’s nose, and consists of putting the right hand to the end

of the nose, either open or with the middle finger stifi and the other fingers bent hack, seems

to get its name because of its value in any meeting with the devil. Like the spittle or the curse,

the use of the devil’s nose in ordinary life implies that the person saluted is a devil or is devil-

possessed. So the Neapolitan fig, the right thumb between the first and middle fingers,

has the same evil-scaring sense.®^ finally, the sense of a hiss is to scare fiends. Both the Greeks

and the Romans hissed when they saw lightning, and both hissed because they believed

lightning was a devil; Satan falling as lightning from heaven,®® So like other abuse-salutes

the hiss means, “You are a devil or devil-possessed/’

Besides individual salutes, special forms of salutations both in honour and in dishonour,

belong to bodies rather than to individuals. Such are the signs of approval or of disapproval

with performers at theatres and other public places ; the clapping of hands, the cheers, the

vivas, or clapping of tongues, the throwing of flowers, have the same object as the individual

salute of honour, namely, to guard from evil the person who is held in honour. Similarly, the

signs of disapproval, the hissing and whistling, the shouts and outcry have, like private

abuse-salutes, the sting that the person saluted is a devil or is devil-possessed.

It has been stated that the root of the care shewn to free the person saluted from evil

influences is the experience that any person in honour is specially open to spirit-attacks.

The air swarms with given-np ghosts or unhoused spirits who roam in search of lodgings. No
lodging is so tempting as the honoured man or the worshipped god. Further, men may have

within them as lodgers, or as permanent occupants, envious spirits which looking out through

the human eye waste and wither anything or any person that strikes the envious spirit as

unduly prosperous. It follows that all persons in special honour require peculiar guarding.

The babe, the bride, the conqueror, the orator, the performer, the priest, the king, the god, the

dead, all need protection from the Evil Eye and from other hurtful influences. The need for

saluting, that is, for saving or guarding those in honour, spreads into the not less pressing need

of protecting one’s friends, and, from a different view-point, of guarding one’s-self and one’s

country from the evil influences with which strangers are haunted. The forms of greeting,

both in word and in action, which have been adopted to secure safety for the great,

happiness for ^ friends, and protection against strangers, group themselves under the leading

classes of device which experience has proved to have power either to scare or house evil

spirits, or to secure a sacramental sameness of spirit between the person who makes and the

person who receives the salute. The leading principles of protection are : —
A, To name a guardian influence at whose name evil influences flee

;

B, To raise a noise
;

0. To perform some act which can clear evil from (i) the saluter, (ii) the surround-'

ings, (iii) the saluted

;

D. To make the saluter the saluted’s sacrifice or scape

;

E. To enforce some sacrament by which saluter and saluted may have in them the

same spirit.

62 The fig is not unknown in England :

—

“ Witchy, Witchy, I defy thee,

Four fingers round my thumb

Let me go quietly by thee.'* _
'

The Denham Tracis^ Vol. EC. p. 82.

6* St ZiiWs Qospel, X. 18 ; Potter’s AnUquitieSf Vol. I. p. S84. Compare the Arabian saying (Job, xrvdi. 23)

:

“ Men shall clap their hands at the rich hypocrite and shall hiss him out of his place.”
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Under A, Quardian naming, come :—
(«) The naming of God.

(3) The naming of Hail or Health.

(c) The naming of Peace.

(d) Goodbyes, farewells.

( e) Curses.

(/) Coarsenesses.

Under B, Spirit-scaring noises, come : —
(a) Singing and other music with national anthems and hymns of praise.

(h) Hand-clapping, joint-crackling, thigh-slapping.

(c) Gun-firing.

(d) Cheering, shouting, yelling, hissing.

Under C, Actions to scare evil spirits, come

(i) From the Saluter —
(a) Throwing and rubbing dust.

(&) Mouth-covering.

(c) Ground-touching.

(d) Eye-hiding.

(e) Tongue-lolling.

(/) Eaoing.

(jg)
Alms-giving.

(ii) From the Surroundings —
(«) Spitting.

(5) Health-drinking.

(c) Kerchief-throwing*

{d) Bough and grass-carrying.

(e) Lifting.

(f) Dancing.

(g)
Finger-pointing.

(fe) Offering.

(iii) From the Saluted—
(a) To pull his nose or twist his ears.

(6) To slap him on the back.

(c) To encircle him.

(d) To carry fire or iron round him.

(-9) To rub him.

To scratch him.

(g) To lift him.

(h) To wave an offering round him*

Under D, the Sacrificial Salute, come : —
(a) Evil-taking.

(J) Kissing and inhaling.

(c) Hat and robe-removing.

(d) Holding out the palm.

(e) Health-drinking.

(/) Tongue-lolling.

(^)
Finger-pointing.

(h) Circling.

(^)
Feet-washing and rubbing.

(j) Bowing.
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Under E, the Sacramental Salute, come : —
(a) Hand-shaking.

(b) Kissing and inhaling.

(c) Spitting.

(dj Embracing.

(e) Health-drinking.

(/) Body-rnbbing.

( g) Head-knocking.

(A) Bowing.

(i) Robe-sharing.

A (a), the gaardian as a salute: When Dakhan Marathas meet each says, “Rama, Rama,’’

and when Gujaratis meet their salute is “ Jai G6pal, Victory to G6p^l.’* In carrying the dead,

in the west of India, most Hindus, admittedly with the object of keeping evil spirits

from drawing near the corpse, keep up the cry ^‘RdinhoU hM% Edmd^ Say Ram, brothers, say

Ram.” A widespread use of God’s name as a salute is in saluting the sneezer. In Tahiti, those

near a sneezer say, “ God be kind;” in Samoa, the salute is “May you live,” The Tahitans

say, “ God be kind,” because the cause of a sneeze is the sudden departure of an outside spirit

from the sneezer.®^ The sneezing Kafir says, “May god look on me with' favour.” The
Amazulus of South-East Africa thought a sneeze was caused by a spirit being near, and said?

“ Spirits, grant long life,” The Damaras of South-West Africa are fond of sneezing and of say-

ing “ Lord.”®® Parsis think a sneeze is a sign of the victory of the vital fire over a bad spirit, and
thank the guardian Hormazd for his aid,®® When an Arab sneezes those round him say, “ God
bless you.”®7 The Egyptians blessed God when a person sneezed, because, say the Jews, death

came in a sneeze till the patriarch Jacob begged that death might be less sudden. The Greeks

blessed the sneezer, of which Aristotle (B. 0. 380) gives the false and philosophic explana-

tion, that a sneeze shews the brain is in health, Pliny (A. D, 70) explained the Roman sneeze-

salute by the tale that when his nostrils were touched with fire Prometheus sneezed.®® Among
modern European nations the Italians salute the sneezer, the Germans wish him health, the

English say, “ God bless you,” The holiness of the sneeze is an example of the law, the un-willed
is the spirit-caused. The sneeze marks the struggle between the trespassing spirit and the

occupying spirit. The Tahitans and the Parsis have kept admirably near the true explanation.

The common seventeenth century English greeting was :
“ How dost thou do,” with a thump on

the shoulder.®® The parting was “ God keep you,” “ God be with you.” Coleridge’s Wedding
Guest gives the Ancient Marinera full greeting

«

God save thee, ancient mariner, from the

fiends that plague thee so.”®®

A (&), the naming of Hail or Health : In India, after a mind or death-feast, the host says

to the Brahman guests, “ Have you eaten well ?” The Brahmans, into whom, along with the

food, the dead and other spirits have passed, say, “ May there he Health.” In all ceremonies

to the dead the word Hail or Health is the best blessing.®^ In North Africa, in saluting a
stranger, a chief kisses the stranger’s hand and says, “ My men are come to wish you health.”®^

The early Hebrew salute was “In the name of God,” Then s/iaZow, which strictly means
welfare, not peace, came into fashion,®® The Muslim greeting is “Peace be on you,” and the

reply is “On you be peace and the mercy of God.”®^ The pathetic salute of the doomed
gladiators, Morituri salutant” was to save the god-emperor from the Evil Eye of tbe crowd

w Heville Les Beligions des Teujples Non Cimlisesf Vol. II. p. 112.
w j^otes and Queries, Fifth Series, Vol. Till. p. 284

Op. cii. Vol. VIII. p. 284. ot Op. cit. Vol. VIII. p. 223. «« Op. cii, Vol. Vni. p. 223.
69 Aubrey iu Hone’s Table Booh, Vol. I. p. 390 5 Pepy’s Diary in Hone’s Table Booh, Vol. II. p. 830.

'

6® Moxon’s Coleridge (1870), p. 93, 01 Burnell’s Manu, p. 74
99 Denham and Olapperton’s North Africa, Vol. I. p, 29.
w Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. III. p. 1093. «* Lane’s Modern Egyptians

,

p. 198.
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and fr om the haunting of any gladiator spirit that might die unavenged. The greeting in

Germany, Belgium and France is Good Health.” Hail and health are the same; the

Swedish for both is helsafi^ So in Macheth the witches salute is ‘‘ All Hail,” and Westmoreland's

in Henry IV. is, “ Health to my lord and gentle cousin Mowbray

The guardian power of a salute of curses and coarsenesses, A (e) and (/), is shewn by the

women of the Mandan Indians saluting the devil with hisses and gibes by the Australian saint©

of whirling a lighted fire brand round their heads and muttering imprecations®® to drive out the

night-mare, and greeting a new moon with curses and coarse abuse,^® the curses and coarseness

being not for the moon but to scare the evil spirits that might harm the baby-moon.

Instances of B (a), that is, of the playing of music, national anthems, and hymns of praise

as a salute, are numerous and universal. The great Abyssinian kettle-drums beat a welcome

whose pulsings form sounds equivalent to the Amharic words of greeting.^i Polynesians, who
have not met for long, salute by a sad song or wail over those who have died since

they met,^2 apparently with the object of clearing the air of their spirits. In North

Africa, when high travellers visit a tribe, the tribesmen go out to meet the travellers,

fall on their knees, beat a drum, and sing.^® In Rajputan^ villages, early in the present

century, women used to come out singing and dancing to meet travellers.^*

In support of B (&), that the salute of hand-clapping scares evil, according to Brahmanic

Hindus,^® on the great night of 'Siva (February 27th), all beings are purified, that is, are cleansed

from evil spirits, by thrice clapping the hands. When the Kochs of Assam ofier the first fruits,

they call to their ancestors and clap their hands,^® the clapping being to clear the air of evil

infiuences which might deter the ancestors from coming. In West Africa, north of the Congo,

when the chief drinks, a man strikes together two iron bars. All who hear bury their faces in

the sand, and, when the sound ceases, clap their hands When a South African Balonda salutes,

he drops on his knees, rubs dust on his arms and chest, and keeps on clapping his hands.^s In

Central South Africa, the salute of several tribes is by clapping handsJ^ Certain Africans

consider the lion to be a chief. When they see a lion they give him the chiefs salutation by

clapping their hands.®® The Shonas of Lake Chad, in North Africa, salute by closing the hands

several times gently, as Europeans applaud,®^ In Japan, when a sun-worshipper enters a temple,

he twice claps his hands.®^ At Nagasaki, in Japan, after the October festival, when the god is

brought back to his temple, as he passes, the people bow and clap hands.®® Pliny (A. D. 77)

remarks :
“ All nations agree in clapping their hands when it lightens.”®* The other Roman mode

of saluting lightning, namely, by a hiss, proves that to the Roman, as to the Jew “I have seen

Lucifer as lightning fall,” liglitning was a fiend. It follows that in this case the object of the

Roman hand-clapping was to scare a fiend ; it further follows that the root of hand^clapping as

a salute or as a means of honour is to keep evil from the person honoured. A form of hand-

clapping is to clap the thigh instead of the other hand. The Andamanese, when they

meet, raise one leg and clap the hand on the lower part of the thigh.®® A trace of this

Skeat in Piers the Ploughman^ p, 108.

68 Frazer’s The Golden Bough, Yol. n. p. 184.

65 Notes and Queries, Fifth Series, Yol. YIII. p. 108.

6T Henry IF., Part II. Act lY. Sc. 2.

69 Featherman’s Social History, Yol. II. p. 176.

M Op. cit. Yol. II. p. 175. The reason why the coarse is lucky is explained in the note on “Indecency,”

in a former number of the Indian Antiquary. Compare the strangely coarse abuse and jokes called stenia among

Greek women at the Thesmophoria in honour of Demeter. Smith’s GreeTc and JRoman Antiquities, Yol. II. p. 831.

71 English Illustrated Magazine, 188 p. 191.

72 Eeville Les Religions des Peuples non Civilises, Yol. II, p. 136. [So do the Andamanese. — Ed.]

78 Denham and Clapperton, Yol. I. p, 143.

76 Wilson's Worfts, Yol. III. p. 214.

77 Burton’s Mission to Dahomey, YoL I. p. 245.

79 Op. cit. p. 5S7.

81 Denham and Clapperton, Yol. 11. p. 63.

88 St James's Budget, lOth December 1887, p. 11.

85 Featherman’s Social History, Yol. II. p. 231.

7* Tod’s R(Sjasthdn. [They do so still.— Ed.]

76 Frazer’s The Golden Bough, Yol. II. p. 374.

78

Dr. Livingstone’s Travels in South Africa, p. 293.

80 Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, Yol. I. p. 850.

82 Ranjit Singh’s Japan, p. 48.

*** Pliny’s Natural History, Book xxvii. Chap. 5.
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practice perhaps remains in. the outlying English slapping of the thigh under the influence of

a joke, originally apparently -with the object of guarding the honoured jester. Of finger-

snapping and joint-cracking as salutes to scare evil, is the case of the Hindu snapping fingers

in front of a gaping mouth to prevent evil spirits entering, or perhaps to prevent the

yawner’s spirit leaving his body. On the Guinea coast, after grasping hands as a

salute, the thumb and mid-finger are three or four times sharply withdrawn on both

sides with a snap.8® When Negroes meet they pull their fingers till the joints crack,

and when Negro chiefs meet they thrice snap the third finger.®^ Gnn-firing as a salute,

or guardian of the honoured, is a commonplace among European nations. Some Musalmans

of North-East Africa compliment a stranger by firing a gun close to his head,®® In 1824,

the traveller, Denham, and the local ruler were met outside of Sohna, in North Africa, by

dancing and singing men and by shouts and gun-firing.®®

Of noise as a salute B (d) : In the Middle Ages, the people of Turin saluted an eclipse

with a shout.®® Both Greeks and Romans saluted the fiend lightning with a hiss and Romans
with a whistle.®^ A form of noise much in use to scare fiends is cheering— cheers when a

health is proposed, cheers in the battle-field, cheers at a ship-launching or a stone-laying. In

the old North-East Scotland fisher’s rite of carrying a burning barrel, called a dame, round the

fishing boats at the end of the year, the davie was saluted with cheers when it was begun,

when ib was complete, and when it was burnt.®^

To prevent the risk of injuring the person saluted the saluter must be careful that none of

the spirits with which he is haunted pass to the saluted. The earth is the great mother and
home of spirits. By touching the earth the dangerous spirit-force, that is, the evil spirits

who make their abode in men, can be discharged. The larger or the more important part of

a man that touches Mother Earth, the easier the channel for the discharge of these evil

trespassers
j
the finger tip, the knee, the brow, the prostrate body. In the sixteenth century, the

Yukatau or Central American salute was to touch the ground with the finger tips and kiss the

fingers.®® lu A. D. 1520, when they came into the presence of Cortez, the Mexican ambas-

sadors touched the ground with their finger tips, kissed the fingers, bowed three times, and

perfumed their bodies with copal.®^ That, iu kneeling, the knee is a channel of special

efiBcacy is shewn by the practice in the Greek Church of anointing the knees of those who
partake of the Sacrament. In the holy island, in Loch Finn, in Ireland (A, D. 1760), the penitent

hobbled on his bare knees over sharp stones. By this means his sins, or haunting spirits,

passed out through his knees.®® The Balondah of South Africa salutes by dropping on his

knees and rubbing dust on his arms and chest.®® Valuable as kneeling may be as as a means
of passing haunting influences from the salater into the earth the knee cannot compete as a dis-

charge channel with the whole of the body. Like the Hebrew reverence, the Hindu eight-limbed

earth-touching,®^ or sdslttdnga namaskdra^ the Chinese cowtow, the Muslim sijdah, the chief

salute in South-East and in equatorial Africa is prostration. At Dahomey, in West Central

Africa, when presented to the king, people lie prostrate and shuffle handfuls' of dust over

their head and arms. In South-West Africa, in the Congo regions, before every village chief

the saluter prostrates, kisses the earth, and scatters dust.®® To the merit of discharging

haunting influences, prostration adds the merit of mouth and eye-covering, and so of

3wi:ton*s Mission to Dahomey, Yol,l. p. 36. The sens© seems to be: the grasp is sacramental, that is, the
grasp secures oommanion of spirit. The grasp is of the nature of an oath or bargain. The snapping is to prevent
evil spirits gathering and spoiling the agreement.

Reference Mislaid. 88 Hay’s Western Barhary^ p. 65-
*9 Denham and Olapperton, Vol. I. p. 28. 9® Leoky’s E^t/ropean Morals, Vol. I. p. 390.
91 Potter’s Antiquities, Yol. I. p. 384. 92 Mitohell’s The Past in the Present, pp. 257-259.
92 Spencer’s Descriptive Sociology, Vol. II. “ Central America.” 94 Qp^ ciU Vol. H. p. 32.

99 Genileman*s Magazine Librartj, “ Popular Superstitions,” pp. Ill, 112.

99 Dr, Livingstone’s Travels in South Africa, p, 293,
9T HifopadeshvWilkin’s Translation, p. 117. 98 Burton’s Mission to Dahomey, Vol, I. p. 259.
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closing the two great openings for the passage of impure inhaence from the salutet

to the sainted. To preyent evil influences issuing from his mouth the Dahomey saluter rubs

his face, especially his mouth, with earth or sand till a coating of earth gathers on his lips.^

In Egyptian pictures the hand is placed over the month.^*’^ In coming into the presence of the

Lord of Hosts the prophet Isaiah has his unclean lips purified by the touch of a live coal from

the altar.^ So in India, the Sravak or Jain priest, when engaged in temple service, wears a

cloth tied over his mouth ; the P4rsi priest adopts the same precaution in worshipping fire. The

prevention of the issue of evil-laden glances from the eye of the saluter is a still greater merit in

prostration than the closing of the saluter’s mouth. In China, in A. D. 1583, when the king

passed, all people knelt with their faces to the ground, holding their hands over their heads,

forbidden to look up tiU the king was gone.® In Siam, in A. D. 1660, every one had to lie flat

at the king’s coming. To look on the king was death.® So, about the same time, in Central

Asia, ruled the mighty Prester John, whose person none dared look upon.* In Loango, in

West Africa, north of the Congo, when the chief drank, a man struck together two iron bars.

AJl who heard the noise buried their faces in the sand.® Other salutes find their sense in this

same need for guarding against the Evil Eye, the most dangerous of influences. In Western

India, the women of many hill and forest tribes turn their back when they meet an European.

This haoi-turning is due neither to want of manners nor to excess of timidity. Thesense is to

prevent a glance harming the superior. In Dahomey and in other parts of West Africa, when

the royal charmers or fetish women come to draw water, all men must run off and turn their

backs.® The spirit-origin of the bow, as in the case of the Pars! three separate bows to the

may be partly to guard the person saluted by exposing the top of the head through

which, even without the laying on of hands, spirit influences enter. But the main spirit-sense

of the low oerBninTiift.1 bow is to save the saluted from the saluter’s evil-laden eye. In Japan

at Nagasaki, after the October festival, when the Shinto god O-Suwa is brought back to his

temple, as the god passes, the people bow and clap their hands.^ When the Amir of BokMra

passed through the city, the people saluted by extending their palms and bow^ low their

heads.® The horror of the mischief of the .Evil Eye enforces the stricter precaution of holding

the in front of the eyes. When the people of Sikhim, in the Himalayas, lay gifts on the

altar they lift both hands to the forehead, fall on their knees, and touch the ground three

times with head and hands.® The Bhots of the Western Himalayas salute by raising the backs

of both hands level with the forehead, repeatedly describing circles in the air, and ending by

drooping the fingers down and turning the palm in.w The German, and now the Bntis^

riffht-palm salute is Uke the first part of the Bhot salute. The position suggeste the

o4n right palm of the sati, or of the baroiet, guarding the saluted from evil-laden glances.

When a Bombay Beni-Isra’U repeats the verse

«

The Lord our God is one Lord, he puta

his right thumb in his right eye, his little finger in his left eye, and rests the three wmaming

finiremonhisbrow.i® The closing of the eyes by the finger tips forms part of the prayOT

gesture in the regular Jewish and Musalmau service. In Christian prayer, the eyes are closed,

either with or mthout the aid of hand-pressure.

Besides the evil influences that come out of a man, he goes pestered with ^Hts as if with a

swarm of flies. Unless the saluter clears his fly-swarm, they may annoy a,nd inj^e the saJut^.

and sandare among the chief soarers and cleansers. In Cheshire, white sand, called

^ strewn in front of the bride.« Burial scares corruption : the scanty present of a little

w Burton’s Mission io Ddhowsyt Yol. I* p» 261,

1 IsaiaJii vi. 5-8.

9 Mr. Pepy’a Diary, August 17th, 1666.

5 Burton’s Mission to Dahomey, Yol. I. p. 245.

7 St. Jameses Bridget, 10th December 1887, p. 11.

® Hooter’s Himalayan Jotwnafe, Yol. !• p. 312«

XI Deuteronomy, Ti. 4
IS Dyer’s Folk-Lore, p. 198.

loa Wilkinson’s Ancient Egyptians, Yol. II. p. 378.

a Kerr’s V<yyages, Yol. YII. p. 600,

* JSudibras, Book iii. Section 8.

8 Op* cii. Yol. I. pp. 191, 192.

* Oi>, cit. 24th November 1888, p. 5.

18 Balfour’s Encydopcedia, Yol. V. p. 34,

X* Bombay ijlaieiteerj Yol. XYIil, p, 513.
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dust lays the yagrant soul of the ship-wrecked Archytas.^^ To the Muslim the dusty forehead

is lucky or muhdrak : where water is scarce, a sand-bath makes the Muslim ceremonially clean.

No evil can assail the Shi’a Muhammadan who rests his brow on a cake of earth from holy

Karbala. The Muslims of Senegal in Upper-West Africa throw sand or earth over their heads.

Ibn Batuta, the great Arab traveller (A. D. 1342), has described the wallowing and dusting of

the old Negrotio courts. Johnson remarked the same at Zenda, Clapperton at Oyo, and Denham
among the Musgows.^® Among the Waguhas of South-Central Africa the saluier takes a hand-
ful of sand or earth with his right baud, throws a little into his left hand, and rubs the rest

over his elbow and stomach.!^ When the South African Balonda salutes, he drops on his knees,

rubs dust on his arms and chest, and keeps on clapping his hands.^^ The Negro keeper at

Whydah, in West Africa, before lifting dauhghwe, the sacred python, rubbed his right hand on
the ground and dusted his forehead, as if grovelling before a king.i® In this West African case,

the keeper’s object in touching the ground was apparently to discharge his haunting evils, as
his object in dusting his brow was to scare his swarm of fly-spirits which, if not scattered,

might annoy the holy python. The well-made gigantic Patagonian (A.*D. 1520), who ran
capering and singing to the beach to meet the Spaniards, kept throwing dust on his head in

token of friendship.!^ Here, as in the Christian burial service, the dust thrown on the
Patagonian’s head lays the spirits which swarmround him, and which, if not laid, might harm
or annoy the strangers to whom the Patagonian was anxious to he civil. The horror of the
fly-swarm, shewn in the proverb, Scabies sujpremum capiet. Plague take the hindmost,’’

seens to explain the Onrush as a salute. In North Africa, before coming to a town, the
horsemen skirmish in front of the caravan, and gallop by pairs to the Governor’s door, firing

muskets.20 At Mandara, in Central Africa, in A. D. 1824, on visiting a great man, the rule
was to gallop to him at full sx>eed.2i xhe old faith, in leaving evil behind, is perhaps at the
root of the English canter for the avenue.

At first thought, submission seems rightly to claim the salute of standing on one foot.
Still the details are difficult, and seem to point to an underlying spirit basis. When Philip-
pine Islanders meet, they bend low, place their hands on their cheeks, and raise one foot in
the air wifch the knee bent,22 apparently shewing that standing on one foot is lucky. Meadows
Taylor describes the fear-struck Hindu broker standing on his left leg, with the sole of the
right leg pressed against the left calf, his hands joined, his turban awry»23 Submission seems
sufficiently to explain this action. At the same time the standing of a Hindu ascetic on one
foot ** like a crane” is among the most merit-giving of positions. So, in Siam, the temporary
or hop king, who stands three hours on one foot, by so standing, gains a victory over evil
influences.2^ The Catholic Church recognises the fly-swarm and the in-dwelling evils. The
holy water at the Church porch scatters the fly-swarm; the Sigh of the Cross made in front of
the face prevents the in-dwelling evil in the worshipper annoying the Crucifix or the
High Altar,

Of the salute as a clearer of the surroundings rather than of the spirit-swarms that
fly-like go with the saluter, spitting is an instance. In Europe, spitting is an abusive salute. To
spit in a man’s face means i ** You are a devil or devil-ridden and must be scared.” So to keep off
evil influences, when a Sunni talks with a Shi’a, he spits secretly. Similarly, some natives of India
keep secretly spitting when they talk to an European, or when they talk on some ill-omened topic.
The root of this practice is the belief in the.healings and therefore spirit-scaring, virtue of spittle.
If the spittle is a guardian, to spit on a person may be a gracious as well as an abusive salute.

Horace, Odes, I. xsviii. M Burton’s Mission io Dahomey, Vol. I. p. 2$9,
Stanley’s Dark Coniinent, Vol. 1. p. 54. Dr. Livingstone’s Travels in South Africa, p. 296*M Burton’s Mission io Dahomey, Vol. I, p. 95, 's Drake’s Cavendish and Dcmj^ier, p. 37,
Denham and Clapperton, Vol. II. p. 229. pp. eU, Vol. I. p. 284.

« Hone’s Table 187.
“ 2s Confessions of a Thug, p. 147.

" 5'razer’s The QoUen Bough, VoL I. pp. 230, 231, 233.
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When they meet, the Masais of Bast Africa spit on each other.^s In North-East Africa, the

traveller Johnson was much sbught after as a medicine-man. His salute was so highly valued

that he had to keep his mouth full of water.^s In Scotland, at the beginning of this century, it

was usual to spit in the hand, before clenching a bargain by grasping the hand of the person with

whom you were dealing.^? The apparent sense of the spit before the grip is to prevent any

devil of crookedness finding his way into the grip, and so into the bargain, A Peruvian salute

was to approach the superior, carrying green boughs and palm-leaves and a New Guinea

custom is that the saluters lay leaves on the heads of those they salute.^® In A. D. 1619, the

people of Kohat, in despair, came to meet Baber with grass between their teeth.3<> In

India, the mouthing of grass is generally accompanied by standing on one foot. The practice

has been explained as an example of abject submission, as if with the sense, “We are youroxen.”3i

That surrender explains the mouthing of grass seems doubtful, and the ox idea is a natural

case of meaning-raising. The grass seems to be taken into the mouth with the object of

turning aside wrath. The root of the practice may therefore be the belief that grass scares

evil, as, in the North-West Provinces, a blade of grass is stuck in a heap of corn to keep off the

Evil Eye.®® Another salute, whose apparent sense is to keep the honoured safe from spirit-attacks,

is lifting or raising shoulder-high. Grimm quotes a German song which moans the flight of

merriment :— “ If we could only get her back, we would bear her on our hands as a king or a

bride is raised and carried,”®® Dancing, another admirable scarer, is also a salute. In India,

the religiousness or luckiness of the trained dance or ndch is that like the priest, the dancing-

girl is the scape, and draws ill-luck into herself. In the early years of the present century, in

Rajputana, when the chief or an honoured guest arrived, women at a country town went out

to welcome them, dancing and singing. And still occasionally, in Gujarat Native States, at the

entrance of a town, a dancing-girl stands and salutes a stranger. A common Roman salute was

to point with one of the right fingers : to point the first or index finger was complimentary

;

to point the middle finger was an insult. The middle finger was known as the impudicttSf that is,

immodest, or the infamisj that is, disreputable. The finger was immodest because, if held out

with the other fingers doubled back, its likeness to a made it a valuable guard against the

Evil Eye. In its case, as in other cases, the indecent was the lucky. Its tip applied the evil-

scaring spittle to the temples, the brow, and the lips of the infant. Still, in spite of its

luckiness, to be saluted by this middle finger was an insult. The gesture meant “ You are

a devil, or you have a devil.” On the other hand, it was an honour to be pointed at by the first

finger. The Romans saluted their gods from a distance by kissing the first finger tip, and holding

out the finger to the god,®^ Certain tourists came to see Demosthenes, As they drew near,

they failed to salute him by pointing to him the finger of honour or by blowing him a kiss from

its tip. In return, the sage saluted the tourists by holding out his horn or priapus middle

finger, apparently signifying “Te mannerless Devils,”®®

The object of the next class of salutes, 0 (iii.), is, by pinehing, slapping or

circling, to drive 'evil out of the person saluted. When a Bombay Beni-IsriVil bride-

groom reaches the brides house, her brother meets him and squeezes his ear, puts

sugar in his mouth, and gives him a oocoanut.®® Among the Patane Prabhus of Poona,

a new-born babe has its head squeezed, its nose pulled, aud its ears pinched.®^ Among the

Marwar Vanis of Poona, a custom observed by most Gujarat castes, when the bridegroom

' w Elwortby’s The Evil Eye, p. 422. 2c MS. note from Dr. Graham, 5th April, 1835,

27 Napier^s Folh-Lore, p. 100. ® Descriptive Sdciology, Vol. IL,
*'Ancient Peravians.’

'

29 Hone’s Table Boole, p. 387. Caldecott’s Baber, p. 90.

81 Op, cit p. 90; Elliot’s Races, North-West Provinces, Vol. I. p. 240; Asiatio Researches, YoL YJL p. ISO.

*2 Elliot’s Races, North-West ProvUices, Vol. I. p. 239. Grimm’s T&aionie Mythology, VoL II. p. 891.

84 This practice seems to have remained in force till the seventeenth century, as Praetorius (Elworthy’s The Evi

Dye, p. 413) writes in A. D. 1677

“

Even now-a-days we teach our boys that the right index is to be kissed as a

salutation to persons worthy of honour.”

85 Laertius in Elworthy’s The Evil Eye, p. 414. ss MS. note. ^ Bombay (hzetteer, Vol. XVIII. p. 2£0.
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reaches the bride’s marriage porch, be is met by the bride^s mother, wha four times pulls his

nose.®® These nose and ear wringings are performed neither to cause laughter, nof to beguile

spirits to believe that the babe and the bridegroom are not held in honour. The great care taken,

in the Musalman ceremonial bath at the close of a period of impurity, to prevent any spirit lurk-

ing in the ear or up the nostril suggests that both in the case of the babe and of the bridegroom

the object of the nose and ear pulling is to expell trespassers. Among Englishmen, boys or

intimates are saluted by a slap on the back. Aubrey (A. D. 1650) says :— The common old

English salutation was, ‘How dost thou do,* with a thump on the shoulder.”®® , The king of

, Dahomey used to afEecfc familiarity with the English and slap them on the back with his open

hand. This apparently was a copied salute.^® To attach a spirit-meaning to the slap on the

back as a salute or evil-soarer might seem more than farfetched, but for this passage in Plato’s

TimcBus “ The most painful attacks of air are caused when the wind gets about the sinews^

and especially when the pressure is in the great sinews of the shoulder. These are termed

tetanus.” Eurious dancing is another salute to scare evil out of the stranger. In A, D. 675,

Zemarchus, the emperor Justin’s ambassador to the Great Turk, Dizabulos, on reaching

the encampment, was met by raging men who shewed him iron, carried fire round him,

and danced furiously, as if driving away evil spirits.^^® It was apparently to scare spirits

out of the stranger, that, in 1836, the herald of the South African chief, Moselekatse, a

naked man, foaming and glaring with excitement, appeared before Oapt. HarriSi^® When he

entered, the herald roared like a lion, moved his arm like an elephant’s trunk, tip-toed like an

ostrich, and humbled himself in the dust like an infant and wept. The object of these,

as of other animal dances, apparently, was to house the spirits which had come with the

stranger. In Malacca and Singapur, the saluter lifts the left leg of the_person sainted

first over the saluter’s right leg, and then over the saluter’s faoe.^^ This, at first, seems a

'

case of submission. Consideration shews that the action is inconsistent with submission,

as submission could hardly have devised a form of salute which gives the submitter so

excellent a chance of laying his lord and master on the broad of his back. The lifting of the

leg seems to stand for a lifting of the whole body with the object of helping the saluted to

shake off evil influences. Offerings are another salute whose object is to relieve the saluted

from haunting influences. When a pregnant Parsi girl goes to her parents’ house,

as she enters the house, an elderly woman passes round the ^rl’s head a copper or brass

platter with rice and water in it, throws the contents of the platter and also a
broken egg and a coooanut at the girl’s feet, and welcomes her. The Hijapur Baddis, at the

first ploughing of the season, mb the oxen's heads with cow-dung ashes, and bow before

them.^® When a Brahman bids neighbours to a thread-girding or to a wedding, the bidder

drops red coloured rice into the hands of the chief person asked, and touches, with red powder
and turmeric, the neck, hands and brows of the women of the house. In return, the women
place in the bidder’s lap, rice, a oocoanut and betel-nuts and leaves.^® The turning, which means
the offering, of silver coins to the new moon is to scare fiends from the baby-moon. And Job’s

kissing of hands to the moon is the same as the Roman practice of blowing a kiss from the first

finger tip.*7

Of the great class of sacrificial salutes, which have for their object to secure the safety of

the saluted by the saluter taking into himself the ill-luck of the saluted, the clearest example is

the Rajput and other high class Hindu and Musalman women’s salute in Gujarat. In Hacch,

in 1819, when a distinguished visitor came to a village, the women of the half-priestly tribe of

Cb^rans formed a ring round him, and each woman joined the backs of her two hands, and

88 Op, cii. Vol. XVin. p. 279.

Burtou’s Mission to Dahomey, Tol. I. p, 142,

« Yule’s Cathay, p. dxiii.

** Hone’s Table Booh, p. 187.

« Op; cii. Yol. XY. pp. 152, 153.

88 Hone’s Table Booh, Yol. I. p. 390.

Jowetfc’s Dialogues, Vol. II. p. 498,

43 Harris’ Africa, p. lOl.

43 Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XXIII. p. 147.

47 Napier’s Folk-Lore, p. 98 j Job, xxxi, 26,
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cracked the kimckles over her own head.^a The sense of this salute is clear. The saluter
gathers into her fingers all the evil swarms that buzz about or have entered into the strangers.
Once in her hands the cracking of her joints drives the spirits into the woman’s head. The salute
is interesting, because not only does its Gujarati name, oyarwa, that is, removing, audits Hindus-
tani name, halaiya Una, that is, evil-taking, shew the object of the rite, but the practice is still

continued in the belief that it passes ill-luck from the saluted to the saluter. When a Hindu
by mistake jostles a neighbour in a crowd, he touches the place on his neighbour’s body which
he struck against, and then touches his own body with his hand. The pain returns with the
touch. It is a case of evil-taking. One of the Dahomey salutes was to move the body so as to
touch the saluted,"^® apparently with the object of taking his ill-luck. That kissing is a salute, as

the firing of guns is a salute or health, shews that one object of the kiss is to take evil from the
person saluted. In kissing, the object is either sacrificial, that is, the kisser, by taking or
sucking the ill-luck of the saluter, becomes his scape or sacrifice, or kissing is sacramental,
that is, it secures communion of soul between the kisser and the kissed. That, in its

sacrificial aspect, kissing is sucking, is shewn in Marathi where chumbani means both
to kiss and to suck. The same object, namely, to take in the ill-luck of the person saluted,

is the explanation of the Indo-Chinese salute of inhaling.®® The Slav kissing of the hand
of the aged,®^ the Roman kissing of the foot of the god, the English kissing of their sovereign, the

Prophet Job kissing his hand to the moon walking in brightness, are all apparently sacrificial,

that is, done with the object of taking into the saluter evils that might aunoy the saluted. That
the kiss was a formal and religious salute is shewn by its history in England, where up to

Charles II.’s time (A. D. 1660) the kiss was the usual salute and shaking hands was a mark
either of close intimacy or of high iavoar.®^ In Banfishire(A. D. 1800), a newly-married couple

were wished happy feet. As a preventive of misfortune, if they chanced to meet on the road to

or from church, they saluted each other by kissing.®^ The kiss in the ring and the kiss in the

Russian and Kamschatkan dance,®^ seems indirectly to ije a sacrificial salute. As the object of

the dance is to house spirits, the kiss element in the dance seems to find its sense in providing

specially tempting quarters for the guests who have to be housed. The Laplander’s salute is

to rub the person saluted with his nose,®® apparently, like the Indo-Chinese, with the object of

helping the saluted by sniffing into himself the saluted person’s ill-luck.

Capping, that is, uncovering the head is a widespread salute. At first sight it appears to

have its origin in submission. As a sign of submission, the uncovering may either be placing

the unguarded head at the mercy of the persou saluted, or, according to Mr. Baring Gould,®® since

the Roman slave wore no hat, the uncovering may mean “ I am your slave.” But uncovering the

head is a salute in many countries, where all wear head-dresses and where Roman slave practices

have never been heard of. Uncapping is also a salute in many circumstances, into which no

trace of submission enters. Further, the sacredness of the head-dress as the protector of those in

honour, or iu other form of danger, the christening cap, the Jewish, Greek and Hindu bridal

crown, the noble’s coronet, the royal diadem, the Bishop’s mitre, and the Pope’s tiara, shews

that a special guardian-importance attaches to the hat, and makes it probable that the root of

uncapping as a salute is the fact that the hatless saluter makes himself a home or scape for the

ill-luck or worries of the saluted. Iu the south of Scotland, when a man meets a funeral, he takes

ofi his hat.®^ Capping on meeting a funeral is also the rule in the west of Scotland, where

the (modern) explanation is given that lifting the hat is a sign of respect and sympathy

** Maomurdo iu Trans, Bom, Lit, 8oc, Vol. I. p. 307. Meadows Taylor {Confessions of a Thng, p. 132) describes

the practice somewhat more clearly : “ The old lady approached Mir Ali. She passed her hands over his face,

cracked her knuckles and every joint of her fingers by pressing the backs of her hands against her temples.**^

*9 Barton’s Mission io Dahomey, Vol. I. p. 260. ^9 Jowr, Roy. As. Boo, Vol. III. p. 269.

Victor Tissot*s fjnknoion 'Bungary, Vol. I. p, 216. Notes and Queries, Pifth Series, Vol. V. p. 15,

G-athrie’s Old Bcotiish Customs, p. 125, St, Jameses Budget, 8fch January 1887, p. 16,

66 Hone’s Table Book, p. 187.
' « Baring Gould’s BtrJnge Survivals, pp. 282-287.

67 Henderson’s Folk-Lore, p, 42.
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with the mourners. Uncovei'ing on meeting a funeral is usual in most Catholic countries in

Europe. And that the origin of the uncovering is sacrificial or religious is supported loj the

salute being accompanied by a prayer for the soul of the dead. A note from Lincoln (A. D.

1833) throws light on the practice : “It is unlucky to meet a funeral. But if you take oft your

hat the evil spirits which hover about the corpse will take it as a compliment and do no harm.’

This is old. But it is warped by the Protestant prejudice that man can do nothing to aid his dead

brother; and it misjudges the character of corpse-haunting spirits who seek not honour but a

lodging. It seems to follow that in uncovering to a corpse, as in uncovering to any one else in a

position of honour, the saluter’s object is sacrificial, that is, to tempt into himself some of the spirit-

swarm that buzz round the saluted. In Yorkshire, if you see an ominous, that is spirit-haunted,

magpie, you should lift your hat and make the sign of cross-thumbs : the lifting the hat seems

an offer to take a share of the ill-luck that dogs the magpie ; the cross-thumbs, like signing the

cross in front of one’s face in a Catholic Church, is to prevent the saluter’s Evil Bye annoying the

saluted. In Tibet, both Chinese and Tibetans take off the hat as a salute.®^ That the Tibetan

un-hatting is sacrificial, that is, that its object is to take the ill-luck of the saluted, is in

agreement with the Tibet practice of preserving the sknll-top entrance from fiend-trespass

by wearing charms between the outer and the inner hat.®^ In crossing the log that marked
the entrance to Kana town in Dahomey, the people took off their caps.®® The Mingrelians

of the Western Caucasus go bare-headed on Saturdays (the Sabbath) in honour of the day.®®

When Fiji sailors pass certain parts of the ocean, they quiet their fear by uncovering their head.®®

These places are probably haunted,, and the spirits, being offered lodgings in the uncovered

heads, let the boat pass in peace. So in Sweden, at the stone where Qunnar’s boat sank,

fishermen salnte by raising their hats
;

if they failed to salute, they would catch no fish.®^

Though it is specially notable in the case of the hat, the chief guardian and protector, the

sacrificial or ceremonial removing of other articles of dress is also a widespread form of

salute. Examples of the rule of ceremonial or sacrificial xuioovering seem to occur in the

African chiefs who are waited on by naked women : in the scanty trace of clothing among
the attendants of the chiefs in Indian cave-paintings and sculptures : in the queen of Atten-

go punishing any of her women who came before her with the upper part of the body

covered : and in the bare shoulders of European evening full dress. At Dahomey, the male
ministers, in saluting the king^ bowed, hared their bodies to the waist, knelt, and made
obeisance.®®

The salute of salutes, whose special virtue secures to it the early and honourable name
of Health is the drinking of wine in honour of the saluted. Wine-drinking, as a salute,

contains two main luck-elements : one sacrificial, that is, the saluter takes into his wine, and

so into himself, the hovering ill-lnok of the person saluted ; the other sacramental, that is, by
drinking the same wine a communion of spirit is secured to the sainter and the sainted. This

second element is what gives its name to the Loving Cup, that is, to the cup passed round from

hand to hand, all present drinking the same wine and through the wine gaining a communion of

spirit. Of the scape or sacrificial element, that is, when the dxinker takes into himself hovering

ill-spirits and ill-lack, Coleridge®^ gives the following example from Cotton’s Ode on Winter ;

—

“ Men that remote in sorrows live

Shall by our lusty brimmers thrive :

We’ll drink the wanting into wealth

And those that languish into health,

The afflicted into joy, th’ oppressed

Into security and rest,”

•* Getitleman*s Magazine Library, “ Popular Superstitions/^ p. 118, Dyer’s Folk-Lore, p. 82.

SoHagintweifc’s Tibet, p. 171. Op. cit. p. 169.

Burton’s Mission to D^koyney, YoJ, I. p. 281. St, James's Budget, 16tli June 1888, p. 12,

Weatherman's Social History, Yol. EC. p. 221. Bassett’s Sea Legends, p. 174.

« Burton’s Mission to Dahomey, Vol. I, p, 260, and Tol. II. p. 43, Table Talk, p, 244.
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In Peru, an invitation to drink was a form of salute.®® The Abyssinians open an interview

by drinking tedge, that is, mead or honey beer.®® Among the classic Greeks, health-drinking was
a favourite salute, each guest specially drinking to the health of the guest to whom he handed

the cup.^® A Tartar salutes by putting the tongue in the cheek, and scratching the right ear.^i

In Sikhim, in the Himalayas,^2 the Tibetan salutation is to hold out the tongue, grin, nod and

scratch the ear. The general meaning of the lolling or out-thrust tongue in gods, in Medusas,

in horned guardian faces, and in other masks is that the tongue drives away evil. The

outstretched or lolling tongue, if directed against a man, is an abusive gesture, with the sense

of avaunting the person saluted. At the same time the lolling tongue is a great spirit home,

and the sense of the kindly Tibetan out-thrust tongue as a salute seems to be that the saluter

becomes the scape and takes into his tongue the ill-luck of the saluted. The earsoratching

is not easy to explain. The sight of the scratching may re-call to some of the swarm of

the buzzing unhoused spirits past pleasurable feelings, and may tempt some of them to abandon

the saluted for the saluter’s well-scratched ear.

A widespread salute is to walk round the person saluted. The Ram dyana has many exam-

ples of saluting by circling. Rama (Vol. VI. page 35)^® touches his father’s feet and goes round

him with circling steps ; Rama (Yol. VI. p. 38) goes round the coronation vases in the same way j

he also (Vol. VI. p. 51) circles Queen Kansalya. Again (Vol, VI. p. 72) Queen Kausalya

fondly paces round Rama; Rama (Vol. VI. p. 136) goes round the king sadly with slow stepa

reverent. Bharat (Vol. VI. p. 464) in humble reverence paces round Rama. These steppings

and circlings must be pradalesliinds, that is, with the right in front or next the object saluted.

So one of the leading Hindu temple rites is to pace the pradahskind path that circles the god.

In the Scottish Highlands, the old salute in receiving a stranger was to pace round him

deas-ilt that is, right next.^^ The reverse of this was called widder^shms^ that is, against the shine or-

sun. That the object of saluting the king, the stranger and the god by walking round him is to

draw troublesome evils from him into the saluter agrees with the tale of the Mughal Emperor

Babar (A. D. 1630). Babar’s eldest son, Humaydn, was sick to death with fever. The

physicians offered no hope. Babar stood at the head of his son s bed. He prayed that, if

it pleased God, Humayun’s fever might come to him. He walked thrice round the bed with

his right hand next it. He said : “ My prayer is granted.” Babar lay down and never rose ;

the fever left Humayun and he was well.

The last class of salute is the sacramental salute, that is, salutes whose object is to secure

communion of spirit between the saluter and the saluted. When he salutes an elder the

Coorg boy puts off his shoes, and with folded hands raised to his brow, bows till he touches his

senior’s feet. In return, the senior lays his hands on the boy’s head and blesses him, so securing

a sameness of spirit in himself and the lad.^s Hand-shaking has been explained as the result of a

compromise between two persons, each of whom is anxious to shew his respect for the other by

touching the ground with his fingers. It may be possible that certain hand-shakings can be

traced to the supposed law of submission tempered by compromise. Still other instances,

notably the hand-giasping at oath-taking and in solemn agreements, seem unconnected with

submission or compromise. Further, many hand-shaking salutes bear traces of, or are still

explained by, the belief that a grasp of the hand secures communion of spirit. In the

Peninsular War, a favourite officer of the Duke, chosen for some service of special danger,

before starting, craved a grasp of the Duke’s conquering right hand.^® Among the English, till

the time of Charles II. (A. D. 1660), the kiss was the formal salute, the shake or grasp of the

right hand, presumably from its sacramental virtue, was confined to close friends or was

es ])6scri;ptive Sociology, Vol. TI. English lUustrafed Magazine, December 1884, p. 191.

Smith’s Cfreek and Roman Antiquities, Vol. II. p. 741. Hue s Ih'avels, \ ol. II. p. 63.

Hooker’s Himalayan Journal, Vol. I. p. 203, and Vol. II, p. 22.

Ts These references are to Griffith’s Translation, Walter Scott’s Two Rrcvsrs,

Bice’s Mysore, Vol. III. p. 226. Napier’s feninmlar War.
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a sign of vei-y high, honour. This, like other English customs, may hare come from the

Romans to whom a grasp of the right hand was a form of oath, a strong union of

Bonls.^^ In Scotland, a bargain is clenched by a shake of the hand.^® Among the

Greeks, palm-tickling was a sign of fellowship in the Elensinian mysteries.^® And the

modern mystics, the Freemasons, mark with a special grip the communion of spirit

among the initiated,®® Freemasons also practice a form of funeral hand-shaking. In this,

which is knowm as the cjiaine dt'union^ the brethren form a circle round the grave,

each with his arms crossed oyer his chest, his right hand holding his left neighbour’s left

and his left hand holding his right neighbour’s right.®i The Coorgs of Southern India shake

hands when they meet. They also shake hands over an agreement.ss In Nubia, when men
have been som'O time separate, on meeting, they kiss and shake hands the apparent object of

the grip as well as of the kiss is to restore their former sameness of spirit. As a rule, the

sense of the kiss-salute is to suck evil into the saluter. A few cases, like the Nubian case,

seem rather to have their explanation in the attempt to secure sameness of spirit. Among
•Egyptian Musalmans, the son kisses the father’s hand, the wife the husband’s, the slave or

servant the master’s. If the master is a great man the servant kisses his sleeve or the hem
of his garment.®^ Even in this instance it seems probable that the kiss is to suck evil out of the

person saluted. Still the Christian|kiss of peace and kiss of charity, which all members of the

early congregations interchanged, shew a wide belief that a spirit passes in a kiss. This seems

to havebeen a Greek belief, since in the Greek salute the kiss was accompanied with an embrace,®®

whose object can scarcely have been other than to secure sameness of spirit. Rubbing, like

embracing, would secure sameness of spirit. When the balf-Papuan-half-Malay people of Micro-

nesia meet, they smell each other and rub noses.®® Tbe Black-feet North American Indians, in

saluting, rub their nose on a friend’s back.®^ In Canada^ when Red Skins meet, they rub each

other’s stomach,Wm and head.®® In 1800, in North Scotland, when the friends of the bride and
bridegroom met between Banns’ Sunday and the marriage day, they rubbed shoulders. To get

the infection of marriage, suggests Mr. Gregor,®® perhaps rather to secure sameness of spirit and
so prevent disputes arising till the wedding was over. In Normandy and Brittany, the peasants

keep up the salute of striking head against head on the two sides of the brow.®® Among the
Dhangars of Poona, when a widow marries, a chief rite is to knock together the heads of the

widow and of the bridegroom.®^ When two people are needlessly quarrelsome, a common advice

is to knock their heads together. The object in this and other head-knocking salutes may be
to obtain sameness of spirit in the persons whose heads are knocked together. Still it seems
more natural to suppose that the head-knocking of the quarrellers will drive out of both of them
the devil of contention, and that, in the case of the Dhangar second marriage, the main o^’ect

is to knock out the troublesome ghost of the deceased husband. The peopleof Camene salute their
friends by cutting themselves and giving their friends blood to drink.®2 An Ethiopian, in
saluting, takes the robe of the person saluted, and ties it about himself, leaving the person sainted
almost naked.®® This may be a symbolic binding of the saluter, as if under the orders of the
saluted. It is perhaps more probable that the root idea is to secure a sameness of spirit by
binding both the saluter and the saluted with the same cloth. The sacramental forms of salute,

that is, those salutes whose object is either to become possessed by the spirit saluted or to bring

Napier's Folfc-Lore, p. ICO.
Tif Potter's AniiquiUeSi Yol. I. p. 295.

T9 King's Gnostics and iheir Remains, p, 121,

80 Op. cit. p. 121. Compare Mackay's Freemasonry, p. 351 ; “ Freemasons make a (special) grip of tlie right
hand the token of a covenant of friendship.

.82 Bice's Mysore, Vol. III. pp. 219, 233.

9* Lane’s Modern Egyptians, p. 200.

98 Reville les Religions des Peuples non CiviUsis, Vol, 11 p I3g
98 Op. cli, Yol. I. p. 203.

* ‘ ’

91 Mackay's Freemasonry, p. 50.

9* Bnrthardt’s Nubia, p. 225.

86 Potter’s Antiquities, Yol. II. p. 370.

9T Op. cii. Yol. I. p. 204.

99 An Echo of the Olden Timefrom the North of Scotland,

99 Reville les Religions des Peuples non Civilises, Yol. I. p. 203,

91 Bofflhap OaJ56ii$er,_Yol. XYIII, p. 885. 9* Hone's TcFle Booh, p. 187. 9* Op. cit. p. 187.
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the same spirit into different people, e,re illnstrated by the Hindu mystic or magic Ajajia

QayatrL The virtae of this charm is that its repetition secures that the saluter shall be

possessed by the P or Supreme Soul. To bring into his body the Supreme Soul

the saluter should repeat the word hctnsd^ while he presses his heart with his right fingers : he

should repeat the word A^ajisi, while he squeezes his skull with his right fingers: he should

repeat the word hahsu, while he touches his top-knot with his right hand : he should repeat the

word kcihsS, while his crossed hands are spread on his shoulders : he should repeat the word

hahso, while his right finge?:s clase his e^es : he should repeat the wordhansaJi^Zf while he strikes

the right fore and middle fingers on the left palm. A snap of his finger, a wave of his hand

round his head and the saluter’s possession by the Supreme Soul is complete,

(To he continued,')

MISCELLANEA.
SEBUNDT.

I HJLTE lately had reason to dive into the word

sebundy, and give here a list of the quotations

regarding it which I have come across. It would

appear that the word is really of Soutli^ndian

usage, as it is not to be found in Elliot’s Memoirs

by Beames, Carnegy’s Kachahri Technicalities

t

Crooke’s Rural Glossary, Grierson’s Bihar

Peasant Life, and similar works relating to

Northern India.—R- C. Teiixpl®.

c. 1778 ,
— «At Dacca I made acquaintance

with my venerable friend John Cowe ....
I found him in command of a regiment of

Sebundees or native militia.”— Hon, R, Lindsay

in Lives of the Lindsays, Vol, iw., p. 161, in YvZe,

Hohson^Johson, s, v,

1784. — “2,586 Sibbandy and Pike [pdik)

peons for the forts and hilly countries.” — Report

4)f the Gircuit Govn/rtyittee, in CttrmichaeTs Viza-

gapatam, p, 209,

1785. ** The Board were pleasedto direct that

in order to supply the place of the Sebundy Corps,

four regiments of Sepoys he employed in the

necessary collection of revenue.” — In Seton-

Ka/rr, Selections, Vol, i,, p, 92, in Yule, Hobson^

Jobson, s, V.

1785. ^ “ One considerable charge upon the

Nabob’s country was for extraordinary Sib-

feendies, sepoys and horsemen, who appear to us

to be an unnecessary encumbrance upon the

revenues.” — Appendix to Speech on JVabob of

Arcot's Debts in Burke’s Works, Vol, iv.,p. 18, ed,

1852, in Yule, Hobson-Johson, s, v,

c, 1788. — “ The zamindars were hound [in

J751-9] to ... • keep on foot a Sibbundy

corps of 12,000 infantry which, over and above the

ordinary services of preserving the three yearly

crops or enforcing the equal division between

Government and the tenants, were liable to be

c^ed on to repel any invading foe.” — Grant's

Political Siirvsy of the Northern Circars, in

Mackenzie, Kisina District, 1883, p. 67.

1780. — ” The enemy’s [Mardtha] force consist^-

edof . . . . JRajepoot Sybundees with eight

pieces of cannon.” — Extract of a letter from
Major de Boigne, dated Gamp at Patan, June

24ith, 1790, in Seton-Karr, Selections, Vol. Hi.,

p. 269.

1790. — “ Calcourchy, which place fell to the

enemy on the 17tli instant, after the Amuldar,

with a few Sibundies, making some resistance

against a detachment from Oumaruddeen’s

[Tippoo’s Lieutenant] eamp with two guns.”—
Extract of a letter from Tiagar, Idih December

1790, in Seton-Karr, Selections, p, 283.

1788. — “ The Collector at Midnapoor having

reported the Sebundy Corps attached to that

CoUectorship Sufficiently Trained in the Exercise,

the Regular Sepoys who have been Employed on

that Duty are to be withdrawn.” — G. 0. 23 Feb •

in Suppli. to Code of Bengal Military Regulations,

1799, p. 145, in Yule, Hobson-Jobson,

* 1803. —^ “ The employment of their people

therefore .... as sebundy is advantageous

.... it lessens the number of idle and

discontented at a time of general invasion and
confusion.” — Wellington, Despatches, ed. 1837,

Vol. ii.,p> 170, in Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. v,

1803.— ** Ali Behaudar [Nawab of Banda] the

Mahrp.tta Chief who is in possession of the open

country as likewise of the strongholds in Boon»-

deelcund has four battalions .... The

battalions, each about 500 strong, are without dis-

cipline or military regulation of anykind and may
he considered as a rabble. The infantry consists

of Rohillas, Boondeelahs and Malwa Sebundys

who aarejrmed with match-locks.” — FrancJclin,

George Thomas, p. 268/.

1804. — “ The Rot Baja has in his service a

force of 2,000 seebundees (or iiTegulai' inf in-
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try).” — CoL WalJcet'^s Bejporty in. Forhes, Bds
Mdia,p. 685, ed. 1878.

1812'^— ** Sebuisdy or provincral eoi’psof native

troops.”— Fifth Report, House of Commons Com-
miitee on F. I. Company, p. 38, in Yule, Hobson-

Johsont.8. n.

1817. — “The Maliaraja will thenceforward

have no further concern with the Sebundies of

the garrisons, but His Highness’s other troops

mcluding the Pagah, etc., slialL encamp at such

places as may be prescribed by the Biutish

oflSicers.” — Treaty with Dowlet Row 8india, in

Malcolm, Central India, Vol. ii., p, 330, ed. 1877.

1821.— The Baja of Hot, who, at. the time of -

Colonel Walker’s report in 1804, maintained a

body of 150 horse and 2,000 Seebundees.” —
Selections, Fast India House, 1826, Vol, Hi.,

pp. 677-697, inForhes, Rds Maid, p. 683, ed. 1878.

1821. — “The Baja of Kot who at the time of

Colonel Walker’s report in 1804 maintained a

body of 180 horse and 200 seebundees was sent

to prison for neglecting a summons from a magis-
trate.” — Flphinstone in Ras Mala, ed. 1878,

p. 583.

c. 1821. — “Ahalya Haee [1766-1795 A. D.]

after paying the civil and militia charges sent the

balance that remained in the public treasury to

supply the exigency of the army employed abroad

.... the term Sebundy which means a

local military employed for the preserving, of

internal peace and to< aid in revenue- collections

maybe literally interpreted* militia/ ”— Malcolm,

Central India, Vol. i., ed. 1880, p, 136 and n.

c, 1821. — [Before 1806] in all these services

Ameer Hhan [the Pindarry] and his followers

were employed as Sebundy or local militia with

an average monthly pay of three or four rupees

a man, and from ten to fifteen to him as their

commander.” — Maloolm, Central India, Vol. i„

ed. 1880, p. 268/.

C‘. 1821.— ** The Dewan [under Mahratta Gov-
ernment] haa independent of this pay from the

prince .... in some places an anna or

sixteenth part of a i*upee'— in others half that

amount— from the pay of the Sebundies or

militia of the country.”— Malcolm, Centralindia,

Vol. I, ed. 1880, p. 441.

c. 1821. — ** The only grants in this village

[Belloda near Dhar] that appear excessive are

those to Brahmins of 172 hegahs, and 150 hegahs
to two Jemadars and five Ohoukeedars, but the

latter is the pay of these men, who use in pai*t the

hereditary Sebundies or soldiers of the village.”

—

MalcQhn, Central India, Vol. ii., ed. 1880, p. 24w.

c. 1821. — The Mewatties a well known Ma-

hom'edan tribe* in Hindustan have long resorted

to Central India. They were entertadned. as

Sebundies or militia by the renters and managers

of the country and were deemed faithful to those

they served; hut great numhei*s of thorn wha
settled in the villages became professed depreda-

tors .... They were in fact in. general

both the police soldiers and principal robbers, and.

the wealth and influence many of this tribe

acquired enabled them often to escape detectiou

and almost always to evade punishment.” —
Malcolm, Central India, Vol. ii., ed. 188U, p. 144

and n.-

c. 1821. — ** None of these however include*

soldiers receiviug regular pay, garrisons or loeal

militia (sebundies).” — Malcolm, Central India,

Vol. ii., ed\ 1880; p. 185‘.

c. 1821. — ** [In 1817] this petty State [Dhar]

had a predatory army of 8,000 men ; it has now a
well paid body of 300 horse and 800 irregulars-

and Sebundies.** — Malcolm, Central India,.

VolAi^ ed. 1880, jp. 198.

c. 1821. — “ [InJ all the Baypoot principalities

. West and East of the Chumhul .... the
foreign mercenaries have been disbanded and no
troops are employed beyond a few adherents o{

the family and some natives of the country as

Sebundies. — Malcolm, Centralindia, Vol. ii,^

ed. 1880, jp. 202.

c. 1821. — ** Substance of the Treaty with the-

State of Dewass [1819] . ... to keep in

service a contingent of 50 good horse and 60 in-

fantry to be at the disposal of the British. Govern-

ment. The remaining troops, Sebundies, etc,,,

to be at command when required.”— Malcolm,,

Central India^Vol. ii., ed, 1886, p. 34L-

e. 1821.— “ KishenBow MadhooBoscottah with:

the British Government .... paying for-

four successive years 500 rupees annually as his*

share of Sebundy expenses, July 1819.”—
Malcolm, Central India, Vol.ii., ed. 1880, jp. 361..

c, 1824. — “Military Establishments of the-

Pi-inces and Chiefs of Malwa. Sindia. .. . .

Sebundies and gai-risons of forts . . ,

Holkar ..... sebundies, garrisons^ etc.^.

etc., .... Dhar ..... Boot, irre-

gulars, sebundies .... Hotah ....
Hindus, Rajpoots, Sebundies, iiTegulars , . .

— Appx.. xiiu to Malcolm, Central India, Vol. ii.^

p. ai6, ed. 1877.

c. 1825. — Since Saihvat 1836 [A. D. 1779] the

foi’t of Yer^val had belonged to the Div4n
Raghunathji [of JunSgadh], but three oonfiden-
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tial loaders of sibandi, namely tlie Jamadars

BabyA Rakbyaband Nebhorand Taj Muhammad
Qamar were decoyed by the Navab to his own
side from motives of gain, and they forgetting the

obligations under which they were to the Divan

^iheb Raghun^thji expelled him from the fort.*

— Tarikh-i-Soraihf BiirgBss, ed, 1882, p. 177.

c. 1825.— “ In this year [1779 A. D
.J

. . ,

it happened that Mehta Parbhashankar— a Bans
vada Nagar who had been a confidential servan

of Divan Dulabhji [of Junagadh] and had been

employed by him for years ^ . swerved

from his loyalty in consequence of the events of

the times and instigated the Jamadars of the

Sirbandi namely Rayah (Rabi) and Panah and

desa and Rahim and Avud ’Ali to expel Dulabhj

which they did at the beginning of the rainy

season.** — Tarikh-i-Sorathj Burgess^ ed, 1882

p. 179.

e. 1826. — In Saihvat 1844 [A. D. 1787]-

Divan Raghundthji and Govindji managed the

army whilst Dulabhji who suffered much from

dropsy r-emained in JunS,gadh and sent to them

the war mateiial they required, and took care

that the Sibandis were paid.’* — Tarilch-u

‘Boarath, Burgess, ed. 1882^ p. 188.

c. 1826. — “ [In 18163 Tithal Rdo began by

•introducing several Arab regiments into Nagar

mnder the command of Bodar Khatir and others

whilst Sundarji Khatir the Nayib of Ballantine

S&heb on the other hand as well as the new

-Sibandis, who had always been desirous of

employment, all contributed to drain the

Treasury of the Jam Saheb and succeeded on

account of the misunderstanding between

Jagjiwan and Motiram- in emptying it.*’ —
Tarikh-i-Sorath^ Burgess, ed. 188*2, p. 293.

1828. — “ Sebundee, irregular infantry and in

assisting in tbe police and other civil duties

of the province.” — Graut-Duff,, History of the

Mahrattas, Index and Glossary.

c. 1832-. — “We subjoin a rough estimate of

the household establishments^ etc., of this desert

king [Jessalmer] . - - . Sebundies or mer-

cenaries .... Sebundies are mercenary

soldiers in the forts . - -
.**— Tod, Jtajasthan,

Vol. ii., p. 246/.' and n.

1841. — “ A share of the Sebundies (the local

force commanded by Gopee Sing, brother of

Soondera Sing) should be made available for the

execution of my decrees above the Ghauts.” —
Be^ort in Mac^herson’s Memorials, p. 180.

1844. — “ Gopee Singh, the Sirdar of the

Sebundies, proceeded to the village of Sam

Bissye.” •— Letter in Macgliersoii s Memorials

f. 201 .

1852. —• “ Sih*bandi. A soldier employed in

collecting revenue. An establishment of peons,

etc.” — Johnson, Persian Dictionary.

1852. — " Sibbandi, Hind. Sibandi Rangers,
militia. Armed peons. Irregular Infantry. An
establishment of .clerks, peons, etc.” — Brown,
Dictionary of Mixed Telugu.

1855. — ** [In 1835-36] the capture and impri-

sonment of the Zamindar, a more direct manage-
ment of the Goomsoor tracts under British

officers and the establishment of a Corps of Hill

Sebundees, closed the affair.” — Gazetteer of

Southern India, Pharoah & Co., Madr&s.

1857. — ^‘[s. V., Sih] Si-bundi, a militia soldier

employed in collecting revenue. Forhes, Hin-

dustani Dictionary^

[To he continued^

KHAKEB.

This Anglo-Indian word has a far more inter-

esting history than one would expect, and
quotations regarding it may besought with good
results. It is usually, I think, supposed by
military men of the existing generation that

it came into general use in the Afghan War of

1879-81, hut this idea is apparently a mistake.

With reference to what follows, the word
is not, in the sense of military clothing at

any rate, in Brown, Diet, of Mixed Telugu,

1862, in Borbes, Hindustani Diet. 1857, the

Panjabi Diet, of 185 4, or in Bate, Hindi Diet., 1875.

When I joined the First Goorkha Light Infantry

(now the First Giirkha Rifle Regiment di'essed in

green) in IS78 the uniform was red and ‘ khahee.^

The Panjab Frontier Force, the first British Army
to generally adopt the dress, was mostly raised in

1846 and the following years, and hence khaki as

a di’oss may date from then, unless that Force

borrowed it from some previous organization.

1859.— " The arms and accoutrements [of the

Andaman Sehimdy Corps] were directed to he the

same as those in use wdth the Ganjam Sihbundies,

and it has been decided that the full dress will he

of dark blue cloth made up, not like the tunic, but

as tbe native ungreekah, and set off with red

piping. The undress clothing will be entirely of

kbakee.” — Letter from Madras Government to

Government of India, ISth February, 1859.

1878.— “The Amir, we may mention, wore a
kh^ki suit edged with gold, and the well-known

Herati cap.”— Saturday Revietv, ZOth November,

p. 683, in Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. v.
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1879. — “Khaki .... the uniform of

Panjdbi soldiers, hence Sikh Infantry.”— Fallon^

JSfew Hindustani Diets s, v. hhaJc»

1886. — “ Khakee from Hindustani khaki,
dusty or dust-coloured from Persian hhdh.

Applied to a kind of light drab or chocolate-

coloiu’ed cloth. This was the colour of the uniform
worn by some of the Punjab Regiments at the seige

of Dehli, and became very popular in the army
generally during the campaigns of 1857-58 •

being adopted as a convenient material by many
other corps. The original khakee was a stout
cotton cloth, but the colour was also used in
broadcloth. It is said that it is about to be
introduced into the army generally.” Yule
JHobson-Jobson, s. y.

it. 0. Temple,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
SOME MODERN FORMS OF BHAIRAVA.

The name rueans the terrible one (Sanskrit,

Dkairaifa). His worship is connected with that
of Siva, and he is regarded as Kali’s attendant
or servant. He is worshipped under many forms,

hut I have only ascertained the names of five of
these, which I note below i—

and Bhaii-on were connected. How far is Bhai-
ron an object of worship in Panjab villages ?

On
^

the outside of the temple of Siva, in
Thanesar, already alluded to, there is on one side
a picture of Bhairon, and on the other side one ofHanuman with a mountain in one hand and a club
(gadhd) in the other.

(1) KA] Bhairdfi — i, e.,‘he who frightens
death.

(2) BhUt Bftaird t e., the driver away of
evil spii-its.

(3) Bhattuk BhairdA— i e., the child Bhai-
ron.

(4) Lath Bhairdfi.— i, e., Bhairon with the
club,

(5) Nand BhairdA.^

Outside a temple of Siva at Tbah^sar, AmbdlS
District, there is a picture of KAl Bhairdn. He
^s black, and holds a decapitated head in one
hand. To the east of the river JamnA he is wor-
shipped to a considerable extent, offerings of
intoxicating liquor being made at his shriiie.

His worshippers drink spirits. Some Taishnavas
worship him, they do not, however, offer intoxicat-

ing liquor, but molasses and milk.

Bhairon is also called Khetrp^ (i. e., the
protector of the fields), under which name he is

worshipped with sweets, milk, etc. When a man
has built a house and begins to occupy it, he
should worship Khetrp^l, who is considered to be
the owner of the soil, and who drives away the
evil spirits (bliuts) that live in the ground. He is
also worshipped at marriages.

I found some time ago two shrinelets, one
of Hanuman and one of Bhairon on one side of
Gdga Pir’s mdri (shi-ine), and one of Goraknath
on the other side. The shrinelets of Hanumsln

1 [Bhairon appears to be a favourite godling, and as
such is even much venerated by the ignorant Musal-
mSna— e. g.y he is the chief minister or agent of the
great Musalmfin saint Sakhl Sarwar of NigthA, in the
D^rA GhAzi KhAh District. He generally goes by the
name of Bhairdn Jatl, or Bhairdn the chaste, which
sufGiciently shews the estimation he is held in. His pro-
totype, Bhairava, was the terrible form pf Siva, just as

A SURVIVAL OF MARRIAGE BY CAPTURE.

_

In BWwfini, Hissar District, and the neighbour.
Hood, there exist a OTirious custom which I have
not noticed elsewhere. In anticipation of the
arrival of the bridegroom, here called nAusMh, orm common pai-lance namhd, or ndsM, HteraUv
tUe “new king” (for the bridegroom is looked,
upon as king of the occasion for 2^ days, the
term being borrowed by the Hindfls of these parts
from the Musalm4us), a short stiokj hearing a
cross prm with five or seven uprights on it, each
a few inches high and rudely cut to imitate th^
human figure, the whole thing thus resembling
the end of a clumsy wooden rake with long teeth,
is stuck into the wall above or to one side of the
outer doorway. It is caUed tawan or
When the bridegroom arrive? he strikes at the
tauran with a stick, and if he smashes the whole
th^lg to bits, it is considered an excellent omen
Should he not succeed in doing so, it is oonsidejl
ed that his advent brings but scant luck to the
house. Is this a reKo of marriage by capture
when the bridegroom had to fight with foes, thebndes relatives, before he could win herp It
look? vey like it. I could get no intelligetrt
explanation of it on the spot. I noticed two of
these taurans at the doors of houses on one visit
to the city. The bridegroom in Pagar or Bhi^
kaner is called bin and the bride hindrt,

W. OoLPSTBSAM in P. N. and Q. 1883.

Kfill or Bhairavl, was of Dovi. His many forms suggest
his being a survival of various aboriginal deities whose
personalites and attributes are now oonfnsed. together.
“Ed.]

» [It is to be noted that idnojiis the teohnioal n.-. for
the huge gateways to Buddhist topes or s%o». See
Fergusson’? History of IncUan ArcMUctun, pn. 87.85,
eto. — Ed.]
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THE SOHGAURA COPPER PLATE

BY GEOBGE BUHLER, Ph.D., LL.D., O.LE.

The important Sohgaurd* copper plate, which was discovered hy Dr. Hoey in 1894, and
published in a full size facsimile together with notes by the discoverer, by Mr. Y. A.

Smith and Dr. Hornle in the May-June number of the Bengal As, Society’s Proceedings of 1894,

p. 84 ff., has not yet received its due share of attention on the part of the epigraphists, and only

a small portion of its ancient and curious inscription has as yet been explained.

What has been made out regarding the character, purpose and contents of the Sohgaura

plate by the distinguished scholars mentioned, may be briefly stated as follows. Mr. Y. A.

Smith has recognised that it is a cast plate, differing in this particular from all other

Tamrasasanas, and Dr, Hornle has correctly inferred from the unevenness of its surface that
“ it was oast in a sand-mould of imperfect smoothness,” in consequence of which circumstance

various meaningless dots stand between the letters, that may be easily mistaken for Anusviiras.

Moreover, Mr. Y. A. Smith has seen that the four holes in the corners indicate that it “ was

intended to attach by rivets to some other object,” and his statement that the characters of the

document are those of the Brahmt of the Maurya period is incontestable, as every one of them

is traceable in the Edicts. His description of the illustrations above the inscription — a tree,

a double-roofed pavilion with four pillars, an object like a long-handled spoon, the so-called

Ohaitya symbol, a disc with a crescent above, a second tree and a second pavilion— is in

general correct, and so is the greater portion of his transcript of the characters. But

unfortunately the transcript admits, as he himself states, of no translation, and the meaning of

the pictorial representations has not been stated.

Dr, Hornle who differs as to the reading of several letters, has begun the explanation of

the inscription and has made some veiy important discovex'ies. First, he has recognised in

line 1 the word sasane and has remarked that this may be equivalent to the Sanskrit sdsanBi

as in this document ** the length of the vowels does not seem to be always indicated.” Secondly,

he has recognised in the second half of line 2 the words ete duve h)thagalani and has proposed to

explain the last either by the Sanskrit koslitlidrgaldni “ (these two) bolts of storehouses ” or by

hosliihdgdrdm “ (these two) storehouses,” adding that these words ‘‘would seem to refer to the

two houses, depicted above the writing.” These remarks really give the key to the general

interpretation of the whole document. Taken together with the fact that the plate “wa^

intended to attach to some other object,” they raise a strong presumption that we have here an

official placard, giving some order or other about two royal storehouses. Dr. Hornle’s remark

about the omission of the long vowels is equally valuable. If it is followed up, it will enable

us to attempt a verbal interpretation of the whole inscription.

Before I try to substantiate these assertions and to give, with the help of an electrotype of

the plate kindly presented to me by Dr. Grierson, my version of document, I have to offer

some remarks on the figures above the inscriptions. Sculptured or engraved representations in

connexion with inscriptions on stone or copper are of three kinds.2 We find (1) s^^mbols of

auspicious meaning, which take the place of the verbal Mangal as,- like siddhaniy svasti and so

forth, required according to Hindu notions in order to secure the completion and long duration

of compositions, (2) illustrations alluding to the contents of the inscriptions, — such as a lotus

above an inscription recording the presentation of a silver lotus — or alluding to wishes or

imprecations occurring in the text, e, y. sun and moon, meaning that the donation is to have force

dchandrdrJcamj as long as sun and moon exist, (3) x’oyal crests which take the place of the seal,

such as the Garnda in the left hand lower corner of the grants of the ParamAras of Dhar. The

Sohgaura plate bears five figures which undoubtedly are Mangala symbols, viz.^ (1-2) two trees

1 From the Vienna Oriental Journal,

3 See the Cfru.idHss der Indo-Ar, Phil* und Alterthuinsh, Vol. I. part 11, p. 65.
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recognisable by the railing whicb surrounds tliena as Chaitya trees such as are often mentioned

in the Buddhist Canon, the Brahmanical la'wbooks and elsewhere, — the second of them •without

leaTes being probably one of the so-called “ shameless ** trees which shed their leaves in winter,

— (4) the object which Mr. Smith describes as a long-handled spoon, but which is probably

meant for a toilet mirror, as the mirror is one of the auspicious objects (^Vishnmmriti^ 63, 29) and

is depicted as such, together with other symbols, above the entrance of the Jaina cave at

Junagadh, called Bawa Pyari’s Math,^ — (5) the so-called Chaitya symbol, which however in

reality may be meant for a rude representation of Mount Menu,— (G) the symbol to the right of

the preceding, which Mr. Smith takes to represent the sun and the moon, but which I call

with Dr. BliagvriniriP a na^idipaila, the foot-mark of Siva’s bull Nandin, The two double-

roofed “pavilions,” which I would rather describe as sheds on four posts with a double'

“chupper ” or straw roof, can of course not have any auspicious meaning, but unquestionably

are intended to illustrate the inscription, as Dr. Hornle has suggested.

Turning now to the inscription, I must state that, though in general agreeing wdth the

readings of my predecessors, especially with Dr. Hornle, I diifer from them regarding the

valne of six signs. The seventh sign of line 1 is neither dha (Smith) nor gha (Hornle), but ha.

On the facsimile the little horizontal stroke to the right of the top of the curve is rather difficult

to recognise, but on the electrotype it is plainly visible and it may be felt with the finger. The
interior of the curve, which is too narrow for a ghut is half filled in owing to the unevenness of

the mould. The first sign of the line 2 may no doubt be read as rf, as Mr. Smith and

Dr. Hornle do, but it may also be read as da. The same da occurs in the word amhavadllsya of

the Allahabad Queen’s Edict and similar forms with rounded backs are found in the KAlsi version

of the Bock-Edicts.® The reading da is necessary, because this alone makes sense and because

the dialect of the inscription, which is the old Magadhi of the 3rd century B. C., fonnd also in

Asoka’s Pillar Edicts, his Bairat Edict No. 1, his Barabar and Sahasram inscriptions and his

Bock Edicts of Dhauli and Jaugada has no ra, invariably substituting la for it. The sixth sign

of the same line is not dhe (Smith) or dha (Hornle), but a cursive va^ which resembles a cJia

turned round. The character is not at all uncommon in Asoka’s Edicts,® The fourteenth sign

of line 3 is in my opinion neither le (Smith) nor nara (Hornle), but simply a slightly disfigured

la. The electrotype does not shev/ the straight line of the facsimile .across the curve, but two

shapeless excrescences, a larger one on the outside and a smaller one on the inside of the curve,

which no doubt have been caused by the unevenness of the mould. In line 4 the first sign is la

both according to the facsimile and the electrotype and the fifteenth is a stunted ta of the type,

common in KMsi, not a ga. This appears plain on the electrotype. Regarding two other signs,

the ninth and tenth of line 3, I feel very doubtful, though I give Dr. Hdrnle’s transcription.

The ninth may be intended for cha, tu or lu and the tenth may be either me or mo.

In accordance with these remarks, my transcript of the inscription is as follows

2 .

4.

The new readings alone will, however, not do much for the explanation of the text. It is

absolutely necessary to accept Dr. Hornle’s suggestion regarding the omission of the long vowels

and to claim the liberty of adding ^-strokes, where they are required, as well as some AnnsvAi^as,

and to convert short t, when necessary, into long I And it seems to me that this is not asking

s Burgess, Arch, Surv. Rep, JVc$t, Ind, Yol. III. PI. xviii. Ko. 3 ; compare Dr. BbagyAnlAPs remarks in the paper
iinoted in note 2.

* 4cfestU Congrds Inf, Or, Yol. III. 2, p. 139. 5 See Tafel B. 20, III. of the Crundfiss, Yol. I. part 11.

® See Tafel II, 36, YIII. of the Grumlriss,
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too milch. For a Prakrit inscription of 72 syllables with various inSected forms of cr-stems must
have more than a single long a, and the omission of ^-strokes and Anusvaras, as well as the
total neglect of the distinction between i and % occurs very frequently in the ancient inscriptions,

written by badly educated of&ce olei*ks and monks. The Kalsi version of Asoka’s Edicts has
no % OT u and there are numerous oases in the Edicts, where the omission of a-strokes and
Anusvaras is probable or certain

.

In the introduction to my first article on the votive inscriptions of the Sanchi Stilpas

(Epigrai'iliia, Indica, Vol, II. p. 90 f.) I have shewn how matters stand there in this respect, and
I may point in further confirmation of what I have said, to such inscriptions as No, 257 (op, cit,

p. 384) where F^dfHfrf^T undoubtedly is meant for NTfrfRr^r^ and three a-strokes have

been omitted in seven syllables.

If it is therefore permissible to supply the long vowels and Anusvilras, the test may be

restored as follows :

—

[i] i [2] F?rqr^[%

?r?rf5T’^^*r7fJT>Tr5TwsT ^[*3]^ i ^ [ii

J

and it then admits of a complete explanation.

The chief word of the first sentence is 8^a sane, which Dr* Hornle has recognised. It ought,

however, to be taken as a Magadhi nominative singulai* and as equivalent to Sanskrit msanain

the order, the edict.’ The two preceding words ai'e of course plural genitives in ana for dncm^

Mali^ti^mag^ana of the great Magas” gives no good sense, as it is more than doubtful whether the

Magas, now found in the North-Western Provinces, had immigrated into India before the

beginning of our era, and as it is not intelligible how Magas could issue a Sasana. It is,

therefore, advisable to add another a-stroke and to write ta (A) instead of ga (A). We thus

obtain the common word mah^d^m^CiH^a^na “of the great officials/* by which name Asoka

commonly designates the governors of his provinces and the conncillors, assisting the royal

princes who served as viceroys in IJjjain, Taxila and in Mysore, and other servants of,high rank.

The first words s^dhat^'i^y^cVna is, as the termination shows, an adjective in the genitive

plural, and may be taken as equivalent to the Pali Savattlinjunom and to the Sanskrit ^rdoast'-

of those belonging to,’* or residing in, SrAvasti.” The want of the aspiration iu

S^d}vat^^ya need not cause uneasiness, as the literary Pali and the dialects of the Asoka inscrip-

tions offer other instance3 ,
in which sta becomes (t)ta instead of (t)tlia>^ The distance of the

find-spot of the plate from the site of Sravasti, the modern Sahet Mahet, is about eighty miles

and hence not too great for the assumption that Sohgaura belonged to the Commissionership or

Province of 'Sravasti, which in very early times was not only a very large town but the capital of

a kingdom, M^d}navasitihud^d) the next word after sdsane is no doubt the ablative singular of

the name of a place. Names of towns ending iu haia, or with the softening of the tenuis iu

hada, are not uncommon in modern and ancient India. In the Sanchi votive inscriptions® we

find Bhasikada, Madalachhikata, Morasihikata, Sidakada and Virohakata and in other inscriptions

as well as in literary works there are more. In all such names Jcata-hndx appears to have the

same meaning as the Sanskrit hataha, “camp, royal camp.” With respect to the first part of

the coupound Urd^nauasiii it is not possible to suggest any certain explanation. It may, however,

represent a Sanskrit compound mdnaodsnti or nuhiavasati. With these emendations and

explanations the translation of the first sentence would be: “The order of the great officials

residing at Sr.lvasti, (issued) from M^iVnavasitikada,” with which the opening sentence of the

Siddapur Edicts, Suvamginte ayaputasa mahdmdtdnaui cha vachanenu Isilasi mahdifUitd drogiyam

catamid lievaui oka vatavhjd, as well as the beginnings of the later landgrants may be appro-

priately compared.

7 Or ® 2. Muller, M-' Ommvar, p. 57,

9 S33 tiif of names, Epiymphia Toidicaj VoL II. p. •11'“ f.
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Among the words in line 2 silim^dhe^^ is the locative of the M%adhi representative of the

soathern sirimdio, found in the Nanagh/it inscription^* below the portrait of Simuka Satavahana,

and the equivalent of Sanskrit srhnatL The second part of the next word Va{m)sag^d)me is of

course the Sanskrit grume, and the whole name would correspond to Sanskrit Va^hkagrdma

“ the village of the bamboos/' Geographical names with tans ov tans, the modern form of

'oamsa, are very common on the map of modern India, and a town called Bansgam (Bansgaon),

i, e. Vamsagrama, is found about six miles west of Soghowra^^ (Sohgaura), the find-spot of the

plate. The immediately following syllable va no doubt represents here the word eva just as in

Pali and in theAsoka Edicts. The next three words ete duve hoiJid^g a^tani havebeen explained

by Dr. Hornle. I have only to add that his second explanation, which takes them as equivalent

to ete dve hoshthdgdre seems to me the correct one, as ete no doubt points to the two ‘‘pavilions”

at the top of the plate which may be representations of storehouses but not of “ bolts of store-

houses.*' A further qualification of hoili ^g^ch^d^ni is contained, as the termination ^d}ni shews.

in the first word of line 3, tigh^^v^d^m, or possibly tighavd^ni. Its first part ti is certainly the

numeral tri and refers to the three sections into which each of the two hoshihdgdras is divided.

The second part ghdva must therefore mean “a division,” “ a room,” ‘‘ a chamber” or the like.

The Western Cave-inscriptions offer not rarely a somewhat similar term gdbha or gabhoy equivalent

to Sanskrit garblia. Thus we read^^ Bhiija No. 1 of a gdbho “ a cell " or “ room,” the gift of

Nadasava, in Junnar No. 9 of a satagahhaih “ a (dwelling) with seven cells or rooms,” the gift

of the guild of the grain-dealers, in Junnar No. 16 of a gabhaddra ‘the door of a cell,* the

meritorious gift of the Yavana Chanda, in Junnar No. 19 of a bigahham “ a double-roomed

(dwelling),** in Junnar No. 31 of a ^mcJiagatJiam “ a (dwelling) with five rooms or cells” and in

Kanheri^^ No. 16 of a tagabhmh “ a (dwelling) with two rooms.” As the transposition of the

aspiration which is frequent in the modern Prakrits^® occurs occasionally already in Pali,^®

I would propose to take (7 or ghava as a representative oi gdbha ov gdbha oi the

Cave-inscriptions and to render the compound tzghdv^d'ni^'^ in Sanskrit by trigarthdni, or as

properly the dual is required, by trigarbhe.

The words Icoth^d^g^dh d)ni tiglidvd^ni of course contain the subject of the chief sentence.

Its verb can only be ha'ij^yati in line 4, which must be corrected to, or considered to stand for,i®

'kayiya(jih)ti, as a third person plural is required. Kayiyati, or with the full spelling 7cayy^^\jati,,

is clearly a denominative in iya from hayya, Sanskrit Mrya, “ that which is to be done, duty,

business.*’ In the Asoka Edicts the affix iya is sometimes used with the sense of aya as in

dukMyati ‘ he makes unhappy, ’ and in the verbal nouns ddklihjana ‘ afflicting,* suJcMyana

‘ making happy/ On the analogy of these two verbs hay^^yati may mean ‘ makes it a duty, the

business, something to be done’ or briefly “requires,” all of which renderings would be

appropriate. The object of the verb has to be looked for in the preceding word chhala, which

^0 wKioli is equally possible, would be the representative of the ordinary Pali sirimaihte,

31 Burgess, Arch. Surv. Rep, West Ind. YohY. PI. li.

32 Indian Atlas, Sheet 102, N. Lat. 26® 32' and E, long. 83° 31'.

33 Burgess, Arch, Surv. Rep. TFesf. Ind. Yol.IV. p. 82 ff. 3* Op. cit. Vol. V. p. 80.

35 Compare e. g. Mslrath! yddhcuoa for Sanskrit garddblia, and the instances in Hornle’s Granvmar of ihe Qaudian

Languages, p. 170, § ISO, 132.

36 Compare e. g. mittaddhwh for miiradruham and ghara for *garha.

3T Professor Pischel kindly points out to me that the Martlthl has a word “ having three rooms or

divisions along its length, a building,” which no doubt is intimately oomieoted with the word of the plate, and
that tighai may be derived from ihigava and may stand for ^irighraba,

3® Instances of ati for anti occur both in Vedic Sanskrit {Mahdbhdshya, III. 256), chashUavii ye aivaydfdya
iakshatt and in Pali, ublio dhaihrmtii na yassaii (Jdt II. 2S, 1. 20), eta mahidOyo .... ma:hgalaih karote, atra

tubodika ianilca .... mayala[rfi] Aaroii (Asoka, R. Ed. IX. GirnAr and Mansehra),
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may stand for cAAoZfl((ifi) oxiovehhu AstLePali cAAacommonlyrepresentsanolder)lcs7(a,its

Sanskrit form would be *hsalam or Icsliaram., Thougb ^kshala is not mentioned in our Dictionaries,

the Dhatupatba gives the root hshal c^a^e and hence *lcshalam may be formed and be translated

by “the collection, the accumulation,*’ which suits very well. As the last part of the word,

preceding Mala, ends in the termination ^d^na, it must be a plural genitive and describe the
things, the accumulation of which the two storehouses required. And, as the dialect of the

inscription requires la for ra, bhalahana, or with the full spelling blidhalifd^na, may correspond

to Sanskrit bhdraJcdndm * of loads.* The bhdra or hhdroha is a weight equal to 20 TulAs or

2,000 Palas and “nearly equal to the w’eight of an ox.’*^® The term is still commonly used

in India for loads of grass, wood, leaves and the like, with very different values, and from
Prinsep*s Useful Tables^ p. 115 ff., it appears that the Bahar (Bhar) occurs in Java, Sumatra
and other parts of the Indian Archipelago as a measure for dry goods with a value from about

400-600 pounds. Various passages^® in literary works shew also that the Bhara was in ancient

India one of the larger weights.

The eight syllables between tigf^d^vdni and hfifd^ak^d^na may be expected to give a detailed

specification of the goods to be stored. A storehouse, the filling of which was the object of an

official order, can hardly have been anything else than a granary. And this conjecture is

confirmed by the word atiydyijJ'd^ya, which in line 4 follows after kay^%yati and is clearly the

dative of atiydyiha^^ “an urgent (matter),** found in KAlsi Ed. VI. If the storehouse is to be

filled for “ an urgent occasion,** that can only mean that it is to serve for the, in India, so

common times of distress, when a drought causes a bad harvest. Under these circumstances

the syllables mathut^cl^^cbamodanma must contain the names of various kinds of grain, fit for

storage. This will actually be the case if we may transcribe them in Sanskrit by wadhuMld,

jdjamoddmba, which proceeding is not quite unwarranted as the hardening of dha Bud ja

and the substitution of mma for mha occasionally occur in other Pali words,22 MadliuJcd is

according to Hemachandra and the Vaijayanti, Black Panicum, Idja is any kind of parched

grain, ojawoda cummin or aniseed, and dmhdh, which occurs only in Vedic works, means

according to SA-yana on Taitt, Saihhitdy I. 8, 10, 1, dhdnyaviseskdh “some kind of grain.** It is

of course undeniable that an explanation, which assumes for each Tvord a not very common

phonetic change is merely tentative. I must, therefore, acknowledge that it is open to doubt,

especially as the value of two signs is not certain. But I am unable to find any thing better.

The last two words of the inscription, which form a separate sentence, hardly require any

remark, as no is very common in the Asoka Edicts and in Pali, and as gaJiiiavaya^m) is clearly

the representative of Sanskrit grakitavyayn, compare Idkhd^ttavaya for likhdjjetavaya in the

Rupnath Edict.^®

In accordance with these remarks the Sanskrit translation of the inscription is ;

—

and the English :
—

“ The order of the great officials of 'Srilvasti, (tVsicecZ) from (their camp at') Manavasi-

tikata :
— ‘ These two storehouses ”vvith three partitions, {which are situated) even in famous

Vamsagrama require the storage of loads (Widraka) of Black Panicum, parched grain,2* cummin-

seed^® and Amba for (times of) urgent (need). One should not take (any thing Jrom the grain

stored): **

19 B6run!, India, I. p. 165 (Sachau). See the larger Petersburg Diet, sub voce hMra, 4.

81 In Sanskrit Ciyayila, urgent.

22 E. g, in uyath&yya for upadh&ya, piiMyare for yidlityanie, smhtJiawnih for saihdhawam ; pOcheii for pr^jayati,

p^liana for prajana, vdekapeyya for v^japeya ; ammd for amhd and aramnutnafov dramhana,

2S Iml Antiquary, Vol. XXIL p. 800. s* Or possibly “parched Black Panicum.*’ 85 Qr “ aniseed,”
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As the number of Bharas is not stated, the people had possibly to furnish one of, say^

400-600 pounds for each of the six divisions or chambers of the two storehouses, which

would give about a ton or a ton and a half of grain for both. Such a hoard would be suffi-

cient for about 2,400 to 3,600 rations of one Ser each. The order evidently was issued during

a progress of Mahamatras through their province and was nailed to one of the storehouses at

Tamsagrama, which I would identify with the modern Bansgaon, mentioned above. Dr. Hoey

states, ciU p. 85, that he has reason to think “ that another plate may have been found in

this locality.'’ If a second plate existed, it no doubt belonged to the second storehouse.

As regards the construction of the storehouses and the actual storage of the grain, I believe

it probable that cemented vaults or, as is still done in India, large amphorae or KumhJias were

inserted in the ground under each section of the sheds and that the * ‘ chupper " roofs, which

were merely supported by wooden posts, as the representations indicate, were intended to keep

off the rain from the carefully closed tops of the vaults or vessels.

As the letters of the inscription certainly point to the times of the Mauryas, most

Sanskritists will probably agree with me that this inscription furnishes a valuable confirmation

of the also otherwise probable assumption that already in the third century B. C. the use of

writing was common in the royal offices and that the knowledge of written characters was

widely spi’ead among the people.

April 1896.

ON THE DATES OE THE SAKA ERA IN INSCRIPTIONS,
p

BT PROFESSOR F. KIELHORN, O-LE. ; GOTTINGEN.

{C(mUnued from Vol. XX17* j), 211.)

I NOW proceed to submit to the reader such general remarks as have suggested themselves

to me by the study of the dates which I have given in the preceding volumes. Since the

time when I compiled my lists of dates, many other Saka dates have been published, but au

examination of the more important of these dates has shewn me that this new material in all

probability will not oblige us to modify materially any conclusions that may be drawn from

the limited number of dates in my own published lists.

Current and Expired Years.

Sometimes the years of the dates, by words like atUa^ atihrdnta or gata^^ apparently are

intended to be described as expired years ; and the word vartamdna, which is used in one or

two dates, would uaturally be taken to indicate that the year so qualified is quoted as current.

But the majority of the dates tells us nothing about the nature of the years quoted in them.

And since attta and gata are used also with current years,^ while vartamdna undoubtedly

qualifies expired years,^ the fact whether the year of a date is current or expired must every-

where be ascei*tained from the particulars which may be given together with the year,

especially from such details of the date as enable us to calculate its exact European equivalent.

Now it is clear that, to arrive at some definite notion regarding the relative frequency of

the use of current and expired years, we must, in the first instance, consider those dates with

full details for verification which work out regularly. In Yol. XXIII. p. 113 ff., I have given

122 such dates, and the result of my calculations showy’s that, out of this number, the years of

95 dates are expired, and the years of 28 dates current years, while the years of four dates

(Nos. 106-109) may primdfacie be taken as either current or expired. Of the 400 dates of the

I On the exact phrases, employed by the writers of the dates, see below. Sometimes, as in the date No. 83 in

Vol. XXIII. p. 118, it is stated that the Jovian year which is quoted along with the Saka year, followed upon that

year, and the Saka year thereby is distinctly described as expired.

« See e, g. Yol. XXni. p. 127^ No. 86, and p. 128, Nos. 88 and 93. * See e. g, Yol. XXIY. p. 16, No. 184.
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chronological list in Yol. XXIY. p, 181 fE., 16 are from inscriptions marked as spurious, and
116 dates contain no details for exact verification

; 78 other dates^ would seem to be altogether
irregular; and the remaining 190 dates (which include the 122 dates already mentioned)
are either quite regular or contain only slight errors which do not prevent our ascertaining
their exact European equivalents. And here, again, I find that, of the years of these 190
dates, 141 undoubtedly are expired and 38 current. The result of our examination, therefore,

so far shews that, for about every four &aka dates with expired years, we have one date
the year of which is a current one.

But this very general conclusion is liable to considerable modifications, when we take

into account the different periods to which the dates belong.

Of 30 regular dates of the classified list from S. 534 (the year of the earliest genuine Saka
date which contains details for verification) to S. 1000, the years of 29 dates were expired

years, and the year of only one date was a current year; of 48 dates from 'S. 1001 to S. 1200,

30 quote expired and 18 current yeare ; of 15 dates from S. 1 201 to S. 1400, 12 quote expired

and 3 current years; and of 25 dates from S. 1401 to the most recent times, 24 quote expired

years, and the year of only one date is a cuiTcnt one. Or, taking the dates of the chronologi-

cal list, of 41 dates from IS. 534 to S. 1000, 40 dates quote expired years, and the year of only

one date is a current one ; of 71 dates fi’om S. 1001 to S. 1200, 41 quote expired and 30 current

years
;
of 31 dates from S. 1201 to S. 1400, 26 quote expired and 5 current years

;
and of 36

dates from S. 1401 to the most receut times, 34 quote expired and only 2 current years.

From these details it appears that, down to S. 1000, the rule was to quote the Saka

years as expired years, and that current years, till then, were quoted very exceptionally

indeed.® Afterwards we see a remarkable change. In the 11th and 12th centuries the

proportion of current to expired years is as 3 to 5, or even as 3 to 4. Daxing the two next

centuries carrent years again a2*e quoted much less frequently
;
and during the four last

centuries the earlier practice of quoting expired years only has been re-established to such an

extent that my list of quite regular dates contains only a single date with a current year,

which is later than S. 1400. Had we only the Saka dates before S, 1000 and after S. 1400,

the practice of the Saka era, so far as can be judged by the dates collected, might be said to

entirely agree with the general practice of the Vikrama era. The difference between the two

eras in the relative frequency of expired and carrent years is due to the Saka dates between

S. 1000 and S. 1400, more especially to those between S, 1000 and S. 1200.

The result arrived at regarding the nature of the earlier years of the Saka era, in my
opinion, must lead us to consider as expired the years of the four dates® (of S. 534, 716, 730

and 789) also, the calculation of which, owing to the fact that no weekdays are given by the

dates, has left us the choice between current and expired years. And it will be seen below

that, in respect of at least two of these dates (those of S, 716 and 730), this view is supported

by the fact that the solar eclipses mentioned in them were visible in India in the expired, and

not visible in the current years.

* It should not be forgotten that of many of the inscriptions from which these dates are taken we do not, as yet,

possess critical editions.

® Down to S. 1000, the only genuine and correct date in my published lists, with details for exact verification,

which quotes a current year, is that of the Kalas-Budrukh plates of the TAdava Bhillama HI. of &. 948, Vol, XXIII.

p. 129, No. 98. An earlier correct date, of S. 943 current, I have given in Sp. hid, Yol. XV. p. 68. The dates Nos. 46,

49 and 86 of the chronological list, of §1. 730, 735 and 896, which would seem to quote current years, are irregular.

The date No. 79 of the same list, of S. 872, contains no details for exact verification ; and the date No. 80, also of

872, is called by Dr. Fleet, on historical grounds, a quite impossible date. — Perhaps it may be noted here, what

will be more fully shown hereafter, that of three of the principal technical expressions by which the §aka era is

denoted in the dates—Sofea-uars/tesTivsctiffys/nt, — so far as regards

the dates collected, the two first are used comparatively rarely after 1000, while the last is used more frequently

bat'Wreen S. 1000 andS. 1200 than, in all the other centuries together.

« Vol. XXIII. pp. 130, 131, Nos, 106-109.
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In Vol. XXIV, pp. 4 and 5, I have given three dates^ (Nos. 140-142) i^hich are quite re-

gular, except that the given year in each case falls short by 1 of the expiredyear to -which the date

really belongs. Thus the year of the date No. 140 is put down as Haha-samuat 1063, bnt as the

European equivalent of the date falls in May A. D. 1142, the year undoubtedly was 'S. 1064 expired.

To account for this, it may be supposed that the writer of the date erroneously regarded the

(expired) Saka years as current ones, and that then, intending to give the number of expired

years, he qnoted the year which preceded the actually expired year.® This class of dates —
my chronological list contains abont 20 of them — clearly differs from dates like No, 139, ihiil,

p. 4, where wrong years have been qnoted in consequence of mistakes of which it seems

impossible to snggest a general explanation. — On the whole, my experience is that such error®

of the writers rarely cause ns any great difficulty, because the Saka years of the dates may

nearly always be checked at once by the Jovian years quoted along with them, which to the

Hindus appear to be much more familiar than the numbers of the Saka years, and which they

generally quote in a remarkably accurate manner.

Jupiter Years.

Commencing with the date No. 44 of the chronological list of S. 726 (Vol. XXIV. p. 185), as

many as 822 out of 357 dates quote the years of the sixty-years’ cycle of Jupiter to which the

dates belong.® The 35 dates, which fail to do so, are mostly from Java, Bengal, Northern

India, GujarsU and Kathiavad, or taken from Eastern Ghalukya and Eastern Gafiga inscrip-

tions. Although, in itself, as independent of the Baka era as of any other era,^® the sixty-years’

cycle, in practice, is closely connected with the era with which we are dealing here, because,

from about the beginning of the 9th century A- D., it is principally used in the very parts of

India where the Saka era also is chiefly employed. And the use of it would seem to be even

more common in those parts than that of the Saka ei-a itself, because we hitherto have

found there more dates recorded in Jovian years, without the corresponding Saka years, than

we have 'Saka dates that do not quote the corresponding Jovian years.

The regular dates which admit of exact verification shew that, excepting a date of S. 867

of which I shall speak below, beginiiing writh S. 855 (Vol. XXIII. p. 114, No. 8), the system of

the sixty-years’ cycle followed in these dates can only be the southern luni-solar system by

which, irrespectively of Jupiter’s position, the name of the Jovian year is merely a name for a

certain solar or luni-solar year.^^ The case is different with the dates before S. 855, which

require a more detailed examination.

The date No. 55 (ibid, p, 122), of S. 726 expired and the yearSubhanu, corresponds to the

4th April A. D. 804. Here Subbauu, by the southern luni-solar system, cannot be connected

with S. 726 expired at all, but by the mean-sign system Subhanu was current both at the

^ The jeax of the date No. 143, ihid, p. 5, which at the time I had to take from a translation, is in the original

snsoriptioDL 1646. See Ef, Com. P^rt I. p. 59, No. 100.

* This eiplsmation was first given hy Dr. Bhandarkar, Eeerly Mistory, 1st ed., p. 107.— On the other hand, in the

date No. 184 (Vol. XXIY. p. 14), the year of which appears to be really 1055 current, the writer has given ns

1056, ppobflhly becausehe considered 1055 as an eapired year and wished to ^ote the current year.

* Years of the sixty-years' cyele are also qnoted in six earlier Saka dates of the list (from 169 to 411), hut

these are sdl from spurious records. The date of 726, therefore, is so far the earliest genuine date, with details

for verification, that quotes a year of the sixty-years’ cycle. And the only earlier instance of the occurrence in a

date of a year of the same cycle we seem to have in the Hahikfita (Bfidfimi) pillar inscription of the Early Chainkya

Maigalcsa, which thereby would be referred to A. D. 602. Bee anie, Tol. XIX. p. 18-

In dates of the Vikrama era the years of the sixty-years’ cycle are quoted rarely, in those of the Ch0di, Gupta
and some other eras not at all.

u Bates like No. 64 in Vol, XXIII. p. 124, and Nos. 53 and 54, ibid, pp. 121 and 122, shew that, where the year
luni-solar, the Jovian year coincides with the luni-solar year, while the date No. 138 in Vol. XXIV. p. 4, shews

that, where the year is solar, the Jovian year coincides with the solar year. To determine, therefore, what dass
pare containediin a articular Jovian year, one must know what kind of ealenda was used.
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©ommenGement of S. 726 eypired^a and on felie actual day of the date: date No. 103
{ibid, p, 131) of S. 730 espired^^ and the year Sarvajit, corresponds to the 27th July A. D. 808.
Here also the year Sarvajit, by the southern Inni-solar system, cannot be connected* with S. 730
e.xpired

;
and by the mean-sign system Sarvajit was« current at the commencement of S. 738

expired, but was no longer so- on the day of the date.
‘ The date No 59 (ibid. p. 123), of S. 788

expired and the year Yyaya* corresponds to the 16th June A. D. 866. Hei'e Vyaya, by the
southern luni-solar system, would be S. 788 expired ; and by the mean-sign system also Vyaya
was- current both at the commencement of 'S. 788 expired and on the actual day of the date.

The date No. 7 (ibid. p. 114), of S. 851 expired and the year Vikrita, corresponds to the 17th
January A. D. 930. And here, again, the year V ikrita, by the southern luni-solar system^
cannot be combined with S,. 851 expired at all, while by the mean-sign system Vikyita was
current at the commencement of &. 851 expired, bnt was no longer so on the day of the date.

These four regular dates, theu,, (the only regular dates with Jovian years before S. 855, with
details for verification,) have this in common that the given Jovian year, by the mean-signi
system, was current at the commencemenit of the given Saka year.. And taking this to be*

the characteristic feature of these dates, and regarding as accidental the facts that in one case

the southern luni-solar system would suit equally w^ell, and that in two dates the given Jovian

year by the mean-sign system was current also on the actual day of the date, I conclude that

the system which was followed here is the So-called northern luni-solar system. And I am
the more inclined to- regard this conclusion as correct because ! find that,- with perhaps one

exception, the same system* is equally applicalfie to the other dates of my chronological list,

before S. 8ol. The exception alluded to is that of the date No. 70 of &. 8*38 (Yol. XHIV.
p. 187), in the case of which the given year S. 838, as an expired year, can be connected with

the given Jovian yeaar Dhatfi only by the southern luni-solar system,^^*

Of the dates subsequent to S: 851, the date No. 61 of S. 867 expired (Vol,.XXIir. p. 123)

causes some difficmlty.. The inscription from which that -date is taken, first, in lines 8 and 4,

has the word’s ‘ the years passed from the time of the 'Baka (or Saka-s) being, eight hundred and

sixty-seven^ .... in the current year Plavahga’ and then, in line 45, it gives a specific

date which commences with the words ‘ in the a-foresaid current year,’ and which corresponds

to the 9th September A. D. 945 (in Si 86 7 expired). Here the connection of the year Plavauga

With S. 867 expired would seem really to be owing to some mistake. By the southern luni-solar*

system S. 867 expired would be Vlsvavasu (not Plavauga), w^Mle by the northern luni-solar

system as well as by the strict mean-sign system the Jovian year that should have been quoted

is Parabhava, which was current both at the commencement of S, 867 expired and on the

9th September A.-D: 945, the day of the date. Now, as- the year Plavanga, by the mean-sign

system, commenced on the 17th October A. D. 945, inS. 867 expired, I formerly have assumed

that the first statement of the inscription, in lines 3 and 4, refers to the time when the inscription

was put up, inS. 867 expired,, on or after the 17th October A. D. 945 when the year Plavanga

w'as really current, and that the donation, to which the second part of the date in line 45 If,

more immediately relates, was made some time before the inscription was- put up, in the

given year S. 867 expired, but before the commencement of the Jovian year Plavanga. But

this explanation does not satisfy me because the use of the strict mean-sign system, the only

Here and in the following dates it makes no difference whether -we take the ^aka year to commence with

the Mesha-saihkrAnti or with Chaitra-sndi 1.

i-'* See the remarks on this date above;

If we were to take SS8 as a current year, the northern luni-solar system would here also apply but it seems

to me more probable that, in accordance with the general rule, the year of the date is an expired year. This date

would thus, in my opinion, furnish the earliest certain instance for the use of the southern luni-solar system. The

date deserves notice also for the peculiar manner in which the Jovian year is described in it, — In the two dates of

6. 833 and S. 840, which immediately surround the date of S. 838, the system followed cannot be the southern luni-

solar system.
w See Ejp. I»d..Vol. IV. ]>. 60 ff.
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one by wHiich the year Plavanga .coaid be conn-ected with (pant o$) '8u 867 expired, tas not been

proTed for the part of India where .the date comes froni. And another suggestion, which

would make the words in the (warrent year Play^angA ' e^uwalent to ‘ when Jupiter stood in

the sign Mithiuna,’!® appears to iD*e equally Isable to objection.

As regards JupiteT^.s pliacei, I may state here that, besides being given in several 'Saka

dates of inscriptions from Cambodia, it is recorded also in two Soiath-Indian dates^^ of my
chronological list, the years of which are regularly named in accordance with the south ern

luni-solar system. In No. 2.9.7 «(¥oL XXIV.. p, 203) of S- 1309 current and the year Kshaya,

it is stated that *on the given date, which corresponds to the lOth Jaimary A. D. 1387, Jiapiter

stood in the eign Siaaiha. And .the same position is assigned to him m the date No. 322

(ibid. p. 205) of S. 1403 expired and the year Plava, which corresponds to the 3rd February

A. D. 1482. These statements, as I now see, must probably be taken to refer to Jupiter’s true

(or apparent) place ; but it so happens that both Jupiter’s mean place and his true place were

in the sign of Simha on either date.^® For (calculated by Warren’s rules) on the 10th January

A. D. 1387 .Jupiter’s mean longitude was 4« 11° 48', and his true longitude 4* 21° 45'; and

on the 3rd February A. D. 1482 his mean longitude was 4* 17° 9', and his true longitude

4^^ 23° 6'.

Solar IMLontha.

Beginning with the date No. 104 of S. 944 expired, my chTonological list contains

29 dates^® the months of which are given as solar months (and the years of which therefore must
be solar). Of the inscriptions which contain these dates, two are Eastern Chalukya and three

Eastern Gahga inscriptions, one is from Bengal, and the rest are from the south of India.

In the date from Bengal (No. 227 of S. 1141), the month is described as ^Phalguna by the

sun’s motion’ (suryya-gaiyd^^ FMlguva-dmi 26). In three dates, which are in verse, no word
for month is employed, but the sun is said to have stood in a particular sign of the zodiac.

In 14 dates, the earliest of which is No. 135 of S. 1003 expired, the months by such expressions

as Mislia-mdsa^ * the month of Mesha,’ are called after the sign of the zodiac in which the sun
happened .to he ;

and the remaining 11 dates, the earliest of which is No. 241 of S, 1160, use
the Tamil names from Sittirai^i (=the solar Yaisakha) to Pahguni (= th8 solar Chaitra).

Now, although .the months of these dates are solar, of 24 dates whicb give details no less

than 17 quote tithis and palishas, just as is done in dates with lunar months, ,and do not give us
the civil day of the recorded solar month; 5 dates, in addition to the iMhi Skudpa^hsha, also give
the <day of the solar month ;

and in only two dates (one of which is the date from Bengal) has
the writer confined himself to giving the day of the solar month* As most of the jreligious

•ceremonies are connected with certain tilihis, not with civil days, this is perhaps only natural

;

and it would seem to shew thut, at least in Southern Indlia where most of the dates come

ifi ,See Dt. J’leet’s Dynasties, 2nd ed., p. 421, note 1. By the mean-sign system the year Playahga fthe 15th
year of the cycle, counted fiEom Tijaya) lastsjas long as Jupiter*s mean place is in Mithuna (the Srd sign). Now,,
since on the day of the date, the 9th September A. D, 9,45, Jupiter^s frtte place was in Mithuna— Jupiter’s true
longitude .on that day, calculated by Wai^en’s rules fijom his mean longitude 56° 50', was 73® 14' — it is suggested
that there may have been a year Plavanga which la^ed as long as Jupiter’s true place was in the sign Mithuna.
But there is nothing to prove the existence,of such ayear.;^nd if the writer had intended to give us Jupiter’s
,true place on the day of the date,jhe in all probability jwoold have employed some "plucase ).ihe Mithun,arSith^

which we meet with in other dates.

IT Jupiteor’s place is often given jin datss of the Kollam era.

w In Ijhe case of the 4ate No. 58 of^. 889 expired Ofeh XXIII. p. 122),, from Comlioaia, I find that lOn -fflie 15th
April A. D. .667 Jiupiter’s mean longftode was 8* 7° 1', and his tj?ue longitade 8* 10° 28;, i. e.> Jnpi^r m .either «ase,

was in the sign Dhanus.
19 A few.other dates, with lunar months, incidentally record that on the day of -^e fdate the sun stood in a

particular sign .of the zodiac. Df .the samkrantis, which mark the commencement of the solar months, I shall

treat below.

29 The same expression is used in line 53 of the JCamauli plates of Yaidyad^ya ; Bp. Ind. Y.ol. IL p. 353.
21 These names of course are really the names of the lunar months in which .the ^olar m.onths.•commence.
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from, the eolar reckoning, notwithstanding the nominal use of solar months, is of little

practical importance .^2

As regards the civil beginning of the solar month, alttention may perhaps be drawn to the
date No. 392 of S. 1714 (Vol. XXIY. p. 4^ No. 138), from which it appears that a day on
which the sarhkranti took place, by the Irya-siddhanfca, as late as 11 h. 54 m. after mean
sunrise, was ^counted *fehe first day of »the solar month.23

XfUnar Moxrths.

Intercalary months, —- Intercalary months are distinctly quoted only in the regular dates
Nos. 27, 28 and 96 of S. 1121 expired, 114'6 expired, and 1355 current (Vol. XNIII. p. 117 f£.),

and in the irregular date No. 188 o^f S. 1091 expired (Vol. XXIV. p. I’S). In three of these
four dates the name of the month (Ashadha, Sravana, and Bhadrapada) is qualified by the word
dvihya, and in one hj fprcithama (^pratham-Ashddha), Butthe months were intercalary also in
other dates where this 'is not actually stated. Thus the month Sravana of the date No. 8 of

S. 855 expired^^ (Vol, XXIII. p. 114) was the secoft^d Sravana
; the month Jyaishtha of the date

No. / 1 of S. 1113 expired (ibid, p. 125) was ^Q-eecond dyaishtha
;
the same month of the date

No. 74 of S, 1189 expired (ibid, p. 125) was tine first dyaisbtha; and the month Bhadrapada of

the date No. 41 of S. 1332 expired (ibid, p. 119) was the first Bhadrapada. — The true and
intercalated months are nowhere distinguished by the terms 7dja and adhtlca.

The ptirriimSinta and am§<nta schemes.— With the exception of apparently four dates,

the dates in dark fortnights of which we are able to give ithe exact European equivalents all

work out satisfactorily with the amdnta scheme of the lunar months. Omitting the dates from
Cambodia, the earliest amdnta date is that of the Paithan plates of the !l^shtrakfita G6vinda
III. of S. 716 (Vol, XXIII. p. 181, No, 107), and the next that of the Radhanpur plates of the

same king of S, 730 (ibid. No. 108). After that, the amdnta scheme is used throughout, except

as it would seem, in a Balagamve inscription of the Western Chalukya S6mBsvara I. of S. 976

expired (ibid, p, 122, No, 56), and in a copper-plate inscription of Harihara II. of Vijayanagara

of S, 1313 expired (ibid. No. '57), But there can hardly be any doubt that the wording of these

two dates of S. 976 and S. 1313 is incorrect. With the universal agreement of all the other

dates after S. 730, it would be impossible tto admit that at the time of these two dates the

purnimdnta scheme .could have heeu used in the localities where these dates come from
;
and we

possess other dates both of S6m6svara 1.2® and 'of Harihara il.27 — of SomSsvara I, one other

date of nominally the very same tithi^ — which shew that the -scheme of the months dnring

their reigns was the amdnta scheme. The probabilities, therefore, in my opinion, are that in the

date of S. 976, as in another date of SomSsvara I.,2® the day Sunday has been wrongly put down
instead of Tuesday (which would make the date fall in the amdnta Vai&ikha), and that in the

date of S. 1313 the month Vaisakha has been quoted •erroneously instead of (the amdnta)

Ohaitra.

The number of pdrnimctnta dates is fthus reduced tto two only, one of which, of S. 534
(Vol. XXIII. p, 130, No. 106), is from a copper-plate inscription of the Western Ohalukya
Pulikesin II., while the other, of S. 726 expired (ibid. p. 122, No. 55), is from a 'Copper-plate

inscription »©f the Rashtrakuta G6vinda III. The ifii?st of these two dates we need not

The same conclusion may be drawn from the practice observed in dates of the Klollam era.

The date also shews that the beginning of the month was calculated by the Arya-siddh&nta, not by the

Sdrya-siddhdnta.
2* This date shews that the system of intercalation followed in 855 expired was the true sy^em ; ‘for by the

mean system of intercalation the day of the date, the 8th August A. D. 983, would have been the £ull-moon day of

the first Bhadrapada (not of the second Srdvana).
26 In Cambodia the amrXnta scheme was used in &. 589 (Vol. XXTII. p. 122, No. 58), and, before that, in S. 548

(ante, Vol, XXL p. 47).

26 Vol. XXIV. p. 7, Nos; 150 and 151. 27 YoI. xXHL p. 126, N<>. 77, and Vol. XXIV. p. 203, No. 297,
28 Vol. XXIV. p. 7, No. 150. 29 Xbid^ 2^0, Igi,
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hesitate to accept as^ correct, because- in an inscription of a later Western Glialukya

king we have another date^o (corresponding to the 25th June A. D. 7'54 in S. 676 expired)

which also^ can be accounted for only by the p&rnimdnta scheme. The date of “B. 726

expired, on the other hand, I cannot help regarding with some suspicion,, because it

falls between the two amdnia dates, already mentioned, of 7-16 and S, 730 of

the same king Gr&Vinda III., which tend to prove that the scheme of the months, used during

that king’s reign, was the amdnta scheme. With the two other dates to guide us, we might
well suppose that the mistake, which undoubtedly was committed in the date of S. 1313 of

Harihara II., was made also in the date of S. 726. The result I consider to be that, among
all the dhtes collected, there is: only the single date of S'. 534 which may confidently

fee’ taken to prove' the use of the pt^nimAntascheme, of*the lunar months in connection
with. the Saka era.^i'

{To- he cojitinuedy

THE BETEL WORSHIP OE THE TULUVAS^

EROM TH3jI papers OF THE RATE A. C.. BURNE^LL..

{Coniimied from p, 242.'Ji

B'Xmn'EI.Ii HSS. Ko.. 2.7.

THE STOBY OP PANJUBIiI..

OHgihaLin the Kanarese character. :• translation according tch Burnell MSS. Original, text
and translation oocnpies leaves 272. to 277 in Burnell. M^S,.

Translaticm;.

Pafij.urli was cursed by mrAyania and was blessed by fsvara. Isvara made a nice
garden which he called Handanava^a, and as the pigs destroyed it entirely, he went out to
kill them

;
but ParvatJ, his wife, prevented him, and so he cursed them.

‘‘Do not live near me !: Be called pigs-in the forest, and Pah-jurli- in the villages I Let a
feast and a sacrifice be performed for you,” said Isvara.

There was a woman called Gbllaramma Beyar, and a man called Guru Sarapoli. They
lived at fijanagar on the Ghats, and bad four sons, whose names were Eftisitu Betti, Kadamana
S^tti, ITttoma S^tti; andMattu Marbala B^tfi*

The sons considered together :
— “ What occupation shall we follow E What shall

we do ? ”

Then one of them said/:—“'Let us go and tmke-by sea.”’

" Goods whiohr are cheap in this country and dear in another country are those -Bhieh tre
must procure for our commerce,” said another.

What are those things which wo must procure ? ” asked his brother.

A mast of coral, a. sail of silk, and an anchor of pearl*: sailors, a master, and goods to
fill the ship, — pearls,.rabies, and diamonds,!’ said he.^

” Can we go to Mecca, or to Macao, or to the Island, or to Cochin, or to Cannanore?”
asked they of the sailors.

so
p., in the Pattadakal inscription of the'time of the Western Olialnkya KSrtiyarman H., Ep. M. Vol. III.

^ earlier date,.corresponding to the 17th February A. D. 668 (in S. 589 expired), we have in the
Mattewuda ( ? ) plates of the Eastern Chaluhya Yishnuvardhana II., Vol. XX. 9.

So far as I know, np to the present the earliest indication, in an inscription, of the use of the v<irnim&nia

T tTIiTi
^ Majhgawfiiii plates of the Parivr&jaka MaUrOja Hastin, of Gupta-samvat: 191

earliest proof for the use of the amdwfa scheme is fuiuished.hy an-mscnpHou from Cambodia of &..54,S =A. Bl 626-2-7, referred to above.
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There is no difficulty at all in going where yon like/' said the sailors.

Then they traded by the sea for two years.

“ However much we try we cannot even gain three pagodas, and there has been no profit

by our trade. What shall we do now P” said they.

“Tiftt na trade in bullocks,” said one.

So they traded in bullocks.

Where do bullocks come from P And whence do cocks come ?” asked they.

Cocks come from Kokada, the elephant from Anegundi (Yijayanagar), and bullocks from

the Ghats,” they were told, and so they went to buy bullocks.

They kept three hundred rupees in a bag and tied up three hundred rupees in their upper

garments. They went to the herd of cows. There were three thousand bullocks, but they

found only two good ones amongst them. They asked the price.

A thousand rupees for the front leg, and a thousand rupees for the hind leg. Altogether

two thousand rupees/’ said the Ganda.

“ What is there important about them P” asked they.

There are certain points in oxen, a white tail, a white spot on the forehead, and

points in the four legs, a white tongue, a bent horn and a certain colour in the belly. These

are the points in these oxen,^* said the Ganda.

“We want to buy such,” said they-

So the Ganda sold the oxen to them.

“ Though you have bought the oxen, I do not give you the rope,” said he.

“ Let that be: there is our master, one EareAld. Balld) of Kukyflli/^ said they.

They went there, and the Ballaj said to them : — You had better cut in pieces very long

cloth and tie the oxen together with it and bring them,”

They did so, and descended the Ghats. There was one Pergadl (Vokketinar) of

Kallabotti, and they went to his village. There was a jack-tree in front of the house, a wide-

spreading tree, giving good shade. So they stood under the tree in the shade, but the

herdsmen said ; — “ You cannot let your oxen lie under that tree, nor can you stand there.”

“ Why not? ” asked they#

“ There are three hundred unripe &uit on the branches and a thousand frait below, which

belong to our master. If yon steal them, yon will incnr the curse of Panjnrli.”

“ It is said that unripe fruit hears a curse but not ripe fruit,” replied they, and t^ their

oxen to the trunk of the tree, cut off the fruit, ate the inner part, and gave the oxen the skin.

Then they took their oxen and went to the 6Sd« at Kukyaji Karahge, where they gave their oxen

both rice water a«d ordinary water, and tied them up. But the oxen disappeared from that place.

They had been tied up at night, but could not be found in the morning. As th^ could not tod

the oxen, they referred to the prawu book, from which they found that as they had disregarded

what the herdsmen of the Udu had said and had mocked them andhad stolen the ]ack-fmit and

eaten them, the Bhdta of the place had followed them and caused the bullocks to disappear.

But if they prayed and worshipped the Bhuta, they would tod their oxen.

« How are we to worship the Bhdta P” asked they of the astrologer.

“ There is one a Pomba<Ja by caste ;
call him and give him betel-nnt for ^e s^e

of the Bhhta. If yon do this, you -will find your oxen. Also, if you give him nee on Tues ay

BO that he may perform a feast on the following Tuesday, yon will find your oxen, e

astrologer . Next day they called KA?tn the Pomba^a* and gave him nee on that very Tuesday.
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Next day the oxen were found tied up in the same place as before. The villagers and the

Ballal met together, and Kan^ the Pombada said : -r- “ I can dress and personate the Bhuta

and take the rice, but as no feast has ever been performed for that Bhhta, how am I to tell you

his origin and his history

“If yon do not know, we will tell you,” said Karehki the Ballal of Kukyali.

So Kantu dressed and personated the Bhuta, but said he did not know how to make up the

. Bhuta’s face,”

“ If you do not know how to make up the Bhdta’s face, you had better take a look at my
pig’s face and make yours up like that,” said the Ballal.

So Katitn looked at the pig’s face and made himself up like that.

**,If you do not know the history of the Bhuta, there is my squirrel, ask it, and> sing like

him,” said the Balhii.

The squirrel sung and Kantu learnt its song and sang like it. Thus was the feast and

sacrifice performed, and the Bhhta possessed BCantu.

There are many great people in the Eastern Countries. I will go to them and get a

feast and sacrifice,” said the Bhuta.

You get only a vow from the poor, but a feast and sacrifice from the rich,” said the

Ballal. “ If you go to a forest you will be called a pig, but be a Bhufca, that is, the master of a

thousand people, tsvara has given yon authority to kill a man, who was tO‘ have lived

twelve years mo-re, if he had not disregarded you ! So great a Bhfita are you.”

“ I go to the Eastern countries,” said the Bhfita.

He went to the temple of Vdhketa Ramana at Tirupati,, where he did not cease to cause-

the Garuda Vahar^ to turn round,

“ What is the matter ?” asked the god.

Then a man became possessed, and said :—“ I am a servant of Nar^yana,. and I came here

to get a feast and a sacrifice.”

Then Y6-nkata Rilmaua saw the Bhuta, and came to know that he was a servant of

Narayapa.

“ You shall be called Kftla Bhairava or Nija KAp-ta, and sit on my right in the middle of

the hill
j
so take a vow before me,” said the god.

A building was made there, and the Bhuta was called Kdla Bhairava or Nija Kanta, and

got a feast and sacrifice,

“ I want to go to the superior gods,, and get blessings from- them, ” said the Bhuta. I

go to Darmasth&la.’^

He went there and blinded the Bhatta who carried about the god, and so a ^anoMyat was

called by the villagers and Hobalis, and a man became possessed.

“What is it ?” asked they of him.

He said :— This Bhfita is a servant, of NarAyana*. He stood at th® right side of VAiikata

Ramana at Tirupati, took vows before the god, and was called Kala Bhairava, and he asked

the god what he would give him, and the god asked him what he wanted. And so he replied:

a place on his right side from the upper part of the Ghiite to the lower- countries, so that he

might make the people fill his treasury,”

“How are a feast and sacrifice to be performed for you ?. ” asked the god,.

My name shall be Aijnj.appa^ and a feast and sacrifice shall be performed for me after

your feast,” said he.
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Tkas was a gudi built for the Bhiifca on the right side of the god, and there he stayed and
got a sacrihce and a feast.

He took vows before the god, and said he would go to other temples and villages. He
came to a temple at Hdpacjii.

He made the god’s elephant sick, and would not let the god’s image be mounted upon the

elephant to go iu procession. When all the villagers were called together and made an
inquiry, a certain man became possessed,

“ I was called Kala Bhairava in Tirupati, and An^ppa at Dharmasthala. I stood on the

right side of the god, and made the people give me vows first. I want to have the same rights

in this place also,” said he.

Then the villagers built a gudi on the right side of the god and a feast and a sacrifice were
performed, and he was called Pafijurli. Then he came to the 5idu at Kalle,,and made a cow
and a caU sick. When this was referred to in the j^ra^/ia-book, it was found to be the work of

this Bhuta, and that a sacrifice and a feast were to be performed to avert the evil. The people

made offerings to him, and the sickness was cured.

There were Ait Ullaya, ChikkarAya TOlaya^ Baijtaraya Ullaya, and they had two sisters,

Padup5.1a and Jakama Deyar. Their husband’s name was Hebbiri Baliai, who presented

the younger wife with a jewel for her neck, and a quarrel arose between the women. Then

the elder made an oath :
— “0 Panjurli, if you will kill my sister, I will build for you a

giinda, and present you an image of a pig made of bell-metal and of silver too. I will perform

a feast with one hundred and twenty coooanut leaves, and with tender cocoanuts, and with

one hundred and twenty cocks.” Next day Panjurli made the younger wife sick ; he broke her

legs and hands, and was about to cause her death, when an outcry of men and women arose.

The younger called to the elder sister : — “ Will you see me die ?

“ I asked you, 0 Panjurli, to Idll her when I was angry. You made her sick, but I do not

want you to kill her. Release her this once, and let her live. Do not kill her,” prayed the

elder sister.

Then her brother Ait Ballal became possessed..

You prayed one way before, and now you pray another way. I will kill you both,” said

the Bhuta, and he killed the two women in one night. They were burnt together in a large

paddy field called Janananda Bakyar. The funeral ceremony was performed, and then Hebbiri

BalMl came and said ;
— “ Although you quarrelled and are dead,, you two women, the feas t

which was promised must be performed,”

So he built a gimda^ made a car, and performed a feast with one hundred and twenty

cocoanat leaves, one hundred and twenty tender cocoanuts and with one hundred and twenty

seers of rice -flour. Then the Bhuta was call Pafijurli of Kalya.

He left that place, went to Chembukal, and reached the temple of Vin^yaka, when the

feast was. about to be finished. A man became possessed of the Bhuta and said that he wanted

a feast and sacrifice.

If you are a Bhuta, you must give a proof,” said the villagers.

It will suf&ce if you inquire- of MabankfiU,” said he.

When they asked Mabank.ili, she said that he had been to many places, had given many

many proofs, had stood at the right side of the god, and had* got feasts, ‘‘ So have X heard.

Therefore, it is not necessary to shew a sign here as weB,” said she.

If you will make this place- a celebrated one, we- will build you a sana-m on the right side

of the god, and perform a feast and sacrifi^tOy!’ said the- people*^ He made this place known to

the four countries, and got many vows.
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“ I shall make the people bring vows both for yon and me,” said he.

A temple was built, and a car was made at the right side of the temple. A feast and a

sacrifice were performed, and he was called Hafitjurli of Ohembiikal. After that he nsed to

get feasts and sacrifices from every honse, following the ropes of the bullocks and the relations

of women.

BUEiraLL MSS. — No. 28,

THE STOEY OE VODILXJTAYA.

Original in the Kanarese character
;
translation according to Bnmell MSS. Original, text

and translation, occupies leaves 278 to 280,

There was a woman named Gollaramma Deyar, and a man named £ka Salyar, who

had a son called E&lu S§nava. When he was a pretty little child, and suckling, his mother

died, and when he was old enough to eat rice, his father, too, died. Seven years passed

over him, and when ten or twelve years had passed, he put his mother’s ashes on a golden

plate and his father’s on a silver plate, and said he wanted to go to the Ganges to throw

them into it. He heard that the Ganges lay to the north, and said :
—“No one has seen it as

yet.” - But N&rftya]?.a S^nava, his brother-in-law, had seen the Ganges, and so he called

Narayana S6nava to his house, and said :

—

'*1 have heard that you have been to the Ganges. How far is it and what is it like ?”

“ I will tell you. There is the Maha Gang! and the Mani Qangfi, the beautiful Ganges

in the north for sin and RtoSswar for crime. When I went to the Ganges, I had an iron

stick as long as a man, and when I returned back and reached home it was decreased by half

a cubit. I crept on my belly for a month, on my knees for two months, and on my haunches

for three months. It was a gloomy road with pits in it and deserted as well. For fonr

months^ journey, there was a tiger waiting to seize any one who tried to pass. For five months’

journey, there were the black serpents called Sankapala. I went on enduring all these

difficulties, and have returned back
;
you will have to go through the same,”

Knowing that he would have to suffer all these dangers, he started for the Ganges with

ten or twelve persons, and reached it after passing all the dangers. There was a temple

called Jagamantami in the Ganges, and there he offered a vow. . He bathed there at the

Urtha, and he cast the ashes into the water, and he took sandal.

There was a Bhuta, called the Great Vodilutftya.

“I shall go along with yon,” said the Bhuta.

“I will not tell a Bhfita, who wishes to come with me, not to follow me, and I will not tell

a Bhfita, not willing to come with me, to follow me. If you are willing to come, yon may come

along with me,” said Balu SSnava, But, if you come with me, how can a feast be performed

for you ?
”

As I follow you, a frame of bamboos of the height of the sky and another of the breadth

of the world must be made. Sheep must be killed and put in a pan, a thousand torches made
of sticks of the areca palms, halls of rice heaped on bamboo mats, fowls must be killed and

heaped on a pan, tender coooanuts cut and a pot of toddy presented,” said the Bhfita.

I will give you what you ask*; do you follow me,” said B^u S6nava, (and in due course)

he returned home from the Ganges.

He came to the hidu of IdakaJS MargaL He built a sdnam like a palace.

“ And now a feast must be performed,’ said BSln S6nava.

He dug twelve rows of cucumber beds for the feast of the Bhuta. He planted cucumber

seeds. Cucumbers of th-e colour of squirrels were produced. He counted them daily.
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Bala Senava had three daaghters called Vopotti, Kinnant^, and Saraswat!. He set
them to watch the cucumbei's, and once, daring their daily counting, one cucumber was not
to be found.

What is the cause of my not finding the cucumber ?
** ashed he of his daughter

Vopotti.

“ I do not know,’’ said she.

He asked Saraswati. I do not know,” said she.

And he asked KinnantA I do not know,” said she.

“ Don’t you know, any of you ? ” asked he. If none of you know, let it be discovered

by the Great Vodilutaya,” said he,

iN’ext day Vodilutaya killed Kinnante and Vopotti, and then Saraswati grieved very much.

Even if the cucumber was stolen, do not kill this daughter also : she is as a medicine for

the whole family. I shall do as I have promised,” prayed B^u Senava.

He built a sdnani like a palace. He sprinkled about a thousand sirs of rice-flour. He
planted a plantain-tree to the south of the sdnaniM He gave food to a thousand people. He
planted an areca-tree to the north, and he performed, a feast with a"thousand torches of the

areoa-tree
; he killed sheep and put them in a pan

;
he out open tender cocoanuts, killed

fowls and heaped them up ; he made a round frame as broad as the world, and another as

high as the sky. Thus did he perform the feast for the Bhuta. This was the feast performed

for the Bhuta at IdakajS Margal.

“ 0 Bhuta, protect the men and the women of the world ! Accept your festival and stay

in this world ! ” prayed B^lu Senava. Judge between the false and the true with justice.

Take only a vow from the poor and a festival from the rich, from the southern to the

northern countries,”

(To be continued,)

NARSINH MEHETANUN MAMERUN.

A Poem by Premanand.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GUJARATI WITH NOTES BY MRS. J. K. KABRAJI.

{Concluded from p. 21.)

Oanto XIIL

440 With haste the Lord of Yaiku^th started up, crying, “ Where is my eagle, where is my
eagle ?”

^ And said Chaturbhuj^s to his wife, Come Ohatara,^® the wicked Nfigars have discovered

my plans .27

Be quick ;
fill up his basket : Narsinh, the Nagar, is my worshipper.

The mob is very obstinate and there is no help (for us) but to go, so you go first with all

the necessary articles.

445 Go and adorn her personas with goodly ornaments : for her hands, golden bracelets and

faultless gems.

Do not forget to take with you all the requisites (for a mSsdlun) in kind and in cash, for

my servant is very importunate.

Take a good many clothes made by clever hands, each more valuable than the other

;

26 The four-handed. 26 j, e,, clever one, used here for alliteration.

^ It is not dear what the god exactly means by saying Hrtl’ «rP^» but this is the literal

translation.

28 It may be ** your person ” just as well as “*her person,” but the meaning is^the adornment of KuhvarbM.
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Suoli as Lave never been dreamt of, whose names are not even known : bring such with

yon, shaking off sloth.

Let them be beyond the conception of Brahma himself . • . . •

’’

450 Saying this, the Lord of Lakshmi proceeded on his way and arrived hither, bringing with

him numberless bundles.

Seeing the distress of his worshipper Narsihh, the Ancient One started up and rushed

(to his help).

The Lord of the strong bow was dressed as a merchant and Lakshmi as a merchant’s wife.

The son of Nan(J had his eagle with him, who carried the bundles on his head.

Sri Gopal was seated in a chariot, and the air resounded with the tread of the bullocks

and the jingling of their bells.

455 The people did not recognise the Lord of the Universe®® as he went on with some ten or

twenty servants.

Every one wondered who he was, as the god entered the muwdctp.

When the mace-bearers cried, “ Make way,” the N&gar community came forth to see

(And said): “ This is some rich merchant that has come, bringing a great many bundles.”

But nobody knew the Lord of the Three Worlds, since he was dressed as a vaniJc.^

460 Alighting from his chariot, Hari walked amongst the assembled guests.

The god whom all the six orders of devotees cannot even discover, and whom the hus-

band of Umiya (himself) adores
;

Whom no amount of knowledge or meditation or devotion could reveal : such a god went

barefooted (through the assemblage).

The great King of the Fourteen Worlds is turned into a draper for the M^ht^’s sake.

His coat is sprinkled over with saffron water, and his turban'wrapped with oblique folds

(like a YAni^’s).

465 He wears ear-ornaments studded with diamonds, and the lines at his eyes reach his very

ears.®®

He has thrust a pen at the back of his ear, and has taken the name of D&m6dar the

draper.

His robe is of fine and yet rich cloth, and Haid walks slowly along.

On his shoulders the god has a plaid, the two ends of which he holds in his hands.

All the ten fingers are full of rings, and his feet are entirely covered with socks.

470 He has a number of servants with him, some of whom carry pouches.

Many servants are round him to do his bidding, Odhav®® carrying his grey -measure®^ for

him.

Kamaja Eani walks behind the god, and all eyes are fixed on the iithdnU^

The pride of the Nagar women is humbled, for the lady’s appearance is like that of the

moon and the sun,

The bright head-omament greatly becoming the beautiful forehead,

And a diamond bracelet glistening on her wrist.

475 Her large eyes beam with intelligence, sparkling like a number of hhanjan birds caught in

a net.

The orescent of her (upper) l!^ is coral-red, and the braided hair on her head abundant.

She has on armlets and necklets, and strings (of pearls) and a most glistening nose-ring.

Her waist is jingling with small bells, worn over her many-coloured sdrt

The anklets on her fair feet look resplendent, while the bells on her toes jingle as she goes.

480 The arms are covered with bangles : Mercy herself has come in the guise of a merchant’s

wife.

29 Half a line seems to be missing here. A different epithet of the god is used in each line.

81
, a member of the trading class. The black lines of beauty drawn with fcdjal.

Odhaya was a friend and constant companion of Epshna.

The sfa>measure is about I of a yard. Fern, of a rich man.
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The assemblage feel enamoured of Lakshmi and of her two servant-maids^ Lalit^ and
Vis4kha.

As the god of gods approached with his wife the MShta at once recognized him«
And went up to meet him, saying, You are welcome S^th Samalia,’’36

As they met, said the beauteous BSm :— “ Do not mention my name openly^

485 Beware^ lest you proclaim the fact of my being here j
you may spend whatever you like

(and)

Gratify the wishes of KuhvarbaJ/* Saying so, RanichbM took his seat-

Then, in the hearing of the whole assemblage. Hart said these words ;—

^

“ Go, SSthani, and mitigate her snfFerings, by pressing Kunvarbai to your heart-*^

As he said this, Camala walked forth and pressed Kuhvarvahu to her heart,

490 ** My sweet, do not shed tears } call your mother-in-iaw : where is she

Two or four Nagar women, who were near, felt their pride humbled to see her beauty.

The vehvdn questioned Kamala thus :— “ W^hat relative are you to the M8hta ?**

Then in lucid accents spoke the SSthani these sweet words smilingly 5

—

*‘Y8hvS,n, did you not know us ? You are Brahmans, so are we Vaciias-

495 We trade in clothes, and have stores of our own j we get much help from Narsihh,

We take gold from the M^htS.ji, and with it carry on trade in clothes.

We are come to provide the maternity gifts and to fill the empty basket with gold.

We have brought every article that the M5hta sent for,”

So saying sat down the SSfcha^i, while the N%ar women were breathless with expectation.

500 Sending for the VIhvM, Srirang M^hSta, Sri Jadurai met him with afiection.

While all the Nagars felt astonished, the Ocean of Mercy filled up the empty basket.

And said to the MShta :— “ Distribute the gifts with due care,”

Befrain,

** Distribute the gifts with due care,” saith the beauteous Sam,

"And if anything is wanting, bid us, your servants, (bring it),”'

4i0 %iir 5tf^

qrafr.

3Pr TOT f? 5*nTO TO
STO 'srot.

^5 fpT |JT «io|tS5f,^ TO sftRW TOTOC

TO"rr^ TOTO TOf’ft

RTO^ TO TOT TO Btn aTTSSSEr

aroY^ TOT %% to: 'rf*r
* * * *

450 »rr»f 5^ 5hTOT TO?r TOft. tot TOPft toT

a?TOft?r ^ arKJ’.

TO? TO%®[r5 5=^ 3^^ TOW 5TO

TOff TORt TOT

TO TOR aTTOft^r *IRfira^ %sr

»tr«?

t®r aitroe^, to%
465 5rr% arteror 3^ tortotok to

sfNrt.

SRS aTO*fr»iTO

BTfr^TO 53?nfi'^.3Tn^ TOar^tRrt>TO^^

arr ItfrtFafr gfttai? aro^ ^ aTO!^tRTOTOi^

to rr rI^to

R«T t.

460 ^ TOT *fNt h
TO ^ R’ftatNr

arrott.

86 Sam31t& is a name of Ezisbna, but is< in common nso among

SometMng has been left out here, The moire ohanges here.
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ST -3^ 5rr% «!rr^^ ar?^
<11%^.

% wfaFTifi’ »Tfrtr5r \:, %crr»Tr5- «nTr

Wsrrar

?r*it ®nT%
sTr?^.

465 ^ 3r^aif %5r ST^ aia[®r

arfiarr'^.

^ sTr»T vrf

tr€r%.

iftnr ^prr ^ >Tft fo5% fast

aff^T «rr«t %3> not §
OTtt-

^T- armsSlN W Hfarr ^fair

OTN^br^.
470 NOT NrrtNT ^ OT^ itTot n# §r

?rSr^.

NOT%^5r%NRr a^^iTNOTOTW *nfi:

sns ^ ^*is5r nn not? sfhrr

^fsroft^,

OTtafr OTNCraftOT aif^nr^, stTN OTajr t
OT3t-

aiOT 3r^5

475 pfm'T 'NOT^ ^tSTN RW *

# 3TNt ^ <T^OT5^r X:, OT?rar not:

f^rafi'^-

NTfNN ar^^N OT35 K, OTNT OT^ OTnaj r

NT^ NNiJ«^ NfTT# 'TOTCNt OT^^
S’T^ OTin: ^3tN^ q^, fi'^OT aroTNN Nf

OTat^.

480 5rOT*r'ltr?TOTlTS(>^.OTair^NNa?r%^

^r 55?tr^r Pra^ir ^a?rar f^Nrasr %
aiTOT^t.

anaanr^Nfi^^OTf^t^^, aitssasarr,

ot%nV
BTjaarr ffs OTatS&raTT >imf3ft%

aisSrair^.

afoSOT Nir^r otn ti ot^ otr n
OT*T%.

485 a% otn ararrd OTC#^ OTift ^ NfTfq'^

asr^^.

.^NRrOTrrsd afra-^; ott %ot
«r^w Ni OT>T36?rr't, ?<} NOTr^fOT#

N555irt.

OTarr ^arfr f^asr Nrrrt ^#ng
'OT'ri'T.

^r’i55rNaOT^,,^OTwr^aj^NTt

»fffrarf^.

490 anfir aM N N(tq; Sltgt.^rr OTTfd OTtrt

OT®^.
ajoBt Nrara^aft &-%Nn: ^ ^ OTOT?

aROTT^.

%OTT ajROTt <JN5^ ^OT NiTOTT

S tt
Nfrf^OT ^c arftr aren’t, aarft #OTr

^ar'flrr.

NOTTN ?mhr g N Nrrfl’arr t. rpt sriOTT a?%

OTNIOTT^.

496 ^Ntafi- aft Nff^l'^. ararft aft? andrainft

aTOT NN %OTir^ a^T3f?<r C. %ft tOTa: OTNOTTt

asT^^.
aT% arrsajr afi^n^ ^ ,

sra^T griN

OTOTC.
aransatr^, aTOT a^NOT !i»rr®r

OTSOT^.

Niflt %3f qrafTfl" ^ arnrCI' ot%

500 %w afftar %an| ^ OTN VsiT aft

sriamt^*^ ^ftaraf aiOT *5n anaR ^rNNftrft

OTaR^.
a^ OTwraft ^i?aTOTft afift ^OTsft t.

sfciror.

^fOTsSf Nfftft^aTOTft ^^ OTar^.

air ft airar^, ar^ OTnNr OTN ft.

Canto XIV>

505 The MSh^ta sent for his daughter and said :— See here, the basket is filled with gold.

Give gifts to all the Nagar community : such an opportunity will not occur again.”

With hunlcdvat^^ in hand, the daughter went up to the mother-in-law.

And laughing, said proudly :— “Madam, distribute the gifts.

Ton were abusing the Vaishnav and saying “ What gifts will he, the pauper, give ?

510 You were ridiculing the tulasi and the tdl, but see they have won (the love of
)
Sri

Qopdl.

See the earnings of the poor, where the heart is given to the praise of Hari.

89 Oup of Jcunkun,
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If you desire more things than you have laid down, you may ask for them/’

Hearing this speech of Kuhvarvahii, the mother-in-law called forth the priest and the
priestess.

Worshipping at their feet with in hand, Kuhvarbai brought forth eight articles of

clothing for them.

515 Then seeing a crowd of N^ars (approaching), Vanmali folded up his plaid

;

He went up to where the basket was, and began selecting the clothes, after undoing the

bundles.

MShStaji said :
—“ Here, daughter, give your father-in-law (this) pdmrt

Folding up these gold-embroidered clothes, place the golden armlets upon them.

Go and hold them before your husband, and return with your eyes cast down.

520 Give away whatever your mind wishes, do not take a step backwards.”

Then the jith said jeilidni^^ were invited, and all the eight clothes brought to them.

And as she (Kuhvarbai) bowed with aiffection before the diyar and derdni,^^ the husaihj^^

said these words

:

‘‘All the nine treasures must be (ready) where Narsihh is concerned, ” and sat obsti-

nately refusing what was offered.

It was when they gave him five gold moMr that he allowed the distribution to proceed,

525 Next the stopped the proceedings, and Kuhvarbai went up to her father, with the

two-ioZa bracelets, and appeased her with ten-ZoZa ones.

Then she gave all the sixteen articles^^ to her mother-in-law, and bowed down to her :

At which the ^ruMcZ-mother-in-law was highly angered, and censured the whole family,

Refrain.

The old woman censured the whole family, ** Now I won’t accept any gifts” (said she),

530 Should my daughter-in-law supersede me, the oldest relative ?
”

5. ^
505 STT

^ 5TT?r ®rrfr

?rr5 ^2 ^rNdr-

fRT^ 8fr=^, ^ WHf

»iT55'. ^ ^
510 ?rr?r,^ to

^ ?fpTT^ toI

arr^rr ^

^ TOft nir

«TRT'^.

STPft-

515 tirwfr mssi-,

TOSTO ^fioSir.

arrsaff 0TOw TO»rT^r,^ *Tf? ^5^1^
zisfr.

»r^^r TOTr»rr gr# I»t ^rwa-f aro

«rO.

TOirs^sr arm® qrsjt tirfr.

520 5iTTr, »T<f>

Hl% TOTm 3TT'?tf

TOT 5TTOttr ntr TO’ft'T, TORfrorts?

*0 The eldest brother of KunvarbSfs husband and his wife,

« The youngest brother of Kuuvarbai’s husband and his wife. B^usattya is the pet name for dtyar. He, being

e youngest brother, and a mere boy. the girl-wife is on terms of friendship with him, whereas she has to observe

a certain decorum towards the whole family from their being her husband’s elders. He carries her messages to

her parents-in-law and even to her husband, and is allowed to be her companion and playmate. Hence his claim for

^

^^Is^kdest sister of Kunvarbai’s husband. Nandi is poetical for It appears that she was presented first

with a pair of bracelets of gold weighing two tdUs, but she refused to accept them, and was given another pair

weighing ten toV is»

*3 See note SI, p. 105.
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825- sTor#! ’ftgrgs^

aTT^r.

icrafr wnt, f?r€r«5r arrft

BTFarr ctTS^ #55 sEPiiirc,

?ra- s^rcarr arm, *5rt ftsr# ##
Rh^ekpc.

aRTor.

530 »[r*rs5 «Tf , ^ f

Canto XV.

Knowing of tlie anger of the elder vehvdn Lakshmiji went np to her,

And, placing a precious plaid on her shoulders, appeased her wrath :

At which there were cries of acclamation in the manda'p and women began to sing,

(Saying), “ Call this (real) mtsdlun that the M^het^ji gives, all others are but trash.”

535 Each one called forth her relatives as best suited her :

To see such wished-for things, they called each other actively.

And women flocked up, each thinking she would take the best cloth she liked.

All the four communities walked up and went into the "manda'p.

540 And Sri VanmAJi, folding up his plaid, went up to them.

The M^hta stood performing on the tdl^ while the verdgis stood singing,

And the grand-mother-in-law stood instructing Kuuvarbai how to distribute the

presents.

Sri Bang’s priest SAmal got white

HSmji and Khimki, two other priests, got some ten things placed on their shoulders.

545 KahM^^ to some, and pdmrt and pathd^^^ and names T cannot enumerate.

Some get mugtan^^ some pitdmMry^^ some get cotton seldn^^ only.

Magidh dtrtdh and asdvli^^ are given to some, to some silm and and sal

While the gold fringed turbans that are given glisten brightly.

Fdtjajdmdy ntmd 2i,Tidi pachMdi^^ and robes with tassels.

550 A shower of clothes appeared to come down, since the Ocean of Mercy himself had
turned draper.

Beautiful ornaments for the arms and wrists, and rings for the Angers.

Necklaces dangling with innumerable pearls, and pendants.

Some get waist-bands, some bracelets, some are adorned with chains.

Some get golden wristlets, and earrings such as fascinate the mind.

555 After the gifts of the men were disbursed, the women-folk were called forth.

Their fore-heads being marked with Jeuhku,^^ various kinds of clothes were placed on

each one’s shoulder.

Gahgavahu^^ is given a gajidnt,^^ Sundarvahu^^ gets a sdlun,^^

The black colour of which well becomes their fair skins.

Ohhabilivahu gets a heavy cJihdyaly^^ in colour red and white.

560 K&davahu is given a halgher, and PrSmvahu a patolL^^

Ram-kunvar and Krish^-kuhvar receive precious gliat^^

Chh^lvahu is given only some chMnty^^ and Nanivahu some ndt.^^

Panvahu wears pUdmhar^^

Rupkuhvar gets a red sdx% and D^vkuhvar is in a pet.

565 Barnkurivar receives a gold-bordered sdluft^ Sahkarvahu a bodice for home-wear.

Lakshmivahu and Lachhavahu and Lalvahu — each receives ^^atolun.

Jasmdda, Jas5da, Jivi, JamunA aiid Janki and many other valius^^

All names of clothes. ^ Kunhi paste is applied as a sign of good luck, see note 69, page JOl.

*® All names* of clothes, for explanation, see notes to Canto VI.

It may be noticed that the poet enters fully into alliteration here (GangAvahn gets a gdjtCm/i and Sundarvahn
a sdjdn, and so forth), which I have tried to show by giving the original names of the clothes ; for explanation
of each article of clothing, see notes to Canto VI,

The text is unintelligible here. *® Tor the termination vahUy see note 43, Part I,
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Stand dressed eitlier in a new sari or a bodice*

Man-bai and VSlvahn and Rambb^vati and Raiya —
570 All take ofE their old and put on new clothes, placing their babies down.

While Chhabila sits at the chhdb (basket), giving away whatever is required,

Measuring out gajidh and gajidni^^o, with his gaj\ he sits cutting them out,

Giving away for bodices and for sdris, fdt and ^itambar and utlas and amharj^^ct

# #60

575 Saris and plaids, both being gold-embroidered, glisten together.

White sdlun studded with spots of saffron have gold borders all around*

Ohandrakal^ looks well in a morvi and Biyar (?) in a daridi^

Utlas five-striped,®^ and gold and silver coins for ornaments.

Some get ahoti,^^ others and necklaces of great value.

580 Some are given bhamrit^^ some sentd^^^ and some little golden flowers®® for the head.

Some women fold their palms and ask the MehSta for a necklace,

While others hold their little ones before the Meht&,

Refrain*

Before the MShta some hold their little ones, thinking he would give them something, after

every one has received her wished-for gift.

Thus the reproach of the sdsariydn^^ is removed, Kuiivarbai is (considered) lucky in her

parent.

?5^nft^'n%a=rr5«trsflr

’art

»f3w »mr ^ cpTrsfl".

•535 I'itrrHr ^nrr %g-<ir^
>T!T#6^ tRoft I?#, *ri^

^ ^ «rf srnnw, srt *n^ sft.

9T^T Hsr »ini^r

•wn: ^"T^ s?rft .fer

540 755^ 7r3?r ^ wiTTraft arrs^fr

5«ihf sfl-.

'jsir ?ina 75n% nw aft.

7^5 ait Ttcnr## ^ aft.

>Tr*?ft aft.

Wlaftr atar tsar aft.

545 grar^ ’n»rft aaair, ara a ana a^ar aft.

aftft^^aar ant 'ftarar ant twf ar®at aft.

attan ^rsTT sraraaft tat ag arrw aft

^ ara^Nt^^ fnar ?iara aft.

q raarrar tfait anar arssr tatV.

550 a^ a^ ^ a^ara aar taft aiaar

tfsaft.

taatrar^aaar^ifcta^MNftsia aft.

ftif^ft arssit aiasarsTr airan ar?ft mraaft.

?Rft a ar^^ aNt trft arrarafttfa^

.

ajaar arart arrt aa ai^

655 t|ara°ft 5atft al?T% aatr aratw arw aft.

•ftaw an^ 3aat, aa^^ arar ara aft.

tar a^ aaftarroft aitr, ea^ ait ar^ tt*

aft »ft tat art, art anai" an^ aft.

gtf^ft ait srrasa aft ara afaft aft.

560 aft? ait arat^ arrfr, ta a^ afts^t tt.

tra fiwa ^a^ srrcar aara ara tir.

^ ait sftsar antt, anft ait ara aft.

ara ai ar 'ftarac tit ai# a^r art aft.

ga^a^t ^lat arr^, ta^ tftntaft.

665 ^iit^a^t aftft arr^, aa’aJ^

frarftra^ area ait i?i?r ait aft®

aRTaia arntar ftr^ argar ariaaftaw ^•
aaa- "atfftt at ar^ttft aar arw aft.

araartttaaifwr^t ’tfsrr

570^ smut aar tt^crsar, largaft sfan aft

grratt art ff^sr tsr, % iwtft t ant aft.

a^aaaftant aaftan ’’rr aaTa<ft ant aft.

ara trara^ sraH^ arac 'tftrr t "tft aft.

aftt ga^ ara aaft^t5a^^^aft a^ aft.

576 grfrar?3Rfhftstf^sFalrsaa3ittaft.

trat s'tgar at®r aig artaft aratt aft^

•aiai^rt aftt^ tftr, a^ftantar^ afh

aranra ara aar sngsrr alar aaftt alp: aft.

*s« See note 45, p. 282.

61 Here again the te^i^t is not cl^Str.

63 Head ornaments.

60 The text is more of less nnintelligihle.

62 Neck ornaments.

6* The husband’s relatives.
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580^ H»ifr €3r %^#r8Tf 3^55

gft ^il?rr 'rr% »iTo5r *iKir^ ^^ sft

'fi^tHT wTssgr^r srniar afrt

sTc^oT.

sfit 5rrs5^^ sctI aTT%, >mrsB???r ’Tn=?rr

'

m-
<ftaTC ^Tf

.

Canto XVI.

585 KuuvarMi’s wishes are gratified, tlie reproach, of the sdsariydh is lifted.

Every one has got gifts to please his or her mind, according to his or her claims.

All the family, the Nagar community, and also their servants of the K61i and Mali caste

Have been given gifts : Prabhu has really kept his word.

Giving all the fourteen, articles of decoration to Kunvarbai, they honoured her.

590 And lastly placing two golden stones®® into the basket, Hari became invisible.

All the assemblage was astonished at the unearthly sStli and seilidm,

And everybody began to fall at the MehSta’s feet, knowing his devotion to be (so) true.

(Just then) Kunvarbai’s nanadi came up grumbling loudly,

Abusing the vehvdi because somebody had been left out without a gift.

595 “ Even people of other castes were remembered, and members of the family forgotten

!

My little flower-like daughter has not received so much as a piece of cloth !

Here, sister-in-law, take back what you have given me” (said she).

“ The M^hSta is only a Nagar in name, but is a mendicant in reality.

At this Kuiivarbm went to the MIhSta (and said) :
— “ Rather, how will it fare with me now ?

. 600 In spite of all this expense, there is still cause left for reproach, and how shall I live ?

I forgot to mention my nanadi's daughter, by name Nfinbai.

She is a baby of six months, and just one piece of cloth is required.”

The M5h^tAj! replied :
— “Daughter mine, call upon Sri G6pal.

I cannot give a single thread, I do but sit and play on my tdL’*

605 Again Madhav was invoked :
— “ Trikum, preserve our prestige,”

And from the skies down fell a beautiful five-coloured cloth.

Kuuvarbai’s namdi satisfied (thus), the MShStaji asked for leave to go,

Placing in lieu of the one thousand mo/iors®® those two golden stones in the basket.

All the N%ar’ people bow at his feet and praise him (saying) :

—

610 *‘Narsiuh is the greatest man in the Nagar community, he has the patronage of the Lord
of the strong bow.

Praise be to you, M.6h6taji, none can be like you in this wicked age.

You have added to the pomp of the NAgar community by putting everyone in new clothes.

We had no hopes that you could supply the maternity gifts :

But Prabhu has saved the honour of all, and removed the reproach.”

615 Now the MehStAji folds his palms and asks leave to go.

“ Pray send Kunvarbai with me, the carriage has been brought.”

Then Kuhvarbfii sits in the carriage and goes to Junagadh.®^

Every one goes to see her off, crying — “Praise be to Yaikunthrai,”

In the town of YirakshStra Yarfidara situated in Gujarat,

620 Bhat PrSmanand, Ohaturvaihsi Brahman by birth,

Finished this work according to his lights,

On Sunday the ninth of the month As6, in Sanwat 1719.

He who sings it and hears it with devotion will be freed from his dijSficulties.

Yaikunthrai will remain before him who knows this and offers his devotion.

^ These golden stones seem to have been placed in the basket to humiliate Knnvarb^i’s sister-in-law, who had
remarked with a sneer when the old woman was dictating the list, ** Our purpose is snrely gained : why not
write for a couple of large black stones, the M^h^tA will be better able to provide them ;

” see ante, Yol. XXIV.,
p. 105, line 240.

The gold mohars that the old v^oman had declared to be the husband’s due.

It is customary for the young wife to remaic with her parents during her confinement.
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Refrain^

625 The Lord of Vaikuntli will come to him who hears with a guiltless mind,

The tale Bhat PrSmanand has to tell
;
he is sure to get Madhav.

585 sRts- 'fNsrr *TT, »Tn:? >nr5^ 5?V.

srmtr ?rra 1:^ wal-ial

?i^?ivi[% 71^1, ?pgr jist 'rrsst sft.

^far ^«>r»nt srr^r^ »ipt

590 ^?rar «nwrT % gsrar, s^^r?:

?rHr’era:3^^»=?r»Tnfi‘aT^fg[>ia> tariff ^SY.

7r7 wf^T, >tI%> Hr’^'i sjpfl- sfY.

gnr^irN^r ’T°r# arrfr. 5^
sfTrt^ sT^

595 WI^THofY TP^, «npTr »Tr>i^ w
gsfTsft. .

sRggir arPTf?? TPft^fr »Tr6''gg?3?^^.

®rr=j ^r^srqr-

»rT

^TTH^ "TT #1% srmt,^ W"r^.
'fhrr sTTfr, nm ?t ^ mtr aft'.

^5r<Y ?r>r^^, srpi^fM ’rnr sfr.

w It ^ ffNfrfl', ifsif ariTr^ ^irnr

sRtf ^ ’TtTrar ^T".

<iraf 3rffp>it3^p!^Y ^ 'tthY, %af ^•

605 qpff tarnrvrf »ni9^,^ftapT^ng^S^3n-.

m gmf arrarra^flr

sfr JifSr ^•
"Tf^c *^PTHr*n?rTr2^«rr% srr^

5T»!c 5jf^ Tr*Y wpfY, iTsrr aft aarna aft.

610 amfr art *ffaY atftr OTYpr-qr^r sTr.

asa’ ttar aa ^nta^arr ata^aar afa ^rfY.

ar»ftY aratir a^ traaY, aa^i ^ra

s^arn
9Ta% aY flr^ aYaY. tiaY ^Rft ar#P

615 ag- ttanfY ftfta aftr at^ %a a^ ^tr^Y afY-

^a^arfa assraY. %aa arrfr §r afYa7 afY.

aft %aaai^^ tafY t arm aiY.

art assrtY arsrr araa, a«r asartt^aara »fY.

tYafta asTfW aia ^raaia a^ ara afY.

620 ag^atY 5rr€f arsra aa sraraa ara

ftaa aat ^raa^issY ®rrftY sft aa>fr ttYar^

afY.

ara *hT aaY % ^a% aar f^ tYaarr: afY.

^ aftY ^ ara arra^ afrhrM ana aiY.

?r| arraTr af^ aft MY aaw^ a^sara

625 ^^‘aara aawar ara, afY tYaasa at araft.

aa tarta art arar araaM tY# aft.

MISCELLANEA.

THE MEANING OP SEAHL

The second of the two important copper-plate

inscriptions of the G-angavarhsa king Narasiniha-

d^va IV., discovered by Babu Man Mohan

Chakravai*ti at Puri (Jagann§»th) and published by

him in the Journal Beng. Ab, 8oc. Yol. LXIV.

P. I, p. 1*28 :ff., contains the following dates ;—

1,— Page 151, inscription B., plate vi.a, L 19;

Saka-nripat6i-atit6shu sh6dash(s)-ddhik^shu

tray6dasa-sata-saihvatsar6shu .... sri-Yira-

Nri8imhad6va-nripatih(teh) sva-rS-iyasya dvilvirh-

saty-ahke abhilikhyam§in6 Yichha siikla ^k^da-

sySiih Mariigala-vSire ; i. e., Saka-Samvat 1316

expired, in the aiika (yeaiO 22 of the king’s reign,

on Tuesday, the 11th titlii of the bright half of

the month of Yichh^ (Yyischika).

Here the Baka year 1316 has been erroneously

1 In ootmting the anka years (which commence in the

month Bhiidpapada) the numbers ending -with 6 or 0,

excepting 10, are dropped. If, therefore, the 8th anka

year corresponded, as it did, to A. B. 1383-84, the 22nd

quoted instead of 1317. Por Saka-Samvat 1316

expired the date would correspond to Wednesday,

the 4th November A. D. 1394; but for Saka-

Saihvat 1317 expired it corresponds to the 23rd

November A. D. 1395, which was a Tuesday, and

which did fall in the 22nd anica (year) of the

king’s reign, because the 6th March A. B. 1384,

the equivalent of another date Cp- 149, 1. 9) of his

reign, fell in the 8th anka Cyear).^

2. — Ibid, plate vi.5, 1. 1 ; asmin i-djy^ toyo-

viihsaty-ahke YichhSi dvitiya-krishna-saptami

Pandita-vS-re; i.e,, in the same reign, in the anka

(year) 23, onWednesday, the 7th iitJii of the

second dark half of the month of Yichh^

(Ypischika).

This date regularly corresponds to Wednesday,

the 22nd NoWmber A. D. 1396, when the 7th

mika year must have corresponded to A D. 1395-96,

because in counting the years the numbers 16 and 20

would be omitted.
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iithi of the dark half ended 13h. 53in. after

mean sunrise.® It fell in the second krisMa^

pahsha of the solar month of Yrischika, because

another krishna^paksha had already ended in the

same month on the 1st November, the solar

month having commenced on the 29th October.

3.

—

Ibid, p.-152, plate vi.6, 1. 5: 4 srfi.hi Mina-

samkrdnti krishna 4k4dasi Sani-vdrd ; i. e.,

—

omitting the first two woi*ds~on the Mina-
samkr&nti, on Saturday, the 11th iithi of the

dark half.

This date falls in the same year as the

immediately preceding date No. 2; for the Mina-
samkr&nti then took place (by the Arya-

siddhSnta) Ih. 24m. after mean sunrise of

Saturday, the 24th February A. D. 1397, and
on the same day the 1 1th iithi of the dark half

ended 2h. 64m. after mean sunrise.

This result, in my opinion, clearly shows that

the phrase ^ srdhi, ‘in this srdhi* with which
the date opens, takes the place of, and is synony-

mous with, the expressions asminn=^va samvaU
sar^ and ia8minn=iva of other inscnptions

;

and I do not consider it doubtful that the

mysterious word srdhi is used here in the sense

of ‘year.* This meaning would also suit the

use of MM in the dates to which I have drawn
attention ante, Vol. XXIII. p. 224.

F. Kielhorn,
Gottingen,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
A CHARM FOR THE WHISTLING SPIRIT

OF KANGRA.

The following is a mantra (charm) which wil^

summon SendtX Bir

Parhai guphd at base Idp ierd :

kiendUb Bir tHin hain hhdi merd !

Ugarlir kd poird^ Chheirpdl kd potrd, Lohpdl

kd potrd, Agnipdl Jed potrd, Sangulpdl Jed potrd^

Thilcarpdl led potrd ; BhMnpdl Ted dohtrd ,* Mdtd
Kunthardi led jdyd; Puniyd Ted hhdi ; Gurdn Ted

siih: hamdrd saddid dve; hamdrd hhijd dve

:

hamdrd kdm shitdh liar dve : Guru lei shalet hamdri

hhagat. Phure mantar : chale hdchd : Mahdndeo

led hdchd phure.

Thy father dwells in the shade of the mountain

valley : Sendfi Bir, thou art my brother.

G-randson of Ugarbir, grandson of Ohhitrpdl,

grandson of LohpAl, grandson of Agnip41, grand-

son of Sangulpdl, grandson of Thikarpdl;

grandson (daughter’s son) of BhdinpM; son of

Mother Kunthardi ; brother of Puniya; disciple

of the Gurd: come at my call : come for my send-

ing : come quickly and do my bidding ; I worship

the power of the Gurd. Work charm
;
go voice

:

let the voice of Mahddeo (Siva) work.

The above mantra should be repeated 101 times

at night for 21 days by the river side, at the spot

where the dead are burnt, or under a pipal tree

(ficus religiosaj, or chamhd {michelia champaca),

or chambeli (jasrmnum grandifiorum), or at the

pond, tank, or wellwhence the women fetch water.

2 This shows that the word dvitiya of the date cannot

refer to the tithi ;
and it cannot refer to the month

because there are no intercalary solar months.

* See, e, g,, Up, Jnd, Vol. I. p. 159, lines 6 and 11.

* See ante, Vol. IX. p, 193, L 5 from the bottom,

and p. 194, 1. 6.

Dressed food of all sorts, — wine, meat, fish,

tobacco, sweefc-smelling flowers and sweetmeats,

etc., — also a nardl (cocoanut pipe) should be
taken to the spot every day during the ceremony

.

The spirit, it is said, will come on the 21st day,

and ask why he is called. He shouldthen be told

to come when sent for, and do whatever is bidden.

His appearance is that of a gaddi (hill shepherd),

and before his anival he will be heard whistling

as he comes, and sometimes with a‘ whistling

sound through his limbs. On the 22nd day aram
should be taken to the place of his appearance,

and presented to him to ride on. This ram is

called his ghdri,^

Saedaru Balhari in P. N, and Q, 1883.

NOTES ON HIGH CLASS MARRIAGES AMONG
THE MARATHA SUDRAS.

Among high class Mai^tha Sddras the men
marry at all periods of life, except extreme old

age, or when there are cogent physical reasons

against it. The marriage does not depend on
the pleasure of the parties concerned, or rarely

and but too little. Most mandages among the

upper classes take place when the parties are very

young, on the choice of their elders. If the bride-

gi^oom be an adult he exercises some discretions

though his freedom of choice is considerably

limited by caste, by usage, by the customs of

a community in which social regulations have

become religious institutions, and by the great

respect paid in a patriarchal society to parents

1 [This mantra probably gives a list of godlings

which it would be worth while following up. Compare

'

with it the manira fox the cure of scorpion-bite used

by the Sihsis. Ante, Vol. XI. p. 32ff. The OurU is

N4nak.— Ed.]
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and elders. Under any circumstances the bride,

who indeed is always youn^, never mahes choice

of a husband, nor has any voice in the manner of

her wedding.

After investigation of the claims of each side

as to purity of descent, etc., a party of the bride-

groom’s relations and friends of both sexes take

fctmfcil(turmeric-powdermoistenedwith lemon-juice

to give it a bright red coloui') to the bride’s house*

where the ladies accompanying the procession

apply it to the bride’s forehead. On the same, or

any other convenient day, the bride’s party in

return take saffron-powder, slightly liquefied with

water, to the bridegroom’s house, and apply it in

the same manner to his forehead. This con-e-
sponds to the plighting of troth, first engagement,
or betrothal amongst nations of European origin

or following European customs, and is called

JeunHiild.^

The late B. V. Shastri inP. jV. and Q. 1883. •

A TELUGU SUPERSTITION.
It is very unlucky for a dog to rub its buttocks

along the ground in a house. It poi-tends ruin

to the inhabitants.

The belief in this omen is in no way affected by
its necessarily frequent falsification.

M. N. Vekketswami.

BOOK-NOTIOE.
The Indian OATiENDAB. By Robebt Sewelii and

Sankara Balerishna Dtbshit. Loudon: 1896.

Swan Sonneschein & Oo. (xii. 106, exxxvi. 52 pages}.

This book is designed, as Mr. SeweU says in

the preface, “ not only for the use of those engaged

in the decipherment of Indian inscriptions and

the compilation of Indian history, but also for

Judicial Courts and Government Ofidces in India.”

The authors have, therefore, tried to i*ender the

conversion of Hindu dates into dates of our era

and moe versd as easy as possible, and have in

their Table I. calculated for every year between

300 A. D, and 1900 A. D. the exact beginnings

of the solar and luni-solar years. For the solar

year they give the instant of the Mesha sahJerdnti

in ghatikds and •galas as well as in hours and

minutes, calculated both by the Arya Siddhania

and by the 8tkrya Siddhanta, whilst for the luni-

solar year the Table contains the moment of the

first tiihi of the year or Chaitra 4uhla pratipadd,

together with the indication if the year has an

added or expunged month, and in the latter case

the name of this month and the time of the preced-

ing and the succeeding sahhrdntis both by true

fiTifl mean intercalation. There are, moreover,

three arguments a, b, c, which serve for the exact

calculation of tithis and which represent the mean

longitudinal distance of sun and moon, the

moon’s mean anomaly, and the sun’s mean

anomaly, ail calculated for the beginning of the

luni-solar year. Finally, the table contains the

number and name of the concurrent samvatsuTa

of the sixty-year cycle both by southern and

northern reckoning, as well asthe concurrent years

in six principal eras. It must be remarked and

borne in mind that the years given in this table

are always to be taken as current years.

Table I. which occupies a hundred pages, forms

the principal part of the book, and the data given

by it can be utilized both for approximate and

for exact calculation of dates.

For the first, the approximate calculation, two
methods are given; the one (the system intro-

duced by Mr. W. S. Krishnavami Naidu cf

Madras into his South-Indian Chronological

Tables) necessitates only a simple addition with

the aid of Tables III. and IX., whilst the other

method avoids even this and permits the finding

of any solar or luni-solar date by simple inspec

tion of an eye-table (Table XIV. and XY.
invented and prepared by Mr. Lakshmia Naidu
of Madras) combined with the data of Table I.

Of coui'se, the results of such an eye-table can-

not give absolute accuracy, but as the fault never

exceeds two days, the result so found can be

easily corrected when the week-day is known. It

is, therefore, to be presumed that this method,

which is indeed a very simple and easy one, will

much be used in common practice.

The exact calculation of the end of the Uthis

with the aid of Tables III. to XIII., in combina-

tion with the arguments a, b, c given by Table I.,

is entirely based on Prof. Jacobi’s Tables in

the Indian Antiquary, Yol. XYII. pp. 147-181.

The calculation seems, perhaps, a little compli-

cated, when absolute accuracy is wished for.

But as the method itself is an indirect one which

necessitates repeated approximations, this could

not easily be avoided.

Table YIII. serves for finding the beginning or

end of nalcshairas and yogas. The rule for find-

ing the nakshatra index (n) and the yogamd&s.

{y), given on pages 97 and 98 could, perhaps, be

somewhat abridged and the calculation simpli-

fied by the addition of a Table YII.A, giving the

value of (s) with the argument (c), the only one

on which (s) depends.

The (ri) would be equal to {t) -f- (s), and (y)

would be equal to (i) -f- 2(s) or to (w) H- (s).

Such a Table would run thus :
—

1 [See MooJberjee’s Magaxine, November 1872; Orimtalist, July, 1883.— Ed.]
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Ar^'.

c.

250

260

270

280

2P0

300

310

320

830

340

350

360

870

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

s. Diff.

9707 100
^807 100

99

99

99

99

98

99

98

98

97

98

97

97

97

97

97

97

96

97

96

96

96

96

97

9907

6

105

204

303

401

500

598

696

793

891

988

1085

1182

1279

1376

1473

1569

1666

1762

1858

1954

2050

2147

YII.A.

Argf.

c. Diff.

500 2147

510 2243

520 2339 Z
630 2^36

11
540 2531

550 2628
ll

560 2724

570 2821
96

580 2917

590 3014

600 8111 g:
610 8208 97
620 8305 97
630

9g
640 3500 Qo

660 8698
9^

660 3695 99
670 3794 90
680 3892 9g
690 3990 99
700 4089 99
710 4188 99
720 4287 iQQ
730

:
4387 99

740 4486 200
750 4586

Arg.
c. s. Biff,

750 4586
760 4686

770 4787

780 4887
790 4988 ^01

800 5089
I

810 6190 i

820 5292 j

830 6394
j

840

850 6698

860 5700 |”2
j

870 5802

880 > 6905
III

:

890
1

6C08

900 6111 5";;!

910 6214

920 6817

930 6421

940 6524 If
950 6628

960 <*’^1
lli

970 6885 ff
980 6939. 5^
990 7048 ]f

lOOO 7147

Auxiliary Table,

Last figure of Argument c.

of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 .

Add.

lot 10 21
1

31 42 52 62 73 83 84

lij3 10 21 31 41 52 62 72 82 93

102 10 20 81 41 51 61 71 82 92

101 10 20 30 40 51 61 71 81 91

100 10 20 30 40 50
1

60 70 80 90

99 10 20 30 40 50 59 69 79 89

98 10 20 29 39 49 59 69 78 88

97 10 19
j

29 39 49 68 68
;

78 87

96 10 19 29 38 48 68 67 77 86

Tlie last Table (XYT.) gives tbe initial days of

tbe Mtiliammadan years of tbc Hijra and serves

for the conversion of dates of the Hijra era into

Christian dates and vice versd.

The Tables, which occupy together cxxxvi

pages, are preceded by a text, containing as

Part I. (pp. 1-39) a treatise on the Hindu Calendar

fully explaining all particulais of the Blndn
time-reckoning, the different Siddhd iiUiSt the

contents of the Panchdliga, the dera ils concerning
the nalsshaims, the cycle of J npii er, etc, Pai 1 1

L

(pp, 39 to 47) treats on the -various e-’-as in use
in different parts of India. Parc III. ^»p. 47 to

62) gives a thoro-ugh description of the Tables,

whilst Part lY. (pp. 62 to 101) explains their use

in a veiy detailed and clear manner which is

illnstrated by many examples, so as to make the

use of the tables easy to anyone. Part Y.

(pp. 101 to 106) treats of the Muhammadan
Calendar.

Taken all together, we must say, that the work

of Messrs. Sewell and Mr. Hikshit is a very good

one, and that it will certainly be of great value

for all who have to do with the conversion of

Indian dates.

ricji/ift, August, 1826 , Hobxrt Schram.
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ON THE DATES OF THE SAKA ERA IN INSCRIPTIONS.

Br Professor F. KIELHOEN, C. I. E. ; GOrTINGEN.

{Coniinued from p. 272.)

Tithis.

Current tithis* — Commencing with the date No* 123 (Yol. XXIY. p. 1) I have given a

series of dates in which the tUJd of the date is shewn to be joined, not with the day on which

it ended, but with the day on which it commenced. Of these, the dates which mention the

Uttarayana-samkrimti will more conveniently be considered below. The date No. 126 of

S. 1-1:52 expired furnishes a very instructive instance of a current iithi, because the iithi, the 8th

of the dark half of the ainanta Sravana, is joined with a day on which it commenced as late as

about 12 h. 45 m. after mean sunrise (while it ended about 10 h. 12 m. after mean sunrise of

the following day). Bub the date is quite according to rule. For the tithi is distinctly

connected in the date with Krishna’s birth, and since that event took place both during the

8th tUJii of the dark half of the amduba SrAvaaa(or pfirnmanta Bhridrapaia) aiidalsoat midnight,

"the 8bh tithi or Janmasktamt, as it is called, had necessarily to be combined here with the day

on which it commenced, and could not have been joined with the day on which it ended,

because railniglib of that day already belonged to the 9bh tithi. In the same way, in a date of

Prof. Eggeling’s Catalogue, p. 96, the Janmdshtamie joined with a day on which it commenced

Ih. 38 m after mean sunrise. And, more similarly still, in one of the Kamanli plates^^ of

Jayachchandra of Kanauj the 8th tithi of the dark half of the jpfirnvndnta Bhadrapada (the

Janmishtami)i^ joined with a day on which it commenced 11 h. 58 m. after mean sunrise.— In

the twelve dates from No. 127 to No. 133 the tithi generally commences from two to four hours,

on‘ce 1 h. 16 m. only and once as much as 6 h, 52 m., after suurise of the day with which it is

joined. Here it is no doubt possible that in one or other of these dates either the tithi or the

weekday has been given incorrectly, but this canuot be the case in the majority of the dates.

And we, therefore, may assume, either that it was desired to specify not so much the weekday

as the particular tithi during which a donation was made or some ceremony performed, or that

the donation to which the date refers was made on account of some festivaP^ the rules for

which required the tithi to be connected with the first of the two days of which it occupied

part. If, e. g-, the 13bh tithi of the bright half of Magha of the date No. 125 of S. 1084

expired was taken as a Kalpddi, it was quite necessary to join it with the day on which it

commenced. In a Bombay calendar for S. 1814 expired I similarly find the same Kalj>ddi

joined with Sunday, the 29th January A. D. 1893, although in every-day life that day was the

12th of the bright half, because the 12th tithi ended (and the 13bh tithi commenced )
on the

Sunday, about 5 h. ‘after sunrise.

Repeated tithis. — A repeated tithi, i, e., a tithi the number of which is given to two

consecutive days, is not distinctly mentioned in any of the dates of the published lists,34 but

instances of it are furnished by the regular dates No. 13 of S. 950 expired (YoL SXIII. p. 116)

and No. 77 of S. 1307 expired {ibid^ p. 126). In the former date a fifth tithi is connected with

a Monday and in the latter a second tithi with a Friday, and in either case the tithi, by niy

calculations, dommenced before the commencement of the given weekday and ended after the

end of it, and the two tithis therefore would be more accurately described by the terms

pratliavna-panchahni and prathcuma-dviiiija.

Special riftmna and epithets of particular tithis. — The 3rd tithi of the bright half of

Vaisakha is termed dkshaya-frittyd ytig&di-parvan in the date Ko. 22 of S. 1078 (Yol. XXIII.

M See Bp. Iiui. Vol. IV. p. 127.
. i n

S3 Such festivals (or auspicious occasions for making donations, etc.) need not necessarily he actually men-

tioned in the dates or inscriptions.

s* An instance of a repeated tithi in a date of the Saka era is distinctly furnished by the Nanjangd^ plates of

Krishnar&ya of Vijayanagara Oarn. Part I. p. 183, No. 16) where we have pfatham-aiUdasiMhjm in a date

of the bright half of Ashfldha of §. 1435 expired, which correctly corresponds to the 13th June A. D. lol^.
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p, 117); and tlie full-moon of tlie same montli^® is called mah(i'Yaiscthh% in the dates

Nos. 48, 51 and 67 of S. 734, 749 and 832 of the chronological list, and described as mali&tithi

in the date No. 400 of S. 1556 of the same list. The same epithet mahd-titU is applied to the

12th tithi of the bright half of AsMdhaSS in the date No. 368 of S. 1558 of the same list.

The full-moon of Srava];La^7 is called yajmpavUa-parvan in the date No. 93 of S. 1199

(Vol. XXIII. p. 128). The 13th iithi of the dark half of the amdnta BMdrapada is described

as maJidtithi-yugddi in the date No. 67 of 8. 1047 (ihi.d, p. 124). The 12th tithi of the bright

half of K^rttika^s is called the punyd utthdna-dvddaH-UtU in the date No. 342 of 8. 1462 of the

chronological list; and the full-moon iithi of the same month^^ is termed mahd-Kdrttika-

paurmmdsi and mahd-KdrttiM-parvan in the dates Nos. 13 and 52 of 8. 500 and 757 of the same

list, and described as punyd malid-iithi in the date No. 48 of 8, 1506 (ibid, p. 121). The 7th

tithi of the bright half of Pausha is called ‘uijaya^sctptaffii in connection with the date No. 50

of 8. 735 of the chronological list
;
and the ardhodayoA^ on the new-moon tithi of the amdnta

Pausha is mentioned in the date No. 321 of S. 1392 of the same list. The 7th tithi of the

bright half of M^gha is called ratha-saptami in the dates Nos. 37 and 330 of 8. G75 and 1442,

and described as mahd-parvan in the date No. 300 of 8. 1317 of the same list. The full-moon

tithi of Magha is called mahd-tithi in the date No. 149 of 8. 1317 (for 1318, Vol. XXIV. p. 7) ;

and the Mahamagam (Mahamagha) festival on that tithi is mentioned in the date No. 322 of

8. 1403 of the chronological list. The 14th tithi of the dark half of the amdnta Magha is called

'Siva-tithi in the date No. 292 of 8. 1800 (for 1301), and Siva-rdtri mahd-tithi in the date

No. 325 of 8. 1434 (for 1435) of the same list. The 6th iithi (apparently of the bright half) of

PbLdlguna is termed krt-paholiami^'^ in the date No. 62 of 8. 809 ;
and the 12th tithi of the

bright half of the same month is called mahd-tithi in the date No. 371 of 8. 1566 of the

same list.

In verse, the 3rd iithi is described as the iithi of Gauri in the date No. 234 of 8. 1153 of

the chronological list; the 11th tithi as the day of Hari in the date No. 104 of 8.1172

(Vol. XXIII. p. 130) and in the date No. 143^3 of 8. 1646 (Vol. XXIV. p. 5) ;
the 13th tithi as

the iithi of Madana in the date No. 44 of 8. 1450 (Vol. XXIII. p. 120) ;
and the new-moon tithi

as pitri-parvan in the date No. 61 of 8. 867 {ibid, p. 123). — In prose, we find the term

NandUvara^^ for the 8th tithi (of the bright half of Karttika and Phalguna) in the dates Nos. 75

and 87 of 8. 860 and 899 of the chronological list.^^

s® This is the K'C.rma-jayantt, On this iithi the ch&turmCisya-vrafa commences.

The up^harman or renewal of the sacred thread takes place in the bright half of this month. — On the 8th

tithi of the dark half of the amdnta SrUvana see above under * current tithis.’

88 On this tithi, which elsewhere {ante, Yol. YII, p. 161) is called saThvatsara-p'djyaiamd, Vishnu awakes from

his sleep.

On this tithi the chdturm&sya-vrata ends. It also is one of the Manvddis. Ante, Yol. XI. p. 67, 1. 16, it is

described as Paitdmahi-Hiranyagarbha-mdhdtsava-samaya,

The ardMdaya takes place on the new-moon tithi of ' the amdnta Pausha, provided this tithi falls on a

Sunday when during day-time the naJcshatra is Sravana and the y6ga Yyattp&ta. This most auspicious conjunc-

tion for making donations did take place on the equivalent of the date, Snnday, the 20th January A. D. 1471, and

the date furnishes another correct instance of a current tithi.

Ante, Yol. IX. p. 192, irUpanchami is taken to denote the 5th day of the bright half of M&gha.
*2 For the wording of the original date see Ep. Cam. Part L pp. 63 and 64.

48 In Cam. Parti, p. 214, No. 192, we have Mdgha-mdsa Feretale-{i, e., flvaro- )c^^1?asa9^^ in a date of

apparently S. 890 current.

44 It may be stated here that, besides some religious festivals, etc., mentioned in the preceding, and besides

eclipses and saihkrtois which will be treated of below, the only occasion for making donations, specially referred

to in the dates collected, is the coronation festival of kings. It is mentioned (in the terms sripattdbandJiotsam,

paUdlhishShorsamaya, and pattdhhieh^hotsava) in three dates of the chronological list, viz. in the date No. 69 of

^.836 of the NausSri plates of the ESshtrakdta Nityavarsha Indra 111., in the date No. 804 of 1328 of the

HAsan plates of DOvarAya I. of Vijayanagara, and in the date No. 323 of S. 1430 (for 1431) of a Hampe inscription

of KiishnarAya of Vijayanagara. In an inscription of Chikkad^vaiAja of Maistir (Ep. Corn, Part I. p. 58, No. 94)

donations are stated to have been made when, at a recitation of the Hahf bhArata, the king heard the description of

yudhishihira’s coronation {YudhishthirdlliisMTca~&mva'^a-hOladalli).
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NakshditraS) Y6gas, Harai^as, and Dagnas.

Of these, nakshatras by themselves are quoted in 39 dates. The earliest correct mention
of one in an Indian Saka date occurs in the date No* 7 of S. 851 expired (Yol. XXIII. p. 114),
Before that year we find nahshatras quoted incorrectly in the two Indian dates^s i 0q
161 of S. 614 and 735 (Yol. XXIY

. p. 9) ;
and nahshatras are also quoted in three earlier dates from

Cambodia, in one from Java, and in four dates from spurious Indian inscriptions. Beginning
with the date of S. 851 expired, the nahshatras are correctly quoted in 23 dates, while six other
dates which mention them either are irregular or do not admit of exact verification.^® Y6gas
by themselves are quoted in the two dates Nos. 27 and 50 of S. 1121 and 1556 (Yol, XXIII,
pp. 117 and 121), and in two other quite incorrect dates. In three out of the four dates the

yoga quoted is Yyatipata. — Nakshatras and ydgas together we have in six dates
; nakshatras,

ydgas and karaia.as in ten. In the latter, the earliest of which is the date from Java No. 5

of S. 782 expired (Yol. XXIII. p. 114), nearly all the items given by the dates are correct.

In the former, which give the nahshatra and yoga only, the items quoted are correct in four

dates, the earliest of which is No. 140 of S. 1063 (for 1064 expired, Yol. XXIY. p. 4) ; in one

date. No. 162 of S. 822 (for 824 expired, ibid. p. 9), they are incorrect
;
and one (quite

incorrect) date, No. 166 of S. 169 p. 10), is from a spurious inscription,

xAs regards nahshatras^ it may be noticed that dates with solar months from South-Indian

inscriptions generally contain some such phrase as ‘ on the day of (Jthe nahshatra^ Punarvasu,’

‘on the day of (f^fi nahshatra^ ’Knitikki' etc. The calculations shew that in these cases, as

might be expected, that nahshatra is quoted in which the moon happened to be at sunrise and

during a considerable portion of the day, or which she entered shortly after sunrise. — It may
also be mentioned that in the date No. 51 of S. 1644 (Yol. XXIIL p. 121) the nahshatra ArdrA

is described as the constellation under which the great reformer KftmAnuja was born.^^

Among the y6gas, VyatipAta^® and Vaidhyiti are generally described as most auspicious

occasions for making donations, etc. This is distinctly indicated in the date No. 27 of S. 1121

(Yol. XXIII* p. 117) by the words Brihaspativdra’Vyattpdtarjpunya-dinadol-d vyaUpdta-nimittamy

and in No. 32 of S. 1171 {ibid, p. 118) by Yaidhriti-ytge itthambhuta-punyahdU,

Another item, mentioned in ten of the dates here collected, is the lagna which, denoting

the rising on the horizon of a sign of the zodiac, gives us the time of day when the action to

which the date refers was performed. The earliest Saka date from a genuine Indian inscrip-

tion in which the term occurs is No. 62 of S, 867 expired {ibid. p. 123), from an Eastern

Ohalukya inscription. Before that year, we find it in inscriptions from Cambodia and in the

spurious Indian date of S. 169, above referred to.

Eclipses.

The number of eclipses mentioned in the 400 dates here co-llected is 69, Of these, 34 are

solar and 35 lunar eclipses.

Solar eclipses. — Of the 34 dates with solar eclipses,^® one. No, 179 of S. 948

(Yol. XXIY. p. 13), is a date on which a solar eclipse could not take place, and which is

*5 The three dates Nos. 160-162 in Yol. XSIT. p. 9 are the earliest Indian Saka dates that quote nahshatras^

from insoriptions which are not obviously spurious, and it is a curious fact that in all three the nahshatra, which

aocordingr to the ordinary rules we should expect to be quoted, is the 5th or 6th after the nahshatra that is actually

mentioned.

A nahshatra by itself only rarely enables ns to verify a date, for the same tithis of the same months ver

frequently have the same nahshatras.

See jffp. Ind, Yol. lY. p. 6, note 1. — Like the Uthis, the nahshatras also have their deities. Thus, AnurAdhA

is called the Maitra-nahshatra in the date No. 62 (Yol. XXIII. p. 123), Uttara-phalgun! the Aryamarksha in No. 4A

(ibid, p. 120), and MaghA the nahshatra pitri^daivaiya in No. 149 (Yol. XXIY. p. 7).

*8 On a peculiar use of the word vyatipdta in Kanarese inscriptions see below.

« In the two dates Nos, 66 and 102 of S. 972 and 1136 (Yol, XXIIL pp. 124 and ISO) and in two other dates of

m y lists, not published here, the solar eclipse is denoted by the term sHrya-parvani.
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altogether incorrect ; and seven others mention eclipses which did not take place on the days

of the dates. Three of these seven dates, No. 170 of S. 415 (ibid, p. 11), No. 15 of S. 532 (?)

of the chronological list, and No. 144 of S. 872®° (ibid, p. 5), are from nndoubtedly spuiious

records; the other dates are No. 176 of S. 922, No. 193 of S. 1174, No. 199 of S. 1478

(ibid, pp. 12, 16 and 17), and the date No. 193 of S. 1106 of the chronological lisb.^a

Of the remaining 2(3 dates, 20 mention eclipses which were visible in India, 4 apparently

quote eclipses which were not visible there, and the eclipses of two dates (Nos. 107 and 108

of S. 716 and 73), Vol. XXIII. p. 131) were visible in India if the years of the dates are

expired years, but not visible if those years are current years. But one at least of the four

dates with eclipses that were not visible in India, No. 165 of S. 417 (Vol. XXiV. p. 10), is

from a spurious inscription ;
and in two others (Nos, 123 and 187 of S.«988 and 1095 of the

chronological list) the weekdays of the dates are wrong. On the other hand, the weekdays

are incorrect also in two of the dates that quote visible eclipses, vie,^ in the dates No. 150 of

S. 976 expired and No. 165 of S. 1096 expired^^ (Vol. XXIV. pp. 7 and 8).

Setting aside, then, all spurious and suspicions cases, we find that of 21 solar eclipses^

mentioned in correct and apparently genuine dates, 18 were visible in India, while

only one eclipse (the eclipse of the date No. 106 of S. 534,®® Vol. XXIII. p. 130) could

not have been visible there. And this result, in my opinion, makes it highly probable that

the eclipses quoted in the two dates Nos. 107 and 1U8 of S. 716 and 730 also 'were visible ones,

and that the years of those two dates, therefore, must be taken to be expired years, a conclu-

sion which has already been arrived at above, on different grounds.

Iiunar eclipses. — Of the 35 dates with lunar eclipses, one (No. 100 of S. 930, for 931, of

the chronological list) contains no details for accurate verification ; and nine others (the dates

Nos. 171, 172, 173, 187, 197 and 198 of S. 684, 730, 872, 1084 for 1U85, 1276 and *1377 in

Yol. XXIV. pp. 11-17, and the dates Nos. 177, 193 and 256 of S. 1080, 1103 and 1185 of the

chronological list) quote lunar eclipses that did not take place on the days of the dates. Of
these nine dates, two at least (those of S. 6b4 and S. 872) are from spurious iuEcriptions, and

5® On this date see now Dr. Fleet’s Dynasties, 2nd ed., p. 675, note 3.

This date gives no weekday ; in tho two following dates the given weekdays are incorrect.

This date, Monday, thenew-moon day of Asha^haof S. 1103 expired, ^ sQ.ryy tgraha^a-sa7iiTiT(i<ihii~vyai^%Uad.

corresponds te Monday, the 9th July A. D. lldl, a day on which there was neither an eclipse nor a sam-
kr&nti. The date is similar to the date No. 177 of the chrmoDgioal list, Monday, the full-moon day of Parasha of

S. 1080 expired, *uitardy2*).z-sz:hkr>uhtimvy%ttp<Xta- 8 ^majrj,'ha'%al-ai1iJ,ii.,^ which corresponds to Monday, the 6th

January A. D. 1169, a day on which also there vsas neither a samki'd.nti nor an eclipse. — 1 shall have occasion to

mention nine other 3aka dates, and I p assess 'six mere dates with years of the 0 h&lakya-Tikrama era or regnal

years, which contain the word vyxUpAti, used as in the above dates. With the single exception of the date No. 101

of ^.1110 currant (Vol. XXIII. p, 130), all these dates are either entirely or partly incorrect. They are all found
in inscriptions the language of which is Xanarase, and fall all in the two hundred years between 3. 944 expired

andS. 1145 current. In nine of them the weekday is Sunday, and in six Monday, but in 12 out of these 15 dates

the given weekday is incorrect. Eight dates have uUaT>lyarp3ST.}hkr(inH-vyattp^ta or a synonymous expression,

one has daifcs/i£^dy«nas<i>}‘ilbr4nfi-t*^af2p4fa, one saihhramana-vyat'tp&ia, one sdLryajrahana-vyatipdtaf one s^magrahana-,

vyattp&ta, one uUar^yanasathlirarna7},a-vyatip6itoin8ijiryagrahana, one idiQrCiyanasamkrdnti-vyaiijgAta-s^magrahana,

one siiryagrahana-samkrOaLii-vyaU^Ma, one sdmagrcdiana-vyattp&fa'-sathlramana, and one grahavta-vyaUpaio

saihhramam. Of the saihkrfintis so mentioned, only five took place on the given dates ; of the eclipses, only two.

This date lias Idityavdira sHryyagrahan.a’^yattfpdiadandUj but the eclipse took place on a Saturday.

The earliest of these is the eclipse of the 16th June A. D, 865, date No. 59 of S. 788 expired, Vol. XXIII.

p. 123. —I have ascertained that, with a single exception, the eclipses which above are spoken of as visible in

India, were visible also at the particular places where the inscriptions which mention them may be supposed to

oomefrom. The exception is formed by the eclipse of the date No. 72 of S. 1113 expired (Vol. XXIIL p. 125)

which was visible south of, and not very far from, Ohanrjad&mpnr, but not at that place itself.

w This eclipse which, for S, 534 expired, was the total eclipse of the 2nd August A, D. 612, is the earliest eclipse

mentioned in a date of a genuine inscription that admits of verification. The only other solar eclipses that were
not visible in India, which hitherto have been found quoted in genuine inscriptions, are those of the 17th February
A. D. 638 and the 2nd January A. D. 937 (antet Vol. XX. p. 9, and Vol. XIX. p. 166).
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tbr@6 (tbe date of S. 872 and the dates®^ of S. 1Q80 and 1084) wrongly quote, not merely

eclipses, bat also samkrantis. Moreover, what may be noted as snspicioas, is, that in seven

of these dates that give a weekday the day with a single exception is Monday

Of the lunar eclipses quoted in the remaining 25 dates all were visible in India,53 except-

ing the eclipse of the date No. 164 of S. 411 current (Vol. SXIY, p, 10), which is from a
spurious copper-plate. But of the dates with visible eclipses the weekday again is wrongly

given as Monday in the three dates Nos. 157-159 of S. 1145,®® 1148 and 1483 (ibid, pp. 8 and 9)

The result is, that all lunar eclipses which are correctly quoted in genuine dates were
visible in India.

Sa!iikrd.ntis.

Samkrantis are mentioned in 47 dates : the Uttar^yana-samkranti in 38 dates, the Dakshina-

yana-saihkr^nti in 5 dates, a Vishuva-samkranti in two dates, and unspecified samkrantis in

two other dates.

The Uttarayaua-sajhkrtoti. —^ Of the 38 dates which mention the Uttarayana orMakara-

samkranti, 6 give no details for verification, and in 11 other dates the samkr&nti is quoted quite

incorrectly. Two of these 11 dates (Nos. 168 and 173 of S. 261 and 872, Vol. XXIV. pp. 11

and 12) are from undoubtedly spurious inscriptions. The date of S. 872 and the date No. 177

of S. 108055 of the chronological list also mention, together with the samkranti, a lunar eclipse,

equally wrongly. In the date No. 355 of S. 1483 of the chronological list the Makara-samkrant

is joined with Chaitra-sudi 5, on which no samkranti of any sort took place during the giveni

year. The other quite incorrect dates are Nos. 177, 178 and 185 of S. 941, 944®® and 1060

(Vol. XXIV. pp. 13 and 14), and the dates of the chronological list No. Ill of S. 957, No. 122

of S. 984,®5 No. 130 of 8. 997, and No. 175 of S. 1079. It may be noted that the weekday of

10 out of these 11 incorrect dates is again either Sunday or Monday.

Of the remaining 21 dates six contain errors which may be corrected with some confidence.

Two dates (Nos. 147 and 148 of S. 902 and 966, Vol. XXIV. p. 6) apparently quote wrong
and three (Nos. 151-153 of 8. 984, 993 and 997,®i ibid. p. 7) wx'ong weekdays. ®2 And in

the date No, 156 of 8. 1141 current®® (ihid^ p. 8), in which the Uttar^yana-samkranti is

connected with Magha-sndi 7, either the month and the weekday are incorrect, or, and this now
appears to me more probable, the Uttar^yana-samkranti has been wrongly quoted instead of the

Kumhha-samkranti.®^

There remain thus only 15 dates (out of 82), in which the Uttarayana-samkranti apparently

has been quoted with quite correct details. And here we find that in no less than 13 cases the

samkranti took place during the tithi quoted by the date, viz.y six times (in the dates Nos, 13,

14, 23, 70 and 90®® in Vol. XXIII. pp. 115-128, and in the date No. 212 of the chronological

list) on the given weekday on which the tithi also ended or which was wholely occupied by the

tithi; once (in the date No, 6^ ibid, p, 114), where no weekday is given, on the day on which

the tithi ended 5 four times (in the dates Nos. 123-125, Vol. XXIV. p, 1, and in the date

56 These two dates eontain the term vyatij^dta, spoken of above.

w The taking place of a lunar eclipse on a Monday is called cTvdd&manit * crest-jcwel,’ and donations on snch an

occasion are highly meritorious.

88 They were visible also at the particular places where the inscriptions which mention them come from*

The eclipse of the date No. 3 of S. 765 expired (Vol. XXIH. p. 113) was visible in Java and in India.

88 This date also contains the term vyaUj^dta. 8o These dates contain the term vyaM^Ua.
61 This date, again, contains the term vyatt^dta.

68 The days, given by the dates, here also are Sunday and Monday.
68 This date, also, contains the term vyati;pdta,

6* In S. 1141 current the Kumbha-samkrfinti took place 5 h. 36 m, after mean sunrise of Thursday, the 24th

January A. D. 1219, during the 7th Uthi of the bright half of M4gha which ended 7 h. 56 m. after mean sunrise of the

same day.

68 On Saturday, the 25th December A. Z>. 1204, the Uttardyana-saihkr&nti took place, by the Silrya-siddh^ta,

3 h. 54 m. (not 4 h. 59 m.) after mean sunrise.
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Ho. 184 of tie chronological list) on the given weekday, on which the titU commenced
; and

twice (in the dates No. 101, Vol. XXIII. p. 130, and No. 143, Vol. XXIV. p. 5) from 4 to

6 hours before sunrise of the given weekday, on which the tithi ended. Differently from what

is the case in the preceding dates, the samkranti took place before the commencement of the

tithi, and on the day preceding the given weekday on which the tithi ended, in the date No. 15,

Vol. XXIII. p. 115; and the case may be said to be similar in the date No. 142, Vol, XXIV.

p, 5, although no tithi is actually quoted in that date. As shewn by these dates, the rule for

the UttarS-ya^a-samkraiiti no doubt was, to quote that tithi during which the sajhtoanti

actually took place.®®

The Dakshiqftyana-saihkrftXLti. — Of the five dates which mention the DakshinAyana- or

Karkata-saihkranti, not always in these terms,®® only one. No, 16 of S. 999 expii’ed (Vol. XXIII.

p. 116), is regular;^® and in this case the samkranti took place 15 h. 2 m. after mean sunrise of

the weekday of the date, after the given iithi which ended 8 h, 37 m. after sunrise of the same

day. In the date No. 160 of S. 614 expired (Vol. XXIV. p. 9), which gives no tithi, the

samkranti took place on the weekday of the date, but the nahshatra which is quoted by the date

is apparently incorrect.^^ In the date No, 175 of S. 919 expired (ibid. p. 12), which quotes no

weekday, the given tithi is wrong. In the date No. 154 of S. 1080 expired (ibid. p. 8) where

the samkranti took place before the commencement of the given tithi, the given weekday is

incorrect.^® And the date No. 174 of S. 896 (ibid. p. 12), which gives no tithi, is suspicious,

both because the year of the date apparently is quoted as a current year and because the

samkrAnti did not take place on the given weekday.^®

Vishuva-sariikr&iatis.— Vishuva-samkrantis are mentioned only in the two dates No. 2

of 8. 679 expired (VoL XXIIL p. 113), and No. 184 of S. 1056^^ (Vol. XXIV. p. 14). The

samkranti of the first date, which gives no weekday, is the TulA-samkranti (or autumnal

equinox), which took place 18 h. 53 m. after mean sunrise, before the commencement of the

tithi of the date which ended on the following day. The samkrAnti of the second date, which

gives neither a tithi nor a weekday, but only a nahshatra, may be the M6sha-saihkrAnti (or

vernal equinox), but the year of the date is wrong.

XTuspeeified saihkrftntis, — Samkrantis are also mentioned, apparently wrongly, in the

date No. 187 of 8. 1084, (for 1085, Vol. XXIV. p. 15) and in the Sate No. 198 of 8. 1106 of the

chronological list, both times together with eclipses. These dates contain the term vyati^ata,

and have been mentioned before.

A saihhramam in the bright half of Magha is quoted in the date No. 162 of the chrono-

logical list which does not admit of verification.

In concluding these remarks on samkrAntis, I may state that, so far as I am aware, the

dates collected furnish no instance of a tropical safirkrtoti.

(To be continued,')

S6 tMs is the only correct date with the term vyatij^Hia,

67 The oiiginal text of this date shews that the tithi of the date is the 11th, not the ISth.

66 The same rule is furnished by the dates of the Vikrama era ; see ante, Vol. XX. p. 413.

69 The date No. 16 of S. 999 has aa}iilr&nti-'paviirdr$hanad-a/i1id^, but the spmkrAnti must be the Dakshin&yana-

saihkranti, because it fell in the brigrht half of AshH^ha, So far as I can make ont, the pavitrMhai^a (or investiture of

the image of soine god with the sacred thread) poiust take place on certain days of the months Xshft^ba or Srdvana, but

I am. not aware that it is specially connected with the Dakshi^fiyana-samkrAnti. — The date No, 160 of S. 614 has

daJt8U73,6/yan^6hhimATch$ hhoffavati hhCbsikar^.

79 The SAtArA plates of the SilAhAra Bhoja IL of S, 1118 expired {Transactions, Lit, Soc. of Bombay, Vol. Ill-

p. 398) quote a DakshinAyana-saihkrAuti which took place on Thursday, the 27th June A. D. 1191, Ih. 10 m, after mean

sunrise, during the tithi of the date, which ended 14 h. 24m. after mean sunrise of the same day.

71 See above, note 45.

n The given weekday, here again, is Monday ; and this date also contains the term vyatiy&ia.

7S Here the given weekday is Sunday.

7* The date has vishuvaU suUth&{taw), —A VishuvarsainkrAnti may possibly be quoted in the date No. 209 of the

dixonologicallist of which 1 do not possess the original text.
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THE DEVIL WORSHIP OP THE TULDVAS.
PEOH THE PAPERS OP THE LATE A. 0, BURNELL.

[Continued from p, 277.)

VIIL

Mr. MAHNER^S VARIANTS.

Ko. 1. — THE ORIGIH OP THE BEIDERLU.^^

There was a Hallal in tlie kingdom of Pari]ia|.d. He was happy in hisi^palace^ •surrounded

by bis children and other relatives and all the necessaries and comforts of life. He had a

friend, a pujart, named Sama Aiwa. He was a bosom friend, from whom he hid no secrets,

Sama Aiwa was a brave man, and was the only man who had the privilege of extracting juice

from the palm-trees in the forest belonging to the Ballal of ParmaB. He used to come thrice

a day to the budfA to speak with the Balhil, and was very faithful to him. The Ballal had a

very extensive forest in which were countless palm-trees of various kinds. No one but Sama
Aiwa was able to climb those trees and extract their juice. This great forest was inhabited by
great numbers of tigers, cMias, elephants, antelopes, boars, foxes, wolves and bears. Daily,

when Sama Aiwa went to the forest, he took a camel with him. Early in the morning he

would go and return at noon.

On a certain day he went to the forest as usual, and tied the camel to a tree
;
and with his

knife and dry gourd he climbed a palm-tree and took the pot containing the juice and poured

it into his gourd. As he was thus occupied he heard the sound of weeping. He quietly

listened and came to know that it was the sound of some human being. At this he was

astonished, and, intending to go and see whence the sound proceeded^ he got down from the tree

and placed the gourd near the camel and went to the eastward. Then he listened, but heard

only a faint cry. He could not distinguish from what quarter the weeping proceeded. But as

he went farther and, farther he distinguished tho voice of a girl. Then he said to himself :

—

“ Alas 1 what monster of a man is he who has forsaken a girl in this frightful forest !

”

Thinking and speaking thus within himself, he went further and further, until he

heard more distinctly. Still proceeding and listening carefully, he saw a large clump

of thorn-bushes, iu the midst of which was a young and beautiful girl. She was blind-folded

and her hands were tied behind her. Seeing a girl in snob a state in the forest he was

moved with compassion, and spoke to her thus :—“ 0 child, who* are you ? Why do you weep ?

How did yon come here ? Tell me, child.”

At this, the girl cried more and more. Then he said :— Tell me, child, and be not

afraid, I have female children like yourself, my child. I have many children like yourself,

my child.”

At this, she said to him ;—“Who are yon ? Ton must tell me who yon are.’’

Then he said ;—** I am Sama AJwa Beidya of Farmal§. Now tell me who yon are, my
child. Where is your native place ? Whose daughter are you ? What are the names of your

parents ?
’’

At this, she said :— First of all loosen the bandages over my eyes, and set my hands at

liberty ; then I will tell you. I am in great pain from these bandages.’*

Then he said

“

I feel a doubt about you. It seems that you are a Brahma?, maid.

How can I touch a Brahman maid ? I do not know what to do. I am a Billavar, and may
1 .touch a Brahman maid ?”

82 This is a variant of the stories of Koti and Ohannaya already given in this series, , It is quite as quaint as

those that have gone before. Hr, Manner, in writing to me under date, Mangalore, 7th June 1886, says :
— “ The other

version of the Beiderln [Edti and Ghannaya] Stoiy. I thi-nlg it rather a fickon, but if you wish to have it, too, I will

get yon a copy of it.’* — R. 0. T,
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At this, she replied :—‘"In extreme cases you may touch. In cases where yon can prevent

death, you may touch. In this fearful forest, full of tigers and bears, the wild beasts

did not eat me ! Even the wild beasts hate me ! Please give me liberty. These wild

beasts would not eat me, and thus set me at liberty.”

At this, he looked to his right and to his left, and thinking there was no help for it, he

exclaimed:— ‘‘Alas! to-day I am touching a Brahman maid. And he said to her:—“My
child, I touch you, calling on the name of the Lord God

;
there is no help for it, my child,”

In this manner, with much fear, he touched her, and set her hands at liberty, and loosened

and took off the bandages over her eyes. When he saw her after the bandages were taken

off, she looked very beautiful. Then he said to her :
—“ Now, at least, tell me, my child,

who you are.”

At this, she said :
—“ I am the daughter of a Br^man.”

Then he asked her ;
—“ Why did they leave a Brahman maid in the forest in this manner ?

Who are your parents ? Of what town are they ? Tell me without any fear or bashfulness.

You are as my sister. Tell me the name of your native town. Tell me the reason why you
were left here in this condition.”

At this, she said :—“ You have touched me and loosened my bandages. Now, therefore,

take me to your house, making me one of your own.”

Then he said:—“ Yes, as I have loosened your bandages I will take you home.”

At this, she said :—“ In that case I will tell you
;
hear me. If you ask me where

I come from — I come from Farmdil.d, A Brahman maid is like an earthen pot. A copper

pot may be touched by any one, but an earthen one must not be touched by outsiders. When
a dog touches an earthen pot, it is thrown away. This the custom among the Brahmans.

If you ask my parents’ names, I will not tell you. I am not married. I am a virgin maid.

I am thirteen years of age. Nobody came to ask me in marriage, and as I reached puberty

before marriage, they tied my hands and eyes and left me in the forest. If a girl attains

puberty before her marriage, they do not allow her to remain in the town, but send her to the

forest. ’ This is the custom among the Brahmans.’^

At this, he said :—“0 maid, your custom is not among other castes. -Is it a sin in a

girl to attain puberty before marriage ? In our caste we have no snob custom. We alway

marry after a girl attains puberty. It is very rarely that we marry before that.*’

Then she said further :—“ There is another custom among Brahmans. If a little girl, stils

a child, should lose her husband and become a widow, she is not allowed to marry again, God
has created different customs for different castes.”

Then he said :
—“ O maid, hear me ; if they leave a girl in the forest, blind-folding her

and tying her hands behind her, how can she live ?
”

She replied :—“ She must starve in the forest till some wild beast devours her.”

Then he said :
—“ These Brahmans are very hard-hearted men. They do not shew any mercy

to their own offspring. It would be better for them to kill her at once than to bring her and

leave her in the forest in this manner. No other castes are so hard-hearted as the Brahmans.

It seems to me that this custom is not given to you by God, but it is instituted by men
themselves. God will never ordain that they should sacrifice young women to tigers and bears,

to be devoured by them.”

Then the girl asked him

“

Why did you come to this forest ?
”

He replied :
—“ I came to take palm-juice from the palm-trees which are in this forest.

This forest belongs .to the Ballal of FarmalS, and I am the palm-climber of this forest, ^hen
I was on the top of a palm-tree, I heard the sound of weeping and came down to discover who
was'weeping

; and so I found you, I have tied my camel to a palm-tree.’’
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Then she asked him :
—“ Why do yon want a camel ?

”

He replied :
—“ I take the palm-juice on the back of the camel. I take thirty mannds of

palm-juice every day. I cannot carry it on my head. Therefore the Ballal has given me a
camel. He is very kind to me. I go to his hudub thrice a day. If I do not go, the Ballal

sends for me.*’

Then she said;—"Hear me, Sama Aiwa Beidya; yon have loosened the bandages which

were over my eyes. Therefore yon must be my husband.”

Then he said :
—" 0 my child, I already told yon, yon are as my sister. I will call yon

Deyi Beidyadi. There is my sister’s son, Sayana Baidya. He has three younger brothers.

So I have four nephews. I will marry yon to my eldest nephew, Sayana Beidya.”

At this, she said :—" 0 Beidya, yon may do with me just as yon please
;
I am at your

mercy. When Brahm^ has written this on my forehead, what is the use of repining ? If

one’s face is ugly, why blame the looking-glass ?
”

As they were thus speaking the sun rose to the meridian, and Sama Aiwa, looking at the

sun, said :—" It is getting late, my child
;
now come with me.”

At this she said :
—" Where else shall I go ? I will follow yon.”

Then he slowly extricated her from the midst of the thorn-bushes, and they came to the

place where the camel was. And he said to her Child, stop here near the camel
; I will

go and climb these palm-trees and take their juice.”

So saying he went and climbed the trees and took their juice and poured it into his gourd,

and then came down and poured it into the pots slung over the camels. Afterwards he went

with her and the camel to his house. While they were trudging on their way home, the

inmates of Sama Alwa’s house became anxious on account of him, Said they :—" What has

become of our uncle ? He used to come early every day, To-day it is very late, and yet he is

not retupied.”

Then the nephews called their mother and said t
—“ Mother, uncle has not yet come.

What is the cause of this ?”

She replied :—“I do not know, my children.”

Then they said :—"We will gp to the forest in search of him.^*

“ Wait a little,” said she, " and he will soon return.”

Then they came and stood in the open space before the house, and looking towards the

. east they saw the camel at a distance. Then they called their mother and said to her ;

—

" 0 mother, uncle is coming
;
we see his camel.’*

Sama Alwa’s wife hearing this came out, and looking to the east she saw a woman Iboming

behind the camel, and was as if thunderstruck and said ;
—“ 0 Rtoa, 0 Brahma, O my ill-

fortune! What I Has my husband become a fool ?.”

She thought that he had become enamoured of the girl on account of her beauty ; and

said moreover:—" She has deprived me of my bread. Why did not some plague take her?

My husband, looking at her beauty, has become mad on her account and has brought her here.

Pow can I look at her face now ? I do not know from what town she comes.”

As she was thns bewailing her lot, speaking to herself, they approached the house, and

Sama AJwa’s wife and his sister and her sons stood there before the house waiting for them.

Then he said, pointing out his sister to the girl ;— ** See, my girl, that is my sister. She is

to he your mother-in-law. Her eldest son, my pephew Sftyana Beidya^ is to he yourhusband.”

Then they came to the open space before the house where Sama A|wa’s sister and nephews

were. The nephews at once attended to the camel and unloaded it, and took the palm-jnice

and kept it on a raised platform in vessels. Then Sama AJwa called his sister and said to
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ter :— My sister, I have brought a daughter-in-law to you. Come and look at her well.

Have you ever seen such a girl in our caste ? Grod has graciously given us this girl. Any
man who sees her beauty will never go away from her. Look at her face. How beautiful

\

Look at her eyes, her eyebrows, and her waist. How beautiful ! Her hair is sweeping the

ground. Her hair is as black as the black-bee. We shall never find another to match her.

See how noble she looks. Are our girls like her r

Then he told his sister to give her water and have her face washed, and give her milk

that she might be refreshed. His sister went in and brought a pot of water and gave it to

the girl; and then she brought a bowl of milk and gave it to her. The girl washed her face

and hands and feet and then drank the milk. And being refreshed she sat in a reclining

posture against a wall. After some time his sister came to Sama Aiwa and ‘said Brother,

get up, the dinner is ready, wash your face.’*

So saying, she gave him water. But he said :
— “ Sister, I will go and bathe .first

; mean-
wllile go and prepai'e warm water and give the girl a warm bath.”

So saying, he went to the side of the well and drew up water and bathed
; and having

finished his bath he came into the house and there he saw that his wife had served up rice for

him and also for the girl in a new plate. Then Sama Aiwa called to the girl, saying :

Daughter, come and dine.”

But she was slow in answering his summons out of bashfulness. Then he said :
—“ Why

are you slow, my child ? You have joined the Bijlavar caste. After yon have joined my
caste, what have you to fear ? You are now like one of us. Be quite at home here.”

At this she got up and went in and sat down to take her food. She quickly finished

her meal and came out. She did it so quickly that no one knew how she went, or how she

took her meal, or how she came back. Then Sama AJwa finished his meal and came .out and
sat in the verandah. His wife brought him a bag of betel-leaves. He opened the bag
and took the betel-leaves, and ate betel-leaves and betel-nut. While eating betel-leaves he
called his sister and thus spoke to her :— My sister, hear me. I was always grieving that

I had no female children. Now that grief is over. God has given me a daughter, I was
very desirous, if a daughter should be born to me, to give her to your son. Now God has given

me this daughter instead of one of my own. So I will give this my daughter to yoar son.

We must celebrate a marriage. We must not do everything according to our own will. We
must first tell the BallAJ. of Parmaje. After informing him we must inform all the leaders

of onr caste. We must prepare all things necessary for the marriage. We must get half a

corjee®® of rice prepared. We shall require oil, jaggery, oocoanuts, salt, tamaiund, coriander'

seed and safeon, etc.”

While they were thus speaking, Koragars and Holeyas and other low caste people, who
were their usual customers, came to the house to drink palm-juice. Sama Aiwa told the

Holeyas to bring him one mura of salt, and told the Koragars to get baskets, etc., prepared

for him. When the fishermen came to his house to drink, he told them to supply him with

enough fish for a marriage feast. And when Bants came to his house, be said to them :

—

“ 0 ye sons of 'SSttis, there is to be a marriage in my house; you must do me a favor.”

In this manner he told his friends, one thing to one man and another thing to another

man, and so on. In the meantime the BallaJ of Parmale sent a man for Sama Aiwa, and
the man said to Sama AJwa r—** The Ball^J has ordered you to come immediately with me.”

Sama Aiwa consented and started, and went to the BallaJ and bowed to him. Then the

BalUJ said to Sama Aiwa :
—“ 0 Sama Aiwa, you are seldom seen. Why did you not come to

me yesterday ?
”

[Ooxge is Ajiglo-In^iaa for ‘ score *
; see Yule, Sohson-Jobsofi, s. v. Corge. In the text is a new and very

bdern form of the word which may help to the tracing of its obscure origin. — En.]
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He replied : Yesterday I could not come for something has happened, I hope you
have already heard of it.”

Then the Ballal said :
—“ If something has happened, why did you not tell me ?

”

‘‘As I was starting to come here in order to tell you,” said Sama Aiwa, “ your servant

came to call me, and I have accompanied him.”

On this the Ballal said ;
—“ 0 Sama Aiwa, tell me what has happened in your house.”

Then Sama Aiwa began from the beginning and related to him the whole story, and
the Ballal of Parmale said to him :

—“ You have no daughters. Therefore, Qod has given you
this daughter. Marry her to your nephew.”

.

To this he replied :
—“ So think I, and I do according to your commands.”

Thesp the Ballal asked him :
—“ When are you going to give her in marriage ? Ask me*

for whatever you want. Do not be afraid,”

Then he said :
—“ Everything requires your help,”

Then the Ballal said again :—“ Ask me whatever you may want.”

Then he said:—“ Up to this day I have never once given a big feast. Therefore, this

time I must give a feast to%.ll my castemen in this town. If I do not, they will excom-

municate me.”

Then the Ballal asked him :—“'O Aiwa, tell me how much you will require,”

He replied :
—“ Sir, I shall require half a corjee of rice. I want your help in this. This

is the chief item,”

Then the BallaJ said :—

0

Shma AJwa, why are you afraid ? I will help you. I will

give you whatever you require.”’

Then Sama Aiwa replied :
—“ It is true that you will give me this now. But must I not

return it afterwards ? What shall I say of a feast which is to be given by contracting debts ?

Many have come to poverty and sold their lands and houses by contracting debts during

marriages. If one becomes poor, the rich look down upon him. The poor man is lighter than

cotton,”

At this the Ballal said

“

Do not talk too much, but go home and make everything

ready. Whatever is wanting I will supply.”

At this, Sama Aiwa said to the Ball^:—“ Sir, please give me permission to go now.”

“ When will you come again? ” asked the Ballal.

“To-morrow I will come again, Sir,” replied he, and went home.

When he reached home he called his sister and said to her :
—“ 0 sister, I went to the

Ballal of Parmale and saw him and spoke to him, and have come back. He told\ me to

make everything ready for the marriage-feast, and promised to give me whatever was want-

ing. I told him that I W'as glad of the opportunity of putting some grains of rice upon my
nephew’s head.”

Afterwards he called his nephew Sayana Beidya and said to him :
—“ Now we must make

everything ready for the marriage. Therefore, go and take paddy from the store and get it

boiled and dried, and get rice prepared at the rate of one mura a day. Get half a oorjee ofrice

(twenty-one nrnras) prepared.”

So he went and did as his uncle had ordered him. Afterwards Sama Aiwa sent for the

devil-priests of the st&na of Parmaje. He sent also for his neighbours and others of his caste-

people, He got a pandal raised in front of his house, and got the floor made smooth and even,

and made everything, beautiful. And when the devil-priests and others, who were his neigh-

bours, came to him, he went to meet them and brought them to his house, and gave them mats,
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and made tliem sit down, and gave them betel-leares and betel-nnts, etc., and in this manner

shewed them respect. Afterwards he told them :
—“ Sirs, I have intended to celebrate the

marriage of my nephew Sayana Beidya. Yon mnst help me that it may be done decently.

I have made everything ready according to my poor circumstances. You must help that all

may be decently done,”

Then they asked him :— When have you fixed the day for the marriage ?
”

“ How can I fix the day without consulting you ?
”

Then they asked him ;—“ Do yon wish to fix the day soon ? Have yon made everything

ready ?
”

He replied:—“I have made some things ready. The Ballal of Parmale has promised to

supply whatever is wanting. Eix the day first, and afterwards we shall speak of other

•things.”

Then the devil-prists consulted among ttemselves, and said to Sama Aiwa :
—“ You must

have the marriage celebrated on the ninth day of next month. It is an auspicious day,”

Sama Aiwa consented and said :— By that day I will have everything ready,”

Then the priests asked him “Eor what number of persons you preparing the feast ?”

** For eight hundred persons,*' replied he ; and asked them ;
—‘‘ Will that be enough ?**

They replied It is according to your ability. We will not constrain you.’*

So saying, they dispersed and returned to their homes.

Then Sama Aiwa said to his nephew, Sayana : 0 Sayana, the day for the marriage is

postponed. What can we do ? Everything takes place according to fate. Nothing occurs

till the time for it arrives.”

Then Sayana said to his uncle : — ” The bride is already found. It is not necessary

to go in search of a bride. Therefore, we can well afford to wait. But when I think

of the expense, J feel very anxious. It will be necessary to invite a man from every house

in the town.”

At this, the uncle said ;— “ Be not anxious about expense. If the things which we have

prepared do not suffice, the Ballal will supply us whatever we want, as he has promised to do.”

** It is true he will supply us now,” said the nephew, but we will have to return it to

him afterwards. We are happy when we borrow, but it is very difficult to return what is

borrowed afterwards.”

As they were thus speaking, Sama Aiwa’s sister came and said ;— What is this ? You,

uncle and nephew, are talking idly. Are all the necessary things ready f
”

They answered :— Yes, everything is ready.”

So days went on, and the day appointed for the marriage came near. Then Sama Aiwa
one day went to the devil-priests of the town, and said to them :

— “ Q Beidyas, the day

appointed for the marriage is pome near.”

“ How many days hence will it take place ?” asked they.

After three days,” said he.

‘‘ How many persons are you going to invite to the marriage-feast ? ” asked they.
«

One person from each house,” said he.

“ Yes, that ip right,” said they : ‘‘if you invite one person from each house, you will get

one load from every house, and it will not be necessary for you to buy vegetables, etc,”

When he had finished talking with them he said :
— “Now, it is getting late, therefore,

I will go.”
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Then they said: — “Yes, yoa may go now. We will come to you to-morrow evening.”

So he returned to his house, and the next evening the priests came as they had promised.

When they were yet at a distance from the house, Sayana Beidya saw them and said :

—

0 uncle, the priests are coming.”

At this, he took his kerchief and put it on his shoulder and ran out to meet them.

Having met them at a short distance from the house, he brought them to it, and made
them sit on a mat, and gave them betel-leaves and betel-nuts, and thus honoured them.

They remained at his house that night. When the time for sapper drew nigh, Sama Aiwa gave

them water to wash their feet and hands. And they washed their hands and feet and prepared

to take their meals. Rice and curry were served, and they took their meals. Afterwards they

went to sleep. Early in the morning they got up, and called Sama Aiwa to shew them the

necessary things that had been prepared.

“If^we do not seethe things that have been prepared,” said they, to-morrow we will,

be put to shame if anything be wanting.”

Then Sama Aiwa took them to the godown and shewed them the things which had been

prepared. Then they came out and sat down, and asked Sama Aiwa whether he had sent

invitations to all the people of the town or not.

“ I have invited all in Ijhis town,” said he ; ^‘they will all come this evening. We should

prepare one meal for them to-night.”

Accordingly, in the evening, men, women and children came to his house. The sister of

Sama Aiwa received them, and spread mats for them, and made them sit down, and gave them

betel-leaves and nuts, and thus shewed them respect. Sama AJwa’s wife brought lamps and

kept them in the rooms and lighti^d them. All theneighbours who came to the marriage helped

them in preparing for the feast. Vegetables of various kinds were brought and cut into small

pieces and made into curry, fowls were killed and prepared in curries of various kinds,

sweetmeats were made, rice was boiled, and everything was made ready for the marriage day.

Ghiests began to come in, relatives and friends came, and all were made to sit in the marriage-

pandal. Then the devil-priests of the stdna came and sat in the place of honour. They

called Sama Aiwa and asked him if the bridegroom was ready. So the bridegroom and the

bride adorned themselves, and were brought and made to sit in the raised spot reserved for

them. Then the women of the town who had come to the marriage sat in a semi-circle

before them. The men sat on one side, the chief men of the caste in the front row. They

called Sama Aiwa, and told him to perform the marriage ceremony. He called his sister to

him to join him in pouring out water. She said: — ‘*0 brother, do it yourself with your

wife. Pour water, you and your wife, and give Deyi Beidyadi in marriage to my son.”

Then he asked the priests of the stdna whether they consented to what his sister had said.

They replied : — If you agree to it, we also agree.”

He asked his relatives and friends, and they also consented. Then he stood np and called

Sayana Beidya to him and told him to stand with his face to the east ;
and next he called Deyi

his own daughter and told her to stand with her face to the west, and made them give to each

other their right hands, and took a water-pot and poured out water, and gave the bride to

the bridegroom. Then asked the priests what he should do next.

‘*How let the bridegroom aud the bride sit down,” said they, *‘and let the relatives and

friends sprinkle rice upon them.”

Then, one by one, they went and gave money into the hands of the bride and bridegroom^

and sprinkled rice upon their heads* Afterwards, when the shesa (the sprinkling of rice)

ceremony was over; all the men and women stood up, and taking rice in their hands, threw

it simultaneously upon the bride and the bridegroom, blessing them at the same time, saying
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“May you live till the sun and the moon cease to shine. May you live till your hair becomes

white. May you get children and grandchildren, and may you increase abundantly/’ Then

the priests told Sama Aiwa to present a new dhotra to the bridegroom and a new shire to the

bride. Then the bride and bridegroom put on the new clothes and came and prostrated them-

selves before their relatives and friends, who blessed them and said ;
— “ May God bless you

with long life and save you/’

Then the priests said :— “ Now, make haste
;
it is getting late

;
the rice and curry is getting

cold
;

let the guests sit down to dinner.” Then all the guests went out of the pandal, and

servants came with brooms to sweep the place. Afterwards, the chief men of the caste came

and made all the people sit in rows, and pieces of plantain-leaves were placed before each

person. The relatives and friends were made to sit in the front rows ; and all were made to

sit down according to rank. Those who had come uninvited were made to sit in the

hindmost row. Then rice was brought and served, and curry was brought and served. Then

*they were told to begin to eat. Then they began to eat. Afterwards payasa^^ was served,

and over the payasa sugar was served plentifully. All the people partook of as much as they

liked, and were satisfied, and said that they had never tasted such ajgood dinner. So they arose

from their dinner, and the plantain-leaves on which they had eaten were all removed and given

to the Koragars. The Koragars found on the plantain-leaves quantities of rice, which had been

left by the eaters
;
and they ate it and were glad. So the pandal Was swept and cleansed, and

again a second party^® sat down to dinner
;
and after they finished their dinner, a third party®®

sat down to dinner. After all had thus finished their dinner, all the guests sat down ; and

the chief men of the caste and the priests of the stdna called Sama Aiwa and said to him : —
“ 0 Sama Aiwa, none have ever prepared so well for a marriage-feast as you have, God’s

blessing is upon you. You are a fortunate man.”
*

Some indeed said : — He would not have found a girl in the forest, if he were not a

fortunate man.’^

Then they said to Sama AJwa: — “Now, we will go.”

Then he said, clasping his hands: — “You helped me in celebrating the marriage of

my nephew. As you have been so kind, this marriage has been celebrated with much success.”

At this, they said; — “Do not compliment us; all has gone off so well on account of

your good fortune ; we have done nothing. Now we are going.’^

Then he gave them betel-leaves and nuts, etc., and shewed them respect. So they went
away gladly. Then his relatives also prepared to go. But he prevented them, and said
“ You must stay here four days more.” So they stayed.

On the next day Sayana Beidya said to Sama Aiwa : — “ 0 uncle, to-day I will go to the

forest to bring palm-juice.”

When he said this in the presence of the relatives and friends, Sama Aiwa said to him :—

-

“ 0 nephew, hear me
;
you cannot go to the forest. It is infested by numerous wild beasts,

such as tigers and bears ; therefore, you cannot go.”

At this, he said to his uncle : “If you say this, when shall I be able to go to the forest ?

You are getting old now
; and you will not be able to work always ;

therefore I must begin to

do this soon. Therefore, in future, when you are going to the forest, you must take me with

you.”

Then he said to his nephew :
— “ So be it, accompany me to the forest from to-morrow.

I will take you to the forest for some days.”

5* A thick gmel-like preparation made of cocoanut jnice, jaggery, rice and pulse,
I, e., those who had not taken their meal at the first time.

J, e., those who were employed in serring their guests, etc;
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So, from tlie next day, Sanaa Alw'a took kis nephew with him to the forest, and taught

fe.im everything. Afterwards, Sayana Beidya continued to go to the forest to draw toddy

from the palm-trees of the forest of Parmale. After some days the relatives of Sama Aiwa

who had come for the marriage returned to their homes.

So, as days went on, Deyi Beidyadi proved to be a very wise and careful housewife. She

«5.lso knew many medicines, and by her prescriptions she cured many diseases. Her fame spread

in all directions, and many who had diseases consulted her, and took her medicines, and were

cured. In course of time she couceived, and became pregnant within a year after her marriage.

When her mother-in-law came to know it, she informed her brother, and said :
— ^‘0 brother,

our Deyi Beidyadi has become pregnant.’’

To this, he replied: — “ God has been gracious to her, and He will be with her and bless

iber. We need not have any anxiety on account of her.’’

In this manner he encouraged her. While they were thus talking, a man came from the

Hallal to call Sama AJwa. So Sama Aiwa at once accompanied him to the Ballal’s hudii-^

The Ballal was sitting on the throne. Sama Aiwa went and prostrated himself before him

Then the Ballal told Sama Aiwa to rise. A stool was brought and given to Sama Aiwa and he sat

upon it. Then the Ballal inquired of Sama Aiwa about his welfare, and of his family.

He replied that he and his family were very well and happy. The BallAJ thereupon said

that he had intended to give him a present after the marriage of his nephew. Sama Aiwa

said: — “ 0 Sir, everything we enjoy is on account of your bounty. Then why should you

give us a present ?

At this, the Ballal said : As you are my friend, the palm-climber of my forest
; there-

fore I ought to give you a good present.”

At this, Sama AJwa said ;
— “ The rice and the salt we eat is yours. What need is there

that you should give us any present ?
”

But the Ballal, not minding these words, called his accountant and told him to go and

bring twelve pagodas. He brought them and gave them to the BallAl. The BalMl called Sama

Aiwa, and gave him the twelve pagodas. Sama Aiwa stretched forth his hands, bowed his head,

and took the pagodas, and thanked the Ballal for his present. The Ballal said to him

* 0 Sama Aiwa, you must take these twelve pagodas, and get a golden bangle prepared out of

them, and wear it upon yonr wrist. This is my present to you, Next year I will give you

besides a golden chain to put on yonr wrist.”

He replied

O

Sir, by your kindness alone I am living comfortably.”

At this the Ballal said :
— “ You get me fifty pagodas every year for the toddy you draw out

of the palm-trees of the forest of Parmale. If it were not for you, I would not get so much.

There is none so bold as to go to the forest. A stupid fellow will not be able to supply your

place. If my tenants are rich and able to pay, I shall not become poor.

Then Sama Aiwa said:— ”May I speak one word to my master? If you will not be

displeased with me, I will say it.”

Then the BalUl ordered him' to say on. Then he said : — ” 0 Sir, I wish to give a

small present to you. I wish to give you a pair of racing-biiffaloes.’

Then the Ballal said :— What ! A pair of racing-bufialoes ? Why do you wish to give

me such a big present ? I think that the present which I have given you is a very .small one.

A land-lord may give presents to his tenants. But a tenant will be ruined if he thinks of

giving presents to the land-lord.”

At this, Sama Aiwa bowed to the Ball&l and humbly besought him to receive lus present

of a pair of racing-buffaloes, and not to be displeased with him. At this the a a. a as
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consented. Then Sama Aiwa took leave of the Ballal and returned home. As soon as he

reached home, he called his nephew Sajana Beidya to him and shewed him the twelve pagodas

which the BaliaJ had presented to him. The nephew seeing the gold was delighted and said :

—

“ The Ballal gave us such a present. What have we given to him?”

At this the uncle said:— “I intend to give him a pair of racing-buffaloes as a present.

What do you say to that ?
”

To this the nephew said :— “ I agree to whatever you do.”

Then he called a servant and told him to bring the pair of racing-buffaloes. When they

were brought, he told the servant to give them food and drink. So they ate their food and

drank as much as they wanted ; and afterwards Sama Aiwa and his nephew Sayana Beidya

and a servant took the pair of racing-buffaloes to the palace of the Balla| of Parmale, The

ornaments of the buffaloes were tied in a cloth and given to the servant, and he carried them

on his head. The buffaloes went first, and the servant with the ornaments followed. Then

Sama Aiwa and Sayana Beidya went behind. So they reached the palace of the Ballal. The

BalMl was in the verandah. They Went with the buffaloes and stood in the open space before

the verandah
; and when the Ballal came towards them, they prostrated themselves before him

and said **My lord, we have brought the racing-buffaloes.”

Then he came down from the verandah and saw the buffaloes, and was very much pleased,

and said ;— “ 0 Sama Aiwa, how did you make up your mind to part with such a fine piair of

racing-buffaloes ?
”

At this, he replied ** When I once make up my mind, I stick to my resolution. We
are eating your salt, and to whom else should we bring presents but to you ?

”

At this the Ballal said

I

am very much pleased with you. These buffaloes must be

sent to the first race that takes place,” And then he asked a question :— “ 0 Sama Aiwa, have

you any more pairs of racing-buffaloes ?
”

He said:— “Yes, Sir.”

Afterwards the BalMl said to Sama Aiwa

“

0 Sama AJwa, in a few days, during the

month of Kanya, I wish to go on a

Sama Aiwa said :— “ 0 Sir, before you go, please inform me; we®^ will accompany you.”

He said “Yes, I will inform you.”

Afterwards the uncle and nephew asked permission to return home. But the Ballal said :-t-

“No, you must not go away on an empty stomach. It is now late. You must take your

meals here in my hudu and then go.”

But they said :— “ O Sir, we are eating your salt, whether we eat here or at home,”

But he said “Never mind; come into the verandah,”

When they went to the verandah and. sat down, plantain-leaves were placed before

them, and food was served upon the leaves. So they took their meals, and came out^

and sat down. Betel-leaves and nuts were given to them. So they ate betel-leaves and nuts,

and afterwards took permission of the Ballal, and returned home. Some time afterwards

the day appointed for the hunt approached. Then the Ballal called his clerk and told him to

notify to all his tenants his intention of going on a hunt, that they might be present at his hudvr

on such and such a day# All were ordered to bring their weapons and come prepared for the

hunt. So they came on the appointed day. The BalMl saw them. They were about two

hundred able-bodied men that assembled before the hudu^ When the Ballal came out to* see

them, they all prostrated themselves before him. He was pleased with them and said This

evening you wUl take your meal in my hudu^

-f, e., many of my relations and friends.
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So, food was prepared for all of them, and they sat down in rows according to their

caste, and food was served to them; And they took their meal and slept there. The next

day the Ballal called them all and examined their weapons and instruments, their bows,

arrows, and snares ; and called Malla, the keeper of the- dogs, to bring the dogs. When the

dogs were brought, he was pleased with them and told the keeper to give them rice

mixed with milk. So- rice mixed with milk was brought and given to the dogs; but the

dogs only sniffed at it and would not eat. Then the Ballal said.;—** O Malla, why is it that

the dogs will not eat this rice mixed with milk ?

He replied They will never eat just before going on- a hunt^ eren if yourgive them
the most dainty food.”

Afterwards he called Golla, and examined the guns and bullets' and ammunrMon, and
saw that everything was in the best possible condition. Then he called Paddyala, and told

him to shew the bows and arrows, and was pleased with Paddyala, the* keeper- of the bows
and arrows,' because they were iu a very efficient condition. And, in this^manner, ha examined
everything himself;, the snares, the darts and many other instruments of hunting. The men^
every one of them,, praised the superiority of his own instrument and boasted of his former

exploits., In this- manner time passed, and as it had become late, the hunt was postponed for

the next day. The-Ballalsaid;—*^ To-morrow, very early in the morning, before the crows

'

alight on. the ground, we must start for the hunt.- To-day all of you must take your meals iu

my hudu,. In the meantime you must all sharpen your weapons. Your darts, arrows and*all

sorts of weapons must be in the best condition possible.”

At this all were vory glad, and every one went to mind his own business.^ So, on-

the next day, very early in the morning,, they all started for the hunt with bows and

arrows, dai'ts and guns and various other instruments of destruction, and took many
dogs with them.. Thus they went out to hunt. The BallAl. also went with them. When
they reached the great forest of Parmale the*day began to dawn. The Ballal, gave them

orders. He stationed half of them in such placeS’ that the wild beasts- must pass them..

He sent the other half with the dogs into the forest, telling them to make as much noise

as' possible and frighten the wild beasts and di’ive them before them. They took great sticks

and struck at thickets* and bushes, and made a great noise. Though they were quite tired they

did not find any wild beasts. So they returned quite tired and without finding a single wild

fee^t
;
and said to the Ballal r-— It seems that the moment ©f our starting was not auspicious.

Otherwise in this great forest, where tigers, bears and wolves and such wild beasts abound),

we must have found some wild beasts-.”

Then the Ballal made a vow and said :—** If I get at least one wild beasts I will give a

Tambila to the Bhhta in.our house.”

After?the Balhll had said this*, they again started and began to beat at the thickets and

bushes and halloed, and yelled and made as much noise' as possible.. Then a big boar came

in sight, and the dogs at once gave chase and overtook it
;
and as it came to the place where

the hunters were stationed,. Golla the hunter fired at it and the bullet took, effect and

the boar fell down and rolled about and writhed in agony. Then they speared it and

killed it.. The BallBl was told of this,, and was v^ry glad, and came eagerly to see.

As he was coming, a kind of poisonous thorn, pierced his leg below the knee. Blood began

to fiow from the wound, and he fell down insensible.* When Sama Aiwa came near he saw

the Ballal in a state of insensibility. At once he tore off’ a big piece of cloth from his dhotra

and tied it to the BaliaVs leg and’ tried to stop the fteeding. He called to the Ballal, but

the BalUl could’ not speak. His face became pale. Then a young oocoanut was brought, and

a little of its water was put into his mouth and some' was sprinkled on his face. AffceFsome

time he became conscious. Then- he was slowly lifted up and carefully laid in the palanquin

and brought back to the hudvr^- After a* time his leg became swollen; and. a great burning.
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sensation set in. As soon as lie reached the hudu physicians were called in. The most

celebrated physicians hroTigh}t drugs and prepared medicines^ and .applied them to the wound.

But the ibuffning sensation increased. Then the Balia} said to the physicians Your

medicine is useless. It has increased my pain. If 1 use it, 1 shall die.”

Then anoither medicine-man was called in. Hk medicine was also gw-en a fair trial and

proved a failure. • So one medicone-man after another was called in, and yet the swelling

increased and the burning also became unbearable. He did not find tany relief. Ho one dared

to go to give any medicine to the BallUJ. Whilst he was in this miserable condition, one ^
his friends said “ I havie heard that Deyi Beidyadi, the wife of Sayana Beidya, nephew of

Sama Aiwa, is a very wise woman. She knows many medicines, and has cured many!diseases.”

A mam was at once sent t© Sama AJwa’s house to fetch Deyi B^dyadi. He went to Sama
AJwa’s house and gave his message. Then Sayana Beidya said to his uncle:-— uncite, the

Ballul has sent for my wiife that she may go and give him medicine for his swollen leg,. He
has been treated by many aJfole physicians, and yet is not cured. How will my wS^e succeed in

curing himp Besides, she is pregnant and aibout to be delivered.'”

Then Sama A^wa told his nephew to call his wife. So he called her, and she came before

him,, and he told her the BallaJ’s message. To this she said :
—“ I have not learned many

medicines. After he has been treated by so many able physicians without .any :S!cuccess, what

can I do p Besides, I am not able to walfe as far jae the BalMrs hudu- It is true the Balia}

is a great man, and I am worth only three cash. But yet what .can I do ? If I do not go,

it will higMy displease hina. * Stili I cannot ^o, for my time to be delivered is veiy nep,rj”

Then Sayana Beidya told the man who had come from the BalMl what his wife'^s siatp

was, and that ehe eould not go to the ’budm,. The man returned to the BallM and told him
these things.. The BallaJ at .once ordered hk bearers to take Ms own palanquin to Sayana

Beidya’s house, and bring the woman in the palanqnin to his palace. So the bearers took the

palanquin and went to Sama Alwak house. Sama AJwa, seeing the bearers ^nd the palanquin,

jasked themg^*^ Whence are you comcP ”

“ The BallM of Parmale has sent uSj,” replied they, to take Deyi Beidyadi to the palace,

'The Ballal is sufEering extremely, and therefore there must be vio delay. Xi^ Deyi Beidyadi

come and ait iu the palanquin. We will take her to the palace.”

To this, Saina AJwa replied :— She is in pain heraelf ; she is moaning. I .do not know
how she can go to the

The bearers replied:—** We will not stir from this place unless she cCmes and sits in the
.palanquin.. Our orders are strict. We must take her, a^d we cannot go without her.’

Deyi Beidyadi oaune out, and seeing the beautiful palanquin, she said :
— *® O Rama, what

.can I do now p I ana a poor BiJJavar woman. How can I sit in the Bailors palanquin ? He
is equal to a god* ISjiow can I sit in the palanquin p Andyet there is no help for it.”

Then she told her husband to bring a young red cocoanut, and the roots and leaves of a
plant called wekht, an4 also the tendrils and toots of eixty-four kinds of medicinal herbs.

He went and brought them. She gave some presents to the bearers, and having taken her
meal she put on her sari and said :—** O Clod, I am not much learned in medicines. I am a
very ignorant woman, 0 God, prosper me, that I may not be put to shame !

”

So saying, she started. Then the bearers brought the palanquin before her and requested

her to sit in it. But she declined, saying :
— ** I will never sit in the BallAJ's palanqnin. I am

poor Biljavar woman. The Balial’s palanquin is not meant for such as I am.”

Though the bearers constrained her, she repeatedly refused to sit in the palanquin; but
•determined jfco walk as far as the Ballal’s hudn* So she kept the necessary medicines in the
palanquin^ .and wsJked behind the palanquin, hep husb-and Sayana Beidya accompanying her.
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Thus she reached ‘the hudu and vwas at 'once brongikt before the BallaJ. Deyi Beidyadi saw the
Ballal’s swollen leg and said :— 0 my lord, yon *ell me to give .yon medicines

;
yet I am not

a very clever woman in medicines. You have been treated by many wise medioine-men without
success. Will yon be cured by -the medicine of an ignorant Biijlavar woman ? Yon must
anyhow first mah:e vows to some gods before I give you my nkedicine,’'

Solhe made vows, and she aUso made vows, and prepared her medicine and apiplied it to
»hisleg, .and also gave him three doses of some medicine to drink. Before he «had finished

•drinbmg the three doses *©f medicine which she had given to him, -she began to be in travail.

The Ballal at once ordered her to be taken to a ‘comfortable place .and sent for midwives.
The midwives <came amd helped her

;
and ^he brought forth twin-boys. The midwives went

:and told this to the Balhll with,{joy. The BallM also was very glad, .-and ordered ‘them -to take
grestticare of her and supply her with all her wants. He commended her very much and
said

“

She is a very good woman. Yestesrday she supplied her medicines to mj swolleai leg,'

;and to-day nay pain is muck lessened.”

Then the Ballal sent for Sayana Beidya and said to him :—

0

Sayana Bmdya, your wife,

who was pregnant and ready to be delivered, came to me and gave me medicine, and I am
much relieved. She also was delivered here last night, and has brought forth, twin-boys.

They are very beautiful. Gro and see them and come.'”

So he went to the room where his wife was lying. The midwives, as soon as they saw

Ihim, told his wife that her husband was come. They came out and congratulated him on the

Ibirth of -'the 'twiln-boys. So he went in and saw his wife and children and was very glad.

He told the midwives to take care of his wife. He saw the infants and kissed them.

Afterwards he told his wife that he weoBLld go and take leave of the BallSl and return home, and

4dll the glad news to his mother and uncle and ether relations. At this his wiisfe said to him :—
When yon come to me again, please bring four loads »©f young bamboo shoo.ts sand a load of

fiarge lemons, as a present to the BallAJ that they may prepare pickle. He supplies all my
necessaries and is very kind to me. We cannot be sufficiently grateful to him.”

So he took leave of his wife, and went to the Ballal and said to himt— Sir, I went to

<my wife’s room and saw her and ifche children ; I must now go to my house and tell my
jsrelatives of this glad news. Therefore, please give me leave. I will come again the day after

vto-morrow with my uncle.”

Then the Ballal said to hims—“Your wife has done me a great favor. Many physicians

4came to me and prescribed their medicines and tided to cure me ; but I became worse and

worse. If it were not for your wife I .should never have recovered. She has -saved any life. I

am very much pleased with her.’’

Having said this, he gave him permission to go home. So he returned home and told the

glad news to his mother and brothers -and uncle and everybody. Ali were very glad at the

news. Said his mother I must go and see the infants.” Said his uncle

I

must go and

/see the infants.” His brothers also shewed much eagerness to go and see the infants. So

,
great was their gpy that every one was eager to go and see the babes. But -S^ana Beidya

said:— mnst go inanycase. I.cannot help it. Eemain at home, all of you, at present.

I will go with my uncle first, and after we .return yarn, can go.”

So saying he silenced them. Afterwards he called some of the wild people wibo live in

jungles, and .told them to bring to- him four loads of young bamboo shoots and a load of lemons.

They brought these things to him. So he got men to cariy the bads and went to the Balldl’s

‘hwdw with bis uncle. They laid down the loads before the verandah of the 3u^u, and went

and saluted the BaMl. The BallM was very glad to see them, and made them to sit down

feefore him, and said*:—“ Uow, what names will yougive to the infants
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At this the nephew said to the uncle :
—“ What shall we say, nnole*? By what names shall

we call them ?
”

His uncle said :—“Whatever names the Ballalwill be pleased to> suggest,, we will give*

them.’^

Then the Ballal said :
—“ In this town, if any Billavar woman brings forth twin-boys, they

are called Koti Beidya and Channaya Beidya; Therefore, let us call these children by these

names.*^

So the parents called them Koti Beidya and Ohannaya Beidya. The grand-parents also

©ailed them- by these names,, and so did all their relatives and friends. Thus passed the

ceremony of giving names. After sixteen days Deyi Beidyadi was strong enough to be able to

get up from her bed and walk about, a little. In this manner she slowly recovered- One day

the Ballal called his nephew and said :—“ Child, that Billavar maid, Deyi Beidyadi, gave me
medicine and cured me of my pain. She has saved my life. I am very grateful to her. She*

was pregnant and about to be delivered, and yet she came as far as my &wdwand gave me
medicinef T wish to give her some- present. What shall it be, child

He replied :r—“ Give her whatever you wish. I shall raise no objection,*’

“ I wish to give her a few acres of l&.nd and a house,” said, the BalllL “ She has saved

my life, therefore whatever I.may give her will not be equivalent to what I owe her.”

The nephew consented and said :—‘‘I am glad of it. X have no objection to offer.”

After* some days Sayana Beidya came to the Ballaf and said:—“ 0 Ballfdi you have been

very kind to us^. My wife has been under your roof many dlays and has been well tended and

.

nourished by your kindness. How, please be kind enough to send her and the children

with the cradle to my house.”'

At this, the Ballal said :
— “ It is not yet two. months since she has been confined. She

will be very weak and unable to^walk.”

But,” said Sayana. Beidya, “ I will make her walk slowly, and. I will carefully take her.*

home,”'

“ Then,” said the Ballal^ ** you may. go to-morrow. Remain here to-night and go

430-morrow early in the morning,”

Afterwards, in the evening, the Ballal went to Deyi Beidjadi’s room,, and saw her and^

said :—“ 0 Deyi Beidyadi, your husband has come to take you home. Ton are going, away
to-morrow morning. As you have given me medicine and cured me, X wish to give you a

present. I will give you laud enough to sow four muras of paddy, and a house. It will

produce one corjee of rice for you annually.”

At this she said :
—“ Sir, you have been* very kind’ to me and supported me in my con-

finement, Why should you give me land and a house ? I shall be eating your salt all my life.

Why then should you give me a present of land ? God has been gracious to me and given

me twin-boys. It is enough if you kindly send' ma back to my home with the cradla and the

children.”

So on the next day, in the morning, the Ballalordarod'his servants to prepare a feast of fine

things for Deyi Beidyadi and her husband. He also ordered his steward to get ready a new
cradle and' new strings and’ a fine milch-cow yielding plenty of milk, in order to present them to

Deyi' Beidyadi when retuiming to her home. So the feast was prepared and Deyi Beidyadi.and
her husband took their mealt and went to' the Ball&T to' ask the permission to return' home.
The BallaJ' gladly gave them permission and sentthem home together with a cradle and a cow
and* her calf. So they joyfully returned to theirhome. While they were yet afar off Sama
Aiwa’s. sister, recognised her son and dhughter-invlaw,. and' called her sons and said

“

Book
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3.t Deyi Beidyadi* whea slie went frem among ns-, slio went alone. Now, wlieQ returning, many
Jbearers with infants, cradle and cow and calf, are accompanying her !

”

Tes,” said they, fortune is smiling upon ns.”

So saying they came to meet Deyi Beidyadi and received her gladly and took np the
infants and kissed them and took them in. Afterwards Deyi Beidyadi told her husband to
go to the garden and fetch large young cocoanuts to distribute them among the coolies who
had brought the cradle, and when he brought them she gave two to each coaly, and said :

You must be tired with bringing my loads in this hot snn. You must be very thirsty

:

therefore, drink of these tender cocoanuts. I am poor : I cannot give yon much. You know
my poverty: therefore, I need not tell you.”

In this manner she spoke and they were pleased, and took the young cocoanuts and drank
their water and were refreshed. Afterwards she brought rice and gave them rice at the rate

of half a seer to each man, and gave them curry-stuff and everything necessary to prepare
their food. So they took these things and went to the side of the well, and there they
prepared their food, and having eaten it and being refreshed, they took leave of Sama AJwa
and his nephew, and went their way.

So as days went on these twins grew and became two very fine looking lads. One
day they asked permission of their mother to go to the hills, together with the cowherd
boys who tended their cattle. But she said :

—

Don't you go to the hills, my children : many big lads come there and they will

quarrel with you and beat you. Don’t you go there.”

" 0 mother,” said they, ** we will not quarrel with others. We will play quietly between
ourselves. Why should they beat us ? And if they beat us, we will also beat them.”

At this she said “ 0 my children, if yon do so, yon will lose your headls^ The Bant
boys who come there are very proud

;
and if they hate any one, they will not hesitate to

shed blood. Hearken to my advice.”

0 mother,” said they, “ we will go to-day. and refcarn. We will not do any wrong to

any one.”

So saying, they went to the hills to play with the cowherd boys who tended the cows
belonging to themselves and their neighbours. On that day, it so. happened, that the two
grandsons of Buddhivanta, who was the minister of the Ballal of Parmale, had come to the

hills to play with the cowherd boys who tended their grand-father’s cattle. They began to

play at yettu.^* In the game the cowherd boys, who were on the side of the grandsons of

Bttddhivanta, won all the pjc/iiV® from these cowherd boys. Then these boys mortgaged
their paths , and borrowed some nuts from them, and began to play again. Seeing this-

Koti Beidya said to Ohannaya Beidya Brother, let us also play with them at ^ettu*'

But Ohannaya said Don’t you remember how our mother warned us not to have*

anything to do with the Bant boys ? Let us only look on at their play from a distance/’*

** Why are yow. so afraid of those boys ?” said Koti; ” are we not men like themselves ?

Those Bant boys : have they four eyes ? They are also born of woman. We need not be

afraid of them.”

58 This game is played as follows s—A small circle is described on the ground and cashew nuts are put down
by the boys, each patting down a certain number. The players strike at the nuts from a certain; distance with a flat

piece of stone. When a player succeeds in driving the nuts out of the circle he wins them. If one fails to hit

the nuts, the next boy strifees, and if he hits, he is allowed to strike till he fails in hitting one. Every player has

the right of striking at the nuts till he fails in hitting. So one by one strike at them, and when all are driven out

And the circle is cleared, the players put down the nuts again.

88 The nuts which are placed within the circle are called

88 xhe flat piece of stone is called paUL
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At this, Channaya said

“

It is true, we -could have played with them, but we have

neither j^ichis nor jpalles. How can we play without them ?

“There is a way of doing that,” said Koti. “Now I will borrow one hundred picTiis^

promising to return them with interest.”

“How will you pay them back? ” said Channaya.

“Oh! do you ask me how?” said Koti. “I am not like them. They only hit once or

twice out of ten tries. I shall not be like them ;
I shall hit every time 1 strike, and I shall win

all their in no time. Ton just stand by and see the fun.”

“Then do as you say,” said Channaya.

One of the boys who overheard this conversation between the brothers went to the grand-

sons of Buddhivanta and repeated it to them. When they heard this they became angry, and

said:—“Who are these that speak so proudly? Let us see them. When Billavar boys have

become so proud, what is the use of our being here ? ”
,

So saying, they went towards the group with their informer. When they went there,

they saw the brothers sitting in a reclining posture, stretching out their legs before them, the

one across the other. Seeing the boys in this posture, the grandsons of Buddhivanta said to

them :
—“ You, Billavar hoys ! You do not rise up when you see us. You are reclining.with

your legs before you. What do you mean ? It seems that the time of your destruction is nigh.”

At this, they replied :
—“ It is true, we are Billavar boys. Are you not also Bant boys ?

When you come to us, we have no need to rise up before yon. We never called you. We
never came to the place where you were. We are by ourselves alone.”

At this, the grandsons of Buddhivanta became very angry, and said to the hoys who had
come with them :—“ What do you see ? Give them two knocks to each on their temples.

Do you feel a pleasure in hearing their arrogant words ?”

At this, all the boys pacified them, and said ;
—“Don’t be so angry. This is the first time

that they have come to this place. We shall meet again to-morrow, and then we can see. Let

us go home to-day. Let them also return to their home to-day.”

After they were pacified, all of them returned to their respective homes. The boys on
both sides did not say a word of what had occurred on the cattle-grazing-hill. At night when
they were going to sleep, Deyi Beidyadi asked her’ sons :

—“ How did you play to-day, my
children?”

They told her how they had played at many games and enjoyed the day. But they whis..

pered not a word about the quarrel. So she told them to go to sleep. Early in the morning on
the next day they got up and provided themselves with and and taking their break-

fast went with the cowherd boys to the hills. After reaching the hills they began to play at

yettu with their companions. As they were playing, the grandsons of Buddhivanta came
up, putting on their best suit of clothes and ornaments. They came with many cowherd
hoys who formed their retinue. Proudly they came to the place where tbe boys were play-

ing with their companions, and stood looking at their play. But the boys did not speak a
word to them. Then they were very angry, and not knowing how to contain their anger,

said to the cowherd hoys :—“What is this, ye boys ? Why are yon playing with these toddy-
drawer’s boys ? Do you not find more respectable companions to play with ?

”

At this Channaya Beidya said “ Why do you abuse us ? It is true we are the children

of toddy-drawers, and yet if we did not draw toddy, your fathers and mothers and wives and
other relations will die of indigestion or diarrhoea.^i Therefore, we save you from dying of

such diseases. We are your saviours in that sense. So do not abuse us,”

{To he continued*) -

——. ' —

—

—_—.

—

The alluBiou is that arrack distilled from toddy is said to cure people of indig-estiou and many other diseases-.

Arrack is drunk hy Bants and other S^dras.
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A NEW INSCRIBED GE^OO-BTJDDHIST PEDESTAB.i

BY G. BTTHLBR, Ph.D., LL.D., C.I.E.

Some weeks ago Dr. M. A. Stein kindly sent me two photograpks of a lately found Grseco-

BnddList pedestal, which is now in the Lahore Museum, and bears the number 1194. According

to his remarks it was discovered in the Oharsada mound, belonging to the ruins of Hashtnagar,

which mark the site of the ancient town of Pushkal&vati, the Peukelaotis or Penkelaitis of the

Greeks, and once the capital of Western Gandhara.

The front of the apparently hexagonal stone shews in a niche, which occupies nearly its

whole breadth, in high relievo, five male figures, a seated one in the centre and two standing ones

on either side. The standing figures are easily recognised as Buddhist monks by their shaven

heads and arrangement of the dress, which leaves the right arm free. The pair of them on the

proper left and the one on the proper right, who stands nearest to the central figure, join their

hands (leritnSjali) in adoration, and the second holds, it would seem, a garland. All four turn

their faces towards the seated person. The latter, who sits cross-legged on a square stone slab,

apparently covered with a cushion, raises the right hand in the manner usual with teaching

or speaking persons. This posture as well as his and the rather full dress charac-

terise him as a teaching Buddha. Two feet, which belonged apparently to a statue of very

large size, are attached to the top slab of the pedestal. What makes the sculpture particularly

valuable is an inscription in Karoshthi characters, engraved below the five figures. In the

centre and on the proper left there appears* to be one line only, while on the proper right

two lines are visible. With the help of some very good paper-impressions,which I owe likewise

to Dr. Stein,' I read it is follows;

(1) on the proper left, — Arog ....

(2) in the centre, — Saihghamitrasa Sham (?)... sa danamuhhe Bu

(8) on the proper right, 1. 2, dho tu . ^ •

1. 1, Arog .. me •

The line in the centre and the first letter of line 2 on the prop^ right no doubt beW
together and form one sentence which means :

« A Buddha, the excellent grft» rf Samghamita

Sham . . The explanation of the remainder of the letters on the proper right is more diffi-

.oult. Possibly it began with the wish, frequently expressed m votive inscriptions : Aroj-

\iymk-\me [6 “may I obtain health.” But in order to make thereadmg

photograph is required. The mutilated signs on the proper left- aroy . . . indicate that

L saL formula was repeated there. The portion of

with certainty, shews first, that the pedestal bore a sta,tue of Buddha. Secondly, o^he

characters leaves no doubt that the inscription belongs to the time of one of the three weU-

known ^ushana kings, Kanishka, Huvishka. Vfeushka or Vasudeva.

characteristic signs L, 6m and exhibit the strangely cursive forms of the Kharoshthi of the

Mauikyaia, Zeda and Sue BihSr inscriptions as well as of that of the Wardak Vase.

The antiauitv of the so-called Grssco-Buddhist sculptures has been for many yearn a

..“S Ot W. Mr. T. A. »d Prot. (Wn^del. tav. «»

opiiS. a.«t tL, Wong, aa, «,d idl, to tlu, firrt tl™. catimg ol oto- .to, tod toe? l-.to ..p-

TIT^ I I 3 iv. gnwxYiaTi Anzeiger der pUloso^phisch-UztcriacUn Clc^sse der Wietier

^ of wbi..

"•Tit
M torl-rto,* i.

» Bttddhistische Kunst in India, Berlin, lS9Sp 79
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ported tliis view with very strong and convincing argnlfiients drawn from the style which these*

sculptures exhibit. The only other known inscribed piece, the Hashtnagar Pedestal, of which

Mr» Smith has published an excellent photo-etching in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal (Zoc. cit, Plate x.), furnishes no clear and certain indications as to its age. Its inscrip-

tion, a revised reading of which was first given by M. Senart®'and later by myself,^ is dated in

the year 274 or 284® of an unnamed era, and its letters are, as it happens, such as possess no-

characteristic palfflographic peculiarities. The new inscription makes it certain, that the

Charsada pedestal belongs to the second century A. D.‘ Hence the determination of the age of

the sculptures from Gandhara, made in accordance with the principles of archseology, is.

supported, in this case, by palseographical considerations.

POLKLORE IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY PANDIT S. NATESA SASTBI, B.A.,

No. 42. — A Knock on the Head of Akiri.

Ii^ the town of Tanjore there once lived a famous musician named MahAs4na. He was a

great specialist in singing the great tune known as AkirL^ Rut it vexed him very mioeh that

this tune which he so greatly admired and which he had so carefully cultivated should be

thought so inauspicious in the morning* He had a great desire to prove to the world that the

idea entertained by it towards Ahiri was WTOng. But, of course, he must first prove it to him-

self b^ere his taking up the task of doing so to the public at large. But how to do it ?

Mahls^na argued thus with himself : — ‘^They say that if Ahiri is sung in the miorning,.

we cannot get any food during the whole day. All right. If I start with food in ray hand,,

sing Ahiri first and then eat that food, will it not amount to a proof that the belief held by the

people about Akin is wrong ?

Thus thought he, and resolved to put the idea into execution. But he could not sing as

he proposed in the town, for his brother musicians and others who would recognize tlae tune

would not permit it. So he resolved to go outside the town to some respectable distance and

away from the public notice, and there put his resolution to the test. He started with food tied-

up in his upper cloth, and left home very early in the morning, five ghatiMs before sunrise. Just

at dawn he reached the banks of the river Vettto, whose bed was dry, as the summerseasonhad
almost set in. He walked up the bed a little distance, and chose a fine, sandy and secluded

to sit down on and sing Akiri, The place itself, the fresh morning, the luxuriant bamboo gipoves

on either side the river, the thousand and one birds which had already commenced their songs

to greet the rising lord of the day all these fired the ambition of MahSsSna to begin tke

Ahiri at once, and do full justice in the clear morning to the tune he had so specially

cultivated. He sat down. Near him a bamboo was hanging down, and not to spoil the food

by placing it on the bare sand he tied the bundle to the tip of a branch of the hanging

bamboo and commenced his favourite Ahiri, A person who has specially cultivated,

a certain tune generally takes ten or twelve ghatikAs* time to do full justice tait,^ and
our hero, shaded by the extensive shadow of the bamboos behind, did not perceive the heat of

® Indienne, HI. p. 16 f.

'f Indian Aniiguary, Vol. XX. p. 394. I regret that, when W3.*itiSttg this note, lhad overlooked Iff. Senarf's remarks
on this inscription. He certainly first recognised that Sir A. Oatmingham*s mbborasmasa masasa is erroneous and
that the month is the Indian Fraushthapada.

* With Sir A. Cunningham and Mr. Smith I read the figure for 200 with certainty on the photo-etching, and
I think that 70 is more probably 80.

’

1 This is the name of a i!hne in South-Indian music. The time for singing it is generally between; 8 p-. m. and
4 a. m., and it is the tune most adapted for giving vent to mournful feelings. It is most melodious, but it

U considered very inauspicious to sing it after six in the morniing, for there is also a belief among the musiciana
of Southern India that he who sings AMri at six will go wit' bout food during the day.

* [Have we not here a key to the endlessness of native mu sical performances P — En.]
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the ascending snn, and went on singing and singing till it was midday. And why should he
not ? For, as soon as he finished singing, he had only to bathe in the crystal water that was
running in a small part of the river and eat the food he had with him. So, without any anxiety
about his going without food in consequence of singing his favourite tune, MahasSna went on
exhausting all the several minute departments of the Ahiri. The more he sang the more he
enjoyed his music, and above all the means devised by him to upset a prejudice. At last the
song was finished, and our hero looked for his bundle of food.

Alas ! Prejudice had won the day. His bundle was no more within his reach, but was
hanging high above him just as he had tied it on the tip of the bamboo. Now the bamboo
reed has the peculiarity of bending down low at night. As the sun advance? in the morning
the bamboo too advances from its pendent posture, and stands almost erect during midday.
This MahasSna did not know, nor had he brains enough to suspect it.

“ So, after all, what they say about Ahiri is too true^” thought he. And as the- bamboo is

not a plant which one can easily climb up, Mahas6na had to give up his bundle of food. His
upper cloth too was lost. So, with only a single cloth remaining with him, he proceeded to the

waterside, bathed, finished his ablutions, and proceeded to the nearest village to beg a meal
from some charitable person.

Fortunately for him he had not far to go. At a ghaiUha's distance there was a Brahman
village, where a rich MMsadfir® was celebrating the birth-day of his first-born child. On such

occasions every Brdhman is freely fed, provided he is present at the time of eating. Our hero

thought that an opportunity of proving to* the public that by singing Ahiri a person does not go

without food for the rest of the day was not yet lost. So he at once approached the host

and requested to be fed. The Mir^sadar- in reply explained: to him that all the available space

in the house was taken up by the. Brahmans who had already commenced to eat, but said that

if he would wait for half a ghalihd he could join in the second batch for meals. ** As you

please, Sir,’’ said MahasSna, inwardly delighted, as so short a time did not make much,

difference, and that he would soon have his food. And was he not right ? Who would refuse

him food on the occasion of public feeding ?.

Soon the first batch of meals were over and the guests left the house after receiving betel-

leaves and areea-nuts. Only a select few, about a dozen, remained for the second batch : and

all these, with the exception of Mah^sena, were the inmates of the house. Ten or twelve leaves-

were spread now in the hall of the MMsadar’s house, and all the remaining diners sat down

before them, Mahas^na occupied one corner* The moment the food was served in his leaf his-

heart leapt with joy, not at the sight of the food itself, but at the idea that he-had secured food

to eat, notwithstanding that he had sung Aldri that morning. Now after serving food to all, the

lady of the house pours d^dchana-waAev into each diner’s hand as a sign to commence,

and according to this custom the Mirasadar’s wife poured a spoonful of water in

the Up-raised palm of MahSs9ua, with whom she commenced the . dpdchana'Geremonj that

day. As soon as MahSsSna received the dpdchana, he uttered aloud and in joy, even before

drinking it,
^ A knock on the head of Akiri.” But, alas ! before he finished the words and*

before he had lifted up his right palm to drink the dpocTiana^ he received several blows on his

back from one or two servants of the house, who lifted him up from his seat, notwithstanding

his cries and lamentations, and pushed him out, bolting the door behind. Idah^sena cried* out

from the street to be allowed to explain : he wept ; he begged. But no- one would pity him.

No one would open the gate for him.

What a world of misery ! He had sat before his leaf, he had witnessed the serving of

the food, he had received even the dptchanay and yet he had not tasted one grain of food* Is

this all for having sung Ahiri ? Wby should I have been thus thrashed and pushed out ?
’*

Thus argued our hero. '

-

8 A lauded proprietor.
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By this time the second batch of diners had finished, the door was opened, and the master

of the house cafiie out. “ Get away, Sir. Do not stand before me,“ were the first words he

uttered on seeing MahasSna. “ You are a beggar. You came to me begging for meals. What
have I done 'to you that you should insult my wife thus ? Is this your return for her having

given you the dj^6chana first
?'**

Our musician stood bewildered. Where and how had he abused the wife of the Mirasadar ?

He ransacked his brains. He found no clue. He pleaded innocence. And again roared the

master, “ *A knock on the head of Akiri’ did you not say? And why should you, a beggar,

say such a thing of the wife of a respectable Mir4sad4r ? Is it for her having given you the

d^ocJiana first ? ”

.

Now unfortunately for 'Our hero, the name of the Mirasadar’s wife was Akiri Ammal or

-Akiri. And aS soon as he had spoken, every one took his words to be aimed at the good

woman. However, when the whole thing was explained and the real state of affairs under-

stood, MahasSna was excused and was given his food.

But it was then very late in the day. So he made up his mind never more to sing Mdri
in the mornings, and returned home a wiser man.

MI-SCELLANHA.

SBBOTBY.

'included from p. 259.)

1858.

— “The Government of India request that

measures may he taken for raising in the Madras

Presidency a Company of Hibbundies for service

in the Andaman Islands .... Thepay of

all ranks is to he the same as that *of the Sibbundy

Corps in Ganjam.”— Madras Consultations,

August 23rd, 1858.

1858.— “ He could find no recruits owingto the

rates of pay offered, men refusing to serve in the

Andamaas on the scale of pay of the Ganjam
Sibbundi Corps.” — Letter, Madras Government

to Government of India, Sejptemher Idth, 1868.

1859.

—"Make arrangements for hutting the

Andaman Sibundy Corps.”— Government

of India to Superintendent, Fori Blair, April 29th,

1859.

1859.— “ On the affcemoen of the 27th June the

Andaman Seebundy Corps arrived in the trans-

port Mialacca.”— Letter, 'Superintendent, Fort

Blair, to Government of India, Ist July, 1859.

1860. — “ John Jones Sebundy Corps ” on a

wooden cross in the cemetery on Ross Island,

Port Blair.

1860.— "—— Jones
}
age—

\
Andaman Se-

bundy Corps
I

diarrhoea
|
admitted 14th Novem-

ber 1860
1
died 14th November 1860

[
Sergeant-

Major.”— Register of Europeans huried an Ross

Island ml860.

1860.— ** The convicts here utterly despise the

.Sebundy Guard.”

—

Letter, Superintendent, Fort

Blair, to Government of Indict Leeemher Zrd^

1860.

1861.

— “‘She left for Rangoon on 4th Septem*
her with the Sebundy Corps.*’

—

Letter, Super-’

iniendent, Fort Blair, to Government of India,

October 2nd, 1861.

1861.

— "A guard of Sefeundies has conse-
quently been re-posted at Ryahjee and another at

Mahasinghee of Ohinna Kimedy.*’ — Report of
Captain McNeill, Agent to the Governor^General
in the mil Tracts of Orissa, 11th June 1861, in

Carmichael, Vizagapatam, p, 344.

1861, — “ Sliding down Mount Tendong, the

summit of which, with snow lying there, we
crossed ; the Bebundy Sappers were employed
cutting a passage for the mules.” — Report of
Captain Impey, R, E., in Gawler^s Bikhim, in

Yule, Hobson-Johson, s, v,

1864. —“A Khond, whom I hadinduced im join

my Corps of Sebundies, joined in repelling an
attack.**— Campbell, Feraonal Narrative, p. 242,

in Macphsrson^s Memorials, p, 376.

1865.— “ The best arrangement he couldmake
[in 1846] for defence by sending up a guard of
Bebundies to repel the attacks upon Deinpurra.**
— Macphetson^s Memorials, p. 264. ,

1869.— ** [c. 1855, the road] twelve miles short
of the town of Jeypore [in Yizagapatam] was
first traced by the old Sibbundy Corps.”— Cm-
michael, Yizagapatam, p, 19.

1869. — “ [Tiziaram Raz in 1794 wrote m
letter] in which he attributed his disobedience
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the Company’s orders to the restraint laid

Upon him by the rabble of Sebundies and others

that had gathered round him.”— Carmichael,

Vizagaputam, p. 47^

1869.— “ An attack in open day was made on

the party of Sibbandis posted at Boorjah.”

—

Carmichaelt Viz&gajpatam, ;p. 233.

1869. — The Sibbundies under Captain

Owen, assisted Sfoy some of the Sirdars in the hills,

promptly put it [insurrection in 1857^8] down.”

—

Carmichael, Vizagapatam^ p, 237.

1869. — ** The Sibbandi Corps which replaced

, the detachments of the regular Army was incor-

porated with the constabulary, and a considerable

number of the old police establishment joined

the new force [in 1861] .” — Carmichael,

Vizagapatam, jp. ^257.

1869. — “ Comparative Glossary of the Wild
‘Tribes of the District .... English,

grantor
]

. . . . Highland Khond,

Bibondi
|

Saura, sdvuJedri (‘soucar’)-” —
Carmichael, Vizagapatam, jp* 363.

c. 1876. — " Sabundi see Sibundi ....
Sibandi, Hill, militia, police.” — Bomlay Places

and Common Official Words, p» 65.

1878. — “‘Sibbandi, an establishment.”—
Rice, Mysore and Coorg, Yol. ii.. Appendix ii.,

Glossary, p, 25.

1878. — “A Sibbundi or Revenue Corps, 800

strong, was ordered to be raised at once [in

1795-6].”

—

Morris, Godavery District, p. 265.

1878. — “ [In 1857] the campaign was conti-

nued by a Sibbandi or Revenue Ooipa.”—
Morris, Godavery 'District, p. 301.

1878.— “ The Sibbandi Corps which was raised

at the time of Subareddi's disturbance was

reduced in and amalgamated with the Police [in

1861-62].” — Morris, Godavery District, p, 309.

1878.— “ [In 1776] the Police of the Trivandi-

puram farm consisted of a Poligar and four

watchers .... but he had in addition to

provide a force of Sibbandi peons in time of

war for the protection of the fai'm.”— Garstin,

South Arcot, p. 226.

1879. — “ When (1853) His Highness Sindia

handed over the Panch Mahals to British manage-

ment, the greatest disorder prevailed. Por years

the district had been in the hands of revenue

contractors, who so long as they paid the amount

they had bid, were allowed to manage the district

• as they chose. Under them was a military force,

Sibandi, distributed through the district in OMt-

po^t&jthdnds^’—^Bombay Gazetteer, Yoh Hi*, Panch

Mahdls, p. 261.

1879. — “ [ s. V. sih, three] si-bandl = (1) a
quarterly payment— haho unJee hdh M sehbandi
bai gat; (2) a tribute, a contingent

; (3) a militia

soldier employed in collecting revenue or in
police duties, etc.; (4) charges in the revenue
accounts for the maintenance of such troops.

Sibandi ughdnd, to levy or collect quarterly

payments.”— Fallon, New Hindustani Diet,

1880.— The [police] establishment consisted

[in 1877] of .... an Arab militia,

sibandi, 500 strong.”— Bombay Gazetteer, Yol.

V., Cutch,p, 183.

1888. — “ [Before 1860] offences committed at

night were under the cognizance of the Tcilleddr,

whose sibandis were in charge of the city at

night .... [Up to 1870] the Mile sibandi
was amalgamated with the fauzdari sepoys and a
police battalion was formed .... [After

1876] The difference between the past and the

present is this, that up till now there was no
clear line of demarcation between the army and
the police. The taindti sibandi was essentially

a military and an offence against the public

peace was in no vague sense treated as an act

of rebellion against the Sovereign.” — Bombay
Gazetteer, Yol. vii,, Baroda, pp. 466-8.

1884.— [“ s. V., sih] Si-bandl, a three-monthly

or quarterly payment. Sibandi ughdnd, to levy

or collect three-monthly payments.” — Plaits

Urdu Diet.

1886. — “ Sibandi. Irregular soldieiy, a sort

of militia or imperfectly disciplined troops main-

tained for the garrisons of forts and guards in

towns and villages and for the collection of

revenue.” — Whitworth, Anglo-Indian Diet., s. v.

1886. — ” [In 1844-45] Independent of the

rural police eachpefa or sub-division was furnished

with a body of sbibandi .... They were

armed with swords and shields and generally

stationed at head-quarters of each sub-division,”

—

Bombay Gazetteer, Yol. xxiv., Kolhapur, p. 274.

c. 1886. — “ Captain Gilmore of the (Bengal)

Engineers was appointed to open the settlement

of Darjeeling and to raise two companies of

Sebundy Sappers in order to provide the neces-

sary labour .... Gilmore got sick ; and in

1838 I was suddenly ordered from the extreme

border of Bengal — Nyacollee — to relieve him

. . . . The Sebtmdies wei'e a local corps

designed to furnish a body of labourers fit for

mountain-work. They were armed and expected

to fight if necessary.” — Letterfrom Lord Napier

of Magdala, in Tule, Robson-Jobson, p. 609.

1886. — “ Sebundy from the Pers. sibbandi,

{sih, three). The rationale of the word is obscure
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to Tis, It is applied to irregular native soldiery,

a sort of militia or imperfectly disciplined troops

for revenue or police duties, etc. Certain local

infantry regiments were formerly officially termed

SeTbundy. The last official appeai'ance that we

can find is in application to the Sebundy Corps

of Sappers and Miners employed at Darjeeling,

This is in the East India Megister down to July

1869, after which the title does not appear in any

official list. Of this coi-ps if we are not mistaken

tho present Field Marshal Lord Napier of Magdala

was in charge as Lieutenant Robert Napier about

1840.*’ — Yale, Eohson-Jobson, s. v.

1886. — “Name of Prisoner, Juma
]
caste,

Sindhi
]
Tillage, Nani^ni

j
Taluka, OhotilA

|
Dis-

trict, Jh^lawad
i
....

1
Previous history

of the prisoner, Juma Nathu was a sepoy in the

Sibandi of Tichhi4 under Jasdan [in K^thi4w4d],

He was convicted on the 7th July 1884 by the

Sar NySyadhish of Jasdan of causing grievous

hurt by a sword in some dispute about the exac-

tion of forced labour.*’ — Extracts from the

Nominal Boll of a Prisoner at Port Blair^ dated

m Sept 1886.

1893.— “ [s. 1?., svpah'] Sibbundy (sibbandl).

Hind. Prom above [sipah"] + bandi, Pers. recruit-

ment [a slip and false derivation— R. C. T.].

Militia for garrison of forts, guard in towns and
villages and collection of revenue. Soan establish-

ment of clerks and peons, etc.”— Madras Manual

of Administration, Yot iit. Glossary.

R. 0. Temple.

ZIJPT.

This curious Anglo-Indian word is not to

be found in Yule’s Hobson-Johson, and, though

apparently familiar enough in the Madras Presi-

dency, has never, I fancy, been known out of it.

1808.— “ The Sindias, as Sovereigns of Broach,

used to take the revenues of Moojmooadars and

Desoys ofthat district every third year . . .

and called the periodical confiscation juptee.—

B. Drummond, Illustrations,, in Yule, Eohson^

Johson, s. V.

1862. — “ Zabti. Sequestration, attachment,

seizure of goods.”— Bro'ion, Diet, of Mixed

Telugu, s. v.

1869.— “ [In 1849] Mr. Smollett took the step

of zafting the four tdluqs on the eastern side of

the ghauts .... It was urged upon the’

regent on some sides to zaft the entire estate

. ... At the conclusion of his airange-

ments for this zaft the regent returned to Head-
QuarterSf.”— Carmichael, Vizagapatam, p. 238.

c. 1876. “ Japti (Marathi and Gujarati),

attachment; seizing; settled landholders. Zapti,

Hill, see Japti. Zuptee, Hill, see Japti.”—

Bombay Place Names and Common Offiicial Words.

Glossary.

1879.— “^Zabt, Rustic Japat, zabti . . . .

seizure, confiscation, resumption, sequestration.*’

— Fallon, New Hind. Dict.^ s. v.

1886.— Jubtee, Juptee, etc. Guzarati japti,

etc., corrupt forms of jabtl, see zubt [but there

is no entry zubt in the book.— R. 0. T.].”—
Yale, Hobson-Job son, s. v.

1893.— “ Zuft — zabi. Hind, from {zabata,

Ar. to keep) [zaubitah). Attachment, distraint.

Zufty is sequestrated.” — Madras Manual of

Administration, Vol. III., Glossary, s. v.

R. 0. Temple.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
A MEANS OP KEEPING OPFRAIN.

The Baniy^s of a village will, if the villagers

take means to propitiate the gods who may bring

them rain, use chapdtis for a very unworthy pur-

pose, and then expose them outside the village to

shew the deity that there is no scarcity of food,

and that he need not trouble to bring rain. The
use of ghi in the lamp instead of oil may have the

same object.

Denzil Ibbetson in P. N. and Q. 1883,

MODERN JAIN ANTIPATHY TO BRAHMANS.

Pronounced outcastes in the social scale hy an
intolerant and powerful priesthood, the large

section of Sfidras scarcely dared to manifest

resentment openly. But there must have been a

deep under-current of animosity aH along. Of
this an instance is found in a ceremony among ‘

the SarSogi BaniyAs of apparently ancient insti-

tution. At a marriage, and in a private apart-

ment to which only the relatives of the parties

affianced meet, the figure of a Brahman in dough,

with a stock of honey inside, is set up. The
father of the bridegroom, armed with a miniature

bow and arrow, topples over the effigy, which is

then disemboweled, so to speak, of its honey, into

which all present dip a finger and suck it.

If the embodied Brihman were as deliciously

tasted, the figurative execution might long ere
^

this have been preluded by a substantial mas-

sacre and a social regenerarion.

A. P. W, in P. N, and Q. 1883.
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MISCELLANEOUS SOUTH-INDIAN COINS.

BY E. HULTZSCH, Ph.D.

This paper has been drawn up at the instance of the Rev-. J. E. Traoj, M.A., who was good
enough to send me for examination a number of unpublished coins from his cabinet. To

these I have added some inscribed South-lndian coins in my own collection. To Mr. E.

Thurston, Superintendent of the Madras Museum, I am indebted for the loan of some interest-

ing gold and copper coins which were lately discovered in the Anantapur, Kistna and
Yizagapatam districts. The following abbreviations are used: — T. = Mr. Tracy cabinet;

M. = Madras Museum ; H. = my own cabinet.

As on previous occasions, Mr. B. Santappah has again obliged me by preparing the plaster

oasts, from which the two accompanying Autotype Plates were copied.

No. 1. — T. Impure silver, 51 1 grains.

Olv, — The typical squatting figure, as on Sir W. Elliot's Nos. 165 and 166. Under its

left arm, the emblem of the Chola king — a tiger, seated, facing the proper right, flanked by

two lamps, and surmounted by a parasol.

Eev»— Same as Sir W. Elliot’s No. 152 (antet 'V'ol. XXI. p. 323, No. 7) and No. 153, but

the legend —
'Sri-Rrijaru-

. [jadSvah].!

This unique coin, as well as the gold coin with the legend Rdjareija and the first issue of

the copper coins with the same legend (Sir W. Elliot’s Nos, 165 and 166), may be attributed

with great probability to the great didja king Rfl-jarajad^va^ who ascended the throne in

A.D. 984-85
; see ante, Vol. XXIII. p. 297, and Ep. LicL Vol. lY. p. 68.

No. 2. — T. Impure silver. 30 grains.

The obverse and reverse are identical. Both bear the same devices as the reverse of

No. 1, but the legend —
Rajlndra-

Cholah.

This unique coin may be attributed to R9.j§ndra“Cli61ad§va I., the son and immediate

successor of Rajarajadiva. Another coin of his, which bears his surname Gtihgalkonda-Chola,

was published ante, Yol. XXT. p. 323, No, 7.

No. 3. — M. Gold pagoda. 51^ grains.

05w, — A rude figure of Garuda, kneeling towards the proper left,

( Sri-Yi-

Bev, — < ra-Hari-

3od hara.

Sixteen specimens of this hitherto unknown coin were recently discovered in the Anantapur

district, and sent to me by Mr. Thurston. The coin belongs to Harihara II. of the first

Vijayanagara dynasty, the son and successor of Bukka I., whose pagoda shews the same

obverse (ante, Yol. XX. p. 302, No, 1).

No. 4. — T. Copper.

Ohv,

Bev,

Hanumat, advancing towards the proper left.

I
nTK Hari-

) ^ hara.

1 The reading of the second line of the legend is conjectural j only the tops of the syllables and va are see

on the o6in.
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NTo, 6. — T. Silver.

Obv. — An elephant, facing the proper left.

Bev^ — A sword and, to the right of it, the legend —
D^va-

riiya.

This specimen is the only silver coin of the Vijayanagara kings that has hitherto come
to light; compare ante, Voh XX, p. 301. The elephant appears also on the quarter pagodas
and on part of the copper issues of D§var§.ya ; see ibid, p, 303.

No. 6. — H. 3 specimens. Copper.

Ohvn — Hanuraat, advancing towards the proper left,

r Sri-Yira-

Bev. — J Bhupati-3

I raya.

This coin was first published ante, Yol. XXIY. p. 26, No. 9, where the legend is, however,

misread. The figure of Eanumat on the obverse connects it with Harihara’s coin No. 4.

Vira-Bhfipati was the son of Bukka II. and a grandson of Harihara II.
; see Dr. Aufrecht’s

Oxford Catalogue, p. 3716, Dr. BurneH’s Tanjore Catalogue, p. 16a, and my First Report on

Sanskrit Manusaripis, p. iii. £.

No. 7. — T. Silver. 31 grains.

Obv, •— A male figure, squatting, wearing ear-rings, and holding a bow in the right hand,

Bri-Yira.

Copper coins with the same legend are found in endless numbers and varieties in

Madhura. But no second specimen in silver is known. Sir W. Elliot attributed two copper

coins of this series (Nos. 94 and 95 ) to the Okatiyas or the Reddis. But, though the legend

of these coins is engraved in Telugu characters, their finding-place, Madhuri, forces us to

connect them — as was first done by the Rev. E. Loventhal in his Coins of Tinnevelly, Madras,

1880, p. 20 — with the only Telugu dynasty which is known to have resided there,

viz, the Nayakas. The legend Sri-Vira may refer to, and may have been started by, one of

the four different Nayakas who bore the surname Vlrappa
; see Mr. Sewell’s Idsts of Anti-

quities, Vol. II. p, 200.

No. 8. —• H, 6 specimens. Copper.

Obv, — A standing figure,

V f Sri-Mi-
Concave

nfikshi.s

As remarked before (Yol. XXI, p, 326, No. 21), Mlnftkshl is the name of the goddess

of Madhura and of a queen of the Ntyaka dynasty.

No. 9. — H. 2 specimens. Copper.

Ohv, (Tamil) —
j

Rev, (Grantha) — Tanchai(?).^

Madirai or Madurai and Tanjai are Tamil names of the two towns Madlmra and Tafijftvfir

(Tanjore). The word Madurai occurs also on two other coins which I have published before

(Yol. XXI. p. 326, Nos. 22 and 23).

2 Read ^ Read MinuhsM,
* Read Tanjai, The vowel ai, which ought to stand before the group nth, seems to he written below the line.
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No. 10. — H. Copper.
Ohv. — A plani;,

JBee?. — Same as No. 9.

No. 11. — H. Copper.

05 ». — A star or fioTver.

Ueo. — Same as No, 9.

No. 12. — H. Copper.

Ohni, — The sun within a crescent.

I?ey. — Same as No, 9.

No. 13. — H. Gold fanam. 5|- grains.

Ohv. — /
^ 'SrJ.

1 Raja

ChbetrA-S

pati.^

This coin was first noticed in Captain Tufnell’s Mints to Oohi-Oollectors in Southern India,

79, from information supplied by myself.

N 0. 14, — H, Copper,

Sri.

Ohv. —
1
tr*rr Raja

*

Siva-

^ f
Chhatra-

Rov. — < ^ pati.

This very common coin was already published by Marsden, Nv,mismnta Orimitalia, Plate

xlvii. No. 10u8, It is here figured again in order to shew its connection with the fanam

No. 13, The title 0hh attrajjati, ^ lord of the parasol,’ was borne by the Maliratta kings of

Satara
;
see Dr. Codriiigton’s paper ‘ on the Seals of the late Satara Kingdom

;
’ Joum,

Bombay Br. E, S. Vol. XVI, p. 126 Hence the coins No, 13 and No. 14 may be ascribed

r.0 the first Mahratta king, Sivftji (A, D. 1674 to 1680).

No. 15. — T., H,

Ohv, — God and goddess, seated.

f Raghu-

Oopper,

nutha.

This coin may be attributed to Raghunatha^ the third of the N^yakas of Tafij&var

(Manual of the Taftjore District, p, 760 ff.). The name Raghunatha occurs also among the

S6tupatis of Ramnad and the TondaimAns of Pudukkot^i ;
see Mr. Sewell’s Lists of Antiqtiitiesy

Vol. II. pp. 228 and 225 f

.

No. 16. — T., H, Copper.

Obv^ — Mudra.

f Maha-

raja.7

This piece professes to be a coin (mudrd)^ of a MaMrdja who does not condescend to

acquaint us with his name.

* Bead Ckhdira. ® Another specimen reads instead of paft. ^ Bead Mah(hrd^a.

® The same term is nsed on a rupee of Jeswant Bao Holkar ; see Prinsep’s TJsefv/l Tahles, edited by Thomas,

p, 60, note 1, and Cunningham’s Coins of JtfedicBval India, plate s. No. 19.
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No, 17, — H. Copper,

Ohi\ — Goddess, seated.

liev,— Same as No. 16.

3Sfo. 18. — H. Copper.

Ob^,— God and goddess, seated.

f Maha-

No. 19. — H. Copper. 11 and 12| grains.

Obv^ — A dve-headed cobra and, below it, the Tamil legend ham 1 (i. e. 1 cash)

.

— Tke Teiigalai Vaisbnava mark and, below it, the Tamil figures 917, followed by

the abbreviation for vurusham {varsha), ‘ year.’

No. 20. — T. H. Copper. 16 and 17J grains.

Ohv, — Same as No. 19, but the Tamil legend Jcdm 2 e. 2 cash).

Bev. — Same as No. 19.

The date on the reverse of Nos. 19 and 20, if referred to the Kollam era, would corre-

spond to A.D. 1741-4:2.^® These coins were struck by the Travancore State ; see the remarks

on No. 23 below.

No. 21. — H. 2 specimens. Copper.

Ohv, — Hanumat, advancing towards the proper left.

Concave rev. — A doable, linked 0, the monogram of Charles II.

The same monogram occurs on the silver fanams of Charles II., on which see, e. ante,

Vol. XI, p. 315, and Mr. Thurston’s Eistorij of the Coinage of the Bast India Company, p. 20.

The figure of Hanumat on the obverse of No. 21 may have been copied from Vijayanagara

coins like Nos. 4 and 6.

No, 22. — H. Copper.

Ohv, — An elephant, facing the proper left.

Bev. — 1808.

This .is a new variety of another, common coin^ which bears on the obverse the bale mark
of the D. E. I, C. The figure of an elephant on the obverse has been evidently copied from

Vijayanagara coins, jnst as the Hanumat of No. 21 and as the image of Yish^iu on the Madras

pagodas of the Company.

No. 23. — Copper. 36 grains.

This coin belongs to Mr. G. A. Hawks, 1st Madras Pioneers,

Ohv, — A five-headed cobra and, below it, the Tamil legend Mm 4 (^. e. 4 cash).

Bev* — The Tengalai Vaishnava mark and, below it, the Tamil figures 911, followed by the

abbreviation for varusham (varsha), ‘ year.’ •

The date on the reverse has to be referred to the Hollam era and corresponds to

A. D. 1735-33. According to the Rev. S. Mateer (Madras Journal of Interature and Science for

1889-94, pp. 64 and 66), this coin and Nos. 19 and 20 above were struck by the Travancore
State and are known as Anantan ham. This name suggests that the figure of a cobra on the

obverse is meant for the serpent-king Ananta, with whom the name of the capital of Travancore^
Tiruvanantapuram (Trivandrum), is popularly connected,!^

» Eead MahMJa.' w See ante, p. 54.

In inscriptions, however, the farms TiriivAnandapuram and SyAnanddra, i. e, Sry-Anand-dr, occur 5. see
iJp. Bid. Yoh IV, p. ZQ2, note 5.
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Mo. 94. — M. 66^ grains.

Centre. — A boar, facing tbe proper left and surrounded by two lamps, an elepbant-goad, a
parasol,, and two indistinct symbols which may be either the sun and the moon or two ohauns.
Below the boar’s head, the Telngu letter (f).

Margin. — -Srl-Rajardia. Sa[ihvat*] 34.

The central device and each of the six portions of the marginal legend of l^os. 24 and 25
were strack by a separate puncht The punches shew through on the plain reverse. The
irregular concave shape of the obverse was evidently caused by the gradual bending of the thin

metal during the application of the six punches .^2

The coins described under Nos. 24 to 29 form a recent find of sixteen gold coins, which the

Collector of the Kistna district sent to Mr. Thurston, who has kindly forwarded them to the

author of this paper. They were discovered by coolies in a metal box buried in a mound at the

village of Gudur near Masulipatam.

No. 25.— M. 2 specimens. 66| grains.

Oentre, — Similar to No. 24. Below the boar’s head, the Telugu letter ha.

Margin. — ^ Sri-Rajaraja. Sa[mvat*] 37.

The boar was the crest of the Chalukya family. Hence Nos. 24 and 25 must be assigned

to the 34tb and 37th years of the Eastern. Chalukya king !Ed>jar^a, who reigned from

A. D. 1022 to 1063.13 Dr. Fleet’s three coins (a^ie, VoL XIX. p, 78, Plate) hear the dates

Saliiiva^] 3, 4 and 36..i^

No. 28. — M* 61| grains.

Centre, — A tiger, facing the proper left and surmounted by the sun, the figure of a-chaurU

bearer (?), and a crescent. Below the tiger’s head, the Telugu numeral * 6.’

M(^gin, — . 'Sri-Ch[d]lanarSya)tta.“

« No. 27.—M. 61| grains.

Centre, — A tiger (?), facing the proper right and surmounted by the sun and a crescent.

Margin^ — Same as No, 26.

The tiger was the crest of the Ch6].a dynasty. Nos. 26 and 27 were perhaps issued by

Kul6ttuhga-C]a6la I.,!® who bore the surname BdjandrdyanOi^'^ which resembles the legend of

the two coins* The numeral on No. 26 refers to the 6th year of the king’s reign.

No. 28.— M, 3 specimens. 58 grains.

Nine punch-marks, of which five represent a lion, two the syllable M, one

and one mallaP

12 Sir Walter Elliot {Coins of Southern India, p. 55) aptly suggests that the cup-shaped Bdmapanlcas are later

imitations of punch-marked coins, the concave surface of which was due to accident.

13 Ante, Vol. XX. p. 273.

1* Instead of these three dates, Dr. Fleet read the syllable sya. The three coins of Chalukyachandra, which are

figured on the same Plate, bear the dates 5a[9-JM;oi*] 9, 4 and 13, which have also been read as sya,

,15 The syllable srt is clear on No. 27, but looks like la on No. 26. This may be due to a mistake of the mint-

officer, who used twice the punch bearing the letter la, once before and once after the syllable cho. Compare

notes 19 and 22 below.

16 He ascended the throne in A. D, 1070: see JSp. Ind, Vol. IV. p. 72.

n 8outh‘Jndian Inscriptions, Vol. I, p, 59, verse 12.

16 Read trailolhya],

19 A similar coin has twice maUa and omits tr$l6. This is probably due to a mistake of the officer who handled

the punches.
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The lion appears on the coins of the Hoysalas^® and of the Kadambas of Goa .21

legend of No. 28 suggests that this coin was strack by one of the Western Cbaiukya kings

who bore the surname Traildkyamalla.

No. 29. — M. 6 specimens. 57f to 59 grains.

Nine punch-marks, of which fire represent a lion, two- the syllable sH, one jaya,

and one

This coin I attribute with some hesitation to one of the Western Chalukya kings named

Jayasiihha, The blank reyerse of most specimens of Nos. 28 and 29 shews an irregular net-

work of raised straight lines. Mr. Santappah suggests that these are due to scratches which

w^ere purposely made on the anvil,— a simple device which the Indian goldsmiths are practising

to the present time in order to prevent the slipping of the beaten metal.

No. 80.— H* Gold fanam. 6§ grains.

Ohv. — A recumbent bull, facing the proper left, with a conch in fi’ont and a crescent

above.

Eev» (in two lines) — ^ ^ Sa[ihvat*] 3.

No. 31. — H. Gold fanam. 6| grains.

Obi\ — A recumbent bull, facing the proper left and surmounted by a crescent.

Eev. — ^ V Sa[ihvat^] 4.

No. 32. — H. Gold fanam. 6| grains.

Ohv,— A recumbent bull, facing the proper left, with a Unr/a in front and a crescent

above.

Eev^ — ^ ^ Sa[ihvat'^*] 7.

No. 33. — H. Gold fanam. 6| grains.

Ohv. — A recumbent bull, facing the proper right,with the sun (?) in front and a crescent

above.

Bev. — ^ Sa[ihvat'^] 5.

Nos. 30 to 33 were obtained by Mr. F. Fawcett, when Superintendent of Police in the

Gahjam district.23 These coins have to be assigned to the Gahga dynasty of Kalihganagara,—
the modern Mukhaliiigam in the Ganjam distinct, 2^* ^ whose crest was a bull.25 Perhaps they

belong to the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th years of Anantavarman, surnamed Chddagahga, who
ascended the throne in A. D. 1078,2® and whovse numerous inscriptions at Mukhaliiigam are

dated both in regnal years and in years of the Saka era.27

No. 34. — M. Copper.

Ohv, — Within a dotted border, a lion, facing the proper left. Above the lion is punched
on the legend—

Yishamasiddhi.

Bev. • Within a border of rays, a double trident, surmounted by a crescent and flanked
by tw^o lamps.

Ante, Vol. XX. p. 804, note 8.
^ ^

2i Sir W. Elliot's Coins of Southern India, p. 152c.
® A similar coin has twice diva and omits jaya. A mistake of the same kind was referred to in note 19,

Sir W. Elliot s No. 93, a gold fanam of 6^ grains, seems to belong to the same series : bnt the date on its
obverse is indistinct.

2* Ejc). Ind. Vol. IV. p. 188. S5 X)v. Fleet’s Kanarese Dynasties, second edition, p. 299, note 8.
® Ante, Vol- XVIII, p, 162. sT gee my Amiml Report for 1893-96, p. 6.
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After I had passed the two accompanying Plates for printing, Mr. Thurston sent me, for

examination, seventy-one specimens of this coin, which had been discovered near Yellamaiichili

in the Vizagapatam district. Vishamasiddhi was a surname of the first Eastern Ohalukya king,

Hubja'V’ishipiiiYardliaiia (A. D# 615-33) and occurs on the seals of the copper-plate grants of

his grandson.28 Consequently No. 34 has to be assigned to the Eastern Ohalukya dynasty.

APASTAMBA’S QUOTATIONS FROM THE PURANAS.

BY GEOEG-E BUHLEE, Ph.D., LL.D., O.I.E.

In the introduction to the first edition of my translation of Apastamba’s Dharmasutra,^

I stated my belief that Apastamba’s quotation from the Bliaoishr/atpurdna^ Dh. Su. IL 24, 6, had

been taken from the original on which the existing Bhavishijat-Upapurdna is based, and I

added in a note that in my opinion our Fardnas are, though not identical with, yet not altogether

independent of, the Furdnas which are not rarely mentioned in Vedic works. I also protested

against the estimate of the antiquity of our Furdnas by Prof. H. H. Wilson and others,

2

who hold that, one and all, they have been composed or brought into their present shape within

the last thousand years, and I adduced in support of this protest the well-known mention of

the Pavana or Fdyit-Furdna in Bilna’s Harshacliarita (circa A. D. 625), The progress of

Sanskrit scholarship during the last seventeen years has enabled me to adduce in the second

edition of the introduction, just printed, some facts for the greater part of my views, which

formerly I put forward as mere guesses, and particularly to point out that two of

Apastamba’s quotations from the Furdnas are traceable. As the question regarding the

antiquity and authenticity of the Furdnas possesses considerable importance for the history of

Indian religion and literature, I venture to expand here the brief notes inserted in the

introduction.

The two -passages of the Bharmasutra, to which I refer, are the two verses, quoted in

II. 23, 3-5 from “a Fiirdna,*' or possibly from the Furdnas ''
(see below), and the already

mentioned quotation from the Bhavishyatpurdm,

The text of the former passage runs as follows : —

The,' quotation contains two mistakes, the unmetrical for the metrically correct

Yedic form qpqrq^and the obviously corrupt and senseless for I attribute both to

Apastamba, who, being a Yajnik, probably cared little for grammatical and metrical correctness.

The irregular Sandhis and are admissible in the ancient language, where

words already modified according to the euphonic rules occasionally undergo a second change.

Thus we have, Dh. Su, I. 19, 8 sarvatopetam for sarvatah icpetam. If we turn to the

Jyotishprachara section of the Furdnas, the disjecta membra of the two klokas are traceable in

several of the most important works of this class. Thus the Vdyupnrdna says, I. 60, 213 fi.,

2S South-Indian Inscriptions, Vol. I. p. 32, note 2, and ante, Vol. XX. pp. 95 and 98.

^
1 Sacred Boolfs of the East, Yol. II. p. xxvii. £.

2 The Vishnupui'dTj.a, p. xvi., ed. F. E. Hall ; A. Weber, Hist. SansTc. Lit, p. 190, where Prof. Weber, however,

admits that our Furdnas contain much of the matter of the older homonymous works which they replaced.
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after giving in verse 208 the definition of the Path of the Fathers or Manes and describing it

as the abode of the Sages who assist in the successive creations : —

f^?rr i

(««) % sjWQTRT^r 5rt^ ii

^?rr«?=Hf%5T i

(»*®) ^!|’?nrrrH*T ^ II

^nuT (s»c) i

gST^t^: RfiST! »???rr*tTf^ ft I

srlfp^op^^ II II

^rftg: TwirtfsinT^s ?r II

^ % ^rftPT! (sic) ft»r5Tr stwerrPrtir: i

(sic) ^ 5RiTr5=fE^f^r5rf5 ii

(sic) Rprrwft ii il

In the Matsyapurdna the definition of the Path of the Fathers is found exactly in the

same words as in the Ydyup, at I. 123, 96, and at 1016 follows an only slightly differing version

of the passage quoted ;
—

5rwaiii^?s'^’<?tiTi!i n ii

fftarwg'r !T?f»?|5rr % ^^JKTRffSt <• >•

wir*^f8*ra9iTr^ i5jrR»JTfrt»r i

^ >̂T»i»Trg I II II

srar 5hTHfr«tt %'?RTRc«ra’E*i n i

t^: II ^oY II

sT^ftisj* iir«r^ i

t ?r?»IPf555RR5 If: II >1

g^qiiimvm48gr ( ii u

(sic)t|[g;sr5«i ^ 1

( sic ) :3jlK«ri%W5j!Tr5 II v>^ II

(sic) ii il

A tliird mucli more matUatedf bat iu some points correctey, version stands in tbe Vishnu-

purcina^ II. 8, 90, where the preceding definition of the Path of the Fathers (verse 85) and some

nxore verses again agree with the words of the other two Purdnas ;
—

'Etf^glf^cT *rrlr Pm «irsr5=s?tTOT*i. « h

jrnrff^ncTt ?rtr i

* I giye the text exactly as it stande in the late Dr. Efijendralfll Mitra’s incorrect edition.

* The text is from the edition by JanSrdantchiiya Yale and AnantSchftrya Ashtaputre, Pu5& SalcaBamyat,1792.
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: qsirr ^ ti «

t ftru f^r»n?r s?rar,'^ci: i

^ ?re»ir???if5rav I: n ti

TOOTfe’Hiwfij *5?R’rr^V\TOr? i

ft«rar ii ii

M*rafnr^^

reifi^nri^w ^ gjfrreR^^srr!! H ^v ii

¥lf^ li it

’5Trw?rtjrT^«iPr»Ti«^ n->Trs?»% i

Th^'Se throe passag-oa appear to go back to one and* the same enlarged version of the two

ihhns quoted by Apastamba. Their order has not been changed, but several p4das,

partly changed in form, are either embedded'in a massof explanatory statements or hidden

under pamphrases. The second slolca has been best preserved. Its first and last pddas appear

unaltered in the Vd^up. vv. 2 IS and 21^^ Mahy<ip, vv. 1»06 and 108, Vishnup, 93 and 95; The

third pfida has i-eqeived in the rdijup, and VUhnup. a correct metrical form and has been

remodelled on the basis of the reading panthdvam by the substitution of vdah'iov the trisyllabic

4iktrma. T^lier^iidmg of'the -Maist/ap, ud&k panthdnaparyantdim h, of coarse, merely due to a.

copyist’s blunder. Tlio second pdda of-'the mcieut'Sloha, ye pvafdni neshrarsjiayahlh&s been lost

ill all the three Pnrdms, But its former existence. is indicated by the paraphrase, samtaiim ti

jji rapmnte, which in all the three works (Vdyn^. v. 2'17; Matsyap, v. 105, Vishmip. v. 92)

precedes.the- fitst pdda, ashldiUiis^liherdi^i,

A-s regards4he*first shka of ApastambaVquofcationv its first patU occui’s-only in the Vdynp.

T. 218a and inthe v 101. In the it has been lost and 'verse 90, where

it ought'to occur, consists only of two pddds. The mutilation is ancient, as itds found net only

in all the MSS.,, examined hithert®, but also 4n‘-the version known to the commentator Ratna-

garbha, who, according toliis o.wn statement, consulted earlier conxmentaries. The Vishnnp,'

has also lost the fourth pddu of the first verse, which, slightly modified, occurs twice in Fdyiip,

V. 2180 and ’2155'as well as in Mat^iyap, v. 1026 and 1046.' The second pddax>f the ancient ^oJirr

ye praj/hn t^eslUf^vshciyah has again been torn out of its connexion and is represented in the *

TO;i/ifp. V. .215, merely by the- viovd^^ pr^rpidskimh. In the M^ttsyap, vt 105a we-lmve the same

expression and the word mhUdw, found in v. iQli is probabiy another* remnant. The third"

jLiada^has nndergone a very consklerable-change and, though the beginning of Vuynp.Yi 21%16;-

3fa^syap. V. 102a and -Fts/iwu/. v: 90 aguees in sense, only the single word da/cshina has been

rotahied-; But iu a^somewhat different version of the ilalcas in the Fut/upi I> 61; .9SM-102, the-

fo'-rm of* this pdd&> c&wjgs .closer' to Ap&stamba s text, TV e reiiiid there r •

5irfirn% ^?8f?rgT5 n n ^

siAw Sr f I,

^rf?rfrr%?!T# t^ irsril^rf ' "

• ..Raad aid 'Sgle'
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Chaiidikdsataka, has esttractednnmeroiis other legends^ and states in the Barshacharita that the

FaWimprolda Purcim, \yhich no doubt is identical with the Vdyiup., was read out to him by his

pustahiv'tcliahu}'^ His and his son’s (BhuahaiiabhatWa) references to the Purdms are well' worth

a special monografph, which might also be extended to an enquiry regarding the relation of

Mayura’s contemporaneous Sh'y<nsatakix to the Samapurum ^xxd. include an examination of the

question, whether the Brahma Siddhanta.* remodelled by Brahmagupta in A. D. 628/9, in his

time already belonged to the Yisl'nudharmQHarL^'^ For the present, I fear, it is not possible to

trace the history of our Purma^ beyond A. D. 600 or to advance anything, that will carry

conviction, regarding the upper limit for their composition. It may, however, be pointed out

the account of the future kings in the Vdynp., Fishnvp., Matsyap, and Prahmu^idisip, seems to

stop with the imperial Guptas and, their contemporaries.

THE DEVIL WaRSHIP OP THE TULUVAS'..

mOM THE PAPERS OF THE EATE A. C-. RURNELt.

{Coniiitued from ^age 310.)

At this,, the, grandsons of Buddhivanta became exceedingly angry and bit their lips and

changed colonn Their eyes be^aniie red. Full of anger tliey 'went near Kofi and Chennaya^

and stood near them and! said:—“ What did you say ? You sons of' a widow ! If we do not

make, you bleed from your noses and mouths we are not born ol Bant mothers.”

Hea,ring this Koti and! Chennaya said’:.
—“We are not boro of a widow.. We are born of

our father. All know that you a|reborn of a Billivar father,^ A,s for making us bleed* fi'om

our mouths and no^ea you cannot do it. If yoa dare. to. do. so^, come now, andi we are ready.

We shall see what we can do.’’'

At tins bpld cli^llenge the grap,d!sona of Budldhiranta went upon them, and putting their

hands o,n. fcheir necks,, p.as]ie.d them and tool?; out of their hands by force their bag of pichis

a*.d th,eir palles^ and said :
—“ Go now ancj, call yotjui* fiji^thers.”* At this both the brothers tried

to regain p,ossession of their bag of pkhh. Then the grandsons of Buddhiranta beat

the brothers 'w;ith their fists. They returned their bjows. Then they felil upon, one another

and wrestled. In feb© ra,ean,time. all tbe cowhjerd boys came, and stood around to see them
wrestling. After. 'vyrestliug for soine.tiinq, KJotj and Cheninaya prevai/Ied and put down their

antagonists and sat u^pon, their pro^sti^ate bodies,^ Tb,en th,e cowherd boys, interfered and

separated the com.bata^nts and pacified th^m^ and told the grandsons of Bjuddhivanta to return

th,e bag qf pichis. to, the, brothers. They i;efuf;ed to return them
; but went home and

reported againat their antagonist^ to their grandfather. At this he was. highly incensed and

sent his servants to. Samp Aiwa’s house, ordering thpm to bring the two lads, Koti and Chennaya,
to his hpuse. So they went to Sama AJwa’s housq.and said to Sama Aiwa “0 Saraa Aiwa,
Bnddhirvanta.thp minister of the Ballnl; of Pamale, sent us tq, you, ordering us to take your
two graudsqns befoi;e him^ Youii*\ gr,andsons, have, abu^sed hi.s grandsons,^ and heat them and
felled them to tbe groujid and, sat upoi>, their chests,. ai:Kd thus,iujpred:thpm very mgeh. There-
fore,^ he wan^is to inq-ai^o into the, matter, apd has sent u^ tp take youj^ grandsons before

hlm^ Sq send them with ns soon.”

Hearing.fcliis, Sama Abva waa tluQuderstruc’iW, H*e said i;r—“ -0 youeervants .of fiuddhivanta,
our boys are not such wdeked boys. They could ne'ver do snch tilings. Some one out of spite

towards ns must have made a false complaint against them, to Bnddhivanta^ Qur bo^Ta could
never do.such things. Go now and^tellpBuddhivanta as I told you.”"

At this, they said i— Aha byopr grandsons are very good ladsj Huit ypu /alone praise
them. We know everything. So send them at once. It is getting late, for us.”

A«fe, Vol, I. p. Ill, B^arsliaciharlickj p. 95 (NirnayasAg^ra Ed.), and especially the verge in IL 18-Lt
cjite,Tql XIX.^p. 383,^

- -
. . . . .
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In the meantime Deyi Beidjadi, the mother of the lads, happened to come out and seeing
a crowd asked what was the matter. They told her that they had come to take her sons to
Baddhi7anta*s honse. Full of -fear she went in and called her sons to her and asked them :

“ What have you done, my children ? Tell me the truth, my children.”

Then the boys, Koti and Ohennaya, told their mother how the grandsons of Buddhivanta
came and abused them, and forcibly took from them their bag of piohis^ and thus began the
quarrel; and how they tried to regain their own bag, and, in trying to do so, how the
grandsons of Buddhivanta beat them with their fists, and how they returned their blows,
and so on. So they told everything to their mother. Afterwards Koti and Ohennaya came
out and stood in the verandah. Then the messengers of Buddhivanta said;— Well, now,
come along with us, lads !

”

“ Where ? ” replied they.

Before Buddhivanta : you are to appear,” replied the men. ‘^He has sent us to take

you before him.”

“We will not go to Buddhivanta’s honse. Go and tell him so,” said the brothers.

Then the messengers said You see, in this matter you will be ruined. We tell you

plainly : if you are obstinate and refuse to come, yon will be mined. Do not blame us afterwards

that we did not warn you.”

They still refused to go with them. Then the messengers returned to their master.

The brothers now said to one another “ You see brother, they will now go and complain

of us, and Buddhivanta will be still more incensed at us. So we must not sit idle here.

We must take some present to the royal BallM, and represent the truth of our cause before him.

Otherwise we shall be proved to be the transgressers
”

“ Yes,” said the other, “ let us go at once. Before they reach Buddhivanta’s house, we

must reach the hudu and represent our cause before the king.”

Their father, Sayana Beidya, hearing this conversation of the brothers, approved

of it and wont at once to the garden of plantain-trees, and finding a very large bunch of

excellent plantains, he out it and brought it hanging on a pole carried by two men. He then

said to his sons “ How, children, go to the Ballui with this present. He will be very much

pleased with this large bunch ; it is so large and excellent. Represent your case to him, and

lie will do justice to you.”

So saying he sent his sons with two men carrying the bunch'of plantains hanging on a

stout pole. So they went quickly and reached the Ballal’s hudu. They found the BallaJ

sitting on his throne. They went and prostrated themselves before the Ball^l. He told them

to rise up, and then they brought the bunch of plantains and placed it before him. Then

the Ballul asked them;— “ 0 ye Beidyas, have you brought this bunch of plantains as a present

to me ? Where did you get such a large and fine bunch ? ”

They said

0

BalLil, this is a small present. We came to tell you a secret. You mnst

listen to us. Buddhivanta, your minister, hates us very much. We have done him no

wrong. Therefore, yon must be pleased to inquire into the matter.”

At this, the Ballal said;—“Well, I will inquire into the matter afterwards. But, first

of all, you must pay your respects to Buddhivanta, who is my right-hand man, and you must

give him a present.”

At tWs, the Beidyas said “ 0 king, in this kingdom yon alone are king. Only one is

entitled to receive homage. One present, one palaoe, one regal umbrella, one tluone, one
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court; one of each, not two. Therefore, there is no present for Baddhivanta. Never should

there be a present for him. Then, why do you command us to give him a present P

At this, the Ballal said “ Why are you so'angry with Buddhivanta ? Tell me everything ”

Then they said :—

0

king, hear us. Four days ago, when we went to the cattle-

grazing hill and were playing at yebtu, the grandsons of Buddhivanta came there. At first,

when they saw us, they began to abuse us
;
and when we kept quiet they abused us more and

more. When at last, we could not bear it, we also retorted with abuse upon tliemsolves.

Not seeing thoir own fault, they came upon us and beat ns and felled us to the ground and

sat upon our breasts and put us in great distress. In the meantime, all the cowherd boys came

and suiu’ounded us, and, seeing our great distress, told them to allow us to rise. But they

would not rise, and gave ua more distress. Then we skillfully tried to slip from between their

legs and succeeded iu escaping. Afterwards they went and complained of us to their grand-

father, Buddhivanta. And he sent men to take us to his house. But we refused to go to

him and came straightway to the palace
;
because, if we should go to Buddhivanta we are afraid

we will not have justice done to

“We must go to see the Ballal in whose face shines the goddess Lakshmi, whereas in our

face sits Kali. We must get rid of Kali, and try to gain over^Lakshmi.”

So said the children to each other, and one of them advised the other to ask the opinion

of Sayana Baidya, and he gave them his advice, and told them that he must first consult

the Balh'4 about it. Accordingly, he went to the Ballal. The Ballal was sitting in his hall

with great pomp. He had on a hat of areca-nut spathe,^^ which was ornamented with

peacock-plumes. He had likewise adorned himself with garlands of jasmine and IdtoM flowers.

To the Ballal thus seated, Sayana humbly made obeisance.

“ Come, Sayana, take a seat,** said the Ballal. What is the object of your coming here !

**

He replied :— KAli that sits in the face of the children whom you had nourished should

be driven away, and Lakshmi be invited to sit there.*’

To this the Ballal said :
—“ Have the ceremony performed according to our caste. Fell

plantain trees, hang up festoons of cocoanut leaves, set up four posts of plantain trees, ceil

the inner roof, and carpet the ground; rain coral on the heads of the boys and wave lamps

before their faces in a plate filled with pearls. Perform the ceremony just in the same way

as a Ballal would have it done.**

On hearing this, Sayana Baidya returned home, and inquired of the elders who the man was

that had been serving his house as a barber from the time of his ancestors. He was told that

it was one Isara Kambi, the son of a barber, and that he was at that time living on the land

of one Kunda Bolleri Sv^mi of Karmi Sale in the city of Ijjya on the Ghats.

He then intended to write letters on palm leaves and send for him . So he enquired of his

friends who it was that had been writing such letters from the time of his ancestors. He was

told that the writer was a clerk named Nar^yan Bangoji. So Rangoji was sent for. He came

and asked Sayana Baidya why he had been sent for. The latter then gave him a palm-leaf

which had been dried and prepared so as to be used for writing, and asked him to write the

following letter. The clerk took it and bent it and rubbed oil and turmeric on it, and asked

Sayana Baidya what he should write on it. The latter dictated thus :
—

“ 0 you that have been serving as a barber from the time of my ancestors, from Sayana

Baidya’s house KAll is to be driven out and Lakshmi is to be invited. Therefore, you must bring

SG.7 [There is a hiatus iu the story here, and it seems to have been taken up from this point from another

bard. — En.]

The areca-nut spathe is used for making various sorts of hats or coverings for the head, which are worn by
all classes of felfidras,

*
- - '

. , . ^
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with, you for that purpose all the instruments connected with your profession. Kali is to be

driven out from the faces of the children whom the BallAl has caused to be brought up*

Immediately on seeing this letter, in whatever dress you may be at the time, and even though

you may be taking your food, you must start, taking your box with you, with the man I have

sent you.”

Sajana Baidya sent this letter by Vanappa Bhandftri, the son of his mother’s sister. The

latter then started and went to the Ghats to the house of Isara Kambi, and delivered him the

letter. He opened the letter and read it. Immediately on reading it he set out, taking all his

instruments with him, and came to Sayana Baidya’s house.

He was asked to name all the things required for the performance of the ceremony of

driving out KfiU and inviting Lakshmi. He gave the following list of things needed ;—Five

bundles of betel-leaves, five areca-nuts, a cocoanut, a seer of raw rice, and a seer of cow’s

milk. He was supplied with all the things required for his part of his business, and all the

friends of Sayana Baidya assembled. A small bower of plantain trees was formed
;
festoons

of cocoanut leaves were hung up, and the inner part of the roof was ceiled, and the ground

was carpetted. The children of Sayana Baidya, together with friends who had assembled,

walked round the bower. Afterwards the boys were seated within the bower, and those who

assembled there sprinkled rice on their heads. First the barber sprinkled rice on their heads,

afterwards Sayana Baidya and others, last of all Sayana Baidyati.

Then the barber, holding the left cheek of Koti in his hand, began his work on his right

cheek. He shaved the front pari of his head, and made figures of the sun and the moon, and on

the hack of the head he made figures of Bhima and Arjuna. Thus the tonsure of Koti Baidya

was finished. In the same manner the barber performed the tonsure of Channaya, Afterwards

lamps were waved before their faces in a plate filled with pearls, coral was thrown on their

heads, and they went to bathe and washed away all the pollution of Kaji. Then they came

in and fully besmeared their bodies down to their waists with sandal-wood paste and sat down

to take their food. Having finished their meals they got into a palanquin of the colour of

parrots. They had each of them tied to his waist a dagger like that of Rama. Thus they

wGut to the Ballul’s house.

The Ballal was sitting on his throne with gi-eat pomp. To him- thus seated, they humbly

made obeisance. “ Come children, sit down,” said the Ball&l, and he ordered flowers to be brought

and spread out for them. They sat down on the ground and placed their daggers down Then

the BallAl asked them the object of their coming. “You nourished us with great love

replied they, “ and treated us with great respect; now, therefore, we beg of you to provide

for our future livelihood.”

Then the BallAl said

“

Buddyanta owns the upper part of the paddy fields named

Anilaja. I assigned to you the lower part of that field.” And he accordingly marked its

boundaries. When he gave them the field he likewise advised them to give presents to

Buddyanta whenever they went to sow it.

In course of time, when the season for sowing the su^gi seed came near, the brothers

gathered all the refuse in the field and set fire to it. In this way they manured the field.

Meanwhile, in order to choose a day for celebrating a Icamlala in his field, Buddyanta was

going to ask the opinion of one Mutti Bira Ballaya. On his way he met Koti and

Ohannaya, These brothers asked him where he was going.

“ I am going to ask the opinion of a fortune-teller for fixing a day for the celebration of a

Icambala^^ replied Buddjanfca.

When you are asking about your Teamhdla, please ask also about ours,” said the young

men. And they gave him a cocoanut to present to the fortune-teller on their he a . e
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consented to do as they desired him, and took the cocoanut from them and went on his way.

As soon as he got out of their sight, he struck the cocoanut against a rock and broke it into

pieces, and patting them into the skirts of his garments he continued to eat them all the way,

The younger brother saw this act and told his elder brother about it.

Buddyanta went to Mutti Bira Ballaya and asked him to name a day for the celebration

of a hamhala to his field. And, accordingly, he told him that Tuesday would be auspicious

for the intended hambala. Hearing this answer Buddyanta returned home.

Now, Buddyanta, what day has been found to be auspicious for us ? And what day for

you asked the elder brother.

** This Tuesday has been chosen for me, and the next for you,*’ replied Buddyanta.

“ We must celebrate the ZsamiaZa on the very day that Buddyanta does, and we must
sow our field at the same time as he does,” said the brothers to each other.

So the young men went to order he-buffialoes and coolies for the hamhala. One went to

the north and the other went to the south.

In the meantime Buddyanta also went to order he-bnffaloes and coolies. Meeting Koti
on the way he asked him where he was going ? “I am going to order he-buffaloes and
coolies,” was the reply.

Next Tuesday has been chosen for you, and this Tuesday for me
;
why do you act in this

manner ?
** asked Buddyanta,

Acting upon your advice, my brother has put the seed into water,” replied Kofci.

When he proceeded further he met Channaya and asked him where he was going. “ I
am going to order he-buf£aloes and coolies, my lord,” replied Channaya.

If so, when do you mean to celebrate your hamhala asked Boddyanta.

“We mean to celebrate it to-morrow. Listening to your advice, my brother has put the

seed into water,” replied Channaya,

“ What do you mean by this, Channaya ? Why are you playing tricks ?” said Buddyanta,
and went his way in anger,

So the men who were to drive the he-buffaloes were ordered by the brothers to appear
along with the animals very early next morning. Accordingly, they came with the animals to

the fields belonging to the brothers. It was only after their fields had been twice ploughed
that the buffaloes and coolies came to Buddyanta’s fields

;
and by the time that the fields of

the latter had been ploughed but once, Koti and Channaya had entirely finished their hamhala.
So they sent four he-bnffaloes and four coolies to Buddyanta’s fields. Seeing them, he got
enraged, rooted out a plant from the ground and severely beat the buffaloes and coolies. At
this, the two brothers said :— Why do you beat the buffaloes and coolies belonging to others ?

If you bear hatred against us, revenge yourself on our own persons,” And to the coolies they
said :— Although you have been beaten, we shall consider ourselves aggrieved by it,”

They then caused the buffaloes to be washed, and boiled rice to be given to them. They
likewise caused food to be served to those who were willing to eat it, and supplied young
oocoanuts to those who would not take food. All were dissmissed happily. They then
brought seed in baskets and sowed it in their fields. Buddyanta also finished his hamhala
and had his seed carried to his fields in a palanquin and a plantain-tree on the shoulders of
coolies. So he caused his seed to be sowed in his field with much pomp, and had the plantain-
tree planted in the midst of his fields. The brothers also planted a plantain-tree in the midst
of their fields and went home. Six days afterwards, Koti told his younger brother that he
^onld go to the fi.elds to let out the muddy water and let in clear water. So, taking his'
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liavrow, lie set out from bis house. Ou his way he passed by Buddyauta’s fields, and saw that

they were dry and that Buddyauta was engaged in scaring away birds from his fields. Koti

came to his own fields and rejoiced to see that they presented the appearance of a green lake.

Then he went to the edge of his field and made a wide opening in one of its hanks ; thu?

the water flowed out very rapidly. Seeing this, Bnddyanta called out his servants and ordered

them to shut up the opening (made by Koti) by means of grass. Koti then said :
—“ Take care,

Bnddyanta, the suggi crop is the only means of food for the rains for ns as well as for you.

If yon have emmity against us, revenge yourself on our pei’sons and not on the crop that

we have cultivated. Let, therefore, the water which has been flowing out according to custom

flow on its proper coui'se.”

“ Dare you to speak of right and custom, you Billavar lad ?” said Buddyanta.

“ It is fortunate for you that I came alone,” replied Koti
;
“ if my brother had come

matters would have borne a serious aspect.”

“ Did your brother descend from heaven ? Or did he spring out from the earth ? Was he

born in peacock’s plnmes ? Was he suckled by the wild buffalo ? Will he ride to this place

on a noseless horse ? Ah ! if your brother had come, I would have got a bundle of thorny

plants ready and struck him on his face with them,” said Buddyanta.

In the meantime the younger brother came to Uddanda Bottu, and, looking around him,

said to himself What could possibly have delayed my brother so long ? He is not yet to

be seen.”

Thus the quarrel between Buddyanta and Koti continued. Words on both sides rose to

such a high pitch that the younger brother heard them. Immediately he returned to his house,

unsheathed his dagger, proceeded to the place where they were quarrelling, and remonstrated

with Bnddyanta, and warned him not to interrupt the course of the water which flowed out

according to the custom. At this, Buddyanta got enraged and said

“

0^ 7°“ speak of the

custom you Billavar lad ? ” At this, Channaya fell upon Buddyanta, and holding him by the

head, broke his neck and hurled him to the ground, so that he fell prostrate on his back

Then he stabbed him on his throat and breast, and thus killed him.

The two brothers held the corpse by the hands and feet and bore it to the channel they

had due. and placed it there a.id covered it up with earth. On their way hoine *^7

Bnddyanta’s house andcalledouttohis vvife,andsaidtoher:—“ Our lord, your husband, is very

body i. Ml rf »d hi. i. lh,M.™ U. I»s »d».d W
Lhld t.I» him . ».p of milk imd . goglol of ~.d b.l»H»vo. m . m.tal pMo.

» Who effected this union between yon and my husband ? ” asked the woman.

« All the people of the upper and lower countries joined and reconciled us to one another,”

replied the brothers.

“ If you have become friends, I shall still have the good fortune of ® life,”

-.1 Inman and requested them to take their food in her house, but they declined it. She

„d ..ked thmn to chew. Th.y took op =.m, of loot* m

their hands and hid her farewell and returned.

S:d“::-AL^Xh.oth.mh.™co„o.it«^^^
d. o.,,! Itpr Tipck ornament and eanngs and bracelets, ana DCotwi fu ^

ornament, and her necK ornam
„ rpioiced to see her in this distracted con-

of her husband. The brothers standing at a distance rejoicea to see ner
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dition ; and then they retnrned Lome. On account of this ’wicked deed of tlieirs, every man
in their country became their enemy

;
so they resolved to go to some foreign land.

So tliey first went to their uncle's house to pay him their last visit. Tlieir aunt saw them
coming from at'ar, and told her husband that his nephews were coming. He went out to

meet them and brought them into bis house. As soon as they came in, their aunt spread
out a bed of fiowers on a swinging-cot and asked tliem to sit down. So they sat down, and
their uncle also sat there with tliem. “Children," said their uncle, “you have not been here
for a long time, and now with what object have you visited us to-day ? And what are those
stains on your faces ? And why does your dagger shine so brightly ?

"

“Our mother has not been able to wash away those stains, and our dagger havino- been
whetted, the polish on it still continues," replied the brothers,

“ Tell me the story as it is, will you, my children ?" asked their uncle.

The younger brother said “ The tone of Buddyanta’s words rose to a high pitch and so
he met his death at my haiids.^'

“ Now you will be hated by one and all of the people of this country," said their uncle.

“ We will leave our country and goto a foreign one. Up to this time you Lave supplied us
with a handful of food, after our death you would have reduced our bodies into two seers of
ashes," said one of the brothers.

“ When you were seven years old, land was given to you by the Parraale BallAI. Do not
. go away when you possess land and the love of woman. Make the throne (^. <?., the Ballal) the
cause of your departure* Consider this well," said the uncle.

They then asked him to tell them the means by wliich they were to carry his advice
into execution.

« 0 you children, listen to me. TUpancholi betel creeper that has climbed up the areca-nnt
tree and muvdoli betel creeper that has climbed up the mango tree. Fetch some leaves of
both the creepers, tie them in bundles, put them into the shirts of your garments, and beo' of
the Ballal to give you food and clothing according to the promise which he had made to y^up
mother. Then he will become terribly angry. At that time cateh him at his very word, put
the blame upon him, and go away.” Thus did he advise the two brothers.

’ ^

Afterwards they took their meals, and chewed hetel-nnt and departed. And then did
according to their uncle’s advice and went to the Ballal’s hall, and found him seated on his
throne in great pomp. To him thus seated they humbly bowed. » Come, children take
your seats,” said he, and ordered seats to be given to them. So they safdown. and the Balliil
Tasked them to tell him the object of their visit.

* ’

“We have become tired of living by cultivation, and our pnraes have become emntv •

-therefore, give us something substantial that will always bring us an income sufficient to mee’t
, all our expenses," said the brotheis.

“ What do you want, my children ? Tell me and I will give it you,” said the BalLl]
“ In fiont of the lidu. there is a field called Eakimftr, sowing five seers of seed andproducing five hundred mudis; give us that,”, asked the brothers.

“ That field meets all the expenses of the hldu

;

leave tliat alone and ask
said the Balliil.

somefchiug else,"

« There is afield named BortaU below your lidu, sowing three seers of seed and
three hundred mndis

;

give us that," asked the brothers.

“ Let that alone and ask me something else," said the BalhiJ.

producing
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: *• III your spacious cow-pen there are two slie-bn ffaloes
;
give ns one of them,” asked the

brothers.

“They are for supplying milk to -the children of my bi^m let them alone and ask
something else/’ said the Ball§L

In the yard of your house there is a jack tree^of a superior quality, bringing forth on one
of its br.inches fruits of soft rind, on another of its branches those with hard rind, on a third

unripe frnits, and on a fourth very tender ones; give us that,” asked the brothers,

I cannot give you that,” said the BalhU.

“ Your grandmother has got two pleasure gardens; favour us with one of them,” said the

brothers.

“ You, who, to-day, have asked for a flower garden, will to-morrow ask me to give

you my grandmother,” said the Balia J in anger,

“Ho ! You have conceived the strange idea of marrying us to your grandmother !
” said

the brothers ; and bowiug low, rushed out from the hall, aud proceeded on their way to a

foreign country. While they wore going, the Ballad’s nephew met them, and asked them, why
they were going with such angry looks from the BalLU’s hall.

“The BallAl hit on the idea of mai'rying us to his grandmother; we therefore ran out of

his hall,” said the brothers.

Tlien he' went to this uncle the BallaJ, and asked him why those young men ran out of

his hall,

“They asked me to give them very unusual gifts, at which I became very angry. So

they saluted me aud went away,” said the BallaL

“ We must pursue them,” said the nephew*

So the royal elephant was sent out after them.

“If you have come on behalf of justice, on our very breasts we will let you tread
; but

if on behalf of injustice, we will cut you to pieces,” said the brothers to the elephant.

On this the elephant returned to its stable, and the royal horse was sent after them. They

.said the same words to the horse as they had said to the elephant. And the horse went back

to its stable. So the brothers proceeded on their way, and resolved to get back (from a

plow-wright to whom, they had given them to get them repaired) some of the implements of

liusbandi^. So they went to the plow-wright and asked of him the things that they had

entrusted to him.

“ The plow-tail and the plow-share have been injured by white-ants. The plow-shoe has

been injured by rust,” said the plow-wright.

“You had better give us our implements; if not, we will reduce you to Bnddyanta’s

condition,” said the brothers.

Hearino* this he went in, and stretched his hands to the rafters of his roof, took from

thence the broken plow-share, the decayed plow-tail and the injured plow-foot and threw them

towards tke Mothers, saying Let those implements which wore used to farrow the earth,

heuoeforwards furrow your breasts.”

“ Ho ' thou paltry whoreson ! Shall the implements used to furrow the earth farrow our

'breasts P”’ asked the brothers. So saying, Chaunayya Baidya held him by the head aud broke

'

bis neck- hurlino- him to to the ground, so that he fell down on his back. He looked on his

neck and on hfs breast, and lyith his silver-hilted dagger stabbed him m the breast.

He vomited all his food. The wound streamed forth blood. He fled from his body to Kail.ua.
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They said to the corpse :
—“ Drink a bellyful of rain-water. Repair old plows and make

new ones.”

So saying, they went on. On the way, a washerman asked them :— What are those

cries of men and groans of women in that plow-wright’s house ?
”

We kindled a fire, a spark flew from it and burnt a shed
;
therefore, the inmates of the

house are crying out,” said the brothers.

“ Wherever you go, there ruin will never be wanting
;
for wherever the crab goes, there

dirt will never be wanting,” said the washerman.

** Do you compare us to a crab that lives in the water ? Thou whoreson, that live

by washing dirt from other men’s clothes !
” said the brothers. And holding him by the

head they broke his neck, and ^hurled him down to the ground; so that he fell on his back.

They then stabbed him three times.

They then said to the corpse ;— Bring dirty clothes, cleanse them, and eatyour bellyful.”

Saying thus, they proceeded on their way, and came to a small river, in which they washed
themselves. Afterwards they sat down by the foot of an asvatlia tree, and chewed heteMeaves

and areca-nut. Thus, being refreshed, they went on and approached a toll-gate on the way.
The toll-man, DSre, saw them coming, and asked them who they w^ere. They said that they

were travellers.

Look, there is the toll-gate, pay me the toll before you go away,” said D^re.

Toll I What is it on ? Do we carry any packs on our heads ? Do you see any loads on
our backs ? Is it on any cattle that we have brought with us P Have we brought a whole
family with us ? ” asked the brothers.

To this, the toll-man, D4re, answered : —“The toll on the steel-dagger of the length of

five feet that you carry with you amounts to a cash
;
pay that to me and then go away.”

The brothers said:
—‘*No man has set so low a price on our dagger; and now you have

been born.”

“ Is it any wonder that you should pay the toll ? If the son of a Bant should pass this way
he would pay toll on the slippers on his feet. Should the son of a merchant pass the toll-gate,

be would pay toll on the white umbrella that he holds. If a king’s son should pass this way, he
would pay toll on his palankin,” said the toll-man.

“You may proceed
;
I will pay the ^toll to D6re and follow you,” said the younger to

his elder brother.

So the elder brother went on. Then the younger brother took a cash from his purse and
said ;

—“ Here, DSre, receive the toll 1

”

Stretch your hand to the jpial and pay it to me,” said D^re.

Come down from the ]pial and receive it,” said the younger brother.

‘‘I will not descend from thep^«Z,’’ said the toll-man.

The younger brother then stood a while, gazing on him with fiery eyes ; and twisting his

red mustaches, got up upon the and made D6re to run round it three times. Then he
held him by the head and broke his neck ; and then he held him by the back, and broke the
back-bone, stabbing his breast and neck three times with his silver-hilted dagger. D6re
vomited all his food. His soul fled from his body to Kailasa.

The younger brother then said to the corpse

“

Eat your bellyful and thus feed your
belly. Receive toll from Bahga, Mullya and Ohanta.”
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So saying, he placed a cash on the breast of the corpse and went on. He OTertook his
brother and both pi-oceeded on their journey. When the day began to wane they became
tired. The younger brother became very thirsty and said

0

brother, my throat is dry.
I am almost dying with thirst : what shall I do ?

”

“ Look yonder^ hrotber, there is the spot named Dliarma Katfe* Look, there it is in sight
j

•it is very near. A poor Brahman keeps holy water there,’* said his elder brother.

So they proceeded and reached Dharma Katte. “ Give us a little water, 0 Brahman, to

quench our thirst,” said they.

“What is your caste ?” asked the Brdhman.

“ We are BilUvars by caste,” replied the brothers.

“ Come to the southefn side where I have a tube of bell-metal. Through it I will pour

water into your hands, and thus allay your thirst,” said the Brahman.

“We will not drink out of the vessel that has been used by people of a hundred and

twenty different castes. We will hold our dagger to our mouths, and you may pour water

into our mouths through it,” said the brothers.

The elder brother then placed the point of the dagger in his month and stretched the

hilt towards the Brahman, and the Brahman slowly poured water on the hilt; thus he quenched

his thirst. Next Channayya did the same, and the BrAhman poured water as before. While

pouring water upon the dagger the Bralimaa saw the red mustaches, fiery eyes and broad

face of Channayya and his hand trembled. He poured a large quantity of water all at once

so that it ran down on to Cbannayya’s body. The latter then said :—“ 0 Brahman ! Do you

give water for the sake of charity, or for the purpose of committing sin ?
”

Saying this, Channayya suddenly stood up. Seeing this, the Brahma^ began to run

and Channayya followed him.

‘‘ Wait a little, brother ! Wait a little ! Do not murder the Brahman. If you disobey

me, your crime will be equal to that of murdering me, or to that of killing a cow in Bananas,

brto that of destroying the stdna of the Bhuta Brahmd of Kemmule.” Thus did Koti solemnly

forbid his brother to hurt the Brahman.

Heaiung this, the latter drew back, and said The cow that you speak of is in Banams,

the Siam is in the forests of Kemmule; and where can I wash away the sin of murdering

you ?” So saying he returned to where his brother was standing.

Then the Brahman said Wait here a little while, 0 brothers. I will just go home and

return.”

So saying he quickly went home and brought two seers of milk in two cups, and gave it to

the brothers to drink. They accordingly drank the milk, and said to each other that they

would not murder the Brahman that had given them. milk.

“ Sit down both of you, and I will predict future events.” said the Brahman.

So he prophesied and said:— * Oh you heroes, in the village named Adakkanellyine, the

Koragars living in their huts, the Mugers in their street, and Bakders of the plain are

eagerly waiting to meet you, Kemdr Ball&l, of the village named Pafije, keeps a watchful

guard ;
therefore, be very cautious on your way. If you think that what I say is false, on

your way to Nellijine, you will see white stone-berries and Koti Baidya’s palankin, and hear

the sound of the war-drum. If you think this also to be false, you will meet a female areca-

nut seller called K^ntakke; she will verify my statement. And if this too shall prove false,

when you return, you may put me to death,”

Hearing this, Koti and Channayya walked on. On the way, they met the female areca-nut

seVer, Kd«ntakke.
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She cried out

“

0 children, why are you going ? Where did you come from ? Wheie

do you go to ? Wood, stone, and earth-work is being busily carried on there. 0 children,

why are you going ?
”

“ She, who has given us such good advice, shall not henceforwards carry the basket of

areca-nuts on her head,” said the brothers to each other, and gave her their blessing by lightly

touching her hand with their dagger
;
and said to her “ Put out rice to interest in kind and

money to interest in coin and thus live happily.”

So saying, they went on their way to Nellijine. While they were walking on tlieir way they

saw a bunch of stone-bemes from which Channayya took one and threw it up. He held his

dagger directly under it and made it to pass tiirough the berry, which was reduced to fine

powder. The men who waited for them in ambush saw this wonderful feat and said :
—

“ If

the younger brother can shew so much dexterity, how much more will the elder ? All oiu

ability and skill would he nothing in comparison to theirs. If we obey our master s orders and

attack them we shall loose our lives.*’

So saying, the Bakders and the Koragars and the Mngers fied away. And the Imothers

proceeded on their journey, and went through the plain of Paiije. On that plain there were

some cowherds grazing cows. Channayya proposed a riddle to them and said :— Look, there

iu your herd of cattle, a hull has brought forth a calf and is licking it.”

To this the cowherds answered Look to the west, 0 you heroes, and see the fire !

**

It is the sun setting, boys !” said the brothers.

To this, the cowherds answered

“

It is not that the bull has brought forth a calf and is

licking it, hut the bull is smelling its dung.”

Oh ! they have solved our riddle, brother /'* said Koti.

** We must get every information about the way from these boys,” said the brothers to

each other, And asked of the boys the way to the house of a x*ich man in Palili called Payya
Baidya. Thus, getting every information about the way, they proceeded and reached the
house of Payya Baidya. They called out his name three times, but he was not at home,
and his wife came out and asked who they were. They said that they were travellers, and
asked whether Payya, the rich mau of Palli, was present or not.

^'He is not present; he has gone to draw toddy from the palm-trees in the forest called
Sanka^’’ replied his wife.

At what time does he go out, and when does he return ?” asked the brothers.

“ He goes out in the morning and returns at noon. If you are Brahmans wearing the
thread, sit down on the round >pial of the cocoaiiut-tree hearing red fruits. If you belong to

the Yakkater Tribe, sit down in the shed, built by the poor man. If you belong to our c^ste,

sit down on the swinging-cot within the house,” said the woman.

Hearing this, they approached the house and said :— We will not enter into a house in

which there are no males.*’ *

So they spread out their blanket within the shed and sat on it, and chewed betel-nut with
great delight. Then Channayya became thirsty. **Xou, who are a member of Payya’s family,

please give us a cup of water,” asked the brothers.

To this the woman answered :— ** I will not go out of my bouse to a place where there are
no males (belonging to my family),”

She said this merely in jest ;she did not mean it in earnest. So she took her dirty
dress and put on a clean one, and, taking a copper-pot in her hands, drew pure water from the
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deep well, SUe poured the water into a goglet and came into the house. When she was
coming, the younger brother looked at the elder’s face, and the elder looked at the younger’s
face. They indulged in suppressed laughter.

“

You males, are you laughing at my beauty, or at my foolishness? ” asked the woman.

“We did not laugh at your foolishness, but we laughed at your beauty/* answered the
brothers. They farther said :

—“ Before we could drink the water given by you, you must tell

us the place you were born in, the tribe you beloag to, the names of your parents, and the
Bhdta you worship/’

(As for my native place) in its eastern part, it is named "Setti Bannaia
; in its western

part, it is called Uppi Bannala-, in its southern part, it bears the name of Kirodi Bannala^ and
in the northern, it is known by the name of Becchi Bannala. My father is Sftyina Baidya, my
mother Sayina Baidetti, and my uncle ZAntaiSL^a Baidya, As for the Bhdta worshipped by
my family, I have merely heard it said, that it is the Bhdta Brahmara of Kemmule. I have
not personally seen it. It is said that, after my birth, my mother gave birth to two children in

Parimile’s house; that they are burning city affcer city without even fire; and that my
hands were joined to those of a stranger at the age of seven. My name is Kinni D&ru,’* Thus
did the woman answer.

We are the persons that committed depredation in the kingdom of Parimale,” said the

brothers.

Hearing this, she held Channayya by her left hand and Koti by her right, and brought

them into the house, and seated them on the swdnging-co,b. And brought milk in two cups, and

asked them to drink. In the meantime, Payya Baidya came home carrying a pot of toddy.

Seeing the brothers, he inquired of her who they were, and rejoiced to hear that they were his

brothersdm-law. Hot water was prepared, and they all bathecL Afterwards they sat down to

take their food. They were served with boiled rice, gU, and various kinds of curry and

pickles. Thus, after finishing their meal, they sat down on the swinging cot and chewed

betel-leaves and nut. In conversation they asked Payya Baidya Who are the most intimate

friends and the most faithful servants of Kem§r BallfiJ of Pafije ?**

“ I was the dearest friend of the former BallAl, but those of the present iBallal are

Chamundu Burneye, and Chandagidi Baidya^” said Payya.

Can you introduce us to one of them P ” asked the brothers,

can/’ said Payya. And so the three went to visit him. They found him engaged in

fceachinty a number of boys to play on the flute. As soon as they arrived, he oi'dered the

boys to be silent So they went in and were introduced to him by Payya Baidya, In conver-

sation they requested Chandagidi to introduce them to the Ballal. He consented, and took

them to the BalLU’s hall, and introduced them to him. The brothers then saluted him,

and the Ballal received them with honor and offered them seats. Jast at this time a

messenger from the Ballal of ParimAle brought a letter to this Ballal. It was to the following

effect :
—

“ Koti and Channayya, two brothers, have committed murder in the kingdom ofParimale;

they have murdered one Buddyanta, Therefore, if they come to you, you should confine them

in a narrow room, and put them in heavy chains.”

The Ballal quietly read this letter, and, after some time in conversation, he said to them

I have erected a bidu, and I have named it Blade ; I would like you should examine it and

point oat to me its several beauties and defects,”

So saying, he conducted them to his hidu. They examined all the apartments and said

*'0 Lord, there is no creeper without a curve, there is no thorn without a point.”
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Then the Ballal led them to the upper story which was very strongly built, and shewed it

to them. While going oat the Ballal came out first, and suddenly the porter shut the doors,

and the man that had the charge of the key locked them. Their legs were hearily chained.

The elder brother then cried out :— Oh God ! Oh my hard fate I Oh woeful day ! "What

shall we do now ? Now we must die in this dungeon. Oh Brahmd. of Kemmule, we consecrate

to you the silver hilt of our daggers as our offering to you. If you are the Brahma that

relieves men from their difficulties, relieve us now. We are heroes, who, while living, deserve a

place in the king’s council, and, after death, deserve to be taken to the heaven of Brahma. W©
are persons that would not, under any circumstances, fail to fulfil onr promise.”

At these words, Brahma sent them extraordinary strength in their shoulders. Then the

heavy chains broke. The upper story gave way. They crushed it like elepliants. They
stamped on it like tigers. They shewed their ferocity like wild boars. In this manner they

destroyed the Udu, and levelled it to the ground. Then they escaped from Pafije^and proceeded

on their journey towards ifSdambtLr. On their way they rested under a banyan-tree, and opening

their bags began to chew betel-leaves and nut. While they were thus sitting, they saw a man
coming from the fidambur side. They asked his name, and where he was going. He said that

he was Charmayya offidambtlr, and that he was goingto Pahje.

Why are you going to Panje ? ” asked the brothers.

“ My master, the Ballal of fidambur has beard that two heroes had come from Parimale to

Panje, that they had been imprisoned by the Balhil of Panje, and that they had destroy-

ed the upper story in which they had been imprisoned, and levelled the whole h^du to the

ground. Therefore I am going to Pahje to ascertain the truth about this news,” replied

Channayya of ifidamhi&r.

“ You need not go so far to ascertain the truth of it. We ourselves are the heroes whom
the Ballal of Panje treacherously imprisoned. We have broken open the door of the upper

story where we were confined and destroyed his Mdu^ and levelled it to the ground,” replied

the bi'others.

Then Channayya of fidambur was surprised and glad to see them, and said r
—^'My

master, the Ballal of Edambfir, is the enemy of the Ballal of Pahje, Therefore he will be very

glad to see you, and receive you with great honour.”

Solaying, he proposed to them that they should go to the Ball&Iof Sdambffr. The brothers

consented , and the three proceeded on their journey to Edambur. On the first day they remained

at Channayya^s house, and took their meals and rested. On the following morning they went to

see the BallAl. He was sitting on his throne with great delight. Channayya first entered and
made obeisance to the Ballal.

What are the news about the heroes, Channayya ? ” said the Ballal.

My lord,” replied he, I have brought them with me, and they are waiting outside the

hall.”

Let them come in,” said the Ballal, and ordered a bed of flowers to be spread out before

them. When they came in, he asked them to sit down upon it. They sat down on the bed
and placed their daggers on the ground. The Ballal then said to them :—“ I know by hearsay
that you have been imprisoned in Panje. Is it true ?

”

We were, my lord,” said the heroes.

“ Oh heroes, now it behoves a to you fco remain in my kingdom. Do you want the field

called Berampolli cultivated by the Brahmans, or that called Gutfcuherke cultivated by the
Banfes, or that called Nattil Nalaja cultivated by the Billavars ?” asked the BallAJ.
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The brothers replied:— If you give us the field Nattil ITalaja, cultivated by the Billavars,

our very caste people will become our enemies. If you give us that field G-uttuberke, cultivated

by the Bauts, it will be like setting a dog against a dog. If yon give us the field Beram-

po}li, cnltivated by the Brahmans, you will be only setting the cobra against the serpent.

Therefore, if there is any waste laud or any land overgrown with the plants tamhe and nelM^

give that to us. If there is any land such as is named by us, favour us with that.*’

0 heroes! there is the land called !Eikkd.^a Brryafigada,** said the Ballal.**

Then give us that, and mark out its boundaries,” said the brothers.

Accordingly the BallAl marked out its boundaries. When he had done so, they went and

inhabited that desolate land. They engaged a woman to cook for them, and began to cultivate

the waste land. They ploughed the fields and manured it, and sowed seed in it. In course of

time it came up and flourished. While the fields were waving and there was a prospect of a fine

crop, on a certain night, wild hogs came and destroyed all. Next morning, when they went to

see their field, they found that all had been destroyed by wild hogs. At this they became very

antrry and said to one another This Ballal of Bdambfir is a very poor king, and hunting is

not practised in his kingdom; the food of this place is very course, even the water that we

drink is bad,”

When, they spoke thns to each other, some one overheard the remarks, •went in, and

reported it to the Ballal. The Ballal, hearing this, appointed a day for a hunt, and cansed

a proclamation to be made by heating of tom-toms that there should assemble in the town, on

the appointed day, every man who had a tnft upon his head. Accordingly all the people

assembled with their arms, swords, bows and arrows, etc., on the appointed 6aj. Hunting

do<^ also were ready. So they started early in the morning, on the appointed ^y, and went

to the forests called Sadka towards the east. They blew the horns,W the bush, and yelled

and made a great noise, in order to frighten the beasts so that they might shew themselves. At

last a very big boar was discovered in a large pit. When it heard the great grunting and noise

nrade by the men, dogs, etc, it started and began to run. It came near rowing as if to

“ar him to pieces. Koti was now in a strait. He could not fly from theW mtbout

bringing a stain on his heroism, and could not fight with it without risking his We. In this

strait he prayed to the Bhfita, Brabmara of Kemmule, craving his help ;
and, setting an arrow

to his bow, Lcharged it with snob dexterity, that it entered the body through the month and

came out through the anus-. The boar cried ont with a loud noise, and ran towards Pai.]e and

Ll down dead on the borders between ' Panje and Edambfir. The hunters went searching

after the boar, looking along the traces of blood on the ground.

In the meantime one of the tenants of the BaMl of Panje saw the dead body of the boar

^ W tot it h«i beta
th.m to to towod. lo to°.

of tti, foot, to,

”bi‘dS.s.T%S'torpL.‘ TboW Baa tot o^

hundred men with his dagger.

, , !.» TTib flesh of the boar being distributed

So the hunters returned to Edambur with ] y, ^
between them, .they cooked it and feasted upon it. On the other naua,
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heard of the slaughter of his men with sorrow, and determined to destroy the kingdom of the

Ballal of Sldambur, especially the heroes, Koti and Channayya. So he allied himself with the

Balld) of Parim&le, and declared war against the Ball^]. of lEldambtLr. At this, the latter

being filled with fear searched for the heroes, Koti and Channayya, and told them that on

account of his giving them shelter, two powerful Ballals had become his enemies and declared

war against him, Then the heroes told him to take courage, and not in the least to be afraid

of his enemies. Then the Ballal asked them to shew him their skill and bravery.

At this Koti said :
—“Bring me a miira of gingelly seed, and I will shew my skill/' .

So the seed was brought, and Koti shewed all the dexterity of his hands and caused the

seed to fly in the air.

Then the Ballal said

“

I have seen your skill
; now I want to see the skill of your brother

Channayya.”
“ 0 my lord,” said Channayya, “ your swinging-cot has four iron chains, please order

one of such chains to be brought to me.”

So a very heavy iron chain was brought and given to Channayya. He took it in his

Land and broke it into pieces.

So. the Ballal, seeing this skill, and the strength and bravery of these heroes, was highly

pleased with them, and prepared for battle. Eight hundred men with bows .and arrows w^ere

ready for battle. Each of the brothers commanded four hundred men, and went to face the

enemy. The Ballals of Parimale and Panje each sent one thousand men with bows and arrows.

Both these armies met in a plain, and the fight began in earnest. At first the men commanded

by the brothers began to give way, but were encouraged again (by the brothers) to stand firm

After some time the men of Pauje and Parimale felt the battle to be hot against them. Tli^

brothers shewed so much courage and skill that the enemy could not long stand against them ;

so they fled for their lives, .and were pursued by the men of Edambfir, and a great number of

them were killed. When the battle was the hottest an arrow hit Kofi in the lower part of

his leg. As it was a poisoned arrow, it slowly took effect and Koti fell down while pursuing

the enemy. At once he was carried in a palanquin to the Ballal's hall, and there he escpired.

Channayya slaughtered the whole army of the enemy, and while returning to the BallaFs hall he

heard of the death of his brother. As he had been elated with pride and joy on account of the

victory against the enemy, this shock was too njuch for him to bear. So, seeing a rock in the

way he struck his head against it and killed himself. The Ballal, instead of rejoicing at the

victory gained by the brothers against the enemy, was filled with grief on hearing the news of

their death. So he caused their bodies to be washed and annointed ; mango and jack fruits

were cut down and firewood was prepared, and a large funeral pile was made, and the bodies

were placed upon the pile and burnt with all the usual ceremonies. So the brothers who were
together in life were together in death also.

Therefore the people, and especially the Billavars, believe that these heroes are still

powerful in the other world, and worship them.

(To he continued^

NOTES AND QUERIES.
THE SIGHS OP A SAOEED BULLOCK.

Hindit R^jpfits in Gurg^on shew me a bullock

with a small fleshy growth in the comer of his

eye, which they call a “ tongue” U^hh), and teU
me that a bullock with such a growth in his eye
or elsewhere — e. gr., on his head br his back
must not he yoked .by ^y Hindfi, or he will he

excommunicated by his brethren. An animal

with such a mark is osHednddiyd (= nandi

;

see

Fallon, New Hind. Diet, s. v.), which is the name
of the bull that carries Siva, and must he given

to a Jogi, who puts trappings and strings ©f

hauHs (shell money, Cyprcea moneia) on him, and
takes him about on his begging expeditions to
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excite tlie reverence and generosity of good
Hindds by shewing them the sacred mark.

J. Wilson in P. N. and Q. 1883.

A RELIC OF HUMAN SACRIFICE.

Maei Mai, the goddess of cholei-a, is propi-

tiated in the Kangri district by the Pachbald

and SatbaJ^ ceremonies. At the Pachbald cere*

mony a pumpkin (pUtkd), a male buffalo, a cock, a
ram, and a he-goat are offered to the goddess at

some selected spot. The animals must be deea.

pitated at one blow with a sharp sword before the

goddess is appeased. If more than one blow is

necessary the goddess is not propitiated, and the

ceremony fails. The Satbal^ ceremony is not
now in use, for it consisted of the above with a

man and a woman added, being in fact human
sacrifice; hald= {?) sacrifice, cf, hal jdnd, to

sacrifice one’s self.

R. C. Temple in P. IT. and Q. 1883.

BOOK-NOTICE.
PROFESSOR WEBERB ANNIVERSARY,

Professor A, Weber,of Berlin, thedistinguish-

ed Sanskritist, was in a position to celebrate last

year, in good health, the fiftieth anniversary of

the day on which he took his degree of Ph.D.
in the University of Breslau. In commemoration
of the day, a Festgahi^ has been published,

under the editorship of Prof. Kuhn, which con-

tains learned papers by thirty fz-iends and pupils

of Pi'of. Weber. We subjoin a list of the

several heads under which it will pei*haps be per-

mitted to arrange the subjects treated in the

thirty papers, with the names -of the authors

added in brackets ; Vedic Studies (Delbi-iick,

Gaibe, Geldner, Lenmann, R. von Roth, L. von
Schi’oder, Sieg), Tales and Eolkloi’e ( Eggeling,

Keni, Kuhn, B. Miillei’, Windisch), Biography of

Sanskrit Writers (Gleam, Pischel), Dramatic

Literature (Cappeller, Zacharia), Geography

(Huth, Stein), History of Writing (Ludwig,

Pertsch), Metiics (Jacobi, Oldenberg), Sanskiit

Gi'ammar (Heller, Kielhom), Comparative Philo-

logy (Schmidt, Zimmer), P^H Lexicography

( Pranke ), Siamese ( Prankfurter), Singhalese

(Geiger), Sanskrit Law (the present writer).

The variety of the topics discussed in the papers

is even greater than what might be inferred from
the foregoing enumeration, and corresponds to

the wide range of Prof. Weber’s own investiga-

tions. The nnivei’sality of his studies and the

importance of his distinguished achievements

in the entire field of Indo-Ai’yan Philology has

been well brought in a Dedicatory Preface to the

present volume by Prof. Biihler. We join heartily

in the wish that Prof. Weber may be spared

for many yeai’s to come to enjoy his eminent

position in the leazmed wozdd and to add bo the

lustre of Sanskrit Philologyby his scientific woz'k*

Wilrxbnrg . J. Jolly.

SOME RECENT RESEARCHES CONOERNINa
THE MAHABHARATA.

Professor Boltzmann’s four volumes on
the Mahdhhdrata in the East and West have

been succeeded very quickly by Dr, Dahlniann’s

book on the Mahdhhdrata viewed as an epic

and as a lawbook.* This is a very remarkable

work, and the author, an industi'ious and
clever pupil of Prof. Biihler's, has woz’ked out

his new theory regarding the rise and ozigin of

the great epic with great cai’e and skill.

Starting upon the hints thz*own out by Prof.

Biihler, in his well-known Gontrihutions to the

Historg of the Mahdhhdrata, to the effect that

the Mahdhhdrata certainly was a smriti or com-
pendium of the sacred law from A. D. 800, and
similar in contents to the now extant works about

500 A. D., Dr. Dablmann has examined the

references to the Mahdhhdrata, and the legends

I'elated in it, izz the Jdtakas, the JDharmahathd of

the Jains, Asvaghosha’s Buddhacharita,

yana’s Grihyasiitra, Pdnini and Patanjali. He
thus az*rives at the z*esult that an epic little

differing in size and character from the present

work must have existed as early as the fifth

century B. C. This is a somewhat startling pi^o-

position, and it may be questioned whether

Dz*. Dahlmann has not ovezTated the value of

some of the evidence collected by himself. He
is quite zight, uo doubt, in assuming that Asvagho-

sha was acquainted with the Mahdhhdrata, and his

lucid discussion of the difficult texts in question,

in collecting which he has received much valuable

assistance from Pi*of. Biihler, is among the most

remarkable parts of his work.

The eaz’ly date which Dr. Dahlmann has thus

endeavoured to make out for the great epic

coneezms the whole of it, the theoz'y of a gradual

z*ise of the Mahdhhdrata in successive ages being

vigorously contested by him. Indeed, it is his

principal aim to prove that the Mahdhhdrata is

and has always been a moz*al tale, and that it is

impossible to separate the didactic portion from

the nazTative without destroying the latter. The

main plot of the poem. Dr. Dahlmann argues, is

intended to illustrate the persecution of the just

by the unjust and the final trinmph of innocence.

1 Das Mahdhhdrata als JS^os und Beehishuch* Yon Joseph Dahlmann, S. J. Berlin ; 3895,
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The poor oi’plianed Pandava brothers are cheated

of their hereditary right by the wicked Dnryo-

dhana. They are obliged in the end to have

recourse to the sword, and after a long struggle

their just cause proves victorious. The unity

of the main plot corresponds with the unity of

style and language which pervades the whole

work. Nor are the numerous episodes and

intermezzos (amounting to three-fourths of the

MaMhhdrata) a later outgrowth and superfluous

embelKshment. Thus the famous histoiy of

Nala is quoted by way of analogy, in order to

console the principal hero of the epic about his

hard fate. In the same way,theBdmdpdkliydm is

introduced for the purpose of consoling Yudhish-

thira of the forcible abduction of Draupadi.

Many other tales are intended to inculcate special

rules of the saci*ed law, the Gandharva and Asura

forms of marriage being illustrated by the tales

regarding Sakuntal^ and M§.dri, Svayariavara by
the instance of AmbA Niyoga by the cases of

Satyavati and Kunti . The philosophical doctrines

scattered throughout the epic, and the sectarian

worship of Yishnu and Siva, belong likewise to

the original elements of the MaMhhdrata,

It is impossible to do full justice to Dr. DaH-
mann’s elaborate theories without entering into

details. Suffice it to mention that they appeal* to

be well substantiated in the main, and that be has

certainly succeeded in refuting the old theory of

several successive layers still disceraible in the

body of the epic, whichwere supposed:to represent

the social condition of several widely different

epochs. The alleged anti-Kaurava tendency in

particular, which was conjectured to be due to ai^

innovation on the pai*t of the adherents' of the
reigning Pandava dynasty, has never existed.

Indeed that theoi*y, which has again been advo-

cated inProf . Holtzmann’s above-mentioned work,
has hardly any other foundation to rest upon than
a mistaken deiivation of the name of Duryo-
dhana which does not denote * a bad fighter,’ but
‘ one who is hard to overcome.’ On the other
hand, there can be no doubt that Dr. Dahlmann
has carried his didactic theoi^ too far, thus, e. p.,

it is difficult to agrae with him that the extraordi-

naiy marmge of Draupadi with the five Pandava
brothers is a mere allegorioal illustration of’ the
community of property in an undivided family.
The tabular synopsis of the sons, natural and
adopted, according to eight authorities, is useful
and instructive, hut Dr. Dahlmann seems to

have overlooked the fact that an analogous table

based on the statements of fourteen authors has

been given in Hayiie’s Hindu Law and Usage.

The numerous Sanskrit quotations from the Mahd*

hhdrata Bxe well selected and have been coiTectly

given as a rule. Slight mistakes or misprints

occur in the quotations atpp. 69, 108, 116, 145,

148, 158, 169, 188, 203, 255, 256, 258, 274, etc.

The difiicult but important q[uestion as to the

commentaiies of the Mahdhhdrata has been left

asideby Dr. Dahlmann. The earliest commentary

extant, as pointed out by Prof. Biihler, belongs

to the fourteenth centuiy A. D., and it is clear

enough that the external evidence beanng on the

condition of the MaJidbhdrata is much weaker

than, e. gr., in the case of the Code of Manu, of

whicb a continuous series of commentaries exists

from the ninth century downwards. It is no

matter of surprise, therefore, that, e. g,, the last

twenty-three chapters ofthe Aham^dhika Parvan

are deficient in all printed editions of the great

epic, and have been discovered but recently by

Pandit V^man Sastri IsMmpurkar® in an old

Malayfilam copy of the Mahdhhdrata and in the

so-called Smriti of Yri*ddha-Gautama. As to the

weakness of the historical element in the great

epic. Dr. Dahlmann agrees with the views

advanced by Prof. Ludwig in 1884. The latter

scholar has published vei-y recently a paper on

the mythical basis of the Mahdhhdratat^ in which

the maia incidents of the plot are explained alle-

gorically. The Panova brothers are the seasons,

and Draupadi, their common wife, is tlie earth.

Bhima represents the spring season. Dury6dhana,
the cruel pursuer of the P^ndavas, is the deity

of winter. The long and manifold sti'uggles

desmbed in the epic correspond to the incessant

conflict between the successive seasons of the

year. The dice are the stars, the winning stars

aa’e those, constellations the rise of which marks
the beginning of winter.

The question as to the date of the Mahdhhdrata

has been incidentally treated in Prof. Jacobi's

recent paper on the origin of Buddhism.^ He

I

considers the second or third century B. C. to

be the very latest date, on the ground that the

Sakas and Yavanas are not referred to in the epic

as nations inhabiting the Panjdb, and that

neither Buddhism nor the Persian sway over the

Pa&jdb is mentioned in the Mahdhhdrata.

J . Jolly.

Wurzburg,

2 The Par$,iara Dharma 8a‘>hhitd^ Vol. I.,p, 7 (Bombay Sanskrit Series, 1898).
s Uber die mytUeche Grundlage des Mahmdrafa. Trsbg. 1895.
* Ler Ursyrmg des Buddhismus aus dm mhhy^ Yoga,
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MISCELLANEA.

MISCELLANEOUS DATES OE INSCRIPTIONS.

1. — A date with a Vijaya-saptaml,

The Torkhede plates of the reign of the R&slitra-

kUta Govinda III.,publishedbyDr . Fleet in JS?p. Ind.

Vol. III. p. 54 ff., in lines 1-3, contain the date—
SiikanripakS.1-dtita-samvatsara-sateshn sap-

tasu panchatriibsaty-adhikeshn^ Pansha-

Buddlia-saptamyam=ahkat6=pi samvat-

sara-sat^ni 735 liS'andana-satiivatsaiA

Paushah suddha-tithih 7 asyam samvat-

sara-m^sa-paksha-divasa-pdrw&y&m;

and in line 43 we are told, besides, that the grant

was made *adya vijaya-saptamyAm,* i, e., ‘to-

day, on the (
tithi called) vijaya-saptaml.* This

additional remark enables us to verify the date

with absolute certainty.

According to a verse^ from the Bhavishyai-

2?wrarta,quotedin HemAdri’s Chaturvarga-chintd-

mani, Yoh III. Part II. p. 626, the seventh tithi

of the bright half of a month is termed ViJayA

(i. e., such a tithi is a vijaya-saptami), when it

falls on a Sunday. Applying this in the present

case, the given date practically is Sunday, the

7th tithi of the bright half of Pausha of Saka-

• saihvat 735 ;
and it corresponds, for Saka-sarii-

vat 735 expired, to Sunday, the 4th Decem-

ber A. D. SIS, when the 7th tithi oi the bright

half ended 2 h, 8 m. after mean sumdse.

This equivalent of the date shews that the

Jovian year jCTandana has been quoted in the

date in accordance with the so-called northern

luni-solar system. By the southern luni-solar

system Nandana would have been Saka-samvat

735 current, not expired. And by the mean-sign

system Nandana lasted from the 9th May A. D*

812 to the 5thMay A. D, 813, u it was current

at the commencement of Saka-saihvat 735 expired,

but was no longer so on the day of the date, the

4th December A. D. 813, which by the mean-sign

system would have faUen in the Jovian year

Vijaya. This agrees with what I have stated

ante, Vol. XXV* p. 269.

2. — A date with the Ardhddaya-ydga.

When during the 15th tithi of the dark half of

the aindnta Pausha (or p'&rnimdnta MAgha), on a

Sunday in day-time, the moon’s nalcshatra is

Sravapa, and the yoga VyatipAta, this coinci-

dence is called Ardhddaya. It is a most

auspicious occasion for making donations. An

instance® is furnished by the date of some copper*.

1 Biead ^anchatriihsad-,

2 ^MoyaTcshasya sapfcMnj/'lTfi Kavi-v6.r6 hhaved^yadv \

eapiami Vij ry& ndnm taira dattaih mohd-yhatam \\

s For another instance see ante, Vol. XXY, p. 290,

note 10.

plates of AllAda-Dod^aya-Beddi, lately sent to me
forcalculation by Dr. Hultzsch,which runs thus :

—

Sii-SAke kara-hAna-visva-ganite SAdhArane

vatsar^ Paushi=rdh6daya-nAmni punya-
"

samaye

;

u e., at the auspicious time of the Ardhddaya, iu

(the month) Pausha of the year SAdhArana, which

was the Saka year 1352.

Prom the given definition it follows that, for

purposes of calculation, the date is Sunday, the

15th tithi oi the dark half of the amdnta Pausha

of Saka-samvat 1352 expired, which by the south-

ern luni-solar system was the year Sadharana.

And with these data, it regularly coiTesponds to

Sunday, the 14tb January A. D. 1431, when the

new-moon tithi of Pausha ended 2 h. 20 m.,

and when the naJcshatra was Sravap.a for 11 h.

10 m., and the ySga VyatipAta for 18 h. 56 m.

after mean sunrise. The Ardhddaya of the

date, therefore, is the time from sunrise to 2 h.

20 m. after mean sunrise of Sunday, the 14th

January A. D. 1431.

8. — A date with the KapilA-shashthi.

The 6th tithi of the dark half of the amdnta

BhAdi-apada (or piArnimdnta Aivina) is called

KapilA-shashthi, when it falls on Tuesday, and

is joined with the nahshatra Bdhipi and the

y6ga VyatipAta, and is particularly auspicious

for making donations, when the sun, besides,

is in the nakshatra Hasta.* Here an instance is

furnished by the date of the SankalApura inscrip-

tion of Krishnai-Aya of Vijayanagara, sent to me

for calculation by Dr. Hultzsoh, which runs

thus ;

—

Saka-'varushamgalu 1435neyaSrimukha-sam-

vatsara nija-BhAdrapada ha 6?.Mam-

galavAra KaEpilla-shashthi-pum^ya-

kAladalu.

This date, for Saka-samvat 1435 expired, which

by the southeiii luni-solar system was the year

Siimukha, and in which BhAdrapada was inter-

calary, corresponds to Tuesday* the 20th Sep-

tember A. D. 1513, when the 6th tithi of the

dark half of the second BhAdrapada ended

17 h. 38 m. after mean sumdse. On this day the

moon’s nakshatra was Bdhiiui for 1 h. 58 m., and

the yoga was VyatipAta for 11 h. 37 m. after

mean sunrsie; besides, the sun’s longitude at

mean sunrise was 169° 46'. and the sun. therefore,

was in the nalcshatra Hasta (160°-l/3 2 ).

^
A Because this syncfaronism is rare,^ the

expression Ka^ilash^hthkhd
yog^, according to

worth, is used of any astonishing or unhoped for

combination of favourable circumstances.
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4.

—A date with a Shadasitimuldia -samkra/nti.

Dr. Meet informs me that the Chaudadampnr

inscription of the D^vagiri-Y^dava Mahadeva of

Saka-saiiivat 1185 (current) and the year Dnndti-

hhi [Pdli, 8kr» andOld-Kan, Inscr, No. Ill) con-

tains two other dates, one of which, in lines 92 and

93, is —
Rudhirddg&ri-[samvatsa]rada Jeslitha-ba-

hnlaS [hut possibly 1) Adi-v&ra Shada-

Bitimukha-samkr&nti'tatkriladalli ;
i e.,

* Sunday, the 5th {but possibly 1st) of the

dark half of Jyaishfcha of the year

Ilud]iir6dg&,rin, at the time of a

Shadasitimukha-samkrlinti.’
'

The Shari asitimukha-sarhkrantis are the sarb-

kiintis of the sun into the signs of Mithiina,

Kanya, Dhanuh. and Hina;® and of tliese, a

saihkraiiti that takes place in the dark half of

Jyaishtha can only be the Mithuna-samkranti.

And the year Rudhirodgarin of the date must be

Saka;saiiiYat 1185 expired. In that year the

jJCithuna-samkrtati took place, hy the Stlrya-

siddhSnta, 3 h. 33 m. after mean sunrise of

Sunday, the STth May A. D. IS&dS, during the

3rd tithioi the dark half of the amdnta Jyaishtha,

which ended on the same day, 12 h. 15 m. after

mean sunrise, This ^result shews that the nume-

ral figure for the tithi of the date ought to be 3,

not 5 (nor 1).

5.

— Bate of the death of PnatSipa^Devar^ya
of Vijayanagara.

In the genealogical table of the fii*st Yijaya-

nagara dynasty, given by Dr. Hultzsoh in Ep,
2nd. Vol. HI. p. 36, Prat&pa-Devar&ya is put

down as a younger brother of Devai4ya II.® The
day on which he died is recorded in I-nscr. at

^ravana Belgolai p. 95, No. 125, in the following

verse in the Ppithvi metre ;

—

Kshayahvaya-kuvatsare
^ dvitayayukta-

VaiB&khak§ Mahltanaya-v^urake yuta-

balaksha-paksh-etarl
|

valour ipratdpa) D4var&j, alas, met with death.

How, 0 Tama, can fate be avei*ted

Here it so happens that feaka-sariivat 1368

expired is the only year Kshaya of the southern

luni-solar cycle, in which the month Vais&kha

was intercalary ; and for that year the date is

correct. Por in Saka-samvat 1368 expired the

Llth tithi of the dark half of the second Vaisakha

ended 14 h. 57 m. after mean sunrise of Tuesday,

the 24th May A. J>, 1440, which therefore is

the day on which Pratdpa-Dcvaraya died.

6.

—A date of the year 2493 after Vardha-
m^tna’s Nirvtoa.

In an insciiption, published in Inscr. at Sra-

mom Belgolct, p. Ill, No. 141, Krishnaraja Vodeyar

of Maisfir confirms some gi*ants on a date which

is given thus :

—

Svasti sri-Varddhamto-&khye Jin^ muk-
tixh gat§ satii

valini-randhr-fibdhi-ndtrai8=cha vatsardshu

miteshu vai (I

Vikramltiika-sam&sv=ind tL-gaja-s am a 3 a -

hastibhib
|

satishu gananiyfisu ga nita-jiiau-bbudiiais^

tada |l

fi&llv&hana-varsh^Bhu® nebra-bfim-na g..

6ndubhih \

pramit^shu Vikyity-abde Srfivan^ masi

mangald }}

Krishna-pakshe cha pailchamyaih tithau

Chandrasya vSisare \ ;

i, e., on Monday, the 5th tithi of the dark

half of Sravana of the year Vikyiti, which was
the year 2493 after Vardhamtoa’s
the Vikrama year 1888, and the Baka year

1752, the numbei’s of the yeare feeing denoted

by numerical words, which, in the ease of the

Vikrama year, are hu-egularly put in the same

ordei’ (1, 8, 8, 8) as the figui'es are written.

The date, for Saka-saiiivat 1752 expired, which

was the year Vikriti, regularly corresponds to

Monday, the 9th August A. D. 1830, when the

Pratlupanidhi-D§var^tpralayam=apa hant=
i;samas=chaturdasa-dine katham Pitri-

, pafcd niv&ryfi gatih I \

‘In the evil year Kshaya, in the wretched

second Vaisfi-kha, on a miserable Tuesday, in

the foitmight which was the reverse of bright, on
the fourteenth day, the unequalled store of

^ See anUf Vol. XIX. p. 330.

6 So far as I know, the latest available date for
BdvarAya II. is the date of the Tanjavdr inscription,

published by Dr. Hultzsch in A, Jnd. I9iscr. Vol. II.

p. 339, of &aka.samvat 1338 expired and the year Kshaya,
which corresponds to Wednesday, the 29th June A. D.
144S. And the Sering-apataxn plates of his son and succes-
sor Hallik&rjuna Imiiia<Ji-D#varAy«t {Bp, Cam. Part I.

5th tithi of the dark h;df ended 3 h. 16 m. after

mean sunHse. Saka-saiiivat 1752 expired is

equivalent to the Ghaitrddi Yiki'ama-samvat 1888

current

;

and this, again, has been commuted into

the year 2493 after YardhamSna’s Niiwfina simply

by the addition of 605. See ante, Yol KII. p. 21.

Gottingen. F. Kielhorn.

p. 17, Ko. 11) are dated in tbe month of M^rga^Srsha

of Saka-samyat 1370 (current) and the year Prabhava,

falling in A. D. 1447.

f Por a similar date, of Vikrama-samvai 1100, see

anie, Yol. XIX. p. 181. No. 134.

8 The omission of the word ^aha from this phrase is

[
quite unusual.
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abuse, forms of, as spirit-scai'ers 243

A'langal-M'urai = V^ivdram 113

Adi — Sultan Malik Nemi = Malik Ndib

Kafar 1*24

Aitlia S^ttiv^l, a hero of the Posa Mah^rd.ye

Legend 64

dkhdloka = year 1325 (chronogram) 187

dfciH, a musical air 312

Aludaiya Pillai, a name of Tirunanasamhan-

dha 115

amdnia scheme in S^ca Dates - 271 f.

amulets, 134; zodiac 1*28

Anantesvara, a god 241

Andamanese, false ideas as to their canni-

balism, 56 : disposal of the dead among the. 56

Appar, author of part of the Tamil V^das,

113; his date 154

Ardhodaya Yoga 345

Arul Nandi Sivacharya, a TamiJ author 114

Ash^clha. a name for the 12th titlii in the

bright half of 290

Aslitdhgaliridaya-Sam'kita, of. 145

Assam, Literature of, 57 ff.: its extent,. 67

Assamese Language, its affinities, 57

:

Catalogue of books in, 67 ff. : amount of

historical works in 69

Avaddnahalj^alaidf ot 145

back-tui*ning as a spii'it-scarer 249

Baivana Sdda, a hereof the Kalkuda Legend,

63 ; “King of K^rkal” 223

bees, unlucky in Burma 143

Beiderlu BhUtas, the = Koti and Channaya. 295

bell, the passing, is a spirit-searer, 45 ; the

soul-, is a spirit-searer 45

Bengali, progress of its Literature 57

Bhadrapada, a name for the 13th tithi of the

dark half of 290

Bhattuk Bhairoh = Bhairava 260

Bhairava, some modern forms of 260

Bhdt Bhairou = Bhairara 260

Bhutas, the three, of S&ira 66

Bikkuru, brother of Kallurti the Bhdta ...... 220

birth-oustoms, Musalmaus 146

Biru, brother of Kallurti the Bhuta 220

black coloi*, &•» iron-color, as a spirit-searer,. /2

bloodstone, the 1^^

Bobbarye, Legend of, 237 : the Bhdta, bom

at Goa and bred in Cochin 239

Bobbarye Kunniy41i =? Bobbarye the Bhdta. 240

bowing as a spirit-searer 249

Brahma of Kemmule, Bhdta §40

Brahma-Bhiita, a, noted 240
Brahmara of Kemmule, a Bhdta 339, 341

biude viewing the stars on her wedding day,

object of 144

brotherhood, a mode of swearing 28

Buddhism, do^vnfall of, in Southern India,

due to TiruMnasambandha 116

Buddhism in Translations, noted 232

Buddhivanta, a hero of the Beiderlu Legend. 309

Bttddyanta, a hero of the Beiderlu Legend ... 331

buffaloes, racing 303

bullock, sacred {sdnd)t the marks of 342 f

.

Bydri= Bobbarye, the Bhdta 241

Caldwell, Dr., on the age of Samhandha ......

Calendar, Indian, notice of Sewell and Dik-

calumniated persons in folktales, minister,

51 f . : step-daughter 49

cannibalism in folktales Ill

capping as a spirit-searer 253

Chahai*a, a Dishuot 175

chains, rattling of, is a spirit-searer 37

Ohamunda Burneye, a hero of the Beiderlu

Legend 339

Ohandagidi Baidya, a hero of the Beiderlu

Legend 339

Chandrdchdrya = Chandragomin 103

Ohandragomin, his date, 105 : a notice of his

Grammar, 103 : date of the Tibetan

translations of 105

Ohandrdtreya (Ohandella) family 205

Chdndra-vydlcdrana, a notice of the 103

Ohaniia3’'a Beidya, birth of 308

Channaya, his death.... 342

Channaya of Eiambhr, a hero of the Beiderlu

Legend 340

charms conceiming rain 316

cheering, a form uf spirit-scaring 47

Chela = Cheyla 199

Ohema, a monastery 174

Cheyla, the history and foi-ms of the

word .•.199ff., 2dS

Chhand6ratndkara, date of the 145

chimeera^ origin of the 139

chrism, the sanctity of the 82

circling as a spirit-searer 251

clapping, a form of spirit-scaring 47

coins, South Indian 317

copper as a spirit-searer 78

Gorjee, explained = corge, 298 n. : = 42

mu7*as * 299
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covenng^ themouth and eyes as a spirit-scarer.248 f

.

crystal, a fire-home, 127 : = fire-stone 131

Guksha, the District of == Ohacli 174 f.

curiosity in folktales ... 49

curse, ejects of a 146

DakshinSyana SamkrSnti, the 294

dancing as a spirit-scarer 251

D(iriS.la == Sendu Bir 88
‘ damn,’ object of the expression 244

Dates in Inscriptions, Miscellaneous 345 f

.

Dates in the Xollam Era 9 ^ , 58 f

.

Dates in theXoUam Era in sometimes expired,

sometimes current years 10

Dates in fe^ka Bra Inscriptions discussed...266

Days of the week in inscriptions :
—

Sunday 54, 55, 205, 345 f.

Monday 55, 66, 346
Tuesday 55, 285, 345 f.

Wednesday 54, 65, 285
Thursday 64, 55
Eriday 55
Saturday 54, 65, 286

‘^devil-piiests” 299
DSvdram, a collection of Tamil Hymivs 113
Devaraya of Yijayanagara, a coin of 318
Devu Baidya, a hero of the Jarant&ya Legend. 66
D5vu Naika of Arkula Bidu, a hero of the
Magrandaya Legend 71

Deyi Beidyadi, the heroine of the Beiderlu
Legend, 297, 301 ; as a “wise-woman 306

Dharmasutra of Apastamba, noticed 323
DlhormaaMra of H§.rita, noted U7 f.

Dliruva, variant to the legend of .....17 n.
dogs, superstitions as to 287
Dra\ida Child, the = Sambandha .....156 1
dreams gave rise to the belief in ghosts, 142 •

in Burma...... 1^2

earth as a spirit-scarer 249 f
eclipses in S^ka Dates 291
eight qiiaiijers, the, of the world 109
Epigraphic discoveries in Mysore. *27

f.

Era, Koliam, Dates in the, 9 ff., 53 f,
174 : — Saka, Dates in, discussed, 266 ff, •

Dates in, Jupiter Years in, 268 fB.
; Dates

in solar months, 270 f.; in lunar months

Evil Eye, a foim of the; unwished for
treasure

271 fE.

49

feeding, separate, of the sexes 145
fii-e— crystal the home oi, 127 :— fir^tone= crystal

flaw, unlucky ^2
Folklore in Central Provinces, 48 ff., 104 ff, :

in Southern India, 21 ff. :
—. in Tibet ... 105

foot — standing on one, as a spirit-scarer ... 250
foi*tune, trying, iu folktales 21
friendship, a mode of swearing 28

Gangas of Kaliiiganagara, coins of 322
gems, see precious stones ;— as si)iz’it-scarers,

134 ; brightness and healing properties of,

make them spirit-scarers, 125 : — as guar-
dians, 132 : “ the armour of,” 128; guar-
dians that live in the Eye, Blood, Fire and
Light, 128 : theii* healing virtues, 132 ff.

;

as disease cui*ers, 128 : — connection
with planets and seasons, 129 : —— are lucky,
128 ; magic and talismanic properties of,

128 ; seasons for fcheir powers, 138 ; — en-
graved, were amulets 138

ghosts, oi-igin of the belief in, lies in dreams. 142
gold as a spirit-scarer 77 f.
Gollainmma Deyar, a heroine of the Panjurli
Legend

GoUaramma Deyar, a heroine of the Vodi-
lutaya Legend

275
Gormatesvara, image of, noted **.*46

223
Gonds, a custom of the 112
Gorunnasari in Kumaun unidentified *!!!!!.7.*. 173
Grseco-Buddhist inscription

* 311 f
grass, mouthing, as a spirit-scarer 251
gryll = chimsera i qq
guai-dians against spirits, ennmerated,
244 ff. :— persons of honor require
against spiiits. 2.14; — the hnman, the
origin of, 139: the human foi-m, en-
gi-aved, as

Gnmmata at Belgnla, the image of, mentioned 62 f.
Guru Sai-apoli, a heroine of the PaSinrli

272

hand-shaking as a spii-it-scarer ggg
hare, the, tabued for food gS
Harihai-a II. of Vijayanagara, a coin of 317
Haxatiputta SStakanni, aninscription of 28
head, hnman, 'engi-ared, its guardian power,

139: — human homed, its guai-dian power. 139^ds together, knocking, as a spirit-scarer... 256
Hitta Adyandar, a hero of the Kalknda
Legend '

human sacrifice, relic of, in K&Dgy& §43
horee-shoss as spirit-scarers

7g
house-wai-ming custom, Muhammadans 'Z Z. 56
hymns, object of, to scare spirits 35

Ichchhawar is in theBanda District 205
Inscription, a new Khai-6shtil, from Swat." 141
Inscriptions in Tx-avanoore, their desoriptire

effect on the received history I93
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Inscriptions edited ;

—

Cli6ramfili:ulevi Pagoda of Ohera-IJdaya-

miirfcandavariuau ] S2

a Grajco- Buddhist 311 f.

Icliclilniwar Plates of Paramavdiddva...206 if.

Pumlukcsv^ara Plate of Lalitasdrad^vra ... 177

Inscriptions noted:

—

N^vayakkalain of Sri-Vira-Rama-Mar-

taadavannan 192

Padinanabhapuram L of ICorala-Milrtan'

davarman ,...187f.

Padinanubhapurom II. of Vira Kerala-

Martandavarman 188

Puri of Narasiiiihad^va ly. 285

Stliana-Kundura of H^ritiputta S^ta-

kanni 28

Sthana-Kundura of KMiustliavarman

and SiXntivarman 27

Trivandrum I. of Adityavarman 184 fP.

Trivandrum II. of Adityavarman 186 if.

Intercalary montbs in Saka dates 271

Iravadi, mother of Kallurti the Bhdta 220

iron as a spirit-scare r, 146, 72 ff. : — spirit-

scaring powei% 76 f‘ :— red-hot, as a spirit*

scarer 73

Ishtaganad6va, father of Lalita^ftrad^va 178

Jains, some modern sects of the, 147:—
their antipathy to Brahmans, 316; Hindu

antipathy to 14:7

jakama Deyar, a heroine of the PaSjurli

Legend - 275

Jaiiardhan, a god 241

J^rantaya, Legend of, 66 f . : his friendship

with Magrandi.ya 71

Jdtahamdla, Dr. Kern's Ed. of, noted 232

Jaur Singh, a folk etymology 204

jewellers’ terminology shews origin of the

uses of gems 123

jewellery, set in guardian substances,

137 :
— lucky shapes for, 137 : — graven,

lucky 137

jewels, the twelve apostolic 129

Jovian Year, see Jupiter Year 269

Jurnadi, the Legend of 65 £.

Jupiter, place, in inscriptions, 270 : Kules for

finding 233 ff.

Jupiter Years in Saka Dates, 238 fP. : current

at the commenceiuent of the given Saka

year 269

Kadamba kings, an account of the 27

Kadvaikal, a god 227

Kailasau^tha Temple at Oonjeveram 163

Kakusthavarman, the Kadamba, inscription

of 27

Kal Bhaii-ou = Bhairava 260

KMa Bhairava = Paujurli 274

Kala Bairi, mother of Kalkuda the Bhdta ... 62

Kalamma =: Kallurti the Bhdta 220

Kalkuda, the song of 61 fi*.

Kallurti, Legend of 216

KanapS.difcaya the Bhdfca == Magrandaya ... 71

Kaadar^ditya Chola, an author of the Tiru-

Isaippa 113

Kanual^ye, Legend of 6 1- f

.

Kannudaiya YallaE.r, a Tamil author 114

Kantanna Baidya, a hero of the Beiderlu

Legend 339

Kantu Pombada, 273 : — possessed by a
Bhata 274

Kilntim^kri BhOta, Legend of 67

Kanya Tirtha on the Kaveri 2*25

Kapiia-shashthi, a tithi 345

karanas in S^ka Dates 291

Karenki Ballal of Kuk}41i, a hero of the

Paujurli Legend 273

K^rttika, a name for the 12th tithi of the

bright half of *290

Karttikeyapura = Baijnath in Kumaun 178

Kashmiri Grammar: —
Personal Pronouns, 5; Nominative, 5;

Accusative, 5 j
Dative, 6 ;

Instru-

mental 6

paradigms, 165 fP. ; conjugation of the

verb “ diun, to give” 169 fi'*

the Passive voice 172 fP.

IiTcgular forms of verbs 208 £P.

the Listed Verbs 19 i

Transitive Verb 85

the Intransitive Vei'b 193

the Auxiliary Verbs, 29 fE.; “ asaii, to

be,” 30 ff.; to be,” 29 1;
gatslmiif to go,” 34 f.; ^^yun, to

come’’...* 32 ff.

Eoriuation of Tenses and Persons,

3 £E. ;
Simple Tenses, 3 ; the Im-

perative, 1 ;
the Present Definite, 4

;

Present Indefinite or Future, 3 ;
the

Imperfect, 4 ;
Imperfect Imporati’^e, 5

;

the Aorist, 3; the Perfect, 4; the Plu-

perfect I., 5 ;
the Pei-iphrastic Future,

5 ; the Future Perfect and Dubitative,

5 ;
the Optative, 2 ;

Perfect Optative

or Conditional, o ;
the Precative, 2

;

the Participles, present, 1; the

Participles, perfect, 2 ;
the Participles,

future active, 2 ;
the Paa’ticiples, abso-

Bemarks on the Suffixes, 6 ffi. : Simple

Tenses, 7 ;
Compound Tenses, 7 ;

Per-

sonal Suffixes, 213 ;
Nominative, 7 f.;

Accusative, 8 ;
Dative, 9 ;

Double

Suffixes
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Periphrastic Tenses, 3 ;
Periphrastic or

Compound Tenses 4

Kaveri of Panambdr, a heroine of the K&n-

tnnekri BhQta 67

Kdvyadaria, date of 145

Kella Puohchye Mantradi, birth-place of

Kalkucja the Bhdta 62

Kellatta M^rmM, the home of Kallurti 222

Kemer Ball&l, a hero of the Beiderlu Legend. 339

KSrala, minor kings in 188

key as a spirit-scarer 75 f.

Kharoshti, a new inscription in, noted 141

Khakee, history of the term, noted 259 f.

KhetrpM == Bhairava 260

Kilappertir, a family name 190

Kinni DS,ru, a heroine of the Beiderlu Legend. 339

KirowalS. = Sendu Bir 83

Kiss, ceremonial, as a spirit-scarer 256

Kneeling as a spirit-scai’er 248

knife as a spirit-scarer 78

Kochchehgann^^, his date 155

Kolamba = Kollam Era 53

Kollam Era, Dates in the, 9 ff., 53 f
. ; of the... 174

Koti Beidya, birth of, 308; his death 34*2

K6yil Tiru-Iiaijppd, the, its date 153

Kubja, a Saiva poet of Mysore 27

Kubja-Yishnuvardhana, Eastern Ohalukya,

a coin of 322 f.

Kulas6kbara Ohola 113

Kulas5kha.ra-Perum&l, a title of Ohera-

TJdayam§.ridndavarman 190 f.

Kulkuda = Kallurti 216

Kuluttuhga Ohola 1., a coin of .................. 321

KOn P^ndya, his support of Tiruuanasam-

bandha, 115; his conversion to the Saiva

faith, 115; age of, discussed 119

Kundaraditya, his date 153

lagnas in SSka Dates 291

LalitasOraddva, Insoription of, edited 177

LalitasOradeva of JNimbara, an insci-iption

of 178

L^tli Bhairon = Bhairava 260

letters, mystic, origin of 140

lifting as a spirit-scarer 251

light-spirit, the high priest 131

Lingfiyats = TSra Saivas 11

3

Lunar months in Saka Dates 271 f.

MadanavarmSddva, father of Naramardideva. 205

M5gha, a name for the 7th Utlii of the bright

half of 290

magic-box, calamity in a 67

magician, punishment of an unsuccessful ... 112
- Magrand^ya, Legend of, 67 f. ;

his friendship

with J&rahtdya 71

MaJidhlidrata, recent researches inthe, 343 :
—

date of the 343

Mahaliugeswar, a god 241

Mah&ukali, a goddess 275

Malenadechcheva, a hero of the Bobbarye

Legend 240

Malik Kdfdr = Malik Naib KafOr 123 f.

Malik Naib K/ifur, date of his taking Madura. 124

Malik Nemi = Malik Naib Kdfdr 124

Mallanna, brother of Kallurti the Bhdta 220

Mahgaiyarkkarasi, daughter of KarikMa, 122 ;

patroness of Samhandha, 121 ;
her support

of Tiruhanasambandha... 115
Mahgalur, the king of 71

Mdnikkavd^agar, author of TiruvdSagam 133

Manjunatha, a god 71

Maijjuntaya = Manjun5.tha 71

Manner, Dr., variant stories of, in Tuluva

Legends 295 fp.

marriage customs in the Madras Presidency.

144, 286 f

.

man-iage by capture, a survival of 260
metals as spirit-scarers 72 ff.

metamorphosis in folktales, sei*pent into a
prince 49

Mijar K6damanatfi.ya, Legend of 67
Mir^hb&i, first Gujar&ti poetess 19 n.

Mirror as a spirit-scarer, 78 f
. ; as a spirit-

haunt 78 i»

Mitta Adyanddr, a hero of the Kulkucia
Legend 33

months in inscriptions :
—

Bhadrapada 345
Dhanus ^5
Jyaishtiba 345
Karkataka 55
Kumbha ^4

178, 345
Makara.... 35

55
Mina 54^ 55 _ 286
Mithuna 55,346
Pausha 345
SrAvana 205
Tai (Makara) gg
Tnia I.'.”;;’" 60
Yaisakha

340
YichhS, (Yrischika) 285
VfiseHka

'

"gs, I7
Yrishabha

^0
months in inscriptions :

—

solar, in Saka Dates 270 f.

lunar, in Sdka Dates 271 f.
months, intercalary, in Saka Dates 271
mudras, a reference to

j40
Mukdmbike, a god *

223
MuravaByfiri of Sulikal, father of Bobbary^^^^ 239
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music, the sign of fairyland, 110 :— as a
spirit-scarer, 35 f

. ; as an inspiriter, 35 : —
as a sph'it-liome, 47 f. :— instruments of,

are spirit-homes 36
music, length of time required to perform

Indian 312

Nddubalaya, a hero of the Bohbarye Legend. 240

nails as spirit-searers 74 f.

nahshatras in inscriptions ;

—

Anur^dh^ 54, 55, 66

Hasta 55, 345

Mrigasirsha 54, 55

Funarvasu 55

Pushya 64,55

Bevati 54

Rohini 55,345

&rdyana 345

nakshairas in S^ka Dates 291. 845 f-

fsambi And§.r Nambi, author of Tirnmurai,

113: his date 161 f.

namghor, a place for perfonning plays in

Assam 59

j^ahasamb andha, see TiruSSnasambandha 116

Nand Bhairbh = Bhairava 260

Nandini ;= Nandandeo near Ichchh6,war 208

Nandu, brother of KaUurti the Bhdta 220

Nielrayana Sena^a, a hero of the "V odilutdya

Legend 276

Narasiinhavarman I., date of 163 f

Narsihh the poet, song about 11 fE., 277 fE.

Nasud6vi, mother of Lalitasdradeya 178

Nakkirar, a Tamil author Il4

nats in Burma, development of 143

navgaza tombs, a Buddhist origin for, 146:

—

an origin for 204

Nayakas, supposed coins of 318 f.

Nelson, Mr., on the age of Sambandha 121

Nija KS/iita == Bdla Bhairava 274

Ninra-Sir-Nedumdrasi a title of KOn Pdndya. 115

Noise as a spirit-scarer, 35 f . :
>— object of,

when made by humanity, is to scare spirits,

36: — ceremonial time for 35

Pali inscriptions from Mysore noticed 28

Palibhdtika in Kumaun unidentified 178

Pandukesvar Plate of Lalitasfii-addva edited. 177

Panduk6svar is in Garhwdl 177

Panjapadi, the home of MagrandS-ya 67

PaBjurli, story of 272

Panjuili the Bhflta 275

Panjurli of Ohembukal = Panjurli 276

Pafijurli of Klalya = the Bhfita Paiijurli 275

Paramardid4va of Kfilaujara, an inscription

of, edited 205 f.

Parantaka Chola I., his date 154

Parmale, the home of the Beiderlu Bhfitas... 296 f.

Patuma, the mother of Bohbarye 239

Pausha, a name for the 7th tithi of the bright

half of 290

Payya Baidya, ahero of the Beiderlu Legend. 338

pearls from a fish 52

Perar Bolandi, Legend of 67

Periyapu^'dnaniy a Tamil Purdna 114

Pergadi Yokketinar, a hero of the Panjurli

Legend 278

Ph6,lguna, a name for the 5th tithi of the

bnghthalf of 290

Pilichavandi Bhfita 242

Pillai, a name of TirunStnasambandha 115

pinching as a spirit-scarer 251

Podikaldya, a Brahma Bhdta i*. 241

pointing with the right finger as a spurit-

Bcarer 26l

Ponkule, the home of P6sa MahSraye the

Bhfita 64

porte’honheurs = Inck-bringers 128

possession by a Bhfita 241, 274

Posa Mah§.r5ye, the story of .. 63 fi.

PratS,pad6var6ya of Yijayanagara, date of

his death 346

prayer, calls to, object of, to scare spirits ... 85

Pritbvivarmadeva, grandfather of Paramardi-

d^va 205

prostration as a spirit-scarer 248

^urnimdnta scheme in SS^ka Dates, 271 f.

;

very rare in SSika Dates 272

Oduvdr, a class of Tamil priests 113

ogresses, a tale of 109

ofieiings as spirit-searers 252

oil as a spirit-scarer, 79 £. : — as a healer,

79 ;— its ceremonial value as a light-

giver, 80 fP. : — sacred, 82 ;
martyr’s 82

onyx, the, a doubtful guardian 136

orientation, a note on 176

ornament, origin of, to guard against and

scare spirits 128

Padup6.1a Deyar, a heroine of the Panjurli

Legend......? 275

rain, charms concei-ning 316

Hajar^ja, Eastern Chsllukya, a coin of 321

Rajaraja Abhaya Kulasekhara GhOla 113

BdjarS.jadeva Chola, a coin of 317

Bajasimh6svara Temple = Kailasfin&tha

Temple.... - ^^3

Baj^ndra-Choladdva I., a coin of 317

R6,manuja, Dr. Caldwell on, discussed 122

Rathjubula preceded Eanishka 141

riddle in legends 338

Rogues, story of the Tanjore, 21 fi. ; — story

of the Trichinopoly 22

Mudraydmala Tantra, a note on 143
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Stoa, the three Bhutas of = Javanta-ya 66
|

Saivism in Southern India, a date for 28

feaka era, Dates in, discussed, 266 ff.:

Jupiter Years in, 268 if. :
— solar months

in, 270 f . :— lunar months in 271 f.

iBalagrcim, a note on the 11'6

salutation as a spirit-scarer, 243 :
— ceremo-

nial, = self-surrender, 242 : — origin of ... 242

salutes of honor, origin of, 243: — of dis-

honor, 243 :
— of the dead, 243

:

sacrificial, as spirit- soarers 252

BamalAlwa Beidya, a hero of the Beiderlu

Legend 295

S&madevi, wife of LalitasCirad^va 178

Sambandha = Tiruu^nasambandha, 116; —
age of, discussed, 116 ;

his date 155

Samhandhat Hymns of, the, are part of the

Tamil V4das 113

Sambu Zalkuda= Kalkuda the BhClta, 63

father of Kallurti the Blifita 220

Saminandddi 65

Sadikara, his allusion to Sambandha, 155 ff.

;

his date 161

SaMhya-pravaohana-hhdshya, Prof. Garbe’s

ed. of, noted - 232

samkrdntis in Saka Dates, 293 f.; unspecified.294 f*

sand as a spirit-scarer 249 f

.

Sanskrit dates, fixing of, from Tibetan

sources 145

Sanskrit Grammar of the Buddhists ......... 103

Saaitivarman, the Kadamba, inscription of... 27

Sarakulldya, a hero of the Jumdcli Legend ... 66

Sdrasime, the home of Jumddi the Bhfita ... 65

Sarvdngandtha, the title discussed, 185 :—
= Adityavarman 187

Sdyina Baidetti, mother of the Beiderlu 339

Sayina Baidya, father of the Beiderlu 339

Sebundy, history of the term noted... 257 f., 315 f.

self-sacrifice, in folktales, remarkable instance

of llOff.

Sender Bendi, the name discussed, 119

;

= Sundar Bandi 120

Sendu Bir, the whistling spirit 83, 286

serpent in folktales, 49 :— flower gi’owing out

of a dead 49

serpents, dedication of tanks to 142

seven, fairies in folktales, 110 :— sons in folk-

tales lC9f.

Shaddsitimukka-samkranti. explained 348

shake of the hand, origin of the 243

shears as spirit-scarers 74
shoes as spirit-scai*ers, — horse, ass 76
^ilamati, the Skr. form of the name of the

Tibetan author Blo-gros-ts’ul-krims 109
silver as a spirit-scarer ^ 78
singing in ohui’ch as a spiiit-scarer ............ 45
Siva Kalkuda, father of Kalkuda the Bhfita 62

Sivaji, supposed coin of 319

slapjnng as a spirit-scarer 257

sneezing in superstition 246

Sochlsa inecedcd Kanishka 141

Sohgaura Copper-Plate, notes on the ...... 261 f£.

solar months in Saka Dates 270 f.

souls, a superstition about, in Burma 142

Southern India, folklore in 312 if.

siDirit of light, the high piiest is a 131

spirit-caused, the unwilled is 246

spirit-scarers :

—

abuse, foi'ms of 243

back-turning 249

black, as the color of iron 72

bowing 249

capping 253

ceremonial kisses 256

ceremonial salutations 243

cheering 47

circling 257

clapping 47

covering the mouth and eyes 249

dancing 257

eai*th 2 19 f

.

gold 77 f.

hand-shaking 253

hymns and calls to prayer 35

iron, 72, 7C£., Ii6: — red hot 73

jewellery 128

keys 75 f.

kneeling 248

knives 73

knocking heads together 256

lifting 257

lolling or thrusting out the tongue 255

metals 72fi*.

mirrors 78 f.

mouthing grass 257

musical instruments 36
nails 74

noise and music 35 £,

offerings 252

oil 79 f.

ornaments 128

passing bell 45

pinching 257

pointing with tlie-right finger ^ 257

precious stones . . . ; 1 25 ff

.

prostration 248

rattling of chains 37

sacrificial salutes 252

sand 249 f.

shears 74

shoes, iron, of horse and ass 76

silver and copper 78

singing in church 45

slapping 267
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spitting 250

standing on one foot 260

swords 73 f.

tools 72

wine-drinking 254

spirits — music as a home of 47 f.

spitting as a spirit-scarer 250

Srahi, the meaning of 285 f

.

Sr4vana, a name for the fuU-noon tiihi of ... 290

Sri-yira-K6rala-M4rt4ndavarma-Tiravadi of

Travanoore 121

stars, bride viewing the stars, object of 144

step-mother in folktales 48

stones, precious, see gems*.— are spirit-

scarers 125ft.

Sundar Bandi, the name discussed 120

Swidarat Hyn/hns of, part of the Tamil Vidas, 113

Sundara P4ndya, the name discussed 119

swayamvara, folktale version of the 60

sword as a spirit-scarer 73 f

.

Sy4nandtirapura = Trivandrum, 18i
;
= Sy4-

nanddra 184

tabu, in marriage relationships 204

tamMla 805

Tanjore, date of 153

Tanjur, the, its value in fixing Sanskrit dates. 145

Tattuvardyar, a Tamil author 114

Tibet, an allegorical folktale from 105 ft.

Tiru-Bai'p'pd, a group of Tamil Sacred Songs. 113

Tiiumappa, a god at Tirupati 225

Tirumdrrali Kail4san4tha Templei.... 163

Tirimidar, a group of Tamil Sacred Songs... 114

Tivumwfai a group of Tamil Sacred Songs,

113 : a division of the Tamil Vidas 113

Tirunanasambandha, Notes on the age of,

113 ff.: — his place among the Saivas,

113 ;— his position as a teacher - 114

Tirundvukkarasu = Appar 118

,Tirutondar Tiruvandddi, a group of Tamil

Sacred Songs 114

Tiruvdiagam is a part of a Tirumurai 113

tithis, names for, in Sdka Dates, 289 f.,

346 f . :
— current, in Sdka Dates, 289 ;

—
repeated in S4ka Dates <-89

. Toipergadethdr, a heroine of the Magi'anddya

Legend

tongue, loBing or thrusting out the, as a

spirit-scarer
*265

tools as spirit-soarers, 72 :
— as shaped iron... 73

Trailoicyamalla, Westem'Ohalukya,acoin of. 322

Travanoore, Early Sovereigns of, 184

;

supposed coin of 320 f

.

travel, tabued, in folktales lO&f.

Ubdra Tirta, the, mentioned 63

Umdpati Sivdchdrya, a Tamil Saint, 149 :
—

his date 149

IJttardyana Samkrdnti, the 298 f

.

Taidhriti Toga, the 291

Vaisdkha, a name for the 3rd tithi in the

bright half of 289 f.

Yardhamdna’s Nirvdpa, a date in 346

Vdriyan, a caste 189'

Ydtipi, importance of the date of the con-

quest of 1^
Vidas, Tamil 113

Ydgdddvi, mother of Lalitasdraddva 178

Yehkatai*4ma Temple at Tirupati 274

Yijayasaptami, a tithi 345

Yirhamasiddhi = Kubja-Yishnuvardhana,

Eastern Chalukya 323

Yishuva Sathkrdnti 294

Yii’a-Bhupati of Vijayanagara, a coin of 318

Yira-feaiva Sivaprakdsa, a Tamil author 114

Yira-Saivas = Lihgdyats 113

Yindyaka, a god 275

Yinhukadadufcu, the family Hdintiputta

Satakanni 28

Yodilutdya, story of, 276 f.; — the Bhdta ... 276

Yorte = Kallurti 216

vows to the Bhfitas 305

Yyatipdta Y6ga, the 291, 345

Weber, Prof., a note on his anniveraary 343

wine drinking as a spirit-scarer 254

“ wise-women ” 806

women, superiority of, in folktales oO

years, dates in the XoUam Era sometimes

in expired, sometimes in current 10

fears, OniTent and Expired, inSdka Inscrip-

tions, 266 : — in expired, Sdka Dates

usually 267

Years, Jupiter, in ^Sika Dates.... 268 ff., 345

Years, Northern luni-solar 269

YeUanna, brother of Kallurti the Bhdta 220

yettu, the game explained 309

yigas, in SHka Dates, 291, 345 : — in inscrip.

tions, Ganda 85

youngest (fairy), tale of the 110

the word explained 316
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